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The beginning of our happiness lies in the understanding that life without wonder is not worth living.
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INTRODUCTION

When we launched Atlas Obscura in 2009, our goal was to create a catalog of all the places, people, and things that inspire our sense of wonder. One of us had recently spent two months driving all over the United States searching out tiny museums and eccentric outsider art projects. The other was about to set off for a year of travel in Eastern Europe. We wanted a way of finding the curious, out-of-the-way places that don’t often make it into traditional guidebooks—the kinds of destinations that expand our sense of what is possible, but which we would never be able to find without a tip from someone in the know. Over the years, thousands of people from all over the world have joined us in this collaborative project by contributing entries to the Atlas. This book represents just a tiny fraction of what our community has unearthed.

Though Atlas Obscura may have the trappings of a travel guide, it is in truth something else. The site, and this book, are a kind of wunderkammer of places, a cabinet of curiosities that is meant to inspire wonderlust as much as wanderlust. In fact, many of the places in this book are in no way “tourist sites” and should not be treated as such. Others are so out of the way, so treacherously situated, or (in at least one case) so deep beneath the surface, that few readers will ever be able to visit them. But here they are, sharing this marvelously strange planet with us.

This book would never exist without the incomparable and indefatigable Ella Morton, who has spent the last four years researching, writing, and crafting the physical object you hold in your hands. Nor would it exist without our incredible community of users, explorers, and contributors. Every one of you out there who added a place to the Atlas, made an edit, or sent in a photo: You are all our coauthors. Thank you. Though we have tried to check the accuracy of every fact in these pages, please don’t book any plane tickets without first doing your own independent research. Or do! Just be ready for an adventure.

We often ask ourselves just how large a truly comprehensive compendium of the world’s wonders and curiosities could ultimately be. The economics of printing and the dimensions of the page set limits on what could be included in this book. But even our website, which faces no such constraints, can never be complete. There is an Atlas Obscura yet to be written that is as comprehensive as the world itself, for wonder can be found wherever we are open to searching for it.

Joshua Foer and Dylan Thuras
cofounders of Atlas Obscura
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THE SILVER SWAN

NEWGATE, DURHAM

This uncannily lifelike musical automaton mimics a full-size swan floating on a pond of spun-glass rods. Created in the 1770s, it uses three clockwork mechanisms to perform a 40-second routine set to calming bell-like music. When wound, the swan moves its neck from side to side to preen its feathers before dipping its beak into the pond and snapping up a tiny fish.

First displayed in British jeweler James Cox’s Mechanical Museum, the swan was purchased by collector John Bowes in 1872 and is now housed in the Bowes Museum—a French chateau in the north of England.

Bowes Museum, Newgate. A museum curator demonstrates the swan at 2 p.m. daily. The Bowes Museum is 17 miles (27.4 km) from Darlington railway station, which is a 2.5-hour train trip from London. Buses run from the station to the museum.
Walking, Eating, Moving Machines

Automatons—mechanical figures that move in an eerily lifelike manner—have existed for centuries, but their heyday was during the 18th and 19th centuries.

The Turk, built in 1770, was one of the most impressive: It consisted of a mechanical man in a turban who played chess against anyone willing to take him on. The machine toured the world, battling opponents like Napoleon Bonaparte and Benjamin Franklin. During the early 19th century, the Turk’s apparent intelligence and skill dazzled audiences and frustrated skeptics, who suspected a trick.

In the end, eagle-eyed observers, including Edgar Allan Poe, who encountered the Turk in Virginia in 1835, discovered the secret: a hidden human. The cabinet beneath the chess board held a squashed chess master who made every move by candlelight, pulling levers to operate the Turk’s arm and keeping track of the moves on his or her own board. The Turk was nothing but an elaborate hoax.

The Turk had a human microcontroller.

While the Turk was frustrating its opponents, genuine automatons delighted onlookers with their realistic movements. The Digesting Duck, the 1739 creation of Jacques de Vaucanson, flapped its wings, moved its head, ate grains, and shortly afterward defecated. The digestion process was not authentic—the duck’s backside housed a reservoir of droppings that would fall in response to the amount of grains being “eaten”—but it was the first step toward what de Vaucanson hoped would eventually be a genuine eating machine.

Pierre Jaquet-Droz and his two sons spent six years starting in 1768 crafting The Musician, The Draftsman, and The Writer, a trio of dolls now housed in Switzerland’s Museum of Art and History. The female musician plays an organ, her chest rising and falling to mimic breathing and her body moving in the manner of an impassioned pianist. The draftsman and writer are dressed identically in lacy shirts, gold satin breeches, and red velvet robes, and each sits at a desk. While the draftsman draws one of four programmed images, including portraits of Louis XV and a dog, the writer dips a goose feather in ink and can write custom text of up to 40 characters.

Steam Men were all the rage in the late 1800s, beginning with 22-year-old New Jersey resident Zadoc Dederick’s 1868 model: a 7-foot-9-inch (236 cm) man in a top hat pulled a carriage. His bulky torso housed a boiler that generated enough power to propel him forward, one footstep at a time. Canadian George Moore’s 1893 version, unattached to a carriage, measured 6 feet (2 m) tall and resembled a medieval knight. An exhaust pipe emerged from his nostril, making him appear to have steamy breath whenever he walked. His movement was limited by one crucial factor: Since he was attached to a horizontal stabilizing arm, he could only walk in circles.

Tipu’s Tiger, a tidy representation of the enmity between the residents of India and their 18th-century British colonizers, is an Indian-made, crank-operated toy located in the Victoria & Albert Museum. It depicts a tiger mauling a helpless British officer. Turning the handle makes the man’s left hand rise weakly in an attempt to shield his face from the attack. As the hand moves up and down, air rushes through two pairs of bellows. The resulting sounds—beastly growls and the cries of a man in his death throes—leave no ambiguity as to who wins the tussle.

Tipu’s Tiger, immortalized mid-meal.
The Poison Garden

Alnwick, Northumberland

To enter the poison garden of Alnwick, you must first fetch a guide to unlock the black iron gates, which are decorated with a white skull and crossbones and a worrying message: “These plants can kill.”

Inspired by the poison gardens in 16th-century Padua where the Medici plotted the frothing ends of their royal enemies, the Duchess of Northumberland created this garden in 2005, dedicating it entirely to poisonous or narcotic flora.

The duchess, Jane Percy, is an unlikely patron. In 1995, her husband unexpectedly became the twelfth Duke of Northumberland following his brother’s death, and Alnwick Castle fell into their family’s care. Roaming the elaborate gardens, the newly minted duchess decided to transform an overgrown, neglected section into something that was at once both traditional and dangerous. The poison garden now sits nestled among 14 acres of greenery dotted with water sculptures, a cherry orchard, a bamboo labyrinth, and an enormous tree house.

This carefully curated garden contains about 100 plants that have the power to stimulate, intoxicate, sicken, or kill. Guides detail their dangerous properties while enforcing the strict “No touching; no smelling” rules. Poppies, cannabis, hallucinogenic mushrooms, and deadly strychnine are among the innocent-looking greenery. Because of the danger posed by the flora (some can kill or sicken just through touch), some plants are caged, and the garden is secured under a 24-hour security watch.

The garden is open from March to October. Denwick Lane, Alnwick. The garden is open from March to October. Denwick Lane, Alnwick. The garden is open from March to October. Denwick Lane, Alnwick. The garden is open from March to October. Denwick Lane, Alnwick.

Williamson Tunnels

Liverpool, Merseyside

Between 1810 and 1840, an army of workers dug an extensive underground network beneath Liverpool at the insistence of eccentric retired tobacco business owner Joseph Williamson. The purpose for the tunnels remains unclear: According to rumor, Williamson’s religion championed end-of-days survivalism, and the tunnels were meant to house him and his family should Armageddon arrive. Tamer accounts paint Williamson as a selfless philanthropist who was simply providing work for the many men who had recently returned from the Napoleonic Wars. The man’s apparent fondness for instructing his workers to brick up freshly dug tunnels provides a further air of mystery.

The underground project ceased when Williamson died in 1840. Water, rubble, and rubbish filled the tunnels. They remained in a dilapidated state until the 1990s, when local residents formed charitable groups with the aim of excavating the site and opening the tunnels to the public. One section, dramatically lit, is now open for tours. Williamson Tunnels Heritage Centre, The Old Stable Yard, Smithdown Lane, Liverpool.

4 / Europe / Great Britain and Ireland
**The Chained Books of Hereford Cathedral**

**HEREFORD, HEREFORDSHIRE**

This cathedral contains two medieval marvels: a chained library of rare books and one of the earliest maps of the world.

In the Middle Ages, before the availability of the printing press, volumes on law and religion were quite rare and valuable. To protect against theft, the books at Hereford Cathedral were chained to desks, pulpits, and study tables.

The chained library was created in 1611 when a collection of hand-transcribed, hand-bound books was moved into the Lady Chapel. Most of the volumes in the collection are acquisitions dating back to the 1100s, although the oldest book in the collection, the *Hereford Gospels*, dates to about the year 800.

The medieval world map stored at Hereford Cathedral depicts three continents: Europe, Asia, and Africa. On the as-yet-unexplored periphery of these lands roam fire-breathing dragons, dog-faced men, people who survive on only the scent of apples, and the Monocoli, a race of mythical beings who take shade under their giant feet when the sun becomes too bright.

The 5 x 4.5-foot map (1.5 x 1.4 m), created around 1300, is part geography, part history, and part religious teaching aid. A lack of confirmed information on Asian and African geography presented no obstacle for the mapmaker, who used hearsay, mythology, and imagination to fill in the gaps—which explains the four-eyed Ethiopians.

5 College Cloisters, Cathedral Close, Hereford. The cathedral is a 3.5-hour train trip from London and a 15-minute walk from Hereford railway station. 📍52.053613 📧2.714945

**Also in Northern England**

- **Steetley Magnesite** · Hartlepool - This derelict chemical plant on the North Sea is a photogenic industrial ruin.

- **Beverley Sanctuary Stones** · Beverley - A haven for criminals of all stripes, these stones mark a sacred area where the medieval church provided asylum to thieves and brigands.

---

**Mechanical Clock at Salisbury Cathedral**

**SALISBURY, WILTSHIRE**

The mechanical clock at Salisbury Cathedral is old, but just how old is the subject of ongoing debate. The exact date is a matter of importance, for if it was built in 1386, as many horologists believe, it is the oldest working clock in the world.

The faceless clock introduced Salisbury to the new concept of standardized hours, which would replace the season-based increments of the sundial era. It chimed hourly, reminding townspeople to attend church services, and provided a reliable structure for each day.

In 1928, following its rediscovery in the cathedral tower, the clock was disassembled and restored. Although it no longer chimes, today the clock functions in much the same way as it did more than 600 years ago, striking away the hours in the north aisle of the nave.

Salisbury Cathedral, 33 The Close, Salisbury. Trains from London (Waterloo) take 90 minutes. The cathedral is a 10-minute walk from Salisbury station. 📍51.064933 📧1.797677

Salisbury’s 600-year-old timepiece may be the oldest working clock in the world.
George Merryweather’s carousel of weather-predicting leeches was more charming than accurate.
**The Tempest Prognosticator**

**OKEHAMPTON, DEVON**

Surgeon George Merryweather had a passion for leeches. According to Merryweather, the creepy worms possessed humanlike instincts, experienced the hollow ache of loneliness, and were capable of forecasting weather. All this gave him an idea for a machine that he believed could transform meteorology.

In 1851, Merryweather unveiled his “tempest prognosticator” at the Great Exhibition in London. Having witnessed the agitation of freshwater leeches during the lead-up to a heavy storm, the doctor concluded he could build a leech-powered weather forecasting device. The contraption resembled a miniature merry-go-round, but in place of the usual ponies were a dozen glass bottles, each containing a single leech. Should a storm approach, the creatures would make their way to the top of the glass, triggering a wire connected to a central bell.

Though certainly novel, Merryweather’s invention did not catch on. His vision of the British government deploying tempest prognosticators nationwide remained mere fantasy, but his invention lives on in the form of a reconstructed version prominently displayed in the Barometer World Exhibition museum in Devon. (Another can be found in the Whitby Museum in North Yorkshire.)

Quicksilver Barn, Merton, Okehampton. The museum is open by appointment. 🏠 50.891854 ☎️ 4.095316

---

**No Man’s Land Luxury Sea Fort**

**GOSPORT, HAMPSHIRE**

On maps, it registers as a tiny, nameless speck in the Solent strait between mainland England and the Isle of Wight, but No Man’s Land Fort has a dramatic history that belies its cartographic insignificance.

Built in the late 1800s to protect the English coast against a French invasion that never happened, No Man’s Land could accommodate 80 soldiers and 49 cannons.

The 200-foot-wide (61 m) fort sat idle for decades, and the Ministry of Defense decommissioned No Man’s Land in the 1950s. When the government tried to sell it in 1963, no buyers came forward. In the 1990s, the abandoned fort was transformed into a luxury hotel, complete with two helipads, 21 bedrooms, a roof garden, and restaurants. The submerged center was glassed in as an atrium for the heated pool. Despite its creature comforts and promise of privacy, the hotel never took off.

In 2004, developer Harmesh Pooni bought No Man’s Land for £6 million (about $9 million at the time) with the intention of renting it out for special occasions. Unfortunately, contaminated water in the hotel pool caused an outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease. Faced with financial ruin and the possibility of losing the island, Pooni took an extreme approach: He covered the helipads with upturned tables, grabbed his keys, and barricaded himself inside the fortress. After a protracted standoff, he was finally evicted in early 2009.

No Man’s Land sold for the bargain price of £910,000 (around $1.36 million) in March 2009 to Gibraltar-based Swanmore Estates Ltd. The fort has since been transformed into a venue for weddings and corporate retreats. Standout features include a sauna, cabaret club, and a laser tag arena located in the former gunpowder storage area.

The Solent is 1.4 miles (2.3 km) north of the Isle of Wight. 🏠 50.739546 ☎️ 1.094995

---

**Also in Southwest England**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The World’s Largest Greenhouse</th>
<th>St Austell - Huge inflated domes at the Eden Project contain artificial biomes with over one million types of plants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lost Gardens of Heligan</td>
<td>St Austell - A 400-year-old garden with fantastical sculptures that has been restored to beauty after years of neglect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Museum of Witchcraft and Magic</td>
<td>Boscastle - The world’s largest collection of occult- and witchcraft-related artifacts includes dried cats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House That Moved</td>
<td>Exeter - A 21-ton Tudor home built in the 1500s and moved 210 feet (70 m) down the street on thick iron rails in 1961 to make way for a new road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cheddar Man and Cannibals Museum</td>
<td>Cheddar - A museum about life, death, and cannibalism in prehistoric Britain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now available for laser-themed birthdays.
**Kelvedon Hatch Nuclear Bunker**

**Kelvedon Hatch, Essex**

It’s not concealed anymore—road signs point the way to a “Secret Nuclear Bunker”—but the underground shelter at Kelvedon Hatch was built in 1953 to stealthily house hundreds of British military and civilian personnel in the event of nuclear attack.

Accessed through an ordinary-looking bungalow in the woods, the bunker had air conditioning and heating, its own water supply, and generators, and was outfitted with radio equipment and protected telecommunications systems. After the fall of the USSR, the bunker was converted into a museum. Today, its corridors are full of dusty old telephones, Geiger counters, and maps. A few rooms feature battered shop mannequins in cheap wigs—some with the grinning faces of former prime ministers Margaret Thatcher and John Major—posed in various states of activity, to demonstrate life in the bunker in the event of an attack.

Crown Buildings, Kelvedon Hall Lane, Kelvedon Hatch. The train from London to Brentwood takes an hour and a half. From there, it’s a 20-minute cab ride to the bunker. 📍 51.671743 Ⓥ 0.256569

---

**Greatstone Sound Mirrors**

**Greatstone, Kent**

As part of its national defense strategy after World War I, Britain built three massive concrete acoustic mirrors on the southeast coast of England to detect the sound of distant airplane engines in the sky. Working much like giant ears, the trio of reflectors could provide a 15-minute warning of an air invasion by magnifying the sound waves over the English Channel and directing them at microphones. An operator sitting in a nearby booth listened to the transmitted signal through headphones that resembled a stethoscope.

The Greatstone site features three different reflectors, including a 200-foot-long (61 m) curved wall, a 30-foot-tall (9 m) parabolic dish, and a 20-foot-tall (6 m) shallow dish.

**Dungeness National Nature Reserve, off Dungeness Road, Romney Marsh. 📍 50.956111 Ⓥ 0.953889**

---

**Also in Southeast England**

- **The Little Chapel**
  - Guernsey - One of the smallest chapels in the world, intricately decorated with stones, pebbles, broken china, and glass.

- **The Margate Shell Grotto**
  - Margate - Discovered in 1835, this mysterious subterranean passageway of unknown age is covered with mystical designs made entirely from seashells.
Rising from the water like robotic sentinels on stilts, the Maunsell Army Sea Forts in the Thames Estuary east of London are rusting reminders of World War II’s darkest days. Part of the Thames Estuary defense network, the anti-aircraft tower-forts were constructed in 1942 to deter German air raids. Each of the three original forts consisted of a cluster of seven buildings on stilts surrounding a central command tower. Two remain: the Red Sands Fort and the Shivering Sands Fort.

After their wartime career the forts were decommissioned. In the 1960s, pirate-radio broadcasters moved in and established unauthorized stations in the remaining forts. In 1966, Reginald Calvert, manager of the Radio City pirate station, died in a fight with rival Radio Caroline station owner Oliver Smedley. The next year, the British government passed legislation making offshore broadcasting illegal, driving out the pirates and leaving the forts abandoned.

Attempting to enter the decaying forts is not advised. They can be seen by boat or, on a clear day, from Shoeburyness East Beach.
A millennium-long piece of music composed for Tibetan singing bowls will be playing at Trinity Buoy Wharf through 2999.

**LONGPLAYER**

**LONDON**

If you miss hearing Longplayer on your next trip to London, you’ll get the chance to catch it again—the musical composition will be playing in the old lighthouse at Trinity Buoy Wharf for the next 1,000 years. Longplayer consists of six short recorded pieces written for Tibetan singing bowls that are transposed and combined in such a way that the variations will never repeat during the song’s millennium-long run. It began playing on December 31, 1999, and is scheduled to end in the dying seconds of 2999.

Custodians of the project have established the Longplayer Trust to devise ways of keeping the music alive in the face of the inevitable technological and social changes that will occur over the next ten centuries.

64 Orchard Place, London. Open on weekends. The nearest Tube stop is Canning Town. You can also listen to a livestream of the composition on longplayer.org. 📍51.508514 ⌛0.008079

**Also in London**

- **Clapham North Deep-Level Air Raid Shelter**
  - London - An abandoned World War II bomb shelter, it is the only one of eight deep-level air raid shelters that sits unused.

- **The Lost River Fleet**
  - London - The largest of London’s subterranean rivers now flows through its sewers. The Fleet can be heard flowing through a grate in front of the Coach and Horse pub on Ray Street, Clerkenwell.

- **Grant Museum of Zoology**
  - London - A university collection containing bisected heads, extinct animals, and a backlit cavern of microscopic slides.

- **Sir John Soane’s Museum**
  - London - Cluttered and astounding collection of ethnographic items displayed in the home of their eccentric collector, the 18th-century English architect John Soane.

- **Temple of Mithras**
  - London - The rebuilt remains of a Roman temple dedicated to the mysterious ancient cult of Mithras. Considered the most notable of all 20th-century Roman discoveries in London.
MEMORIAL TO HEROIC SELF-SACRIFICE

LONDON

The Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1887 marked 50 years of her reign and was an opportunity for Britons to celebrate their mighty empire. The royal celebrations were many and varied, but one refreshingly humble idea for a commemoration came from the artist George Frederic Watts.

Watts proposed that a memorial be established to recognize ordinary people who had died in pursuit of saving others. The painter, who was passionate about social justice for the working class, wanted to remember those whose heroic deaths might otherwise be soon forgotten.

The proposal didn’t catch on at the time, but 13 years later, in the city garden of Postman’s Park, the Memorial to Heroic Self-Sacrifice was unveiled. It consisted of four plaques on a wall, each devoted to a person who died in a valorous manner. One was Mary Rogers, stewardess of the SS Stella passenger ferry. As the ship sank on March 30, 1899, she gave up her life jacket to another passenger, sealing her own sad fate.

Since the memorial’s unveiling, 50 more plaques have joined the initial four, with the most recent addition in 2009. Among the amazing stories are that of 19-year-old William Donald, whose plaque tells of how he “was drowned in the Lea trying to save a lad from a dangerous entanglement of weed,” and Thomas Simpson, who “died of exhaustion after saving many lives from the breaking ice at Highgate Ponds,” and George Frederick Simonds, who “rushed into a burning house to save an aged widow and died of his injuries.”

Postman’s Park, St Martin’s Le-Grand, London. The park is near the St. Paul’s station on the Central Tube line.

DIFFERENCE ENGINE #2

LONDON

There was almost a Victorian computer. Charles Babbage came achingly close with his 1822 “Difference Engine,” a design for a hulking gadget with cranks and gears capable of generating mathematical tables.

The machine offered a well-thought-out solution to the problem of human error in complex calculations, but it proved too large, complicated, and expensive to construct. Government grants allowed Babbage to hire a machinist, Joseph Clement, but after 10 years and much quarreling over prices, Clement had built just a small portion of the prototype.

Undeterred by practical constraints and workplace unpleasantness, Babbage moved on to plans for Difference Engine #2. This would be a more streamlined version: 5 tons, 5,000 parts, and 11 feet long (3.4 m). It, too, never progressed to a working model. Babbage died in 1871, leaving reams of notes and sketches for machines that were beyond the era’s construction capabilities.

In 1985, more than a century after Babbage’s death, London’s Science Museum announced plans to investigate the feasibility of his designs by building a difference engine based on the blueprints—and 19th-century materials—devised for Engine #2. The construction team finished the calculating section in 1991, just in time to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Babbage’s birth. It functioned flawlessly, confirming Babbage’s rightful place in the annals of computing history.

The engine, which features a printing apparatus added in 2002, is now on display at the museum, along with half of Babbage’s brain. (The other half is housed at the Hunterian Museum, also in London.)

Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London. 🌐 51.498190 📧 0.173972
**Jersey Bentham’s Auto Icon**

**London**

Jeremy Bentham has been sitting in a corridor at University College London since 1850.

The moral philosopher, whose advocacy of animal welfare, prison reform, universal suffrage, and gay rights was far ahead of his time, left a will with specific instructions on the treatment of his corpse. He decreed that his mummified head and skeleton be clad in a black suit, seated upright on a chair in a wooden cabinet, under a placard reading “Auto Icon.” He also suggested that his corpse could preside over regular meetings of followers of his utilitarian philosophy.

Bentham’s plans for his remains became something of an obsession. For 10 years prior to his death, he reportedly carried a pair of glass eyes in his pocket so that embalmers could easily implant them after his death. Unfortunately, when the time came, something went wrong in the preservation process. Bentham’s head took on a mottled, hollow-cheeked look, its leathery skin sagging under a pair of intensely blue glass eyes. In order to create a less grotesque display, preservers created a wax bust of Bentham and screwed it onto the skeleton. They placed the real head between Bentham’s feet.

There it sat, undisturbed, until 1975, when a group of mischievous students kidnapped it and demanded a £100 ransom be donated to charity. The university made a counteroffer of £10, and the students caved, returning Bentham’s head to its rightful place between his legs. After a few more pranks, including one in which the skull was apparently used as a football, university administrators decided to remove the head from public display. It now sits in the Conservation Safe in the Institute of Archaeology and is removed only for special occasions.

On Gower Street, between Grafton Way and University Street, enter the university grounds at Porter’s Lodge. Find the ramp entrance to the South Cloisters, Wilkins Building. Jeremy Bentham is just inside. ⛴ 51.524686 ⚽ 0.134025

Seated in a hallway at University College London, the long-dead utilitarian philosopher guards his own head from those who might souvenir it.

**Archie the Giant Squid**

**London**

The giant squid is often depicted as a sea monster. In Jules Verne’s *20,000 Leagues Under the Sea*, a giant squid attacks a boat and devours one of its crew. The kraken of Norse mythology—an enormous creature whose tentacles could supposedly wrap around the tallest of ship masts and rip whole vessels asunder—likely arose from a combination of giant squid sightings, imagination, and exaggeration.

The deep-sea–dwelling giant squid’s notorious elusiveness only fueled tall tales. Though records show they have been sighted sporadically since the 16th century, it wasn’t until 2002 that photographers were able to capture an image of a live giant squid in its natural habitat—which makes the Natural History Museum’s 28-foot (8.5 m) specimen a rare delight. Caught off the coast of the Falkland Islands in 2004 and named Archie in recognition of its species name, *Architeuthis dux*, the giant squid is preserved in a custom-made acrylic tank.

Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London. Archie is in the Darwin Spirit Collection of the museum, accessible on special guided tours. ⛴ 51.495983 ⚽ 0.176372
Highgate Cemetery

LONDON

Opened in 1839, Highgate is one of London’s most famous cemeteries. Its residents include Karl Marx (his memorial recognizable by the glowering bearded bust), sci-fi author Douglas Adams, and Adam Worth, the possible inspiration for Sherlock Holmes’s nemesis, Professor Moriarty. In the Victorian era, anyone who was anyone wanted to be buried in London’s fashionable Highgate Cemetery.

But fashion is fickle. By the 1940s, the Victorian cemetery was in a state of neglect, its once-coveted burial plots covered in vines. In 1970, members of a group interested in the occult claimed to have seen supernatural creatures lurking in the graveyard. Initial reports of ghosts gave way to talk that a vampire—a Transylvanian prince brought to the cemetery in the 1800s—was hiding out in Highgate.

Two self-described magicians and rival monster hunters, Seán Manchester and David Farrant, vowed to track down and kill the beast. Each proclaimed the other to be a charlatan incapable of finding the vampire. They took their feud to the media—capitalizing on an interest in the occult fueled by the recent release of The Exorcist—and announced an official vampire hunt would take place on Friday the 13th of March, 1970. That night, a mob overpowered police and broke into Highgate wielding stakes, garlic, crosses, and holy water. Chaos ensued. No vampires were sighted.

Manchester and Farrant continued to visit the cemetery over the next few years, determined to drive a stake into the heart of the Highgate Vampire. Though neither magician ever found the supposed vampire, real graves were ransacked and real corpses staked and beheaded during the search. In 1974, Farrant received a jail sentence for vandalizing memorials and interfering with human remains in the cemetery.

Debate between Farrant and Manchester continues to this day, while the cemetery remains a popular location for occult, paranormal, and vampire enthusiasts.

Swain’s Lane. The cemetery is a 20-minute walk up Highgate Hill and through Waterlow Park. 📍 51.566927 📡 0.147071

Could there be a vampire lurking behind the trees?
IRELAND

RUINS OF THE MV Plassey

INISHEER, GALWAY

More rust than metal at this point, the creaky shell of the steam trawler MV Plassey has been sitting on a bed of rocks on the shore of Inisheer Island for over half a century.

Early in the morning of March 8, 1960, the cargo ship was transporting yarn, stained glass, and whiskey across the Atlantic when it got caught in a terrible storm. Fierce winds blew the vessel toward Inisheer, tearing a hole in the bottom and causing water to rush into the engine room.

Using a breeches buoy—a rocket-fired rescue device similar to a zip line— islanders managed to save all 11 members of the crew from the icy sea. No sooner had they warmed up and calmed down with a few shots of local whiskey than another storm hit, delivering the MV Plassey to the rocky coast of Inisheer. Locals salvaged wool, lumber, and doors for construction, and made off with a stash of Black & White scotch hidden in the hold.

Today, the bronze-colored wreck, riddled with holes and stripped of all its assets, looks oddly beautiful against the gray rocks, green grass, and blue sky.

The wreck is on the east coast of Inisheer, just south of Killagoola. Ferries from the mainland leave from Doolin. 📍 53.055816 📞 9.503730

With its flaking hull full of holes, the MV Plassey is slightly less than seaworthy.
**Skellig Michael**

**The Skelligs, Kerry**

The dozen monks who sequestered themselves on this rocky island in the 7th century were a hardy lot.

Skellig Michael—skellig is derived from the Irish word sceilllic, meaning “steep rock”—lies 8 miles (13 km) from the coast of County Kerry. It is beset by wind and rain, which make the ascent to its 714-foot-high (217.6 m) peak extra treacherous.

Despite these harsh conditions, a group of determined Irish Christians established a monastic outpost on the island that remains largely intact 1,400 years later. Using stones, the monks built hundreds of stairs leading up to Skellig Michael’s summit, where they erected six beehive-shaped stone huts and a small chapel. They survived on a diet of fish, seabirds, and vegetables grown in the monastery garden. Withstanding multiple Viking raids during the 9th century, the monks occupied Skellig Michael until the late 12th century, when frequent storms sent them back to the mainland.

Climbing the 670 uneven, steep steps to the top presents both a physical and mental challenge, but at the summit, you’ll be able to enter the monastic huts and imagine the grueling life of a 7th-century ascetic.

Boats leave from Portmagee (a 90-minute trip) from April to September, weather permitting.

---

**Newgrange Mound**

**Boyne Valley, Meath**

Over 600 years before the Egyptians began building the Great Pyramid of Giza, members of the Neolithic Boyne Valley farming community were hard at work creating Newgrange. The 249-foot-wide (76 m) circular mound, constructed out of stones and earth around 3200 BCE, once served as a temple for religious rituals.

The most remarkable feature of Newgrange is its perfect alignment with the sun. At sunrise during the winter solstice, light shines through a precisely positioned window, illuminating the passageway that leads to the central chambers.

Access to Newgrange is by guided tour only, leaving from the Brú na Bóinne Visitor Centre in Donore. Entry during the winter solstice is by (very popular) lottery.
THE CRYPTS AT CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL

DUBLIN

In 1030, the Viking rulers of Dublin built the original Christ Church Cathedral out of wood. When the Normans invaded in 1171, they tore the cathedral down and built one of stone, adding an enormous crypt.

Laurence O’Toole, the archbishop of Dublin, oversaw the rebuilding process. After O’Toole was canonized as the patron saint of Dublin in 1225, his heart was preserved in a heart-shaped reliquary and kept in the cathedral inside an iron cage.

The saintly heart remained in an alcove until March 2012, when two men pried open the cage and stole the icon. Irish police suspected that a gang that trades in rhino horns was responsible for the theft, but no arrests have been made—and the heart is still missing.

Though the cathedral is smarting from the loss of its heart, it still boasts some fascinating relics in its crypt. Worth seeing are a set of stocks made in 1670 that were once used outdoors to punish criminals publicly and a marble monument depicting Nathaniel Sneyd, an Irish politican who died in 1833. Text beside the sculpture states that he “perished by the indiscriminating violence of an unhappy maniac”—in other words, he was shot.

The most unusual objects in the crypt are the mummified cat and rat, whose poses suggest they died mid-chase. According to church lore, the cat pursued the rat into a pipe of the church organ during the 1850s, and both became stuck. James Joyce used both cat and rat as a simile in *Finnegan’s Wake* when he described someone as being “as stuck as that cat to that mouse in that tube of that christchurch organ.”

Christchurch Place, Dublin. 📍 53.343517 📖 6.271057

VICTORIA’S WAY INDIAN SCULPTURE PARK

ROUNDWOOD, WICKLOW

Covering 22 acres, this park includes sculptures of an emaciated Buddha, an enormous disembodied finger, and *The Split Man*, a figure ripping itself in two, representing “the mental state of the dysfunctional human.” Victor Langheld established the park in 1989 after traveling to India in search of spiritual enlightenment. The series of sculptures, carved in stone by craftsmen in the south Indian state of Tamil Nadu, represent spiritual progression, from *Awakening* (a child emerging from a decaying fist) to *The Ferryman’s End* (a cadaverous old man in a sinking boat, half-submerged in a lake). Jolly figures of Hindu deities Ganesh and Shiva dancing and playing the flute help lighten the mood.

Roundwood. The park is a 45-minute drive from Dublin. It’s open from May through September. Dress for the damp. 📍 53.085765 📖 6.219654

The emaciated Ferryman invites visitors to contemplate mortality at Victoria Way Sculpture Park.
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Leviathan of Parsonstown

BIRR, OFFALY

William Parsons, the third earl of Rosse, built this 58-foot (17.7 m) telescope in the 1840s to investigate the space phenomena he knew as “nebulae.” At the time, telescopes were not powerful enough to show that these so-called nebulae were actually an assortment of different objects ranging from star clusters and galaxies to clouds of gas and dust. Parsons’s 6-foot-wide (2 m) telescope lens exposed the solar system in greater detail than ever before—though it was not until the 1920s that Edwin Hubble discovered that some of the fuzzy objects were in fact galaxies.

Dubbed the “Leviathan of Parsonstown,” Parsons’s reflecting telescope remained the largest in the world for over 75 years. However, following the death of the earl of Rosse—and that of his son, who tended to the instrument in his absence—the telescope fell into disuse in 1878 and was dismantled in 1908. Thanks to the seventh and current earl, the telescope was reconstructed in the late 1990s with a new mirror and motors. You can now see the restored Leviathan and learn about its workings in the attached science center.

Birr Castle, Birr. Two hours from Dublin by car and about one hour from Shannon Airport and Galway city. 📍 N 53.097123 W 7.913780

The Calendar Sundial

Galway - A modern sundial uses ancient methods to tell time and date perfectly.

St. Michan’s Mummies

Dublin - Down a set of dimly lit narrow stone steps, a vault underneath the church holds dozens of mumified remains, including an 800-year-old “Crusader” whose finger you are allowed to touch.

Wallabies of Lambay

Lambay Island - Despite being 10,000 miles (16,000 km) from their native Australia, a group of wallabies has made Lambay Island home for the last 25 years after being relocated by the Dublin Zoo.

Also in Ireland

The Vanishing Lake

BALLYCASTLE, ANTRIM

East of the seaside town of Ballycastle, on the side of the coastal road, is a lake—sometimes. When you get there, it may be gone. But it will come back.

Loughareema, also known as “the vanishing lake,” sits on a bed of porous limestone with a “plug hole” that attracts peat. When enough peat accumulates in the hole, it prevents drainage, causing the water level to rise. When the peat dislodges, the lake empties—sometimes disappearing in a matter of hours.

Loughareema Road (by Ballypatrick Forest), Ballycastle. The lake is a 2-hour bus ride from Belfast. Be prepared for a dry chalk bed, an expansive lake, or anything in between. 📍 N 55.157084 W 6.108058

The vanishing lake of Ballycastle in its unvanished state.
The hexagonal basalt columns of the Giant’s Causeway are the stuff of Celtic legend.
The Giant’s Causeway

BUSHMILLS, ANTRIM

With its thousands of interlocking hexagonal columns that rise vertically like steps, the Giant's Causeway is a geological oddity that looks distinctly man-made.

Volcanic activity created the unusual formation near the start of the Paleogene period (23–65 million years ago) when molten basalt came into contact with chalk beds and formed a lava plateau. When the lava cooled quickly, the plateau contracted and cracked, forming 40,000 columns of varying heights that look like giant stepping stones. The largest stand almost 36 feet tall (11 m).

According to legend, an Irish giant by the name of Fionn mac Cumhaill constructed the causeway so he could skip over to Scotland to defeat his Scottish counterpart, Benandonner. While in transit to Scotland, Fionn fell asleep, and Benandonner decided to cross the causeway to look for his competitor. To protect her slumbering husband, Fionn’s wife gathered him up and wrapped him up in cloth to disguise him as a baby. When Benandonner made it to Northern Ireland, he saw the large infant and could only imagine how big Fionn must be. Frightened, Benandonner fled back to Scotland—but the causeway remained.

44 Causeway Road, Bushmills. The causeway is an hour by car from Belfast or 3 hours by bus, which runs along a scenic route.

Also in Northern Ireland

Skate 56 at the Belfry
Newcastle - A church turned indoor skate park.
Peace Maze
Castlewellan - One of the world’s largest hedge mazes celebrates peace in Northern Ireland.

Scotland

Fingal’s Cave

O'BAN, ARGYLL AND BUTE

Like something out of an epic fantasy novel, Scotland’s Fingal’s Cave is a 270-foot-deep, 72-foot-tall (82 x 22 m) sea cave with walls of perfectly hexagonal columns. Celtic legends held that the cave was once part of a bridge across the sea, built by giants to fight one another. Science says it was formed by enormous masses of lava that cooled so slowly that they broke into long hexagonal pillars, like mud cracking under the hot sun.

When naturalist Sir Joseph Banks rediscovered the cave in 1772, it quickly captured people’s imagination and inspired the work of artists, writers, and musicians. Composer Felix Mendelssohn wrote an overture about the cave in 1830, the same year painter J. M. W. Turner depicted it on canvas. Thus was born a Romantic-era tourist site that is just as entrancing today.

Get a train from Glasgow to Oban, where you can take a ferry to Craignure, located on the Isle of Mull. A bus will take you to Fionnphort for a boat tour to Staffa.

The cave’s contours have provided artistic inspiration for everyone from Jules Verne to Pink Floyd.
Mary King’s Close

EDINBURGH

Legend has it that in the 1640s, the hundreds of plague victims who lived in the tight quarters of Mary King’s Close were walled in and left to die. The real story is not as severe, but there are enough unnerving details to ensure the area’s place in history.

In the 17th century, the Black Death spread across Scotland, eventually killing a quarter of its population. The packed, dirty tenements of Edinburgh were particularly prone to the spread of disease, and Mary King’s Close—a network of narrow, semi-subterranean alleys that were home to around 500 people—bore the brunt of it. Ailing patients too weak to move received visits from plague doctor George Rae, who wore head-to-toe leather and a mask with a long bird beak to help protect him from the disease. To save a plague victim, Rae would slice off the top of the victim’s sores and jam a red-hot poker into the wounds to cauterize them. While unbearably painful, the technique did save lives.

Mary King’s Close was quarantined during the plague epidemic and sealed off in the 1750s, when the City Chambers building was constructed on top of the underground warren. Opened to the public via a small entrance in 2003, today the site lures those who have an interest in macabre history and ghost stories. One of the spirits fabled to haunt the winding passages is a ten-year-old female plague victim named Annie. Believers report temperature changes and feeling a strange presence in her room. The pile of toys, dolls, and candy is evidence of her many visitors.

2 Warriston’s Close, High Street, Edinburgh. 🏙️ 55.950081 🏷️ 3.188237

Dog Suicide Bridge

DUMBARTON, WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE

There is something about Overtoun Bridge that lures dogs to their deaths. Since the 1960s, some 50 dogs have perished after leaping from the same spot on the bridge. Hundreds more have jumped but lived, some even returning for a second leap onto the jagged rocks 50 feet (15.3 m) below.

During an investigation, canine psychologist Dr. David Sands and animal habitat expert David Sexton concluded the strong scent of mink that was luring dogs over the edge, dulling their other senses and preventing them from seeing the sheer drop until it was too late.

Overtoun House, Milton Brae, Dumbarton. The bridge is on the grounds of a 19th-century estate about 30 minutes west of Glasgow. 🏙️ 55.942506 🏷️ 4.521874

Also in Scotland

The Ruins of St. Peter’s
Cardross · This hulking skeleton of a modernist seminary was completed in 1966 and abandoned in the 1980s.

Yester Castle
Gifford, East Lothian · A castle that opens into a subterranean vaulted “goblin hall” from the 13th century.

The Dunmore Pineapple
Dunmore Park · This house with a top shaped like a giant pineapple, a symbol of hospitality and affluence, was built in the late 1700s and is now available as a vacation rental.

Dog Cemetery at Edinburgh Castle
Edinburgh · The final resting place of mascots and “essential” people of Scotland in the event of nuclear attack.

Greyfriars Cemetery Mortsafe
Edinburgh · Cages built over 17th-century burial sites to prevent the dead from being disinterred by opportunistic body snatchers.

Holyrood Abbey Ruins
Edinburgh · A ruined 13th-century abbey built by King David I.

Britannia Panopticon Music Hall
Glasgow · The world’s oldest surviving music hall.

Cultybraggan Camp
Perth · Built to hold the worst of Nazi war prisoners.

Scotland’s Secret Bunker
St. Andrews · A bunker that was built to shelter the politicians and “essential” people of Scotland in the event of nuclear attack.
Among the daffodils and daisies of the Garden of Cosmic Speculation are black holes, Fibonacci sequences, fractals, and DNA double helixes.

Architectural theorist Charles Jencks and his late wife, Maggie Keswick, designed the 30-acre garden for their own property. Its aesthetic is guided by the fundamentals of modern physics, reflecting the shapes and patterns of the unfolding universe. Begun in 1988, the garden took almost 20 years to build, during which time Keswick succumbed to cancer. Jencks continued the project in her memory, occasionally altering designs in response to shifts and breakthroughs in scientific knowledge. (The Human Genome Project inspired the DNA Garden section, with its plant-threaded double helix.)

Holywood, 5 miles (8 km) north of Dumfries. The garden is open to the public one day a year, during the first week of May. Managed by the Scotland’s Gardens Scheme, the yearly event helps raise money for Maggie’s Centers, a cancer foundation named after Jencks’s late wife. 55.129780 W 3.665830
When Ludwig Lazarus Zamenhof invented the Esperanto language in the 1870s, his goal was to ease communication between people of different nationalities. Esperanto, a hybrid of Romance, Germanic, and Slavic languages, is documented and studied at this museum, along with around 500 other constructed languages, or “conlangs.”

On display is an impressive array of Esperanto objects: sodas and toothpaste containers with Esperanto labels; novels written in Esperanto; language manuals; and 19th-century photographs of “planned-language” pioneers. At its peak, Esperanto had as many as two million speakers. Esperanto ranks among the top 200 most-spoken languages out of over 6,000 left on the planet. There are estimated to be a thousand native Esperanto speakers, who learned the language as children; among them is the American financier George Soros.

If the museum piques your interest in learning Esperanto, take note that becoming conversant in the language entitles you to join the Esperantist passport service, a worldwide directory of people willing to host Esperanto speakers in their homes free of charge.

Herrengasse 9, Vienna. Take the U-Bahn to Herrengasse. 🗺 48.209474 🗺 16.365771

How to Say “Crazy” in Toki Pona

More than 900 constructed languages have been invented since the 13th century. Some, like Esperanto and Volapük, were created with the ambitious goal of becoming a universal lingua franca. Others are meant to test the contentious Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which holds that a person’s worldview is shaped by the vocabulary and syntax available in his or her language.

Láadan is American science-fiction writer Suzette Haden Elgin’s experimental answer to the feminist hypothesis that existing languages are inadequate for conveying the breadth of female experience. The language, created in 1982, includes words like radiidin, defined as “a time [that is] allegedly a holiday but actually so much a burden because of work and preparations that it is a dreaded occasion; especially when there are too many guests and none of them help.”

French author and musician François Sudre began working on Solresol in the 1820s. The language is based on the seven syllables that correspond to sounds on a musical scale: do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, and si. Every word is comprised of one or more of those sounds— for example, si means “yes” while dofalado means “sincerity.” There are 2,668 words in all. Since the base sounds correspond to musical notes, Solresol messages can be communicated through musical instruments. Each of the 7 base sounds also corresponds to a color of the rainbow. In his 1902 book on Solresol grammar, Boleslas Gajewski suggested messages be relayed “at night, by shooting rockets of each of the seven colors . . . always separating every syllable as needed, then pausing briefly between every word.”

Toki Pona, created by Canadian linguist Sonja Elen Kisa in 2001, is a language for minimalists. Consisting of just 123 words, the language is meant to reflect a Zen outlook on life. Toki Pona combines simple words to create complex ones—such as joining the words for “crazy” and “water” to create the word for “alcohol.” The language’s two main features—a restricted vocabulary and the linking of root words—also occur in Newspeak, the fictional language used in George Orwell’s dystopian novel 1984.

Sentences in Solresol can be performed on a violin, spoken as a series of numbers, or communicated using the colors of the rainbow.

On the eve of WWII, Esperantists still dreamed of uniting the world behind a common language.
The world’s only public museum dedicated solely to globes contains around 650 carefully crafted treasures, including terrestrial globes, celestial globes, and tellurions, which mechanically demonstrate the Earth’s movement with the turn of a crank. A browse through the selection offers an excellent timeline of advances in geographical and cosmological knowledge.

Herrengasse 9, Palais Mollard, Vienna. Take the U-Bahn to Herrengasse. 📞 48.209413 🌐 16.365596
Undertakers’ Museum

This ode to all things funerary is where you’ll find cremation urns, sit-up coffins (illustrated at left), funeral fashion displays, and diamonds made from the ashes of the departed. All visits include a private tour—ask nicely and you may get to test-drive a coffin. Goldegasse 19, Vienna. Advance appointments are necessary. ☎ 48.189684 ✉ 16.376911

Republic of Kugelmugel

The Republic of Kugelmugel is one of many “micronations.” These independent states, often established as art projects, social experiments, or simply for personal amusement, are not recognized by international governments.

When creative urges compelled Edwin Lipburger to build a spherical house on his Katzelsdorf farm in 1984, the Austrian artist didn’t think to obtain a building permit. When authorities promptly issued a demolition order, Lipburger responded by declaring his construction, Kugelmugel, an independent nation. The government steered Lipburger toward a jail cell, where he would spend the next ten weeks until the president of Austria pardoned him.

When the strong-willed artist left prison, he found that Kugelmugel had been transported to a Viennese amusement park. The new location, beside a Ferris wheel, was a slap in the face to the earnest Lipburger. In response, he posted a list of his treasonous enemies at the Kugelmugel border, denying entry to all who appeared on it. The names included Mayor Helmut Zilk, who was intent on demolishing the structure.

Kugelmugel is now enclosed in barbed wire, a red-and-white-striped door marking its border with Austria. Its founder no longer lives inside, having been driven into exile.

2 Antifaschismusplatz, Vienna. Get a bus to Venediger Au. Kugelmugel is located in Vienna’s famous Prater park, depicted in Carol Reed’s classic film The Third Man, and is found at the western edge of the park in the shadow of a roller coaster. ☎ 48.216234 ✉ 16.396221

Also in Austria

Eggenburg Charnel
Eggenburg · Artfully arranged skeletons sit at the bottom of this 14th-century pit.

Fucking, Austria
Fucking · American soldiers discovered Europe’s best one-liner at the end of World War II. Since then, the Fuckingers, as residents of the town are called, have had to deal with hordes of visitors posing in front of their street signs.

House of Artists
Gugging · In this home for the mentally ill, the walls are open canvases for patients to paint their frustrations, fears, and hopes.

Franz Gsellmann’s Weltschmiede
Kam · This behemoth of whirring, spinning, turning parts includes toy gondolas, a xylophone, miniature windmills, a spaceship, and an oxygen tank—created by an untrained farmer.

Minimundus
Klagenfurt · A park filled with famous buildings from around the world built on a 1:25 scale.

Kremsmunster Observatory
Kremsmunster · Founded as a monastery in the 8th century and upgraded to a five-story “mathematical tower” in the 1750s, this weather observatory has been operational for over 250 years.

Dom Museum’s Kunst und Wunderkammer
Salzburg · This lovingly recreated and restored collection of curiosities once belonged to the Archbishop Wolf Dietrich.

Starkenberger Beer Resort
Starkenberg · Lager lovers can literally immerse themselves in one of seven 13-foot (4 m) pools of warm beer, each containing some 42,000 pints. Cold beer is provided for drinking.
Other Micronations

1 Nimis, Ladonia
Nimis, a mountainous, multi-towered sculpture made of 70 tons of driftwood planks, is the main attraction of the micronation of Ladonia. It is also the only reason Ladonia exists at all. The ersatz country—two-thirds of a square mile (1.7 square km) in size, located on a Swedish peninsula protruding into the Kattegat—was established in 1996 following a long court battle between artist Lars Vilks and the Swedish government. Vilks began building Nimis in secret in 1980. Far from civilization and only fully visible from the water, it went unnoticed by Swedish authorities for two years until they discovered it and declared it would have to be destroyed. (The land is part of a nature reserve, where it is forbidden to build structures.) Goaded, Vilks ignored the announcement, sold Nimis to the artist Cristo, built a similarly sized stone-and-concrete sculpture called Arx, and decided to take control of the area and secede from Sweden. The nation of Ladonia was born.

Today, Ladonia claims over 15,000 citizens, all of whom reside outside its borders in accordance with the nation’s nomadic lifestyle policy. Citizenship is free and requires an online application, but if you would like to become part of Ladonia’s nobility, you will need to pay $12 and send an email informing the administrators of your preferred title.

The Ladonian flag is green, with a faint white outline of the Nordic cross—a design chosen because it is what the blue-and-yellow Swedish flag would look like if it were boiled. Taxes are payable, but money is not accepted. Instead, citizens must contribute some of their creativity. The citizenship application process caused confusion among 3,000 Pakistanis who applied for immigrant status with the intent to live in Ladonia, only to be told it was not possible to move there.

Though residing in Ladonia is prohibited, visiting is not.

The micronation of Ladonia is known for its artisanal wooden towers.
2 The Principality of Sealand
Sealand came into being in 1967, when Roy Bates commandeered a former military sea fort off the east coast of England with plans to broadcast a pirate radio station. When members of the British Royal Marines approached the fort, Roy’s 14-year-old son Michael fired warning shots at their boat. The Bates duo appeared in court on firearms charges, where the judge ruled the case invalid due to the army fort being outside British jurisdiction. The father and son returned to Sealand, where Roy dubbed himself prince of the fledgling micronation.

In 1978, Bates and his wife were in England when Alexander Achenbach, self-described prime minister of Sealand, assembled a team to storm the fort by air and sea to attempt a coup. He captured the prince of Sealand and his crew. Roy charged Achenbach with treason, keeping him captive for several weeks until Germany sent a diplomat to Sealand to negotiate Achenbach’s release. Achenbach has since established a remote rebel government in exile: a micro-micronation.

3 Principality of Hutt River
When the Australian government imposed a restrictive wheat crop production quota in late 1969, wheat farmer Leonard Casley was infuriated. With fields full of wheat waiting to be harvested and nowhere to send the sizable yield, he fought to change the government’s new agricultural policy. The government was unmoved. Casley then took the next logical step: secession.

The Principality of Hutt River was founded in April 1970, when Casley informed authorities that he and his family would no longer be under Australia’s jurisdiction. His one-page letter name-checked the Magna Carta, English common law, the Atlantic Treaty, and the Charter of the United Nations.

During the 1970s, relations between Hutt River and Western Australia were strained. The national postal service refused to deliver to the area, and the Australian Tax Office repeatedly demanded the Casleys pay taxes, prompting the self-proclaimed Prince Leonard I to declare war on Australia in 1977. A few days later, the prince sent official notification that the war was over. There were no deaths, no injuries, and no acknowledgment from Australia that the conflict ever existed.

4 The Conch Republic
“We seceded where others failed” is the motto of this micronation in Key West, Florida, formed in 1982 in response to a new border patrol checkpoint that inconvenienced residents and slowed tourism. Soon after seceding, the Conch Republic engaged in a one-minute war with the United States, during which newly proclaimed Prime Minister Dennis Wardlow thwacked a man in a naval uniform on the head with a stale loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread. The PM then surrendered and immediately sought a loaf of bread.

Although Conch Republic passports are not valid for international travel, the micronation’s website claims a Conch citizen traveling in Guatemala avoided certain death by showing his Conch passport to armed revolutionaries instead of his American one. Supposedly, the rebels dropped their weapons and treated the visitor to several rounds of tequila.

5 Republic of Minerva
Las Vegas real estate mogul Michael Oliver dreamed of an island utopia: a tax-free, welfare-free, government-intervention-free haven for 30,000 people, supported by fishing, tourism, and other “unspecified activities.” Oliver targeted two unclaimed submerged atolls south of Fiji and Tonga as the location for the new state.

International law states that islands can only be claimed if they are a foot (.3 m) above the high tide point. The atolls became submerged at high tide, therefore no one owned them. In 1971, Oliver shipped in barges of sand, dumped them on the reefs, and staked his claim, naming it the Republic of Minerva.

This bold colonization soon caught the attention of Tongan King Taufa‘ahau Tupou IV, who set sail for Minerva accompanied by nobles, cabinet ministers, soldiers, police, and a brass band. Upon arrival, the motley crew tore down the Minervan flag and claimed the land in the name of Tonga.
World of the Ice Giants
WERFEN, SALZBURG
At 26 miles (42 km) long, Eisriesenwelt, or “World of the Ice Giants,” is the largest ice cave in the world. It is filled with naturally formed sheets of dripping, curving ice, the result of melting snow from the surface flowing into the cave through cracks and crevices and solidifying when it meets the freezing temperatures. Bright magnesium lights illuminate the ice formations, making the scene even more dramatic.

Getreidegasse 21, Werfen. Eisriesenwelt is 25 miles (40.3 km) south of Salzburg. The cave is open to visitors from May to October. Bring warm clothing; the caves are below freezing, even in summer. 📍 47.50778  📞 13.189722

Handheld oil lamps illuminate the dripping formations in the world’s largest ice cave.

Trick Fountains of Hellbrunn Palace
SALZBURG
The Prince-Archbishop Markus Sittikus von Hohenems was quite the prankster. When building Hellbrunn Palace, his summer home, the 17th-century Salzburg monarch booby-trapped its gardens with trick fountains that would spray unsuspecting guests as they toured the grounds. At each spot was a patch that remained dry—that is where the prince would stand while his visitors got soaked.

Nearly 400 years later, the palace remains almost completely unchanged, except for the 1750 addition of the mechanical theater, a water-powered diorama of a Baroque town with 200 miniature townspeople moving to organ music.

Fürstenweg 37, Salzburg. Hellbrunn is open from April to early November. Dress appropriately—you will get wet. 📍 47.763132  📞 13.061121

Listen for the archbishop ghost’s cackling on the wind as water bursts from his old prank fountains.
The Mundaneum
MONS, HAINAUT

The Mundaneum was, to put it mildly, an ambitious undertaking. Belgian lawyer Paul Otlet and Nobel Peace Prize winner Henri LaFontaine established the project in 1910 with the aim of compiling the entirety of human knowledge on 3 × 5-inch index cards. The collection was to be the centerpiece of a “world city,” designed by architect Le Corbusier, forming a nucleus of knowledge that would inspire the world with its libraries, museums, and universities.

To address the daunting task of arranging bits of paper into a coherent compendium of world history, Otlet developed a system called Universal Decimal Classification. Over the next few decades, a growing staff created and catalogued over 12 million cards summarizing the contents of books and periodicals. Having assembled this wealth of knowledge, Otlet began offering a fee-based research service. Queries came in by mail and telegraph from around the globe at the rate of 1,500 per year.

With the paper-based system becoming cumbersome by 1934, Otlet hoped to move on to another system: a mechanical data cache accessible via a global network of what he termed “electric telescopes.” To his dismay, the Belgian government had little enthusiasm for the idea. With World War II looming and priorities elsewhere, the Mundaneum moved to a smaller site, eventually ceasing operations after years of financial instability. The final blow came during the Nazi invasion of Belgium, when soldiers destroyed thousands of boxes filled with index cards and hung Third Reich artwork on the walls.

Otlet died in 1944, his Mundaneum and World City mere memories. He is now regarded as one of the forefathers of information science—his vision of a globally searchable network of interlinked documents anticipated the World Wide Web.

The remains of the Mundaneum—books, posters, planning documents, and drawers with original index cards—are now on display at the Musée Mundaneum in Mons.

76, rue de Nimy, Mons. The Mundaneum is a 15-minute walk from the Mons train station. ☎ 50.457674 📍 3.955428

The Mundaneum, with its 12 million info-packed index cards, was the early-20th-century version of the internet.
**The Grottoes of Folx-les-Caves**

**ORP-JAUCHE, WALLOON BRABANT**

Down a narrow staircase, 50 feet below the small town of Folx-les-Caves, are nearly 15 acres of human-made caves. Carved from tuff, or compressed volcanic ash, they were probably dug during the Roman era or the Middle Ages. In 1886, farmers began growing mushrooms in the cold, dark grottoes—the fungi grow there to this day.

Prior to the mushroom era, the cave served as a refuge for bandits on the lam. Words and names chiseled into the stone—graffiti from a pre–spray can age—provide evidence of its past inhabitants. One of the most famous was Pierre Colon, an 18th-century thief who robbed passing merchants and shared his spoils with the poor. Colon was sent to jail, but escaped after his wife pulled the now-cliché move of sneaking him a metal file inside a cake. The legend of Colon is celebrated at Folx-les-Caves every year in early October with a festival of music, dance, and food.

*Rue Auguste Baccus, 35, Orp-Jauche. Orp-Jauch is about an hour east of Brussels. 🌐 50.669216 📞 4.941959*

---

**Also in Belgium**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Caves of Remouchamps</strong></th>
<th><strong>Plantin-Moretus Museum of Printing</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aywaille</td>
<td>Antwerp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Take a 90-minute boat ride along the world’s longest subterranean river. If you’re lucky, you’ll spot a translucent shrimp.</td>
<td>- A 16th-century publishing house-cum-museum features two of the oldest printing presses, a Gutenberg Bible, and the world’s only copy of the original Garamond punches and matrices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Atomium</strong></th>
<th><strong>The Musical Instrument Museum</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brussels</strong></td>
<td><strong>Brussels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Enjoy the view from the top of an iron crystal structure magnified to 165 billion times its size, built for the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair.</td>
<td>- A three-floor wonderland displays over 1,500 instruments of all shapes and sizes. Check out the componium, the first automatic instrument capable of improvisation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dr. Guislain Museum</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Housed within an operating mental institution, this museum mixes art and education in its mission to educate the public about psychiatric care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Tower of EbEn-Ézer**

**BASSENSE, LIÈGE**

This seven-story stone tower—topped with a bull, a lion, an eagle, and a sphinx—looks medieval, but harks from a more recent time. Beginning in 1951, Robert Garcet spent over a decade building the Tower of Eben-Ezer by hand, as a totem to peace and the pursuit of knowledge.

A devotee of the Bible, numerology, and ancient civilizations, Garcet used symbolic dimensions when designing the building. The tower is 33 meters tall (to represent Jesus’s age when he died) and topped with a quartet of statues (matching the four horsemen of the apocalypse). Each floor measures 12 by 12 meters—12 being the number of Jesus’s disciples.

The interior walls are filled with Garcet’s artwork, which depicts scenes from the Apocalypse, biblical quotes, and Cretaceous dinosaurs. Climb the spiral staircase to the rooftop and you’ll emerge from under a winged lion to see panoramic views of the Belgian countryside.

*4690 Eben-Emael, Bassenge. A train from Brussels takes about 2 hours. 🌐 50.793317 📞 5.665638*

---

The hand-built turreted Eben-Ezer Tower was inspired by the Bible and ancient civilizations.
FRANCE

**Oradour-sur-Glane**

The village of Oradour-sur-Glane has stood in ruins since 1944. Among the scorched, crumbling buildings are the possessions of people who lived here over 70 years ago: burned shells of cars; sewing machines; bed frames; the skeleton of a stroller. All sit quietly, at the mercy of nothing but weather and time.

On June 10, 1944, in response to suspected Resistance activity in the region, the Nazi SS stormed Oradour-sur-Glane and ordered every resident to assemble in the village square. The unit then led the men to barns and sheds, where they had set up machine guns. They locked the women and children in the church, and set the building on fire. Anyone who tried to escape through a window met with a hail of gunfire.

Within hours, the Waffen-SS had murdered 642 residents of Oradour-sur-Glane. Satisfied, they left, but not before torching every structure in the village.

When World War II ended, French president Charles de Gaulle declared that while a new Oradour-sur-Glane would be built next to the original, the old one must be kept in ruins as a reminder of the atrocities of war. Apart from the addition of signs, plaques, and a museum, the ghost village is untouched. A sign above the entrance reads *Souviens-Toi*: “Remember.”

Oradour-sur-Glane is a 30-minute drive west of Limoges. On June 10, wreaths are laid in the village’s ruined church to mark the anniversary of the attack.

**The Chappe Optical Telegraph**

Saverne, Bas-Rhin

Messages needed to travel swiftly across the country during the French Revolution, and Claude Chappe’s optical telegraph was just the device for the job.

In 1791, Chappe debuted his chain of stone towers—topped with 10-foot (3 m) poles and 14-foot (4.3 m) pivoting crossbeams, and spaced as far apart as the eye could see—on the Champs-Élysées. He also created a language of 9,999 words, each represented by a different position of the swinging arms. When operated by well-trained optical telegraphers, the system allowed messages to be transmitted up to 150 miles (241.4 km) in two minutes.

The French military saw the value of Chappe’s invention and built lines of his towers from Paris to Dunkirk and Strasbourg. Within a decade, a network of optical telegraph lines crisscrossed the nation. When Napoleon seized power in 1799, he used the optical telegraph to dispatch the message, “Paris is quiet and the good citizens are content.”

Renovated in 1998, the optical telegraph next to the Rohan Castle in Saverne functioned as part of the Strasbourg line from 1798 until 1852. It is one of several remaining relay points in the system that can still be visited today. **Rohan Castle, place du Général de Gaulle, Saverne.** The castle is a 5-minute walk from the Saverne train station. 

**A key to the letter and number positions in the Chappe signaling system.**
The postmortem statue of René de Chalon once held the man’s own dried heart.

**The Rotting Body of René de Chalon**

**BAR-LE- DUC, LORRAINE**

Saint-Étienne church, in the city of Bar-le-Duc, is home to a statue of a rotting corpse. Visible musculature and skin hang in flaps over the hollow carcass. The exposed skull looks toward a raised left hand, which once held the dried heart of René de Chalon, the 16th-century prince the statue depicts. (The heart is believed to have gone missing sometime around the French Revolution.)

The life-size sculpture by Ligier Richier is part of the “transi” Renaissance art form—stone sculptures of rotting bodies that served as a reminder of temporary flesh and eternal afterlife.

Saint-Étienne church, place Saint-Pierre, Bar-le-Duc.
The train ride from Paris to Bar-le-Duc takes two and a half hours. 📍 48.768206 📧 5.159390
The Astronomical Clock of Besançon Cathedral

Besançon Cathedral, located in the center of France’s 19th-century clock-making capital, is home to a 19-foot-tall (5.8 m) clock with 30,000 pieces. It is one of the most complicated horological devices ever made. Installed in 1860, the clock shows the local time in 17 places around the world, as well as the time and height of the tides in eight French ports, a perpetual calendar with leap-year cycles, and the times of sunrise and sunset.

Besançon Cathedral, rue du Chapitre, Besançon. The cathedral is a leisurely stroll from the main train station.

Also in France

The Chapel Oak
Allouville-Bellefosse · A tiny chapel built inside the trunk of the oldest known tree in France.

Mechanical Dragon Clock
Blais · A huge golden mechanical dragon emerges from a villa at regular intervals like a cuckoo clock—a homage to magician and automaton creator Jean Eugène Robert-Houdin.

La Maison Picassiette
Chartres · A home covered top to bottom in mosaics, made by a frustrated grave sweeper.

Douaumont Ossuary
Douaumont · The remains of nearly 130,000 soldiers fill this World War I memorial.

Secret Passages of Mont Saint-Odile
Ottrott · An ancient fortified monastery contains hidden passages and has a history of mysterious book thefts.

Collégiale de Saint-Bonnet-le-Château
Saint-Bonnet-le-Château · Thirty mummified bodies, believed to be Catholic nobles killed by a Protestant leader in 1562, were rediscovered in 1837, when one of the vaults of this church was opened.
Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature

PARIS

Housed in the 17th-century Hôtel de Guénégaud, the Museum of Hunting and Nature displays stuffed animals, the decorated vintage weapons that killed them, and artwork depicting the chase.

One room features a large wooden cabinet dedicated to a variety of hunted animals. Concealed in the cabinet drawers are bronze casts of each animal's footprints and droppings, depictions of its natural habitat, and a poem dedicated to the creature. A room on the second floor has a ceiling entirely covered in the feathers and heads of five owls.

In the dramatic room packed with taxidermy specimens from around the world, look out for one item that's not like the others: a wall-mounted, animatronic moving albino boar head that speaks perfect French.


Deyrolle Taxidermy

PARIS

Exotic taxidermy, entomology, and natural history collections displayed in antique wooden cases and glass bell jars have made this store a destination for Parisians ever since it opened in 1881.

In 2007, many of the animals were reduced to blackened fragments after a fire tore through the store. With the help of artists and collectors worldwide, the shop is back in business, and today houses everything from stuffed house cats to polar bears among its 19th-century decor. Though some of the more exotic animals are not for sale, you can always borrow a lion for a party—almost everything in the store is available for rent.

46, rue du Bac, Paris. Take the Métro to rue du Bac.

A motionless menagerie with representatives from every corner of the animal kingdom.
Musée d’Plans-reliefs

PARIS

Louis XIV liked to plan his battles with scale models of the cities he aimed to attack or defend. The models, or plans-reliefs, were first produced at the suggestion of the Marquis de Louvois, the king’s secretary of state for war. Stored in the Louvre palace, they were meticulously detailed creations of papier-mâché, plaster, and wood, which provided a topographically accurate, 1:600 scale preview of what the king’s army would encounter at the crucial hour.

Successive French leaders, from Louis XV to Napoleon, also used plans-reliefs to prepare military strategies. Models continued to be made until the 1870s, when photography became the preferred planning tool for attacks.

Though initially built for military purposes, the plans-reliefs have acquired artistic, cultural, and historical importance—they capture, comprehensively, the state of a city at a particular time. But when the Louvre was transformed into an art museum in 1774, Louis XIV’s dusty models were nearly discarded. Thankfully, the “Sun King” recognized their value and ordered that the collection be transferred to its present home at the Hôtel National des Invalides—a hospice for disabled soldiers who fought in the wars he planned with those very models.

Les Invalides, 129, rue de Grenelle, Paris. Take the Métro to La Tour-Maubourg. After seeing the plans-reliefs, take a stroll around Les Invalides. It houses several military museums, as well as Napoleon’s tomb. ☎️ 48.854905 📍 2.312461

Musée Fragonard

PARIS

At the Musée Fragonard, human fetuses dance a jig alongside a 10-legged sheep while a skinless horseman of the apocalypse looks on.

Founded in 1766 as a veterinary school with a private collection, the museum has rooms devoted to anatomy, physical abnormalities, articulated animal skeletons, and disease. However, by far the most striking room is the collection of écorchés, or “flayed figures,” created by Honoré Fragonard.

Louis XV appointed Fragonard as a professor at the first veterinary school in Lyon and, it was there that he began skinning and preserving animal and, later, human corpses. Though he intended for his écorchés to be used as educational tools, Fragonard arranged many of his figures into theatrical poses, creating eerie posthumous narratives. The horseman of the apocalypse, inspired by Albrecht Dürer’s painting, is the most notable example. A skinless corpse with dried, varnished muscles and unnerving glass eyes sits astride a similarly preserved horse caught mid-gallop, the thick arteries of its neck filled with red wax. Reins loop from the animal’s mouth and over the rigid sinew of the rider’s hands.

Fragonard worked in Lyon for six years before his flayed figures began frightening the townspeople. He was dismissed from the institution amid accusations of insanity. The public would not see the flayed figures until the Fragonard museum opened in 1991.

7, avenue de Général de Gaulle, Maisons-Alfort. Located in a suburb of Paris, you can take the Métro to École Vétérinaire de Maisons-Alfort. ☎️ 48.812714 📍 2.422311
In 1907, as part of the city’s Colonial Exposition, a set of pavilions and artificial villages went on display on the edge of the Bois de Vincennes. Each pavilion exhibited indigenous food, plants, products, and resources from colonies of the French empire. Each village mimicked its Asian or African original. Visitors didn’t even need to imagine the actual people who lived in these far-off lands—as with the plants, Paris imported them and put them on display.

Throughout the summer, Indochinese, Malagasy, Congolese, Sudanese, and Tuareg people lived in recreated “typical” environments in the park. They wore costumes, sang, and danced for curious audiences. French visitors swarmed to the garden to observe the human zoo.

When cooler weather set in, the residents returned to their homes in the colonies, and the site began to decay. The land, owned by the French state, remained closed to the public until the city of Paris purchased it and reopened the site in 2007.

The five villages are still there, but the buildings—today fenced off from visitors—have almost completely collapsed. Most have trees and other vegetation growing from within. The plants inside the greenhouses have been left to rot. A few key pieces of architecture, such as a Chinese gate, are the only hints of the garden’s former role as a tribute to the “glories” of colonial expansion.

The Petite Ceinture is still owned by SNCF, France’s national railway company, so a walk along the rails is considered trespassing. That said, an innocent bit of urban exploration is unlikely to land you in trouble. If you’re strictly by the book, visit the section between the Porte d’Auteuil and the Gare de la Muette—in 2008, the area was classified as a nature trail open to pedestrians.

There are multiple points of entry to the Petite Ceinture. For the most scenic walks, access the track from the Balard, Porte de Vincennes, Porte Dorée, or Buttes Chaumont Métro stop. 48.821375 2.342287

Ruins of Le Jardin d’Agronomie Tropicale

PARIS

In 1907, as part of the city’s Colonial Exposition, a set of pavilions and artificial villages went on display on the edge of the Bois de Vincennes. Each pavilion exhibited indigenous food, plants, products, and resources from colonies of the French empire. Each village mimicked its Asian or African original. Visitors didn’t even need to imagine the actual people who lived in these far-off lands—as with the plants, Paris imported them and put them on display.

Throughout the summer, Indochinese, Malagasy, Congolese, Sudanese, and Tuareg people lived in recreated “typical” environments in the park. They wore costumes, sang, and danced for curious audiences. French visitors swarmed to the garden to observe the human zoo.

When cooler weather set in, the residents returned to their homes in the colonies, and the site began to decay. The land, owned by the French state, remained closed to the public until the city of Paris purchased it and reopened the site in 2007.

The five villages are still there, but the buildings—today fenced off from visitors—have almost completely collapsed. Most have trees and other vegetation growing from within. The plants inside the greenhouses have been left to rot. A few key pieces of architecture, such as a Chinese gate, are the only hints of the garden’s former role as a tribute to the “glories” of colonial expansion.

45, avenue de la Belle-Gabrielle, Paris. The garden is a 10-minute walk from the Nogent-sur-Marne train station. 48.841007 2.465697
Dans le Noir?

Paris · Dine in complete darkness at this restaurant chain, staffed by blind waiters.

Eyewear Museum

Paris · A tiny museum filled with hundreds of famous spectacles.

The French Freemasonry Museum

Paris · Peek into the private world of a secret society.

Musée de la Contrefaçon

Paris · A museum dedicated to French counterfeits, from pens to pants.

Musée de la Magie

Paris · A museum documenting the history of magic in what was once the basement home of the Marquis de Sade.

Musée des Arts et Métiers

Paris · The national museum of scientific and industrial instruments is home to Foucault’s actual pendulum.

Musée d’Anatomie Delmas-Orfila-Rouvière

Paris · France’s largest collection of human anatomy specimens sits hidden from the public.

The Dog Cemetery

Asniéres-sur-Seine · Pay your respects at a pet graveyard dating back to the late 1800s.

Absinthe Museum

Auvers-sur-Oise · Learn about the history of the delicious beverage called the “green fairy”—purported to cause wild hallucinations and insanity, and banned in Europe and the US for nearly 100 years.

Musée Mondial de l’Aérostation

Balleroy · The top floor of this chateau is dedicated to the sport of ballooning.

Heart of the Dauphin

Saint-Denis · A crystal jar in the Basilica of Saint-Denis holds Louis XVI’s small, withered heart.

Humans on Display

Visitors to New York’s Bronx Zoo in September 1906 were surprised to see a new mammal on display at the Monkey House. Imported from the Belgian Congo, he stood just under 5 feet (1.5 m), weighed 103 pounds (46.7 kg), and went by the name Ota Benga. Crowds jostled to watch him bare his sharp teeth and play with his cagemates: a parrot and an orangutan. The zoo had never displayed a member of his species before; Ota Benga was a human being.

The public exhibition of people was once a way for the world’s colonizers to show off the “exotic” inhabitants of the countries they owned. Plucked from their homes like living souvenirs, indigenous people performed a counterfeit version of their daily lives at world’s fairs, carnivals, and, most outlandishly, in zoos.

The producers of these shows showed little regard for the indigenous culture of the performers, preferring to create a version that would shock, amaze, and sell tickets. In 1882, Canadian theater agent Robert Cunningham visited Australia to recruit for a P. T. Barnum tour of “savage tribes.” Cunningham selected nine Aboriginal men and women from seven separate communities. Each community spoke a different traditional language, and only two of the nine spoke English.

Promotional posters described the performers as “tattooed cannibal black trackers and boomerang throwers.” They danced, sang, and engaged in mock fights at exhibitions across America and Europe. Within two years, five of the nine were dead.

The case of Saartjie Baartman is a particularly unsettling example of 19th-century Europe’s fascination with so-called primitives. In 1810, the young Khoisan woman was living in South Africa when William Dunlop, a visiting British doctor, persuaded Baartman to accompany him to London. There, he exhibited her naked in a cage, demanding she walk, sit, or stand so that onlookers could get a better view of her large buttocks and genitalia. Anthropologists used her physical proportions as evidence that the white race ranked highest.

Known as the Hottentot Venus, Baartman died at the age of 26.

As for Ota Benga, a flurry of complaints, particularly from African American ministers, brought about his release from the zoo. Freedom from the animal cage, however, did not mean happiness. After a stay at an orphanage, Benga had his teeth capped, went to school, and was working at a tobacco factory when World War I destroyed his dreams of returning to the Congo. Miserable at the thought of never going home, Benga chipped the caps off his teeth and fatally shot himself. He was 32.
**The Rat King**

NANTES, PAYS DE LA LOIRE

Tucked away in the Natural History Museum among the beautiful taxidermy birds, sparkling minerals, and mammal skeletons is a very rare and possibly forged specimen: a rat king. Folklore holds that rat kings are formed when a group of rats get their tails inextricably entangled. Thus trapped, the creatures spend the rest of their lives intertwined and unable to move, relying on other rats to bring them food.

The Nantes rat king specimen, found in 1986, consists of nine conjoined rodents preserved in alcohol. It is one of only a handful of cases ever found, though scientific consensus considers its natural occurrence unlikely.

12, rue Voltaire, Nantes. Take the tram to Médiathèque.  

---

**Le Palais Idéal**

HAUTERIVES, RHÔNE-ALPES

It all began with a postman and a pebble. Walking on his usual mail delivery route in 1879, Ferdinand Cheval tripped on a rock, took note of its peculiar shape, and had a sudden vision of a grand palace made of irregular stones.

For the next 33 years, he worked diligently to transfer the palace from his imagination into reality, collecting rocks in a wheelbarrow while delivering letters. An oil lamp guided his hands as he worked on the palace alone at night. Not once did he ask for, or receive, help.

Cheval had little formal education and no architectural experience. His stone, cement, and wire creation was inspired by different styles and eras, incorporating Chinese, Algerian, and Northern European designs. The final castle—The Ideal Palace—is a magnificent tangle of grottoes, flying buttresses, and animal statues. A shrine holds the wooden wheelbarrow that carried the rocks.

When French authorities denied Cheval’s wish to be buried within his palace, he was undeterred. Over the next eight years, the 80-year-old self-made architect built his own magnificent vault in the local cemetery, in a style closely resembling that of Le Palais Idéal. He died a year after its completion.

8, rue du Palais, Hauterives. The palace is 30 miles (48.3 km) south of Lyon, just off D538. The nearest train station is St. Vallier sur Rhône, a 45-minute ride from Lyon.  

---

“Everything you can see, passer-by, is the work of one peasant” is inscribed on the wall of this postman’s castle.
LYON’S SECRET ALLEYWAYS
LYON, RHÔNE-ALPES
In the 19th century, traboules—secret indoor alleys and staircases that run through buildings, connecting one street to another—provided safe and efficient passage for traders as they made their way to the silk market to unload their wares. At the time, the Croix-Rousse district of Lyon was the heart of the silk trade, and local weavers met in the courtyards and traboules, which wormed through several buildings to form a continuous covered passageway.

There are as many as 400 traboules in town, but only a few of them are open to the public, mostly located in the historic Vieux-Lyon and Croix-Rousse neighborhoods.

To wander through the Canut traboules, start at place de la Croix-Rousse. For the Vieux-Lyon traboules, start your walk at the tourist office at Place Bellecour. ☎️ 45.774475 ⏰ 4.831764
World’s Largest Solar Furnace

ODEILLO, LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON
A solar furnace uses a large concave surface of mirrors to reflect sunlight onto a focal point the size of a cooking pot. The temperature at this point may reach above 6,000°F (3,315°C), enough to generate electricity, melt metal, or produce hydrogen fuel.

The world’s largest solar furnace is located in Font-Romeu-Odeillo-Via, a commune in the sunny Pyrenees mountains on the French-Spanish border. Operational since 1970, it uses a field of 10,000 ground-mounted mirrors to bounce the sun’s rays onto a large concave mirror that shows a distorted, upside-down reflection of the countryside. Tours of the site include workshops and demonstrations on renewable energy and the solar system.

Grand Four Solaire d’Odeillo, 7, rue du Four Solaire, Font-Romeu-Odeillo. The Odeillo station, a 15-minute walk from the furnace, is a stop on the scenic Little Yellow Train route. The train, which has two open-air carriages, offers splendid views of valleys, mountains, and Villefranche-de-Conflent, a fortified medieval town.

Also in Southern France

Bugarach Mountain
Bugarach · New Agers believe this mountain spaceship is home to aliens who will rescue them in the apocalypse. It was the site of much hubbub around the Mayan Doomsday predictions of 2012.

Nude City
Cap d’Adge · Nudity is legal and common at this family-style resort. Roughly 40,000 daily visitors dine, shop, and stroll naked.

Carriolu Miniature Village
Carriolu · French cheese maker Jean-Claude Marchi has built a meticulously detailed mini village out of pebbles.
GERMANY

Space Travel Museum
FEUCHT, BAVARIA
Dedicated to space technology, the Hermann Oberth Space Travel Museum celebrates the zeal and inventiveness of its namesake—one of the forgotten founding fathers of rocketry and modern astronautics.

Born in 1894, Hermann Oberth was interested in astronomy from a young age. After reading Jules Verne’s *From the Earth to the Moon* at 11, Oberth began sketching designs for rockets. By the time he was 14, Oberth designed plans for a recoil rocket that could propel itself through space by expelling exhaust gases from its base. (This was quite the achievement for an adolescent, considering rockets meant for manned spaceflight would not exist for another 50 years.)

After studying physics, aerodynamics, and medicine at universities in Munich, Heidelberg, and Göttingen, Oberth published a 429-page tome in 1929 entitled *The Rocket into Interplanetary Space*. The book had a global impact. It would have been a banner year for the newly esteemed scientist if not for the fact that he lost vision in his left eye while building a flying rocket model for Fritz Lang’s sci-fi film *Woman in the Moon*.

Exhibits inside the museum include a Cirrus rocket and a Kumulus rocket, developed in the 1960s and launched outside of Cuxhaven, Germany. A Swiss Zenit sounding rocket is also on display.

Pfinzingstraße 12-14, Feucht. Feucht is a short S-Bahn ride from Nuremberg. 🏛️ 48.136607 🈶️ 11.577085

The Devil’s Footprint
MUNICH, BAVARIA
According to legend, the footprint in a tile on the Munich Cathedral floor is the work of the Devil, who stomped in fury after discovering the church was not built to his strict specifications.

In 1468, the story goes, architect Jörg von Halsbach had plans for a new cathedral but lacked the funds to build it. The Devil stepped in, offering to provide the money on the condition that it be made windowless and as dark as possible.

With the building complete, von Halsbach led the Devil inside to show him he had made good on his promise. From his vantage point between the pews, the Devil saw no windows. Then he took a step forward, beyond columns that had been blocking the view of the windows. Furious at being deceived, the Devil stamped his foot, marking the floor indelibly with a black footprint.

It’s quite the tale, and one the cathedral’s tour guides love to tell. The fact that the tile containing the footprint was installed during restoration work in the 20th century is mere trivia.

Munich Frauenkirche, Frauenplatz 12, Munich. The footprint is just inside the front door of the cathedral. 🏛️ 48.138805 🈶️ 11.573404

Also in Southern Germany
- German Butcher Museum
  *Böblingen* - Learn about the development and history of animal butchery. A strong stomach is recommended.
- Heidelberg Thingstätte
  *Heidelberg* - A Nazi-built stone amphitheater sits on a hill littered with ancient burial grounds.
- Nördlingen
  *Nördlingen* - A town centered in a 15-million-year-old meteor crater in the Bavarian countryside.
- European Asparagus Museum
  *Schrobenhausen* - A museum dedicated to Germany’s favorite “royal vegetable.”
- The Pig Museum
  *Stuttgart* - An old slaughterhouse turned museum with 25 themed rooms dedicated to pig paraphernalia.
THE GALLERY OF BEAUTIES

MUNICH, BAVARIA

Though married at 24, 19th-century Bavarian King Ludwig I kept 36 beautiful young women in his palace. Whenever he became enamored with a female acquaintance’s good looks, a portrait of her placid face would soon appear in the Schönheitgalerie, his Gallery of Beauties, a room in the south pavilion of Nymphenburg Palace—literally, Nymph Castle. The women are captured in their late teenage years or early twenties, milk-skinned and serene.

The standout work of the collection is Helene Sedlmayr, a doe-eyed, dark-haired shoemaker’s daughter who gave toys to Ludwig’s children. Her beauty was particularly appreciated by the king’s valet, Hermes Miller, with whom she went on to bear 10 children.

Schloss Nymphenburg, Eingang 19, Munich. The vast palace is 20 minutes via tram from central Munich toward Amalienburgstraße. 📍 48.136607 ⌚ 11.577085

EISBACHWELLE

MUNICH, BAVARIA

If you’re riding the Munich subway in the dead of winter and see someone carrying a surfboard, chances are they’re headed for the Eisbach, the artificial stream that runs through Munich’s biggest park, the English Gardens. A 1.5-foot (.5 m) stationary wave at a spot beneath a bridge was once an occasional sight, until local surfers funneled it into a more forceful, permanent swell by installing planks of wood on the sides of the river. Now the site attracts wave riders who brave the cold water—39°F in winter, 60°F in summer—to surf the stream in front of a crowd of onlookers.

So popular is the site that queues of surfers form on both sides of the narrow river. Those who pioneered the permanent wave have become disgruntled by the mass influx of newcomers, but their real ire is reserved for beginner surfers who lack the skills to conquer the wave.

Englischer Garten, Munich. Get the U-Bahn to Lehel. The surf spot is at a river bridge in the English Gardens, just north of the Haus der Kunst art museum. There are three stationary waves in Munich, some better suited to beginners. 📍 48.173644 ⌚ 11.613079

THE SAND SLOPES OF MONTE KAOLINO

HIRSCHAU, BAVARIA

Monte Kaolino is a 360-foot-high (110 m) human-made mountain consisting of roughly 35 million tons of quartz sand—a by-product of the area’s kaolinite mines. (Kaolinite is a clay mineral used in ceramics.) After a daring skier took to the sand slopes in the 1950s, the big pile of grit was transformed into a sporting and leisure destination.

Today, skiers and sandboarders come to Monte Kaolino to practice and compete during the warmer months.

Wolfgang-Droßbach-Straße 114, Hirschau. Less athletic thrill seekers can take a ride on the toboggan-style roller coaster. 📍 49.531021 ⌚ 11.964941
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Jeweled Saints: Adorned and Adored

The practice of adorning the skeletons of saints with gold and jewels began after the rediscovery of the Roman catacombs in 1578. It was a tumultuous time for the Catholic Church—Protestant reformers had revolted against Catholic practices perceived as corrupt. In addition to criticizing papal authority, transubstantiation, purgatory, and confession, they also found the Church’s excessive veneration of saints and their relics to be contrary to the teachings of scripture.

In response to the Protestant Reformation, a meeting of Catholic cardinals known as the Council of Trent set out to restore the Church’s image. One way of doing that was to double down on the spiritual power of saints and their relics. The Church took the skeletons of supposed saints from the Roman catacombs and displayed them dressed in the elaborately embellished clothing of the time. This practice continued until the mid-1700s, and the jeweled skeletons found their final resting places in churches around Europe.

Waldsassen Basilica, a Bavarian church near the Czech border, has the largest collection of jeweled saints: There are 10 of them lining the aisles, each one in a glass case. Known as the Holy Bodies, the skeletons, many of whom have their teeth intact, seem to smile beatifically.

Jeweled Skeleton of Saint Munditia

MUNICH, BAVARIA

St. Peter’s Church, or “Alter Peter,” as locals call it, is Munich’s oldest church, dating from before the city’s founding in 1158. A quarter of the way down the aisle is a glass coffin bearing the skeleton of Saint Munditia, who met her end courtesy of a hatchet beheading in 310 CE. Once kept hidden in a wooden box, she was carefully adorned and put on display in 1883. Glass eyes stare out from the sockets of her sepia-stained skull. Jewels conceal her rotted teeth. And her skeleton, covered in gold and gemstones, has been reunited with her skull.

St. Peter’s Church, Rindermarkt 1, Munich. St. Munditia’s feast day, November 17th, is celebrated with a candle procession of the church. ⬤ 48.136497 ⬤ 11.575672 ➤

Saint Munditia’s bejeweled right hand holds a glass container filled with dried blood.

In Waldsassen Basilica, the skeletons of saints are adorned with jewels and displayed in glass cases. Known as the Holy Bodies, they seem to smile beatifically.
**The Externsteine**

**HORN-BAD MEINBERG, NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA**

The Externsteine, translated variously as “stones of the ridge” or the “Star Stones,” are a collection of limestone formations that jut up from the ground in a forest south of Detmold. There is scant evidence of the site’s historical significance, but among the few known facts is that Christian monks carved stairs and reliefs into the stones during the late 8th century.

The Externsteine were a blank slate for Heinrich Himmler and his Third Reich comrades. Himmler was the head of the Nazi’s occult division, Ahnenerbe, a pseudo-scientific think tank devoted to finding, or—in many cases—fabricating, an honorable and far-reaching Germanic history. The society identified the Externsteine as an important location of ancient Teutonic activity.

Today, the site remains a pilgrimage spot for both neo-pagans and neo-Nazis. Visit on the summer solstice, or on the celebration of Walpurgisnacht, and you will encounter a motley crew of pagans, hippies, mystics, and skinheads—each group celebrating for different reasons.

Externsteine Strasse, Horn-Bad Meinberg, Walpurgisnacht is April 30. 📍 51.867376 .cloudflare 8.918495

---

**Thousand-Year Rose**

**HILDESHEIM, LOWER SAXONY**

The wild bush that sprawls up a wall of Hildesheim Cathedral is believed to be the oldest living rose in the world.

Local tradition says that in 815, Louis the Pious, King of the Franks, was on a hunting trip in Hildesheim and stopped to observe Mass. After departing the area, he realized he had left behind a relic of the Blessed Virgin Mary. When he returned to retrieve it, he discovered the relic caught in a dog rose bush that refused to let it go. Taking this as a sign of the divine, Louis had a chapel built around the rose bush. In the 11th century, the chapel was expanded into what became Hildesheim Cathedral.

Even if the rose bush isn’t as old as its legend, it has certainly proven its resilience. In March 1945, Allied bombs leveled the cathedral. Somehow, out of the burning rubble, the rose bush flourished once more. It now covers a courtyard-facing outer wall of the cathedral, which was rebuilt between 1950 and 1960.

Domhof 17, Hildesheim. To see the rose in bloom, visit at the end of May. 📍 52.148889 .cloudflare 9.947222

---

Between neo-pagans and neo-Nazis, the Star Stones have drawn quite the curious cult following.
On a quiet street in the small city of Ansbach stand two statues depicting the same person, one as a boy and the other as a young man. They are both the mysterious Kaspar Hauser. The odd, unresolved story of Kaspar Hauser began on a May afternoon in 1828, when a stumbling, squinting teenage boy appeared on the streets of Nuremberg. The 4-foot-9-inch (1.4 m) Hauser had pale, soft skin, spoke few words, and seemed ill at ease among people. He carried two letters: The first, dated 1828, detailed the hardships that forced the author—apparently the boy’s caretaker—to give him up. It ended with an ultimatum: Take care of Kaspar or, if you cannot, kill him. The second letter, dated 1812, was written by Kaspar’s mother. She stated that she could not afford to raise him, and wished for him to join the Sixth Cavalry regiment at Nuremberg when he turned 17. A close examination of the letters revealed they were likely written by the same person in a single session.

The mystery deepened when Kaspar began talking. He claimed he spent his childhood locked in a small, dark cell, never seeing another person and waking up each day to a meal of bread and water. His only human contact, he said, was with a man who arrived shortly before his release and taught him to say the phrase, “I want to be a cavalryman like my father.”

Frederich Daumer, a professor, took Kaspar into his home and taught him to speak German, ride horses, and draw. The boy began to adapt to his environment, but his highly attuned senses and inexplicable sensitivity to magnets and metal caused him anguish. One day in October 1829, Kaspar appeared with a bleeding wound on his forehead, claiming he had been attacked by a hooded man while using the bathroom. The man was never found, and the wound may have been self-inflicted. A few months later, a gunshot rang out from Kaspar’s room. Again he was discovered with a wound to the head, this time declaring he had knocked a pistol to the ground, where it accidentally went off.

Kaspar’s strange life ended in 1833, when he sustained a fatal stab to the chest at the palace gardens in Ansbach. He said a man had lured him there and lunged at him. He even provided a note from the assailant.

Platenstrasse, Ansbach. Kaspar Hauser is also remembered at Ansbach’s Markgrafenmuseum, which exhibits the bloodstained clothes he was found in, the two letters, and some of his personal belongings.

**Also in Northern Germany**

- **Museum of Letters, Characters, and Typefaces**
  - **Berlin** - Peruse a collection of typographical objects, such as giant letterforms taken from signs. The museum recycles and archives letters from a wide range of languages and fonts.

- **Spreepark**
  - **Berlin** - A now-abandoned amusement park that was closed when the owner was discovered smuggling drugs in the park’s rides. It is now popular with urban explorers.

- **Spicy’s Spice Museum**
  - **Hamburg** - A museum dedicated to spices from around the world, the only one of its kind.

- **Karl Junker House**
  - **Lemgo** - Visit the single intricate masterpiece of a posthumously diagnosed schizophrenic architect.
SS leader Heinrich Himmler had grand, horrifying plans for the triangular Renaissance castle in Wewelsburg. In 1934, undeterred by its dilapidated state, he signed a 100-year lease on the property. His mission was to turn the castle into an SS training center, where young Aryan minds could study Nazi-skewed versions of history, archaeology, astronomy, and art.

The SS redesigned the castle, incorporating swastikas and occult symbols, and used slave laborers from the nearby Niederhagen and Sachsenhausen concentration camps to bring the plans to life. Nazi-approved artwork and historical objects decorated the halls. The focal point of the redesign was a circular chamber known as “the crypt,” which featured an eternal flame at the center of the room surrounded by 12 seats—an allusion to the Knights of the Round Table. On the ceiling was a large swastika.

As construction continued, Himmler expanded his vision for the town of Wewelsburg. From 1941, he began to view it as the future center of the new world order, with the castle anchoring a village populated exclusively by SS leaders. But in spite of all the plans, SS training never took place at Wewelsburg. The SS did conduct meetings there, and it functioned as a venue for SS officer marriage consecrations—although prospective spouses had to provide genealogical documentation proving their Aryan heritage before the ceremony could take place.

After Germany’s 1943 defeat at Stalingrad—regarded as the beginning of the end for the Nazis—construction at Wewelsburg halted. On March 30, 1945, a month before Hitler’s suicide, Himmler ordered SS major Heinz Macher to destroy the castle. The U.S. Third Infantry Division arrived the next day to discover the castle interiors in ashes. Only the outside walls remained.

Today, Wewelsburg is one of Germany’s largest youth hostels, offering 204-bed accommodations and team-building programs for schoolchildren. A museum at the entrance presents the history of the SS and pays tribute to its victims.

Burgwall 19, Büren. From the Paderborn train station, take a half-hour bus ride to Büren-Wewelsburg. The castle is a three-minute walk from the Schule/Kreismuseum stop.

From Nazi indoctrination center to youth hostel.

CASTLE OF WEWELSBURG

WEWELSBURG, NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA

Also in Northwestern Germany

Wunderland Kalkar
North Rhine-Westphalia · An amusement park built on the grounds of an unused nuclear reactor.

The Wuppertal Suspension Railway
Wuppertal · The name of the world’s oldest monorail system translates as “floating railway.”
THE IMPALED STORK

ROSTOCK, MECKLENBURG-VORPOMMERN

Until the 19th century, the annual disappearance of white storks each fall puzzled European bird-watchers. Aristotle thought the storks went into hibernation with the other disappearing avian species, perhaps at the bottom of the sea. Other hypotheses argued that the disappearing birds flew to the moon to escape the cold weather.

In 1822, a stunning piece of evidence proved key to solving the mystery of the disappearing birds. A white stork, shot on the Bothmer Estate near Mecklenburg, was discovered with a 2.5-foot-long (80 cm) Central African spear embedded in its neck. Remarkably, the stork had flown all the way from its equatorial wintering grounds in this impaled state.

The stork now sits alongside the 60,000 other specimens of water animals, mollusks, birds, and insects of the University of Rostock’s Zoological Collection.

Universitätsplatz 2, Rostock. Get a bus or tram to Lange Straße and walk two blocks south. 🚌 54.087436 🛴 12.134371

TEUFELSBerg Spy Station

BERLIN

Atop a mountain in Grunewald forest, about six miles (97 km) west of central Berlin, are two sphere-topped cylindrical towers wrapped in shredded white canvas. During the Cold War, these buildings were part of Field Station Berlin, an NSA listening post where spies could tune in to Soviet radio frequencies.

The spy station was constructed on top of a Nazi military college complex built in 1937. Intended to be part of Hitler’s World Capital Germany—a revitalized National Socialist version of Berlin—the college was abandoned at the start of World War II.

Postwar, the rubble of bombed-out Berlin was trucked to Grunewald and dumped on top of the college in a pile that topped 37 stories and became known as Teufelsberg: German for “Devil’s Mountain.” In 1963, the NSA station began operating in newly constructed buildings at the top of Teufelsberg, its satellite antennae positioned in prime hilltop spots concealed by the canvas-covered spheres.

The station became a key surveillance station for American and British intelligence officers studying the goings-on in East Germany. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, the station was abandoned. In 1996 the site was sold to property developers Hartmut Gruhl and Hanfried Schütte, who envisioned a bold transformation involving luxury apartments, a hotel, and a restaurant. Those plans, however, have not materialized. The former NSA station is still at Teufelsberg, and has attracted artists looking to make their mark on its abandoned walls and, eventually, establish an official residency.

From Berlin, get a train to the Heerstrasse S-bahn stop and walk to Teufelsberg via the Teufelseestrasse. You may encounter tour guides at the gate asking you for a fee to visit the site. 🚌 52.497992 🛴 13.241283
GREECE

Markopoulo Snake Festival

CEPHALONIA, MARKOPOULO

For Orthodox Christians, August 15 commemorates the Assumption of the Virgin Mary into Heaven. At the small hamlet of Markopoulo, on the island of Cephalonia, villagers celebrate by collecting snakes in bags and bringing them to the church, where they slither over feet, flick their tongues at a portrait of Mary and Jesus, and are placed on children’s heads for good luck.

The combination of Jesus’s mother and snakes—a Biblical symbol for evil and corruption—may seem incongruous, but the basis for the tradition is a miracle said to have taken place on the island in 1705. That year, the story goes, nuns in the village convent escaped a gang of attacking pirates when the Virgin answered their prayers to be transformed into snakes.

The serpents—a small, non-threatening species known as the European Cat Snake—now make an annual appearance at the Church of Virgin Mary, where the faithful and the curious gather to handle them. According to locals, the snakes only emerge in the days leading up to the festival, and cannot be found on the island during the rest of the year.

Markopoulo is a one-hour flight west of Athens. 🌐 38.080451 📧 20.732007

During the Markopoulo Snake Festival, bags full of serpents are upturned in the local church.
**Antikythera Mechanism**

**Athens**

An ancient geared computer that uses technology lost in antiquity.

This corroded lump of bronze with a dial on top doesn’t look like much, but its discovery forced a complete reevaluation of ancient Greek engineering.

The Antikythera mechanism was part of a shipwreck that lay in the Mediterranean for over 2,000 years. In 1900, sponge divers happened upon the fragmented vessel and hauled the mechanism from the depths. It sat in a museum for 50 years before historians took a serious look at it. They discovered a device of unprecedented complexity.

The machine was built between 150 and 100 BCE, and with over 30 gears hidden behind its dials, it is easily the most advanced technological artifact of the pre–Common Era. Regarded as the first known analog computer, the mechanism can make precise calculations based on astronomical and mathematical principles developed by the ancient Greeks.

Although its builder’s identity and its purpose on the ship remain unknown, after a century, scientists are beginning to understand how the device worked. To use the instrument, you would simply enter a date using a crank, and, when the gears stopped spinning, a wealth of information would appear at your fingertips: the positions of the sun, moon, planets, and stars, the lunar phase, the dates of upcoming solar eclipses, the speed of the moon through the sky, and even the dates of the ancient Olympic games. The mechanism’s calendar dial could compensate for the extra quarter-day in the astronomical year by turning the scale back one day every four years—impressive, given that the Julian calendar, which was the first in the region to include leap years, was not introduced until decades after the instrument was built.

Today, the Antikythera mechanism is housed in the Bronze Collection of the National Archaeological Museum of Athens. The device continues to reveal its secrets to the researchers of the Antikythera Mechanism Research Project, an international effort supported by various universities and technology companies.

National Archaeological Museum, 44 Patission Street, Athens. ☎ 37.989906 📧 23.731005

**The Easter Rocket War**

**Vrontados, Chios**

Since the 19th century, a pair of rival parishes on the Greek island of Chios have celebrated Easter not with bunnies or eggs, but by launching thousands of flaming projectiles at each other’s churches while congregants observe Mass inside. When the sun sets on the eve of Orthodox Easter Sunday, members of the Angios Marcos and Panaghia Ereithiani churches—wearing bandanas over their faces to filter out the sulfur-scented smoke—launch the cigar-size rockets from ramps. They blaze across the sky in quick succession, leaving trails of vapor and providing a cacophonous accompaniment to the solemn Easter services taking place within the churches. (Wire mesh protects the windows from damage.)

The origin of this Orthodox yet unorthodox tradition is uncertain, but likely began as an act of defiance against Ottoman occupiers during the 19th century. (There are two versions of the story: In the first, the islanders launched rockets after the Turks confiscated their cannons. In the second, locals fired rockets at each other’s churches to keep the Turks away during Easter services.)

On the island of Chios, Easter is a time of rebirth, renewal, and shooting rockets at churches.

The aim of the proceedings is to hit the opposing church’s bell tower, but this goal is largely irrelevant given the general chaos of the evening—neither side is declared the victor of the “war,” and an annual rematch is assured.

Orthodox Easter is in April or early May. From Athens, the island of Chios is a 45-minute flight or 7-hour ferry ride. ☎ 38.370981 📧 26.136346
Mount Athos Monastery

Mount Athos

On a mist-shrouded peninsula east of Thessaloniki is a place where time has stalled and the rules of the modern world do not apply. Mount Athos, known to Greeks as the “holy mountain,” is the home of Eastern Orthodox monasticism. Self-governed, and running on Byzantine time—in which the day begins at sunset—Mount Athos accommodates 1,500 monks within its monasteries, most of which were built during the 10th century. Their sole purpose in life is to become closer to God.

The monks believe that achieving complete oneness with Jesus Christ is only possible after death, but preparations are made throughout life. Every waking hour is spent praying or reflecting in silence. Monks, who wear long, black robes to signify their death from the surrounding world, live in one of 20 communes, or, for those who prefer greater solitude, in cloisters or cells. There are eight hours of church services every day, beginning at 3 a.m. When not at church, monks pray individually, their lips moving silently under their long beards.

Women are forbidden from visiting or living on Mount Athos in accordance with the belief that a female presence would alter the social dynamics and impede the monks on their journey toward spiritual enlightenment. The absence of women, according to the monks, also makes it easier to live a life of celibacy. Finally, there is the consideration for the Virgin Mary. According to Athonite tradition, Mary was blown off course during her journey to Cyprus and landed on Mount Athos, where she converted its pagan tribes to Christianity. Banning women from the peninsula allows the Virgin to be revered as the only female influence.

Male visitors to Mount Athos are permitted to attend church services, dine with the monks, and stay overnight in one of the monasteries. A calm, pious demeanor is expected, as most travelers are Orthodox pilgrims seeking spiritual refuge and community. Avoid talk of world events and technology—the monks have spent centuries shutting out such distractions.

To visit Mount Athos, you’ll need to obtain written permission from the Holy Executive Bureau in Thessaloniki. The office issues about 10 permits per day to non-Orthodox travelers, and 100 to Greek Orthodox travelers—contact them six months in advance to avoid disappointment. From Thessaloniki, get a bus to the small village of Ouranoupolis, where a ferry will transport you to Mount Athos. Female travelers may view the verdant hills and ancient monasteries from a distance on a boat tour.
CYPRUS

Varosha Beach Resort

FAMAGUSTA

Turquoise water, golden beaches, and signs illustrated with a gun-toting soldier that read “Forbidden Zone”—this is the resort town of Varosha.

Since 1974, the northern and southern parts of Cyprus have been divided by the “Green Line,” a UN buffer zone that splits the country into the Greek-controlled south and the Turkish-controlled north. The division happened amid much violence: After the Greek military junta backed a coup against the Cypriot government, Turkey invaded Cyprus from the north, forcibly expelling hundreds of thousands of Greek Cypriots and driving them south. Turkish Cypriots in the south abandoned their homes and headed north.

In the early ’70s, Famagusta, a town 2 miles north of the Green Line, was the top tourist destination in Cyprus. Its beachside Varosha quarter, dotted with high-rise hotels, played host to moneyed movie stars like Elizabeth Taylor and Brigitte Bardot. In the wake of the Turkish invasion, its 39,000 residents fled, and Varosha became a ghost town. It has remained enclosed in barbed wire, uninhabited, and under the control of the Turkish military ever since. Left unmaintained for decades, buildings are slowly collapsing.

Just a few feet north of the fenced-off zone is the Arkin Palm Beach Hotel, a newly renovated resort where visitors can sip Caribbean-inspired cocktails beside the lagoon-shaped pool while gazing at the crumbling balconies of the decayed resort next door. Varosha is closed to the public but visible through barbed-wire fences from the Arkin Palm Beach Hotel area. Photographing the town is forbidden, and soldiers will stop you if they suspect you are carrying a camera.

ITALY

Tree Cathedral

OLTRE IL COLLE, LOMBARDY

The Tree Cathedral is a piece of living, growing architecture—the final artistic creation of a man with a lifelong devotion to nature. Italian artist Giuliano Mauri devised the design for the cathedral in 2001. It began with a supporting structure of 42 columns, each made from tree branches strung and nailed together. The columns on each side of a central aisle would bend toward one another, forming a canopy. According to Mauri’s vision, 42 beech trees would then be planted—one inside each column. Over the years, the columns would guide their growth until the beech trees eventually outgrew and replaced the supporting structure.

Unfortunately, Mauri died in 2009. As a tribute to him, and to commemorate the UN’s International Year of Biodiversity in 2010, Mauri’s son Robert and art historian Paola Tognon led a project to build a tree cathedral according to Mauri’s original design in a forest near Bergamo. It is now on display. As planned, the support structure of hazel branches and fir poles will gradually deteriorate as the beeches grow, creating a seamless transition from a man-made structure to a natural cathedral.

Oltre il Colle, Bergamo. The cathedral is at the foot of Mount Arera. 🌆 45.88905 9.769927
Poveglia Island

VENICE, VENETO

The first challenge to visiting Poveglia is finding someone to take you there. It won’t be easy. Poveglia, an island just south of Venice, is strictly off-limits for both locals and tourists. Given the island's history, you'll understand why.

For much of its history, Poveglia was a dumping ground for the diseased, the dying, and the mentally ill. In the early 15th century, it functioned as a quarantine island. Those afflicted by one of the many Black Death plagues over the years were taken to the island, along with disease-ridden corpses. The living shivered and vomited blood while the hundreds of dead were thrown into plague pits and burned. The remains of an estimated 160,000 people are mixed into the island’s soil.

In 1922, a psychiatric hospital opened on the island. Legend holds that one of the doctors, a sadistic man fond of experimenting on his patients, threw himself off the bell tower after being haunted by the spirits of those who had died on the island. (In some versions of the story, he is thrown off the tower, presumably by a vengeful patient.)

The hospital building, which closed in 1968, is still on Poveglia, covered in scaffolding and colonized by trees. Rusting bed frames, rotting wood beams, and pieces of the ceiling litter the floors. In the bushes surrounding the hospital are the rectangular metal grates that were once fastened to every window to keep patients trapped in their rooms.

Officially, Poveglia is off-limits to visitors. Unofficially, you might find a Venetian boat operator to take you—especially if you’re willing to offer a heap of euros.

Wooden Books of Padua University

SAN VITO DI CADORE, VENETO

Each book in this 56-volume collection tells the story of a particular tree—not in words or illustrations, but with parts of the tree itself.

The wooden books of Padua University date from the late 1700s and early 1800s. While most books are made from wood—pulped into paper—these are different: The back and front covers are made from the tree's wood, its spine made of the tree's bark. Inside are samples of the tree's leaves, twigs, flowers, seeds, and roots. Each book is accompanied by a handwritten piece of parchment with a key explaining the contents.

41 Via Ferdinando Ossi, San Vito Di Cadore.  

Also in Northern Italy

Zoological Museum
Bologna - This museum of enjoyably shabby stuffed and jarred animals began as the personal collection of Ulisse Aldrovandi, the 16th-century father of natural history.

Campanile di Curon
Bolzano - A lonely bell tower emerges from the middle of this artificial lake—the only visible remains of a submerged small town.

Hidden Bomb Shelters
Milan - A vast network of air-raid tunnels lie beneath Lombardy's capital.

Il Gigante
Monterosso del Mare - The bomb-ravaged remains of a 46-foot (14 m) statue of Neptune built in 1910 decorates the seaside edge of the elegant Villa Pastine.

Insane Asylum Museum
San Servolo - Known as the “Island of the Mad” for 250 years, San Servolo was the official mental institution of Venice. In 2006, it reopened to the public as a museum.
Underground Temples of Damanhur

Baldissere Canavese, Piedmont

From 1978 to 1992, members of the Damanhur commune dug into the mountain where they lived, tapping into what they believed were energy lines connecting the Earth to the cosmos. Their excavations were done in secret: Having neglected to secure planning approval, they had to conceal their work from authorities. But the world would eventually find out.

Led by philosopher, writer, and painter Oberto Airaudi, the “eco-society” of Damanhur began in 1975 with about 24 members. Billing itself as a “laboratory for the future of humanity,” Damanhur is based on neopagan and New Age beliefs with emphasis on creative expression, meditation, and spiritual healing. Residents adopt animal and plant names (such as “Sparrow Pinecone”) and live in “nucleo-communities” of 20 people in the foothills of the Alps, 30 miles (50 km) north of Turin.

Some former members have railed against Damanhur’s sunny-spirited collective, describing it as a cult. It was an ex-Damanhurian who tipped off police about the unauthorized underground construction. When three officers and a public prosecutor arrived to conduct an early-morning raid, they were astonished. Beneath a humble farmhouse, behind a secret door, was a collection of temples spanning five levels.

Damanhur citizens had spent a decade and a half working around the clock in shifts to excavate 8,500 cubic meters of earth and rock. They decorated each hall and hallway in a different theme, with murals, stained glass windows, mirrors, and mosaics. The New Age, 1970s-style artwork depicts everything from the history of the universe to a forest of endangered animals to the International Space Station. The perimeter of one of the circular rooms is cluttered with sculptures, due to the directive that each member of the community must carve a statue in their own likeness.

Boggled by the unexpected beauty of the subterranean halls, Italian police granted a retroactive construction permit. The eco-society, which currently numbers around 1,000 members, now welcomes visitors to its temples.

Via Pramarzo, 3 Baldissere Canavese. 📞 45.417763 ☎ 7.748451

1. Hall of Mirrors
2. Hall of Spheres
3. Hall of Metals
4. Earth Hall
5. Water Hall
6. Blue Temple
7. Labyrinth

Minimalism is frowned upon among the interior decorators of Damanhur. Above, the Hall of Earth; below, a section map of the underground temple.
In 18th-century Florence, artists created wax anatomical models to show medical students what lay beneath the skin of the human body. The model-making process was labor-intensive and began with an artist pressing plaster against the individual organs of a recently dissected cadaver to create a cast. Wax was poured into the molds and each organ painted and varnished. All the body parts were then assembled into a wax torso and overlaid with muscles and membranes, which were either simulated with thread or painted on.

The works were so uncannily realistic—red, glistening muscles lying taut against knobby bones, encased in an intricate web of veins—that it was felt the artistry deserved a wider audience. In 1775, the figures were put on display at La Specola, a natural history and zoology museum established by the Medici family. Over several generations, the Medicis amassed a vast quantity of fossils, minerals, animals, and plants. When La Specola opened, it became the first publicly accessible science museum in Europe. It featured consistent hours of operation, tour guides, and guards.

Today, La Specola contains 34 rooms filled with human and animal wax models, zoological specimen taxidermy, and medical instruments. Particularly compelling are the wax anatomical Venuses—naked women posed in demure but erotic poses, with their abdominal skin removed and rib cages pulled open to expose the organs underneath. The Marquis de Sade, who harbored a taste for sexual violence, had a particular fondness for these sensuous, gutted female forms.

Via Romana, 17, Florence. Get a bus to San Felice. For a picturesque chaser, visit the Pitti Palace and the Boboli Gardens afterward—they’re right next door.
Other Medical Museums of Europe

Josephinum
Vienna
Established in 1785, the Josephinum contains over 1,000 wax models, including anatomical Venuses and a heart seemingly floating under a glass dome.

The Narrenturm
Vienna
The Narrenturm, or Fool’s Tower, was built in 1784 to house psychiatric patients suffering from such maladies as ecstasy, melancholy, and delirium tremens. Now the circular building, nicknamed the “pound cake” by locals, is an anatomy and pathology museum.

Museum Boerhaave
Leiden, Netherlands
In one jar, a child’s arm protrudes from a lacy sleeve, its fingers suspending the vascular tissue of an eye as though it were a yo-yo. In another jar nearby, a lily-white pig with a deformed head floats. Walking through this museum’s exhibit halls filled with artifacts from the anatomical, medical, and scientific history of the Netherlands, visitors are pointedly reminded of their mortality.

Museum Vrolik
Amsterdam
During their many years as anatomy professors in the 1800s, father-and-son team Gerardus and Willem Vrolik amassed a formidable assortment of human abnormalities. Their specimens form the core collection of this museum. Willem focused largely on congenital anomalies such as conjoined twins and cycloptic fetuses. The infant specimens float, gently and ghostlike, in glass jars.

Musee des Moulages
Paris
Dedicated to “moulages”—wax models of body parts afflicted with disease—this warehouse of a museum has two spectacular floors of pus-filled, boil-covered, rash-afflicted skin.

Musée Dupuytren
Paris
After running out of money and being forced to close, this collection of thousands of anatomical waxes, pathological models, and abnormal physiological specimens sat neglected for 30 years before reopening in 1967.

Hunterian Museum
London
The Hunterian Museum’s collection includes half the brain of mathematician Charles Babbage, Winston Churchill’s dentures, and the skeleton of a famed Irish giant.

Also in Tuscany

The Relic of St. Antoninus
Florence · View the mummified body of St. Antoninus, who died in 1459.

Hall of Maps
Florence · Fifty-four exquisite hand-painted Renaissance maps decorate these Medici rooms.

Santa Maria Novella Pharmacy
Florence · The oldest operating pharmacy in the world still sells balms, salves, and medicines made from 800-year-old recipes.

The Garden of Tarot
Grosseto · A garden filled with huge sculptures representing tarot cards.

Incorruptible St. Zita
Lucca · Here lies the 700-year-old naturally mummified body of a peasant girl-made-saint.

The Museum of Medieval Torture
San Gimignano · Housing an impressive array of medieval torture devices, such as spiked inquisitorial chairs, the museum seeks to combat torture around the world through education.

St. Catherine of Siena’s Severed Head
Siena · A dismembered holy head stares out from her beautiful reliquary in St. Dominic Basilica.

Also in Italy:

Atlas, Spot
Museum of Medicine
Brussels
Located beside the Museum of Cocoa and Chocolate, the Museum of Medicine features an entire wall of wax reproductive organs ravaged by sexually transmitted diseases.

Museo des Moulages
Paris
Dedicated to “moulages”—wax models of body parts afflicted with disease—this warehouse of a museum has two spectacular floors of pus-filled, boil-covered, rash-afflicted skin.

Musee Dupuytren
Paris
After running out of money and being forced to close, this collection of thousands of anatomical waxes, pathological models, and abnormal physiological specimens sat neglected for 30 years before reopening in 1967.

Museo des Moulages
Paris
Dedicated to “moulages”—wax models of body parts afflicted with disease—this warehouse of a museum has two spectacular floors of pus-filled, boil-covered, rash-afflicted skin.

Musee Dupuytren
Paris
After running out of money and being forced to close, this collection of thousands of anatomical waxes, pathological models, and abnormal physiological specimens sat neglected for 30 years before reopening in 1967.

The 7’7” skeleton of Charles Byrne is on view at the Hunterian Museum.
BOMARZO, LAZIO

The stone sculptures in the Parco dei Mostri emerged from the tormented mind of 16th-century Italian prince Pier Francesco Orsini. Pier endured a brutal war, saw his friend killed, was held for ransom for years, and returned home only to have his beloved wife die. Seeking a way to express his grief, Orsini hired architect Pirro Ligorio to create a park that would shock and frighten its visitors.

The park exhibits the 16th-century Mannerist style—an artistic approach that rejected the Renaissance’s elegance and harmony in favor of exaggerated, often tortured expressions and a mishmash of mythological, classical, and religious influences.

Its wretched sculptures—including a war elephant attacking a Roman soldier, a monstrous fish head, a giant tearing another giant in half, and a house built on a tilt to disorient the viewer—caught the attention of Salvador Dali, who visited in 1948 and found much to inspire his surrealist artwork.

A trip to the park is not complete without a walk up the stone stairs leading into the “Mouth of Hell”—the face of an ogre captured midscream. Walk into its gaping maw, inscribed with “all reason departs,” and you’ll find a picnic table with benches. Localita Giardino, Bomarzo. From Rome take a train to Orte Scalo, where you can switch to a bus to the gardens. 📍 42.491633 📞 12.247575

The Parco dei Mostri is the monster-filled garden of a grief-stricken prince.
**Galileo’s Middle Finger**

**Florence, Tuscany**

It’s hard to think of a more fitting tribute to the ever-defiant Galileo than displaying his middle finger in a goblet accented with gold.

Ninety-five years after Galileo’s death in 1642, Anton Francesco Gori, a Florentine priest and scholar, pocketed the astronomer’s finger while transporting his remains from their humble original grave to a monumental tomb. The relic was exhibited at Florence’s Laurentian Library until 1841, when the town’s Natural History Museum—also home to the anatomical and zoological museum La Specola—snatched it up for display.

In 1927, the finger landed at its current resting place—a museum devoted to scientific instruments that was renamed the Galileo Museum in 2010. The middle digit is the only human fragment among the institution’s telescopes, meteorological instruments, and mathematical models. It is mounted vertically in a goblet on a column with a commemorative inscription: *This is the finger, belonging to the illustrious hand that ran through the skies, pointing at the immense spaces, and singling out new stars.*

Whether the middle finger points upward to the sky, where Galileo glimpsed the glory of the universe and saw God in mathematics, or if it sits eternally defiant to the church that condemned him is for the viewer to decide.

**Galileo Museum, Piazza dei Giudici 1, Florence.**

---

**Pope Leo’s Bathroom**

**Holy See, Rome**

In 1516, Cardinal Bibbiena, a longtime friend and confidant to Pope Leo X, decided to redecorate the bathroom within the Vatican’s Papal Apartments. Bibbiena’s predilection for the ribald and the risqué inspired him to commission a series of erotic frescoes by another close friend, the artist Raphael. The panels depict Venus, Cupid, nymphs, and satyrs, all cavorting naked in the wild.

The ensuing centuries have brought censorship to the Stufetta del Cardinal Bibbiena (translated as “small heated room of Cardinal Bibbiena”), Scandalized residents of the Papal Apartments painted over sections of the artwork. A few of the panels remaining depict the naked Venus swimming, looking at herself in a mirror, and reclining between the legs of Adonis.

Though it wouldn’t be sanctioned by today’s Papal Apartment decorators, Raphael’s erotic artwork was tame compared to the famed licentiousness of the Renaissance popes. Pope Alexander VI’s Banquet of Chestnuts, which took place in the papal palace in 1501, is an example of the behavior that occurred within the Vatican walls. During the event, the pope brought in 50 women, auctioned off their clothing, and made them crawl naked on the floor to pick up chestnuts he and his guests had thrown. Members of the clergy and party guests were then encouraged to have sex with the women. The man who carried out the most “conquests” received a prize of clothing and jewels.

**Viale Vaticano, Rome. Get the Rome metro to Ottaviano–San Pietro–Musei Vaticani. Tours of the Stufetta del Bibbiena are rarely granted—now is the time to exploit any Vatican connections. As an alternative, visit the Borgia Apartments, the scene of Alexander VI’s aforementioned banquet.**

---

A bathroom in the Vatican’s Papal Apartments was customized for 16th-century Cardinal Bibbiena, who had a penchant for the erotic arts.
Monte Testaccio

ROME

This grassy hill is an ancient Roman garbage dump in disguise. The 11-stories-tall mound is made up of tens of millions of broken amphorae, or oil jars, which were piled into a heap during the first and second centuries.

During this era, Rome was importing vast quantities of olive oil and wine from other parts of the Empire—primarily what are now Spain, Tunisia, and Libya. The amphorae, produced in great quantities at low cost, were used to hold this oil when it was transported by sea. So many jars were being produced that it was often easier to smash an amphora and throw it away than to go to the trouble of cleaning it for reuse.

An ancient Roman’s trash is a modern archaeologist’s treasure: Markings on the jars show information such as the maker of the oil, the port of origin, the export merchant, and even the name of the person who made the jar itself. These clues help create a clearer picture of how the Romans conducted business during the peak years of the Empire.

Via di Monte Testaccio, Rome. As long as there isn’t an excavation in progress, you can climb to the top of Monte Testaccio. You’ll hear crunching sounds as you hike—don’t worry, you’re just stepping on shattered remains of the Roman Empire. ☑️ 41.876750  ☎️ 12.475608

Passetto di Borgo

ROME

To the casual eye, the Passetto di Borgo looks like a plain old fortification, but its stone walls hide a passageway that several popes have used as an emergency escape route. Construction of the wall dates back to 850, with Pope Nicholas III overseeing the creation of its current form in 1277. Pope Alexander VI finished the wall in 1492—and just in the nick of time. He used it to flee the invading French only two years later.

The most recent papal escape was in 1527, when Clement VII evaded the 20,000 mutinous troops of Charles V, who murdered most of the Swiss Guard on the steps of St. Peter’s Basilica. Since then, the Passetto had languished in declining condition, closed to visitors but available to the reigning pope in case of a crisis. But in 2000, in honor of the pope’s Jubilee year, the Passetto was renovated. It now opens to visitors for a limited time each summer.

Borgo Pio, 62, Rome. Take a tram to Risorgimento/San Pietro. ☑️ 41.903817  ☎️ 12.460230

Also in Rome

The Criminoogy Museum

First assembled in 1837, this collection of prison paraphernalia, torture devices, and items showing the history of criminal anthropology only opened to the public in 1994.

Torre Argentina Cat Sanctuary

Hundreds of stray cats haunt the ruins of the famous Theater of Pompey, where the Roman emperor Julius Caesar was assassinated.

Vigna Randanini

This Jewish catacomb, used in the 3rd and 4th century CE, is one of only two open to the public.
The Museum of Holy Souls in Purgatory

Rome

This small collection of hand-shaped burns imprinted onto prayer books, bed-sheets, and clothing offers purported proof of communication between the dead and the living.

According to Catholic doctrine, the souls of the dead are stranded in purgatory until they atone for their sins. Their ascent to heaven can be hastened, however, through the prayers of the friends and family they’ve left behind.

Victor Jouet, founder of Rome’s Church of the Sacred Heart, was supposedly inspired to build this purgatorial museum after a fire destroyed a portion of the church in 1898, leaving behind the scorched image of a face that he believed to be a trapped soul.

The collection of hand marks, which mostly date from the 18th and 19th centuries, are presented as the earthly manifestations of trapped souls reaching out from purgatory, pleading that their loved ones pray harder.

Lungotevere Prati 12, Rome. The museum is a 15-minute walk from the Lepanto metro stop. 📍 41.903663 📧 12.472009

Also in Southern Italy

Manna of St. Nicholas
Bari · The remains of St. Nicholas are said to excrete a sweet-smelling liquid known as manna. Every year on May 9, manna is collected in vials and sold to the public.

Blue Grotto
Capri · Once the personal swimming hole of Roman emperor Tiberius, this sea cave has an unearthly blue glow.

The Anatomical Machines of Cappella Sansevero
Naples · Anatomical models built on top of real human skeletons are just a part of the strange collection of mysterious 18th-century prince Raimondo di Sangro.

Catacombs of San Gennaro
Naples · An underground proto-Christian burial site comprised of three adjacent cemeteries dating back to the third century CE.

Il Castello Incantato
Sciccia · Containing over 1,000 carved heads, the life’s work of “village madman” Filippo Bentivegna can be found in this small garden.

The Secret Cabinet of Erotica

Naples, Campania

Citizens of Pompeii and Herculaneum believed phallic symbols provided protection, prosperity, and good luck, and incorporated them into everything from furniture to oil lamps. Frescoes on the walls of homes depicted erotic encounters between wood nymphs and satyrs. Erotica was everywhere.

After the excavation of Pompeii and Herculaneum in the 19th century, the sexy objects were put on display in the National Archaeological Museum of Naples. But when the future king of the two Sicilies, Francis I, visited with his wife and young daughter in 1819, he was shocked by all the erotica. He ordered all the explicit items removed from view and locked in a secret cabinet, where access could be restricted to mature gentlemen of high moral standing.

All of this fuss only served to make the collection more famous. The whispered-about secret collection became a must-see for gentlemen during their Grand Tours of Europe. It remained off-limits to women, children, and the general public.

For a century and a half, the Gabinetto Segreto stayed out of sight, on view only during brief liberal periods under radical 19th-century general Giuseppe Garibaldi and again in the 1960s. The Gabinetto Segreto was finally opened to the public in 2000 and moved into a separate gallery in 2005.

Among dozens of stone penises, phallic wind chimes, and naughty mosaics, one item became the most notorious: The Satyr and the Goat. It is a detailed carving of a satyr in flagrante delicto with a female goat, her cloven feet pressed up against his chest as she gazes at him demurely.

19 Piazza Museo, Naples. Take the train to Museo. 📍 40.852828 📧 14.249750

Sculptures of a more carnal nature are kept in a secret room at the National Archaeological Museum of Naples.
Capuchin Catacombs

Palermo, Sicily

Eight thousand corpses in various states of decay inhabit the musty, ill-lit Capuchin catacombs of Palermo. Originally intended exclusively for monks, the passageways were expanded over time to make room for prominent locals who paid to be buried in the holy vaults. Separated according to age, sex, occupation, and social status, the mummified bodies are arranged in open coffins, hung from the walls in narrow corridors, and piled on shelves.

In the “Chapel of the Virgins,” girls whose families declared them virgins are displayed in faded and tattered white dresses under the inscription: “We follow the lamb wherever he goes; we are virgins.” They wear their best clothes, but their appearance is marred by caved-in noses, empty eye sockets, and sunken cheeks. Many have wide-open mouths—due to a combination of decomposing facial ligaments and gravity—making them look as though they are silently screaming.

The particularly dry atmosphere of the catacombs facilitated the natural mummification of the bodies. Priests would lay the dead on shelves and allow them to drip until they were completely depleted of bodily fluids. When a year had passed, they would rinse the dried-out corpses with vinegar before re-dressing them in their best attire and sending them to their designated eternal room.

The oldest corpse in the collection is that of Silvestro da Gubbio, a friar who passed in 1599. The most recent, Rosalia Lombardo, was only two years old when she was embalmed in 1920 after dying of pneumonia. The embalming procedure has kept Rosalia looking so well preserved that she has been dubbed “Sleeping Beauty.”

The catacombs also serve as a macabre history-of-fashion museum, charting the rise and fall of Palermo high style from the 1600s to the 1920s. Though the mummies once sported glass eyes, they disappeared during World War II when American GIs came through town and plucked them out as souvenirs.

1 Piazza Cappuccini, Palermo. The monastery is a 25-minute walk from Palermo’s central railway station. .LatLng: 38.116191 13.362122

You’re always in the company of monks in the halls of the Capuchin catacombs.
### Other European Ossuaries

**Church of St. Ursula**  
**Cologne**  
The Golden Chamber of this church is filled with the bones of hundreds of virgin martyrs—or so the story goes.

**Santa Maria della Concezione dei Cappuccini**  
**Rome**  
A stunning memento mori, this 6-room crypt is full of intricate wall frescoes, arches, and ceiling decorations made entirely from human bones—the remains of some 4,000 Capuchin friars who died between 1528 and 1870.

**Church of St. Peter and Paul**  
**Melník, Czech Republic**  
When a plague epidemic swept through Melník in the 1520s, creating a huge demand for additional burial ground, the remains of 15,000 people laid to rest in the surrounding cemeteries were disinterred, cleaned, and dumped into this church vault. In the 1780s, when ossuaries were declared a health risk, the vault was bricked up and forgotten about until 1913, when Czech anthropologist Jindřich Matiegka reopened the entrance to the crypt and began arranging the bones into orderly piles and decorative patterns. Thousands of bones form a large cross adorned with a palm frond, while skulls are arranged into heart shapes. A long, deep tunnel made mostly of leg bones represents Christ’s resurrection.

**Sedlec Ossuary**  
**Kutnà Hora, Czech Republic**  
Sedlec Ossuary, also known as the Bone Church, has a stunning centerpiece: a chandelier made from every bone in the body.

**San Bernardino Alle Ossa**  
**Milan**  
This ossuary was built in 1210 after the local graveyard became overfilled with deceased patients from the nearest hospital.

**Fontanelle Cemetery Caves**  
**Naples**  
In the early 20th century, a cult emerged around the skulls at this crypt. Visitors brought them flowers and offerings, made wishes, and asked for luck—the most sought-after skulls were those with a gift for predicting the winning lottery numbers.
Dutch priest Eelco Alta induced mass panic in 1774 when he predicted that an upcoming alignment of the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter would send Earth hurtling into the sun. To calm the widespread fear and demonstrate the varying speeds of the solar system’s orbits, amateur astronomer Eise Eisinga installed a planetarium in his living room ceiling. It has been operating ever since, making it the oldest functional planetarium in the world.

Construction took 7 years. Eisinga carved the era’s six known planets—Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn—out of wood, painted them gold, and suspended them from the ceiling. A pendulum sends the planets traveling, in real time, in concentric orbits around a painted sun. The ceiling is painted cerulean blue to represent the sky, and shows zodiac constellations and the points at which each planet is farthest from the sun. Hidden in the roof space above the ceiling are 60 wheels and gears that keep the whole thing moving.

Just as Eisinga was putting the finishing touches on his planetarium in 1781, scientists made a discovery: Uranus. But the astronomer did not alter his creation, as adding the planet would have destroyed the planetarium’s 1:1012 scale.

Eise Eisingastraat 3, 8801 KE Franeker. Get a bus to Theresia. 🗺️ 53.187335 📞 5.543735
The world’s oldest functional planetarium packs our whole solar system into a cozy-looking Dutch house.
Giethoorn

GIETHOORN, OVERIJSSEL

With its thatched cottages, narrow canals, and 180 wooden bridges, the village of Giethoorn (population 2,600), is a tiny, bucolic version of Venice. The village got its canals during the 16th century, when the inhabitants began digging troughs to extract peat for fuel. The resulting four miles of waterways, along with the adjacent footpaths, constitute Giethoorn’s transport network—the village has no roads, so all travel is via boat or bike or on foot. The preferred way to ride along the canals is by “whisper boats,” whose motors are quiet enough to maintain the tranquil atmosphere.

Giethoorn is a 90-minute drive from Amsterdam. To sightsee around the village, join a boat tour or rent your own flat-bottomed vessel. 🗝️ 52.740178 📍 6.077331

Electric Ladyland Museum of Fluorescent Art

AMSTERDAM

In a small, dark basement just a five-minute walk from the Anne Frank house is a museum as psychedelic as the Jimi Hendrix album of the same name. The Electric Ladyland Museum of Fluorescent Art begins with a walk through a neon-accented “participatory environment,” where the walls glow when the lights go off. Then comes the cabinet of fluorescent minerals. These gray lumps of rock turn brilliant colors when viewed under an ultraviolet bulb.

Museum founder Nick Padalino will gladly talk you through the many kinds of fluorescence being demonstrated under the varying wavelengths of light. Most surprising is the display of common items, such as coconuts, seashells, Depression-era glass, and lentils, rendered in glowing fluorescent hues.

Tweede Leliedwarsstraat 5, Amsterdam. For maximum psychedelic effect, listen to Hendrix’s “All Along the Watchtower” while exploring the curves and contours of the immersive environment. 🗝️ 52.375602 📍 4.882301
Micropia

AMSTERDAM

Micropia is a zoo with a small difference: The creatures it keeps are invisible to the naked eye. Established in 2014, Micropia sheds light on the molds, yeasts, bacteria, viruses, and other microorganisms that are ever-present but go largely unnoticed.

The “Meet Your Microbes” exhibit highlights a few of the 100 trillion microorganisms living in and around your body, while the kissing exhibit ratchets up the romance by illustrating the massive exchange of bacteria that occurs when two people make out.

Artisplein, Plantage Kerklaan 36–38, Amsterdam. Eat something before visiting the museum—the animal feces exhibit has a tendency to quell the appetite.

Michiel van der Kooij and Alexander van Berkel. Micropia museum makes the invisible observable.

Also in the Netherlands

Bijbels Museum

Amsterdam - A collection of biblical memorabilia that includes an exact copy of a Dead Sea scroll. If the bibles bore you, you can also check out the best preserved 17th-century kitchen in the Netherlands.

The Hash, Marihuana, Hemp Museum

Amsterdam - Learn about old tools and implements for turning hemp into rope, paper, and clothing, as well as a variety of ancient and not-so-ancient smoking devices.

The Torture Museum

Amsterdam - Inspect torture methods and devices from the past, including the rack, the skull cracker, and the heretic fork.

The Three-Country Labyrinth

Vaal - Seventeen thousand hornbeam shrubs constitute Europe’s largest outdoor shrub maze, located where the Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany meet.

Cigar Band House

Volendam - Mosaics created from 11 million cigar bands cover the walls of this house.

The Hash, Marihuana, Hemp Museum
The hillside medieval village of Monsanto was built around a pile of massive granite boulders. The placement of the rocks determined the shapes of the winding streets and the architecture of the stone houses—instead of trying to move the boulders, the villagers used them as walls, floors, and even roofs. From a distance, some of the houses look like they’ve been crushed by giant falling rocks.

Other than the odd plastic chair and air-conditioning unit, Monsanto has retained its medieval appearance. It is now home to about 800 people. There are no cars—the preferred mode of transport through the narrow cobbled streets is donkey. Trains run from Lisbon to Castelo Branco. From there, it’s a short bus ride northeast to Monsanto.

 Residents of Monsanto literally live under a rock.
Quinta da Regaliera

SINTRA, GRANDE LISBOA

Eccentric millionaire António Augusto Carvalho Monteiro designed this palace in 1904 as a monument to his diverse interests and secret affiliations. The five-story hilltop mansion mixes Roman, Gothic, Renaissance, and Manueline styles. Its surrounding gardens are a fantasy land of grottoes, fountains, statues, ponds, underground tunnels, and a deep, moss-covered “Initiation Well,” believed to be the former site of Masonic rituals. The architecture hides shapes and symbols relating to alchemy, Masonry, the Knights Templar, and the Rosicrucians. A Roman Catholic chapel in front of the palace depicts Catholic saints, but also pentagrams, which are often used in occult religions.

Avenida Barbosa du Bocage 5, Sintra. Make sure to bring a flashlight. 📞 38.812878 🌟 9.369541
Also in Portugal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmo Convent Ruins</td>
<td>Lisbon - The legacy of a massive earthquake that nearly wiped Lisbon off the face of the earth in 1755.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone Chapel</td>
<td>Faro - A small chapel built out of human bones and decorated with a golden skeleton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowned Village</td>
<td>Vilarinho da Furna - A submerged village appears when the water levels drop at a nearby dam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bussaco Palace Hotel</td>
<td>Luso - A majestic resting place for dreamers nestled in a fairy-tale forest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPAIN**

**Juan de la Cosa’s Map of the Americas**

**Madrid**

Although Columbus was a mapmaker in his pre-expedition days, he left behind no known maps of his explorations. Cartography was the job of Juan de la Cosa, a Spanish navigator who sailed with Columbus on three expeditions to the Americas.

De la Cosa, who died in Colombia after indigenous people shot him with poisoned arrows in 1509, drew this earliest known map of the Americas on an ox hide in 1500. French scientist and map enthusiast Charles Walckenaer discovered it in a Paris shop in 1832. Today, the map can be seen at the original Naval Museum in Madrid.

Museo Naval, Paseo del Prado, 5, Madrid. Take the subway to Banco de España. 🌐 40.416691 🌐 3.700345

---

**Don Justo’s Self-Built Cathedral**

**Mejorada del Campo, Madrid**

Don Justo Gallego Martinez, a former monk with no experience in architecture, construction, or engineering, has been building this cathedral out of recycled and donated materials since 1961. There has never been a formal plan for the building—the design is influenced by St. Peter’s Basilica but has changed over the years according to Don Justo’s shifting inspirations.

The project began when Don Justo contracted tuberculosis and had to leave the monastic order. With his health in a perilous state, he prayed to the Virgin Mary and vowed to create a shrine in her honor should he survive. Though he never received an official construction permit, the recovered Don Justo devoted himself to building a church that now stands 13 stories tall. Oil drums, paint buckets, scrap metal, and bricks salvaged from a nearby brick factory are all pasted together with thick layers of concrete to form the walls and spires.

Don Justo receives occasional assistance from his nephews and volunteers, but the bulk of the work is done with his own hands. The cathedral is about 10 to 15 years away from completion—a problem, considering its chief builder is in his 80s. The ultimate fate of the building is up in the air. As an unapproved construction it could well be razed, eliminating the life’s work of a most determined man.

Calle del Arquitecto Gaudí, 1, Mejorada del Campo, Madrid. Take a bus from Conde de Casal to Calle de Arquitecto Antoni Gaudí. 🌐 40.394561 🌐 3.488481

---

Don Justo, a monk with no formal architectural training, inside his massive cathedral.
The earliest known map to show the Americas was discovered by accident at a Paris bookshop.
SOLAR POWER TOWERS
SANLÚCAR LA MAYOR, ANDALUSIA

In the quiet countryside west of Seville is a stunning sight: two sleek, white towers that appear tethered to the ground by strands of glowing gossamer. The towers, which are each around 50 stories tall, are receivers for solar power, and the gleaming rays are created by hundreds of mirrors that reflect light toward the structures, illuminating dust and water vapor along the way. The receivers convert solar energy into steam, which drives turbines to produce electricity for Seville.

The towers are a 40-minute drive from Seville on route A49. Bring sunglasses to shield your eyes from the glare. 🌞 37.446789 6.254654

ALSO IN SPAIN

Josep Pujíula Labyrinth
Argelaguer - One man’s self-made wonderland, this labyrinth was created from the natural landscape.

Chocolate Museum
Barcelona - Don’t miss the chocolate model of the Sagrada Familia.

The Hearse Museum
Barcelona - Displaying the finest in cadaver transportation.

Setenil de las Bodegas
Cádiz - This town built into the cliffs, possibly in the first century CE, still has a few thousand inhabitants.

Potty Museum
Ciudad Rodrigo - Thirteen hundred chamber pots are displayed by a single eccentric collector.

World’s Biggest Chair
Córdoba - What better place to take a seat?

Castellfollit de la Roca
Girona - A small village situated on a narrow volcanic escarpment.

Los Jameos del Agua
Las Palmas - This partially collapsed lava tube and cave system is complete with concert hall, underground pond, and unique albino crabs.

Cave of the Moon
Madrid - Mysterious Spanish catacombs of unknown origin.

The Gala Dalí Castle
 Púbol-la Pera - After buying this medieval castle, Salvador Dalí filled it with sculptures of spindly-legged elephants, busts of Richard Wagner, and a throne for his wife.

San Romà de Sau
Sau - This Romanesque tower appears when water levels drop.

Museo de las Brujas
Zugarramurdi - A museum dedicated to the Spanish occult.

BabY JUMPING FESTIVAL
CASTRILLO DE MURCIA, CASTILE AND LEÓN

Every year, 60 days after Easter, the village of Castrillo de Murcia invites men dressed as devils to leap over some babies.

The annual Baby Jumping Festival takes place in the streets, where infants are laid out on mattresses in rows of two or three. As the babies fidget and squirm in front of an audience gathered on the sidewalks, men dressed in bright yellow suits and devilish masks come charging down the street. They threaten bystanders with whips and act in a menacing manner before jumping over the rows of infants as though they were hurdles on a running track.

Dating back to the 17th century, the festival is intended to absolve infants of evil. Any child born within the last year is eligible to serve as a human hurdle for the devil men.

Castrillo de Murcia. A taxi from Burgos is the best way to reach the tiny town. 🚌 42.358769 4.060704
**EL CAMINITO DEL REY**

**EL CHORRO, MÁLAGA**

Until its renovation in 2015, El Caminito del Rey was the most dangerous stroll in Spain. A 3-foot-wide (1 m) concrete path along the steep walls of the El Chorro gorge, 350 feet (107 m) above ground and over a century old, was riddled with large, ragged holes. In some sections the concrete had completely fallen away, leaving only the 3-inch-wide steel supporting beams. Mountain climbers and hikers would come here for the ultimate thrill, inching along the beams in windy conditions and trying not to look down.

The pathway was built in 1901 to provide a faster commute for workers at the nearby hydroelectric plant. Twenty years after the pathway was completed, King Alfonso XIII crossed it for the inauguration of a new dam. This led to the pathway’s modern name, “The King’s Little Pathway,” or “El Caminito del Rey.” Soon after the king’s crossing, however, the structure fell into disrepair.

Having recognized the perilous nature of the path—three men fell to their deaths in 2000—the local government began restoring it in 2014, laying down a new trail and adding handrails. Though the pathway no longer presents a potentially lethal challenge to hikers, it is just as thrilling to stand on—especially when the wind picks up.

Trains run infrequently from Alora to El Chorro—a taxi is your best bet for the 8-mile (13 km) journey north. Bring a sturdy harness, and clip onto the wire.

With its newly upgraded railings and walkway, the path is safer but no less scary.

---

**THE WHISTLING ISLAND**

**LA GOMERA, CANARY ISLANDS**

The whistles that echo across the valleys of La Gomera are not mere noise, but conversation. The tiny island’s inhabitants speak to one another in Silbo, a wordless language that relies on pitch variation to communicate meaning.

Silbo originates with the Guanches, the first inhabitants of La Gomera, who spoke a tonal language with a simple structure. When Spanish settlers arrived in the 16th century, the Guanches adapted their simple Silbo to the Spanish dialect, creating the more complex version that is used today. To non-Silbo-speakers, the sound is like birdsong. More distinctive is the method of speaking: Gomerans insert a finger or a knuckle of one hand into their mouths to make the sounds, while the other hand cups the side of the face to focus sound in the direction of the listener.

Fearing the extinction of the language, Gomerans made Silbo a mandatory part of the island’s elementary school curriculum in 1999.

Get a ferry from Los Cristianos in Tenerife to San Sebastian de la Gomera.
Switzerland

Le Musée des Grenouilles

Estavayer-le-Lac, Fribourg

This museum in the medieval town of Estavayer-le-Lac caters to two interests: frogs and guns. During the mid-1800s, eccentric artist François Perrier stuffed over 100 frogs and arranged them into tableaux replicating everyday scenes, including a barber shop, a billiards game, a feast, and a rousing round of dominoes. The taxidermy scenes are in a room attached to an armory that contains firearms and military equipment dating from the Middle Ages through the early 20th century. The relationship between the two rooms, if any, is not clear.

Rue du Musée 13, Estavayer-le-Lac. The museum is near the south shore of Lake Neuchâtel. The train from Fribourg takes around 40 minutes.

Bruno Weber Skulpturenpark

Dietikon, Aargau

This park of monsters and mythical creatures is a glimpse into the marvelous mind of Bruno Weber. The Swiss sculptor began building his collection of oversized, exotic animals in 1962 to celebrate the power of imagination in his increasingly modernized hometown of Dietikon. Serpents, winged dogs, caterpillars, and mythological creatures surround a gothic, fairy-tale castle with an 82-foot tower—home to Weber and his wife, Mariann Godon, for decades.

When he was 75, Weber spoke of his plans to build a water garden in the park—a playful place with mosaic-coated sculptures, fountains, and ponds that would provide the finishing touch. Unfortunately, he died in 2011 at the age of 80, unable to complete his final flourish. Picking up his designs, Godon stepped in and finished the garden. It opened to the public six months after Weber’s death.

Zur Weinrebe, Dietikon. The park is open on weekends from April to October. Get the train from Zurich to Dietikon, then hop on the bus to Gjuchstrasse. From there, it’s a 15-minute walk to the sculpture park.

A row of openmouthed, sharp-toothed creatures lines the roof at Bruno Weber Skulpturenpark.
The Child-Eater of Bern

Bern

Atop a blue and gold column in the middle of Bern sits an ogre, his jaw gaping and teeth bared as he happily eats a baby. He is Kindlifresser—“the Child-Eater”—and hoisting his sack of ready-to-eat-babies, he forms the centerpiece of one of the oldest fountains in the city.

Kindlifresser’s origins are contentious. He may represent Kronos, the Titan king who, according to Greek mythology, ate five of his children. Another unfortunate possibility is that the Child-Eater reflects the 16th-century belief that Jews murdered children to use their blood for religious rituals. Kindlifresser’s yellow pointed hat is strikingly similar to the headwear that Jews wore at the time.

Whatever the Child-Eater of Bern was originally intended to represent, his wide eyes, grotesque face, and sack of screaming infants makes for a unique city fountain.

Kornhausplatz, Bern. Take a bus to the medieval Zytglogge tower. You’ll find the Kindlifresser in the middle of the plaza.

bern.ch · 46.948652 · 7.447435

Also in Switzerland

H. R. Giger Museum

Gruyères · The bizarre visions of surrealist artist H. R. Giger are tucked away in a medieval Swiss city.

Collection de l’Art Brut

Lausanne · See artwork by loners, prisoners, and the criminally insane.

St. Maurice’s Abbey

Saint Maurice, Valais · An abbey built on the ruins of Roman catacombs.

The Henkermuseum

Sissach · An extensive private collection of authentic medieval devices used for human torture and execution.

Maison d’Ailleurs

Yverdon-les-Bains · A museum of science fiction, utopias, and extraordinary journeys.

Evolver

Zermatt · See the Matterhorn Mountain from another angle on this spiral alpine-view construction.

Medizinhistorisches Museum

Zürich · A museum of medical history featuring Zurich’s only authentic 14th-century plague doctor’s uniform.

Bern’s baby eater with his sack full of appetizing infants.
BULGARIA

Nestinarstvo Fire Dancing

Balgari, Burgas

A tiny village tucked into the southeast corner of Bulgaria, Balgari is the only place in the country where Nestinarstvo, an annual fire-dancing ritual, is performed in its authentic form. The tradition is one in which dancers known as nestinari dance barefoot on smoldering embers to encourage fertility and good health.

Nestinarstvo is an amalgam of pagan and Christian practices. Dancers, many of whom enter a trancelike state prior to the ritual, carry icons of the saints as they step onto the circle of embers. Surrounded by an audience of villagers, they walk back and forth to the beat of a drum, shouting prophecies over the sound of bagpipes.

The dance is performed each year on June 3, the feast day of saints Constantine and Helena.

 banc. 42.087878 24.729355
The Madara Rider

MADARA, SHUMEN
The Madara Rider is a stone carving depicting a warrior on horseback plunging a spear into a lion as a dog nips at the horse’s rear hooves. It is modest in detail, but remarkable considering that the 8-foot-6-inch-tall (2.6 m) relief is located seven stories above the ground on a nearly vertical cliff and was carved nearly 1,300 years ago.

Bulgaria was a newly established state enjoying a rare period of peace with the Byzantine Empire after a series of territorial clashes. Byzantium had just deposed its emperor, Justinian II, exiling him and cutting off his nose. Enraged, Justinian II struck a deal with Tervel, the Bulgarian emperor. Tervel would provide 15,000 Bulgarian horsemen to help Justinian II storm Constantinople and retake the throne in exchange for gifts, land, and Justinian’s daughter’s hand in marriage. The agreement lasted long enough for Justinian II to reclaim the throne—wearing a false nose made of gold—before he turned on Tervel and invaded Bulgaria.

1 Blvd. Madara, 9700 Shumen. The Rider is a short taxi ride east from the center of town.

Also in Bulgaria

Belogradchik Rocks
Belogradchik - Bizarrely shaped rock formations are named after equally bizarre legends—the Dervish, the Rebel Velko, the Schoolgirl.

Kaliakra Transmitter
Bulgarevo - A massive, unfinished broadcasting station stands as a monument to the fall of Communism.

Buzludzha Monument

KZANLAK, STARA ZAGORA
On a remote mountain in Bulgaria sits a smooth, gray, disc-shaped monument that wouldn’t look out of place in a schlocky sci-fi film. A red star on the monolith beside it, however, reveals its true origins: In the 1970s, 6,000 workers spent seven years constructing the building as a tribute to Communism. (A compulsory donation from every Bulgarian citizen provided funding for the project.)

When the Bulgarian Communist Party surrendered its political monopoly in 1989, and Bulgaria began the transition toward democracy, the Buzludzha site quickly lost its relevance. Vandals soon attacked the abandoned monument, destroying its interior artwork. The concrete structure remains, but a visit is more likely to inspire anti-communist sentiment than celebrate the wonder of socialism. A message painted in big red letters over the doorway reads: forget your past.

Approximately 7 miles down a side road from the Shipka Pass in the Balkan Mountains.

Though it looks like a sci-fi movie set, Buzludzha is a homage to the Bulgarian Communist movement.
Other Brutalist Monuments of the Former Yugoslavia

During the 1960s and 1970s, Yugoslavian president Josip Broz “Tito” ordered the construction of these monuments to honor the Communist Party and commemorate the battle sites of World War II. All are made from concrete and designed in the Brutalist style—an imposing architectural movement popular with Socialist countries for its raw, imposing aesthetic.

- **Kosovska Mitrovica Monument**
  Kosovska Mitrovica, Serbia

- **The Three Fists at Bubanj Memorial Park**
  Niš, Serbia

- **Valley of the Heroes Monument**
  Tjentište, Bosnia and Herzegovina

- **Mrakovica Memorial: Monument to the Revolution**
  Kozara, Bosnia and Herzegovina

- **Monument to Freedom**
  Gevgelija, Republic of Macedonia

- **Jasenovac Monument**
  Jasenovac, Croatia

- **Mramorac Memorial: Monument to the Revolution**
  Kozara, Bosnia and Herzegovina

- **Kolašin Monument**
  Kolašin, Montenegro

- **Monument to the Revolution of the People of Moslavina**
  Podgoriç, Croatia

The Tjentiste War Memorial in Bosnia commemorates World War II’s Operation Fall Schwarz.
CROATIA

Museum of Broken Relationships

ZAGREB

When Croatian artists Olinka Vištica and Dražen Grubišić’s 4-year romance came to an end in 2003, the former couple joked that they would have to set up a museum to display all the objects they had shared. Three years later, they opened the Museum of Broken Relationships.

The institution contains a fascinating gathering of former tokens of affection. Besides the standard teddy bears and letters, the collection also includes a tiny bottle filled with tears, an ax, airsickness bags, and a prosthetic leg. While some of the items are tragic—a woman used the ax to smash her ex-girlfriend’s furniture—some are sweet. The airsickness bags are from flights during a long-distance relationship, and the prosthetic leg came from a man who fell in love with his physical therapist.

Ćirilometodska 2, Zagreb. Get the funicular to avoid a steep hill-climb. If you are in the wake of a recently ended relationship, you are welcome to donate an object for exhibition. 📍 45.815019 📧 15.973434

CZECH REPUBLIC

Strahov Monastery

PRAGUE

A magnificent library featuring 17th-century globes, 60,000 ancient books, and baroque ceiling frescoes is the main attraction at this monastery. Built in 1140, the property endured multiple wartime attacks over the centuries and has been rebuilt many times over. After taking in the splendor of the library’s Theological and Philosophical Halls, stop by the adjacent antechamber and browse its cabinet of curiosities. Among its eclectic offerings are a slowly disintegrating dodo bird, bowls of wax fruit, and a static electricity generator.

Strahovské nádvoří 1, Prague. You may need advance permission to enter the library. 📍 50.086148 📧 14.389252

Also in Croatia

Goli Otok Prison

Goli Otok - Island gulag shut down in 1988.

Birthplace of Tesla Museum and Memorial Center

Smiljan - Learn about both Nikola Tesla’s country upbringing and the scientific discoveries of his adult life.

Sea Organ

Zadar - Random harmonic sounds emerge when the wind and waves hit the tubes of this architectural object.
Museum of Miniatures

Prague

The artistic works in this collection are not displayed on canvases, but on poppy seeds, insects, needles, and strands of hair. Viewable by magnifying glass or telescope, the creations include animals painted on the leg of a mosquito, a chessboard with chess pieces on the head of a pin, and a parade of camels marching through the eye of a needle. Some of the insects on display are also dressed and decorated, such as a flea wearing horseshoes and wielding a pair of scissors, a key, and a padlock.

The steady-handed creators of these marvels, including Siberian micro-miniaturist Anatoly Konenko, work between heartbeats to prevent hand tremors from ruining their paintings.

Strahovské nádvoří 11, Prague. Get a tram to Pohořelec. 📍 50.087046 ⬗ 14.388449

Also in the Czech Republic

Capuchin Crypt

Brno - The final resting place for 24 perfectly preserved Capuchin monks, arranged into neat rows in front of a large wooden cross.

Křtiny Ossuary

Křtiny - This small-town ossuary features a dozen skulls painted with black laurel leaves.

Alchemy Museum

Kutná Hora - A museum and underground laboratory of modern-day alchemist Michal Pober. Filled with cauldrons, vials, potions, poster board explanations, and life-size dioramas.

Communist Clock

Olomouc - Originally built in the early 15th century, this clock was reconstructed in the Social-Realism style, featuring figures of Communist workers.

Church of St. John of Nepomuk

Žďár nad Sázavou - A Gothic Baroque pilgrimage site containing the incorruptible 14th-century remains of the Czech Republic’s national saint.

Estonia

Patarei Sea Fortress Prison

Tallinn, Harju

Patarei, a sea fortress built in 1840, housed inmates in its cold, dark confines from 1919 until 2002. The prison has been left virtually untouched since it closed, right down to used cotton swabs in the operating room and pictures of women torn from magazines plastered on the cell walls. Rusting wheelchairs, flaking paint, and dust-covered, neatly made beds provide a creepy atmosphere exceeded only by the musty, dimly lit Hanging Room.

Patarei is available to rent for weddings and parties.

Kalaranna 2, Tallinn. The fortress is open from May to October. Take a bus to Kalamaja.

📍 59.445744 ⬗ 24.747194

The walls of the prison’s dentistry room are painted a soothing blue.
**CZECH REPUBLIC / ESTONIA / HUNGARY / 79**

**SAAREMAA CRATER FIELD**

**KAALI, SAAREMAA**

Opinions vary on when it happened, but at some point between 5600 BCE and 600 BCE, a large meteor entered the atmosphere, broke into pieces, and slammed into the forest floor of the island of Saaremaa. The heat of the impact instantly incinerated trees within a 3-mile radius (5 km).

A mythology developed around the nine craters clustered in Saaremaa. Water gathered in the largest cavity—a 360-foot-wide, 72-foot-deep basin (110 x 22 m)—now regarded as a sacred lake. Iron Age inhabitants built a stone wall around it, and the discovery of silver and animal bones during archaeological excavations in the 1970s suggests the lake was a site for animal sacrifice and pagan worship. Some of the site’s animal remains were dated to the 1600s, long after the church forbade such rituals.

The crater field now features a meteor museum, souvenir shop, and hotel offering a buffet breakfast and sauna.

Kaali Küla, Pihtla vald, Saaremaa. 🗺️ 58.303309 ⬤ 22.70604

---

**HUNGARY**

**SEMMELWEIS MEDICAL MUSEUM**

**BUDAPEST**

The Semmelweis Medical Museum contains some fascinating objects: a wax anatomical model with her intestines splayed open, an early X-ray machine, and a shrunken head, all housed in the very building in which Dr. Ignaz Semmelweis was born. However, the most interesting element of the museum is the story of Semmelweis himself.

In the 1840s, Semmelweis, a Hungarian physician, was working in a Budapest maternity ward. At the time, a third of new mothers were dying from puerperal sepsis, a bacterial form of septicemia. Semmelweis was horrified by the deaths of these women, but the cause eluded him. He began keeping extensive notes on the hospital and found a surprising correlation: When there were fewer medical students around, there were fewer deaths.

In 1847, the death of a fellow doctor and friend, Jakob Kolletschka, finally provided the link he was looking for. Kolletschka perished after accidentally cutting his finger during a postmortem examination. His autopsy showed a similar pathology to the women with puerperal sepsis, leading Semmelweis to conclude that it was the doctors themselves who were causing the deaths of the mothers.

Semmelweis implemented a strict hand-washing policy in his clinic, and the death rate quickly fell from 18 percent to 2.2 percent. But even Semmelweis himself couldn’t explain exactly why his method worked. It would be decades before Louis Pasteur confirmed the germ theory of disease. Without this underlying explanation, Semmelweis’s discovery was largely rejected as a “mania.”

Later in life, in part due to the lack of success he had in spreading his theories, Semmelweis fell into a deep depression, writing bitter letters to prominent European obstetricians in which he accused them of being ignorant murderers. In 1865, he was committed to a sanitarium, where he died of septicemia, the illness he had spent his life battling.

Apród utca 1-3 1013 Budapest. Get a bus to Szarvas tér. 🗺️ 47.493588 ⬤ 19.043148
The Holy Right

BUDAPEST

Stephen I, Hungary's first king, died in the 11th century, but a piece of him lives on in Budapest: his right hand.

Talk of healing miracles occurring at Stephen's tomb led to his canonization in 1083. The exhumation of the former king's body revealed an incorruptible right arm—“incorruptible” being the Catholic belief that divine intervention can prevent the posthumous decay of saintly bodies.

Over the ensuing centuries, the king's detached arm passed through multiple countries and owners. During the 13th-century Mongol invasion of Hungary, it was sent to Dubrovnik, Croatia, for safekeeping by the Dominican monks. It was probably at this time that the right hand, or “Holy Right,” was severed from the rest of the arm. (Dividing saintly body parts was a common practice at the time. Portions of a relic were often sent to churches in neighboring countries in order to prevent squabbling and political unrest.)

Today, the Holy Right, known to sacrilegious young Hungarians as “the monkey paw,” resides in an ornate golden reliquary in Budapest’s Basilica of St. Stephen. Drawn into a tight fist and clutching precious jewels, the hand—now shrunken and yellowed—still manages to look strong and defiant.

Szent István Bazilika, Szent István tér 1, Pest. St. Stephen’s Basilica is a block west of the Bajcsy-Zsilinszky stop on the metro. To see the hand, go to the back left of the Basilica and put a 100 Forint coin in the slot. A light will illuminate the Holy Right for about 30 seconds. 47.500833 9.053889

Also in Hungary

Gellért Hill Cave Church
Budapest · Once the home of a reclusive monk, this cave now boasts a church for the Order of St. Paul the First Hermit.

Electronic Museum
Budapest · This electric curiosity museum features Tesla coils and a Van de Graaff generator, housed in an old transformer station.

Golden Eagle Pharmacy Museum
Budapest · An alchemy museum that began its life in 1896 as a private collection of pharmaceutical oddities.

Táródi Vár Castle
Sopron · One dedicated family hand-built this 20th-century castle based on a medieval design.

Vác Mummies
Vác · Hundreds of mummies in coffins lovingly hand-painted with crucifixes, flowers, quotations, Bible verses, angels, skull and crossbones, hourglasses, and memento mori inscriptions.
Agriculture Museum of Budapest

BUDAPEST

Vajdahunyad Castle is nestled among the shady trees, pebbled paths, and placid ponds of Budapest’s City Park. The castle reveals itself slowly, the top of the tower peeking over the trees, followed by a dome adorned with dancing statues. It may look distinctly Baroque, but it’s not quite what it seems.

When the castle was first built in 1896 it was made of cardboard—a temporary exhibit for the Hungarian millennial exhibition. However, it was so popular, they decided to make a permanent version. Finished in 1908, it became the home of the Hungarian Agricultural Museum. A climb up the imposing stone staircase within reveals an unexpected collection.

Displayed on the top floor is a room with beautiful vaulted ceilings and stained-glass windows, known as “The Hall of Hunting.” Hundreds of antlers, horns, hooves, heads, stuffed birds, and mounted bears line the walls. Horn-handled cutlery, antler brooches, antler chandeliers, and antler chairs decorate the space. Among the collection is an unusual piece of taxidermy: two great bucks with their antlers tangled together.

Vajdahunyad vár, Budapest. Take the metro to Széchenyi fürdő. The castle is in the middle of the City Park. 🇭🇺 47.516085 🇭🇺 19.082501

Radio Astronomy Center

IRBENE, VENTSPILS

Until 1993, the 105-foot (32 m) radio antenna in the remote forests of Irbene was a top-secret piece of espionage equipment. Members of the Soviet military, who lived in a purpose-built housing complex nearby, used the dish to monitor communications between NATO countries during the Cold War.

Following the restoration of Latvia’s independence in 1991, Soviet troops gradually withdrew from the country. Before departing Irbene, soldiers took the time to attack the radio equipment, pouring acid into motors, cutting cables, and hurling pieces of metal into the antenna’s mechanisms.

Though severely damaged, the big dish—the eighth-largest in the world—survived. In July 1994, the Latvian Academy of Sciences took over the site, spending three years conducting repairs and reconfiguring the antenna to operate as a radio telescope for astronomical studies. The academy’s Ventspils International Radio Astronomy Center division now uses the telescope to observe cosmic radiation and debris.

Irbene’s Soviet past is evident in its military ghost town, a collection of crumbling concrete blocks filled with the abandoned possessions of its former inhabitants.

Ances Irbene. LV-3612, Ventspils rajons. Irbene is a 3-hour bus ride west of Riga, the capital. From there, it’s 20 miles (32 km) north to Irbene. The astronomy center offers tours, which include a climb of the telescope. 🇱🇻 57.558056 🇱🇻 21.857778
Karosta Prison Hotel
LIEPĀJA, KURZEME
Karosta offers overnight accommodation in an institution that once robbed the freedom and crushed the spirits of all who entered it. Tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union both used the jail during their rule of Latvia, consigning military personnel, captives of war, and political prisoners to its cold, barren cells.

The prison closed in 1997, but now functions as an “immersive” tourism site, allowing visitors to briefly experience the life of an inmate. Those braving an overnight stay endure interrogations, intimidation, physical punishments in the form of exercise or cleaning tasks, and an uncomfortable sleep on the floor of a locked cell. All for a small fee, of course.
Invalidu iela 4, Liepāja. The train from Riga takes just over 3 hours. 🗺️ 56.546377 📞 21.021032

LITHUANIA
Hill of Crosses
MEŠKUICˇIAI, ŠIAULIAI
Crosses have been accumulating on this small hill since the 14th century, when Teutonic Knights of the Holy Roman Empire occupied the nearby city of Šiauliai. New crosses tend to appear during periods of occupation or unrest as symbols of Lithuanian independence. This was particularly evident during a peasant uprising against Russian control in 1831, when people began placing crucifixes in remembrance of missing and dead rebels. By 1895, there were 150 large crosses on the site. In 1940, the number had grown to 400.

During the Soviet occupation, which lasted from 1944 to 1991, the Hill of Crosses was bulldozed three times. Each time, locals and pilgrims returned to put up more crosses. The site achieved worldwide fame when Pope John Paul II visited in 1993 to thank Lithuanians for their enduring symbol of faith.

There are now approximately 100,000 crosses on the hill. The faithful are welcome to add their contribution, in whatever form they wish—a crucifix made of Legos recently joined the collection.
The hill is 7 miles (11.3 km) north of Šiauliai, which is reachable by bus or by train from Vilnius. From Šiauliai, catch a bus bound for Joniškis and get off at the Domantai stop. From there, it’s a brief walk to the crosses. 🗺️ 56.015278 📞 23.416668

100,000 crosses of all sizes are crammed together on a hill.
MACEDONIA

The Kruševo Makedonium

KRUŠEVO, KRUŠEVO

The space-age spherical building on a hill overlooking the medieval town of Kruševo resembles something between a Star Wars set piece and a giant virus. Neither of these remotely relates to the monument’s solemn purpose: to commemorate the 1903 Ilinden uprising, when a group of Macedonians revolted against the Ottoman Empire in an attempt to establish an autonomous state. Eight hundred rebels took control of Kruševo on the night of August 2, renaming it the “Kruševo Republic.”

Kruševo Republic lasted 10 days before the Ottomans struck back. An 18,000-strong army stormed the town and quickly recaptured it, burning and plundering as they went. Despite the short life of the Kruševo Republic, Macedonians revere the leaders of the Ilinden Uprising, and August 2 is a national holiday. The Makedonium monument, built in 1973, is held in similar esteem, and it also appears on national currency. It contains stained glass skylights, a centerpiece that resembles an oversize gas burner, and the tomb of the uprisings leader Nikola Karev.

POLAND

Upside-Down House

SZYMBARK, POMERANIA

The Center of Education and Promotion of the Region in the village of Szymbark has a bewildering collection of attractions: the world’s largest piano; an exhibit of tobacco snuffboxes; a brewery; and a two-story wooden house that looks to have been uprooted, turned upside-down, and plunked crudely back into place.

The upside-down house, built in 2007, is the work of Daniel Czapiewski, a Polish history enthusiast who manages a factory that makes timber homes. According to Czapiewski, the topsy-turvy house represents the uncertainty and shifting of traditions that accompanied the end of Communist rule in Poland. Its furnishings hammer the metaphor home: A television from the 1970s blares propaganda from the era and the walls are covered in artwork depicting the horrors of poverty, fascism, and famine.

Walking through the inverted rooms, you will likely feel dizzy. The builders who worked on the house felt the same way—they had to take breaks every 3 hours during construction to ward off their disorientation.

12 Szymbarskich Zakładników, Szymbark, a 40-minute drive from Gdańsk. 📍 54.218510 📞 18.101100
WIELICZKA SALT MINE
WIELICZKA, LESSER POLAND
Miners at Wieliczka carved its rock salt deposits without interruption from the 13th century until the 1990s. Over the centuries, workers slowly turned the seven-level subterranean mine into a majestic salt city replete with life-size rock salt sculptures of saints, biblical wall reliefs, and tableaus depicting their daily lives.

In the early 1900s, the workers undertook their most ambitious project: an underground church named after Kinga, the patron saint of salt miners. The 331-foot-deep (101 m) St. Kinga’s Chapel features a sculpture of Christ on the cross, depictions of scenes from the New Testament, a wall relief of Da Vinci’s The Last Supper, and two altars. All are carved from salt. Hanging from the ceiling are five chandeliers that miners crafted by dissolving salt, removing its impurities, and reconstituting it into crystals as clear as glass.

Another memorable sight on the tour is the placid subterranean lake in the Józef Piłsudski Chamber, softly lit and overseen by a statue of Saint John Nepomucene—the patron saint of drowning. Take a moment of reflection before you bundle into a small, dark miners’ cage with five other people for the long ascent back to the surface.

Take Danilowicza 10, Wieliczka. Located in a suburb of Krakow, the nearest railway station is Dworzec PKP Wieliczka-Rynek. 🌐 48.983039 🗺 20.055731

THE CROOKED FOREST
NOWE CZARNOWO, WEST POMERANIA
At first, Gryfino Forest looks to be a run-of-the-mill field of trees. And then you see it: a group of 400 pines, each with a mysterious, dramatic bend close to the ground.

The trees’ unusual but uniform “J” shape is likely the result of human intervention—probably farmers who manipulated the trees with the intention of turning them into curved furniture. The pines, planted in 1930, had around 10 years of normal growth before being distorted. An alternative theory holds that regular flooding caused the unusual shapes.

Gryfino is a 30-minute train ride from the city of Szczecin. 🌐 53.214827 🗺 14.474695
Before movie theaters and motion pictures, the European public entertained itself with a visit to the “fotoplastikon.” Invented in Germany in the late 19th century, the fotoplastikon, or Kaiserpanorama, is a cylindrical wooden structure with multiple view-finders, through which people can view illuminated stereoscopic photographs.

In the first half of the 20th century, there were around 250 fotoplastikon devices across Europe. Visitors sat at one of the pairs of goggles and watched, spellbound, as seemingly 3-dimensional scenes from around the globe paraded past. Images of African deserts, American cities, and Arctic expeditions—all the stuff of fantasy in the pre-cinema, pre–air-travel era—provided an escapist thrill and broadened people’s perceptions of the world.

This Warsaw model, built in 1905, is one of only a few left that are still in working condition. It is equipped with 18 viewing stations and sits in the middle of a parlor plastered with old travel posters. Aleje Jerozolimskie 51, Warsaw. The fotoplastikon parlor is 2 blocks from the Centrum metro station. 52.231374, 21.008064

Painted Village

Zalipie, Lesser Poland

Zalipie, a small village east of Kraków, is forever in bloom. The walls of its wooden homes, both interior and exterior, are decorated from floor to ceiling with painted flowers. The village well is covered with carefully colored blossoms. At St. Joseph’s church, a sculpture of Jesus on the cross is surrounded by sprays of flowers painted on the wall. Floral murals curl their way around ovens, roofs, doghouses, and chicken coops.

The Zalipie tradition of painting flowers on every available surface likely began during the late 19th century as a way of dealing with the soot spewed into the air from wood-burning stoves. To hide stubborn spots on the blackened walls, the women of Zalipie took to painting over them, first with a lime whitewash and then with colored flowers. By the time chimneys and modern ovens replaced the soot-spewing stoves, floral murals had become a hallmark of the village.

Zalipie’s flower-painting practice continues to this day. Every spring, the village holds a competition for the best painted cottage. Zalipie is a 90-minute drive from Kraków. 50.238222, 20.847684

Also in Poland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live-in Salt Mine</th>
<th>UFO Memorial</th>
<th>Konstantynow Radio Tower</th>
<th>Skarpa Ski Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bochnia - Poland’s oldest salt mine has nearly everything you need to live underground forever, including a gymnasium and a spa.</td>
<td>Emilin - Site of the most famous alleged UFO abduction case in Polish history.</td>
<td>Plocki - The shattered remains of what was once, at 2,120 feet (646 m), the tallest structure in the world.</td>
<td>Warsaw - Ruins of a late 1930s ski jump ramp can be found in the middle of the city.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the Cimitirul Vesel, or “Merry Cemetery,” over 600 colorful wooden crosses bear the life stories, dirty details, and final moments of the bodies that lie below. Displayed in bright, cheery pictures and annotated with limericks are the stories of almost everyone who has died in the town of Săpânța. Illustrated crosses depict soldiers being beheaded and a townsperson being hit by a truck. The epigraphs are surprisingly frank and often funny: “Underneath this heavy cross lies my mother-in-law... Try not to wake her up. For if she comes back home, she’ll bite my head off.”

The cemetery’s unique style was created by a local named Stan Ioan Pătraș, who at the age of 14 had already begun carving crosses for the graveyard. By 1935, Pătraș was carving clever and ironic poems—done in a rough local dialect—about the deceased, as well as painting their portraits on the crosses, often depicting the way in which they died. Pătraș died in 1977, having carved his own cross and leaving his house and business to his most talented apprentice, Dumitru Pop. Pop has spent the last three decades continuing the carving work, and has also turned the house into the Merry Cemetery’s workshop-museum. Despite the occasionally darkly comic—or merely dark—tones of the crosses, Pop says no one has ever complained about the work: “It’s the real life of a person. If he likes to drink, you say that; if he likes to work, you say that... There’s no hiding in a small town... The families actually want the true life of the person to be represented on the cross.”

Church of the Assumption, Săpânța. The cemetery is near the Romanian–Ukrainian border, at the intersection of routes 19 and 183. 📬 47.97131 📞 23.694948

Also in Romania

Zoological Museum
Cluj-Napoca - The natural history museum housed within the Babes-Bolyai University appears as if it has been untouched for half a century. Scruffy, ratty taxidermy fills glass cases, hangs from the ceiling, and peers down from an off-limits second floor.

Decebal’s Head
Orșova - While the 13-story bearded stone face overlooking the Danube River looks like something straight from Middle Earth, it is the recent creation of a Romanian businessman. When the 10-year sculpting process was completed in 2004, the head became the tallest rock sculpture in Europe.

Life and death are celebrated in equal measure at the Merry Cemetery.
**The August von Spiess Museum of Hunting**

**SIBIU, SIBIU**

Glass-eyed animal heads cover the dimly lit walls of this museum, a stark reminder of Romania’s appeal to hunters. The country’s large bear population is due to the policies of the country’s last Communist leader, Nicolae Ceaușescu, who, after depleting the bear population in his own private reserve, made bear hunting illegal for everyone but himself and a few handpicked Communist Party members.

The measure protected many bears from slaughter, but Ceaușescu killed more than his fair share. Driven by a desire to hunt the biggest animals, he had bear cubs captured, fed a hearty diet, and then released back into the wild when they had fattened up. But animals had grown so used to being fed by humans that they died hungry in the wild. Undeterred, Ceaușescu switched methods, ordering that the bears be fed raw meat and beaten with sticks to discourage attachment. The resulting aggressive bears were known to attack hikers and cars.

One of Ceaușescu’s largest trophies—a huge brown bear skin and its stuffed paws—is on display at this museum. The bulk of the trophies, however, hail from the 1,000-strong personal collection of Colonel August von Spiess, a fellow chaser of Carpathian bears and Romania’s royal hunt master during the 1920s and ’30s.

**Strada Școala de Înot, Nr. 4, Sibiu. In the heart of Transylvania, Sibiu is a 5-hour train ride northwest from Bucharest. 🕒 45.786634 📧 24.146900**

---

**Turda Salt Mine**

**TURDA, CLUJ**

This former salt mine, excavated by hand and machine over hundreds of years, is now a subterranean fairground-cum-spa. Operational from the times of the Roman Empire until 1932, the mine closed for 60 years, reopening to the public in 1992. The microclimate—a steady 53°F (11.6°C) year-round, with high humidity and no allergens—is ideal for halotherapy, an alternative health treatment in which people with respiratory problems spend time breathing in the salt-infused air.

The current attractions in the 260 × 130-foot (80 × 40 m) space make it easy to pass the hours. They include a Ferris wheel, mini-golf course, bowling alley, and underground lake with paddle boats. To offset the darkness, bright lights hang vertically on strings from the 16-story ceiling, illuminating dripping stalactites with a blue-tinged glow.

**Aleea Durgăului 7, Turda. 🕒 46.566280 📧 23.790640**

---

Yellow rowboats bob on an underground lake, illuminated by hanging lights.
RUSSIA

ALEXANDER GOLOD’S PYRAMIDS

OSTASHKOV, TVER OBLAST

Aggression; osteoporosis; blackheads; dizziness; heartburn; depression; sterility; learning disabilities; arachnophobia: All these ailments and many more can be swiftly cured, according to Russian scientist and defense engineer Alexander Golod. The remedy is simple: pyramids.

Seizing upon a New Age belief that pyramids exude healing energy, Golod has built fiberglass pyramids all over Russia. The largest of the structures is 15 stories tall, and located one hour outside of Moscow. People feeling unwell, run-down, or burdened by life’s responsibilities are invited to step inside the pyramid and experience the musty-smelling tranquility. They are then gently guided to the gift shop, where they may purchase pebbles, mini pyramids—which Golod claims emit a calming, energy-rebalancing force field—and bottled water that has been stored inside the pyramid, where it is said to acquire healing properties.

Despite Golod’s claims of miraculous growth and recovery within the pyramids, no scientific body has ever confirmed that the building or its trinkets confer any tangible curative effect.

Ostashkov, Tver. The pyramid is by Lake Seliger, northwest of Moscow.  
N 57.140268  E 33.128516

150 feet

Step inside to experience a number of health benefits. (The number likely being zero.)
Peter the Great, who ruled Russia from 1682 to 1725, was interested in all things modern, scientific, and rational. During his reign—when not busy ordering the interrogation, torture, and death of his own son—Peter collected artwork, scientific books and instruments, fish, reptiles, insects, and human specimens. In 1714, he ordered that his collection form the foundation of a new museum in St. Petersburg. The institution, called the Kunstkamera, was the country’s first museum, and aimed to show the world that Russia was a modern, scientific, secular country.

Peter the Great’s 300-year-old collection of human body parts is displayed on level two of the Kunstkamera. The focus of the collection, established in 1727, is on infant anatomy and disease—malformed fetuses, tumor-ridden stomachs, and jarred children’s heads, preserved with care by 17th-century Dutch anatomist Frederik Ruysch.

Also on display is the skeleton of Nikolai Bourgeois, a 7-foot-2-inch (2.2 m) man who was Peter’s assistant and a living exhibit at the museum, as well as a stuffed two-headed calf and the preserved fetuses of conjoined twins. The 32 human teeth neatly arranged into a grid were all extracted by Peter the Great, who found dentistry to be a rewarding hobby.

Completed in 1654, the Gottorb Globe was the world’s first planetarium.

Vanavara, Krasnoyarsk Krai

On June 30, 1908, at 7:14 a.m., a powerful explosion shattered windows, knocked people off their feet, and leveled 80 million trees over 830 square miles (2,150 sq. km) of forest around Siberia’s Podkamennaya Tunguska River basin. Initial speculation was that a meteorite had hit Earth, but subsequent investigations found no crater in the area.

Naturally, the mysterious nature of the Tunguska Event has given rise to a wealth of conspiracy theories. Among the more far-fetched culprits: a tiny black hole passing through the Earth; a UFO crash; and the testing of Nikola Tesla’s secret “death ray.” Today, the favored scientific explanation involves the midair explosion of a large meteoroid or comet. Indeed, it is the largest impact event in recent history.

Split, mangled, and felled trees are all still visible around the Tunguska site.

The closest village to the Tunguska Event epicenter is the town of Vanavara, located about 40 miles (65 km) southeast of the epicenter. ☑️ 60.902539 📦 101.904508
Kola Superdeep Borehole

MURMANSK, MURMANSK OBLAST

Until 1970, geologists could only theorize about the composition of the Earth’s crust. That was the year Soviet scientists began drilling what would become the deepest hole in the world.

Engaged in a subterranean version of the Space Race, the USSR went all out to beat the US in a journey to the center of the Earth. While American researchers faltered with Project Mohole, a dig off the coast of Mexico that ran out of funding in 1966, their Russian counterparts took a more determined approach. From 1970 to 1994, their drill on the Kola Peninsula burrowed through layers of rock, reaching an ultimate depth of 7.5 miles (12 km).

The most intriguing discovery made by the Kola borehole researchers was the detection of microscopic life-forms 4 miles (6.7 km) beneath the surface of the Earth. Usually fossils can be found in limestone and silica deposits, but these “microfossils” were encased in organic compounds that remained surprisingly intact despite the extreme pressures and temperatures of the surrounding rock. Drilling at Kola stopped in the early 1990s, but data from the dig is still being analyzed.

The hole is northwest of Murmansk on the Kola Peninsula, a few miles from the Norwegian border.

World’s Deepest Places

Deepest Canyon: 11,596 ft / 3,534.5 m
Cotahuasi Canyon, Peru

Deepest Cave: 7,208 ft / 2,197 m
Krubera Cave, Abkhazia

Deepest Hole: 39,600 ft / 12,070 m
Kola Borehole, Russia

Deepest Mine: 12,795 ft / 3,900 m
TauTona Gold Mine, South Africa

Deepest Open Pit Mine: 3,937 ft / 1,200 m
Bingham Canyon Mine, United States

Deepest Rail Tunnel: 790 ft / 240.8 m
Seikan Tunnel, Japan

Deepest Point Under Water: 35,838 ft / 10,923.4 m
Mariana Trench, Pacific Ocean

Deepest Lake: 5,314 ft / 1,619.7 m
Lake Baikal, Russia

Deepest Foundation: 394 ft / 120 m
Petronas Towers, Malaysia

Deepest Man-Made Point: 40,502 ft / 12,345 m
Sakhalin-I Oil Well, Russia
Novaya Zemlya Test Site

Arkhangelsk, Arkhangelsk Oblast

The Arctic archipelago of Novaya Zemlya, with its strong winds, ice-covered mountains, and freezing summers, is inhospitable but beautiful. In the 1870s, the Russian state resettled a small population of indigenous Nenets people from the mainland onto the island in order to assert sovereignty over the archipelago and protect it from a Norwegian takeover. The Nenets survived the severe conditions by hunting polar bears, reindeer, and seals. But their time on the islands was short-lived. In the 1950s, they were returned to the mainland, when the government decided it had new plans for the island. It was to become the Soviet Union’s most important nuclear testing site.

Detonations began in 1955. In November 1961, Novaya Zemlya acquired the dubious honor of being chosen as the test site for the largest, most powerful nuclear weapon ever created. Later nicknamed “Tsar Bomba,” the hydrogen bomb weighed 60,000 pounds (27,000 kg), measured 26 feet long and 7 feet in diameter ($8 \times 2$ m), and had a yield of 50 megatons—more than 3,000 times the power of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. The resulting shockwave and fireball broke windows up to 560 miles (900 km) away.

During its 40 years as a Cold War test site, 224 nuclear weapons exploded over Novaya Zemlya. The last reported detonation took place in 1990, although a seismic disturbance in the area in 1997 raised suspicions of secret, ongoing testing.

There are 2 weekly flights from Arkhangelsk to Rogachevo airport, just north of Belushya Guba, the island’s administrative center. Several cruise companies also sail near the island.

Tsar Bomba, the most powerful nuclear weapon ever created, was dropped on the Arctic archipelago of Novaya Zemlya in 1961.

Novaya Zemlya
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**GIANT LENIN HEAD OF ULAN-UDE**

**ULAN-UDE, REPUBLIC OF BURYATIA**

It’s a tradition in Ulan-Ude for newlyweds to commemorate their special day with a photo in front of the giant Lenin head. Built in 1970, the bronze sculpture captures the leader of the Russian Revolution making a little smirk that only slightly underlines the force of its 42-ton, 25-foot-tall (7.6 m) proportions.

Locally, the sculpture is also known as “the world's biggest Jewish head”—not for anti-Semitic reasons, but because each winter snow falls on the cranium and sticks to it in the shape and position of a yarmulke.

**Sovetov Square, Ulan-Ude. 📍 51.834810 🇷🇺 107.585189**

A 25-foot-tall Lenin head built to commemorate the Russian dictator’s 100th birthday.
STAR CITY

ZVEZDNY GORODOK, MOSCOW OBLAST
During the development of the Soviet space program, a secret Air Force facility in the woods northeast of Moscow was transformed into a cosmonaut training center and residential settlement called Zvezdny Gorodok, or Star City. Omitted from the era’s maps, and referred to officially as “Closed Military Townlet Number One,” the area centered on the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, where prospective cosmonauts would undergo strenuous physical, technical, and psychological preparation for space flight.

Following the dissolution of the USSR in 1991, the curtain of secrecy was lifted, and the training center opened its doors to the public. Today, a handful of companies offer special tours of the facility, during which visitors can wear a mock spacesuit, take a ride in the centrifuge, or board a “zero-gravity” flight that simulates weightlessness through a parabolic trajectory. The on-site museum of space travel and exploration contains an impressive collection of vintage spacesuits and capsules charred from reentering the atmosphere.

Your tour may include an encounter with an astronaut—they still train for flights in the center’s full-size spacecraft mock-ups, as well as recover from missions with the help of the medical clinic and testing facilities. Star City is located near Shchyolkovo, about an hour’s drive northeast of Moscow. The nearest airport is Chkalovsky Airport and the nearest rail station is the Tsiolkovskaya stop of the Yaroslavl Railroad. Permits are required to visit, so contact a tour operator well in advance. 📍 55.878128 ⌚️ 38.112418

OIMYAKON

OIMYAKON, SAKHA REPUBLIC
Located just a few hundred miles from the Arctic Circle, the Siberian village of Oymyakon is the coldest permanently inhabited place on Earth.

Every January, the fur-swaddled citizens of Oymyakon endure average daily highs of −47°F (−43.9°C), with nighttime temperatures plummeting to around −60°F (−51.1°C). The lowest temperature ever recorded was −90°F (−67.8°C) in 1933.

Oymyakon’s 500 residents live on a diet of mostly reindeer and horse meat because the frozen ground makes it difficult to grow crops. Cars are hard to start because the axle grease and fuel tanks freeze, and batteries lose life at an alarming speed.

Summer, however, brings relief. Temperatures can even reach the 70s (20s C) during July. Trips to Oymyakon start with a flight to Yakutsk, capital of the Sakha Republic and the coldest major city in the world. From there it’s about 20 hours of driving to get to Oymyakon. It’s best to travel with a local who has a car well-equipped to handle the chill. 📍 63.464263 ⌚️ 142.773770
SERBIA

THE SKULL TOWER

NIŠ, NIŠAVA

The skull tower is the grim product of the 1809 Battle of Cegar, a turning point during the First Serbian Uprising against the Ottoman Empire. Desperate in the face of certain defeat, rebel commander Stevan Sindelijć fired into a gunpowder keg, annihilating his entire army as well as the enemy soldiers who had flooded the trenches.

Angered by Sindelijć’s actions, Turkish commander Hurshid Pasha ordered the mutilation of the dead rebels’ bodies. Their skins were peeled off their decapitated heads, stuffed with straw, and sent to the imperial court in Istanbul as proof of Turkish victory.

The 952 skulls left behind were used as building blocks for a 15-foot-tall (4.6 m) tower constructed at the entrance of the city. Sindelijć’s skull sat at the top. The gruesome construction left a deep scar in the national psyche but did not deter its citizens from fighting for freedom from the Ottoman Empire. The Serbs rebelled again in 1815, this time successfully, driving off the Turks and winning independence in 1830.

In the years immediately following the construction of the tower, the families of deceased rebels chiseled away some of the skulls in order to give them proper funerals. Today, only 58 skulls remain. They are surrounded by hundreds of cavities, each one representing a person who died in battle. A chapel was built around the tower in 1892 to shield it from the elements.

Dušana Popovića, Niš. Niš is a 3-hour bus ride from Belgrade.  
43.311667  21.923889

ALSO IN SERBIA

Devil’s Town Rock Formation

Čachtice Castle Ruins

Čachtice

Four hundred years ago, Hungarian countess Elizabeth Báthory died in a closed room inside this castle. Known as the Blood Countess, she was imprisoned for unimaginable acts, which included torturing and killing hundreds of girls, and, if the legends are to be believed, bathing in their blood.

In 1610, after multiple tip-offs from locals that terrible things were happening inside Čachtice Castle, King Matthias II ordered the collection of testimonies and evidence, but Báthory was never convicted. In return for avoiding a trial, the family waived the king’s debts. There is no way of knowing how many girls Báthory killed. Estimates of the number of victims ranged from 50 to over 600. Little is left of the building today, but there is enough to evoke the blood-soaked walls and agonized screams of Báthory’s torture chambers.

Home of the world’s most prolific female serial killer.

The castle is on a hill overlooking Čachtice.  
48.725075  17.76098
Each of these now-empty alcoves in the Skull Tower of Niš once housed a human skull.
**UKRAINE**

**Balaklava Submarine Base**

**BALAKLAVA, CRIMEA**

Balaklava was a quiet fishing village until 1957, when the Soviet government suddenly wiped it from official maps in order to establish a secret submarine base. Working under Stalin’s orders, military engineers created “Object 825 GTS,” a seaside, underground complex dedicated to housing and repairing naval submarines, storing weapons and fuel, and acting as a safe bunker in case of nuclear attack.

Moscow subway workers spent long hours gouging out granite to build the rockbound complex. When the 4-year construction process finished in 1961, Object 825 GTS boasted a 2,000-foot-long (607 m) canal capable of housing 6 submarines, a hospital, communication centers, food storehouses, and an ample arsenal of torpedoes, nuclear warheads, and rockets.

The construction of Object 825 GTS turned Balaklava into a military town with closed borders. Residents — almost all of whom worked at the base — were not even permitted to receive visits from family members.

The submarine base remained secret and operational until 1993, when post-Soviet conditions rendered it unnecessary. In 2004, the base opened to the public as a naval museum. The submarines are gone, but the long stone corridors, dark canals, and a few leftover missiles provide plenty of Cold War atmosphere.

*Mramornaya Street, Balaklava. The submarine base turned museum is in Balaklava Bay—get a bus from Sevastopol.*

**Odessa Catacombs**

**ODESSA, ODESSA OBLAST**

Rusted mining equipment, World War II grenades, 19th-century wine barrels, and human remains are some of the things you might stumble upon during a journey into the labyrinthine Odessa catacombs.

The estimated 1,500 miles (2,800 km) of passage that weave beneath the streets of the city were mostly dug by limestone miners in the early 1800s. When the mines were abandoned, they quickly became the preferred hideout of rebels, criminals, and eccentrics.

After the Soviets were forced out of Odessa during WWII, dozens of Ukrainian rebel groups stayed, hidden in the tunnels. While waiting for opportunities to strike they attempted to lead normal lives, playing chess and checkers, cooking, and listening to Soviet radio. Meanwhile, the Nazis tossed poison gas canisters into the catacombs and sealed random exits, hoping to trap or smoke out the rebels.

Today, only a small portion of the catacombs is open to the public as part of the Museum of Partisan Glory in Nerubayskoye, north of Odessa. The rest of the tunnel system is structurally unstable, partially flooded, and irresistible to urban spelunkers. Groups of explorers spend days underground, bringing headlamps, waders, and backpacks full of food and wine.

Occasionally, the subterranean parties turn deadly. In 2005, a group of Odessa teens spent New Year’s Eve partying in the catacombs. In the drunken revelry, one of the girls became separated from the group and got lost in the catacombs. She spent three days wandering in the freezing cold and pitch-black darkness before she died of dehydration. Two years later, police were finally able to locate her body and retrieve it from the depths.

Most catacomb exploration begins in Nerubayskoye, a small town just northwest of downtown Odessa. Exploring the tunnels is not illegal, but it is not encouraged. It would be folly to venture into the catacombs without a guide. Choose carefully — your life is in his hands.

*Mramornaya Street, Balaklava. The submarine base turned museum is in Balaklava Bay—get a bus from Sevastopol.*
Other Hidden Tunnels

**Metro 2**
The existence of Metro 2, the informal name of Moscow’s alleged secret underground metro system, has never been proven, but KGB defectors, US intelligence, and former Russian ministers all say it’s there. The system—said to be larger than Moscow’s public metro network—was apparently constructed during Stalin’s reign to evacuate leaders during periods of unrest. It continues to operate under the control of the Ministry of Defense, according to everyone except the KGB. In the mid-1990s, urban explorers claimed to have discovered an entrance to the system.

**London Sewer System**
Conditions were pretty grim in 1850s London. Its citizens used the River Thames as an open sewer, resulting in an ever-present stench and waves of cholera epidemics. It was time for the government to build a modern sewer system.

Construction of the 550-mile (885 km) network took place between 1859 and 1865. It incorporated the River Fleet, a major Thames tributary during Roman London that had been gradually forced underground by industrial development.

**Basilica Cisterns of Istanbul**
Beneath Istanbul are hundreds of Byzantine cisterns—underground reservoirs built during the 5th and 6th centuries to store rainwater. The cathedral-like structures have an elegance that belies their utilitarian nature, and contain decorated arches, marble columns, and carvings of Medusa’s head.

**Antwerp Ruien**
Antwerp’s many natural ditches served as fortifications, trade routes, and open sewers from the 11th to 16th centuries. When the smell became too much to bear, the city asked each citizen to take responsibility for covering the ditches, or ruien, on their land. It took citizens 300 years to cover the ditches in a diverse range of materials that reflected their wealth, taste, and competence as builders. The underground ruien functioned as the city’s sewers until the 1990s, when they were emptied in favor of a new network of pipes.

**Underground Cities of Cappadocia**
Cappadocia, a historic region in Turkey, contains a network of underground, multilevel cities sealed off from the world with large stone doors. Carved from volcanic rock around the 7th or 8th century BCE and connected by tunnels, the cities contained kitchens, wine cellars, wells, staircases, stables, and chapels. Early Christians used the cities as a hiding place to escape Roman persecution.

**Death Mask Collection**

**Kiev**
The One Street Museum documents domestic life over the centuries in the Andriyivskyy Descent, a charming, historic neighborhood in central Kiev. But the museum’s most extraordinary holdings are kept off display, in the museum’s back corridor.

Behind closed doors, the museum holds perhaps the largest collection of death mask replicas in the world, including the plaster likenesses of such literary luminaries as Leo Tolstoy, Alexander Pushkin, and Fyodor Dostoevsky. Ask at the front desk about the death masks, and you might be lucky enough to receive a rare tour.

Andreevsky Spusk, 2-B, Kiev. The nearest subway station is Kontraktova Ploshcha. 📞 50.450100 📍 30.523400
Pripyat's clocks all read 11:55. That's the moment when, on April 26, 1986, the electricity was cut following a meltdown at the Chernobyl nuclear reactor. A day later, Pripyat residents received the following evacuation announcement:

For the attention of the residents of Pripyat! The city council informs you that due to the accident at Chernobyl Power Station in the city of Pripyat, the radioactive conditions in the vicinity are deteriorating . . . Comrades, leaving your residences temporarily, please make sure you have turned the lights, electrical equipment, and water off and shut the windows. Please keep calm and orderly in the process of this short-term evacuation.

Today Pripyat is a city of abandoned buildings with paint peeling away from the walls, falling in flakes onto dusty shoes, toys, and Communist propaganda posters. Outside the crumbling City Center Gymnasium, a rusting Ferris wheel sits beside a jumble of bumper cars. They are the lone remains of a carnival that was due to open on May 1, 1986.

This somber, silent city seems an unlikely vacation spot, but it is possible to tour the Chernobyl area. A government-issued day pass is obtainable in Kiev. It is deemed safe to walk around Pripyat for only a few hours at a time, and several precautions must be followed to avoid contamination. Visitors must be accompanied by a tour group and are forbidden from touching structures or placing anything on the ground within the exclusion zone. Arms, legs, and feet must be covered, and the trip ends with everyone being screened for radiation using a Geiger counter.

Visitors are free to take photographs, view the reactor from a distance of 100 meters, and even talk to the few remaining residents of Pripyat who disobeyed orders after the blast and returned to their radiation-contaminated homes.

Guided tours are available and depart by bus from Kiev.
DENMARK

Bottle Peter's Museum

ÆRØSKØBING, ÆRØ

Danish sailor Peter Jacobsen was so into his hobby of bottling ships that he embedded seven of them into a headstone he created for his own grave.

“Bottle Peter,” as he became known, made over 1,700 bottled ships in his lifetime, along with 50 big model ships on the tiny island of Ærø. The bulk of his collection is on display at this museum, located in the house where he first began showing his work in 1943. Also on display is the aforementioned headstone—when Jacobsen died in 1960, his widow decided to preserve the grave marker as an art piece instead of placing it atop a burial site.

Smedegade 22, Ærøskøbing. A ferry from Svendborg, on the island of Funen, takes 75 minutes. 📞 54.889618 📍 10.411996
Rundetårn

COPENHAGEN

Danish for “round tower,” Rundetårn is a cylindrical building, topped with a dome that contains Europe’s oldest functioning observatory. Built in 1642—the year of Galileo’s death—under the orders of King Christian IV, the tower originally contained a planetarium showing two versions of the solar system: the Galileo-approved, heliocentric model and Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe’s geocentric interpretation.

Rundetårn is notable for its internal architecture—it contains no stairs, just a spiral brick path that winds around a central column seven and a half times. The unusual design had a practical purpose: Large, heavy scientific instruments needed to be transported to the top of the tower, and wagons made the job a lot easier.

The Rundetårn observatory operated in conjunction with the University of Copenhagen until 1861, when it was replaced by the new Østervold Observatory, built on the outskirts of town to avoid light pollution.

Rundetårn is now open to the public for stargazing and sightseeing. The tower is also the site of an annual spring unicycle race in which riders pedal up and down the spiral. The current record, set in 1988, is 1:48.7.

Købmagergade 52A, Copenhagen. Take the metro to NørREPORT. 55.681964 12.575691

Rubjerg Knude Lighthouse

LØKKEN, HJØRRING

The Rubjerg Knude lighthouse is slowly being swallowed by its surroundings. Built just off the North Sea in 1900, the 75-foot (23 m) tower is now half-buried in sand, the result of coastal erosion, wind, and shifting dunes.

For a few decades, the lighthouse keepers fought against the encroachment. They planted a perimeter of trees and shoveled sand from the courtyard. But it was a losing battle. More sand blew in, hampering views of the sea and forcing the lighthouse to cease operations in 1968. The tower and its surrounding buildings stayed open as a museum and coffee shop until 2002, when the growing dunes threatened to overwhelm the entire operation.

All five of the surrounding buildings are now smothered in sand. The lighthouse, too, will soon be blotted out by the forces of nature. The site is now open for just a few weeks in the summer.

Fyrvejen, Løkken. 57.448989 9.777089
Tollund Man

Silkeborg, Central Denmark

Walking around the Bjældskovdal bog in 1950, brothers Emil and Viggo Højgaard (along with Grethe, Viggo’s wife) stumbled upon a body. Believing the man to be the victim of a recent killing, they called the police. Further investigations revealed that he had indeed been murdered—some 2,300 years earlier.

The Tollund Man was found curled in the fetal position with his eyes closed and a serene expression frozen on his face. The cold, acidic, oxygen-starved conditions of the peat bog had kept him remarkably well preserved. His hair, beard stubble, eyelashes, and toenails were all intact, and he was nude, but for a sheepskin cap and wide belt around his waist. A rope was wound tightly around his neck. The Iron Age man had been hanged, likely during a ritual sacrifice.

In 1950, it was not yet known how best to preserve discoveries like Tollund Man. Accordingly, only the head of the original specimen was kept intact. The rest of the body was subjected to various tests to determine his probable age (probably around 40, due to the presence of wisdom teeth and wrinkles) and the conditions surrounding his life and death. Among the details found: Tollund Man was 5 feet 3 inches (1.6 m) tall, his final meal was a gruel made from barley and flaxseed, and his “sacrificers” (read: killers) took the time to close his mouth and eyes after death.

Thousands of “bog bodies” have been discovered in sphagnum swamps across Northern Europe, but the Tollund Man remains the best preserved. His original head and reconstructed body now reside at the Silkeborg Museum. The rope used to end his life is still wrapped around his throat.

Silkeborg Museum, Hovedgårdsvej 7, Silkeborg. A slew of buses stops right in front of the museum. 🕒 56.164444 📞 9.392778

Also in Denmark

Skeletons of Æbelholt Abbey

Æbelholt - Explore the ruins of a 12th-century abbey and hear the legend of the miracle-working monk who once lived there.

Little Mermaid Statue

Copenhagen - Decapitated, mutilated, and then blown up, this beloved statue and national icon has seen her share of abuse.

Tobacco Museum

Copenhagen - Learn about the long history of tobacco smoking and its assorted paraphernalia and accoutrements.

Hair Jewelry

Frederikshavn - A local-history museum displays examples of the 19th-century fad for jewelry made from human hair.

World Map

Klejtrup Lake - Play mini-golf while traversing a perfect miniature version of the Earth.

Killed in the 4th century BCE and pulled from a peat bog in 1950, the Tollund man still looks pretty good.
FINLAND
Lumilinna SnowCastle
Kemi, Lapland
Every December since 1996, construction workers have used snow blowers to blast white flakes into huge molds, creating the world’s largest snow fort. SnowCastle opens at the end of January and stays intact until the sun’s rays intensify at the beginning of April—at which point a tractor-loader crushes its walls and dumps the snow into the Baltic Sea. Each year, the building has a new design and theme, ranging from “The Sea” (2007) to “National Romanticism” (2010).

The castle’s offerings are diverse: Visitors can admire dramatically lit, thematically relevant ice sculptures while dining on cream of smoked reindeer soup at the 150-seat restaurant, then christen a child in the attached ice chapel before stripping down to socks, underwear, and a warm hat, and jumping into a fleece-lined sleeping bag in one of the castle’s private hotel rooms. The in-room temperature is 23°F (−5°C), but the sleeping bags are warm enough to induce sweating if you’re clothed—hence the staff’s recommendation of an underwear-and-woolly-hat ensemble.

Kauppakatu 29, Kemi. Kemi is a 12-hour train ride or a 90-minute flight from Helsinki. If staying overnight, put the next day’s clothes inside your sleeping bag to keep them warm. Visit the restrooms before going to bed—they are located outside, and late-night temperatures in January average 1°F (−17°C).

Pull up a fur-covered log and have a drink at Lapland’s annual (and temporary) snow castle.
When Icelandic member of parliament Árni Johnsen escaped unharmed from a car crash in 2010, he knew whom to credit for his survival: elves. After rolling 5 times, the politician’s SUV came to rest beside a 30-ton boulder. Johnsen, believing that multiple generations of elves called that boulder home, concluded that they used their magic to save him. When roadwork later required the removal of the boulder, he claimed it for himself, transporting it to his home to ensure the elves would continue to watch over him.

Johnsen’s beliefs are not unusual. According to Icelandic folklore, thousands of elves, fairies, dwarves, and gnomes—collectively known as “hidden people”—live in rocks and trees throughout the country. It is no wonder, then, that the world’s only elf school is located in Reykjavík.

Historian Magnús Skarphéðinsson, who has spent decades documenting people’s encounters with elves, established the school in 1991. Classes focus on the distinguishing characteristics of Iceland’s 13 varieties of hidden people. The school also offers 5-hour classes for travelers, which include a tour of Reykjavík’s elf habitats. Students receive a diploma in “hidden people research.”

Skarphéðinsson has never seen an elf. His knowledge of their appearance and behavior comes from the hundreds of testimonies he has collected from people who claim to have made contact with hidden people.

Though Skarphéðinsson has devoted 30 years to the subject and considers himself the foremost authority on elves, he maintains a sense of humor about it all. At the end of class, he serves homemade coffee and pancakes and tells stories about the people who come up to him to say, “I swear I’m not on drugs, but I saw the strangest thing…”

108 Síðumúli, Reykjavík. Buses run on Suðurlandsbraut or Háaleitisbraut. ☎ 64.133062 ☏ 21.876143
Sigurður Hjartarson began collecting phallic specimens in the 1970s, beginning with a “pizzle”—a whip made from a bull penis. Since then, his phallic collection has grown to enormous proportions.

The museum aims not merely to titillate, but to advance the “ancient science” of phallology, which examines how male genitalia have influenced history, art, psychology, and literature. Devoted to the study and appreciation of mammalian penises, its 280 specimens are drawn from a wide range of animals, including polar bears, badgers, cats, goats, seals, and even a blue whale, whose daunting 5-foot-7-inch (1.7 m) member is the largest in the collection.

The museum also oversees a small collection of Homo sapiens specimens, courtesy of men who bequeathed their genitals to the museum. One of the donors, an American, made a cast of his penis—which he dubbed “Elmo”—to be kept in the museum until the real item could be donated. Another, a 95-year-old man from Iceland, decided to contribute his penis so that it might be preserved as an eternal totem of his many youthful indiscretions.

In addition to biological specimens, the museum also features phallic artwork and objects. Following their silver medal win at the 2008 Summer Olympics, 15 members of Iceland’s handball team provided casts of their penises. They are painted silver and displayed in a row behind glass—the phallic equivalent of being featured on a cereal box.

Laugavegur 116, 101 Reykjavik. The museum is near the Hlemmur bus station.  

Svartifoss, meaning “black fall,” is a modest waterfall in terms of height, width, and force, but its backdrop of black hexagonal columns makes for a rare and splendid sight. The columns are basalt crystals, formed from lava flows that cooled over centuries—the same process that created the textured walls of Fingal’s Cave in Scotland. Parts of the crystals often break off and plunge into the river, so mind the sharp rocks at the base of the falls.

Svartifoss is an hour-long hike from the Skáftafell National Park visitors’ center.

Also in Iceland

Santa’s Workshop

Akureyri - The year-round home of Santa Claus—or a very convincing lookalike—is decked out like a gingerbread house.

Bjarnarhöfn Shark Museum

Bjarnarhöfn - Get a taste of Iceland’s fishing industry and sample a famous Icelandic delicacy: fermented shark.

Blue Lagoon

Grindavík - A medicinal spa built around the discharge of a geothermal energy plant.

Jökulsárlón

Höfn - Iceland’s largest lagoon is home to stunning multicolored icebergs.
Necropants
Hólavík

Some might say it’s unseemly to exhume the corpse of a departed friend, flay his skin in one piece from the waist down, and wear that flesh as a pair of leggings. These people do not know about the rich tradition of necropants, a wealth-attracting good-luck garment.

According to the Museum of Icelandic Sorcery and Witchcraft, necropants were a real thing in 17th-century Iceland. The rules were complex. First, you had to get permission from a living man to use his skin after he died. When he kicked the bucket, you would wait around for the burial formalities to conclude, then approach the grave and start digging. Corpse exhumed, you cut around the waist and peeled the skin from the bottom half of the body, making sure to keep it all in one piece.

The next step was to steal a coin from a poor widow. This coin was placed into the scrotum of the necropants, where it would magically attract more money, leaving the wearer with a groin full of coins at all times. Once you’d had enough of the great wealth, or the necropants began to chafe, you would have to find another wearer to step into the magical leggings. In this way, the prosperity was passed down for generations.

A pair of necropants is on view at the museum, in a softly lit alcove, standing on a bed of coins.

Museum of Icelandic Sorcery and Witchcraft, Höfðagata 8-10, Hólavík. The village of Hólavík is a 4-hour bus ride from Reykjavík.

NORWAY

Emanuel Vigeland Mausoleum
OSLO

Brother to the more-celebrated Gustav Vigeland, whose eccentric sculptures occupy a prominent park in central Oslo, Emanuel Vigeland will be remembered through his own strange and enchanting artistic work.

The Emanuel Vigeland Museum serves double duty as a mausoleum designed and decorated by Vigeland himself. Visitors enter the building by stooping through a heavy, low iron door. Inside, a large, darkened, barrel-vaulted room is completely covered with paintings that show human life from conception to death in explicitly erotic scenes. The 8,611-square-foot (800 m²) fresco took Vigeland 20 years to finish.

Entering the mausoleum is a solemn, even haunting, experience. Even the quietest footstep echoes across the barrel-vaulted ceiling for up to 14 seconds. A flashlight is needed to reveal the room’s dark, painted walls.

Vigeland began construction on the building in 1926 with the intention of later filling it with his paintings and sculptures. Only one wall and the ceiling of the barrel-vaulted room were to be covered by paintings; the rest would be left bare to showcase other works.

When Vigeland decided that the museum would also serve as his mausoleum, he had the windows sealed with bricks, lending the entire building an eerie atmosphere. He completed the fresco, finding inspiration in the burial chambers of antiquity and drawing especially from the dramatic stories of creation and original sin from Christianity. Named VITA (“Life”), the fresco focuses on humanity’s sexual instinct portrayed by naked bodies captured in an impressive array of intimate acts.

After Vigeland’s death, his ashes were put to rest in an urn that sits above the main entrance. Now run by a private foundation, the museum was opened to the public in 1959, more than a decade after Vigeland’s death.

Today, the museum is open for only a few hours each week, but it plays host to several concerts (sometimes involving didgeridoos) throughout the year.

Grimelundsveien 8, Oslo. Take the metro to Slemdal.

Tasked with designing his own mausoleum, Emanuel Vigeland created a room where sounds echo for up to 14 seconds.
**Nigardsbreen Ice Cave**

**JOSTEDAL, SGN OG FJORDANE**

There is a spectacularly large, pristine ice cave beneath the Nigardsbreen region of Norway’s Jostedal Glacier National Park. Its water and ice formations are a deep crystalline blue, its ceiling punctuated by large icicles.

The unusual cave is the result of the surrounding glacier melting due to a steadily warming climate. Water continues to pour inside, changing the shape of the cave by slowly eroding its surfaces. Because of the fragile nature of the cave and the possibility of its collapse, the Nigardsbreen grotto can’t be entered without a guide.

Jostedalsbreen National Park, Jostedal. 🌐 61.736573 🌏 7.373644

---

**Svalbard Global Seed Vault**

**LONGYEARBEN, SVALBARD**

A winter night in Longyearbyen lasts 4 months. In the ice-covered mountains, the darkness is broken only by a slim concrete building that emits a pale blue glow as it overlooks the 1,000-resident town. The simple structure offers no hint as to what’s protected inside: a collection of seeds that could save humanity.

Due to the loss of genetic diversity among commercially cultivated crops, which tend to be grown from clonal monocultures, many worldwide food crops are at risk of disease. Mutated strains of fungus, or a new bacterium, could potentially wipe out an entire world crop in a matter of months, food, feasting on shark, dolphin, squid, and a soup made of plankton. All of this helped prove that there was no technical obstacle for ancient Peruvian people to explore the Pacific.

Heyerdahl’s raft is on display at a museum on Oslo’s Bygdøy peninsula. Unfortunately for his legacy, subsequent linguistic and genetic research has proven his theories wrong: Polynesians originated in Asia and migrated east. Bygdøyvesien 36, Oslo. Ferry 91 runs from central Oslo to Bygdøy peninsula from April to October. Bus number 30 will take you there year-round. 🌐 59.903572 🌏 10.698216

---

**Kon-Tiki Museum**

**OSLO**

In 1947, Thor Heyerdahl and a crew of five others sailed 4,300 miles (7,000 km), from Peru to the Raroia Atoll in French Polynesia, aboard *Kon-Tiki*, a raft they had constructed from balsa wood, bamboo, and rope. Heyerdahl undertook the 101-day journey in order to test the theory that pre-Columbian South Americans traveled to Polynesia in rafts, pushed along by winds.

The journey unfolded just as Heyerdahl hoped—the ocean current pushed the *Kon-Tiki* at a steady pace of 1.5 knots and the crew had little trouble with

Heyerdahl’s raft is on display at a museum on Oslo’s Bygdøy peninsula. Unfortunately for his legacy, subsequent linguistic and genetic research has proven his theories wrong: Polynesians originated in Asia and migrated east.

Humanity’s genetic safe-deposit box

Svalbard was chosen as the location because it is tectonically stable and its permafrost provides natural refrigeration in case of a power failure. There is no permanent staff at the seed bank, but it is monitored constantly using electronic surveillance. Access to the vaults, open only to employees, requires passing four locked doors protected by coded access keys.

To get to Longyearbyen, you’ll need to fly from Oslo with a stopover in Tromsø. While the seed vaults are off limits, the building itself is a dramatic sight surrounded by banks of snow. Other winter activities in the tiny town include dog sledding and reindeer spotting. 🌐 78.238166 🌏 15.447236

---

The original raft that sailed from Peru to Polynesia.
Kjeragbolten is a boulder wedged in a mountain crevasse, 3,228 feet (984 m) above the ground. It is a favored spot for BASE jumpers, who hurl themselves from the cliff toward the spectacular fjord below. Visitors without vertigo are welcome to step onto the boulder for a unique photo opportunity—there are no fences restricting access.

Øygardstøl, Forsand. In the summer months, a bus runs from Stavanger to Øygardstøl, where the hike to Kjeragbolten begins. Wear appropriate shoes and be prepared for a steep climb. The journey takes about 3 hours each way. Don’t step onto the rock if it’s raining or damp. ☎ 59.022535 ☏ 6.581841

Is the Kjeragbolten stone stable enough to stand on? There’s one way to find out.

Also in Norway

Salstraumen Maelstrom

Bodo - Behold the world’s strongest whirlpool, created by a powerful tidal current.

Hessdalen AMS

Hessdalen - A remote research station devoted to unlocking the mystery behind floating lights seen in a Norwegian valley.

Mølen

Lurvik - Found on Norway’s largest stone beach, these 230 large man-made rock piles, or møl, are in fact an ancient cemetery dating back to 250 BCE.

Steinsdalsfossen Waterfall

Norheimsund - Walk the path behind this 164-foot-high (50 m) waterfall and see it from the other side.
Soldiers fighting in World War I had to adapt to a new set of battle rules. Instead of fighting one another at close range, armies dug trenches and spent months living in them under appalling conditions, attempting to slowly destroy the enemy by launching gas grenades and firing machine guns.

It was machine guns, a recent addition to the warfare arsenal, that caught so many soldiers off guard. Unaccustomed to rapid-fire weapons, men would poke their heads out of the trench and be attacked by a hail of bullets, one of which would often hit them square in the face.

Injuries that resulted in facial disfigurement made reintegration into civilian life particularly difficult. In addition to bearing the mental scars of war, soldiers would return home looking like grotesque versions of themselves—a hole where an eye should be; a tongue lolling in the absence of a lower jaw; a ragged hole in the cheek that exposed a row of teeth. Mirrors were banned in convalescent hospitals to protect men from the devastation of seeing themselves.

Thousands of British soldiers with facial injuries underwent surgery at the skilled hands of Harold Gillies, a New Zealand-born surgeon who performed an early version of plastic surgery at Queen’s Hospital in Sidcup, England. Gillies’s groundbreaking reconstructive techniques gave many men the confidence to show themselves in public. For those whose faces could not be healed, there was another option: a mask. English sculptor Francis Derwent Wood (at the Masks for Facial Disfigurement Department in the Third London General Hospital) and Pennsylvanian sculptor Anna Coleman Ladd (at the American Red Cross Studio for Portrait Masks in Paris) were the two most prominent mask makers, creating customized, hand-painted pieces of galvanized copper to conceal soldiers’ wounds. Each mask took weeks to make. The process began with a plaster cast of an injured man’s face and ended with the painstaking application of skin-colored paint, a glass eye, and hair or brushstrokes for eyebrows. A pair of wire eyeglasses or a ribbon held each mask against the face.
**Swedish Solar System**

Creating a scale of 1:20 million, this country-spanning model is the world’s largest representation of the solar system. It is anchored by Stockholm’s spherical Globe Arena building, which represents the sun. The inner planets, all appropriately scaled, are dotted around Stockholm and its suburbs.

Further north are Pluto—still part of the lineup, despite its 2006 reclassification as a dwarf planet—and fellow trans-Neptunian objects Ixion, Sedna, and Eris. A plaque in Sweden’s northernmost city of Kiruna, 592 miles (950 km) away, marks the spot for “termination shock,” the point at which solar wind slows down and causes changes in the magnetic field.

In 2011, vandals snatched Uranus from the town of Gävle, 100 miles (1,600 km) from Stockholm. But in October 2012, a new model of Uranus appeared a few miles south, in the village of Lövstabruk. (The planet’s new location reflects its orbit position when closest to the sun, so the solar system model is still accurate.)

*Globentorget 2, Johanneshov, Stockholm. To see the sun, get the subway to Gullmarsplan. To see all the planets, you’ll need to plan a road trip.*

**Biological Museum**

**STOCKHOLM**

This museum, built in 1893, contains stuffed Scandinavian mammals and birds posed in a two-story diorama decorated to resemble Swedish landscapes. A spiral staircase to the second floor gives visitors the option of an aerial view. One creature sticks out: the skvader, a fantastical half-hare, half-bird creature created to illustrate a 19th-century hunter’s tall tale.

*Hazeliusporten 2, Stockholm. Get a tram or bus to Nordiska museet/Vasa.*

\[59.327285, 18.097611\]

*Sadly, the winged rabbit does not occur in nature.*
Army lieutenant and part-time chemist Carl Axel Arrhenius was excited when, in 1787, he came across a strange, heavy black rock in an old quarry near the Swedish village of Ytterby. Arrhenius named the newly discovered substance “ytterbite” after the town. A plaque now marks the site. Also present in the quarry was a crude mineral called yttria, which was the oxidized form of yttrium. Silver yttria contained four rare silvery white elements: ytterbium (now used in electrodes and lasers), terbium (used to make microprocessor chips), erbium (used for medical lasers), and yttrium (used to make phosphors for LEDs), making the site the single richest source of elemental discoveries in the world, and giving the town of Ytterby an outsize presence on the periodic table.

The mine is located in the middle of Ytterby, which is a 40-minute drive from downtown Stockholm.  

Also present in the quarry was a crude mineral called yttria, which was the oxidized form of yttrium. Silver yttria contained four rare silvery white elements: ytterbium (now used in electrodes and lasers), terbium (used to make microprocessor chips), erbium (used for medical lasers), and yttrium (used to make phosphors for LEDs), making the site the single richest source of elemental discoveries in the world, and giving the town of Ytterby an outsize presence on the periodic table.

The mine is located in the middle of Ytterby, which is a 40-minute drive from downtown Stockholm.  

Also in Sweden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UFO Memorial</td>
<td>Ångelholm - A memorial dedicated to a Swedish hockey player’s supposed encounter with aliens, during which he says he received recipes for natural medical remedies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drottningholm Palace Theater</td>
<td>Drottningholm - The royal theater still uses 18th-century levers and pulleys to put on shows, in what they bill as the world’s most genuine early opera experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ven Island</td>
<td>Öresund Strat - Explore the site of the first modern observatory, built by Tycho Brahe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasa Museum</td>
<td>Stockholm - The home of the hulking remains of the Vasa, a 17th-century warship that was meant to be the greatest vessel of her time—but sank in a matter of minutes on her maiden voyage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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IRAN

SALT MEN OF CHEHRABAD

HAMZEH卢, ZANJAN

In 1994, workers at the Chehrabad salt mine uncovered a partial body buried in a tunnel. Naturally mummified by the salt, the corpse had long white hair and a beard, and was about 35 years old when he died, sometime around the 4th century. On his single preserved foot was a leather boot. Surrounding him were three iron knives, a rope, some pottery fragments, and a walnut.

Salt mummies are rare, but the surprising find was the first of many at Chehrabad. Between 1994 and 2010, six naturally preserved bodies—all male—were found in the mine. Following careful examination of the specimens, archaeologists estimated that the bodies ranged from 1,400 to 2,400 years old. The six men were likely all salt miners who were crushed and trapped when sections of the mine collapsed. Salt pulled the moisture out of their bodies and naturally mummified them.

The head and left foot of the 1994 mummy are on display at the National Museum of Iran in Tehran. Four of the other bodies were initially exhibited at Rakhtshuikhaneh Museum in Zanjan, but poor display methods resulted in bacterial damage. The quartet of bodies is now on display in airtight cases at Zanjan Archeology Museum.

KHALID NABI CEMETERY

GOLESTAN

In the stunning green hills of northern Iran is a cemetery with headstones distinctively resembling male and female genitalia. Stone phallices jut out from the ground at odd angles; lower to the ground are the rounded, clover-shaped stones. All told, the cemetery has a total of 600 monuments to sex organs sprawling across the vibrant landscape.

In a country known for its strict religious law, a cemetery dotted with penis-shaped headstones up to 6.5 feet (2 m) tall tends to stand out. Visitors can tell at once that the cemetery was created in a much different era. Due to the cemetery’s proximity to the Turkmenistan border, some experts suggest that phallus-worshipping peoples from Central Asia and India created it—although conclusive proof of this does not exist. There has been little scholarship on the cemetery’s origins within Iran because of a strong national embarrassment over the suggestive stones.

Aside from being home to hundreds of penis tombstones, the cemetery also contains the hilltop grave of Khalid Nabi, who was a Christian prophet from Yemen who died in the 4th century. His tomb—which has a conventional, non-anatomical shape—is a pilgrimage site for Turkmens, who place ribbons on his shrine. The combination of pilgrims and curious tourists makes for an odd mix of playful and pious visitors to Khalid Nabi.

The cemetery is about a 2-hour drive north of the city of Gonbad-e Kavus.

Also in Iran

Shah Cheragh

Shiraz – Mirrors and glass shards cover every inch of this beautiful mosque.
Unmistakably phallic headstones tower over Khalid Nabi Cemetery.
IRAQ
SADDAM HUSSEIN’S BLOOD QUR’AN
BAGHDAD
On his sixtieth birthday in 1997, Saddam Hussein requested a special gift: a Qur’an written in his own blood. In Islam, blood is considered najis, or ritually unclean. A Qur’an written in blood, therefore, is haram—a sinful act of disrespect against the holy book. But none of this concerned Saddam. Over two years, Islamic calligrapher Abbas Shakir Joudi transcribed the holy book’s 336,000 words using, if reports are to be believed, a total of 50 pints of blood collected from the dictator at regular donation sessions.

The 605-page “Blood Qur’an” went on display in 2000, housed behind glass in a marble building at the Umm al-Qura mosque complex in Baghdad. It made a fitting addition to the mosque, which was built in Saddam’s honor to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Gulf War.

Then came the 2003 invasion of Iraq and the fall of Saddam. As Baghdad burned and looting ensued, mosque leaders removed the Qur’an from display and hid it in a vault. Since Saddam’s execution, the bloodied pages have been in an odd limbo—their very existence is forbidden within Islam, but it is also haram for a Qur’an to be destroyed.

Umm al-Qura mosque, Baghdad. The Blood Qur’an is not on public display, but at least one journalist has convinced mosque clerics to bring a page out of storage for a quick look. 📌33.38273 📌44.29716

MUDHIF HOUSES
MESOPOTAMIAN MARSHES
For thousands of years, mudhifs—large, arched communal huts made from reeds—have served as social and ceremonial hubs for the Marsh Arabs, or Madan, of southern Iraq. Weddings, dispute resolutions, religious celebrations, and community meetings all traditionally take place within the structures.

To build a mudhif, the Madan assemble 30-foot (9 m) lengths of reeds into bunches and bend them into arches. Rows of these arched columns form the basic structure of the house. Woven reed mats and latticed panels fill the gaps, forming the ceiling and walls. Each tribe’s sheikh collects tributes from families in order to maintain the mudhif.

After the Gulf War in 1991, Saddam Hussein’s regime drained the marshes as an act of revenge against those who had taken refuge there after participating in antigovernment uprisings, transforming the marshes into desert. With their food supply eliminated, about 100,000 Marsh Arabs fled, abandoning their traditional way of life.

With the 2003 defeat of Hussein came the removal of levees and the slow return of water to the marshes. However, droughts, new dams, and upstream irrigation projects have since reduced the levels again. A small number of Madan communities have returned to their old homes and rebuilt their mudhifs, but their ongoing survival in the marshes is far from assured.

The marshes are about 20 miles (32 km) northwest of Basra. 📌31.040000 📌47.025000

Giant reed houses float atop the marshes of southern Iraq.
ISRAEL

THE IMMOVABLE LADDER AT THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE

JERUSALEM

Venerated as the site of the crucifixion, burial, and resurrection of Jesus, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is perhaps the world’s most sacred Christian pilgrimage site. It is also the location of a 150-year-old argument over a ladder.

Under an 1852 mandate, the care of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is shared by no fewer than six Christian denominations: the Greek Orthodox, Armenian Apostolic, Roman Catholic, Coptic, Ethiopian Orthodox, and Syriac Orthodox churches. Upkeep of the Holy Sepulchre’s edifice is carefully divided into sections. While some are shared, others belong exclusively to a particular sect. A set of complicated rules governs the transit rights through each section, and some remain hotly disputed. Arguments and fistfights over territory and boundaries are not uncommon.

One such area is a small section of the roof that is disputed between the Copts and Ethiopians. At any given time, at least one Coptic monk sits on a chair placed on a particular spot to express claim to the section. On a stifling summer day in 2002, a monk moved his chair eight inches over, to find shade. This was interpreted as a hostile act and violation of boundaries, and 11 were hospitalized after the fight that ensued.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre's "immovable ladder" is a centuries-old symbol of this extreme territoriality. During the mid-1700s, a man belonging to an unknown sect placed the ladder on a ledge against an exterior second-floor wall of the church. With the fear of inciting violence, no one has dared touch it since—except when it disappeared in 1997. A mischievous tourist allegedly plucked it from the ledge and hid it behind an altar, where it remained undiscovered for weeks. The ladder has since been put back into its "appropriate" spot.

Zedekiah’s Cave/Solomon’s Quarries

JERUSALEM

Beneath the Muslim Quarter in Jerusalem’s Old City is an underground quarry that goes by two names: Zedekiah’s Cave and Solomon’s Quarries. The names reflect the two main legends that surround this 750-foot-long (228.6 m) collection of caverns.

The first story is that King Zedekiah fled through the cave to escape from attacking Babylonians around 587 BCE. At the time, the legend goes, the cave extended all the way to Jericho—a distance of about 13 miles (21 km). The Babylonians chased Zedekiah to Jericho, capturing and blinding him. The dripping water in the cave is thus known as Zedekiah’s Tears. The second story involves King Solomon, who is fabled to have used stones from the cave to build the First Temple in the tenth century BCE.

There is no archaeological evidence to support either premise. However, chisel markings on the walls suggest Zedekiah’s Cave was one of the quarries that supplied limestone for King Herod’s Second Temple and Temple Mount expansion. The stones of the Western Wall (also called the Wailing Wall)—Judaism’s most sacred prayer site—may indeed have come from this cave.

Sultan Suleiman Street, near Damascus Gate, Jerusalem. 🗺️ 31.768967 35.213878
President’s Room

Jerusalem

Just south of the Old City on Mount Zion is a building that houses two holy sites. On the ground floor is the Tomb of King David; upstairs is the Upper Room, or Cenacle—the location of the Last Supper.

Less conspicuous is the small domed chamber on the roof, known as the President’s Room. From 1948 to 1967, when Jordan controlled East Jerusalem, Jews were prevented from visiting sacred places in the Old City, such as the Western Wall and the Mount of Olives. During this time, Mount Zion was one of the closest vantage points for viewing the forbidden sites. The Ministry of Religious Affairs established the President’s Room so that Israel’s first head of state, Chaim Weizmann, could keep watch over the Western Wall.

Weizmann never used the room. But his successor, President Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, did. Three times a year, he would ascend the stairs to the dome and look toward the Temple Mount.

Mount Zion, Jerusalem. The building is just southwest of the Zion Gate. 31.771639 35.229014

Also in Israel

Museum on the Seam

Jerusalem - This collection of contemporary sociopolitical art sits on the border between East and West Jerusalem.

Museum of Underground Prisoners

Jerusalem

Once a hostel for female pilgrims staying in the Russian Compound—the 19th-century hub for Russian Christians who journeyed to Jerusalem—this building became the city’s central prison when the British took control of Mandatory Palestine in 1920. For the next 28 years, hundreds of members of the Jewish underground resistance ended up here after being arrested for anti-British activities.

Many of those who served time in the cold, sparse cells belonged to one of three Zionist paramilitary organizations—the Haganah, Irgun, and Lehi. Using bombings, raids, and assassinations, these groups fought to drive out the British and establish the state of Israel for the Jewish people.

Following British withdrawal in 1948, the prison building was used for other purposes before reopening under the Ministry of Defense in 1991 as the Museum of Underground Prisoners. The inmates’ living conditions have been faithfully re-created, from the rag mats and buckets in the solitary confinement cells to the dusty pile of prisoners’ shoes in the shoemaking workshop. A rope noose hangs in the center of the execution room.

One of the most compelling stories from the tour is that of Moshe Barazani, a member of Lehi charged with conspiracy to murder, and Meir Feinstein, an Irgun activist arrested for planting a bomb at a Jerusalem railway station. Both received the death sentence. A few hours before their scheduled execution in 1947, Barazani and Feinstein blew themselves up, using grenades that had been smuggled into the prison inside oranges. Barazani and Feinstein’s final letter, in which they told their underground comrades they would “march to death proudly,” is on display at the museum.

Mish‘ol Hagvura Street, Russian Compound, Jerusalem. 31.781262 35.224074
The late 19th century saw St. George’s restored once again. The monastery is now home to two churches, a small group of Greek Orthodox monks, and the tombs of the five hermits who got the whole thing started.

A 15-minute drive from St. George’s is the Mount of Temptation—so named because, according to the Bible, it is the place where Jesus was tempted by the devil. This mountain has its own cliffside monastery, established in the 6th century, which has only a single permanent resident. There is also a nearby collection of hermit caves—some of which are said to still occasionally be inhabited by ascetic monks.

Wadi Qelt, West Bank. St. George’s is a 20-minute drive from Jerusalem, followed by a 15-minute hike or short camel ride. ☎️ 31.844452 ✉️ 35.414085
LEBANON

BUZGALAT

In 15 bce, when the city of Baalbek was a Roman settlement by the name of Heliopolis, Emperor Augustus ordered the construction of a grand and mighty temple. Dedicated to the god Jupiter, the temple was built on a layered base of massive foundation stones—so massive that it is unclear how they could have ever been maneuvered into place.

Just six columns are left of the Temple of Jupiter, but its base is mostly intact. On the western side are its three largest stone blocks, collectively known as a trilithon. Each block is 65 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 14 feet deep (20 m x 3 m x 4 m), and weighs in at around 800 tons. They are among the largest monoliths in history—but one mile away, in an ancient quarry, is an even bigger block, known as the Stone of the Pregnant Woman. This stone, weighing approximately 1,000 tons, is half-embedded in the ground, jutting up at an angle like a capsizing ship.

Given that even the largest modern transport equipment would struggle with such hefty stones, the presence of the trilithon and its even heavier quarry counterpart has perplexed archaeologists. A combination of winches, patience, and enormous manpower was surely involved in lifting the stones, but conspiracy theories abound. One hypothesis posits that beneath the temple is a launch pad that extraterrestrials used for their intergalactic spacecraft.

Baalbek is 53 miles (85.3 km) northeast of Beirut. Minibuses depart from the Cola intersection.

It isn’t clear how the Romans moved this 1,000-ton stone.

Moussa Castle

BEITEDDINE, CHOUF

Moussa al Mamaari’s desire to build a castle began in 1945 at the age of 14. Beaten by his teacher and mocked by his schoolyard sweetheart, Moussa vowed to rise above his impoverished origins and live in a castle of his own design.

It took decades of hard work, but Moussa got his wish. After dropping out of school to help his uncle restore old buildings, 20-year-old Moussa used his earnings to buy a plot of land in the Chouf mountains. There, unassisted, he hauled 6,500 stones into place; carved animals, geometric patterns, and plants into them; and slowly assembled the castle’s walls.

Moussa Castle, with its medieval ramparts, turrets, moat, and drawbridge, opened to the public in 1967. Moussa filled the castle’s three levels with thousands of artfully arranged weapons, mannequins in army uniforms, a two-headed taxidermy lamb, and a wax-figure re-creation of the Last Supper featuring an oddly maniacal-looking Jesus.

As for Moussa’s childhood doubters, they receive their own tribute: One room is devoted to a classroom scene in which a wax-figure teacher, face contorted with rage, strikes a cowering student.

Baalbek is in the heart of the Chouf mountains between Deir Al Qamar and Beiteddine, south of Beirut.

The three-story Moussa Castle was built by one man over a lifetime.
Oman

Telegraph Island

Musandam Peninsula

This island off the tip of Oman’s northern Musandam Peninsula was the location of many a mental breakdown during the 1860s. Telegraph Island, also known as Jazirat al Maqlab, once housed a British repeater station for telegraph messages traveling between London and Karachi, India. Starting in 1865, British telegraph operators on the island spent their days receiving and transmitting long strings of Morse code before retiring to traditional Omani huts made of palm fronds.

Confined to a rocky island the size of a football field—where the average June temperature is 104°F (40°C)—with few companions, almost no entertainment, and their heads full of dots and dashes, operators struggled to stay sound of mind. Conditions were so insanity-inducing that the station inspired a new euphemism for madness: Operators who went “around the bend” to the Musandam Peninsula were assumed to have lost their faculties.

A stone staircase and the crumbling foundations of the repeater station are all that endure from the days of British control.

Get the Bullet Ferry, which runs from the mainland to the island daily. Or hire a dhow (the traditional Omani boat) to take you to the island for exploration, snorkeling, or fishing. Dhow trips to Telegraph Island leave from Khasab, on the peninsula. 

Qatar

Singing Sand Dunes

Doha

When the air is dry and the wind picks up, a haunting moan rumbles across the sand dunes southwest of Doha. The area is one of dozens of places in the world where the sand sings and the dunes boom.

The sound, which can last for minutes and varies from a hum to a roar to a whistle, occurs when loose sand grains on the top layer of a dune cascade down its slope. The exact means by which this creates the noise are unknown, but researchers at Paris Diderot University have found that the size of the grain determines the pitch of the note.

You can amplify the boom by causing an avalanche—try running along the top of a dune or sliding down one on a homemade sled. Thick cardboard and large trays work well.

The dunes are 25 miles (40 km) southwest of Doha, the capital of Qatar. Avoid going if it has rained recently. 

Also in Oman

Muttrah Souk

Muscat - One of the oldest bazaars in the Arab world, this frankincense-scented souk is crowded with spice merchants and textile dealers.
SYRIA

Church of Saint Simeon the Stylite

Deir Semaan, Mount Simeon

The austerities of 5th-century monastic life were simply not strict enough for St. Simeon, who had a penchant for self-inflicted starvation, palm-frond girdles, and sleeping while standing up. After spending a decade at an Aleppo monastery, the ascetic St. Simeon proclaimed that God wanted him to be immobile. He climbed to the top of an abandoned pillar in the desert and remained there for the next 37 years, standing as much as possible, seldom eating, and tying his body upright to a pole to prevent himself from sleeping in a horizontal position.

Simeon died on the pillar in 459 CE, inspiring a rash of copycat “stylites”—from the Greek word stylos, meaning “pillar”—who spent their days preaching and praying atop columns. The Church of Saint Simeon was built in 491 CE on the site of the original stylite’s pillar to honor his devotion. Only a small part of it remains—including the pillar, whittled down to just a few feet from centuries of relic seekers who have carved off shards for themselves.

The church is a half-hour drive from Aleppo. 📍 36.334166 36.843888

Saint Simeon spent 37 years balanced on top of a 50-foot pillar. All that remains today is a stub.
Abu Dhabi Falcon Hospital

ABU DHABI

Located conveniently close to the international airport, Abu Dhabi’s Falcon Hospital is where birds of prey go for a talon trim or repair of a broken wing.

When the hospital opened in 1999, it was the first institution in the world to provide veterinary care exclusively for falcons. These days, the services have diversified—there is an on-site pet care center for domestic animals, as well as a shelter for abandoned creatures large and small. The focus, however, is still falcons, over 11,000 of whom come to the hospital each year from the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, and Bahrain.

Public tours of the Abu Dhabi Falcon Hospital began running in 2007. Visitors encounter an adorable yet confusing sight in the main clinic’s waiting room: rows of falcons sitting on Astroturf perches, some of them wearing hoods that cover their eyes and keep them calm.

In the clinic itself, you may observe a bird getting its talons clipped or getting broken feathers replaced. The room has drawers full of falcon feathers, which are sewed and glued to the injured birds’ bodies. Many of the surgical tools used for procedures are modified or improvised versions of what doctors would use on human patients—tools meant for premature babies work well.

Falconry, originally practiced by ancient Bedouin hunters who relied on the birds of prey to gather them food, continues as a sport today. Now trained in a 21st-century way—with the help of drones and radio transmitters attached to their bodies—falcons remain highly prized in the Emirates. An annual falconry festival in Abu Dhabi lures hawks and their trainers from around the world for hunts, parties, and workshops in the desert.

Sweihan Road, Abu Dhabi. Turn right at the last gas station before Abu Dhabi Airport, and you’ll end up at the Falcon Hospital. Tours run Sunday through Thursday and must be booked 24 hours in advance. 📞 24.408265 📍 54.699379
YEMEN

WALLED CITY OF SHIBAM

SHIBAM

Like those in New York’s borough of Manhattan, the high-rises of Shibam were built on a rectangular grid of streets. Unlike Manhattan, the skyscrapers are made of mud and date back to the 16th century, and the dusty streets are often overrun with goats.

Shibam, in the desert of central Yemen, is home to about 7,000 people. Located at the crossroads of Asia, Africa, and Europe, the small town was once a stopping point for traders traveling along the frankincense and spice routes.

SoCOTRA ISLAND

SOCOTRA

Describing the flora of Socotra Island is difficult, because it resembles nothing else on Earth. Take the dragon’s blood tree, the island’s signature specimen, named for its rich red sap. Its silhouette is best explained as that of an umbrella blown inside out. Then there is the desert rose tree—a delicate name that is no match for a bloated, gray trunk that sags beneath thin branches exploding with pink flowers.

These odd-looking organisms are just two of the hundreds of endemic flora and fauna species on this island off the coast of Yemen. The walled city of “skyscrapers” was built on a hill in the 1530s after a mighty flood destroyed much of the existing settlement. Its huddled buildings, ranging from five to eight stories high, provided protection against the elements and deterred potential attackers. They continue to shelter the residents of Shibam.

The tower houses, however, are not immune to damage—fresh layers of mud must be applied to the walls regularly to replace sections eroded by wind and rain. A tropical storm in October 2008 brought another disastrous flood, causing some of the buildings to collapse.

Shibam is located 370 miles east of the Yemeni capital of Sana’a. ▲ 15.926938 ▼ 48.626669

The 78 x 28-mile (126 x 45 km) Yemeni territory’s biodiversity is the result of long-term isolation—it has been at least 20 million years since the island broke off from Africa, the nearest land mass.

The construction of an airport in 1999 and the introduction of paved roads six years later have resulted in a moderate increase in tourism. That said, you will likely encounter deserted beaches, pristine sand dunes, empty volcanic caves, and shipwreck sites devoid of divers.

Flights to Socotra Island depart from Sana’a. ▲ 12.510000 ▼ 53.920000

Dragon blood trees (left and center), and a bottle tree (right) are among the fantastical flora on Socotra Island.
South and Central Asia

AFGHANISTAN

Jihad Museum

HERĀT
The Jihad Museum was built in 2010 to pay tribute to the Afghan mujahideen, Islamic guerrillas who fought a bloody war against the Soviets after they invaded Afghanistan in 1979. During the decade-long conflict, the United States provided weapons and funding to the mujahideen to help them resist the USSR. Among the guerrillas fighting on the same side as the USA were Osama bin Laden and key members of the group that would later become Al Qaeda.

The conflict began in 1978, when Afghanistan’s Communist party seized the country in a violent coup and began reforming some of its Islamic laws and traditions. In March 1979, armed Afghan rebels revolted in Herāt, killing 100 Soviets who had entered Afghanistan to provide support to the new regime. The Afghan government responded by bombing the city, killing approximately 4,000 people. Uprisings spread across the country, compelling Soviet troops to invade in an attempt to quash rebellion. The ensuing struggle lasted almost a decade. Overpowered by the Afghan resistance, the USSR withdrew the last of its troops in 1989.

The museum’s official aim—to educate future generations on Soviet-era jihadist resistance—suggests a restraint that is at odds with its presentation style. Scenes from Herāt are graphically depicted in the museum’s central exhibit: a life-size diorama that shows green-tinged corpses lying in bombed-out houses, women in burkas throwing rocks at troops, and bloodied Soviet soldiers slumped in a jeep, as rebels beat them to death with shovels. Surrounding these grim scenes is a 360-degree mural showing Islamist insurgents running through the streets as Russian helicopters bomb the city.

An array of war trophies adds to the sense of triumph—glass cases in the foyer hold Russian rifles, grenades, uniforms, and land mines, while the manicured garden surrounding the circular building contains Soviet tanks, cannons, and a helicopter.

Roodaki Highway, Herāt. The museum is next to the US consulate. For a unique dining experience, eat nearby at A Thousand and One Nights, where dwarf waiters serve shish kebabs. ☑ 34.374166 ☘ 62.208888

A museum dedicated to overthrowing the Soviets, featuring Russians being beaten with shovels.
The children of Kabul have lived their entire lives inside a war zone. Tens of thousands of kids work on the city streets. Many are illiterate, as they are unable to attend school. But since 2007, hundreds of Kabul kids have gained an unlikely new skill: skateboarding.

When Australian Oliver Percovich arrived in Kabul bearing skateboards, local children chased him as he moved through the streets on his board, asking for lessons. Soon, Percovich established Skateistan, a youth-focused nonprofit skateboarding school. More than just a place for kickflips, the school provides access to education and new friendships, with the aim of empowering and educating children who work on the streets. Lessons in both reading and rail grinds especially benefit local girls, who often don’t have access to education and tend to get excluded from male-focused sports in Afghanistan.

Afghan National Olympic Compound, Kabul. Visitors are permitted at the skatepark after hours, but not while skate school is in session.

A safe space for skateboarding in a country plagued by conflict.

**Skateistan**

**Kabul**
The children of Kabul have lived their entire lives inside a war zone. Tens of thousands of kids work on the city streets. Many are illiterate, as they are unable to attend school. But since 2007, hundreds of Kabul kids have gained an unlikely new skill: skateboarding.

When Australian Oliver Percovich arrived in Kabul bearing skateboards, local children chased him as he moved through the streets on his board, asking for lessons. Soon, Percovich established Skateistan, a youth-focused nonprofit skateboarding school.

More than just a place for kickflips, the school provides access to education and new friendships, with the aim of empowering and educating children who work on the streets. Lessons in both reading and rail grinds especially benefit local girls, who often don’t have access to education and tend to get excluded from male-focused sports in Afghanistan.

Afghan National Olympic Compound, Kabul. Visitors are permitted at the skatepark after hours, but not while skate school is in session. 34.528455 69.171703

**Also in Central Asia**

**Armenia**
Khor Virap Monastery
Ararat - Visit a hilltop pilgrimage site that once held a saint in its dungeon for 13 years.

**Azerbaijan**
Naftalan Clinic
Naftalan - Bathe in crude oil at this spa devoted to petroleum-induced relaxation.

**Georgia**
Stalin Museum
Gori - Established in 1957, this hometown tribute to the dictator is gradually changing its hagiographic presentation of Soviet history.

**Kazakhstan**
Aral Sea
Thanks to aggressive irrigation practices, the Aral Sea has gone from being the fourth-largest lake in the world to a toxic desert strewn with rusty fishing vessels.

**Turkey**
Cotton Castle
Pamukkale - Once a kind of Roman-era health spa, the spectacular rock formations below the ancient city of Hierapolis form a blindingly white natural cascading fountain.

Skateistan

Skateistan

Kabul

The children of Kabul have lived their entire lives inside a war zone. Tens of thousands of kids work on the city streets. Many are illiterate, as they are unable to attend school. But since 2007, hundreds of Kabul kids have gained an unlikely new skill: skateboarding.

When Australian Oliver Percovich arrived in Kabul bearing skateboards, local children chased him as he moved through the streets on his board, asking for lessons. Soon, Percovich established Skateistan, a youth-focused nonprofit skateboarding school.

More than just a place for kickflips, the school provides access to education and new friendships, with the aim of empowering and educating children who work on the streets. Lessons in both reading and rail grinds especially benefit local girls, who often don’t have access to education and tend to get excluded from male-focused sports in Afghanistan.

Afghan National Olympic Compound, Kabul. Visitors are permitted at the skatepark after hours, but not while skate school is in session. 34.528455 69.171703
BANGLADESH

Chittagong Ship-Breaking Yards

CHITTAGONG
The beaches of Chittagong are a massive graveyard for decommissioned ships and tankers. After plowing through the ocean for decades, their battered, rusting hulls sit fully exposed on the sand, waiting for workers in T-shirts, shorts, and flip-flops to tear them apart.

Chittagong is one of the largest ship-breaking yards in the world. Every year, 25,000 employees (down from an estimated 200,000) break down some 250 ships from around the world so their parts can be sold. Since the 1970s, vessels have been brought here to be deconstructed into heaps of steel, cables, generators, nuts, and bolts.

Bangladesh is the port of choice for two reasons: The labor is cheap and the safety standards are poor. Workers, many of whom are children, earn about a dollar a day for pulling apart the hulls by hand, often with little or no safety equipment. The workers inhale noxious fumes and are vulnerable to electrocution, falling debris, and explosions fueled by residual oil.

Organizations such as Greenpeace have been campaigning to impose stricter environmental and health standards at the Chittagong yards, or shift the work to more developed countries. However, mineral-poor Bangladesh is reliant on the steel it gets from the decommissioned ships. For the time being, Bangladesh’s ship-breaking yards aren’t going anywhere. The yards, which run for miles along the coast, are not open to visitors, but the massive ships are visible from a distance. As you get closer, you will see bits of metal from the ships being offered for sale in the shops that line the street. Get a bus from Chittagong’s railway terminal on Station Road.

N 22.442400  E 91.732000

Pulling apart colossal steel hulls by hand is one of the world’s most dangerous jobs.
MINI TAJ MAHAL
SONARGAON, DHAKA

It took thousands of craftsmen 20 years to build the Taj Mahal in India. Completed in 1653, the palace was adorned with white marble inlaid with semiprecious stones in intricate geometric patterns, calligraphy from the Qur’an, and carvings of flowers, fruits, and vines. The Taj Mahal Bangladesh, built three and a half centuries after the Agra original, came together in just 5 years.

Ahsanullah Moni, a Bangladeshi filmmaker known for his Bangla remakes of Bollywood films, decided to build a half-size replica of the spectacular mausoleum so that the people of Bangladesh could see its splendor without having to travel to India. As construction was underway, Moni boasted to the press about the fine materials being used: Belgian diamonds, imported Italian marble and granite, and 350 pounds (159 kg) of bronze.

When the Mini Taj opened in 2009, it wasn’t quite the masterpiece Moni promised. While clearly inspired by the real thing, the proportions were out of whack, as was the color scheme—gray, pink, and black-and-white zigzag stripes. The walls were made of bricks coated with bathroom tiles. Inside was a dusty floor with a central pit full of construction debris.

Unfazed by the lukewarm reception to his reproduction, Moni has promised to bring another construction project to Bangladesh: replica Egyptian pyramids that are even bigger than the originals at Giza.

Sonargaon, a tiny village east of Dhaka. Get a bus from the city to Madanpur, where auto rickshaw drivers will fight for the right to drive you to the Mini Taj Mahal. Money collected for entrance fees benefits the impoverished people of Sonargaon. 🅰️ 23.746111 🅱️ 90.567500

WAGAH BORDER CEREMONY
WAGAH, PUNJAB

The line separating India and Pakistan runs straight through the middle of Wagah, a Punjab village home to the only road joining the two countries that’s open to international travelers. It is here that soldiers from each side conduct a precisely choreographed daily border-closing ceremony—a routine that combines flamboyant uniforms, fierce stares, and competitive high kicks.

Multiple wars and an ongoing dispute over Kashmir have fostered hostility between India and Pakistan—a hostility that finds its outlet in the aggressive dance moves of the border soldiers and the patriotic cheering of the daily crowds that come to watch them perform. The atmosphere is akin to a sporting match. Prior to the sunset ceremony, performers and visitors dance to traditional music pumped through loudspeakers on each side. As the anticipation builds, men with microphones rile up the flag-waving spectators in the bleachers.

The ceremony, performed since 1959, begins with a parade of soldiers on both sides of the border. Members of India’s Border Security Force wear khaki uniforms with red fanned coxcombs on their turbans, while the Pakistan Rangers wear black uniforms with black coxcombs. In a region where the average male height is 5.5 feet (168 cm), every soldier is over 6 feet tall (183 cm). They march in pairs with synchronized strides, their mustachioed faces dour through all the stomping and high-kicking.

At the border gates, the long-awaited confrontation occurs. The guards emerge from each side simultaneously while keeping a stern eye on one another. National flags are lowered—at exactly the same time, so that neither country can be accused of trying to “win”—after which an Indian and a Pakistani guard shake hands rigidly before retreating from the border with more stomps and high kicks. For the hundreds of Indian and Pakistani spectators, the ceremony is a source of national pride and a cathartic expression of built-up tension between the often-clashing countries.

Get a round-trip taxi from Amritsar—the driver will wait while you attend the ceremony. International visitors are entitled to VIP access and seating if they show their passports. Arrive early and travel light, because bags are not allowed. 🅰️ 31.604694 🅱️ 74.572916

A dance of aggression, dominance, and coxcomb headgear.
When Nek Chand became a road inspector in 1951, the city of Chandigarh was in the midst of a dramatic reinvention. Small villages were being demolished to make way for streets, gardens, and sleek modern architecture. As construction continued through the 1950s, piles of debris—pottery fragments, bottles, glass, tiles, and rocks—littered the landscape. Chand encountered these demolition sites and saw not junk, but potential. He began collecting materials from the scrap heaps and transporting them by bicycle to a forest gorge in Chandigarh's north. It was there that, in 1957, he began work on his own planned city: a sculpture garden, filled with thousands of human and animal figures, all made from recycled debris.

This one-man operation was, by necessity, a secret project. The forest area Chand chose for his garden was a government-designated no-build zone. Authorities remained unaware of Chand's ever-expanding sculpture park until 1975. when they were led there after Chand confided in the city’s chief architect. They were astounded to discover 12 acres of statues, courtyards, man-made waterfalls, and pathways.

Despite the illegality of Chand's secret garden—and initial threats of demolition—state authorities allowed the project to expand, even providing Chand with a salary and a crew of 50 workers so he could devote himself to his creation full-time. In 1976, the rock garden opened to the public. It now sprawls over 30 acres, featuring parades of dancing women, gangs of monkeys, and a hillside animal stampede—all rendered in rock, glass, and pieces of colored tile.

Uttar Marg, Sector 1, Chandigarh. The Shatabdi Express—a 3.5-hour ride—runs from New Delhi to Chandigarh twice daily. Buses run from the Chandigarh railway station to Sector 1 in the northern part of the city. ☎️ 30.760109 📞 76.801451

Stone sculptures, built secretly and illegally by an eccentric road inspector.
**Skeleton Lake**

**ROOPKUND, UTTARAKHAND**

When park ranger H. K. Madhwal discovered a lake ringed with thousands of human bones while walking in the Uttarakhand Himalayas in 1942, he raised a question that went unanswered for over 60 years: What killed the hundreds of people whose skeletons surrounded the lake? At first, the bones were thought to belong to Japanese soldiers who had stealthily crossed into India during World War II and perished in the high-altitude conditions. But carbon dating during the 1960s showed the estimated death date was wrong—very wrong. A broad range from the “12th to 15th century” was the best possible guess, but no cause of death could be established.

In 2004 the world got an answer to the mystery of Skeleton Lake. Radiocarbon testing at Oxford University narrowed the date of mass death to 850 BCE, give or take 30 years. Analysis of skulls showed that, no matter their stature or position, all of the people died in a similar way: from blows to the head. The bodies had wounds only on their heads and shoulders, indicating the blows came from directly above.

After dismissing earlier theories—which included ritual suicide and attacking hordes—the scientists reached an unexpected conclusion: The travelers died from a severe hailstorm.

Hail is rarely lethal. But trapped in a valley without shelter and given no warning of the storm’s severity, the 9th-century travelers could not escape the sudden barrage of tennis-ball-size spheres of ice.

Twelve hundred years after the storm, the green-tinged bones of hail victims still ring the lake, preserved alongside skulls and tattered shoes at an altitude of 16,500 feet (5,029 m).

_The journey starts at Lohajung, a small pass where you can pick up essential supplies. Hire a guide and bring a mule or porter to help carry your belongings. The best time to go is in May or June, when there is no snow covering the lake and the skeletons are visible. You will need to be physically fit and prepared for high-altitude conditions._

---

**Jantar Mantar Astronomical Instruments**

**JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN**

Viewed without context, the 90-foot-tall (27 m) Samrat Yantra, or “supreme instrument,” is a sand-colored stairway to nowhere. It sits in the middle of what looks like a skateboarder’s half-pipe. The stately wooden doors at the base of its stairs and the small pagoda at its apex are merely mysterious. It is only when the Samrat Yantra’s purpose is revealed that it becomes impressive: The Samrat Yantra is the world’s largest sundial, built in the 18th century and accurate to within two seconds.

Jai Singh II, who became ruler of Amber (now Jaipur) at the tender age of 11, had a great enthusiasm for design, mathematics, and astronomy. Responsible for planning and building the city of Jaipur during the 1720s, Singh also took it upon himself to establish five observatories in North India. The largest, built between 1727 and 1734 in his hometown of Jaipur, is the best preserved.

The Jantar Mantar (“calculation instrument”) of Jaipur is a collection of stone buildings used to determine local time, predict eclipses and monsoons, and track the movement of celestial objects. All of the instruments were built according to Hindu and Islamic astronomy and are impressively accurate due to their sizable dimensions.

_Jantar Mantar is adjacent to City Palace near Tripolia Bazar._

**Jantar Mantar Astronomical Instruments**

---
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Karni Mata Rat Temple
Deshnoke, Rajasthan

Twenty thousand rats scurry across the checkerboard floors of this temple, getting tangled in each other's tails and fighting for access to huge saucers of milk. Far from being regarded as vermin, the rats are venerated as the holy descendants of Karni Mata, who was worshipped as an incarnation of the Hindu goddess Durga during the 15th century.

The story of how Karni Mata's offspring took the form of rodents varies, but the most common version begins with her asking Yama, the god of death, to revive her drowned stepson. After first resisting, Yama gave in, promising that the boy and all of Karni Mata's male descendants would be reincarnated as rats.

Visitors to the temple are required to remove their shoes before walking inside. When shuffling among the droppings, spilled milk, and scrambling rodents, keep in mind that it is considered lucky for a rat to run across your foot. Another tip is to tread lightly. Temple rules state that if you accidentally step on one of the animals and kill it, you must replace it with a rat made of solid gold.

National Highway 89, Deshnoke.
Karni Mata is a 30-minute train ride from the larger town of Bikaner. Bring a pair of thick socks that you don't mind throwing out.

 يناشري (27) 790556 (73) 340833

Visitors must remove their shoes before entering Karni Mata, a temple crawling with thousands of holy rats.
Chand Baori Stepwell

Abhaneri, Rajasthan

Built in the 9th century, but reminiscent of an M. C. Escher drawing, Chand Baori is among the largest and most elaborate of India’s many stepwells. Locally known as baori, stepwells were tiered stone structures used to collect and store rainwater in arid climates. Often accented with arches, columns, sculptures, and geometric patterns, stepwells also served as village gathering places.

The four-sided Chand Baori is 13 stories tall, 100 feet (30.5 m) deep, and lined with 3,500 steps arranged in a spectacular zigzag pattern. Its intricate, multilevel facade overlooks a small pond of bright green water—a reminder of the magnificent structure’s practical purpose. Other beautiful stepwells worth visiting include Adalaj ki Vav and Rani ki Vav in Gujarat; Agrasen ki Baoli and Rajon ki Baoli in New Delhi; and Raniji ki Baori in Rajasthan.

Chand Baori is a 90-minute drive from Jaipur, on Jaipur-Agra Road. ☎ 27.007200  📞 76.606800

Also in India

New Lucky Restaurant

Ahmedabad · When Krishna Kutti realized there was a burial ground on the land he sought for his new restaurant, he simply incorporated the graves into the dining room decor.

Auroville

Bommaiyapalayam · This self-proclaimed experimental “city of the future,” established by dubious spiritual leaders in 1968, centers around a golden geodesic dome named Mother Temple.

Hampi

Karnataka · Known as “the last great Hindu Kingdom,” Hampi flourished from the 14th to 16th centuries before being ransacked and abandoned. The surviving monuments evoke a grand riverside city.
**Body of St. Francis Xavier**

OLT GOA, GOA

The remains of St. Francis Xavier, on display in a windowed casket at Goa's Basilica of Bom Jesus, no longer add up to an entire body. Parts of the Spanish missionary, who died in 1552 after much zealous proselytizing in Goa, began to disappear during the first public display of his body in 1554. One Portuguese woman, seeking a souvenir, bit off one of the saint's toes while kissing the saint's shrieved feet.

Sixty years later, Xavier's entire right arm went missing. The upper half turned up in Macau, while his forearm made it all the way to Rome. Both are still displayed in reliquaries at churches in their respective countries. Chunks of bone, pieces of flesh, and internal organs have found their way out of Xavier's coffin and into the pockets of pilgrims, leaving the Basilica of Bom in possession of his shrieved head, both legs, his left arm, and a pile of bones and desiccated skin fragments.

The stealthy theft of all these body parts reflects Xavier's influence and importance to the missionary cause in Asia. As the first Jesuit in Goa—at that time, the capital of Portuguese India—he devoted himself to converting Hindus, Muslims, and Jews to Catholicism. One strategy was to offer rice to the poor on the condition they convert. This approach succeeded, but also proved to be a threat—doubting the converts' intentions, and suspecting them to be secretly practicing their original religion, Xavier wrote to Pope John III requesting an Inquisition.

St. Francis Xavier died before the Inquisition finally arrived in 1560, but its 250-year term—during which over 16,000 people went on trial and at least 121 were burned to death for heresy—is part of his legacy.

**Sati Handprints**

JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN

On the wall beside the Iron Gate at Jodhpur’s 17th-century Mehrangarh Fort is a grid of 31 sculpted hands coated in ochre paint. Many of the hands are child-size. Each one represents a woman who touched her red-painted hand to the wall before sacrificing herself on the funeral pyre of her recently deceased husband.

In the Hindu rite of sati, widows self-immolated in order to prove their devotion to their husbands. The ritual traditionally began with a wife cradling her deceased husband as flames engulfed both bodies. The goal of sati was to die with honor and purity, pulling one's husband with you as you ascended to heaven. Largely a Rajasthani phenomenon, sati became known throughout the subcontinent during the 10th century.

In 1829, the British administration outlawed sati. Still, it continued: In 1843, the wife and concubines of Jodhpur maharaja Man Singh threw themselves on his funeral pyre at Mehrangarh Fort. The most recent documented sati occurred in the Rajasthani village of Deorala in 1987, when, in front of a crowd of thousands, 18-year-old Roop Kanwar burned to death on the pyre of her husband of eight months. Her immolation led India to institute the Commission of Sati (Prevention) Act, which mandates death or lifelong imprisonment for anyone who encourages a woman to commit the rite.

Mehrangarh Fort is on top of a 500-foot (152 m) hill in the north part of Jodhpur, a 90-minute flight from Mumbai. While you’re there, visit the fort’s exquisite period rooms and museum, which contain rare armor, artwork from the Jodhpur region, and a turban gallery.

**Goa** is a one-hour flight south of Mumbai. 🌍 15.500872 🕑 73.911511

St. Francis Xavier was a scholar and adventurer whose body parts kept getting stolen.
North Sentinel Island

Andaman and Nicobar Islands
The Stone Age hunter-gatherers who live on North Sentinel Island in the Andaman archipelago east of India may be the world’s most isolated people—and they intend to stay that way, despite the increasing encroachment of the industrialized world.

From 1967 through the mid-1990s, Indian anthropologists embarked on periodic “contact expeditions” to North Sentinel Island. Approaching by boat, they attempted to coax out members of the tribe by depositing coconuts, machetes, candy, and, once, a tethered pig onto the beach. The Sentinelese almost always responded to these “gifts” by shooting arrows, throwing stones, and shouting at the unwelcome visitors.

India discontinued its attempts at peaceful contact in 1997 and ruled that the islanders be left alone, but visits still occur—in 2006, a fishing boat drifted too close to the shore, and Sentinelese archers killed the two men on board. An Indian helicopter was sent to retrieve their bodies, but was also fired upon and could not land.

The hostility of the Sentinelese, whose population is estimated at between 100 and 200, is understandable considering the fates of tribes on other Andaman Islands. During British settlement, exposure to newly introduced diseases decimated tribal roots

Root Bridges of Cherrapunji

Cherrapunji, Meghalaya
To cross the rivers and streams of the Cherrapunji forest, you must put your trust in a tree. There are no standard walkways to be found—instead, the tangled, twisting aerial roots of the rubber trees on the banks stretch across the water, forming a living, ever-growing bridge to the other side.

These organic bridges are the result of a little human guidance and a lot of patience. Members of the local Khasi tribe control their growth by first laying lengths of bamboo or betel nut tree across the water as a guide, then waiting for the roots of the rubber trees to follow along. As the roots grow, the Khasi add handrails made of vines and fill in gaps with mud and stones, creating a solid pathway. It takes up to 20 years for a bridge to become sturdy enough to cross, but once built, it continues to grow and strengthen for up to 500 years.

There are several root bridges in the Cherrapunji region. The most famous is the “Umshiang Double-Decker” root bridge at Nongriat. Its 60- and 80-foot (18 and 24 m) pathways, one atop the other, are made from the roots of the same tree.

The nearest city is Shillong. Bridges are accessible via jungle trek. Reaching the double-decker bridge requires a 6-mile (9.7 km) walk each way. Cherrapunji is one of the wettest places on Earth, so dress appropriately. дол 25.300000 .lon 91.700000 ➡️
populations. More recently, roads constructed through forests on these other islands have allowed local sightseeing companies to offer “human safaris,” during which travelers try to spot tribe members on their way to other island attractions.

One of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, North Sentinel Island is located in the Bay of Bengal, 870 miles (1,400 km) from India and 620 miles (998 km) from Thailand. India maintains a 2-mile buffer zone around North Sentinel Island. Access is strictly forbidden, but you can visit other islands in the archipelago. The main port of entry is Port Blair, where flights arrive from Chennai and Kolkata.

The Sentinelese may be the most isolated tribe on Earth.

Other Notable Examples of Arbortecture

Arbortecture, or arborsculpture, is the art of shaping a living tree in order to create art or furniture. Using pruning, bending, and grafting, its practitioners spend years guiding each tree into a predetermined design. Arbortecture differs from topiary in that it shapes a tree’s trunk or roots, rather than its foliage.

**Tree Circus at Gilroy Gardens, Gilroy, California, USA**

In 1947, arborsculpture pioneer Axel Erlandson established a roadside Tree Circus near Santa Cruz, California, to show off his grafted creations. Though the circus closed in 1963, some of his creations, such as a woven Basket Tree and the right-angled Four-Legged Giant, live on at Gilroy Gardens.

**Auerworld Palace, Auerstedt, Germany**

Built by 300 volunteers in 1998, this willow dome is the centerpiece of a yearly summer music festival. Each spring, a few dozen Auerworld supporters give the dome a ceremonial “haircut,” trimming its wildest branches to maintain the mandala-influenced shape.

Gilroy Gardens

Auerworld Palace
KYRGYZSTAN

KYRGYZ NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM

BISHKEK

Kyrgyzstan’s National History Museum is probably the only place in the world where you can find a ceiling mural of a naked Nazi in a horned helmet emerging from a wall of flames astride a demonic horse. It is definitely the only place you’ll see a mural of Ronald Reagan in a skull mask, American flag T-shirt, and khaki cowboy hat riding a Pershing missile in front of a bunch of anti-nuclear demonstrators.

The museum, established in 1927, contains Kyrgyzstani cultural relics dating back to the Stone Age, such as armor, jewelry, coins, and weapons. The second and third floors became shrines to the legacy of the Soviet Union. But images of communist heroes Lenin, Marx, and Engels inspiring the masses are gradually being replaced as the nation moves further away from its Soviet past. The outlandish murals, though, seem destined to stay.

In Kyrgyzstan’s time capsule of a museum, the Soviet Union still stands strong.

KAZAKHSTAN

BAIKONUR COSMODROME

BAIKONUR

“Dear friends, known and unknown to me, my dear compatriots and all people of the world! Within minutes from now, a mighty Soviet rocket will boost my ship into the vastness of outer space. What I want to tell you is this. My whole life is now before me as a single breathtaking moment. I feel I can muster up my strength for successfully carrying out what is expected of me.”

Those were the words of Yuri Gagarin on April 12, 1961, minutes before the cosmonaut lifted off in the Vostok 1 spacecraft, becoming the first human to travel into space and enter orbit around Earth. His journey began at the Baikonur Cosmodrome, the world’s oldest and largest space launch facility, set in the desolate desert steppe of Kazakhstan.

The Soviet Union built the cosmodrome in 1955 as a secret missile testing site and space launch facility. Two years later, Sputnik 1 launched from Baikonur, becoming the first man-made satellite in orbit and igniting the space race between the Soviets and Americans.

The cosmodrome is the world’s most active spaceport, with a long list of historic launches. A month after Sputnik 1, a stray female dog named Laika hurtled into space aboard Sputnik 2, becoming the first animal to enter orbit and paving the way for human spaceflight. (Unfortunately, the canine pioneer’s one-way suicide mission was even shorter than planned—she died of heat exhaustion hours after launch, a detail that was only revealed in 2002.)

Before each launch, a Russian Orthodox priest clad in golden robes blessed the space-bound rocket, spraying holy water in the air and onto the faces of the assembled media.

The only way to see inside the cosmodrome and its space museum is on a guided tour. Since Baikonur is administered by Russia, tours leave from Moscow via a 3.5-hour chartered flight. For the most spectacular experience, time your visit for a launch—planned dates are available online. Be prepared for extreme weather, as Baikonur can reach –40°F (–40°C) in winter and 113°F (45°C) in summer.

In Kyrgyzstan’s time capsule of a museum, the Soviet Union still stands strong.
Tash Rabat

AT-BASHI, NARYN

During the 15th century, the stone structure of Tash Rabat was a caravansary—a traveler’s inn providing refuge for those journeying along the Silk Road. Protected by the high walls of the rectangular courtyard, human and animal travelers took shelter in its stalls to wash, rest, and prepare for the next leg of a long trip.

This desolate part of the trading route was particularly treacherous. Snow covers the ground for eight months of the year, and the area is subject to landslides, flooding, and earthquakes. The difficult conditions persist, which is why, for maximum safety and comfort, you should visit in summer and hire a local guide to drive you. For a fleeting insight into the Silk Road experience, camp in a yurt overnight at Tash Rabat.

Tash Rabat is a 6-hour drive south of the capital of Bishkek. Take precautions against altitude sickness—Tash Rabat is 11,500 feet (3,505 m) above sea level. ⬛ 40.823150 ⬜ 75.288766

The domed stone building of Tash Rabat gave weary Silk Road travelers a brief respite from the desert.
At the runway’s southern end is a 2,000-foot drop into a valley; at its northern end, a stone wall and a hairpin turn.

NEPAL

The World’s Scariest Airport

LUKLA, SOLUKHUMBU

If you can stand to keep your eyes open, the view out the airplane window during landing at Lukla Airport (also known as Tenzing-Hillary Airport) will stay with you forever. At first, a white haze of cloud cover will obscure the surrounding mountains. Then, as the plane descends, a tiny gray strip at an elevation of 9,100 feet (2,774 m) will appear in the distance, almost camouflaged by greenery. This patch of asphalt is the runway. At its southern end is a 2,000-foot (610 m) drop into a valley. At its northern end lies a stone wall and a hairpin turn.

Accidents are common—from October 2008 to October 2012, three Lukla-bound planes crashed in close proximity to the airport, killing all passengers but one. The airport does close due to fierce winds and poor visibility, but weather in the mountains changes so rapidly that a flight may already be airborne when conditions become dangerous. In 2008, Lukla Airport acquired the official name of Tenzing-Hillary Airport, in honor of Sir Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing Norgay—the first known people to reach the summit of Mount Everest.

Flights between Kathmandu and Lukla leave daily—depending on the weather. 📏 27.687480 📏 86.731719 ➤

Also in Nepal

Toothache Tree

Kathmandu · Nail a coin to this gnarled stump and you’ll be free from dental pain, according to tradition.

✱ Causes of Deaths on Mount Everest

The slopes of Mount Everest are fraught with danger for even the most seasoned climber. Falls, avalanches, altitude sickness, and exposure are among the reasons explorers perish on their way toward—or back from—the summit. The bodies of over 200 climbers lie on the mountain, serving as bleak reminders to would-be adventurers of the harsh conditions that await them.

67
Avalanches, Icefall Collapses, Falling Rock

46
Falls

17
High-Altitude Sickness

11
Hypothermia

7
Sudden Death

17
Unclassified

27
Disappeared
World Elephant Polo Championships

BARDIA, PROVINCE NO. 5

In 1982, Scottish former Olympic tobogganer James Manclark and Tiger Tops Jungle Lodge owner Jim Edwards were sitting in a bar in Switzerland. Having just gotten acquainted, they started talking about the elephants that roamed the jungles of Tiger Tops. Manclark made the seemingly jokey suggestion that they ought to play elephant polo, riding pachyderms instead of ponies.

The evening ended without further incident, and Edwards returned to Nepal. Shortly thereafter, he received a telegram from Manclark: “Have long sticks. Get elephants ready. Arriving on Indian Airlines 1st April.” Unsure whether this was an April Fool’s joke, Edwards assembled some elephants and located a field. When Manclark arrived as promised, elephant polo was born.

Every year since 1982, Tiger Tops has hosted the World Elephant Polo Championships. The game is very much like standard polo, but played with longer mallets—measuring 6 to 10 feet long—and on a smaller field, to cater for the slower-moving elephants. Two people ride each elephant: one to steer, and one to hit the ball. Strict animal welfare rules govern the tournament—at the end of each match, the elephants are to be given sugarcane or rice balls filled with molasses and rock salt. The human players, who hail from around the world, receive their choice of cold beer or soda.

Tiger Tops Karnali Lodge, Bardia National Park.
The polo field is on the western edge of Bardia National Park, a few miles from the Indian border. The tournament takes place at the end of November.

If you visit Tiger Tops at another time, you’ll still be able to meet the polo elephants—they hang out at Karnali Lodge.

PAKISTAN
Karakoram Highway

HASSAN ABDA

Running 808 miles (1,300 km) from the Pakistani city of Hassan Abda to Kashgar in northwest China, the Karakoram Highway took 20 years to build—and claimed about a thousand lives in the process. When it opened to the public in 1986, the “KKH” became the world’s highest paved international road. Due to its 15,000-foot (4,572 m) altitude and exposure to the relentless elements, landslides, floods, and falls continue to kill people traveling along the mountainside road. Sections of the highway often become impassable due to heavy snow, fallen rocks, or floodwater.

If you’re willing to embark on the harrowing ride, the KKH offers myriad rewards, including a spectacular view of K2—the world’s second tallest mountain—and the opportunity to stay in a family yurt, mutton dinner included.

Spring and autumn are the best times to travel along the KKH, in order to avoid the summer monsoons and winter snow.

Crossing from Pakistan to China on one of the world’s highest paved international roads.
Mumtaz Begum

KARACHI, SINDH

Resting in a shabby pavilion at Karachi Zoo is a creature by the name of Mumtaz Begum, a lounging fox with the head of a woman who can see the future and provide solid advice.

In reality, Mumtaz Begum is neither a fox nor a woman, but is actually played by performer Murad Ali, who inherited the role from his father. Each day he cakes his face with a thick layer of foundation, drawn-on eyebrows, and bright red lipstick. He then crawls into the box beneath Mumtaz’s cage, jutting his head through the hole in the top to make it look as though his head is attached to the lounging fox carcass next to him. A shawl is placed around Ali’s head to hide the connection, and then the visitors begin filtering in.

Ali’s creature (known as a kitsune) is said to be able to see the future. Children and adults alike come to the zoo to ask Mumtaz Begum about everything from exam results to visa approvals. Ali gamely provides advice and peppers the interaction with references to his mysterious African origins.

Visitors coming to see Mumtaz Begum often leave small donations, cake, and juice, like supplicants to a charlatan prophet. However, in true huckster fashion, anyone wishing to speak with the kitsune will need to pony up for a special ticket into the Mumtaz Mahal.

Karachi Zoo, Nishter Road and Sir Agha Khan III Road, Karachi. Buses, many of them alarmingly overcrowded, run along Nishter Road. 📞 24.876228 📞 67.023203

Darra Adam Khel

DARRA ADAM KHEL, FRONTIER REGION PESHAWAR

This frontier village is supported by a single industry: the production of illegal weapons. The gunsmiths of Darra Adam Khel make pistols, shotguns, rifles, and ammunition by hand, copying the designs of highly prized brand-name guns. Dealers then sell these knockoff weapons at the village marketplace, which draws customers from Pakistan and Afghanistan.

The arms trade at Darra Adam Khel has been active since 1897. The village’s location in Frontier Region Peshawar, one of Pakistan’s conflict-laden Federally Administered Tribal Areas, is convenient for Taliban fighters seeking counterfeit firearms.

Darra Adam Khel is 26 miles south of Peshawar, the capital of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province bordering Frontier Region Peshawar. Pakistani authorities discourage visits to the village and have little control over the region, which is populated by the Taliban and other militants. In the unlikely event you are granted access, you will need to travel with a permit and an armed escort. 📍 33.683543 📞 71.519687

The small village of Darra Adam Khel may be the world capital of counterfeit guns.
**Khewra Salt Mines**

**KHEWRA, PUNJAB**

In 326 BCE, Alexander the Great and his army were making their way through present-day Pakistan on horseback when one of Alexander's steeds began voraciously licking the ground. When other horses joined in, soldiers dismounted to investigate, and discovered what is now the second largest salt mine in the world.

Today, Khewra's 18-story-deep salt mine produces about 350,000 tons of pink Himalayan salt per year, a rate it is projected to maintain for the next 350 years. When salt leaves the mine, it is used for cooking and bathing. Within the mine, a visitors' section contains a mosque, a post office, and a “Palace of Mirrors,” all made from salt bricks quarried from the 18 working levels below. The palace, with its illuminated floor of red, brown, and pink tiles, gives off a subterranean disco vibe.

The mine is a 2.5-hour drive south of Islamabad or 3-hour drive northwest of Lahore.  

**Also in Pakistan**

**Derawar Fort**

Bahawalpur - In the Cholistan desert stands an enormous square medieval fortress with 98-foot-high (30 m) walls.

---

**Sri Lanka**

**Sigiriya**

**MATALE, CENTRAL PROVINCE**

When you’ve murdered your father and stolen your brother’s crown, you need to find yourself a safe, vengeance-proof home. For King Kassapa I, who overthrew his father and buried him alive in the wall of an irrigation tank in 477 CE, that place was Sigiriya.

At the center of Sigiriya is the 650-foot-tall (198 m) hardened magma plug of an extinct volcano. Fearing an attack from his usurped brother Moggallana, Kassapa built a palace for himself on top of the rock and surrounded it with ramparts, fortifications, fountains, and gardens. A moat around the rock added an extra layer of protection.

Though Kassapa focused on keeping himself safe, he didn’t skimp on the design details of Sigiriya. The stone stairway leading up the mountain is flanked by two huge lion paws carved into the rock. At the top of the 1,200 steps originally sat a lion’s mouth, which people had to walk through to get to the palace. This explains Sigiriya’s alternate name: Lion Rock.

Kassapa sequestered himself in his hilltop palace for 18 years before his greatest fear came to pass. Moggallana, having recruited an army in India, besieged Sigiriya and overpowered Kassapa’s soldiers. Facing certain defeat, Kassapa turned his sword on himself and, with his death, granted Moggallana the kingship to which he had always been entitled.

**For maximum comfort, go early to avoid the heat. From Colombo, get a bus to Dambulla and switch to a Sigiriya bus. The whole journey takes about 4 hours.**  

**N 7.955154**  
**E 80.759803**

At the top of Sigiriya, or “Lion Rock,” is an ancient fort surrounded by gardens.
Avanos Hair Museum
Avanos, Nevşehir

Avanos, a small town in the Cappadocian region, has a millennia-long history of ceramics and pottery. But only one of its potters maintains a cave full of human hair.

In 1979, local potter Galip Korukcu was bidding farewell to a dear friend. When he asked for a memento, she snipped off a lock of her hair. Korukcu stuck the hair on one of the walls of his pottery shop, which is located in a cave. After hearing the story behind the wad of hair on the wall, pottery buyers began contributing their own locks. The “hair museum” now crams an estimated 16,000 hair samples onto its walls. Visitors are invited to snip off a few strands of hair and attach them to a card with their contact details to add to the display. Pencils, paper, pins, and scissors are provided.

There is an added incentive for contributing to the collection: Twice a year, Korukcu asks a customer to choose 10 hair samples from the walls. The owners of the winning hair receive a free weeklong stay in the connected guest house and workshops with the master potter.

Firin Sokak 24, Avanos. ☎ 38.720612 ☏ 34.848448

Adam’s Peak
Ratnapura, Sabaragamuwa

There is a sacred footprint at the top of Sri Pada, but the identity of the foot that made it depends on your religion. According to Christians and Muslims, Adam (the first man) made the 5-foot-11-inch (1.8 m) indentation when he first stepped on rock after being cast out of the Garden of Eden. For Buddhists, the footprint belongs to Buddha, and to Hindus, it is evidence of the presence of Shiva.

Regardless of your beliefs, climbing to the 7,359-foot (2,243 m) summit of Sri Pada, also known as Adam’s Peak, is a profound experience. Pilgrims have been making the journey for centuries, traditionally climbing in darkness in order to watch the sunrise from the summit. If nothing else, the three-hour hike up thousands of stairs will test your devotion to physical exertion.

There are multiple routes up the mountain, but the shortest is the Hatton-Nallathanniya route, leading from the east side of Sri Pada. A train from Colombo to Hatton takes five hours, then it’s a bus ride to Nallathanniya. Bring warm clothing for when you arrive at the cold, windy summit.

N 6.811388 E 80.499722

A dawn pilgrimage to Adam’s Peak allows for the most dramatic vista.
**KAYAKÖY**

**KAYAKÖY, MUĞLA**

Standing on a hill in the Kaya Valley region of Turkey are the deserted stone buildings of Kayaköy, a small town abandoned abruptly around 1922. Once known as Levissi, the town was home to around 6,000 people, the vast majority of them Greek Orthodox.

Then came World War I and the subsequent Greco-Turkish War, during which Turkey purged the Ottoman Greek people from its lands and Greece sent its Muslim residents to Turkey. In accordance with this population-swap policy, the inhabitants of Kayaköy were exiled to Greece. The Muslim inhabitants who arrived to take their place found Kayaköy’s topography unsuited to their agricultural needs. They soon resettled to other parts of Turkey, leaving Kayaköy in the abandoned state that persists today.

There is much to explore, including hundreds of roofless homes and two eerie churches. At the top of the hill you’ll get a glorious view down into the valley and out to the sea.

Kayaköy is 45 minutes south of Fethiye. Stay until after dark, when dramatic lights illuminate the crumbling corners of the village. 🗝️ 36.578922 🔥 29.087051

---

**TURKMENISTAN**

**DOOR TO HELL**

**DERWEZE, AHAL**

When darkness falls, an orange glow illuminates the dusty plains outside of Derweze, a settlement of 350 in the middle of the Karakum Desert. The source of light is the “Door to Hell,” a 200-foot-wide (61 m) crater that has been burning for over 45 years.

In 1971, Soviet geologists, looking for natural gas, accidentally burrowed into a huge cavern filled with methane, causing the ground to crumble and their drilling rig to collapse into the huge pit. With the pocket of gas punctured, poisonous fumes began leaking from the hole at an alarming rate. To avoid a potential environmental catastrophe, the geologists set the hole on fire. The crater has been burning ever since.

Following a visit to the Door to Hell in April 2010, Turkmen president Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow recommended the hole be closed so the area’s rich gas reserves can be tapped safely. Thus far the crater remains untouched, but with new pipelines and increased international interest in Turkmen gas reserves, the Door to Hell may not be open for much longer.

The crater is 160 miles (257.5 km) north of the capital city of Ashgabat, where you can hire a guide to drive you to the desert. 🗝️ 40.252777 🔥 58.439444
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CHINA

Hanging Temple of Hengshan

MOUNT HENG, SHANXI

Two hundred and forty-six feet (75 m) above ground, supported by a few thin wooden stilts driven into the cliff face, the Hanging Temple of Mount Heng dangles in apparent defiance of gravity. Built into the rock during the Northern Wei Dynasty (386–534 CE), the 40-room temple, connected by a dizzying maze of passageways, has survived the erosive effects of wind, sun, and snow due to its protected position.

Unusually, the temple caters to not one but three religions—elements of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism are evident in its 78 statues and carvings. Mount Heng is 2 hours southeast of Datong, where you can hire a driver to take you there and back.

UNIT 731 MUSEUM

HARBIN, HEILONGJIANG

Officially, Unit 731 was a lumber mill in Japanese-occupied Manchuria. Its staff received frequent deliveries of maruta ("logs"). Black smoke billowed from the chimney day and night.

Unit 731 was not, in fact, a lumber mill. It was a biological weapons research facility in which Japanese scientists conducted torturous, lethal experiments on humans—humans they referred to as “logs.” Established in 1936, and operational during the second Sino-Japanese War through World War II, the facility functioned under the approval of Japan’s Emperor Hirohito.

The atrocities conducted at Unit 731 consisted of in-house experimentation on predominantly Chinese and Russian individuals. In the laboratories, researchers studied blood loss by performing amputations. They infected patients with diseases such as gonorrhea and syphilis, and then conducted vivisections—removing the organs of living people—to observe their effects on the body. Patients received no anesthetic during these operations.

Planes dropped bombs filled with anthrax, smallpox, typhoid, cholera, and plague-infected fleas on Chinese villages, aiming to maximize death and devastation. On the ground, members of Unit 731 infected hungry children with lethal pathogens by giving them contaminated food and candy.

The secrecy surrounding Unit 731 has made it difficult to estimate how many people died in the experiments. Given the contamination of agricultural crops and water supplies that resulted from the aerial drops, the victims likely numbered in the hundreds of thousands.

In 1945, immediately following Japan’s surrender, the members of Unit 731 fled the site, destroying as much evidence as they could on the way out.

Despite the destructive efforts of the departing researchers, portions of Unit 731—including the Frostbite Laboratory (where victims endured exposure to extreme cold), the Yellow Rat breeding room, and the incinerator that cremated the bodies—remain. The site opened as a museum in 1985, offering two floors of exhibits. Graphic photographs, medical instruments, and plaques re-create a period of history that Japan doesn’t want to remember, and China will never forget.

23 Xinjiang Street, Pingfang, Harbin. Get a bus from Harbin train station. 📞 45.608244 📍 126.639633
**Dwarf Empire**

**KUNMING, YUNNAN**

Before their performances in one of the twice-daily shows, the short-statured performers of Dwarf Empire theme park (also known as the “Kingdom of the Little People”) get ready in miniature mushroom-shaped houses with crooked chimneys. Park visitors peer in through the undersized doorways as the actors apply makeup.

Established in 2009 by wealthy real-estate mogul Chen Mingjing, Dwarf Empire is an experience that invites ethical questions. Over a hundred performers, all under 4.5 feet (1.3 m) tall and recruited from around the country, live and work at the park—not in the mushroom houses, but in dormitories customized for their stature. Each day, the performers dance, sing, pose for photos, and sell refreshments to visitors, all while wearing fairy-tale costumes. When the audiences have left for the day, they sweep the park and stack the chairs before retiring to their dorm rooms.

China’s treatment of its short-statured population is influenced by a widespread belief that disability is a punishment inflicted on those who have committed past-life sins. Many performers at the park have been ostracized from their families, denied health care or employment, and forced to live on the streets. For them, Dwarf Empire provides support, a steady paycheck, and the chance to display skills such as singing, kung fu, or break dancing.

That said, the park can feel exploitative. Assumedly, many visitors are not there to appreciate the performers’ skills, but to gawk at the novelty of being in an all-dwarf world. The resulting environment skates uncomfortably close to a human zoo.

Located next to the Butterfly Ecological Park, about 25 miles southwest of Kunming off the G56 Hangrui Expressway. Public buses run from the city center. 🌐 24.850411 _gps 102.622266

---

**Kingdom of Women**

**LUGU LAKE, YUNNAN**

Sitting astride the border of Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, and surrounded by mountains, Lugu Lake is a tranquil place. But most travelers don’t come here for the scenery—they arrive tantalized by the promise of a “Kingdom of Women.”

The Mosuo, a 50,000-strong Chinese ethnic group with a matriarchal social structure, live in villages around the lake. Women control their multigenerational households and maintain ownership of their homes and land. Children take their mother’s surname, and inheritance is distributed through the female line.

An often misunderstood aspect of Mosuo culture is the practice of “walking marriage.”

When girls turn 13, they attend a coming-of-age ceremony and receive their own private bedroom. From this time onward, girls can receive male “visitors” at night. Visits take place by mutual agreement, and men arrive under cover of darkness, returning to their homes in the morning—the “walking” part of walking marriage. Women may have as many sexual partners as they wish, with no stigma attached, for as long as they desire.

When these trysts result in the birth of a child, the father plays no role in the child’s upbringing, beyond occasional gifts and visits. Mothers are responsible for taking care of their children, with the assistance of family members in the household. A father never lives with his children—instead, he stays in the family home in which he grew up, helping to raise the children in that household.

In a country that famously prizes baby boys, the Mosuo are unique for valuing girls and striving for a balance of sexes in the home. If a household becomes skewed in either direction, its matriarch may adopt children of the appropriate sex. These children become equal members of the family.

Lugu Lake is a bumpy 6-hour bus ride from Lijiang, a former Silk Road town that has retained much of its ancient architecture. 🌐 27.705719  gps 100.775127

The Mosuo maintain one of the world’s few matrilineal societies.
There are two ways to reach the 5,121-foot (1,561 m) North Peak of Mount Hua: an 8-minute cable car ride, or a 4-hour climb up narrow staircases carved into the near-vertical cliffs. No matter which option you choose, there is more treachery to come.

The five peaks of Mount Hua, or Huashan, have long been a refuge for determined hermits unfazed by heights. Among the most notable of the hermits was the 10th-century Taoist priest Chen Tuan, who developed a martial art known as “water boxing” while living alone in a secluded high-altitude temple.

In addition to the exhausting stair climbs, the mountain offers hikers an extreme challenge in the form of its most terrifying path: Changkong Zhandao. This one-foot-wide (.3 m) walkway juts out from the cliffs connecting the north and south peaks. It is made of wooden planks—some wobbly, some rotting—that rest on iron bolts driven into the side of the mountain. There is a handrail of sorts—a thick chain pinned into the rock at intervals with large nails.

If you opt to walk the planks, your journey will begin with one of the most important purchases of your life: a safety harness, which vendors on the north peak have been renting since 2005. Technically, the harness is optional, but choosing not to attach yourself to the flimsy cable running above the path would be an act of folly.

At the end of Changkong Zhandao is a small shrine with a stunning view of the mountain range—the perfect place to pause and gather your courage before turning around and walking back down.

Trains and buses run from Xi’an, 2 hours southwest. If the idea of scaling a cliff face in the dark sounds fun, climb the mountain at night so you can watch the sunrise from one of the peaks.

A safety harness is recommended for the treacherous journey up Mount Hua.
Bozhou Medicinal Herb Market

Located at the juncture of two key railway lines, the dusty and rusty city of Bozhou is the capital of the Chinese medicinal herb industry. With a population of 3 million people, the city revolves around a massive 85-acre market, where some 6,000 traders come from every corner of southeast Asia to ply the ingredients found in traditional Chinese medicine.

Here you can find barrels of dried human placentas (for fainting sickness), dried fist-size stag beetles (for increased metabolism), dried flying lizards (also for metabolism), cockroaches (a topical anesthetic), crushed pearls to ingest with tea (for influenza), pencil-size millipedes bundled up and bound together in clumps (for a host of sicknesses), snakes (for arthritis), and a dozen different kinds of ants (for pretty much whatever ails you). Around every corner are hemp sacks overflowing with scorpions, seahorses, turtle shells, antlers, and every kind of root and flower imaginable.

Though the Bozhou herb market feels timeless—and there has indeed been an herbal market on the site for centuries—the market has recently undergone a boom as Westerners have increasingly adopted elements of traditional Chinese medicine. Today, the downtown is ringed with pharmaceutical factories and hotels for visiting traders.

Weiwu Avenue, Bozhou. The overnight train from Shanghai to Bozhou takes about 10 hours. 

Shanghai Marriage Market

During weekends, the walkways in the north part of People’s Park are filled with middle-aged men and women affixing posters to the ground, the bushes, and lengths of string suspended at eye level. The posters advertise the glowing attributes of the goods they are offering: their marriage-ready sons and daughters.

Traditionally, Chinese marriages begin with parental matchmaking—before a potential couple meets, their parents will discuss the viability of the union, swapping information on looks, interests, and finances. In 21st-century Shanghai, the process can be difficult. Fast-paced lives, busy schedules, and a male-skewed sex ratio resulting from the country’s former one-child policy all hinder parents who want to marry their children off before they hit the “crucial” age of 30.

The outdoor marriage bazaar draws hundreds of traders every week, each one clutching a piece of paper listing height, age, educational background, occupation, and spousal preferences. Some mothers and fathers bring a folding chair, settling in for a day of fielding offers from other matchmakers. The success rate is low—there are parents who have been coming every weekend for years—but, given the social stigma facing unmarried 30-somethings, the marriage market has nevertheless thrived.

People’s Square, Wusheng Road, Huangpu, Shanghai. Get the Metro to People’s Square and walk west into the park. 

A son-and-daughter meat market, run by mom and dad.
Other Asian Street-Food Eggs

**Balut, Philippines**

Sold on the streets of the Philippines, *balut* is a boiled duck egg with a difference: It is fertilized.

Crack the shell open, and snuggled against the yolk you’ll see a veiny pink embryo in its fetal sac. Though recognizably avian, the fetus is too young to have developed a beak, claws, or feathers.

For 17 days, freshly fertilized duck eggs are stored in a warm place to allow the embryo to develop. Then, to prevent further maturation, vendors boil the eggs, killing the fetus and solidifying the yolk. Balut are served warm and salted, often as a snack to accompany beer.

**Century Egg, China**

The yolk of a century egg is forest-green and smells of sulfur-tinged ammonia. Its surrounding “white” is the color of rust, its texture similar to Jell-O.

The Chinese delicacy earns its pungent odor and distinctive look from a preservation process that raises its pH level. The recipe requires a duck or chicken egg to be encased in a mix of salt, clay, quicklime, ash, and rice hulls for several weeks. Eaten on their own or as a garnish for tofu dishes, century eggs are available at street stalls and in dim sum restaurants, and are often on the menu at birthdays and weddings.

**Ówakudani Black Eggs, Japan**

Ówakudani, or the Great Boiling Valley, is a volcanic zone with hot springs, sulfur vents, and a great view of Mount Fuji. It is also the best place in Japan to eat a black-shelled, longevity-enhancing egg.

The eggs of Ówakudani turn black when boiled in the thermal pools—the sulfur and minerals in the water react with the eggshell, causing the color change. A gondola lift brings cartons of eggs up the hill for boiling, after which they are sent back down to be sold in packs of five. Due to the presence of hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide in the air, visitors are allowed only a brief look at the cooking process.

**Tongzi Dan**

**Dongyang, Zhejiang**

Every spring, the streets of Dongyang fill up with egg vendors selling a popular seasonal product known as tongzi dan. Also called “boy eggs,” the traditional delicacy is made by collecting the urine of young boys and using it to hard-boil eggs. After boiling in the steaming urine, the eggs are removed, their shells cracked, and they are placed back into the simmering urine to soak up the robust flavor.

Tongzi dan have been standard street fare in Dongyang in Zhejiang Province for hundreds of years. The smell of steaming urine wafting through the city heralds the arrival of spring. Residents attest to the appetizing taste and medicinal properties of the eggs, believing they increase blood flow and lower internal temperature. Despite these widely held beliefs, doctors in the area do not advocate the consumption of anything boiled in human waste.

The process of acquiring bulk quantities of fresh young urine is surprisingly simple: Local schools line their halls with plastic buckets, which boys under 10 use as toilets when the urge strikes. The receptacles are collected throughout the day and their contents poured into the cooking barrels. In order to keep the process as hygienic as possible, boys who are unwell are asked to refrain from using the buckets.

Dongyang, Zhejiang. 🗺️ 29.289634 📍 120.241561
Also in China

Beichuan Earthquake Memorial

Beichuan · Destroyed in the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, the city of Beichuan remains in ruins as a memorial to the thousands who died.

Giant Mao Head

Changsha · This massive granite Mao-nument depicts the young Great Leader’s windswept, youthful head.

Kissing Dinosaurs

Erlian · Two smooching apatosauruses tower over a road near the Mongolian border, their necks creating a tunnel for passing cars.

Jade Burial Suits

Shijiazhuang · Hebei Provincial Museum displays two intricate suits of armor made from thousands of jade tiles stitched together with gold thread.

Hallstatt

Luoyang · China has built an exact replica of the Austrian village of Hallstatt to serve as a novelty high-end housing development.

Guoliang Tunnel

GUOLIANG, HENAN

Located in the Taihang mountains, the village of Guoliang was once accessible only via a treacherous, 720-step cliffside staircase known as the “sky ladder.” When its 350 inhabitants needed to stock up on food supplies or get medical attention, they would climb down these 720 steps, built without a railing during the Ming dynasty (1368–1644).

That arrangement changed in 1972, when villager Shen Mingxin and a dozen other men began to dig a road through one of the mountains. Using shovels, spikes, iron hammers, and dynamite that they purchased by selling livestock, the men spent the next five years hand-carving the tunnel out of rock almost 400 feet (122 m) up the mountain.

On May 1, 1977, the three-quarter-mile Guoliang Tunnel opened to traffic. Illuminated only by sunlight through its 30 rock-hewn windows and measuring under 20 feet (6 m) wide, it requires careful navigation by both vehicles and pedestrians. Drivers use their headlights and honk their horns at regular intervals to help prevent collisions.

From the city of Xinxiang, get a bus to Huixian, then switch to a Nanping-bound bus. The journey takes about 3 hours.

Guoliang Tunnel, seen running along the mountain about halfway down the cliff, was dug by hand.
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Drowned City of Shi Cheng

CHUN’AN, ZHEJIANG

Sixty years ago, Qiandao Lake wasn’t a lake at all, but a valley with a population of almost 300,000 people. One of its grander sights, located at the base of Wu Shi Mountain, was Shi Cheng, or Lion City, an ancient walled town built in 621 ce.

In 1959, as part of the Xin’an River hydroelectric power station project, the entire 222-square-mile (575 km²) valley was flooded to create a reservoir that’s around three times the size of Washington, DC. The people were relocated, their homes were buried underwater, and the city of Shi Cheng—its intricately decorated walls, gates, and archways intact, despite its age—disappeared.

The passage of decades dulled the memory of Shi Cheng. But in 2001, 100 feet (30 m) below the water’s surface, scuba divers rediscovered one of its stone walls. Over the next 10 years, robotic and human divers captured stunning photos and video of the well-preserved city. In 2005, an exploration team using sonar detection found three additional ancient cities that were also drowned in 1959.

Proposals for turning Shi Cheng into a tourist attraction—such as hoisting the whole thing onto land, offering submarine tours, or building a protective wall around it to keep the water away—have fallen flat due to the possibility of damaging the site. For now, the only way to see the Lion City is to strap on a scuba tank and plunge into the depths of Qiandao Lake, where an ancient world awaits.

Chun’an, 95 miles (153 km) southwest of Hangzhou. Dive season is April to October, with best visibility from April to June. For equipment and companions, contact Big Blue, a dive facility in Shanghai that organizes group trips to Qiandao Lake. 🌔 29.615849 📢 118.990803

Hong Kong

Kowloon Walled City Park

KOWLOON CITY, KOWLOON

From 1945 to 1993, the tiny, windowless apartments of Kowloon Walled City were stacked 15 stories high, the buildings crammed together into a concrete cube. Crooked stairways wound their way down to narrow alleys lined with dirt and reeking of sour garbage. Sunrise and sunset were irrelevant—constant darkness shrouded the city’s labyrinthine passages, hiding misdeeds and enabling squalor. It was a grimy, lawless enclave where the Chinese triads reigned, opium dens did a roaring trade, and unlicensed dentists clumsily ripped out rotting teeth.

Built as a military fort in the early 1800s, Kowloon’s walled settlement was the only piece of land that the Chinese refused to give up when the British leased the New Territories part of Hong Kong in 1898. At the time, Kowloon was home to a few hundred Chinese troops, who wanted to stay put in order to maintain a military stronghold amid the ever-expanding British Empire. Britain allowed the Chinese to keep Kowloon as long as their presence didn’t interfere with British rule of Hong Kong.

This agreement didn’t last long. The following year, the British stormed the 6.5-acre settlement and captured it, finding only about 150 people inside. The British government let it sit idle for the next several decades. Squatters seeped in, and, by the end of World War II, Kowloon had begun its transformation into a wretchedly overpopulated hub of iniquity. With a peak of 33,000 inhabitants, or 111,450 per square mile, the city-within-a-city was one of the most densely populated areas in history.

In 1987, the Hong Kong government finally decided to demolish Kowloon Walled City and replace it with a park. The enclave was torn down in 1994, revealing several relics from the original garrison, such as cannons and parts of the wall. These artifacts, as well as a scale model of the old, overstuffed village, are now on display at Kowloon Walled City Park, a collection of gardens that is as tranquil as the city was chaotic.

Tung Tsing Road, Kowloon City. The park is a 15-minute walk from the Lok Fu Hong Kong MTR station. 🌔 22.33213 📢 114.190329
Central–Mid-Levels Escalators

Central and Western District

Residents of Hong Kong’s affluent, elevated Mid-Levels commute to the city’s main business district in a unique way: Instead of hopping on a train, tram, boat, or bus, they spend 20 minutes riding a series of hillside escalators.

Built in 1993 to ease road traffic, the Central–Mid-Levels Escalators comprise the world’s longest outdoor covered escalator system. A total of 20 escalators, plus three moving walkways, snake along Cochrane Street and Shelley Street, linking the core urban area of Central to the residential Mid-Levels on Victoria Peak. The total distance covered is 2,600 feet (792 m), with a vertical climb of 443 feet (135 m).

Around 55,000 people use the escalator system every day. From 6 a.m. until 10 a.m., all escalators run downhill. Then it’s switchover time—from 10:30 a.m. until the midnight system shutdown, the mechanical walkways travel uphill. On the moving stairs, you’ll glide past the vibrant shops and global restaurants of the bustling SoHo district.

The world’s longest outdoor covered escalator system transports commuters across Hong Kong’s hilly terrain.

Taiwan

Tuned Mass Damper of Taipei 101

Taipei

The view of the city from the 89th floor of Taipei 101, one of the world’s tallest buildings at 1,667 feet (508 m), is spectacular. But turn your back to the urban panorama and you’ll see something equally fascinating: a huge yellow sphere, suspended in the center of the building between floors 88 and 92.

The 728-ton globe is a tuned mass damper, a pendulum-like device designed to counter the effects of wind and seismic activity on high-rises. In strong wind, the upper levels of a skyscraper will sway a few feet back and forth. The Taipei 101 damper, suspended from eight steel cables, provides a counterforce that offsets the movement and prevents people in the building from feeling unsteady.

Given Taiwan’s susceptibility to earthquakes—the city sits on the edge of two tectonic plates—the eye-catching damper is an essential architectural feature.

7 Hsin Yi Road, Section 5, Taipei. The building is a 15-minute walk from the Taipei City Hall subway station. You will ride to the observatory level in one of the world’s fastest elevators, traveling at 38 miles (61 km) per hour.

Taipei - Dine in a revolving restaurant at the top of a waste incinerator’s chimney.

An enormous pendulum helps keep Taiwan’s tallest building from swaying in the wind.
In the garden of Kan’ei-ji Temple is a smooth, engraved boulder—a circa-1821 memorial honoring the slain victims of artist Masuyama Sessai. A man with a sizable conscience, Sessai ordered its construction himself, hoping it would console the spirits of those he killed. The slain were insects killed to serve as anatomy models for an illustrated scientific textbook, but erecting a stone shrine was the least the staunch Buddhist felt he could do. Mushizuka, the word engraved on the border, means “mound for insects.”

1-14-11 Ueno Sakuragi, Taito-ku, Tokyo. Kan’ei-ji Temple is a 5-minute walk from Uguisadani Station’s south exit. 〒 110-0003  ☎ 03-3877-0101

Also in Tokyo

Kabukicho Robot Restaurant
Tokyo · Neon strobe lights, techno music, drummer women in bikinis, and gyrating cyborgs are but a few notable features of this deeply confusing dining experience.

Nakagin Capsule Tower
Tokyo · This 13-story apartment building is crammed with 144 podlike residences straight out of a dystopian sci-fi novel.

Roppongi Hills Pond
Tokyo · The pond of this urban garden contains descendants of fish who traveled to space aboard the Columbia shuttle in 1994.
**Meguro Parasitological Museum**

This small but memorable museum, established as a research collection in 1953, pays tribute to the tens of thousands of organisms that thrive at the expense of others. The first floor offers an overview of the parasite-host relationship and life cycle, while the second floor showcases 300 preserved specimens, including a dolphin stomach infected with roundworms, a heartworm-infested dog heart, and a turtle head whose eye sockets are now inhabited by leeches.

For reasons that mystify even museum staff, the institute has become a go-to date spot—young couples hold hands and gaze at the 29-foot (8.8 m) tapeworm extracted from the stomach of a man who ate infected trout.

4-1-1 Shimomeguro, Meguro, Tokyo. The museum is a 15-minute walk from Meguro station. Stop by the gift shop for a preserved parasite key ring. N 35.631695 E 139.706649

---

**Parasitic Worms and Their Effects on Humans**

**Guinea worms (Dracunculiasis)**

You won’t know you’re infected with a guinea worm until a year after it has entered your body. That’s when you’ll notice a blister on your leg. Within three days, it will rupture, exposing what looks like a piece of white string. That is the guinea worm, and its journey through your body is far from over.

By the time they’ve spent a year in your connective tissue, where they grow up to 3 feet (1 m) long, guinea worms have generated and stored millions of eggs in their bodies. When a worm emerges from a burst blister, the temptation will be to yank it out. Bad plan. This can result in the worm breaking, causing the remainder of its body—and the eggs it holds—to putrefy and get stuck inside you.

When a worm pokes out of your leg, you must begin winding it around a stick to draw it out. Don’t tug. Just wait for it to slither farther out, winding its body around the stick like cotton on a reel. The entire process may take months.

As the worm emerges, you will feel an intense burning sensation around the blister. The temptation to dunk your leg in the nearest pond or river will be overwhelming. Crucially, this form of relief is how the life cycle of the guinea worm perpetuates: The worm will release larvae into the water. Water fleas eat the larvae. Humans drink water containing the larvae-infested fleas, and the entire process starts anew.

**Eye Worm (Loiasis)**

An eye worm, or loa loa, is often asymptomatic, but when the worm makes its presence known, the effect is startling. Loa loa enter your body via the bite of a fly (commonly deer flies or mango flies) that is infected with larvae. Burrowing into your subcutaneous tissue and lungs, and traveling through your circulatory system, loa loa grow to over 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) long and produce larvae that end up in your spinal fluid, urine, or mucus.

Though the most frequently observed symptom of loiasis is Calabar swellings (itchy red lumps, particularly on the forearms), the first sign of an infection may be a tickle in your eyeball. Loa loa can migrate through the subconjunctival tissues of your eye. In other words, you will be able to watch in a mirror as a worm wriggles beneath the top layer of your eyeball. The sensation will be painful, itchy, and unlike anything you’ve ever experienced.

**Tapeworms (Taeniasis)**

Pause before eating pork or beef and check whether it’s been properly cooked. Raw or undercooked meat can harbor tapeworm larvae, which, once they reach your intestines, latch on and develop into adults of up to 25 feet (7.6 m) long.

Flat, ribbonlike tapeworms can live inside you for up to 18 years. Their bodies consist of 1,000 to 2,000 proglottids, or individual segments, giving them a ridged look. About 20 percent of the proglottids—the ones toward the rear end—are capable of producing eggs and behaving like individual worms. Segments that break off sometimes crawl out of the anus and down the thighs of their human host. Word is, it tickles.

Most people infected with tapeworms exhibit no symptoms, but a worm that has spent over a decade in your intestines may cause indigestion, abdominal pain, or weight loss. The first sign of an infection will likely be worm segments in the stool. They may be moving.
Twenty-three Japanese fishermen aboard their boat, the Lucky Dragon Five, were trawling for tuna in March 1954 when the predawn sky lit up and fine white flakes began to fall onto the deck. For the next three hours, the mysterious ash continued to rain down. Soon, the crew members began to feel unwell. Headaches, nausea, burns, eye pain, bleeding gums: The symptoms piled up, all evidence of the same affliction—acute radiation poisoning.

The Lucky Dragon Five and her crew had been exposed to fallout from an atomic bomb. Eight years into its Marshall Islands thermonuclear test program, the U.S. detonated its “Bravo” device, a weapon 1,000 times more destructive than the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. The Lucky Dragon was outside the danger zone, but it didn’t matter—the test was more powerful than predicted, and fallout spread far beyond the predetermined area.

The incident triggered panic in Japan, which was still reeling from the 1945 atomic bomb attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Lucky Dragon and its crew members—one of whom died within seven months of exposure and is considered to be the first victim of the hydrogen bomb—became emblems of the country’s antinuclear movement, which gathered strength following fears that tuna contaminated during the Bravo test had made its way into the market.

After returning to service as a training boat, the Lucky Dragon retired in 1967. It is now on display in an exhibition hall, its fading hull accompanied by strings of paper cranes, a Geiger counter, and a tiny jar containing specks of the deadly snow that fell from the sky in 1954.

Daigo Fukuryū Maru Exhibition Hall, Yumenoshima Park, 3-2 Yumenoshima, Koto, Tokyo. N 35.689488 E 139.691706

Every February, a papier-mâché rhino politely lunges at the staff of Ueno Zoo. The rhino, operated by a pair of zookeepers, is one of the fake creatures used in the zoo’s annual Escaped Animal Drill.

Each year, the artificial rhino—along with staff members in furry monkey suits and one dressed as a bipedal tiger—attempts to storm the gates of the zoo and wreak havoc on the streets of Tokyo. Zookeepers band together to capture the “hum-animals,” encircling them with nets, loading tranquilizer guns, and tapping the ground with sticks. Some zoo staff even feign injury or play dead to heighten the authenticity of the scene. All participants carry out their duties earnestly, never cracking a smile.

The yearly drill is part of Ueno Zoo’s emergency preparations for earthquakes and other natural disasters. It has become such a popular attraction in its own right that other Japanese zoos have started to copy the idea.

9-83, Ueno Park, Taito-ku, Tokyo. The Escaped Animal Drill is usually held between February 20–22, but contact the zoo directly to confirm. N 35.714070 E 139.774081

Once a year, Ueno Zoo’s keepers dress as animals and try to break free.
The glowing bodies of bioluminescent squid light up the fishing port of Toyama Bay.
**The World’s Largest Drain**

KASUKABE, SAITAMA

The G-Cans project, more officially known as the Metropolitan Area Outer Underground Discharge Channel, is a massive underground waterway and water storage area built to protect Tokyo from flooding during monsoons.

G-Cans opened in 2009 after 17 years of construction. With its 59 pillars, miles of tunnels, and 83-foot-high (925 m) ceilings, the vast space resembles an underground temple. Five 21-story concrete silos collect rainwater, preventing overflow of the city’s rivers and waterways. The humongous drainage system can pump over 12,000 tons of water per minute—that’s four and a half Olympic-size swimming pools.

There are daily free tours of the drainage system, but you will need to bring your own translator if you can’t understand Japanese. This precaution ensures that, in the event of an emergency, you will be able to follow evacuation instructions.

Showa drainage pump, 720 Kamikanasaki, Kasukabe. Free tours of the drainage system are conducted daily in Japanese. The closest train station is Minami-Sakurai (a 40-minute walk), after a one-hour trip from central Tokyo. ☎️ 35.997417 ⬛ 139.811454

---

**Firefly Squid of Toyama Bay**

TOYAMA BAY, ISHIKAWA AND TOYAMA

The firefly squid is a 3-inch-long (7.6 cm) cephalopod found in the waters surrounding Japan. Its standout feature—a series of photophores that make the squid glow a brilliant blue—is ordinarily concealed by the dark, 1,200-foot-deep (366 m) water it inhabits. But every year, from March to May, millions of firefly squid surface in Toyama to spawn and are swept ashore by the currents of the bowl-shaped bay.

This time of year is also prime fishing season. Nets trawl the predawn waters, hauling up piles of squirming, glowing creatures and turning boats into beacons. The beaches are bathed in a blue glow as the adult squid—who have a one-year life span—lay their eggs and prepare to die. The Japanese government regards the annual light show as a “special natural monument.”

While the firefly squid are highly regarded for their magical visual effects, they are also prized for their tasty innards. After basking in the glow of the predawn bioluminescent bay, you can head to a sushi joint and feast on squid served raw, boiled, or turned into tempura.

If you’d like to learn more about the glowing squid before—or instead of—eating them, head to Toyama’s Hotaruika Museum, which bills itself as the only firefly squid museum in the world.

Namerikawa fishing port, Toyama Bay. Sightseeing boats depart from the Namerikawa fishing port around 3 a.m. 🛥️ 36.788391 ⬛ 137.367554
The monks of Shugendo mummified themselves while still alive by drinking tea made from poisonous sap.

**Self-Mummifying Monks of Shugendō**

**Mount Yudono, Yamagata**

The monks of northern Japan who followed Shugendō, an ancient form of esoteric Buddhism, sought to achieve enlightenment through difficult, ritualistic physical and mental challenges. At least two dozen monks successfully enacted an extreme form of self-sacrifice: They brought about their own deaths by slow, excruciating self-mummification.

The entire process took about ten years. During the first of the three stages, the monks spent 1,000 days eating a strict diet of nuts and seeds, while taking part in a regimen of rigorous physical activity that stripped them of their body fat. (Due to its high water content and heat retention, fat accelerates decomposition.)

In stage two, the monks restricted their diet even further, consuming only bark, roots, and a tea made from the toxic sap of the Urushi tree—a substance more conventionally used to lacquer wood. This caused vomiting, sweating, and excess urination, achieving the goal of bodily desiccation and insuring that any maggots attempting to feed on the post-mortem flesh would be poisoned.

Finally, a self-mummifying monk would lock himself in a stone tomb 10 feet (3 m) underground, where he would meditate and recite mantras while sitting in the lotus position. His only connection to the outside world was a bamboo air tube and a bell. Each day, he rang the bell to indicate he was still alive. When the bell stopped ringing, the tube was removed and the tomb sealed.

Hundreds of monks attempted self-mummification; few were successful. A thousand days after the final ringing of the bell, when the tombs were opened, most bodies had decomposed. These monks were resealed in their tombs—respected for their endurance, but not worshipped.

The monk with the most outlandish story is Tetsumonkai, who, according to legend, killed multiple samurai and fell in love with a prostitute before joining the seminary. Newly devoted to a life of self-sacrifice, he castrated himself, hand-delivered his carefully wrapped penis to the lovelorn woman, and cut out his left eye in the hope that it would end the outbreak of ocular disease in Edo. Having decided he needed to leave his body to the world in order to bring salvation to mankind, Tetsumonkai entered his tomb in 1829. His mummy, still in the lotus position, is on display at Churenji temple at Mount Yudono.

From Tokyo, get the Shinkansen (bullet train) to Niigata and switch to an Inaho limited express, getting off at Tsuruoka. This will take about 4 hours. From there, get a Yudono-bound bus to Oami. Churenji and Dainichibo temples are within walking distance.

38.531952 139.985089

The monks of Shugendo mummified themselves while still alive by drinking tea made from poisonous sap.
Tucked among houses on a narrow residential street in suburban Kyoto is a 30-foot-tall (9 m) grassy mound containing the ears and noses of tens of thousands of Koreans.

In 1592, Japanese military commander Hideyoshi Toyotomi led an invasion of Korea with the eventual goal of conquering China. Around 160,000 Japanese troops streamed into Korea with orders to murder indiscriminately. The amount of respect and remuneration the soldiers received depended on their proving their kill tally. Traditionally, samurai took the severed heads of their victims as war trophies. But given the massive body count, soldiers began removing just the noses, or, less frequently, the ears, of the dead. Estimates vary wildly, but Japanese soldiers took body parts from perhaps as many as 150,000 Koreans. Reportedly, some of the victims were still alive when mutilated and survived the attacks.

Mimizuka literally translates to “mound of ears,” despite the fact that it contains mostly noses. When the monument was dedicated in 1597, it was known as Hanazuka, or “mound of noses.” The name changed decades later, when it was decided that the image Hanazuka evoked was simply too cruel. Severed ears were somehow more acceptable. Shomen-dori, Higashiyama, Kyoto. Mimizuka is a short walk north of Shichijo station on the Keihan train line. ☎️ 135.770278

Peaceful though it appears, the Mound of Ears is a shocking testament to wartime brutality.

Other Mummified Buddhist Monks

Luang Pho Daeng
After dying during a seated meditation session, 79-year-old Buddhist monk Luang Pho Daeng was encased in a glass coffin at Wat Khunaram temple. That was in 1974. The monk has been on display ever since.

The passage of time has brought remarkably little damage to the body. Besides desiccation and a gradual brown mottling of the white skin, the only visible change is the loss of eyeballs—a development the temple monks dealt with by covering the empty eye sockets with sunglasses.

Dash-Dorzho Itigilov
In 1927, Dash-Dorzho Itigilov, the 75-year-old head of Buddhism in Russia, announced it was time for him to die. Accordingly, he gathered a group of lamas to join him in meditation, during which he died while seated in the lotus position. Shortly thereafter, Buddhism was all but wiped from newly Communist Russia. In 2002, Itigilov’s body was exhumed and transferred to the Ivolginsky Datsan, the most important Buddhist monastery in Russia. Itigilov’s mummified remains are still there, sitting in the exact same lotus position as when he died in 1927. Itigilov is exhibited on major Buddhist holidays, during which pilgrims press their foreheads to the silk scarves that flow from Itigilov’s hands out through a slot in the glass case.

The mummy of Luang Pho Daeng wears sunglasses so his desiccated eye sockets don’t scare visitors.
Marathon Monks of Mount Hiei

HONSHU, SHIGA

The circumference of Earth is 24,901 miles (40,075 km). That’s 2,000 miles (3,219 km) less than the distance the marathon monks of Mount Hiei must cover, on foot, over a period of 7 years.

The marathon monks, or gyoja, belong to the Tendai sect of Buddhism, founded at the Enryaku-ji temple on Mount Hiei in the early 9th century. Seeking the status of living sainthood, they elect to undergo the rigors of kaihogyo, a 7-year program involving daily long-distance treks on little sleep and meager food rations.

Gyoja are allowed just one week of training before embarking on the first kaihogyo challenge: 100 consecutive days of 25-mile (40 km) walks. During this preparation week, other members of the sect clear the mountainous course of sharp rocks and sticks and weave 80 pairs of straw sandals for each monk to wear. Each pair lasts, at most, a few days.

For the next three and a half months, gyoja follow an unwavering daily routine. Each monk wakes at midnight and eats a small meal of rice or noodles before spending an hour in prayer. Then it is time to walk. Wearing a white robe, sandals, and a large rectangular straw hat, the monk follows a strict course, stopping at almost 300 stations along the way to pray and chant. He is forbidden from eating, drinking, or resting. Around his waist is a knife attached to a rope. In the event that the gyoja is unable to complete his kaihogyo, he is honor-bound to commit suicide using either implement.

When the monk completes his daily walk, he bathes, eats another small meal, and participates in chores and Tendai services before going to bed at 9 p.m. At midnight, he wakes and the entire process begins again.

The first three years of the kaihogyo follow the same pattern: one 100-day set of 25-mile (40 km) walks per year. In each of the fourth and fifth years, there are two 100-day sets. The greatest challenge comes on the 700th day, when, in an ordeal known as the doiri, the gyoja is denied food, water, and sleep for seven to nine days. The near-death experience, during which the gyoja sits upright in constant prayer, is intended to facilitate the death of the ego and the birth of a transcendent, interconnected being capable of leading others toward enlightenment. Originally, the doiri lasted 10 days, but the zero percent survival rate forced it to be shortened.

In the final two years, the distance of the walks increases—first to 37.5 miles (60 km), then to 52 miles (84 km). Approximately 50 monks have completed the 7-year kaihogyo since 1885. The most recent is Yūsai Sakai, one of three gyoja to have endured the process twice—from 1973 to 1980, and again, after a six-month break, from 1980 to 1987.

Enryaku-ji, the birthplace of Tendai Buddhism, is open to visitors. From Kyoto, take the Keihan Main Line to Demachiyanagi and transfer to an Eizan train to Yase-Hiieizanguchi. From here the Eizan Cable Car will take you up Mount Hiei. 🌐 35.070556 📧 135.841111

Also in Japan

The Tomb of Jesus

Shingo · According to a faithful few, Jesus died not on a cross on Calvary, but in northern Japan at the age of 106. A grave in the village of Shingo supposedly holds his remains.

Jigokudani Park

Yamanouchi · In the hot springs of snowy Hell’s Valley is a spa for macaque monkeys.
**Wisteria Tunnel**

**KITAKYUSHU, FUKUOKA**

For most of the year, the wisteria tunnel at Kawachi Fuji Gardens is a latticed canopy overlaid with barren, twisting vines. But for a few weeks every spring, the tunnel is in magnificent bloom, its dangling flowers and sweet scent enveloping all those who walk its path.

The private garden is home to around 150 wisteria plants in shades of purple, pink, and white. Visit between late April and mid-May to see the wisteria in bloom—the exact dates vary each year.

2-2-48 Kawachi, Yahata-Higashi-ku, Kitakyushu. A JR train to Yahata Station followed by a bus to Kawachi Shogakko-Mae and a 15-minute walk will get you to the garden. 📞 33.831580 📞 130.792692

---

**The Village of Dolls**

**NAGORO, TOKUSHIMA**

The school in the small village of Nagoro has a classroom full of silent students. Staring at an equally silent teacher, they sit motionless day after day, never calling out an answer or rustling their books.

The students and teacher are life-size dolls, created by Nagoro resident Ayano Tsukimi after the school closed due to low enrolment. Tsukimi, who was born in Nagoro, spent decades living in Osaka, Japan’s third-largest city. When she returned to her childhood home, the population had dwindled from about 300 to 35 residents.

The dolls began as scarecrows, made to defend Tsukimi’s veggie patch. But as Tsukimi created more and more, some in the likeness of deceased friends and relatives, she started placing them around the village in remembrance of the Nagoro residents she once knew. A doll in rain boots and wet-weather gear sits by a creek holding a fishing rod. A couple of elderly cloth people relax side by side on an outdoor bench, watching the world go by. Scenes like this are found all over the village.

Tsukimi estimates she has created 350 dolls, meaning they outnumber Nagoro’s human residents 10 to 1.

To visit the village, board a JR train to Awa-Ikeda Station, followed by a bus to Kubo, then a bus to Nagoro. 📞 34.043671 📞 133.802503

---

As residents die in the dwindling village of Nagoro, one local artisan is replacing them with cloth dolls.
Hashima, an island off the coast of Nagasaki, is known by two nicknames: Gunkanjima (“Battleship Island”) and Midori Nashi Shima (“Island Without Green”). The austere brutality conjured by these names is reflected in its appearance—Gunkanjima is a narrow lump of rock covered in the crumbling remains of a crowded concrete village.

The Mitsubishi company purchased the island in 1890 to establish a coal-mining facility for undersea reserves. In 1916, Japan’s first concrete high-rises sprung up on Gunkanjima—nine-story slabs of gray with cramped rooms and rows of identical balconies overlooking a claustrophobic courtyard. By 1959, over 5,000 coal miners and their families occupied these drab apartments, making the less-than-a-mile-long (1.2 km) island—with a population density of 216,264 people per square mile—the most overcrowded place on Earth.

Residents relied on the mainland for deliveries of food and, until 1957, water, but Gunkanjima was otherwise self-sufficient. Schools, playgrounds, cinemas, shops, a hospital, and even brothels operated in the tiny community. Steep concrete staircases that connected adjoining buildings were the only means of travel to ninth-floor apartments.

In January 1974, Mitsubishi officially closed its mining facility. All residents abandoned their homes for the mainland within two months, and Gunkanjima has been uninhabited ever since. Decades of typhoons, wind, rain, and seawater have caused massive degradation to the monolithic buildings. Wooden planks regularly fall from the disintegrating balcony railings, landing on the piles of crumbled concrete below. Contorted steel beams and rusted iron frames protrude from the walls. Hints of domesticity remain: a teacup; a tricycle; a television manufactured in the 1960s. The only sounds at what was once the world’s most crowded place are the whipping wind and crashing waves.

Gunkanjima reopened to visitors in 2009, but official tours provide very limited access due to safety concerns. To actually explore the buildings, you would need to hop aboard an early-morning fishing boat for an unauthorized trip to the island. Official tour boats depart from Nagasaki Port and Tokiwa Terminal. 📍 32.627833 📞 129.738588
NORTH KOREA

Kijong-dong

DEMILITARIZED ZONE (DMZ)

Within the 2.5-mile-wide (4 km), 160-mile-long (250 km) heavily guarded demilitarized zone (DMZ) that separates North and South Korea are two villages—one on each side of the border. Built in the 1950s, following the Korean War cease-fire, the northern village of Kijong-dong is a collection of well-appointed, multistory buildings home to 200 families. At least, that is the official story according to the North Korean government. In reality, Kijong-dong is an uninhabited propaganda village, built to convince South Koreans peering across the border of the North’s economic success.

Viewed from a distance, Kijong-dong—or “Peace Village,” as it’s called by North Korea—is unremarkable, if a little drab. Look closer, however, and the trickery is revealed. Residential buildings have no glass in their windows. Electric lights—a rare luxury for rural Koreans—operate on an automatic timer. The only people in sight are maintenance workers, occasionally dispatched to sweep the streets to give the impression of ongoing activity.

One mile (1.6 km) from Kijong-dong, on the south side of the border, is the village of Daeseong-dong. Its few hundred residents live in limbo—as residents of the DMZ, they are exempt from taxes and compulsory military service, but these perks come at the price of their freedom. An 11 p.m. curfew is strictly enforced, and relocating is prohibited.

The opposing villages offer a study in the often ridiculous one-upmanship between North and South Korea. In the 1980s, the South Korean government erected a 323-foot-tall (98 m) pole in Daeseong-dong and flew their country’s flag. North Korea responded by building a 525-foot (160 m) flagpole—then the tallest in the world—and raised an even larger flag over Kijong-dong.

Sixty endangered species roam around the DMZ, including the Amur leopard, Asiatic black bear, and red-crowned crane. They share their habitat with a million land mines. The Korea Tourism Organization offers nature tours of the DMZ, marketing it as “The Peace and Life Zone.”

Entry to either village is not permitted, but both are visible from the UN-controlled Joint Security Area (JSA). You will be asked by the United Nations Command to sign a release form that includes a death waiver.

Unplanned Nature Reserves

When humans leave, nature thrives. These “involuntary parks,” to use a phrase coined by futurist Bruce Sterling, tend to be highly diverse ecosystems populated by species that thrive in the absence of agriculture and development.

European Green Belt

The Iron Curtain kept Europe segregated—physically and politically—for over 40 years. During this time, people fled the border regions, and the area between the Soviet-led East and NATO-aligned West became a corridor for wildlife. With the fall of the Iron Curtain came increased development. A grassroots conservation initiative called the European Green Belt aims to preserve and protect the ecological network that runs from the top of Finland to Greece and Turkey.

Cyprus Green Line

The cease-fire border dividing the Greek and Turkish parts of Cyprus earned its “Green Line” nickname after a peace force commander used a green marker to draw a wobbly line across a map of the country in 1964. Now the zone is verdant with flora and fauna, including the lapwing wading bird, the once-presumed-extinct Cyprus spiny mouse, and the mouflon—a wild sheep with large curled horns.
The unfinished Ryugyong Hotel looms over North Korea’s capital.
**RYUGYONG HOTEL**

**PYONGYANG**

The “Pyramid of Pyongyang” is a 105-story triangular skyscraper that was scheduled to open over 20 years ago. It is still unfinished.

Construction on the 3,000-room, 1,082-foot-tall (330 m) Ryugyong Hotel began in 1987, with a projected opening date of June 1989. The deadline came and went. Then came the collapse of the Soviet Union. Suddenly, North Korea could no longer rely on the USSR for financial support and friendly import prices. The country quickly sank into an economic crisis. In 1992, with the exterior concrete shell of the hotel complete, construction halted. It was a necessary measure—there was no money and no electricity, and the entire country was dealing with the ravages of famine.

For 16 years, the giant gray skeleton towered silently over Pyongyang, the crane at its zenith a constant reminder of its unfinished state. Then, in 2008, construction mysteriously resumed, backed by an Egyptian telecommunications company. But the rescheduled opening date of April 2012—the 100th anniversary of Eternal President Kim Il-sung’s birth—came and went. In November 2012, German luxury hotel firm Kempinski said it would manage the hotel and provided an opening date of August 2013—only to withdraw from the project in April 2013.

Though the concrete exterior is now covered in glass, there is no indication when—or if—the hotel will open. Rumors suggest the years of neglect have left it structurally unsound.

**Pyongyang, beside the Konsol metro station on the Hyoksin Line. You can’t go inside Ryugyong Hotel, but you can see it from anywhere in Pyongyang. The city is accessible only via guided tour, departing from Beijing on the North Korean airline Air Koryo.**

While in the country, take care not to say anything that guides could interpret as critical of the hotel or the North Korean government.

**INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP EXHIBITION**

**MOUNT MYOHYANG, NORTH PYONGAN**

Like all national leaders, former North Korean rulers Kim Jong-il and Kim Il-sung received gifts from international politicians during their reigns. Uniquely, these presents are all on display in a 120-room museum that aims to showcase the world’s undying love for the deceased despots.

Many of the gifts, which number around 100,000, are modest tokens of diplomatic etiquette—vases, ashtrays, books, and pens. At the other extreme is the big-ticket bounty received from Communists, terrorists, and despotic leaders keen to curry favor with North Korea. Animal trophies make a popular dictator-to-dictator gift: Fidel Castro handed over a crocodile-skin briefcase, while Nicolae Ceauşescu, the Romanian dictator who was overthrown and killed by his own people, proffered a bear head mounted on a red satin pillow.

Former Soviet ruler Joseph Stalin and Chinese chairman Mao Zedong each took a bigger-is-better approach, supplying a bulletproof limousine and armored train car, respectively. (Beyond their extravagance, these gifts show a certain thoughtfulness and sensitivity, given both Kim Jong-il and Kim Il-sung’s fear of flying.)

At the end of Madeleine Albright’s diplomatic trip to the isolated country in 2000, the US secretary of state presented Kim Jong-il with a basketball signed by Michael Jordan. The ball joins a Sony Walkman, a Casio keyboard, an Apple computer, and a soccer ball signed by Brazilian soccer great Pelé.

In order to see Kim Jong-il’s bizarre collection of gifts from world leaders, visitors are required to wear white gloves.

Mount Myohyang is a 2-hour drive from Pyongyang, accessible only by guided tour. You will be provided with fabric covers to wear over your shoes so you do not sully the floors with filth. Photos are prohibited.
The demilitarized zone (DMZ) separating North and South Korea is a 160-mile-long (257 km), 2.5-mile-wide (4 km) strip of land where attempts—or perceived attempts—to cross the border result in being shot to death. Two million soldiers patrol the tension-filled buffer, making it the most heavily guarded border on Earth. A stealth ground invasion would be impossible—which is why, following the 1953 ceasefire that ended the Korean War, North Korea began secretly digging tunnels.

South Korea discovered the Third Tunnel of Aggression, named for it being the third one found and its apparent intended function as a conduit for military invasion, in 1978. It is one of at least a dozen rumored tunnels beneath the DMZ, four of which have been found so far. Designed to provide the route for an attack on Seoul, the Third Tunnel measures just over a mile (1.6 km) long, ending 27 miles (43.5 km) from the South Korean city.

At first, North Korea denied digging the 6.5 × 6 foot (2 × 1.8 m) tunnel. Then the story changed: The tunnel was a North Korean coal mine, a statement officials backed up by hurriedly painting its walls black. Refusing to believe the creative explanation, South Korea took control of the passage and blocked the border line with concrete barriers. The tunnel is now open to visitors, who can get within a few feet of the barbed wire and machine guns waiting on the other side of the concrete.

Self-appointed “tunnel hunters” in South Korea continue to search for secret passageways in the DMZ, believing the country won’t be safe from a North Korean invasion until all are found. Motivated by deep distrust of their neighbors to the north, some have spent decades poring over maps, searching the ground for clues, and financing fruitless drilling operations.

Tours to the tunnel, located near Panmunjom, in the DMZ, leave from Lotte Hotel in Seoul. ☎️ 37.956000 🔄 126.677000
Jindo-Modo Land Bridge

JINDO, SOUTH JEOLLA

Moses may have parted the Red Sea to rescue the Israelites, but, according to South Korean legend, he is not the only one to achieve such a feat.

Twice a year, the waters separating Jindo and Modo islands recede, creating a causeway almost 2 miles (3 km) long and 120 feet (36.6 m) wide. The traditional explanation for this phenomenon is that a pack of tigers once attacked Jindo, sending its residents fleeing. Everyone escaped except an elderly woman, who prayed to the sea god to split the waters so she could pass safely to Modo. Her wish was granted.

Today, visitors to Jindo and Modo can relive the elderly woman’s crossing of the Yellow Sea—once at the beginning of May and once in mid-June. On each of these days, visitors and tourists from each island pull on waterproof boots and walk to the middle of the causeway to meet one another and celebrate. Festivities are fleeting—the land bridge only lasts for about an hour.

Hoedong-ri, Jindo. Jindo is 6 hours from Seoul by bus. From the Jindo bus terminal, get a local bus toward Hoedong-ri. 34.407158 126.361349

Also in South Korea

Trick Eye Museum
Seoul - Become part of an optical illusion at this collection of trompe l’oeil paintings that seem to interact with visitors.

Twice a year, low tides part the Yellow Sea, allowing residents of Jindo and Modo islands to meet in the middle of the ocean.
Southeast Asia

BRUNEI

Kampong Ayer

Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei-Muara

Almost 10 percent of Brunei’s 400,000-strong population lives in Kampong Ayer, a cluster of 42 villages on stilts on the Brunei River. Wooden boardwalks connect the homes, shops, mosques, schools, and restaurants. A floating gas station services speedboat taxis, the public transport of choice.

Inhabited since the 9th century, Kampong Ayer became known as the Venice of the East after Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan visited in 1521. Despite the ramshackle appearance of its buildings, the villages boast modern conveniences such as air-conditioning, satellite television, and internet access.

Speedboat operators at Bandar Seri Begawan will be happy to take you on a tour of Kampong Ayer. 📞 4.882695 📧 114.944261

CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh Memorial Stupa

Phnom Penh

The horrors of Choeung Ek are unimaginable. This is the site where, from 1975 to 1979, members of the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia’s Communist party, executed 17,000 men, women, and children.

The Khmer Rouge’s systematic genocide—which claimed the lives of approximately two million Cambodians, or a quarter of the population—was part of an attempt to turn the country into a classless society focused on agricultural labor. The entire population was forced into farming, and anyone who was educated, religious, or resistant to leaving their urban home was killed.

Choeung Ek is now a memorial. At its center is a Buddhist stupa, a monument containing relics of the deceased. Its sides are made of glass, allowing visitors to see 5,000 skulls lined up neatly on the shelves inside. Many of the skulls show signs of trauma—the Khmer Rouge executed prisoners with pickaxes instead of guns to save on the price of bullets. Surrounding the stupa are fields lined with rows of pits—the former mass graves from which the skulls were exhumed. Human bones and fragments of clothing occasionally poke through the dirt.

The Cambodian government encourages visitors to come see the stupa and remember the atrocities committed during the Khmer Rouge regime.

Called the Venice of the East, Kampong Ayer is the world’s largest water village.

Also in Brunei

Istana Nurul Iman

Bandar Seri Begawan - The sultan’s official residence, completed in 1984, has 1,788 rooms, a 110-car garage, and 564 chandeliers.

Skulls retrieved from the Khmer Rouge Killing Fields tell a story of the regime’s genocidal madness.

Choeung Ek is a 30-minute taxi or auto rickshaw ("tuk-tuk") ride from central Phnom Penh. 📞 11.484394 📧 104.901992
Dinosaur of Ta Prohm

**Angkor, Siem Reap**

A carving on the wall of the Ta Prohm temple, built in the late 1100s, bears more than a passing resemblance to a stegosaurus. Since a 1997 guidebook first pointed out the strange carving, creationists have held up the Ta Prohm dinosaur as demonstrable “proof” that humans and dinosaurs once coexisted in Cambodia. There is even a replica of the carving on display at the Creation Evidence Museum in Glen Rose, Texas.

While the carved animal does seem to have a row of plates along its spine, it hardly makes a compelling argument for revising the prehistoric timeline. The bas-relief could just as easily be a depiction of a rhino or chameleon, with the “plates” forming a stylized version of foliage.

**Angkor Thom, Siem Reap. Siem Reap is 6 hours from Phnom Penh by bus, leaving from Sisowath Quay.**

What’s a stegosaurus doing on the wall of a 12th-century temple?

The Last Bamboo Train

**Battambang, Battambang**

“Train” is a misleading word for this vehicle. “Queen-size wooden bed frame speeding along a rickety mine track” is a more accurate description. Known to locals as “norries,” the bamboo trains of Battambang consist of two axles with welded-on wheels, topped by a 6 x 10-foot (1.8 x 3 m) bamboo platform. A noisy, sputtering engine, stripped from a motorcycle or a piece of farming equipment, powers a drive belt that spins the rear axle.

To ride the norry, you simply sit on the platform—observing that your “engineer” is more than likely a child in flip-flops and taking note of the lack of safety rails or means by which to secure yourself—and hope that your balance doesn’t betray you as you hurtle along the twisting rails at 30 miles (48 km) per hour.

Bamboo trains, an unregulated, improvised form of public transport, emerged after decades of Khmer Rouge rule decimated Cambodia’s rail network. Using the poorly maintained tracks the French built in the 1930s, locals began running self-built norries made from scavenged spare parts. A network of norry routes sprang up, allowing people to travel and transport produce or animals.

Now that the restoration of national railway lines is underway, almost all of the norry routes have ceased operation. The sole remaining section runs from the outskirts of Battambang to a small village with a brick factory. Multiple bamboo trains thunder along the tracks in both directions. When two norries meet head-on, the passengers on the vehicle with the smaller load hop off, dismantle the train, and reassemble it once the other train has passed. Reassembly takes about a minute—one of the norry’s many charms is that its parts are simply stacked on top of one another, with no nuts or bolts holding them in place. It’s a detail you’ll remember when you feel the wheels leave the tracks.

Rides on the bamboo train cost about $8 and can be booked through hotels in Battambang.

Also in Cambodia

Pangolin Rehabilitation Center

Phnom Penh - This sanctuary, established in 2012, is dedicated to improving the plight of the rare scaly anteater.
INDONESIA

Funeral Rites of Tana Toraja

TANA TORAJA, SOUTH SULAWESI

To the 650,000 Torajans of South Sulawesi, death is not the abrupt cessation of life, but a many-stage process that begins with a stopped heart and ends—sometimes years later—with burial.

The funeral rites of Tana Toraja consist of elaborate, multiday public ceremonies involving animal sacrifices, feasting, gift-giving, music, and a procession of village members toward the burial site. Wooden effigies, or tau tau, of the deceased are created and placed by the graves.

The cost of organizing and staging these rituals is so high that families may spend weeks, months, or even years raising the necessary funds. During this time, the wrapped corpse, chemically preserved with formalin, is kept in the ancestral home and referred to as “sick” or “asleep” rather than “deceased.”

When there is enough money to purchase a herd of sacrificial buffalo, the festivities begin. On the first day, guests form a procession and offer gifts of food, drink, and sacrificial cattle or pigs to the family. The presents are given on an implicit quid pro quo basis—each gift is registered and announced to the crowd, allowing the villagers to keep track of debts paid or incurred.

Later in the week, an animal handler ushers each buffalo to the center of a ring and fastens a rope from its nose ring to a bamboo pole driven into the ground. As adults, children, and family pets look on, the handler raises a machete and drives it into the animal’s neck, creating a gaping wound that gushes blood. The buffalo thrashes and writhes, blood spraying more forcefully with each movement. Gradually, the buffalo loses strength and collapses, dying in a pool of blood and mud. This process is repeated with dozens of buffalo and pigs.

According to Toraja belief, animal sacrifices prevent the spirit of the dead from lingering and bringing bad luck—souls travel to the afterlife on the backs of the buffalo. Back in the earthly realm, raw meat from the animal carcasses is distributed to guests, with high-ranking and wealthy people receiving the best cuts.

A week after the sacrificial ceremonies, the entire village parades the coffin to a burial site. The final resting place for a Torajan is usually a carved hole on the side of a cliff. Popular burial cliffs have rows of caskets guarded by tau tau.

The bus from Makassar, capital of South Sulawesi, takes 8 to 10 hours to reach Tana Toraja. Peak funeral season is after the harvest, from July to October. Ceremonies are public, and it is customary for visitors to bring a small gift for the family, such as coffee or cigarettes. ✠ 3.075300 ✈ 119.742604

Also in Indonesia

Tanah Lot

Bali - The boat-shaped rock island of Tanah Lot holds a temple protected by a holy snake.
**Sidoarjo Mud Volcano**

SIDOARJO, EAST JAVA

On May 29, 2006, a natural gas well in the regency of Sidoarjo began belching steam, water, gas, and a torrent of hot mud. The sludge has been gushing forth in great volumes ever since. A dozen ruined villages lie beneath a layer—up to 65 feet (19.8 m) thick—of cracked mud. Projections indicate that the volcano will erupt until at least 2037.

The initial eruption, which killed 14 people and forced another 30,000 in surrounding villages to evacuate, occurred after a drilling company, Lapindo Brantas, Inc., bore into a layer of liquid sediment, causing trapped water, steam, and gas to escape into the limestone surrounding the borehole.

In a hearing following the disaster, Lapindo Brantas claimed the eruption was not the fault of the company, but the result of fractures caused by a 6.3-magnitude earthquake that occurred 160 miles (257 km) away in 2006. A 2008 report compiled by a group of geologists, however, concluded that drilling was responsible for the explosion.

Lapindo Brantas’s attempts to fill the volcano with concrete were futile. Displaced villagers flung a sacrificial goat into the mud, hoping to ease the flow. That, too, failed. Levees installed in 2008 are keeping the mudflow contained, but sludge occasionally floods nearby roads.

Stay in Sidoarjo town and hire a motorbike with a driver to take you the 9 miles (15 km) south to the mudflow. 🗢️ 7.527778 📍 112.711667

---

**Laos**

**Xieng Khuan Buddha Park**

VIENITANE

Though its weathered stone statues of gods, humans, animals, and demons look hundreds of years old, this sculpture park is the 1958 creation of Bunleua Sulilat, an eccentric priest-shaman whose mystic religious philosophies integrated Hinduism and Buddhism.

Sulilat claimed to have acquired his beliefs after falling into a cave and meeting a Hindu-practicing Vietnamese hermit named Keoku. There are 200 concrete sculptures at Xieng Khuan, all built by Sulilat and a few of his followers. They include a 400-foot-long (122 m) reclining Buddha, a Shiva whose eight arms are full of weaponry, and a three-story “Hell, Earth, and Heaven” pumpkin with a demon head inexplicably grafted onto one side. Visitors can enter through the demon’s mouth and climb to the pumpkin’s upper floors.

Following the Communist revolution in 1975, Sulilat fled across the Mekong River to the Thai city of Nong Khai, where he soon built another Buddha park called Sala Keoku. His mummified body is stored on the third floor of its pavilion.

Thanon Tha Deua, Vientiane. The Buddha Park is a half hour east of Vientiane. A bus from the city’s morning market will take you to Friendship Bridge. From there, transfer to a minibus that will bump along uneven gravel roads to the park. 📍️ 17.912289 🛣️ 102.765397

A “spirit city” filled with hundreds of Hindu and Buddhist statues.
**Spring Temple Buddha**  
Mount Yao, Henan, China

BUILT: 2008  
HEIGHT: 420 feet (128 m)  
TOTAL HEIGHT*: 502 feet (153 m)

The copper Spring Temple Buddha stands on a 66-foot (20 m) lotus throne, which itself is on an 82-foot (25 m) pedestal. Visitors are welcome to hug the statue’s toes, which are all taller than your standard adult human.

*L with pedestal

**Laykyun Sekkyya**  
Khatakan Taung, Myanmar

BUILT: 2008  
HEIGHT: 381 feet (116 m)  
TOTAL HEIGHT: 427 feet (130 m)

Laykyun Sekkyya’s golden-robed Buddha took 12 years to build. It stands on a 44-foot (13.5 m) throne, behind a reclining Buddha that’s equally huge and equally golden. Both statues gaze toward the gilded stupa of the Aung Sakkya Pagoda.

**Ushiku Daibutsu**  
Ushiku, Japan

BUILT: 1993  
HEIGHT: 393 feet (120 m)  
TOTAL HEIGHT: 394 feet (120 m)

Standing on a lotus throne atop a pedestal, the Ushiku Daibutsu is a bronze standing Buddha with a four-level museum inside. New Age music, low lighting, and incense induce a state of calm on your way up to the observation deck, located in the Buddha’s chest, and with observation windows built into its chest.
GIANT BUDDHA STATUES OF ASIA

Buddhism is big in South and Southeast Asia—you can tell from the size of the statues. Colossal sculpted Buddhas smile serenely across the region, their imposing forms extending hundreds of feet high. Some are seated, others stand, but all serve as beacons from afar, guiding visitors to the temples and sacred sites they invariably guard.

The five statues drawn to scale below, placed next to a suddenly puny-looking Statue of Liberty, are the biggest Buddhas of them all.

---

**The Great Buddha of Thailand**  
Ang Thong, Thailand  
BUILT: 2008  
TOTAL HEIGHT: 302 feet (92 m)

Thailand’s golden seated Great Buddha, the tallest in the country and 18 years in the making, was built on top of a single-story museum. It’s made of cement, with a layer of gold painted on top. Stop by the temple’s Buddhist hell garden to see sculpted sinners being sawn in half or forced through a meat grinder.

---

**Leshan Giant Buddha**  
Sichuan, China  
BUILT: 803 CE  
HEIGHT: 223 feet (68 m)  
TOTAL HEIGHT: 233 feet (71 m)

The Leshan Giant Buddha is carved out of a stone cliff on a tributary of the Yangtze River. Created in the Tang dynasty (7th–10th century), it is the tallest pre-modern statue on Earth.

---

**Statue of Liberty**  
New York, USA  
BUILT: 1886  
HEIGHT: 151 feet (46 m)  
TOTAL HEIGHT: 325 feet (93 m)
MALAYSIA

Batu Caves

KUALA LUMPUR

The walk to Batu Caves begins at the feet of Murugan, the Hindu god of war and victory. A 140-foot (43 m) gold-painted statue of the deity greets visitors as they prepare to climb the 272 steps that lead to the trio of large caves. The trip up the stairs would be less challenging if not for the hordes of long-tailed macaque monkeys scampering back and forth.

Long familiar to locals, the caves became more widely known after American naturalist William Hornaday “discovered” them in 1878. When Tamil businessman K. Thamboosamy Pillay visited the caves in 1890, he noticed that the entrance was shaped like the Vel—the spear held by Murugan. This resemblance inspired Pillay to install Hindu shrines and statues in the main Temple Cave, turning the location into a sacred site.

Every year since 1892, Hindus have celebrated the Thaipusam festival at the caves. Occurring in late January or early February, the festival commemorates the occasion when Parvati, goddess of power, gave Murugan his Vel. Participants go on a pilgrimage to the caves, encumbered by a kavadi, or “burden.” Types of kavadi range from simple tasks (such as carrying a brass jug of milk on their head) to more extreme forms, like piercing their cheeks, chest, back, or tongue with skewers. Dressed in yellow, red, and orange, the kavadi bearers embark on an 8-hour, 9-mile (14 km) procession to the caves, culminating in a climb up the stairs to make offerings to Murugan.

The KTM Komuter train from Kuala Lumpur to Batu Caves takes 25 minutes. Thaipusam occurs on the full moon during the Tamil calendar month of Tai (mid-January to mid-February).

Also in Malaysia

Cat Museum

Kuching - Walk through the giant cat mouth to enter a feline-focused world of kitschy figurines, dusty taxidermy, and a mummified furball from ancient Egypt.

Plain of Jars

PHONSAVAN, XIENG KHOUANG

Ranging from 3 to 10 feet (1 to 3 m) tall, the stone jars scattered across the 500-square-mile (1,295 km²) Xieng Khouang plain in the Laos highlands date back to the Iron Age: 500 BCE to 500 CE. Though their exact purpose is unknown, archaeological surveys of the area during the 1930s uncovered charred human remains, suggesting the jars once functioned as funeral urns. A cave with two man-made holes in its ceiling likely served as a central crematorium.

Many of the vessels bear the marks of more recent history: During the Vietnam War, conflict spilled into Laos, and the Plain of Jars became a valued strategic location. From 1964 to 1973, the U.S. engaged in a “Secret War” in Laos, dropping millions of bombs over the area. Evidence of that war persists in the form of smashed jars, craters, and signs warning of unexploded ordinances (UXOs)—30 percent of bombs dropped did not detonate, and many remain hidden in the landscape despite the consistent work of UXO removal crews.

Phonsavan, at the center of the plain, is an 11-hour bus ride or half-hour flight from the capital of Vientiane. When exploring the sites, pay careful attention to markers left by the Mines Advisory Group, which indicate the areas that have been swept for UXOs.

Also in Malaysia

Cat Museum

Kuching - Walk through the giant cat mouth to enter a feline-focused world of kitschy figurines, dusty taxidermy, and a mummified furball from ancient Egypt.
During the Hindu festival of Thaipusam, pilgrims whose bodies have been pierced with skewers flock to the Batu caves. The more pain, the more spiritual reward.
Synchronized Fireflies of Kampung Kuantan

KUALA SELANGOR, SELANGOR

As mating rituals go, this one is pretty magical: At night, in the mangrove trees on the banks of the Selangor River, thousands of male fireflies (Pteroptyx tener) gather and flash in unison to attract the females of the species. (Scientists haven’t determined the exact biological reason for the year-round synchronized flashing, but it’s definitely part of courtship.) Viewed from a longboat, the fireflies look like tiny, twinkling string lights.

The Kampung fireflies were once much more numerous, but river pollution and development in their habitat have resulted in declining numbers over the last 10 years. That said, the silence of the boat ride, the pitch darkness, and the surviving clusters of bioluminescent bugs still create an atmosphere of awe.

The Kampung Kuantan Firefly Park is a 45-minute drive from Kuala Lumpur. Boats run from around 8 to 11 p.m.

MYANMAR

Pitcher Plants of Kinabalu

SABAH, MALAYSIAN BORNEO

Deep in the forests of Kinabalu Park lurks Nepenthes rajah, the largest of the pitcher plants. These carnivorous wonders feature liquid-filled cavities that lure and trap insects.

Ants are the preferred cuisine of the Nepenthes rajah, but the plant has been known to trap much larger organisms in its urn-shaped cavity. Rats, frogs, lizards, and birds have all been found in the rajah’s sticky grasp.

Rat-eating plants make for fascinating botanical fodder, but Nepenthes rajah’s considerable dimensions—the largest recorded urn can hold almost a gallon of water—probably aren’t meant for trapping rodents. In 2011, a team of scientists led by Monash University carnivorous plant expert Dr. Charles Clarke published their findings after studying interactions between tree shrews, rats, and the Nepenthes rajah. The report’s main discovery was that these small mammals habitually landed on the rim of the plant and fed on nectar from the lid while defecating into the urn. Nepenthes rajah was their food source and toilet rolled into one. And that suited N. rajah just fine—the rat and tree shrew feces provided the plant with valuable nitrogen.

As a result of this study, it is now thought that Nepenthes rajah may have evolved to accommodate the feeding and excreting behavior of the tree shrews. The distance from the front rim of the pitcher to the nectar on the lid corresponds to the length of the tree shrew’s body, allowing it to dine and defecate simultaneously in comfort. It’s a heartwarming example of a plant and animal living in perfect harmony.
Kyaiktiyo Balancing Pagoda

MOUNT KYAIKTIYO, MON STATE

At 24 feet (7 m) tall, it may not be the biggest pagoda around—but it is certainly one of the most eye-catching. Kyaiktiyo Pagoda sits atop a huge golden boulder balanced precariously on the edge of a cliff. The boulder, painted gold by Buddhist devotees, sits on a natural rock platform but looks as though it’s about to tumble down Mount Kyaiktiyo any second.

According to the legend, a Buddhist hermit was given one strand of hair from the Buddha himself, which he then gave to the king. For his gift, the king offered the hermit a stone shaped like his head, and used his magical powers to pull the boulder from the ocean. The king then built the small pagoda atop the rock to enshrine the Buddha’s hair for eternity.

Pilgrims have flocked to the site for centuries. The hike uphill takes about 30 minutes—if you are unable or unwilling to make the climb, four porters will carry you in a bamboo sedan chair.

From Yangon, get a bus to Kinpun and then board the open truck that takes you up the mountain to base camp. Be prepared to surrender your personal space—trucks don’t depart until they are crammed with people.

Pagoda of the World’s Largest Book

MANDALAY

The world’s largest book, finished in 1868, is not an oversized bundle of paper pages, but a collection of 729 marble tablets. Each 5-foot-tall (1.5 m) tablet is inscribed with 160 to 200 lines from the Tipitaka—the sacred text of Theravāda Buddhism. The tablets are housed in 728 domed white shrines, arranged in rows around a central 188-foot-high (55 m) golden pagoda. The entire construction is known as Kuthodaw Pagoda.

King Mindon Min, who founded Mandalay in 1857, began the project in 1860. He intended to create a book that would last for five millennia after the Buddha. If Kuthodaw Pagoda remains intact for the next 2,500 years, his wish will be fulfilled.

62nd Street, Mandalay. You can find the pagoda at the bottom of the South East stairway of Mandalay Hill.

A golden temple is surrounded by hundreds of stone tablets that together comprise the world’s largest book.
Moustache Brothers

MANDALAY

Under Myanmar’s former ruling military junta, performing a stand-up routine could get you sentenced to seven years of hard labor. That’s what happened in 1996 to U Par Par Lay and his cousin, Lu Zaw, two members of the Moustache Brothers comedy trio.

The political comedians were arrested at a private home in Rangoon after performing jokes and lampooning members of the government. For six years, U Par Par Lay and Lu Zaw performed forced manual labor, chained to one another by their ankles. Following global campaigns spearheaded by Amnesty International, the cousins were released in 2001, placed under house arrest, and forbidden from performing for Burmese audiences.

The Moustache Brothers abided by these strict conditions—U Par Par Lay, Lu Zaw, and U Par Par Lay’s brother, U Lu Maw, performed shows nightly, in a garage, for foreign visitors only. After the death of U Par Par Lay in 2013, his brother and cousin have continued to perform as a duo. The performances mix traditional dance, slapstick comedy, and political jokes.

39th Street, Mandalay. The Moustache Brothers perform when three or more audience members show up. If there aren’t enough visitors, you’ll be treated to fascinating conversations rather than song and dance.

Also in Myanmar

Ramree Island

Site of a horrific massacre—perpetrated by thousands of crocodiles. The event still holds the Guinness record for “Worst Crocodile Disaster in the World.”

Philippines

Chocolate Hills

CARMEN, BOHOL

Chocolate may not be the first image that comes to mind when viewing the field of 1,268 conical, grass-covered hills on Bohol Island. But there is a logical explanation for the name: Each summer, the grass turns brown. Squint and, with a bit of imagination, you’ll see a plain of giant chocolate kisses.

The hills, which range from 100 to 400 feet (30 to 122 m) tall, are limestone deposits from an ancient coral reef.

Get a Carmen-bound bus from the Dao terminal in Tagbilaran and ask the driver to let you off at Chocolate Hills, about 2.5 miles (4 km) before the Carmen stop.

Also in the Philippines

Fire Mummies

Kabayan - In the mountain caves of Kabayan, tucked into hollow logs, are centuries-old mummies preserved via a smoking process.

Waterfalls Restaurant

San Pablo - Dance barefoot in a shallow river, seated beside a waterfall.
Hanging Coffins

SAGADA, MOUNTAIN PROVINCE

For 2,000 years, the people of Igorot Sagada have laid their dead to rest by jamming their bodies into compact wooden coffins and hoisting them up onto brackets driven into the side of a cliff. The practice protects the dead from floods and animals, and, according to Sagada beliefs, allows for easier passage to heaven.

Rows of pine caskets, some hundreds of years old, hang from the high bluffs of Echo Valley in Sagada. The Igorots embrace and actively prepare for death—elders, if physically able, carve their own coffins.

In summer, it will take you about 6 hours to travel from Manila to Sagada by bus or private car. During the rainy season, travel time doubles and roads are sometimes closed due to landslides.

Manila North Cemetery

MANILA

The largest graveyard in Manila is overflowing with the dead. And the living. Every day, 70 to 80 burials take place in the 133-acre cemetery and while its dead residents number approximately one million, there are an additional 10,000 residents who are very much alive.

Impoverished people who cannot afford more conventional housing often end up living inside their family mausoleums, sleeping on the stone tombs that house their dead relatives. To earn money, adults clean and repair tombs, while children carry coffins at funerals and collect scrap metal to sell. Some enterprising residents maintain shops in the uninhabited mausoleums, selling snacks, candles, and prepaid phone cards. A karaoke machine in one crypt allows visitors to sing pop hits for five pesos per tune.

If a family fails to pay the rent on a deceased relative’s tomb for five years, the person’s remains are excavated so a new burial can take place. As a result, the unclaimed skulls and bones pile up in the narrow aisles between graves, occasionally becoming toys for the children playing in the cemetery.

Many of the residents were born between tombs and have spent their entire lives in the cemetery. Though living among the dead seems extreme, it is a free, quiet, and—for many—safer alternative to living in Manila’s slums.

A. Bonifacio Avenue, Manila. The graveyard is in the Santa Cruz district, next to the Chinese cemetery.
SINGAPORE

Thieves’ Market

The treasures laid out on plastic sheeting at the Thieves’ Market on Sungei Road are modest—battered toys, stale-smelling books, and decades-old electronics—but the story of the bazaar’s inception adds a layer of intrigue. Established in the 1930s, the crowded, chaotic marketplace for secondhand goods soon acquired a reputation for hawking stolen merchandise. Military paraphernalia swiped from the British Army turned up for sale here prior to the troops’ withdrawal in the 1960s. During the ‘70s, the area was rife with opium dens.

The majority of today’s vendors are karung guni, or “rag and bone men,” who rely on sales of bric-a-brac to make a living. The lingering “thieves” label is mostly unjustified, but don’t expect a receipt or a refund policy—the person you buy from today may not be there tomorrow.

Jalan Besar near Sungei Road, between Kelantan Road and Weld Road. Loads of buses run along Sungei Road.

Marina Bay Sands Pool

Perched 57 stories above the ground, on the edge of the Marina Bay Sands hotel’s rooftop, is a swimming pool that looks too dangerous—and too implausible—to be real. The borderless design of its 478-foot-long (146 m) edge creates the illusion that bathers could swim straight over the side and tumble to the bustling city below. Of course, it’s all an illusion: Beyond the perimeter is a catch basin that captures water runoff and makes grisly falls impossible.

10 Bayfront Ave, Singapore. Marina Bay Sands is a 4-minute walk from the Marina Bay metro station. The pool is open only to hotel guests, but anyone can see it as part of a visit to SkyPark, the hotel’s rooftop garden and observatory. Take a dip at dusk to see the skyline light up.

THAILAND

Temple of the Buffalo Head

Phra Kru Viboonpattanakij is passionate about two things: water buffalo and vintage Mercedes-Benz. This is immediately apparent when visiting the Buddhist monk’s temple, Wat Hua Krabue, which is surrounded by a hundred dusty old cars and thousands of neatly arranged buffalo skulls.

Once an essential part of the agriculture industry, buffalo have largely been replaced by machinery. Believing that Thailand does not show enough respect for the hardworking beasts, Viboonpattanakij plans to build a pagoda out of their skulls as a monument to the water buffalo. So far, he has been collecting skulls from farmers and abattoirs for over a decade. They currently sit in rows, drying in the sun and unnerving the visiting schoolchildren.

Bang Khun Thian, Bangkok. The temple is just south of Motorway 9 by the Thian Thale canal in the district of Bang Khun Thian.
**Wang Saen Suk Hell Garden**

**CHON BURI**

There’s an awful lot of blood at Wang Saen Suk. It spurts from the mouths of the people being stabbed, gushes from the torso of the man being sawn in half, and bursts from the abdomen of the woman whose baby is being torn out of her body.

These gruesome scenes are sculptures created to decorate a Buddhist “hell garden” that shows what happens to those who behave badly. Buddhists believe in 16 main hells—eight hot and eight cold, all stacked on top of each other. Each hell is dedicated to specific offenses, and the punishments are tailored to the crimes.

The garden’s focal point is an emaciated couple—one male, one female, each 30 feet (9 m) tall with ribs protruding, eyes bulging from exaggerated hollows, and tongues stretched to reach their hips. Surrounding the pair are figures in distress from an array of violent attacks. Some are having their heads eaten by dogs, while others stand helplessly as stern-faced men strip the skin from their bodies, revealing the glistening red layers beneath.

The garden is a popular destination for family day trips. Sai 2, Soi 19, Saen Suk, Chon Buri. The garden is about 2 hours southeast of Bangkok.

**Other Buddhist Hells**

**Haw Par Villa, Singapore**

In 1937, brothers Aw Boon Haw and Aw Boon Par built Haw Par Villa, a park with 1,000 statues and 150 dioramas depicting Buddhist hell. The garden’s most memorable attraction is its Ten Courts of Hell section, which provides a vivid look at the punishments awaiting wicked souls in the layers of the underworld. Decapitations, disembowelings, and drownings in a “Filthy Blood Pond” are all on display.

**Suoi Tien Cultural Theme Park, Vietnam**

You would think that a theme park attraction called the Palace of Unicorns would be a charming fantasy world. You’d be wrong. Located among the waterslides and roller coasters of Suoi Tien Cultural Theme Park, the Palace of Unicorns depicts a Buddhist hell where torture and violence are inflicted on drug addicts, gamblers, and adulterers. Visitors may purchase raw meat to throw into the pond of live crocodiles.
Siriraj Medical Museums

BANGKOK

A walk through these six museums is a journey into the myriad ways human beings may be horrifically injured, killed, or deformed.

In the pathological museum, you’ll see a collection of preserved fetuses and babies with congenital abnormalities, including a baby with cyclopia—a birth defect that results in a face with one malformed central eye, no nose, and no mouth. Next door, the parasitology collection displays multiple human scrota engorged to the size of basketballs due to elephantiasis.

The most gruesome specimens are displayed in the Songkran Niyomsane Forensic Medicine Museum. Shredded limbs that were recovered from car accidents float in glass jars. Photographs of decapitated train crash victims adorn the walls. Inside the cabinets, murder weapons sit beside the body parts they pierced. At the center of the room, standing in an upright glass case that resembles a phone booth, is Si Quey. The serial killer and cannibal died at the end of a noose after being sentenced for murdering and eating children during the 1950s. His black, shriveled body leans against one of the cabinet walls.

Adulyadejvigrom Building, Siriraj Hospital, 2 Phrannok Road, Bangkok. The museum is part of the Siriraj Hospital complex. Hop aboard the Chao Phraya Express boat at Bangkok’s Central Pier and get off at Thonburi Railway. While the Pathology Museum is somewhat easy to find, it is worth tracking down the beautiful Congdon Anatomical Museum. Photography is not permitted.

Also in Thailand

Goddess Tuptim Shrine

Bangkok · A shrine to a fertility goddess, complete with a forest of phallic offerings, has cropped up in a hotel parking lot.

Wat Samphran

Bangkok · An enormous dragon spirals around the exterior walls of this 17-story cylindrical temple.

Museum of Counterfeit Goods

BANGKOK

Knockoff Rolex watches, fake Louis Vuitton handbags, and imitation iPods are found in abundance in the markets of Bangkok—a situation that law firm Tilleke & Gibbins showcases in its Museum of Counterfeit Goods.

After raiding merchants on behalf of clients and seizing their forged goods to use as evidence, the firm ended up with rooms crammed full of counterfeit merchandise. In 1989, Tilleke & Gibbins began displaying 400 fakes in museum exhibits with the goal of educating the public on intellectual property infringement.

The museum’s stash of illegal items now numbers over 4,000. T-shirts, perfumes, jewelry, cell phone batteries, and prescription drugs sit alongside their genuine counterparts, the differences often barely noticeable. Accompanying guides examine the societal impacts of counterfeiting—the operations support child labor, human trafficking, and the drug trade, among other ills. Consumer health and safety are also shown to be at risk, due to forged medications, car parts, and baby food that don’t meet acceptable standards.

One of the more surprising aspects of the museum is the banality of some of its exhibits—apparently there is a market for counterfeit ballpoint pens, toothpaste, and stationery, along with the usual designer-label luxury goods.

Supalai Grand Tower, 26th floor, 1011 Rama 3 Road, Bangkok. Buses from the Khlong Toei MRT station stop right outside. Make an appointment at least 24 hours in advance.

N 13.683684 E 100.548534
**BEER BOTTLE TEMPLE**

**KHUN HAN, SISAKET**

Every day, the monks of Wat Pa Maha Chedi Kaew Buddhist temple wake up surrounded by empty beer bottles. The order forbids intoxicants, but empty Heineken and Chang bottles are ever present, as they form the walls of the monks’ living quarters.

Monks in Sisaket began collecting empty bottles in 1984 to promote recycling and keep the area litter-free. They amassed so many bottles of beer that they began to use them as building blocks for a temple and, eventually, a whole complex.

The main temple is comprised of approximately 1.5 million green Heineken and brown Chang bottles, set in rows. Inside are mosaics, created using pebbles and bottle caps. With the temple built, the monks moved on to new challenges: constructing a crematorium, prayer rooms, water tower, visitor restrooms, and residences—all made from beer bottles.

Construction is ongoing—the more empty bottles people bring, the more the monks will build.

Khun Han, Sisaket. Khun Han is a small village about an hour south of Sisaket. 🌓 14.61847 🌏 104.41841

---

**VIETNAM**

**HO CHI MINH MAUSOLEUM**

**HANOI**

There is always a long line to see the embalmed body of Ho Chi Minh, who died in 1969, during the Vietnam War, at age 79. However, once you’re inside the mausoleum, modeled after Stalin’s final resting place in Moscow, things move quickly. Guards dressed in white enforce a policy of silence, shuffling people through the dimly lit space and allowing visitors only the briefest of pauses at the glass casket.

The hushed atmosphere reflects the national reverence for “Uncle Ho,” who stood at this very spot in 1945 to read his declaration of independence, establishing the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. The need to pay tribute to the Communist revolutionary was strong enough to overpower his own wishes—in his will, Ho Chi Minh requested cremation.

Diên Biên, Ba Đình District, Hanoi. More than 10 bus lines stop along the streets surrounding the mausoleum. Avoid visiting in October and November, when Ho Chi Minh’s body travels to Russia for its annual makeover. 🔔 21.03667 🌏 105.83472
**Zoological Museum at Vietnam National University**

HANOI, HOÀN KIÊM

Tucked away atop a staircase and only open by appointment, the zoological museum at Vietnam National University, Hanoi, is a charming, scruffy display of French Colonial taxidermy and preserved animal specimens.

The museum is divided into three rooms: Mammals, Reptiles and Fish, and Birds. The mammal room contains a parade of beasts—big cats, deer, bears, monkeys, and a baby elephant—all frozen midstride in an apparent stampede toward the door. A Komodo dragon, inflated blowfish, and jars full of snakes occupy the Reptiles and Fish room. For moth-eaten charm, you can’t beat the Birds room, where eyeless, dust-covered gulls, owls, and pelicans stand or lie in rows, untouched since the early 20th century.

19 Le Thanh Tong, Hanoi. Look for the elephant skeleton at the top of the stairs. It marks the entrance to the little-known museum. 🌐 21.020579 🌐 105.858346

---

**Cu Chi Tunnels**

Hồ Chí Minh City

Beneath the suburban Cu Chi district of Ho Chi Minh City is a network of tunnels that served as a home, air raid shelter, weapon storage facility, and supply route for the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War. For years, thousands of people effectively lived underground, only emerging after dark to gather supplies. It was a grim existence—the air was stale, the food and water scarce, and malaria spread fast through the claustrophobic, insect- and vermin-infested passages.

Construction on the tunnels began in the 1940s, as Vietnam fought to gain its independence from France. By the 1960s, the network stretched to over 100 miles (161 km). Tiny tunnel entrances, concealed beneath leaves on the jungle floor, required bodily contortion to squeeze into. To guard against enemy infiltration, the tunnel maintainers incorporated traps, such as dead-end passages and revolving floor panels that sent enemies tumbling into pits of sharpened bamboo. Should a foe make it past these snares and into the underground city, the Viet Cong might respond with a handful of scorpions or a well-aimed snake to the face.

Large sections of the tunnels are gone, having collapsed or been destroyed, but a preserved section, enlarged to fit larger tourist bodies, is open to the public. Visits end with the seemingly inappropriate opportunity to fire AK-47s and M-16s at a shooting range.

Tour buses and public buses make the 90-minute trip from Ho Chi Minh City.

Also in Vietnam

**Dragon Bridge**

ĐÀ NẴNG - Cross a 6-lane bridge, opened in 2013, dominated by a giant yellow steel dragon that breathes fireballs.

**Cao Đài Holy See**

TAY NINH - The lavish temple of the Cao Đài movement is a brightly colored, dragon-infested beauty.

The underground Cu Chi Tunnels, dug during the Vietnam War, are a nightmare for the claustrophobic.
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EGYPT

Agricultural Museum of Cairo

CAIRO

Established in a former princess’s palace during the 1930s and altered little since then, Cairo’s Agricultural Museum is an odd assemblage of faded, dusty exhibits, from eerily realistic models of dermatological diseases to a wax replica of a shish kebab in the “foods of Egypt” section.

A hall devoted to Egyptian bread-making includes ancient and modern ovens, a machine for washing wheat, a model of a bakery, and display cases exhibiting traditional pita breads and slices of Egypt’s delectably flaky layered pastry, feter meshaltet.

In the natural history section, walk among rows of pinned birds, insects, and butterflies before greeting the taxidermy horses, cows, leopards, and lion. (If the lion is lying on the floor, that’s normal—it’s legs aren’t too sturdy these days.) Round out your visit with a tour of the dioramas, which depict scenes from an Egyptian wedding, market, orchard, and a “potato- and bean-drying facility.”

Much of the sprawling, decrepit museum is officially closed—“for renovation,” supposedly—but hand a tip to the staff and you may find they open a few forbidden doors for you.

Off Sharia Wizarat al-Ziraa, Dokki Giza City. ☎️ 30.049173 📧 31.211028
The narrow, unpaved streets of the City of the Dead wind between densely packed, sand-colored buildings with weathered walls. These buildings are the tombs, family mausoleums, and the intricately decorated funerary complexes of a 4-mile-long (6.4 km) Islamic necropolis that lies beneath Mokattam Hills.

The City of the Dead does not just house the deceased. Around half a million people also live there, sleeping, eating, and hanging their laundry in the centuries-old tombs. Many of the residents are families of those laid to rest, but the City of the Dead has also become a refuge for those forced out of Cairo’s ever more crowded and expensive urban center. The northern cemetery, with its magnificent Qaitbay mosque, is more populated than the southern cemetery.

The necropolis lies under Mokattam Hills in southeast Cairo.

The deceased and the living inhabit the same tombs.
The south end of the Manshiyat Naser ward in Cairo is better known as Garbage City. This is where the Zabbaleen—“garbage people” in Arabic—bring Cairo’s household waste. The narrow streets, blocky apartments, and crammed courtyards are all piled with huge bags of trash waiting to be sorted.

Though the population of greater Cairo exceeds 17 million, the city has no municipal waste collection program. Instead it has tens of thousands of freelance Zabbaleen. For decades, this group has sustained itself by hauling household trash to Manshiyat Naser by truck and donkey-drawn cart. There, they recycle, reuse, and sell the refuse. Plastics and metals are carefully separated by color and composition, then sold as scrap. Pigs eat the organic waste.

This state of affairs shifted in 2003, when the Egyptian government attempted to downgrade the role of the Zabbaleen by bringing in corporations to handle waste disposal. The experiment was not a success—whereas the Zabbaleen received a fee for collecting trash from individual residences, the new system required people to take their garbage to communal collection points on the street. The corporate collectors were less efficient than the Zabbaleen and recycled a much lower percentage of refuse—about 20 percent compared with the Zabbaleen’s 80 percent. Further threats to the Zabbaleen’s livelihood came in 2009, when the government slaughtered Garbage City’s hundreds of thousands of pigs, citing concerns over swine flu.

The vast majority of the Zabbaleen are Coptic Christians, a religion that has suffered persecution and sectarian violence in the 90 percent Muslim country. Marginalized in the settlement of Garbage City, the Zabbaleen literally carved out safe spaces for themselves in the form of seven churches built into the limestone cliffs of Mokattam.

Garbage City lies at the base of Mokattam Hills in Manshiyat Naser, a ward in southeast Cairo.

Also in Egypt

Temple of Abu Simbel

Abu Simbel - Completed in 1244 BCE, this temple features four colossal statues of Rameses II, the reigning pharaoh at the time.

Muzawaka Tombs

Dakhla Oasis - See piles of mummies from Egypt's Roman era in these open rock-cut tombs.

Desert Breath

Near Hurghada - Completed in 1997, this giant land-art spiral of dots in the sand is slowly being consumed by the desert.
**BLUE DESERT**

**SINAI DESERT**

When Egypt and Israel signed a peace treaty in 1979, Belgian artist Jean Verame wanted to mark the occasion. Verame journeyed to Egypt’s Sinai Desert, near the resort town of Dahab, and created a “line of peace” by painting a stretch of its boulders bright blue. After decades under an unrelenting sun, the rocks are now less vibrant—but still a startling, cartoonish contrast to the beige and gray of the desert.

Verame went through official channels in order to paint the desert. Egypt’s then-president Anwar Sadat signed off on the artwork, and the United Nations donated 10 tons of blue paint. The project was completed in 1981, the same year Sadat was assassinated by Islamic fundamentalists who were incensed by his signing of the peace treaty.

*Hallawi plateau, between Dahab and St. Catherine. N 28.639722 E 34.560833*

**WHITE DESERT**

**FARAFRA, WESTERN DESERT**

Resembling giant mushrooms, atomic-bomb clouds, and, in one case, a chicken, the limestone rock formations of the White Desert are the heavily eroded remains of a former seabed. During the Cretaceous period, this portion of the desert was underwater, and chalk deposits from the skeletons of marine invertebrates accumulated on the ocean floor. To make a 100-million-year-old story short, the sea dried up, erosion dug odd shapes into the seabed, and now the White Desert is full of weirdly evocative rocks.

The best way to experience the bleached landscape of the White Desert is to camp overnight. As the sun sets and rises, the light on the rock formations changes, and their shadows morph. In the silence you may hear the soft patter of a fennec’s paws. These adorably large-eared nocturnal foxes are native to the Sahara.

*The White Desert is 25 miles (40 km) north of Farafra, an oasis where you can take a dip in a hot spring. N 27.098254 E 27.985839*

The eroded remains of a former seabed take the form of clouds, mushrooms, and a chicken.
**Libyan Desert Glass**

Among the treasures buried in Tutankhamun’s tomb was a jeweled, collar-style necklace featuring a scarab carved from pale yellow glass—a glass whose origin is still the subject of scientific debate.

Known as Libyan Desert glass or Great Sand Sea glass, the 98 percent silica substance is scattered in chunks all over the dunes of southwest Egypt. The glass formed naturally under intense heat, but the exact manner of its formation is unclear. The prevailing belief is that a meteorite hit this part of the desert approximately 29 million years ago, superheating the sand and causing it to form glass when it cooled. Another possibility is that the meteorite exploded in the atmosphere, radiating heat strong enough to create the glass.

The glass is scattered around the desert along the Libya-Egypt border. If you’d rather not forage in the sand, go to the Egyptian Museum in Cairo to see Tutankhamun’s necklace.

**Terra Nullius and the Discovery Doctrine**

*Terra nullius* is a loaded phrase. Meaning “nobody’s land” in Latin, it also refers to the belief, popular among European colonizers, that uncultivated land may be claimed in the name of the Crown despite the presence of indigenous inhabitants.

English settlers used the *terra nullius* justification to establish penal colonies in Australia during the 18th century, despite the presence of Aboriginal Australians. It wasn’t until 1992 that the Australian High Court officially rejected the concept that the country was terra nullius when the English arrived. Following this decision, Aboriginal Australians have been able to make claims on land for traditional use.

Closely related to the concept of terra nullius is the Discovery Doctrine, a set of principles that guided Europe’s colonization of the Americas and informed westward expansion in the United States. Its origins are in the papal bulls of the 15th century. Pope Alexander VI’s 1493 papal bull, for example, declared that any land in the Americas not inhabited by Christians was available to be “discovered.” A Christian nation could claim sovereignty over such land, wrote Alexander VI, and explorers were to rid non-Christian inhabitants of their “barbarous” ways by instructing them in the Catholic faith.
**VALLEY OF THE WHALES**

**WADI AL-HITAN, AL FAYYUM GOVERNORATE**

There was a time when whales walked the earth. During the Eocene epoch—56 to 33.9 million years ago—there lived a whale suborder known as the Archaeoceti. The five families within this subgroup all bore a characteristic that set them apart from modern-day whales: limbs equipped with feet and toes.

During the Eocene epoch, these footed whales lived underwater. Though they didn’t use their feet to walk, they are a missing evolutionary link between contemporary whales and their terrestrial ancestors.

In 1902, the first fossilized Archaeoceti skeletons were discovered in Egypt’s Western Desert southwest of Cairo. After decades of fieldwork, the bones of 1,000 animals have been identified. Today, hundreds of partial skeletons remain in the sand, on display to any visitor who is willing to make the long trek through the desert. Wadi Al-Hitan has been a protected area since 1989, and even though it is remotely located and under strict management, the fossils are still vulnerable to visitors. In 2007, Egyptian authorities accused a group of Belgian diplomats of ignoring signs and steering two four-wheel-drives onto one of the whale skeletons. Cars are now prohibited from entering the site.

The site is 93 miles (150 km) southwest of Cairo. There are no paved roads; 4-wheel-drive vehicles are your best option. Leave your car at the entrance to avoid running over any 40-million-year-old whales.

**LIBYA**

**GHADAMES**

**GHADAMES, TRIPOLITANIA**

The old part of this ancient Roman oasis town, which is now uninhabited, is a maze of connected multi-story mud-and-straw homes that are clustered together as though huddling against the swirling sands of the desert. Covered walkways between the buildings allowed people to socialize without having to face the heat of the Sahara. The passages linking the top floors of homes were used by women, while the ground floor walkways were mostly used by men. Small ventilation holes in the walls let air flow through the alleys.

Some of the white walls of the homes are adorned with traditional designs of the Tuareg, the nomadic Berber people in the area. Red triangles, diamonds, moons, and suns are painted around windows and doors, above arches, and along stairs.

The newer part of Ghadames, which, unlike the old town, is equipped with electricity and running water, is still inhabited by around 11,000 people and welcomes overnight visitors.

There are flights from the Libyan capital of Tripoli to Ghadames, which is right near the spot where Libya meets the borders of Algeria and Tunisia.

Ghadames is known as the Pearl of the Desert.
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MAURITANIA
RICHAT STRUCTURE
OUADANE, ADRAR
The next time you’re flying over Mauritania—or passing above Africa aboard the International Space Station—have a glance out the window and see if you can spot the Richat Structure. It shouldn’t be too difficult: The circular feature is 30 miles (48.3 km) wide.

Also known as the Eye of the Sahara, the Richat Structure has somewhat mysterious origins. When the structure was first spotted from space in the mid-1960s, it was thought to be an impact crater from a meteorite. Geologists now believe that the massive bull’s-eye is a heavily eroded mishmash of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rock layers. After being pushed up into a dome formation—say, from a hot air balloon—these layers eroded at different rates, causing the striking pattern of concentric circles.

Though best viewed from above, the structure can be seen from the ground via a four-wheel-drive trip from the Mauritanian capital of Atar. 21°21'11"N 11°67'22"W

LIBRARIES OF CHINGUETTI
CHINGUETTI, ADRAR
Soon after its founding around the 12th century, the desert mud-brick village of Chinguetti became a hub for trade, culture, and scholarship. Located on a trans-Saharan caravan route, it catered to the desert’s nomadic population, receiving visitors with open arms—and open books.

The libraries of Chinguetti, owned and maintained by village families, contained a wealth of medieval Arabic manuscripts on science, mathematics, law, and Islam. Scholars, pilgrims, and the holy and venerated came to the village to pore over these handwritten, leather-bound tomes, and exchange ideas with one another.

Now desertification is causing the Sahara to encroach on Chinguetti. A few thousand people still live there, but sand is being pushed into the alleyways and swept against the walls. The libraries remain, but the dry air and swirling sand are a threat to the centuries-old manuscripts. Despite the risks, the families who own the texts prefer to keep them in place, and will display them for visitors using gloved hands.

Cars to Chinguetti leave from the nearby town of Atar. Chinguetti itself has few facilities, but some locals offer homestays, meals, and camel tours of the surrounding dunes. 20°24'32"N 8°83'6"W

Chinguetti’s holy manuscripts have been gathering dust since the Middle Ages.
MOROCCO
OUARZAZATE’S CINEMATIC SIGHTS

OUARZAZATE, OUARZAZATE PROVINCE

The camera-friendly kasbahs of Ouarzazate and its photogenic desert surroundings have long been an attractive location for filmmakers. The 25-acre Atlas Studios, located just outside the city, is the world’s largest movie studio.

The first director to use Ouarzazate as a backdrop was David Lean, who shot scenes for *Lawrence of Arabia* there in 1962. Atlas Studios opened in 1983 and has since provided the shooting locations for *The Mummy, Gladiator, Kingdom of Heaven, Babel*, and episodes of *Game of Thrones*.

Set amid miles of desert, the studios are littered with parts of old movie sets, such as a massive prop-jet plane from 1985’s *Jewel of the Nile* and the Colosseum used in *Gladiator*.

About 19 miles (30.6 km) west of Ouarzazate is the UNESCO Heritage Site–listed fortified village of Ait-Ben-Haddou. Its earthen kasbahs, crowded together on a hill, have often stood in for Jerusalem on-screen. Though most inhabitants of the centuries-old village have moved to more modern communities, eight families still live in Ait-Ben-Haddou.

Ouarzazate is a 5-hour bus ride from Marrakech.

---

**CHOUARA TANNERY**

FEZ, FEZ MEKNES

Wedged among the ancient buildings and serpentine passageways of Fez’s Old Medina is a grid of stone wells, each filled with colored liquid. This is Chouara, an 11th-century tannery that still operates as it did a thousand years ago.

Animal hides are brought here to be preserved, dyed, and turned into the handbags, jackets, and wallets sold in the surrounding souks.

The process begins with the raw skins being soaked in a mixture of cow urine, pigeon feces, quicklime, salt, and water. This loosens the hair from the hides and makes them softer. After a few days of steeping in this concoction, the skins are hauled out and hung from balconies to dry. Then comes the dyeing. Tannery workers plunge the skins into the colored wells, leaving them for a few more days to absorb each hue.

Visitors are welcome to observe the tannery in action and are even given a gift upon arrival: a small sprig of mint to hold under the nose when the smell becomes too much.

*Fes El Bali, Fez. The tannery is in the old, walled part of the city El Medina, which also contains the University of al-Qarawiyyin. Established in the year 859, it is the oldest existing university in the world.*

---

The colorful wells of Morocco’s leather tanning industry date back to the 11th century.
SUDAN

Suakin

SUAKIN, RED SEA

Once a prosperous port and gateway to the Middle East, the island city of Suakin is now an abandoned city of collapsing buildings created out of a type of limestone made from old coral reefs.

Located on the Red Sea opposite the Saudi Arabian city of Jeddah, Suakin provided an ideal site for traders to ply their animal hides, ivory, spices, perfumes, and silks. Until the early 20th century, such commerce took place amid Ottoman-style buildings.

The construction of Port Sudan in 1905 rendered Suakin less important. Ships that were too big to traverse Suakin's shallow reefs docked at the new port, bringing trade with them. By the 1930s, Suakin was deserted.

Some of the island's fragile coral buildings have been restored, but lack of funds has kept many of them crumbling. Ruined mosques, souks, squares, and gates sit in the rubble, providing a hint of the majestic port Suakin once was.

Pyramids of Meröe

MERÖE, RIVER NILE

There are more pyramids in the northern region of the Sudanese desert than there are in all of Egypt. During Egypt's 25th dynasty—760 until 656 BCE—Meroë, now located in Sudan, was the capital of the Kingdom of Kush, ruled by Nubian kings who had conquered Egypt. The city, nestled against the Nile, contained a necropolis for royal burials.

As in Egypt, Nubian kings and queens were buried with gold, jewelry, pottery, and, occasionally,
TUNISIA

**Hotel Sidi Driss**

MATMATA, GABES

The small Berber village of Matmata is dotted with “trog-lodyte homes”: traditional cave houses carved out of rock. Though the homes were created centuries ago, one of them, Sidi Driss, has a much more modern claim to fame: It was used as Luke Skywalker’s childhood abode in *Star Wars: A New Hope* and *Attack of the Clones*.

The cave is now a hotel for Star Wars fans. For around $20 per night, you can live like a Jedi knight. It’s not luxurious—the rooms are windowless, the beds are cots, and the occasional offensive odor travels on the wind—but it’s certainly unique.

Shared taxis and buses leave from Gabes, 25 miles (40.2 km) away. 📍 33.545687 ⛔️ 9.968319

**Also in Tunisia**

**Lac de Gafsa**

_Gafsa_ - After appearing overnight in 2014, this mysterious desert lake has been dubbed both miraculous and possibly carcinogenic.

**Dougga**

Twenty temples, an amphitheater, and a chariot-racing circle are among the highlights at this well-preserved ancient Roman town.

Sleep like a Skywalker at Sidi Driss.

---

pets. Some royals were mummified, while others had their remains burned or buried whole. A sandstone pyramid, steeper and more narrow than the Egyptian variety, was built over each tomb.

In all, there were about 220 pyramids at Meroë. They remained relatively intact until the 1830s, when Italian treasure hunter Giuseppe Ferlini smashed the tops off 40 pyramids while searching for gold and jewels.

Meroë is a 3-hour drive north of Khartoum. A camel ride will get you to the pyramids. Bring water. 📍 16.938333 ⛩️ 33.749167
West Africa

**BENIN**

**GANVIE, ATLANTIQUE**

In the 17th and 18th centuries, a portion of present-day Benin was known as the Kingdom of Dahomey. Established by the Fon people, a West African ethnic group, Dahomey became a major part of the Atlantic slave trade following the arrival of the Portuguese.

Fon hunters worked with Portuguese slave traders, traveling around the region hunting for people to sell. One of the ethnic groups they targeted was the Tofinu, who lived in what is now central Benin.

Knowing that the Fon’s religious beliefs prevented them from venturing into bodies of water, the Tofinu fled their homes and established Ganvie, a community of bamboo huts built atop stilts on Lake Nakoué. Having provided protection for the Fon during the slave-trading days, Ganvie lived on, and has adapted to the demands of the 21st century. Motorized boats zigzag around its 3,000 buildings, which include a school, post office, church, bank, and mosque. About 30,000 people live in the village, traveling between huts by canoe and earning an income by fishing.

Ganvie is on the northern edge of Lake Nakoué, north of the coastal city of Cotonou, about 4 hours from Porto Novo. 🌏 6.466667 🌏 2.416667

---

**BURKINA FASO**

**Tiébélé, Nahouri**

The walls of the mud-brick homes at this village near the Ghanaian border are also canvases for cultural expression. Women of the Kassena ethnic group, who have lived in the region since the 15th century, work together to decorate the huts with geometric patterns, people, and animals. They use mud, chalk, and tar to paint, then cover the designs with a protective layer of varnish made from the boiled pods of a locust bean tree.

Tiébélé is 19 miles (30 km) east of the city of Pô, where you can hire a driver to take you to the village. 🌏 11.095982 🌏 0.965493
The women of Tiébélé turn every village wall into a geometric mural.
CAMEROON

LAKE NYOS

MENCHUM, NORTHWEST REGION

Lake Nyos killed over 1,700 people in a single night, but its victims did not drown. None were even in the lake—many died in their beds, in homes up to 15 miles (24 km) from shore.

The bizarre disaster began with the buildup of carbon dioxide in the lake, which sits in the crater of a dormant volcano. Gas rose from an underground magma chamber and dissolved into Lake Nyos, slowly creating a highly pressurized bottom layer saturated with carbon dioxide.

On the evening of August 21, 1986, just after 9 p.m., the lake erupted. A huge cloud of carbon dioxide burst from the water, smothering local villages and asphyxiating the people and animals within them. Those who survived spent hours unconscious from oxygen deprivation. They awoke surrounded by bodies, with no indication of what had happened.

Since this catastrophic event, French scientists have implemented a degassing program at Lake Nyos. In 2001, they installed a pipe that runs to the bottom of the lake and allows the gas to escape at a regular, safe rate.

Two more pipes were added in 2011. A solar-powered alarm system monitors carbon dioxide levels—should the lake explode again, there will at least be some warning.

The lake, part of the Oku Volcanic Field, is about 200 miles (322 km) northwest of Yaoundé.

N 6.438087 E 10.297916

GABON

OKLO REACTOR

MOUNANA, HAUT-OGOOUÉ

At a University of Chicago athletic field on December 2, 1942, a crowd of excited physicists gathered to watch their nuclear reactor, CP-1, go critical. At the time, they believed they were witnessing the world's first self-sustaining fission chain reaction. In fact, CP-1 was the world's second uranium fission nuclear reactor—the first went critical approximately 1.7 billion years earlier, underneath the ground in the Oklo region of Gabon. This one was entirely natural.

Oklo's land is rich in uranium deposits, which France mined for decades beginning in the 1950s. In 1972, a routine analysis of samples from the Oklo mine showed an unusually low amount of uranium-235, one of the three isotopes found in naturally occurring uranium deposits. Ordinarily, the deposits consist of about 0.72 percent uranium-235. The Oklo sample contained only 0.717 percent uranium-235—not a huge difference, but enough to alert scientists to the fact that something unusual had taken place: a natural nuclear chain reaction.

The chain reaction began in the Precambrian era, when groundwater flowed through cracks in the ore and made contact with uranium-235. Generally, in a nuclear reactor, uranium-235 absorbs a stray neutron, causing its nucleus to split—fission—and releasing energy, radiation, and free neutrons. These neutrons then get absorbed into more uranium-235 atoms, causing more nuclei to split, which releases yet more neutrons in a chain reaction. Water acts as a neutron moderator, slowing down the fast-moving free neutrons that are released from split nuclei and giving them a better chance at further fission.

In all, 15 reactor zones have been discovered in the area surrounding Oklo's uranium mine. The waste products of one reactor remain, located on a slope of a mining pit and encased in a concrete block to prevent them from sliding into the trench.

The uranium mine, now closed, is on the N3 road in Mounana, a town of around 12,000 in the Oklo region.

N 1.394444 E 13.160833
GHANA

Sacred Crocodile Pond

PAGA, UPPER EAST REGION

The world’s most docile crocodiles prowl the waters of this Paga pond. According to local tradition, each of the calm crocs represents the soul of a Paga villager. It is therefore forbidden to harm or disrespect the animals. But you’re welcome to sit on their backs and pose for photos.

To see the crocs up close, you’ll need to pay a guide, who will fetch a live chicken and whistle to summon the toothy beasts. Once your designated crocodile has sated itself with the flesh of the fowl and entered a state of post-gorging lethargy, you can pet its tail and sit astride its body. The crocodiles are not inclined to attack—probably because they are so well fed with fowl—but you are advised to steer clear of their snouts. Just in case.

The pond is on the Burkina Faso border, 25 miles (40.2 km) northwest of Bolgatanga. 🗺️ 10.98147 📍 1.115642

Kane Kwei Carpentry Workshop

ACCRA, GREATER ACCRA REGION

A Ghanaian teacher was once buried in a ballpoint pen. A singer was laid to rest inside a microphone, while a laborer was interred in a hammer. These “fantasy coffins,” built in the shape of items representing the deceased’s occupation, passions, or aspirations, were made by craftsmen at Kane Kwei Carpentry Workshop.

The studio was established in the 1950s by Seth Kane Kwei, a member of the Ga ethnic group of coastal Ghana. The Ga believe that when someone dies, they move on to another life and continue to exert influence on their living descendants. Family members make sure to honor them and secure their from-the-grave goodwill by staging elaborate funerals involving hundreds of guests and a procession. The centerpiece is the casket, which is custom-designed to please the recently deceased.

Since Seth Kane Kwei’s own death in 1992, the workshop has continued with a group of dedicated craftsmen who gladly sculpt coffins in the shape of lobsters, robots, sandals, high-top sneakers, bananas, and garbage trucks.

Should you be interested in a fantasy coffin, you can order one to be shipped anywhere in the world. You don’t have to have your funeral in mind: In addition to their practical usage, fantasy caskets have acquired international value as works of art. A coffin in the shape of a Nike sneaker is on display at the Brooklyn Museum in New York, while an eagle-shaped casket holds court at the British Museum. Both are the work of Paa Joe, who was trained by Seth Kane Kwei.

Teshie First Junction, Accra. The open-air Kane Kwei workshop is on a dirt road, between a barbershop and a clothing store. 🗺️ 5.579425 📍 0.108690

With Kane Kwei coffins, death need not be a dull affair.
**Tengzug Shrine**

**BolgaTanga, Upper East Region**

In order to visit the Tengzug Shrine, you must show respect by removing your shirt. Then you may walk the path toward the sacred site smeared with the blood of recently sacrificed animals.

The shrine is a place of worship for the Talensi, a northern Ghanaian ethnic group. Animal sacrifice is a significant part of the group’s way of life, and as you wander through the village of Tengzug, you’ll notice that the mud homes have adjoining shrines covered in chicken blood, feathers, and partial carcasses.

The main Tengzug Shrine at Tongo Hills is a cave atop a pile of boulders. Visitors—male and female alike—must enter topless. Inside are piles of feathers, sacrificial implements, and assorted remains of animals loved and lost. If the sights and smells of the cave are a bit much to bear, turn your head to the hills—the vista is lovely.

Tengzug is 10 miles (16 km) southeast of Bolgatanga.  

Mali

**Antogo Fishing Frenzy**

**Bamba, Gao**

Fishing is illegal at Lake Antogo, except for one day each year during the dry season. On that day, thousands of men—women are prohibited from participating—surround the small lake, wait for the gunshot that signals "go," and rush into the water, clamoring to seize catfish with their bare hands. After about 15 minutes of splashing and struggling, the fishermen emerge triumphant and mud-covered, carrying reed baskets full of gasping fish. The lake is all but empty and the ritual is over for another year.

The Antogo fishing frenzy is a tradition of the Dogon, a Malian ethnic group who inhabit the country’s central Mopti region. Before desertification reduced the lake to its current small size, fishing happened year-round. Now that the fish are few, the annual ritual offers a fair chance for Dogon from all over Mopti to come together and capture food from the lake. Each year, men from multiple villages converge on the lake, located in a desert where temperatures often exceed 120°F (48.8°C).

The captured fish are presented to an elder from the nearby village of Bamba, who distributes them fairly among the gathered throng. The entire ritual, from catching the fish to sharing them, promotes unity among the disparate Dogon villages.

Lake Antogo is 120 miles (193 km) from Timbuktu. The date of the fishing frenzy is determined by village elders and changes every year, but generally occurs during May.  

Once a year, the world’s wildest fishing trip takes place at Lake Antogo.
Great Mosque of Djenné

Djenné, Mopti

In 2014, the UNESCO Heritage-listed Great Mosque of Djenné sustained damage to its walls and had to be repaired by members of the community. But that wasn’t cause for concern—it happens every year.

Like hundreds of other buildings in Djenné, the Great Mosque is made of mud. It was built in 1907, but the town's packed-mud architectural style dates back to at least the 14th century. To create the buildings, masons form mud and straw into bricks, allow them to dry in the sun, and stack them to form walls. A layer of mud plastered on top provides a smooth surface and better stability.

Though the buildings are sturdy and often sprawling—the Great Mosque can hold 3,000 worshippers—they are still vulnerable to the elements. Rain, humidity, and temperature changes cause cracks and erosion in the walls. Djenné's mud masons regularly band together and repair the mosque to keep it from falling apart.

Djenné is an 8-hour drive from Bamako, including a ferry ride across the Bani River.

© 13.905278 © 4.555556
For decades, a single, solitary acacia tree stood alone amid the vast desert of Ténéré. It was the only tree for over 250 miles in any direction, and became a landmark for travelers crossing northeast Niger.

In 1939, French military commander Michel Lesourd visited the tree to observe the construction of a well beside it. The acacia’s roots were found to extend to a depth of 115 feet (35 m), where the water table began. “One must see the Tree to believe its existence,” wrote Lesourd. He described it as a “living lighthouse.”

The last tree of Ténéré was destroyed in 1973 not by the harsh desert or the unforgiving weather, but by one human: a truck driver. The allegedly drunk Libyan man plowed into the acacia and snapped its trunk. A simple sculpture of a tree, made from old pipes, fuel barrels, and auto parts, has since replaced the real one in the baked and barren Ténéré region of the Sahara. The fallen acacia still exists: it was taken to the National Museum of Niger in Niamey, where it stands in a fenced-in structure, safe from rogue drivers.

Around 150 miles (241 km) east of Agadez.

On September 19, 1989, UTA Flight 772 to Paris had been in the air for just over 45 minutes when a suitcase bomb placed in the hold by Libyan terrorists exploded, destroying the plane and killing all 170 people on board. Wreckage rained onto the Ténéré region of the Sahara desert in Niger, hundreds of miles from the nearest town.

Eighteen years after the crash, relatives of the victims journeyed to Ténéré to build a memorial. When they arrived, the parts of the plane not removed by crash investigators were still lying strewn in the sand. Joined by 140 locals from Agadez, the nearest city, the group spent six weeks living in the desert and constructing a monument to the downed plane. Using dark stones trucked in from a site 44 miles (71 km) away, the workers built a 200-foot-wide (61 m) circle and filled it in to create a life-size silhouette of a DC-10 in the sand. A ring of 170 broken mirrors—each one representing someone aboard the flight—lies at the perimeter of the circle. The crashed plane’s starboard wing, brought in from its landing place 10 miles away, stands upright at the northern point of the circle. On the wing is a list of the 170 passengers’ names.

The memorial is a tough, multiday drive from the nearest settlement, but it is visible to planes flying above it. Sand is gradually burying the rocks and mirrors.

Ténéré is a region in the south central Sahara, about 262 miles (421.6 km) east of Agadez.

Few people get to see this plane crash memorial in the Sahara, but those who do won’t forget it.
NIGERIA

Floating School
LAGOS, LAGOS

Established on a lagoon as a fishing village during the 18th century, Makoko is now an aquatic slum on stilts with an estimated population of up to half a million. There is no electricity, no waste disposal service, and no immediate access to clean drinking water.

In 2012, a wooden A-frame structure began floating in the lagoon. Surrounded by canoes and buoyed by a bottom layer of plastic barrels, the open-walled building is a floating school built with Makoko’s children in mind. Nigerian architect Kunlé Adeyemi designed the three-story building after consulting with community residents. Capable of accommodating over 100 students and withstanding high tides, the school has classrooms, an open play area, and a workshop space.

The floating school is a prototype building for water communities devoid of infrastructure. Its construction incorporated locally sourced resources already present in the community, such as bamboo, recycled barrels, and scraps from the local sawmill.

The school has come at a trying time for over-populated Makoko, which has experienced additional hardships in recent years—in 2012, the Nigerian government demolished dozens of homes in the community after declaring them to be an environmental nuisance and safety risk.

Makoko. The school floats on Lagos Lagoon, just west of the third Minland Bridge near Clinic Road. 📧 6.494258 📍 3.394869

Airplane House
ABUJA, FEDERAL CAPITAL TERRITORY

In the pricey Asokoro district of Nigeria’s capital is a two-story concrete home topped off with an airplane.

Said Jammal, who lives beneath the fuselage with his wife, Liza, began work on what is now known as the Abuja Airplane House in 2002. It was the fulfillment of a decades-old promise to Liza—knowing of her love of international travel, Said planned to build her a home shaped like a plane. The original vow was made when the couple married in 1980, but the subsequent task of raising seven children put the plans on hold.

When Said finally found time to build his dream home, he took it slowly, aiming for an accurate replica of an aircraft’s fuselage. The plane is about 100 feet (30.5 m) long, and each wing sports two engines. A cozy room in the cockpit offers city views.

The Airplane House is off Murtala Mohammed Express Way, right by Aso Villa, Nigeria’s swanky presidential residence. 📧 9.049612 📍 7.516576
Atop one of the twin hills in the Mamelles district stands a mighty—and mightily confusing—monument. Sixteen stories tall, the bronze African Renaissance Monument is more than one and a half times the height of the Statue of Liberty. It depicts, in Soviet Socialist-realist style, a man with a bare, ripped torso holding an infant aloft in one arm and guiding a near-naked woman with the other.

In 2006, then-president of Senegal Abdoulaye Wade began planning a massive hilltop monument that would represent the country’s emergence from centuries of slavery and colonialism. To build a budget-friendly monument, he turned to Mansudae Overseas Projects, a division of North Korea’s government-run propaganda art factory. The company specializes in constructing huge, Soviet-style statues for cash-strapped nations.

The African Renaissance Monument was inaugurated in 2010 to mark the 50th anniversary of Senegal’s independence from France. Unable to afford the $27 million price tag, Wade paid North Korea in the form of state-owned land in Senegal.

When the monument was unveiled, Wade was nearing the end of a 12-year presidency marred by alleged corruption, vote rigging, and self-serving changes to the constitution. His claim that intellectual property laws entitled him to 35 percent of revenue from tourism at the monument was met with understandable ire from fed-up Senegalese.

Despite this controversy, the monument still stands, surrounded by half-built houses and piles of litter.

Avenue Cheikh Anta Diop, Dakar.  
\(14.722094 \ 17.494981\)

Also in Senegal

Fadiouth Shell Island
All the walls on this island are made with shells, as is the cemetery.

Lake Retba
Pink water and white sand make for a striking combination at this salty lake.
TOGO

Akodessewa Fetish Market

When troubled by illness, relationship problems, or financial woes, voodoo practitioners in the West African nation of Togo go to the fetish market of Akodessewa. Located in the capital city of Lomé, the market has a row of tables piled high with dog heads, elephant feet, chimpanzee paws, desiccated cobras, and gorilla skulls. These are all fetishes, or talismans: objects infused with the power of the divine that are used to heal and protect.

Togo and neighboring Benin are where voodoo, known locally as vodun, began. Today, about half of Togo’s population continues to hold indigenous animist beliefs. The fetish market, which is suffused with the smell of decaying flesh, is a sort of al fresco pharmacy, the perfect place to stock up on ingredients for rituals.

Tourists are welcome to peruse the offerings and visit one of the traditional healers in the huts behind the tables. During one of these consultations, the voodoo priest or priestess will ask you to describe your ailment, then consult with the gods to determine your prescription. Animal parts are ground up with herbs and held to a fire, which produces a black powder. Traditionally, a healer will make three cuts on your chest or back and rub the powder into the wounds. Tourists of a squeamish persuasion can opt to buy a wooden doll or just apply the powder to unbroken skin.

There are no set prices for the remedies; healers toss cowry shells to ask the gods what you ought to pay. If the price seems exorbitant, you are welcome to say so. The healer will keep consulting with the gods until you reach a mutually agreeable fee.

The market is located in the suburb of Akodesseewa, just east of Lomé’s airport. 📌 6.137778  Ⓨ 1.212500

The savvy voodoo shopper’s source for chimp paws, desiccated cobras, and dog heads.

SIERRA LEONE

Bunce Island

Southern Province

During the 18th century, the castle at Bunce Island in the Sierra Leone River was a thriving trade hub. European and African traders visited the island to stock up on guns, gold, ivory, and beeswax, but all these products were peripheral to the main activity: the buying and selling of people.

Bunce Island was one of about 40 human trading posts in West Africa during the Atlantic slave trade. From 1668 until 1807, its castle served as a warehouse for tens of thousands of West Africans awaiting transport to America and the West Indies.

Rice plantation owners in South Carolina and Georgia favored slaves from Bunce Island due to its location on West Africa’s “Rice Coast,” which stretched from what is now Senegal to Liberia. Slave traders would scour the West African rice plantations, kidnap the skilled farmers, and sell them at Bunce Island to slave ships bound for the American South.

When the British parliament passed an act abolishing the slave trade in 1807, human trade at Bunce Island ceased. After a brief stint as a sawmill, the post closed for good in 1840. It is now wild and overgrown, but with chilling remnants of its dark past: ruined castle walls, cannons emblazoned with the crest of King George III, and gravestones marking the Europeans who died there. An on-site exhibit details the island’s history as a “warehouse of humanity.”

The island is about 20 miles (32 km) upriver from Freetown, Sierra Leone’s capital. Charter a boat from Kissy Ferry Terminal. 🌟 8.569914  Ⓨ 13.040219
Central Africa

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

Dzanga Bai
BAYANGA, SANGHA-MBAÉRÉ

Ordinarily, forest elephants are an elusive bunch. Smaller than African bush elephants and now numbering under 100,000 due to poachers and deforestation, they travel the forests of the Congo Basin in small groups.

There is one place, however, where you can see 100 forest elephants at once: Dzanga Bai, a protected clearing surrounded by the dense forests of Dzanga-Ndoki National Park. Each day, the elephants stroll into the reserve along with forest buffalo, antelope, and wild boar. An elevated platform allows visitors to watch the wildlife on parade from a prime vantage point.

It’s a peaceful scene, but not long ago, Dzanga Bai was a site of terrible violence. In May 2013, poachers stormed the clearing and killed 26 elephants for their ivory. The fight against poaching is ongoing and fraught with complications—forest elephant tusks are denser than the tusks of bush elephants, making them more valuable.

Following the 2013 poaching attack, Dzanga Bai reopened to visitors in July 2014. Researchers there are conducting an Elephant Listening Project, which studies how elephants use low-frequency sounds to communicate. They have been listening to the Dzanga Bai elephants since 1990.

The clearing is northwest of the village of Bayanga. It is accessible via a 40-minute walk through dense forest, on a path created by elephants.

CHAD

Aloba Arch
ENNEDI

In the Ennedi Range of northeast Chad is a sight rarely seen outside China and the southwest United States: a natural arch of monumental proportions.

A natural arch is exposed stone in which a hole forms due to erosion or lava flow, leaving a frame shape in the rock. Aloba Arch spans about 250 feet (76 m), which is impressive in itself. But what really ups the drama factor is its height: The arch is located around 394 feet (120 m) above ground, which is about as high as the top floor on a 32-story building.

Natural arches spanning over 200 feet are rare. Of the 19 catalogued by the Natural Arch and Bridge Society, nine are in China and nine are in the Colorado Plateau in the southwest US, leaving Aloba as an awe-inspiring anomaly. (The Ennedi Range contains many other natural stone arches, but most of them have spans in the tens of feet, rather than the hundreds.)

The arches are several days’ drive northeast from Chad’s capital of N’Djamena. A 4-wheel drive is a must for navigating the sands.
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

GBADOLITE

GBADOLITE, NORD-UBANGI

In the early 1960s, Gbadolite was a small village of mud huts. Then came Mobutu. When Mobutu Sese Seko seized control of the Democratic Republic of the Congo in 1965, it was the beginning of a 32-year reign characterized by tyranny against the people and extravagance for himself.

During his three decades of ruling the nation—which he renamed Zaire in 1971—Mobutu shut down trade unions, tortured dissidents, staged public executions, and embezzled billions of dollars. One of the self-serving ways in which he spent this money was to establish and maintain a luxury residence just outside of Gbadolite that became known as the “Versailles of the Jungle.”

Powering a hydroelectric dam Mobutu established in 1989, the newly lavish area featured well-appointed homes, schools, and hospitals, a five-star hotel, a Coca-Cola factory, and three large palaces, one of which was made up of Chinese pagodas. The Gbadolite airport had a VIP terminal accented with gold, and its runway could accommodate pricey supersonic Concordes. Foreign dignitaries would land here, then be whisked off in Mercedes-Benzes to Mobutu’s private palace. There, they could take a dip in one of two swimming pools, lounge on Rococo furniture, and dine on sumptuous meals featuring gourmet ingredients flown in from France.

Following Mobutu’s ousting in 1997, and his death from prostate cancer just a few months later, the shiniest parts of Gbadolite began to dull. Mobutu’s hundreds of staff, including chauffeurs, chefs, and servants, stopped going to his palace. Weeds popped up among the marble, stained glass, and gold.

The gates to Mobutu’s palace are still intact, but many of its roofs are gone. The steel beams of the ceiling form an eerie skeleton of the once-lavish residence. A makeshift school operates out of one of the Gbadolite buildings.

Some wall murals of Mobutu, which depict him in his signature leopard-skin hat, have survived the decay. His smiling face lives on in Gbadolite.

Gbadolite is about 8 miles (13 km) south of the Central African Republic border. Former workers at Mobutu’s mansions, as well as their children, give tours of the ruins.

Lake Tele

BOWA, LIKOULA

The Mokèlé-mbèmbé, Congo’s version of the Loch Ness Monster is said to live in this lake. Surrounded by tropical swampland, the circular body of water is difficult to access, which only fuels the stories about the apatosaurus-like creature supposedly lurking in its depths.

The cryptid has inspired many a proof-seeking pilgrimage to the lake, including a spate of trips during the 1980s led by American, British, Dutch, Japanese, and Congolese adventurers. In 1981, American engineer Herman Regusters claimed to have seen Mokèlé-mbèmbé during a two-week expedition, but none of the local men accompanying him claimed the same.

Monster-seeking trips like these have yielded little beyond muffled sound recordings and blurry photos of distant, indiscernible objects. But for cryptozoologists, the lack of resolution just fueled more imaginative speculation about what Mokèlé-mbèmbé gets up to over there.

Lake Tele is in the deepest jungle, surrounded by swamp forests teeming with gorillas, elephants, and swarms of bees. You’ll need to fly into Impfondo (where you’ll need to get a lake visit permit from the ministry office), then drive to Matoko, get a river boat to Mboya, and trek for 30 miles (48 km) through the wilderness.
East Africa

**ETHIOPIA**

**Erta Ale**

AFAR, AFAR TRIANGLE

Brutally hot, and occasionally besieged by armed rebels, the Danakil Desert is a hostile and exhausting environment. But if you brave the place nicknamed “hell on earth,” you’ll be rewarded with an incredible experience: getting up close and personal with a bubbling, gurgling lava lake.

Erta Ale—“smoking mountain” in the language of northeastern Ethiopia’s Afar region—is a 2,011-foot-high (613 m) active volcano with a lava lake in its caldera. If you’re willing to make the multiday car journey from Mekele, you can hike to the summit of the volcano by night, spend hours watching the lava spurt and swirl, then hike back down at dawn.

Located near Ethiopia’s disputed border with Eritrea, Erta Ale has been subject to repeated rebel attacks. In 2012, five tourists visiting the volcano were murdered—Ethiopia says the gunmen came from Eritrea, but Eritrea claims they were Ethiopian. All trips to Erta Ale must now be made via organized tours that travel with armed escorts.

Tours to Erta Ale depart from Mekele and take 4 days, stopping at campsites along the way.

☎ 13.645987 📧 40.680542
In the northern highlands of Ethiopia is the holy city of Lalibela. Before the 12th century, the city was known as Roha. Then came the birth of the boy who would be king. According to legend, his arrival into the world brought a swarm of bees, who buzzed around his head to signal his royal future. The boy was thus named Lalibela, meaning “the bees recognize his sovereignty.”

When Lalibela became king in 1181, he embarked on a most ambitious project: the creation of a new Jerusalem in Ethiopia for Christians who could not make the pilgrimage to the original. As part of this holy city, Lalibela envisioned a dozen churches carved directly into the volcanic rock.

Details of the construction process have been lost to time, but 13 churches were built between the late 12th and 13th centuries. These were no simple structures—the rock-hewn churches had arched windows, moldings with religious symbols, and murals covering the interior walls. Built on either side of a trench—which was named the River Jordan in recognition of the new holy city—they connected to one another through a series of tunnels.

In the ensuing centuries, seismic shifts, erosion, and water have severely damaged the churches. But the last one to be built—Bete Giyorgis, or the Church of St. George—remains spectacular. Extending 40 feet (12 m) down into the stone and shaped like a cross, Bete Giyorgis continues to draw Christian pilgrims and curious tourists.

Lalibela is a 1-hour flight from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia’s capital. 

**Also in Ethiopia**

**Obelisk of Axum**

Axum - One of many stone towers in the formerly mighty trading post of Axum, this obelisk was taken to Rome by Italian fascists in 1937, then returned to Ethiopia in 2005.

The fierce Erta Ale volcano has not one but two lava lakes.
Kitum Cave

MOUNT ELGON NATIONAL PARK, WESTERN PROVINCE

Kitum Cave extends 600 feet (183 m) into an extinct volcano. Its salty walls are lined with scratches, troughs, and pits, which resemble the scars left by miners searching for diamonds or gold. But these carvings are not the work of humans—Kitum Cave’s walls have been carved out by elephants.

The pachyderms that roam the park eat a diet of forest vegetation low in sodium. To get their fill of salt, elephants come to the cave and run their tusks along the walls, dislodging chunks of rock that they then crush and lick.

Elephants aren’t the only animals that hang out in Kitum Cave. Buffaloes, antelope, leopards, and hyenas are known to prowl its depths. Beyond the inherent danger these animals pose, you’ll need to be especially careful of the Egyptian fruit bats that swarm around the entrance. It is thought that the bats are vectors for Marburg hemorrhagic fever, an Ebola-like virus that two cave visitors contracted during the 1980s. Both travelers—a 15-year-old boy and a 56-year-old man—died within days from the disease, for which there is still no vaccine.

The road to Mount Elgon leads from the town of Kitale, where you can get a minibus to the park. 

Also in Kenya

Maasai Ostrich Farm
Kajiado
- Take a ride on the world’s largest bird—then eat its meat.

Gedi Ruins
Malindi
- The remains of a mysterious town sit here surrounded by a tropical forest overlooking the Indian Ocean.

Marafa Depression
Malindi
- The intricate folds and ridges of these sandstone gorges reveal whites, pinks, oranges, and reds in the rock.
SOUTH SUDAN

The Impenetrable Sudd

The particularly squelchy chunk of land surrounding much of the White Nile in South Sudan constitutes the world’s largest swamp. The Sudd, which means “barrier” in Arabic, is a vast wetland clogged with papyrus plants, water grasses, hyacinths, and other plants that have clumped together to create a giant impenetrable stew of greenery.

The size of the Sudd varies according to whether it’s wet or dry season, but can expand to cover 50,000 square miles (130,000 km²)—roughly the size of the entire state of Louisiana. Swamp villages have been built on some of the floating islands of vegetation, which can measure up to 18 miles (29 km) across. Hippos and crocodiles hang out in the Sudd’s shallower waters, while over 400 species of birds pay a visit during migration season. The entire Sudd acts as a massive sponge, soaking up rainfall and the water that flows in from Lake Victoria in neighboring Uganda. This is bad news for boats, which carry saws to cut through the reeds and grasses. There have been proposals to establish channels that would cut a swath through the Sudd and allow for easier passage, but such an operation would disturb the ecosystem and displace its human inhabitants.

The Sudd spreads across the states of Unity and Jonglei.

---

TANZANIA

Magnetic Shifting Sands

Olduvai Gorge, Great Rift Valley

As the site of many early hominid fossil finds, Olduvai Gorge on the eastern Serengeti plains is widely regarded as the cradle of humanity. Right near it is a majestic pile of ash.

The ash—which originates from the Ol Doinyo Lengai volcano—is arranged in a crescent-shaped dune measuring roughly 320 feet (98 m) long. Wind is constantly reshaping the mound as its iron-rich magnetic grains fight back by clinging together. The result is a dune that is creeping across the desert at a rate of up to 50 feet (15 m) per year.

Ngorongoro Conservation Area. To appreciate the magnetic nature of the ash, grab a handful from the dune and throw it in the air—the grains find their way back to each other.

---

The White Nile’s vast swamps are the largest in the world.
Visit Lake Natron during breeding season and you’ll find it teeming with flamingos, their cotton-candy feathers contrasting beautifully with the mountainous backdrop. But this is no paradise: with a pH of 10.5—compared with ammonia’s 11.6—the lake is caustic enough to burn your skin.

The shallow lake’s high alkalinity comes from sodium compounds—primarily sodium carbonate—that flow in from the mountains. The water is hot—up to 140°F (60°C)—and often tinted a rusty red due to the presence of pigmented cyanobacteria. The harsh conditions keep most animals away, but those that stay provide spectacular sights. A 2-million-strong flock of flamingos comes to Lake Natron every year to feed on algae and breed. The caustic conditions are perfect for warding off predators seeking to disturb the flamingo nests. On the downside, Lake Natron is the only regular breeding ground for East Africa’s lesser flamingos, meaning that any environmental threats to the lake would have a severe impact on the species.

Proposed lakeside power plants and sodium carbonate processing facilities have thus far not materialized—a state of affairs that conservationists would like to preserve indefinitely. **Camp at the edge of the lake to see the flamingos at sunrise.** 📍 2.416667 🌋 36.045844

Flamingos are among the few animals that can handle the hot, intensely salty waters of Lake Natron.
MALAWI
LEPER TREE
LIWONDE, MACHINGA

A baobab tree in quiet, wildlife-filled Liwonde National Park bears a small, hand-painted sign that challenges the apparent tranquility of the scene. The sign reads: “The grave for people who suffered from leprosy in the past.”

In Malawi, as in many places around the world, people with leprosy—also known as Hansen’s disease—have often been ostracized. Though the bacteria that causes the disfiguring disease can be contagious, most of the world’s population is naturally immune. Nevertheless, in accordance with traditional Malawian religious beliefs, those who died of leprosy could not be buried, as it was believed that they would contaminate the earth.

A look inside the Liwonde baobab, which is cut open on one side, shows the legacy of such beliefs. At the bottom of the hollow trunk lies a tangle of human skeletons. These were people with leprosy who got tied together and bundled into the baobab. It is unclear whether they were alive or dead at the time of their internment.

Liwonde National Park. The most prominent landmark in the park’s southern area is Chinguni Hill, which is encircled by a dirt road. The tree is near the base of the hill. 📍 15.030231 📍 35.247495

Funded by Chinese oil, the bright but overly ambitious Nova Cidade complex has struggled to attract tenants.

Southern Africa

ANGOLA
NOVA CIDADE DE KILamba
LUANDA, LUANDA PROVINCE

Clustered in blocks south of the ring road that circles Angola’s capital city are the eight-story apartment blocks, commercial spaces, and schools comprising Nova Cidade de Kilamba: the new city of Kilamba. Financed with loans from China secured with Angolan oil revenues, the housing development sprang up in 2010. With space for up to 500,000 residents, Kilamba was intended to address the housing shortage that resulted from Angola’s 27-year civil war that ended in 2002.

Two years after it opened, however, Kilamba was a virtual ghost town. Though the apartments were shiny and new, the surrounding infrastructure had yet to catch up. The few people living in the development encountered power outages, a lack of public transportation, limited access to healthcare, and little in the way of building and area maintenance. Then there was the cost: The homes were way beyond the means of middle-class Angolans.

Faced with a rainbow-roofed ghost town, the government introduced long-term, low-cost mortgages and made a portion of the blocks available as low-income housing. More people moved in, but Kilamba is still struggling to fill its apartments.

The sprawling complex is off Via Expresso, Kilamba, Luanda. 📍 8.997063 📍 13.266667
The largest known meteorite on earth lies on a farm near the town of Grootfontein, on the very spot where it landed around 80,000 years ago. One of the reasons it remains in situ instead of sitting behind glass at a museum is its weight—at over 60 tons, it’s roughly as heavy as a US Army tank.

Found in 1920, the Hoba meteorite measures 3 feet long by 3 feet (0.9 x 0.9 m) wide, and stands one foot high. Though a sizable crater must have been created at the moment of impact, 80,000 years’ worth of erosion has erased the dent in the sand.

The meteorite’s iron-and-nickel surfaces bear the marks of vandals—visitors to Hoba have been known to chisel off a piece of the space rock to keep as a souvenir. The addition of a surrounding amphitheater and anti-vandalism measures during the 1980s seem to have quelled attempts to take chips off the old block, but you can still touch the meteorite as much as you like.

Tours of Kolmanskop leave from the Insel Street boat yard in Luderitz, a harbor town 15 minutes away.

A former diamond mining settlement is being claimed by the desert.
Deadvlei

Rising from a parched white clay bed surrounded by soaring red sand dunes, the scorched branches of Deadvlei's trees twist toward a cloudless sky. Though long leafless and dead, the trees have yet to decompose—the climate is too dry to permit decay. Instead they stay stuck in the cracked and thirsty clay, skeletons of their former selves.

It's difficult to picture now, but a river once flowed into Deadvlei. Its trees bore flowers and provided canopies of shade. Then came the drought, around 1100 CE, which robbed the clay pan of its nourishing water. Sand dunes swept around the edges, blocking the flow of the river and leaving Deadvlei bare.

A few hardy plants have survived the stark terrain. Patches of salsola, a succulent saltbush, and nara, a bumpy-skinned melon, cling to the sand. Except for the camera-toting visitors, they're the only signs of life in a cinematic barren land.

Tours to Sossusvlei, the clay pan where Deadvlei lies, leave from Windhoek. It's a 6-hour drive and you can stay overnight. Ⓥ 24.760666 Ⓦ 15.293373

Also in Namibia

Fairy Circles

Measuring from 7 to 50 feet (2 to 15 m) in diameter, these mysterious circular patches of barren ground around the country have long caused confusion.
SOUTH AFRICA

The Big Baobab

MODJADJISKLOOF, LIMPOPO

There’s a bar inside one of the trees on the Sunland mango farm. It has draft beer and a dart board, and can fit up to 15 people comfortably.

The tree in question is a particularly large *Adansonia digitata*, a baobab found across sub-Saharan Africa. With a height of 72 feet (22 m) and a circumference of 154 feet (47 m), the Sunland baobab is big enough to walk around in. A “wine cellar” carved into the baobab keeps bottles at a constant 72°F (22.2°C).

You might think the tree would suffer from having a bar installed in its belly. Baobabs, however, develop natural hollows in their trunks, so there wasn’t much hacking and carving required. The tree still produces leaves and fruit every year.

Sunland is 4 hours from Johannesburg, near the small town of Modjadjiskloof. If you want to spend the night, the farm offers accommodations in the form of “jungalows,” which feature open-air bathrooms.

Ponte City Apartments

JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG

The 54-story Brutalist concrete tube that dominates Johannesburg’s skyline was built in 1975. At the time, apartheid laws decreed that the neighborhood in which it sits, Hillbrow, was for whites only. The Ponte City Apartments were intended to be high-end residences, with sweeping views of the city, and shops on the ground floor. There was even supposed to be an indoor ski slope in the 32,000-square-foot (2,973 m²) center atrium.

When apartheid officially ended in 1994, both Hillbrow and Ponte City were plagued with drugs, gang activity, and crime. A three-story pile of trash and debris had accumulated in the pit at the center of the building. Stories of people hurling themselves into the abyss led to Ponte City being labeled “suicide central.” Conditions were so bad that in 1998 a proposal was floated to convert the skyscraper into a prison.

While Hillbrow is still the crime capital of Johannesburg, Ponte City has cleaned up its act. Two changes in building ownership—in 2001 and 2007—heralded mass renovations, the introduction of stringent security measures at the door, and a cleanup of the garbage cluttering the central hollow. The building is much safer than it was during the ‘90s, and even welcomes visitors for tours.

1 Lily Avenue, Hillbrow, Johannesburg. Visit Dlala Njes, the community center at the base of the tower, which offers inner-city tours designed to confront and dispel the myths surrounding Johannesburg’s tough suburbs.

Also in South Africa

Museum of Man and Science

Johannesburg - At this traditional remedies shop, healers browse for animal skins, bones, herbs, and horns.

Wildebeest Kui Rock Art Centre

Barkley West - See hundreds of rock engravings, all estimated to be between 1,000 and 2,000 years old.

Huberta the Hippo

King William’s Town - Amathole Museum’s pride and joy is Huberta, a stuffed hippo who spent years walking across South Africa, gathering crowds wherever she went.
ORLANDO TOWERS

JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG

Orlando Towers, a self-professed “vertical adventure facility,” caters to a niche crowd: those who have always wanted to bungee jump from a bridge suspended between the cooling towers of a decommissioned power plant, 33 stories from the ground.

From 1951 until 1998, the towers handled excess heat at Orlando Power Station. Following the closure of the plant, a rope access specialist named Bob Woods turned the towers into an extreme-sports venue. You can now rappel down the side of one of the towers, rock climb up the other, freefall off the rim into a giant net, or bungee off the bridge. Experienced BASE jumpers can even jump off one of the towers with no safety equipment, provided they bring their own parachute and sign a comprehensive legal waiver.

Since 2002 the once-drab towers have been covered in color. One is painted with murals representing South Africa, while the other is devoted to advertising space. The towers have become a landmark of Soweto, the ramshackle township that gained infamy as a ghetto for black residents of Johannesburg during apartheid.

Dynamo Street at Old Potch Road, Orlando, Soweto. ☎ 26.253394 ☎ 27.927189

SEAL ISLAND

CAPE TOWN

In False Bay—named in the 17th century by the disgruntled sailors who mistook it for adjacent Table Bay—lies a rocky strip of land overrun with seals. Around 60,000 of the barking, flopping, waddling brown fur seals jestle for space on the half-mile-long, 164-foot-wide (50 m) Seal Island.

From a tour boat, the cacophonous jostling is a compelling sight, but it’s the overwhelming smell—a unique bouquet of rotting fish and excrement—that makes the boldest impression. This, however, is before you view the effects of the “ring of death,” a circle of great white sharks that surrounds the island waiting for seals to enter the water. When they do, the sharks pursue them relentlessly.

It’s not unusual to see a great white suddenly breach the surface and hurtle into the air with a seal struggling in its jaws. The sharks are fast, brutal, and capable of chomping seals to death in under a minute. It’s a violent sight, and you can’t help but root for the seal. Sometimes, after a thrilling battle, they get away.

Seal Island cruises leave from Hout Bay. The trip takes about 45 minutes. ☎ 34.137241 ☎ 18.582491

To the sharks surrounding the island, the herds of noisy, smelly seals constitute a tasty buffet.
For a week every year, in late August or early September, tens of thousands of girls and young women storm Ludzidzini, the village of the royal family in Swaziland. Barefoot, bare-breasted, and adorned with brightly colored skirts, beaded necklaces, and pom-poms, they parade in front of the king and his family, singing and dancing while holding machetes.

This annual ritual, known as the Umhlanga, or Reed Dance, is held primarily to celebrate the chastity of the girls and young women involved. Virginity is a prerequisite for participation, which reflects both a traditional social value in Swaziland and modern concerns about HIV transmission in a country where one in four people is living with the virus.

The ceremony begins with the girls being separated into groups according to their age. Each group then journeys to a patch of wetlands, where the girls cut and bundle reeds using their machetes. Over the next few days, the girls travel back and forth from the wetlands to the queen mother’s palace, bringing back bundles of reeds intended to patch holes in the fence surrounding the palace.

After a day of rest and preparation, the girls return to the palace in bright sashes, skirts, and jewelry. The king and his family sit and watch as wave after wave of girls sing and dance before them. The public are also invited to attend these two days of celebrations, though photography is prohibited.

In addition to promoting the traditional social values of female virginity and cooperative labor, the ceremony has a practical purpose: The King of Swaziland, Mswati III, has often used the parade to scout for wives. His thirteenth wife, Inkosikati LaNkambule, and his fourteenth wife, Sindiswa Dlamini, were both plucked from Reed Dances.

Ludzidzini Royal Village is between the capital city of Mbabane and Manzini. Exact dates of the Reed Dance differ each year as they depend on astrology.
ZAMBIA

**The Devil’s Swimming Pool**

**LIVINGSTONE, SOUTHERN PROVINCE**

The small pool with the terrifying view at the edge of Victoria Falls takes your average swimming experience and adds a hefty splash of anxiety. Situated just off tiny Livingstone Island on the Zambian side, the “Devil’s Pool” invites you to sit at the top of the world’s largest sheet of falling water in relative safety. A naturally formed rock barrier separates you from the roaring falls and keeps the pool’s current weak, preventing you from getting swept over the edge and into the 355-foot-tall (108 m) waterfall.

Tour guides lead swims to the Devil’s Pool from Livingstone Island when the water level is low enough—usually between August and January.

Take a daring dip in the world’s highest infinity pool, formed naturally by rocks.

---

ZIMBABWE

**Great Zimbabwe**

**MASVINGO, MASVINGO PROVINCE**

The soaring stone walls that snake around the perimeter of what was once Great Zimbabwe provide an indication of the grandeur of the former city. Built by the Bantu people between the 11th and 15th centuries, Great Zimbabwe consisted of three parts: an ellipse-shaped Great Enclosure with 36-foot (11 m) walls, a citadel on a hill, and a scattering of stone dwellings in a valley. Before it became overpopulated in the 15th century, leading to its abandonment, Great Zimbabwe was a thriving medieval trading center. Archaeological excavations, which began during the early 20th century, have unearthed glass and porcelain from China and Persia, as well as gold and coins from Kilwa, an island off Tanzania.

Excavations also uncovered eight carved soapstone birds, known as the Zimbabwe Birds. These are now Zimbabwe’s national symbol, appearing on its flag, coat of arms, and banknotes. Great Zimbabwe is about 17 miles (27 km) south of Masvingo, which itself is a 4-hour drive from Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe.

---
Islands of the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans

MADAGASCAR

Avenue of the Baobabs
Morondava, Menabe

Along a stretch of dirt road that leads from Morondava to Belon’i Tsiribihina stand rows of baobab trees, their stout trunks glowing and fading as the sun passes overhead. This is the Avenue of the Baobabs, one of the more striking spots for appreciating the *Adansonia grandidieri*, one of seven baobab species endemic to Madagascar.

Hundreds of years old and standing up to 98 feet tall (30 m), the baobabs look like trees that have been uprooted and replanted upside-down. Their branches, which only sprout from the very top of the trunk, are adorned with flat clusters of leaves that catch the light at sunset. Dusk and dawn are the best times to visit.

The baobabs are 45 minutes north of Morondava. The roads are best navigated with 4-wheel drive.

 мереди /// 20.250763 мереди /// 44.418343

At sunset the dark baobabs provide contrast with the shifting pastel hues of the sky.
**Tromelin Island**

Located almost 300 miles (483 km) east of Madagascar and measuring just 1.1 by 0.43 miles, Tromelin Island would be a mere splat of sand if not for its incredible, awful history.

In 1761, the French cargo ship l’Utile set sail from Madagascar bound for Mauritius—then known as Île de France. On board were approximately 160 slaves who the crew had picked up in Madagascar, with the intent of selling them in Mauritius. But while en route, the ship ran into a reef. The stern shattered, sending the ship, 20 of its crew, and about 70 of the slaves to a watery grave. Many of the slaves who drowned were trapped belowdecks, with the hatches closed and, in some cases, nailed down.

The survivors struggled to Tromelin Island, a sandy, treeless, wind-battered speck equipped with nothing but turtles, seabirds, and coral. Some of the sailors managed to dig a well, but the lack of food and shelter made conditions intolerable. By salvaging wreckage from the ship, the survivors were able to build a seaworthy raft—one big enough to hold all the gentlemen and sailors, but not the slaves.

The white survivors climbed aboard the raft and set sail for Mauritius, promising to return for the remaining slaves. The rescue party never came—the governor of Mauritius balked at the idea of risking white lives to save what he considered human cargo.

Fifteen years after l’Utile was shipwrecked, a French warship captain named Bernard de Tromelin visited the island that now bears his name. There he discovered seven of the slaves from l’Utile—all women—and one baby boy who had been born on the island. The group had spent the previous decade and a half surviving on turtles and shellfish and sheltering in houses made from coral bricks. Little is known about the ultimate fates of these survivors, but it seems they were granted the right to live as free people on Mauritius.

A team of French archaeologists performed excavations on Tromelin Island in 2006 and unearthed cooking utensils made from copper salvaged from l’Utile, as well as remnants of the coral houses and evidence of a communal oven. The island is now home to a weather station that monitors winds and detects cyclones in the Indian Ocean.

There are no commercial flights to the island, but if you can find your own plane, you can land on the island’s unpaved airstrip. Another option is to get there by boat, though there are no harbors—you’ll need to anchor offshore. Accommodation is nonexistent. Bring a tent, a sleeping bag, and a lot of provisions.

**SEYCHELLES**

**Vallée de Mai**

**Praslin**

Praslin, the second largest of the Seychelles’s 155 islands, is a paradise of secluded beaches, dense vegetation, and clear, tranquil waters. At the center of the island is Vallée de Mai, a forest home to a most unusual palm tree: the coco de mer. Endemic only to the Seychelles, the coco de mer produces the largest seeds of any plant in the world. Weighing in at up to 60 pounds (27 kg), the seeds are also remarkable for their distinctive shape. Simply put, they resemble a curvaceous woman’s buttocks.

In 1881, devoutly Christian British general Charles Gordon visited Praslin and caught sight of the scandalous seeds. So struck was he by their sensuous shape that he concluded the coco de mer was the tree of knowledge, and its seed the original forbidden fruit. That meant, of course, that Vallée de Mai was the Garden of Eden.

Though that geography may sound a bit wonky, at least according to the Book of Genesis, the coco de mer seeds are a suggestive sight worthy of the “forbidden fruit” label. A mythology has arisen around the coco de mer’s supposedly aphrodisiac properties—the seed is regarded as a fertility symbol, which accounts for its popularity as a souvenir. In 2012, the Seychelles government imposed a ban on the export of coco de mer kernels in response to illegal poaching and trade. To take a seed home, you’ll need to buy it from a licensed dealer and obtain an export permit. Expect to pay top dollar.

If you’re content to just see the seeds, a hike through Vallée de Mai will expose you to plenty. You may also spot black parrots, a threatened species found only on the island of Praslin.

The park is open between 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. The park is open between 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 4.330000 55.738391

**THE 60-POUND FRUIT KNOWN AS THE “LOVE NUT.”**
SAINT HELENA, ASCENSION, AND TRISTAN DA CUNHA

Tristan da Cunha

An 8-mile-wide (13 km) part of a British Overseas Territory, Tristan da Cunha is the most remote populated island in the world. The nearest mainland city, located 1,743 miles (2,805 km) east, is Cape Town in South Africa. The journey from Cape Town takes seven days by boat—traveling by air is not an option, as there is no airport on the island.

Every inhabitant of Tristan da Cunha—269, at last count—lives in the island’s only settlement, Edinburgh of the Seven Seas. Established in the early 19th century, the village is located on the north coast and is home to 70 families, all of whom are farmers. Electricity is supplied by diesel generators. The island’s lone road, a narrow, winding path, is flanked by bungalow-style cottages, potato patches, and roaming cows. The looming volcanic cliffs and low-lying mist create a secluded, hazy setting.

It’s a peaceful, pared-back existence with few anxieties—unless the volcano erupts. Such was the case in 1961, when earthquakes, landslides, and an eruption from one of the north vents sent the entire population fleeing to England via Cape Town. (Put off by England’s busy streets and savage winters, most returned 2 years later after getting the all-clear from geologists.)

Now that the volcano has calmed down, life on Tristan da Cunha is an exercise in patience and planning. There is a grocery store, but orders must be placed months in advance so the goods can be loaded onto scheduled fishing vessels and delivered. A hospital equipped with X-ray machines, a labor and delivery room, operating room, emergency room, and dental treatment facilities takes care of most health concerns, but patients requiring more specialized treatment must be transported to South Africa or the UK.

Boats leave from Cape Town. You’ll need to get approval from island administrators before visiting the island.

THE TORTOISES OF ALDABRA

Aldabra Atoll, Outer Islands

The Galápagos Islands may be the land most associated with giant tortoises, but there’s another archipelago where these terrapins roam: Aldabra, a group of four islands located 435 miles (700 km) east of Tanzania.

Aldabra is the second-largest coral atoll on Earth. Over 100,000 giant tortoises live there—the largest population in the world. The tortoises, which can grow to 550 pounds (250 kg) share their remote home with green sea turtles, coconut crabs, hammerhead sharks, manta rays, and oceanic flamingos. A small research station houses a few scientists, but that’s the extent of the human presence.

The Seychelles Islands Foundation oversees access to Aldabra. Trips are limited to those engaged in nature tourism and education, and some areas of the atoll are off-limits. To get there, you need to get a chartered plane to Assumption Island followed by a chartered boat or private yacht to Aldabra.

SAINT HELENA, ASCENSION, AND TRISTAN DA CUNHA
AUSTRALIA

Devils Marbles
WAUCHOPE, NORTHERN TERRITORY
The Devils Marbles, known as Karlu Karlu (“big boulders”) to local Aboriginal groups, consist of hundreds of rocks scattered across the landscape, varying in diameter from 1.5 feet to 20 feet (.45–6.1 m). Some boulders are stacked and appear to be balancing precariously atop one another. According to Aboriginal mythology, the boulders are the work of Arrange, the Devil Man, who walked through the valley twisting a hair-string belt. As he twisted, clumps of hair fell to the ground, becoming rocks. On his walk back, Arrange spit on the ground, forming more boulders.

In 1953, a marble was transported to the town of Alice Springs and used in a memorial for John Flynn, the founder of a mobile medical service for the outback. The move was controversial—the site is sacred to local Aboriginal groups—and after more than 40 years, the rock was returned to its original location. In 2008, the government also gave back possession of the 7-square-mile (18 km²) Devils Marbles Conservation Area to its Aboriginal owners. Today, Aboriginal communities and local government work together to manage the site.

Wauchope, Northern Territory. The Devils Marbles are a long journey on the Stuart Highway from either Alice Springs (242 miles/389.5 km to the south) or Darwin (679 miles/1,092.7 km to the north). The nearest small town is Wauchope, a good place to stock up on supplies. Out of respect for indigenous residents, don’t climb the boulders. S 20.566667 E 134.266667

Aboriginal myths attribute Wauchope’s split, stacked, and balanced boulders to the Devil Man.

The Cage of Death at Crocosaurus Cove
DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY
While you are being lowered into the first of Crocosaurus Cove’s saltwater crocodile enclosures, you may notice claw marks on the walls of the acrylic cage in which you’re standing. Try not to let that bother you—there are 1.5 inches (3.9 cm) of protective plastic between you and the 18-foot-long (5.5 m) lethal reptile.

Though this urban wildlife park houses other reptiles and fish, the main attraction is its collection of saltwater crocodiles. Compared with alligators, the saltwater species is larger, faster, and more inclined to attack humans. “Salties,” as they’re known locally, are abundant in the rivers and estuaries of northern Australia, where swimming is strongly discouraged.

Crocosaurus Cove offers a rare chance to splash alongside a saltie in the Cage of Death, a transparent cylinder that is lowered into the crocodile enclosures. Though no humans have ever been injured, the same can’t be said for the crocodiles. In 2010, a crocodile named Burt—the 80-year-old star of Crocodile Dundee—lost a front tooth when he lunged at two football players who were taunting him from the cage.

In 2011, a cable holding the Cage of Death snapped and dropped a pair of tourists into the tank with an enormous crocodile named Choppa. Luckily for the couple, Choppa ignored them and they were quickly rescued.

58 Mitchell Street, Darwin. Thirteen bus routes stop along Mitchell Street. Unsurprisingly, you’ll need to sign an indemnity release form before stepping into the Cage of Death. S 12.462333 E 130.839162
Despite the name, there’s a good chance you’ll survive the Cage of Death.
Australia’s reputation as a land of killer animals is a little unfair. Though the country is home to 21 of the world’s most venomous snakes, marine creatures whose sting can kill within minutes, and five highly poisonous spiders, most of the continent’s dangerous creatures do not seek out people to attack. A bite or sting usually happens in self-defense after a human unwittingly invades an animal’s habitat. Here are some creatures—and one plant—to look out for during your travels.

1. **Box Jellyfish**
   Named for the cubelike bell from which its lethal tentacles dangle, the box jellyfish is an almost-transparent creature that zooms silently through the water at up to 7 feet (2.1 m) per second. Its tentacles, the longest of which extend to 10 feet (3 m), have tiny harpoons that inject venom when touched. A kiss from a box jellyfish results in a temporary tattoo of its tentacles and up to 8 hours of agonizing pain. In rare cases, stings cause death by cardiac arrest.

   **TREATMENT:** Pour vinegar over the tentacles to disable the stinging mechanism, then remove them from the skin using a towel or gloves.

2. **Stonefish**
   With their craggy, mottled complexion, stonefish camouflage themselves under mud or sand in the calm shallows of Australia’s tropical waters. Accidentally step on one and up to 13 venom-filled dorsal spines will send neurotoxins coursing through your body, resulting in terrible pain, redness, swelling, muscle weakness, and short-term paralysis.

   **TREATMENT:** Immerse limb in hot water to destroy the venom. In more serious cases, seek antivenom.

3. **Blue-Ringed Octopus**
   This small, unassuming yellow cephalopod covered in neon blue circles will not hesitate to bite when stepped on. The bite itself is painless, but the venom that spills forth from its salivary glands can cause muscular weakness, temporary paralysis, and respiratory failure. In many cases, the victim remains conscious and alert, but is unable to breathe or move.

   **TREATMENT:** Utilize artificial respiration until the patient can breathe unassisted. There is no antivenom.

This small, unassuming yellow cephalopod covered in neon blue circles will not hesitate to bite when stepped on. The bite itself is painless, but the venom that spills forth from its salivary glands can cause muscular weakness, temporary paralysis, and respiratory failure. In many cases, the victim remains conscious and alert, but is unable to breathe or move.
Coastal Taipan
Native to the seaside regions of northern and eastern Australia, the coastal taipan has a light brown, slim body, grows up to 6 feet (1.8 m) long, and has the largest fangs of any snake in the country at up to half an inch (1.3 cm) long. These sizable teeth can sink into your leg several times before you realize what’s happened. When the taipan detects prey, it will freeze, raise its head off the ground, and then lunge and deliver multiple bites.

TREATMENT: The coastal taipan is the world’s third-most-venomous snake, capable of disabling the human nervous system and issuing a one-two punch of neurotoxins that weaken the muscles, then prevent the blood from clotting. To avoid bleeding to death or suffering extensive muscle and kidney damage, bite victims should be administered antivenom as soon as possible.

Sydney Funnel-Web Spider
Pervasive funnel-web phobia is an understandable phenomenon in Sydney. Unlike most other deadly animals, these 2-inch (5.1 cm), dark brown spiders have a habit of wandering into backyards, swimming pools, and homes. During summer, males leave their burrows and travel in search of a mate. A bite to an unsuspecting human causes symptoms within 30 minutes, including rapid heart rate, muscle spasms, sweating, tremors, and breathing difficulties. Though death is possible, there have been no recorded fatalities since the introduction of funnel-web antivenom in 1981.

TREATMENT: Get to a hospital for a dose of antivenom. In the meantime, apply pressure and a tight bandage, and immobilize the wound with a splint to prevent the poison from spreading.

Gympie Gympie
A 4-foot-tall (1.2 m) plant found in the forests of Queensland, the gympie gympie catches your eye with its large heart-shaped leaves, juicy pink berries, and dear little flowers. Then it stings you and all the prettiness is subsumed by a world of pain. Tiny hairs on the stalks and leaves dig into your flesh and break off, causing agony, swelling, and redness that can last for months.

TREATMENT: The strange but medically approved way to remove stinging hairs from the skin is to apply a hair-removal wax strip.
Paronella Park
MENA CREEK, QUEENSLAND
Since childhood, baker José Paronella had dreamed of building a Moorish castle. In 1913, the adventurous 26-year-old left his village in Catalonia, Spain, and moved to tropical northern Australia. There, he eventually found wealth as a sugar cane farmer, and was finally able to pursue his dream.

In 1929, Paronella purchased a plot of rainforest in Queensland and began building his castle by hand, using sand, clay, old train tracks, gravel from the nearby creek, and wood taken from abandoned houses. By 1935, the structure had expanded to include a pool, café, cinema, and ballroom, as well as tennis courts and villa gardens with a grand staircase—all open to the public.

After Paronella’s death in 1948, the building suffered decades of neglect, but thanks to conservation efforts, the castle is alive once again. Lush tropical plants have encroached upon and mingled with Paronella’s hand-built stairs and fountains, making them look like they sprouted from their natural surroundings.

1671 Japoonvale Road, Mena Creek. Bus tours leave from Cairns, which is 75 miles (120.7 km) north of Mena Creek. ☎ 17.671856 ☎ 145.917067

School of the Air Visitor Center
ALICE SPRINGS, NORTHERN TERRITORY
Childhood is different in the outback—kids living on isolated farms don’t go to school or play with neighborhood friends, because the nearest house might be hundreds of miles away.

In 1950, a group of teachers in Alice Springs sought to raise education standards and address the geographical and social isolation of outback kids by establishing a “School of the Air.” Using radio equipment owned by the Flying Doctors, the teachers took turns reading educational scripts that were broadcast to children ages 5 to 12 across an area twice the size of Texas.

Initially, the thrice-weekly lessons were one-way broadcasts, but soon students were able to talk back, participating in question-and-answer sessions at the end of each half-hour class. In addition to receiving radio instruction, students completed written work and projects, sending them to Alice Springs to be graded and returned. (With the postal service not always reliable, the Flying Doctors would occasionally use their “air ambulances” to deliver schoolwork to teachers.) The arrival of high-speed Internet access allowed the school to switch from radio to online communication.

The School of the Air now operates nationwide, maintaining hubs in all states except Tasmania. A typical day for a student involves spending an hour receiving group or individual online lessons from a teacher, then completing assigned work with the help of a parent, sibling, or tutor. Online task submission means students no longer have to wait for weeks to get their work graded and returned. A few times a year, School of the Air gives children the opportunity to travel to their school hub and spend a week with the classmates they’ve seen and heard, but never met.

At the School of the Air visitor center, you can watch classes taking place and see student artwork, photos, and videos.

80 Head Street, Alice Springs. Alice Springs is a 3.5-hour flight from Sydney. Once in town, get a northbound bus from the post office to the visitor center. ☎ 23.677393 ☎ 133.867691

Fountains and lush gardens are all part of a Catalan baker’s self-built fantasyland.
An old eucalyptus tree on the banks of the Bullah Bullah water-hole marks the spot where a cruel twist of fate claimed the lives of two ambitious explorers.

In 1860, Robert Burke and William Wills led an expedition from Melbourne, aiming to travel to the northernmost part of Australia—a journey of around 2,000 miles (3,218.7 km). At the time, the desert terrain, where summer temperatures exceeded 122°F (50°C), had yet to be explored by non-indigenous people. Burke and Wills, neither of whom had any exploration experience, brought 19 men, 23 horses, 26 camels, and 6 wagons stuffed with far more supplies than was sensible. (A Chinese gong and a large oak table were among the more impractical baggage.)

After spending months journeying to Cooper Creek, Burke and Wills split from the rest of the group to make the trip to the northern coast. Those left at Cooper Creek were instructed to wait three months while the two men completed their journey to and from the coast. After holding out for more than four months, the Cooper Creek group buried food and supplies beneath a tree marked with the date and departed.

Nine hours later, Burke and Wills arrived back at Cooper Creek. They encountered the “Dig Tree,” excavated the cache of supplies, and found a letter from the other group. Too exhausted to try to catch up with them, the men rested for two days. Before heading south, they buried a letter of their own in the cache, detailing their plans, in case a rescue party should arrive. But Burke and Wills made a crucial mistake: They did not change the date or message originally etched into the tree. When members of their original group returned to Cooper Creek carrying extra supplies, they saw no evidence that Burke and Wills had been there, and departed.

With their rations running low and all their animals dead, Burke and Wills stayed alongside the creek, too weak to carry water. Knowing the end was near, Wills returned to the Dig Tree and buried his diary. An entry on June 21, written a week before he and Burke died, reads thus:

“We have done all we could . . . our deaths will rather be the result of the mismanagement of others than of any rash acts of our own. Had we been come to grief elsewhere, we could only have blamed ourselves, but here we are returned to Cooper Creek, where we had every reason to look for provisions and clothing, and yet we have to die of starvation.”

The tree is 23 miles (37 km) northeast of Innamincka, a tiny outback town in South Australia near the Queensland border. Markings on the Dig Tree are still visible.

The world’s only evidence of a dinosaur stampede.
Pitch Drop Experiment

Brisbane, Queensland

To view the experiment that the University of Queensland School of Mathematics and Physics boasts is “more exciting than watching grass grow,” you’ll need to go to the display cabinet in the school’s foyer. There, beneath a glass dome, you will see a funnel filled with asphalt. It doesn’t seem to be doing anything other than sitting there, but do not be deceived: You are looking at the world’s longest running lab experiment in action.

The Pitch Drop Experiment began in 1927, the brainchild of UQ physics professor Thomas Parnell. His aim: to demonstrate that pitch—a term for thick, solid polymers such as asphalt—is not solid, but a very viscous liquid.

To prove this, Parnell poured a heated sample of pitch into a closed funnel and let it settle, a process that took three years. In 1930, he cut off the end of the funnel, allowing the pitch to flow freely. Which it did. Very, very slowly. The first drop fell into the beaker in 1938, with the second and third drops following in 1947 and 1954. With the installation of air-conditioning in the building came a reduction in the flow rate—the eighth drop, which hit the beaker in November 2000, took over 12 years to fall.

Just over 13 years later, in April 2014, the ninth drop fell. The next data point is expected to be collected in 2027.

Physics Annexe, University of Queensland, Brisbane. Get a bus from central Brisbane (Adelaide Street) to UQ (Chancellor’s Place). S 27.497854 E 153.013286

Boab Prison Tree

Derby, Western Australia

During the 1890s, police used the bulbous, 15-foot-wide (4.6 m) hollow trunk of this 1,500-year-old boab tree as a temporary jail for Aboriginal prisoners en route to sentencing in the small town of Derby. Long before its use as a makeshift prison, the tree was part of an indigenous legend. The story goes that the boab, once tall and proudful, learned humility when the spirits turned it upside down, causing its roots to grow into the sky.

Broome Highway, Derby. Skywest flights from Perth to Derby (a 3-hour trip) depart every weekday. A fence around the tree prevents visitors from going inside it, partly out of respect for its connections to Aboriginal beliefs, but also because snakes like to sleep in the trunk. S 17.350700 E 123.669900

Rabble-rousers used to be flung into the belly of the Boab Prison Tree.
Umpherston Sinkhole

Mount Gambier, South Australia

In 1864, a gentleman named James Umpherston purchased a plot of land containing a large sinkhole. This was no oversight—Mount Gambier is a city built on a porous foundation of eroding limestone caves and craters.

Far from being perturbed by the sinkhole’s presence, Umpherston decided to transform the pit into a sunken recreational garden open to all. By 1886, he had filled the hole with a variety of ferns and flowers. Visitors flocked to the new garden, entering it via a set of wooden stairs.

After Umpherston’s death in 1900, the garden began to deteriorate into an overgrown garbage dump. By 1976, however, plans were afoot to restore its former beauty. Department of Woods and Forest staff uncovered Umpherston’s terraces, and planted new flowers and shrubs. Just like its original incarnation, the garden was an instant hit.

Umpherston Sinkhole continues to flourish, with its blooming pink and lilac hydrangeas and its edges dripping with hanging ivy that conceals the caverns below. Its popularity has extended to local possums, who scamper among the plants at night in search of food.

Jubilee Highway E, Mount Gambier. Mount Gambier is a 6-hour bus ride from Melbourne’s Southern Cross station, or just over 6 hours from Adelaide’s Central station. 📍37.835267 140.802465

Ivy drapes over the edge of a 150-year-old sinkhole garden.
**Marree, South Australia**

Charter pilot Trec Smith was flying over the outback toward Coober Pedy in June 1998 when he saw it: a 2.6-mile-tall (4.2 km) drawing of a naked indigenous man, his left arm raised and ready to launch a hunting stick toward unseen prey.

The perfectly proportioned figure, formed by wide lines dug 10 inches (25.4 cm) into the ground, seemed to have been freshly carved. But despite the planning, precision, and sheer boldness required to create it, no one came forward to claim authorship—and apparently no one witnessed its creation.

The situation only got stranger. Anonymous press releases appeared, ostensibly written from an American perspective. They used US units of measurement, referred to local places with awkwardly formal names, and referred to the Native American Great Serpent Mound in Ohio. In June 1999, a fax from the UK revealed that a message had been buried beneath the Marree Man’s nose. Authorities surrendered to curiosity and dug it up to discover a plaque that was decorated with an American flag, the Olympic rings, and a quote about Aboriginal hunting from a 1936 book on outback Australia.

The created-by-Americans angle seemed to be a red herring planted by an audacious eccentric. That’s where Bardius Goldberg, now considered the most likely culprit, comes in. Goldberg, an artist prone to provocation, had been making Aboriginal-style dot paintings near the desert town of Alice Springs when he got into a dispute with the traditional landowner, Herman Malbunka. Goldberg then allegedly used a borrowed GPS and a tractor to send a spiteful message to Malbunka.

Unfortunately, Goldberg died in 2002 (he developed septicemia after losing a tooth in a bar fight), meaning the mystery of the Marree Man has never been officially solved. Goldberg’s other schemes included planting eucalyptus trees in the shape of a giant kangaroo and installing a magically disappearing Virgin Mary in the wall of a house. To those who knew him, he was the only possible culprit.

The lines of the Marree Man have faded due to erosion, but the figure is still visible from the air.

Tours to the Marree area, incorporating scenic flights over the Marree Man and nearby Lake Eyre, depart from Adelaide. ☏ 29.43778 ☎ 137.468077

---

**Also in Australia**

- **Litchfield Termite Mounds**
  - **Adelaide River** - What look like craggy tombstones are actually houses built by ants.

- **Sun Pictures**
  - **Broome** - The world’s oldest outdoor cinema still screens multiple films per night.

- **Tessellated Pavement**
  - **Eaglehawk Neck** - This plateau came into being when pressure at the Earth’s crust caused cracks to appear in the rock at perpendicular angles, creating a tiled effect.

- **Eden Killer Whale Museum**
  - **Eden** - See the full skeleton of Old Tom, a 22-foot-long (6.7 m) orca who once cooperated with hunters to herd fellow whales.

- **Hamelin Pool Stromatolites**
  - **Gawler Ranges** - The rock-like formations in the shallow waters of Hamelin Pool Marine Nature Reserve are not rocks, but stromatolites: living, growing organisms that provide a rare glimpse of life on Earth as it was 3.5 billion years ago.

- **Gaoxue**
  - **Twelve Apostles** - These limestone stacks off the coast of a national park.

- **Lake Hillier**
  - **Middle Island** - The water in this lake is a startling bubblegum pink.

- **Undara Lava Tubes**
  - **Mount Surprise** - White cockroaches, caramel-colored pseudoscorpions, and eyeless silverfish are among the rare insects and arachnids that lurk in these caves.

- **Newnes Glowworm Tunnel**
  - **Wolgan Valley** - The path of a one-time railway tunnel is now home to thousands of glowing insects.

- **Wunderkammer**
  - **Melbourne** - This downtown boutique sells artifacts and ephemera from the natural and scientific worlds.

- **Regent Street Station**
  - **Sydney** - Groups of mourners with picnics in tow once assembled at this Gothic station to get the train to Rookwood Cemetery.

- **Burning Mountain**
  - **Wingen** - This tiny island, once home to the occasional banished starving prisoner, is also known as “Pinchgut.”

- **Fort Denison**
  - **Sydney Harbor** - This tiny island, once home to the occasional banished starving prisoner, is also known as “Pinchgut.”

The 2.6-mile-tall figure seems to have been created as a hoax by an eccentric artist.
COLLECTOR, NEW SOUTH WALES

Once a five-inn town that attracted gangs of bushrangers—19th-century, forest-dwelling outlaws who robbed coaches—Collector has since quieted down to a 300-person village with few visitors. At its entrance is a striking sight: a 23-foot-tall, 112-foot-long (7 m, 34 m), sand-colored, Gothic-style gate that seems to have emerged organically from its sun-bleached surroundings.

The Dreamer’s Gate is the work of local artist Tony Phantastes, who created it as a tribute to his deceased father. Phantastes began building it in 1993, using a skeleton of galvanized wire and piping, and adding burlap, plaster, chicken wire, and cement. The five-panel design incorporates twisting tree limbs, hands, a sleeping man’s face, and circular windows that show the landscape beyond.

In 1999, the local council issued a stop-work order, claiming the gate was structurally unsound. Phantastes fought back, but lost his case and, in an attempt at compromise, added steel support beams to the back of the gate.

Dreamer’s Gate remains intact but unfinished. As the years pass, it becomes a little more bleached and rusted, its broken archway symbolizing Phantastes’s incomplete dream.

Church Street, Collector. Collector is a 2.5-hour drive from Sydney. The gate is opposite the Bushranger Hotel, once frequented by Ben Hall’s legendary bushranger gang. A monument at the hotel pays tribute to Constable Samuel Nelson, shot dead by an outlaw on that spot in 1865.

COOBER PEDY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

For most residents of Coober Pedy, opening a window to get some fresh air isn’t an option. More than half of the desert town’s 2,000 people live underground in houses excavated from rock, a lifestyle that protects them from the extreme dry heat.

Coober Pedy was established in 1915, after a 14-year-old named Willie Hutchison discovered opals in the ground while looking for water. The town has since become the world’s largest producer of the white gemstones, which form when silica and water combine in the cracks of sedimentary or igneous rock.

The cave-dwelling residents attend underground church services, browse underground art galleries, and manage underground hotels. For those recreational pursuits that simply aren’t possible in a cave, there are creative modifications—at the town golf course, players begin games during the cool of night, using glowing golf balls and carrying a small piece of turf for teeing off.

The town of Coober Pedy is 526 miles (846.5 km) northwest of Adelaide. Two-hour flights to Coober Pedy on the Rex airline depart from Adelaide. Alternatively, an overnight Greyhound bus takes 11 hours. To avoid the hottest temperatures, visit between April and November.

Church Street, Collector. Collector is a 2.5-hour drive from Sydney.

To avoid the hottest temperatures, visit between April and November.

Church Street, Collector. Collector is a 2.5-hour drive from Sydney.
William Ricketts Sanctuary

Mount Dandenong, Victoria

The winding mountain paths in the quiet forest of the William Ricketts Sanctuary are lined with 92 ceramic faces that seem to have grown straight out of the rocks and boulders. Each face depicts a real figure in the life of sculptor William Ricketts. Never trained in sculpture, Ricketts grew up surrounded by Aboriginal mythology, in which ancestral beings are believed to have created the land’s natural features during what is called “the Dreamtime.”

Ricketts began creating sculptures of indigenous elders, adults, and children in the 1930s—a time when Victorian government policy still removed Aboriginal children from their parents to be raised in white homes and institutions. In his depictions, Ricketts often sculpted white men wearing crowns made from bullets, with dead animals at their feet.

Ricketts continued sculpting until his death in 1993 at the age of 94. Opened to the public in the 1960s, his sanctuary offers a place for quiet reflection and the appreciation of nature.

1402-1404 Mt. Dandenong Tourist Rd., Mount Dandenong, Victoria. Get a train from Flinders Street Station in central Melbourne to the Croydon stop. From there, get a bus to the sanctuary.

Ned Kelly’s Death Mask and Revolver

Melbourne, Victoria

He went to the gallows in 1880, but the ghost of Ned Kelly maintains a firm hold over the collective psyche of Australia. The most famous of the bushrangers, he is remembered with fondness as an underdog and maverick who fought laws that unfairly targeted the poor, but he is also abhorred for being an unrepentant murderer.

Born to an Irish convict father who was transported to Australia in 1841 after stealing two pigs, Kelly racked up his own criminal record as a teenager. After shooting a police officer who got too friendly with his sister, Kelly and his brother Dan went on the run in 1878. Police gave chase, and the brothers shot back, killing three officers.

Despite being wanted—dead or alive—by the government, the Kellys reemerged a month later and committed two brazen bank robberies, holding police and customers hostage as they emptied the vaults. With the authorities closing in and the situation ever more desperate, the Kelly brothers and other members of their gang created now-iconic suits of armor out of bulletproof metal plates, including cylindrical helmets with small slots for the eyes. The Kelly Gang wore them at the final showdown in June 1880, where they held 60 people hostage at the Glenrowan Inn and engaged in a half-day shootout with police. Three civilians died, along with all members of the Kelly Gang except Ned, who was captured and sentenced to death for three murders.

The Old Melbourne Gaol, which operated from 1845 to 1924, was the site of Kelly’s November 1880 hanging. He remained defiant of authority to the end, responding to the sentencing judge’s customary “May the Lord have mercy on your soul” with “I will go a little further than that, and say I will see you there where I go.”

Kelly’s death mask, made an hour after he was hanged, and his revolver are on display. His skeleton, which was buried in a yard at the jail, was turned over to the Kelly family in 2012 for a proper burial—minus the skull. Stolen in 1929, rediscovered, put on display at the Old Melbourne Gaol, and stolen again in 1978, the whereabouts of the skull remain unknown.

Old Melbourne Gaol, 377 Russell St., Melbourne. The jail is a 5-minute walk north of Melbourne’s Central train station. Kelly’s famous helmet, complete with bullet dents, is located a block away on Swanston Street at the State Library of Victoria.

236 / Oceania / Australia
 Darkness had fallen. Two scientists were perched 330 feet (100.6 m) above the sea on a shard of an old volcano shaped like a giant jagged dagger. It was in this precarious position that they laid eyes on the best possible surprise: a nest of 24 giant stick insects, each the size of a human hand.

David Priddel and Nicholas Carlile embarked on their 2001 trip to Balls Pyramid, a 1,844-foot-tall (562 m) volcanic remnant off the east coast of Australia, motivated by a shaky belief: that the stick insect, long thought to be extinct, was still alive. The insect, also referred to as a “tree lobster” on account of its unusually large size, once roamed the forests of nearby Lord Howe Island. Following the 1918 introduction of black rats to the island—which escaped from a supply ship that ran aground—the insects disappeared, and by 1930 were considered extinct.

Balls Pyramid, located 12 miles (19.31 km) southeast of Lord Howe, is hardly lush with vegetation—it is almost entirely rock, its near-vertical cliff faces inhospitable to fauna and off-limits to mountain climbers without government permission. But beneath a spindly shrub growing from a crack, there they were: two dozen tree lobsters.

No one could figure out how they got there. Were they carried by birds? Did their eggs float across on the sea? At first, the Australian government couldn’t decide whether they ought to be moved. But in 2003, a team from the National Parks and Wildlife Service scaled the pyramid and collected two pairs of stick insects for breeding in captivity. One pair died shortly after, but the pair dispatched to the Melbourne Zoo—“Adam and Eve”—met with success, producing eggs that became the foundation of the zoo’s now-thousands-strong tree lobster population.

373 miles (600.3 km) northeast of Sydney. Flights link Sydney and Lord Howe Island, taking just under 2 hours. 

Christmas Island, an Australian territory in the Indian Ocean, is populated by 1,500 humans and 100 million crabs.

Each year at the start of the rainy season, the ground is transformed into a vast, churning red carpet as the island’s crabs leave their forest burrows and scuttle to shore in order to spawn. During their perilous journey, which can take several weeks, the crabs must cross roads, withstand seaside winds, and steer clear of yellow crazy ants.

The ants, who, true to their name, move frantically and erratically when disturbed, were accidentally introduced to Christmas Island in the 1920s. Since then they have formed super-colonies, wreaking havoc on the island’s ecosystem. Red crabs, despite their larger size and exoskeletons, are no match for the jets of lethal acid that swarms of ants spray into the crabs’ eyes and mouths.

Concerned by the insects’ destructive effect on red crabs and Christmas Island ecology as a whole, the Australian government has established a seven-member Crazy Ant Scientific Advisory Panel. Tactics thus far include a four-year research study into the ants’ reliance on honeydew, and the 2009 release of 13 tons of insecticide on super-colony areas. Though this last measure made a significant dent in the crazy ant population, their numbers are rapidly increasing once again.

Christmas Island is a 4-hour flight from Perth. Exact timing of the migration varies depending on the weather and the phases of the moon, but the crabs tend to start moving in November.
AUSTRALIA’S BIG THINGS

In 1963, a 16-foot-tall (4.9 m) bagpipe-playing Scotsman appeared on the northeast corner of Scotty’s Motel in Adelaide. The concrete structure, designed to attract travelers to the roadside lodge, sparked an Australian cultural phenomenon: the big thing.

Families road-tripping along the country’s major highways during the 1980s and ‘90s encountered many an oversized object. Initially erected as promotional tools for stores, museums, and lodgings, the big things became attractions themselves. For many Australians, stopping for a photo in front of the Big Banana was a summer vacation ritual.

There are over a hundred big things in Australia, but most look a little run-down these days. Low-cost airline flights are gradually replacing the great Australian road trip. Low-tech big things now evoke feelings of nostalgia—and a bit of cultural cringe.
Big Pineapple
53 feet (16.2 m)
Woombye, QLD

Giant Koala
46 feet (14 m)
Dadswells Bridge, VIC

Giant Prawn (above)
20 feet (6.1 m)
Ballina, NSW

Big Ned Kelly
20 feet (6.1 m)
Glenrowan, VIC

Big Galah
26 feet (7.9 m)
Kimba, SA
NEW ZEALAND

Electrum

Makarau

In addition to being one of New Zealand’s wealthiest people, Alan Gibbs can control lightning. His farm is home to a sculpture called Electrum, the world’s largest Tesla coil.

At night, from his balcony 50 feet (15.2 m) away, Gibbs can flip a switch that sends lightning streaming from the top of the 38-foot (11.6 m) structure, which consists of a simple sphere atop a column. When the coil discharges, it sends up to three million volts into the surrounding air. You can hear an ear-splitting crackling sound and feel the hair on your head standing on end. That burning smell is ozone, the result of oxygen molecules breaking up and reforming in new combinations.

Electrum is the artistic realization of Gibbs’s long-held fascination with lightning. To create the work, he commissioned late American artist Eric Orr, whose sculptures often combined fire, water, and a sense of high drama. With the help of electrical engineer Greg Leyh and teams in New Zealand and San Francisco, Orr designed and built a cylinder with a hollow sphere (known as a Faraday cage) on top. At its first test demonstration, during which a constant stream of lightning discharged amid a tremendous buzz, Leyh sat protected inside the sphere reading a book—an homage to the famous photograph of Tesla reading in a chair while a coil erupts into a lightning frenzy behind him.

Hobbiton

Matamata, Waikato

In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit—and that hole is located in Matamata, New Zealand. What remains of the Shire movie set for Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings and Hobbit adaptations lies on Alexander Farm, a 2-square-mile (3.2 km²) family property with 13,000 sheep and 300 beef cattle.

Jackson selected the site after an aerial survey of the area revealed its hills were the perfect size and shape for the cozy hobbit houses described in J. R. R. Tolkien’s books. To transform the farm into a Hollywood-approved Hobbiton, the film crew built a mill and bridge, brought in foliage, and wired individual fake leaves to a dead tree, all after enlisting the help of the New Zealand Army to pave an access road.

After taking a 1-hour guided tour of Hobbiton, visitors are welcome to bottle-feed a lamb or watch one being shorn. 501 Buckland Rd., Hinuera, Matamata. InterCity buses from Auckland take just over 3 hours to reach Matamata. A free shuttle runs from the bus stop to the farm.

The little house where Frodo’s perilous journey began.
Epic Film Sets You Can Visit

**Big Fish**  
*Private island in a river near Montgomery, Alabama, United States*  
The custom-built set of Spectre, the friendly, hidden town in this 2003 Tim Burton film, still sits on its little island. Years of weather have taken their toll, though—the buildings’ rustic facades are wearing off to reveal the Styrofoam beneath.  
The island is privately owned. Seek permission before visiting.

**Star Wars**  
*Chott el Jerid, southwest of Nefta, Tunisia*  
The Lars Homestead, Luke Skywalker’s Tatooine home, still stands in the Tunisian desert—thanks to some particularly dedicated fans. In 2010, Star Wars enthusiast Mark Dermul led a pilgrimage to the set location and was disheartened by the dilapidated state of the Skywalker igloo. After two years of fund-raising and negotiating with the Tunisian government, Dermul and five friends returned to the desert and repaired the plaster set piece.

**The Ten Commandments**  
*Guadalupe, California, United States*  
For almost 90 years, the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes hid a massive bounty of Egyptian “relics.” A 720-foot-long (219 m) Egyptian palace, 21 five-ton (4,535.9 kg) sphinx sculptures, and four 30-foot (9.1 m) pharaoh statues were among the set pieces for Cecil B. DeMille’s *The Ten Commandments*, which was filmed in 1923. Despite building the largest set ever built at the time, DeMille ordered his workers to dismantle and bury the set after its month-long filming had been completed. The movie set lay hidden until 1983, when Peter Brosnan, a filmmaker and DeMille fan, set out to unearth the secret bounty. Brosnan and his crew found the “Lost City” after following clues featured in DeMille’s autobiography, but lacked the funding for a proper excavation. It was not until October 2012 that digging finally commenced. Pieces of the set are still buried in the desert, but several unearthed objects are on display at the Dunes Center on Guadalupe Street.

Artists sculpt the face of Rameses II for Cecil B. DeMille’s *The Ten Commandments*. 
Swirling wisps of steam billow from the basins and bubbling mud pools at Craters of the Moon, a geothermal field encircled by a raised wooden walkway.

The area was not always a hotbed of activity. The craters began to appear in the 1950s, when the installation of a nearby geothermal power station caused a reduction in underground water pressure, allowing hot water to come to the surface and escape as steam.

Since then, the land has been in a state of constant shift. New craters—up to 65 feet (19.8 m) deep—form during hydrothermal eruptions, which occur about once per year. Blowholes emitting steam and gas pop up more frequently—so much so that the walkway needs regular rerouting to bypass new vents and avoid scalding visitors.

Karapiti Road, Wairakei, Taupo is a 5-hour bus ride or 45-minute flight from Auckland. The Craters of the Moon site is 3 miles (4.8 km) north of the city center.  38.64667 176.103753

---

**Hot Water Beach**

COROMANDEL PENINSULA, WAIKATO

Arrive on Hot Water Beach at the right time, and you'll be able to dig yourself a custom-size hot tub out of the sand, with adjustable water temperature. A small section of the beach sits on an underground geothermal water trough. A little digging between low and high tide releases the warm water, making it possible to create a personal spa.

Finding the temperature sweet spot can be tricky—on some patches of the beach, the underground water is hot enough to scald. The best approach is to fill a bucket with cold seawater and pour it into the hot tub if you start sizzling.

If diligently dammed, hot tubs will last for about four hours before being claimed by the sea as high tide approaches.

Check tide times before you go. Aim to arrive about 2 hours before low tide to claim your spot, start digging, and get the most time out of your hot tub before it washes away. 36.881667 175.583333

---

**Craters of the Moon**

TAUPO, WAIKATO

A geothermal field dotted with steamy blowholes.
ENGLAND

WaiToMo

GlowWorm Caves

WAITOMO, WAIKATO

The tour of Waitomo’s glowworm caves ends with a silent boat ride in the dark beneath a dense scattering of blue-tinged stars. Or at least that’s what it looks like. The dots of light on the ceiling are actually bioluminescent fungus gnats. This remarkable sight greeted local Maori chief Tane Tinorau and English surveyor Fred Mace when they explored the Waitomo caves for the first time in 1887. Entering through a stream and paddling on a raft by candlelight, the two men were astonished to discover the beauty of the caves, which formed approximately 30 million years ago. Return visits yielded greater rewards—the pair found an entry point on land and, by 1889, were guiding visitors through the caves for a small fee.

The Waitomo caves contain magnificent natural limestone formations that resemble cathedrals, pipe organs, and twisted columns. But the main attraction is, of course, the glowworms. Found only in New Zealand, *Arachnocampa luminosa* emit a blue-green light during their 6-to-12-month larval stage. The bioluminescence occurs due to chemical reactions in the gnat’s excretory organs, and, along with dangling feeding lines, helps attract prey to the silk webs where the larvae live. The hungrier a larva is, the more brightly it glows. These are the gnat’s glory days—after emerging from the pupal stage mouthless, they will die of starvation within 100 hours, devoting their short adult life to mating and, if female, laying about a hundred or so eggs.

39 Waitomo Caves Road, Waikato. The nearest major city is Hamilton, a 1-hour drive or bus ride away. Photography is forbidden in the caves and you are asked to remain silent when near the glowworms.

Also in New Zealand

Baldwin Street
Dunedin · The steepest residential street in the world came about by accident: When drawing up road plans for Dunedin in the mid-1800s, London-based city planners used a standard grid system without regard for the local terrain.

Hundertwasser Public Toilets
Kawakawa · The crooked tiles, glass-bottle windows, and bursts of clashing color that make up the walls of this public restroom are the hallmarks of artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser.

Lake Tekapo
Mackenzie Basin · This turquoise lake gets its hue from “rock flour,” a powder made when glaciers grind rocks as they go.

Rere Rock Slide
Rere · The Wharekopae River cascades down this slanted 200-foot (61 m) rock formation, allowing daring visitors to slide down it on tires and boogie boards.

Mrs. Chippy Monument
Wellington · A bronze kitty adorns the grave of Harry McNeish, the polar explorer who brought the original feline to the Antarctic.

Bridge to Nowhere
Whanganui · A 130-foot-long (39.6 m) concrete bridge stretches across the untamed greenery of Mangapurua Gorge. Then it simply stops.
MONIAC MACHINE

WELLINGTON

The 1949 creation of crocodile-hunter-turned-economist Bill Phillips, the MONIAC (Monetary National Income Analogue Computer) demonstrates the workings of a national economy, using flowing water to represent the movement of money.

The 6-foot-7-inch (2 m) machine, which Phillips made from spare parts in his landlady’s garage while studying at the London School of Economics, consists of transparent plastic tanks mounted on a wooden board, connected by plastic tubing. Each tank represents a part of the economy, such as imports, health, and education. Adjusting the flow rate of the water causes changes throughout the system, providing a clear simulation of the system-wide effects of spending, saving, investment, interest rates, and taxation.

Phillips created the MONIAC to demonstrate the ways in which small changes can have complex and far-reaching results within a national economy. Fourteen of the hulking, noisy machines were built following the initial prototype, but the advent of computers during the 1950s soon rendered them obsolete. One of the few surviving models is on display at the Reserve Bank Museum. Another can be found at the Science Museum in London.

Reserve Bank Museum, 2 The Terrace, Wellington. The museum is a 10-minute walk from the Wellington train station. 📍 41.278997 📞 174.775217

COLOSSAL SQUID AT TE PAPA MUSEUM

WELLINGTON

Like its cousin the giant squid, the colossal squid is an elusive beast. The cephalopod, which is shorter but heavier than the giant squid, lives 3,000 feet (914.4 m) deep in the pitch-black waters surrounding Antarctica. The first clues of its existence came in the form of two sucker-covered arms found in the belly of a sperm whale. Until 2007, only three complete colossal squid specimens had ever been captured and recorded.

In February of that year, the New Zealand fishing vessel San Aspiring was hunting near the Ross Ice Shelf when something tugged at the boat’s fishing line with an unusually strong force. The crew pulled up the line to discover a 1,000-pound (453.6 kg) colossal squid attached to an Antarctic toothfish, refusing to let go. Knowing they’d happened upon something special, the fishermen hauled the squid on board, froze it, and plotted a swift course back to New Zealand.

Wellington’s Te Papa Museum—a national institution focused on art, history, the natural world, and Maori culture—gratefully received the specimen, preserving it in formalin while staff pondered what to do with it. The squid remained in frozen storage for over a year until scientists thawed it in a specially built tank filled with ice and salt water. Webcams provided a live broadcast of the 60-hour thawing and examination process.

Though initially estimated at 30 feet (9.1 m) long, the squid measured 13 feet 9 inches (4.2 m)—a discrepancy attributed to postmortem tentacle shrinkage. Nicknamed “Messie,” after its scientific name of Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni, it is on display in a horizontal tank, forming the centerpiece of Te Papa’s colossal squid exhibit. Here you will learn—or be reminded—that the squids have three hearts, rotating hooks on the ends of their tentacles, and an esophagus that passes through the center of a donut-shaped brain.

55 Cable Street, Wellington. Te Papa Museum is a 20-minute walk, or a 10-minute bus ride, from Wellington Station. 📍 41.290502 📞 174.781737

Dredged up from the Antarctic deep, Messie the squid has found a more cozy home.
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MARSHALL ISLANDS

Cactus Dome

ENEWETAK ATOLL

With its ring of verdant islands surrounding a deep sapphire lagoon, the Enewetak coral atoll was a beautiful place to launch the world’s first hydrogen bomb. After capturing the atoll from Japan during World War II, the US evacuated the islands, exhumed their fallen soldiers to send home for reburial, and conducted a series of nuclear tests.

Between 1948 and 1958, 43 weapons exploded over Enewetak. Among these was Ivy Mike, a hydrogen bomb 500 times bigger than Hiroshima’s Little Boy. By the time testing ceased, the entire atoll was highly radioactive, its reefs and islands dotted with craters that each measured several hundred feet in diameter.

When evacuated residents began returning to Enewetak during the 1970s, the US government determined it ought to decontaminate the islands. In 1979, a military team arrived and gathered up contaminated soil and debris, mixing it with cement and piling the sludge into a 350-foot-wide (107 m) blast crater on Runit Island to the atoll’s east. When the mound reached 25 feet (7.6 m) high, army engineers covered it with a saucer-shaped concrete cap. It was dubbed the Cactus Dome, after the Cactus bomb that caused the crater.

The US declared Enewetak safe for habitation in 1980. Currently, about 900 people live on the atoll, though none live on the Cactus Dome. A 2008 field survey of the dome noted that 219 of its 357 concrete panels contain defects such as cracks, chips, and vegetation taking root in joints.

You can charter a small plane from Majuro, the capital of the Marshall Islands, 90 minutes away. Prepare for a bumpy landing—the Enewetak airstrip is not well maintained.

PACIFIC ISLANDS

FIJI

Fiji Museum

SUVA, FIJI

Reverend Thomas Baker’s grave mistake was allegedly attempting to remove a comb from the hair of a Fijian chief. For this breach of etiquette in 1867, the Methodist missionary became the last man to be killed, boiled, and eaten by villagers of Nabutautau. After that incident, Fiji abandoned cannibalism.

The sole of Baker’s boiled shoe, as well as the specially designated “cannibal forks” used to eat him, are on display at the Fiji Museum. Other items in the collection, including a 44-foot-long (13.4 m), double-hulled war canoe and a copy of the 1874 deed of cession that granted the British ownership of the archipelago, piece together a portrait of Fiji’s indigenous and colonial past.

At a tribal ceremony in 2003, Nabutautau villagers formally apologized to Reverend Baker’s descendants for eating him, claiming the village had been experiencing “bad luck” since the event.

Thurston Gardens, Cakobau Road, Suva, Viti Levu.

* 18.149666 * 178.4419
Federated States of Micronesia

Rai Stones

Yap

The official currency of Micronesia is the US dollar, but the island state of Yap uses an additional form of money: limestone discs, some of which weigh more than a car. Hundreds of years ago, Yapese explorers journeyed 280 miles (450.6 km) west in bamboo canoes to the island of Palau, where they encountered limestone for the first time. After negotiations with the people of Palau, the Yapese established a quarry, using shell tools to carve disc-shaped stones they named rai.

The stones varied in diameter from a few inches to 12 feet (3.7 m) and weighed up to 8,000 pounds (3,628.7 kg). A hole punched into the center of each disc allowed the explorers to carry the larger stones on poles to their bamboo canoes. Keeping afloat during the long journey home was a more treacherous undertaking.

Back on Yap, rai became a sort of currency, customarily exchanged in marriages and as part of political deals and inheritances. The value of each rai depended on its size, but also on its provenance—if explorers died during the expedition to retrieve a stone, it acquired a higher value. A transaction did not require the physical exchange of a disc, merely the acknowledgment of a transfer of ownership. In fact, one of the rai stones in active circulation sits on the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, having tumbled from a canoe during a storm.

Rai stones were not immune to the vicissitudes of inflation. During the 1870s, an Irish American adventurer named David O’Keefe accompanied the Yapese to Palau, where he used imported tools to carve the limestone. His methods sped up the rai production process, with negative consequences: Yapese placed a lower value on O’Keefe’s stones than on the discs carved with traditional shell tools, and the sudden abundance of rai brought down its overall worth.

The quarrying of rai stones ended at the beginning of the 19th century, but the Yapese still exchange discs to commemorate traditions. Many of the 6,500 remaining rai are displayed in rows at outdoor “banks”—jungle clearings and village centers. Theft is not a concern.

Sites include the villages of Maaq and Gachpar on Tomil Island. United Airlines flights to Yap depart from Guam twice a week. 📞 9.533333 🌐 138.116667

Ghost Fleet of Truk Lagoon

Chuuk

In February 1944, still reeling from the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the American military targeted a Japanese military base at what was then known as Truk Lagoon. Japan had converted the atoll into a major naval and logistical hub, building roads, trenches, and communications on its islands and stationing battleships, submarines, aircraft carriers, and other giant vessels in the waters. The Project Hailstone mission began at sunrise on February 17. Five hundred aircraft departed from the nearby Marshall Islands, joining submarines and surface ships in the attack on Truk. Though the Japanese, fearing such a raid, had removed many of their larger ships from the area a week earlier, the damage was extensive. Forty-seven ships and 270 aircraft were sent to the bottom of the lagoon. About 1,700 Japanese servicemen went down with them.

Truk’s sunken vessels remain at the bottom of the lagoon, comprising the world’s largest ship graveyard. Riddled with torpedo holes, the ships have released some of their contents. Gas masks, rotting shoes, unopened bottles of beer, and phonograph records drift silently along the coral-covered decks, a sobering reminder of the naval officers’ daily lives.

In addition to being the final resting place for warships, Truk Lagoon is a mass war grave for those who perished in the attack. In the 1980s, divers retrieved the remains of approximately 400 Japanese crewmembers. The bones were taken to a Japanese air base and cremated, and the ashes interred at the National Cemetery for the War Dead in Tokyo. The remains of the other 1,300 servicemen are scattered in the lagoon.

Truk’s ghost fleet attracts much marine wildlife, including sharks, manta rays, turtles, and scuba divers. The ships continue to rust and deteriorate, causing ecological concerns—the three tankers on the lagoon floor contain about 32,000 tons (29 million kg) of oil, or about three-quarters of the amount spilled during the Exxon-Valdez disaster.

Truk Lagoon is also known as Chuuk Lagoon. Flights from Guam arrive at Chuuk airport, on Weno Island in the middle of the lagoon. The trip takes about 90 minutes. 📞 7.416667 🌐 151.783333
The world’s largest ship graveyard holds 47 vessels, 270 aircraft, and the remains of about 1,400 Japanese servicemen.
For a few decades after Nauru became an independent nation in 1968, its 6,000 citizens were among the richest, per capita, in the world. After being controlled since the 1840s by Germany, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and Japan, Nauru's residents could finally call the 8-square-mile (20.7 km²) island their own—and they imported pricey sports cars to drive on its lone paved road.

Nauru's mighty wealth came from a single source: seabird droppings. Mining companies seized upon the phosphate from the fossilized guano—also known as bird (or bat) poop—in 1908, excavating and exporting it in abundance. The Nauru government, foreseeing the exhaustion of the phosphate supply, established a fund to channel mining money into investments that would secure the country's financial future. Unfortunately, much of the spending—such as the strange and disastrous investment in a 4-hour-long 1993 West End musical about Leonardo da Vinci, which closed within five weeks of its premiere—yielded losses. When the phosphate ran out at the beginning of the 21st century, Nauru was left with no money, no natural resources, and no plan for recovery.

The plundered island's sudden poverty led to political instability, the 2005 grounding of its national airline, and unconventional approaches to generating income. Since 2001, Nauru has accepted financial aid from Australia in exchange for hosting a controversial refugee detention center. Asylum seekers hoping to gain entry to Australia by boat are diverted to Nauru and detained for months while the Australian government evaluates their requests for refuge.

Today, 9,500 Nauruans consume food and water imported from Australia—mining has left most of the land rocky, barren, and unsuitable for vegetation. Power shortages are common. Abandoned four-wheel drives and rusted equipment occupy the foreground of the island's coastal landscape, providing a constant reminder of its prosperous past and uncertain future.

The Republic of Nauru’s Our Airline flies weekly to Nauru from Brisbane, Australia, and Nadi, Fiji.

---

A million golden jellyfish spend their days softly pulsating in a small saltwater lake in eastern Palau, their sting too soft to harm snorkelers. About 12,000 years ago, water from the Pacific Ocean flowed into the lake basin, bringing jellyfish with it—but not their predators. As a result, the golden jellyfish multiplied without restraint.

The jellyfish do have one nemesis—anemones that lurk in the shadows of the water, ready to eat them. The jellyfishes’ consistent daily migration pattern helps keep them safe and well fed. They spend 14 hours bobbing up and down to gather plankton before chasing the sun from the east to the west, crisscrossing the lake each day.

Snorkeling is welcome in the lake, and the cnidarians will do you no harm as they waft past your body. The only danger is 50 feet (15.2 m) below the surface, where high levels of ammonia and phosphate may cause fatal skin poisoning. For this reason, scuba diving is prohibited.

East Eil Malk, also known as Mecherchar, is one of the southern islands in the Palau archipelago. United Airlines flies to Palau via Guam. Getting to the lake involves a boat trip and a steep 10-minute hike. Do not wear sunscreen, as it pollutes the lake.
PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Yamamoto’s Bomber

BUIN, BOUGAINVILLE

Deep in the jungle north of Buin lies the wreckage of a particularly significant Japanese World War II bomber. At dawn on April 18, 1943, this plane departed from Rabaul, Papua New Guinea. Onboard was Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, commander in chief of the Japanese navy’s Combined Fleet and mastermind of the attack on Pearl Harbor. Yamamoto was headed for a tour of Japanese front lines in the South Pacific, intending to boost morale following a series of setbacks in the area.

What the admiral and his officers didn’t know was that US naval intelligence had intercepted and deciphered his travel plans. With Yamamoto’s full itinerary in front of them, the US seized the opportunity to ambush his flight.

The mission—Operation Vengeance—was audacious. Eighteen American planes took off from Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands, flying hundreds of miles north toward the Japanese bomber. The distance was so great that they had to carry extra fuel tanks. Flying over Bougainville, the Americans spotted Yamamoto’s bomber and its escort planes. A dogfight ensued, and the admiral’s bomber, spewing smoke, crash-landed in the jungle.

The Japanese rescue party who retrieved the admiral the next day said they found Yamamoto’s body sitting upright under a tree, after he was thrown from the bomber. Rescue leader Lieutenant Hamasuna claimed that Yamamoto’s white-gloved hand was still clutching the hilt of his sword—a detail that preserved the dignity of the admiral in the eyes of the dispirited Japanese.

To get to the wreckage, you’ll need to take a 3-hour road trip from Arawa to Buin. Then it’s an hour-long jungle trek to the crash site. Traveling with a local guide is recommended. 6.785649 155.646687

Also in the Pacific Islands

Great Pacific Garbage Patch

A Texas-size swirl of plastic fragments floats in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, created out of trash swept from the West Coast beaches of the US.

Alofiaga Blowholes

Saufi’i, Samoa - Ocean water barrels through a series of coastal lava tubes, eventually blasting skyward through holes at the surface.

The wreckage of Admiral Yamamoto’s World War II plane is still in the Bougainville jungle.
New Zealander Tom Neale spent 16 years alone on Suwarrow, a tiny Cook Islands coral atoll 200 miles (321.9 km) from the nearest populated land. He rode out violent storms in a rickety shack, ate a diet heavy on fish and coconuts, and wore nothing but a loincloth on his sun-browned body. It is the remarkable tale of a shipwrecked survivor, but for one detail: Neale did not land on Suwarrow by accident. He traveled there willingly and enthusiastically, determined to live a simple, solitary existence on an island he could call his own.

Neale was 50 when he first set sail for Suwarrow in 1952. Formerly a shopkeeper in Tahiti, he became fixated on the atoll after meeting author Robert Frisbie and hearing him tell of its charms. After a supply trip to Suwarrow gave him the chance to see its gently swaying palm trees, pristine sands, and soothing turquoise waters firsthand, Neale decided he simply must live there.

To prepare for his stay, which he planned to last for years, Neale stockpiled supplies—bewildering store owners in the small town of Rarotonga by buying their entire inventories of flour, sugar, kerosene, and coffee beans. As word spread about his grand plans, villagers offered gifts and even companionship—Neale politely refused the advances of several women who asked to accompany him, suspecting it would not be long before he came to resent their company. He did, however, choose two nonhuman companions: a cat named Mrs. Thievery (named for her favorite hobby) and her kitten, Mr. Tom-Tom. Armed with tins of food, tools, seeds, and a motley collection of paperbacks, Neale arrived on Suwarrow following 6 days at sea. World War II coast watchers had left behind a hut with water tanks, which would become his home.

Gradually, Neale adapted to island life. He spent the daylight hours building, cleaning, and tending to his garden, and ushered in nightfall sitting on a wooden box at the beach, watching the sun set while drinking a cup of tea. The necessary task of killing six pigs who threatened to destroy the garden brought Neale much anguish—after spearing the first one and hearing its screams, he wrote in his journal of feeling “melancholy,” and decided to bury the animal rather than eat it.

Ten months after his arrival on Suwarrow, Neale received his first visitors: two couples on a yacht, who were astonished by the orderliness of his abode. (Not one to lower his living standards just because he lived in a shack, Neale boiled his sheets weekly, kept a tidy room, and ate using a tablecloth.) When the visitors departed a few days later, leaving well wishes and a half-drunk bottle of rum, Neale took up a new project: reconstructing a destroyed pier that had embarrassed him with its unsightliness.

For the next 6 months, he spent up to 5 hours every day dragging, rolling, and carrying large pieces of coral to the water’s edge, setting them on the pier’s fragmentary foundations. When the task was finally complete, Neale had single-handedly built a neat, structurally sturdy structure.
sound jetty using just rocks, patience, and hard work. The next day, a violent storm attacked the island, completely destroying the newly finished pier.

Thus began a run of bad luck. Having exhausted his tobacco supply, Neale experienced torturous cravings. He dreamed nightly of soothing cigarettes, chocolate, beef, and fat, juicy duck. But the mental torture would soon pale in comparison to physical pain. Casting an anchor on the beach one day, Neale felt a searing stab along his spine and suddenly every movement was agony. Taking 4 hours to make the short journey back to his shack, Neale laid down in his bed and, between bouts of unconsciousness, hoped for a miracle.

Incredibly, a miracle indeed arrived—in the form of Peb and Bob, two American yachtsmen who stopped in at the atoll while en route to Samoa. (Peb, as it turned out, was more formally known as James Rockefeller Jr., a member of one of the US’s wealthiest dynasties.)

The duo, astonished to find Neale on the “uninhabited” island, fed him, massaged his back, and, having returned him to good health, departed with a pledge that they would send a ship to fetch him. Two weeks later, the promised ship arrived, plucking Neale from his two-year life of island solitude and ferrying him back to Rarotonga.

Neale did not take kindly to being back among the comforts of civilization. Clocks were an intrusive nuisance, cars moved noisily and too fast, and trousers compared unfavorably with the comfort of a cotton loincloth. All Neale wanted was to return to Suwarrow, but the government forbade it. Disconsolate, he took a job in a warehouse. Six years passed before a friend with a 30-foot (9.1 m) boat offered to take Neale back to his beloved atoll. Honor bound, Neale visited Rarotonga’s Resident Commissioner to inform him of his plans and received friendly but off-the-record approval.

Neale’s second stay on Suwarrow lasted two and a half years, ending only when the increasing presence of pearl divers at the atoll began to wear on his patience. A 3-year break in Rarotonga allowed him to pen his island memoir, An Island to Oneself, before returning for his final, decade-long stay on Suwarrow.

In 1977, stricken with stomach cancer, he was transported to Rarotonga, where he died at the age of 75.

Despite his long stretches of solitary living, Neale claimed he never felt lonely. The few times he wished someone were with him, he wrote in An Island to Oneself, were “not because I wanted company but just because all this beauty seemed too perfect to keep to myself.”
The World Discoverer

RODERICK BAY, SOLOMON ISLANDS

In April 2000, 11 days before its scheduled annual maintenance, the German World Discoverer cruise ship hit an uncharted reef, forcing the captain to steer it into a beach to prevent it from sinking. The 99 passengers on board were unharmed, but the ship proved unsalvageable. It remains tilted on its side at Roderick Bay, its wooden deck rotting and its hull browned with rust.

Several salvage companies have attempted to retrieve the ship, but arrived too late—locals ransacked the World Discoverer for equipment during the Solomon Islands’ civil war.

The Sandfly Passage, Roderick Bay. ☎️ 9.02308 📧 160.156194

Vanuatu

Pentecost Island Land Diving

PENTECOST ISLAND

There is a boy, perhaps 7 years old, standing on a platform that juts out from a tower made of tree trunks and vines. He is about 30 feet (9.1 m) above the ground. He is naked except for a traditional penis sheath attached to a vine belt. Tied around his ankles are the frayed ends of liana vines. Women in grass skirts cheer and dance. The boy closes his eyes, places his hands in the prayer position, and jumps. A loud snapping noise accompanies the moment when his body brushes the ground before bouncing back up and dangling from the vine. The boy is shaken, but smiles as two men help him stand. That was the warm-up. The really exciting stuff is yet to come.

The males of southern Pentecost Island have been land diving for centuries. The ritual, in which boys and men leap from increasingly higher levels of a 100-foot-tall (30.5 m) tower using vines as bungee cords, is performed to ensure a good yam harvest. Over the years, it has acquired additional meaning: Boys who make the leap following circumcision at age 7 or 8 gain acceptance into manhood.

Land diving takes place every year on Saturdays between April and June. At this time of year, the liana vines are at their most elastic. After spending up to 5 weeks building the tower, a team of men tills the soil at the landing patch to soften it. A village elder selects two vines for each jumper, taking height and weight into consideration. The margin for error is slim—too short and the jumper may swing back and hit the tower; too long and he may die or become paralyzed after hitting the ground hard.

The ritual begins with the youngest jumpers, who leap from the lowest platform. To ensure a plentiful yam harvest, the diver’s shoulders must make contact with the ground. (As a safety precaution, the head is tucked against the chest during the dive.) The loud snap heard on impact is not—in most cases—a human spine breaking, but the snapping of the support beam.

As the age and experience of the divers increase, so does the level from which they leap. The ritual reaches a climax when a man dives from the very top. When he lands, villagers erupt into applause and cheers, surround him, and hoist him into the air. Pentecost Island is a 50-minute flight from Port Vila. The land diving site is a 5-minute walk from the airport. ☎️ 15.717317 📧 168.179243
Using vines as bungee cords, a man bravely leaps off a 100-foot tower to ensure a good yam harvest.
On a small island in the southern part of the Vanuatu archipelago, devoted believers await the second coming of an American deity who will bring divine gifts in the form of TVs, refrigerators, and Coca-Cola. They are members of a cargo cult: an anthropological label for a tribal society that engages in religious practices designed to attract goods—or “cargo”—from more technologically advanced cultures.

Cargo cults rose to prominence during World War II, when hundreds of thousands of American and Japanese soldiers flooded into the islands of the Pacific region, bringing items that reflected material wealth and industrialization. Encountering mass-produced goods such as candy and radios—and having no concept of manufacturing processes—some island residents believed the goods were divinely created.

When the war ended and the soldiers went home, the cargo disappeared. Cult members believed that goods were dispatched to them by the gods, but intercepted by Westerners. They responded by setting up mock airstrips, airports, and offices, hoping to attract the cargo deliveries back to their rightful destination in Tanna.

Most of the cargo cults disappeared in the decades after the war, but the John Frum Movement lives on in Tanna. Cult members worship Frum, a messiah with mutable characteristics. To some, he is white. To others, black. For most, he is American, likely based on a soldier who brought cargo to Vanuatu during World War II: “John from America.”

Though Frum’s appearance varies, his mission is consistent: to shake off the restrictions of colonial rule and restore the independence and cultural freedom of the Tanna people. Cult followers believe Frum will return on February 15—an annual holiday known as John Frum Day—of an unspecified year, bearing food, household appliances, vehicles, and medicine.

Celebrations on John Frum Day have a distinctly American feel. Men in jeans with “USA” painted in red on their bare chests perform military drills, holding sticks of wood shaped like rifles. Above them, the American flag flies high from a bamboo pole.

The John Frum Movement coexists with other cargo cults in Tanna: the Tom Navy faction holds a US naval officer as its figurehead, and the Prince Philip Movement regards the Duke of Edinburgh as a pale-skinned mountain spirit and eagerly awaits his messianic arrival.

Sulphur Bay, Tanna. Flights to Tanna via Port Vila depart from Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, and New Caledonia. The center of the John Frum Movement is at Sulphur Bay. 📞 19.515486 📞 169.456501
The legend of the merman began with Norman K. Luxton, founder of the Indian Trading Post and the Sign of the Goat Curio Shop. Accounts of its origin differ, but following a failed around-the-world expedition, Luxton either caught, bought, or built the hokey-looking man-beast around 1915. The Banff Merman has been entertaining and provoking the imaginations of visitors ever since.

Indian Trading Post, 101 Cave Avenue Banff, 80 miles (129 km) west of Calgary. Next door is the Buffalo Nations Luxton Museum, also founded by Norman Luxton.

Meet the mysterious 100-year-old man-beast of the Seven Seas.
Vulcan

VULCAN

Vulcan is a planet 16 light-years from Earth and home to a race of humanoid extraterrestrials also known as Vulcans. Members of the species are driven by logic and reason, suppress emotion as much as possible, and are capable of rendering people unconscious with the Vulcan nerve pinch.

There is also a Vulcan 75 miles (121 km) south-east of Calgary. Named after the Roman god of fire and founded in 1910, 56 years before the premiere of Star Trek: The Original Series, Vulcan the town has spent the last two decades capitalizing on its pop-culturally resonant name.

Vulcan's Trek-focused tourist attractions include a replica of the Starship Enterprise overlooking Highway 23 and the Trek Station visitor center. Built to resemble a spaceship, the station contains a collection of memorabilia from all of Star Trek's televisual incarnations, as well as a starship bridge and character cutouts for your posing pleasure.

Every year Vulcan plays host to Spock Days, a convention for Star Trek fans. The local tourism bureau warns that resistance is futile.

Vulcan Tourism and Trek Station visitor center: 115 Centre Street East. Vulcan is an hour’s drive from Calgary. ☎ 50.406591 📍 113.256533

Gopher Hole Museum

TORRINGTON

Among the 50 or so dioramas at this museum is a scene of a young couple from the 1950s. She wears a turquoise poodle skirt. He is a rebel type clad in a black leather jacket. They stand, locked in an embrace, beside a motorcycle under the glow of a full moon. They are adorable. And they are gophers.

Gopher Hole Museum, a collection of stuffed Richardson’s ground squirrels posed to resemble the townspeople of Torrington, opened in 1996. Located in a former one-room schoolhouse, the museum displays the gophers in wooden boxes with painted walls and props. There are gophers grilling hot dogs, getting married, fishing, playing Texas Hold’Em, and eating cotton candy. Some have paper speech bubbles attached to their heads. The one above the gopher clutching his stomach at the dinner table reads, “Oh boy am I ever stuffed!”

208 1 Street South, Torrington. The museum is open from June to September. Look for the big plywood gophers in Torrington—they’ll guide you to the door. 📍 51.791498 📍 113.603358
The Badlands Guardian

MEDICINE HAT

Gaze out of an airplane window above the Badlands east of Medicine Hat, and a Native American chief will stare back at you. Over millennia, erosion and weathering fashioned the rocky terrain into the shape of a human head, complete with feathered headdress. A gas well and road leading down from the chief’s ear resemble earphones.

An Australian woman going by the name of “supergranny” discovered the head on Google Earth in 2006. Following a naming competition, the $820 \times 740$-foot ($250 \times 225.5$ m) figure came to be known as the Badlands Guardian. (Rejected monikers include Space Face, Chief Bleeding Ear, The Listening Rock, Jolly Rocker, and Pod God.)

The Badlands Guardian is an example of pareidolia, the phenomenon of an overactive imagination perceiving recognizable shapes in ambiguous stimuli. Faces, particularly religious ones, are frequently found in inanimate objects—the Virgin Mary has appeared, among other places, in a grilled cheese sandwich, on an expressway underpass, and in a pile of chocolate drippings at a California candy factory.

The Badlands Guardian is east of Medicine Hat, a few miles south of Many Islands Lake. It is only visible by air—there is no public access to the site.

50.010600 \ 110.115900

The Badlands Guardian is east of Medicine Hat, a few miles south of Many Islands Lake. It is only visible by air—there is no public access to the site.

Also in Alberta

Sunnyslope Sandstone Shelter

Linden · Standing alone on a prairie, this shelter likely dates to the early 20th century, when homesteaders built it to protect themselves from the elements.

Also in Alberta

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Sam Kee Building

VANCOUVER

In 1913, Chang Toy, owner of the Sam Kee import-export company, sold most of his corner property at Carrall and Pender Streets to the city of Vancouver for the construction and widening of West Pender Street. It was not the most amicable transaction—Toy was not adequately compensated, and the city’s disrespect toward him was part of the anti-Chinese sentiment that prevailed at the time.

Left with only a strip of land to call his own, Toy recruited architects Bryan and Gillam to create a two-story building with attention-grabbing dimensions. The 6-foot-wide (1.8 m) structure is Guinness-certified as the narrowest commercial building in the world.

8 West Pender Street, Vancouver. The building is a 7-minute walk from the Stadium-Chinatown stop on the SkyTrain. 49.280416 \ 123.104715

The world’s narrowest commercial building is 6 feet (1.8 m) wide.
Albert A./259
VancouVer police Museum

Housed in a former coroner’s court and morgue, this museum displays confiscated weapons, counterfeit currency, police uniforms, and other artifacts that chronicle Canadian crime-busting.

The best stories are found in the morgue, which retains its original autopsy bays, sinks, and drawers. It was here that a coroner conducted the autopsy of Errol Flynn after he died suddenly at the age of fifty in 1959. (The hard-living actor’s recorded afflictions at the time of death included myocardial infarction, coronary thrombosis, coronary atherosclerosis, cirrhosis of the liver, and diverticulosis of the colon.)

A wry sense of humor pervades the museum’s exhibits. A sign on one of the morgue drawers reads, Please Do Not Open Morgue Drawers (Do You Know What Used to Be in Here??). The answer is not just “bodies”—one presiding coroner only used 17 of the 18 drawers, preferring to keep the last one as a beer fridge.

240 East Cordova Street. Get a bus along Hastings Street and walk a block north to Cordova.
**Large Zenith Telescope**

**Maple Ridge**

At the Liquid Mirror Observatory, scientists use a 20-foot-wide (6 m) spinning puddle of mercury to survey distant galaxies. While most reflecting telescopes incorporate solid mirrors made of glass and aluminum, the Large Zenith Telescope uses a pool of spinning mercury to reflect starlight. The centrifugal force of the rotating mercury forms a parabola, the shape required for the mirror to reflect light.

The main advantage of liquid metal telescopes is that they are significantly cheaper to build than their solid-mirror counterparts. The downside is that they can only point in a fixed direction—tilting the telescope would cause the reflective liquid to spill out. The Large Zenith Telescope is so named because it points toward the zenith—in other words, straight up.

Malcolm Knapp Research Forest, Maple Ridge. The observatory is 43 miles east of Vancouver. It’s a 45-minute hike from the gate. 🗺️ 49.287579 📞 122.572759

**Also in British Columbia**

**Boswell Embalming Bottle House**

Boswell - When he retired after 35 years in the funeral business, David H. Brown took half a million empty embalming fluid bottles and turned them into a two-story home.

**Enchanted Forest**

Revelstoke - In this old-world forest fairytale land, over 350 folk figurines are hidden among 800-year-old cedars.

**Kitsault**

Kitsault - The shiny new settlement that popped up in 1979 to cater to employees of a molybdenum mine lasted just 18 months before a molybdenum price crash rendered it a ghost town.

**Spotted Lake**

OSOYOOS

From fall to spring, there is nothing unusual about Spotted Lake. But come summer, the reason for its name becomes clear: Evaporation reveals hundreds of round pools on the bottom of the lake. Each spot is colored according to the type and concentration of its minerals.

Spotted Lake has long been a sacred site for the First Nations of the Okanagan Valley. Its minerals, which include magnesium sulfate, calcium, sodium sulfates, and traces of silver and titanium, are believed to have healing properties. During World War I, these therapeutic minerals were harvested and used to make ammunition.

Okanagan Highway 3, 6 miles (9.7 km) west of Osoyoos. The lake is on private land, but you can catch a glimpse from the highway. 🗺️ 52.503360 📞 113.130256
MANITOBA

Narcisse Snake Orgy

Narcisse

For a few weeks every year, Interlake teems with piles of writhing serpents. In late April, tens of thousands of harmless red-sided garter snakes emerge from their winter dens, slithering over one another in search of a mate—the largest single concentration of garter snakes in the world. A multi-week reproductive frenzy follows, during which tangled balls of snakes constantly form and disperse. It’s hypnotic and unexpectedly audible—on a dry day you’ll hear the animals’ scales rubbing together. The dens are 4 miles north of Narcisse along Highway 17. To see the snakes mating, visit in late April or early May. 🏙️ 50.734526 🔄 97.530355

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

Diavik Diamond Mine

Lac de Gras

An open-pit spiral on an island in a lake, the Diavik Diamond Mine is spectacular when viewed from above. But the most remarkable thing about it is its remoteness. The mine is located 190 miles (306 km) north of the nearest town, Yellowknife in the Northwest Territories.

There is only one road to Diavik, and it can be used for just nine weeks each year. The reason? It’s made of ice. At the end of every December, when the lakes and ponds have frozen, workers begin a six-week around-the-clock construction process to open the mine for resupply in late January. The route closes for the season by early April—the exact date depends on the thinness of the ice. Trucks bringing fuel, cement, explosives, and construction materials must stick to the road’s 16-mph (25 kph) speed limit.

The mine began producing diamonds in 2003, and was soon yielding 3,500 pounds (1,588 kg) of the precious stones per year. In 2012, Diavik completed the transition from open-pit to underground mining in order to reach more diamonds. Its employees arrive and depart from a private airstrip. Heated access tunnels and readily available baked goods make the −20°F (−29°C) nights more bearable.

Lac de Gras, North Slave Region, Northwest Territories. 🏙️ 64.496100 🔄 110.664280

Pingo Canadian Landmark

Tuktoyaktuk

The arctic region of Tuktoyaktuk is stippled with pingos, a dome-shaped hill with a core of ice and a layer of soil on top. Just west of the Tuktoyaktuk, at Pingo Canadian Landmark, there are eight of these arctic landforms—including Ibyuk, the highest pingo in Canada at 160 feet tall and 984 feet wide (49 m by 300 m). The eight domes, which resemble baby volcanoes, are among the 1,350 pingos of the Tuktoyaktuk peninsula.

Three miles west of Tuktoyaktuk. Pingo Canadian Landmark is best accessed by boat from Tuktoyaktuk. Depending on the time of year, you may encounter caribou, grizzly bears, or snow geese among the pingos. 🏙️ 69.399722 🔄 133.079722

Pingo Canadian Landmark is best accessed by boat from Tuktoyaktuk. Depending on the time of year, you may encounter caribou, grizzly bears, or snow geese among the pingos. 🏙️ 69.399722 🔄 133.079722

There’s a whole lot of hissing going on.

Pinos are hills made of earth-covered ice. Above, the formation of a pingo.

1. water-saturated sand
2. permafrost
3. soil
4. ice
Twenty-three million years ago a meteorite slammed into Devon Island, the largest uninhabited island on the planet. The impact melted the surrounding rocks, leaving a 12-mile-wide (19 km) scar on the High Arctic landscape. Due to the cold, dry climate, which encases the ground in permafrost for most of the year, the island's geological conditions have remained stable ever since. They also bear a striking resemblance to a place humans have yet to visit: Mars.

The idea of using the Devon Island crater as a test lab for Mars exploration experiments originated with SETI Institute planetary scientist Dr. Pascal Lee in 1997. Working with NASA, Lee and a team of about 30 researchers make yearly summer visits to the spot, conducting field tests to help plan for Mars expeditions. Using a tent city as base camp, the scientists drive all-terrain vehicles to simulate rovers, operate automated drills to look for water, take...
walks in spacesuit prototypes, and conduct mapping tests using robots. Though human colonization of Mars is still but a distant dream, the Haughton crater experiments offer a practical look into how we might get there. New research projects take place every summer, and the eventual goal is for Red Planet-bound astronauts to use the crater as a training ground before blasting off to Mars for real.

Interstate 40, Exit 233. 📍 75.198235 ▶️ 89.851182

The Mars-like landscape of Haughton Crater is an ideal place to train astronauts for a Red Planet mission.

**Nakasuk School**
The students who go to school in this two-story fiberglass structure don’t much miss having windows during Iqaluit’s dark winter months.

**Igloolik Research Station**
Built by the Canadian government in the 1970s, this UFO-shaped building holds research labs and offices for scientists from the Department of Environment.

**North Warning System Site**
The North Warning System is a 3,000-mile-long (4,828 km) string of early-warning radars in Cambridge Bay, built by the US and Canadian governments in the 1980s, to detect Soviet attacks across the North Pole.
SASKATCHEWAN

Twisted Trees

Alticane

Trembling aspen trees, so named for the way their leaves shiver in the wind, normally grow tall, straight, and thin. But a grove of aspens near Alticane, known as the “Twisted Trees,” has somehow ended up as a crooked and mangled mess.

The oddest thing about the Twisted Trees is the fact that they are surrounded by perfectly normal trembling aspens. No one knows exactly when this patch of forest became so gnarled, but theories abound. One local legend tells of an alien who emerged from a UFO to urinate into the soil, causing it to become contaminated and warp the trees.

The scientific explanation is more mundane. Quaking Aspen grow in vast groves consisting of what appear to be individual trees, but which are actually “clones” of an original source. The entire stand is a single giant organism.

At some point, a genetic mutation seems to have affected how these trees grow—and not just one tree, but the entire clonal forest. Though the mutation may have made some creepy, gnarly trees, it apparently wasn’t devastating enough to impede their growth.

The Twisted Trees are about 3 miles southwest of Alticane. 📍 52.900372 _WP 107.479533

Uranium City

Uranium City

Candu High School, named after a type of nuclear reactor invented in Canada, is located on Uranium Road, not far from Fission Avenue in Uranium City.

As evidenced by its nomenclature, this northern Saskatchewan settlement is—was—a small town sustained by a single industry. Established in 1952 to house workers from the nearby Beaverlodge uranium mines, Uranium City flourished in the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s thanks to British and American nuclear weapons programs.

Then, without warning, the town’s reason for being vanished. On December 3, 1981, Eldorado Nuclear Limited announced that the uranium mine would be shutting in six months. At the time, about 4,000 people lived in the city—almost all of them dependent on income from the mine. Candu High, freshly built, had just opened to students. But with jobs wiped out, a mass exodus soon took place by air and ice road—the only ways in and out of the city.

Today Uranium City is not quite a ghost town, though its abandoned, crumbling buildings make it look like one. Around 70 people still live in the settlement, enduring Januaries with an average daily low of –25.4°F (–31.9°C). There is no hospital, but among the ruins there is a school, a bar, a hotel, and a general store that receives grocery deliveries by air once a week.

Uranium City is a 4-hour flight from Saskatoon, departing twice weekly. 📍 59.569326 _WP 108.610521
The Sign Post Forest beside the Alaska Highway is a trail of wooden poles covered top to bottom with directional signs and license plates. Visitors are encouraged to show their hometown pride by adding a sign to the collection. (If you forget to bring one, the visitor’s center provides the materials for you to make one.)

Sign Post Forest dates back to 1942, when an injured American soldier from Illinois was tasked with building signs in the area. Pining for home, he snuck in a sign that read “Danville, Illinois: 2,835 miles.” The one-time lark soon became a popular tradition—there are now more than 72,000 signs in the forest. It is the pride of Watson Lake, which has a population of 800, or approximately 90 signs for each resident.

Mile 635, Alaska Highway, Watson Lake. The Sign Post Forest makes for a great pit stop during a road trip along the Alaska Highway—the 1,387-mile-long (2,223 km) road that links Alaska with the Yukon and British Columbia. 🌐 60.063716  ⬠ 128.713954
The story of the Sourtoe begins with Captain Dick. A former cowboy, truck driver, and professional wolf-poisoner, Dick Stevenson was poking around a cabin on the outskirts of town in 1973 when he found a jar. Inside, preserved in alcohol, was a human toe.

Known for his madcap schemes—he boasts of having organized “the first nude beauty contest north of the 60th parallel”—the captain wondered how he could best make use of the toe. Then, after several drinks, it hit him: *cocktail garnish.*

The Sourtoe, served every night at the Downtown Hotel since 1973, is Stevenson’s enduring creation. Originally it adhered to a strict two-ingredient recipe: champagne plus pickled toe. Over the years, however, the Sourtoe rules have relaxed. Any liquid, alcoholic or otherwise, may now be used, but drinkers must abide by the official chant: “Drink it fast or drink it slow, but the lips have got to touch the toe.” Those who accomplish the wince-inducing task receive a certificate of membership in the Sourtoe Cocktail Club.

Incidents of accidental swallowing have resulted in a succession of donated toes. The first toe, amputated from a man’s frostbitten foot in the 1920s, went down the throat of an intoxicated miner in 1980. Toe number two, donated when its owner developed an inoperable corn, went missing a short time later. A baseball player swallowed toe number three, another frostbite casualty, in 1983. Five toes have since been donated to the bar, the most recent arriving in a jar with a message: “Don’t wear open-toed sandals while mowing the lawn.”

The teeny desert is an hour’s drive south of Whitehorse. 📍 60.187222 📡 134.694722

---

**Carcross Desert**

**Carcross**

A one-square-mile desert, surrounded by snow-covered mountains, in a Canadian territory just south of the Arctic Circle. How can this be?

The answer is that Carcross Desert, though certainly sandy and often referred to as the world’s smallest desert, is actually the remains of a glacier. The Carcross area—“Carcross” is derived from “Caribou Crossing”—was once a glacial lake. Over thousands of years, as the glaciers retreated, the water level lowered, leaving behind the layer of silt that once formed the bottom of the lake. This silt, shaped by the wind into dunes, became the world’s most adorable desert.

Summer activities at Carcross Desert include off-roading and sandboarding. In winter, when the sand is covered in snow, bring your skis and snowboards.

The teeny desert is an hour’s drive south of Whitehorse. 📍 60.187222 📡 134.694722

**Sourtoe Cocktail**

**Dawson City**

The story of the Sourtoe begins with Captain Dick. A former cowboy, truck driver, and professional wolf-poisoner, Dick Stevenson was poking around a cabin on the outskirts of town in 1973 when he found a jar. Inside, preserved in alcohol, was a human toe.

Known for his madcap schemes—he boasts of having organized “the first nude beauty contest north of the 60th parallel”—the captain wondered how he could best make use of the toe. Then, after several drinks, it hit him: *cocktail garnish.*

The Sourtoe, served every night at the Downtown Hotel since 1973, is Stevenson’s enduring creation. Originally it adhered to a strict two-ingredient recipe: champagne plus pickled toe. Over the years, however, the Sourtoe rules have relaxed. Any liquid, alcoholic or otherwise, may now be used, but drinkers must abide by the official chant: “Drink it fast or drink it slow, but the lips have got to touch the toe.” Those who accomplish the wince-inducing task receive a certificate of membership in the Sourtoe Cocktail Club.

The same toe is used for every drink—alcohol keeps it sterile—but incidents of accidental swallowing have resulted in a succession of donated toes. The first toe, amputated from a man’s frostbitten foot in the 1920s, went down the throat of an intoxicated miner in 1980. Toe number two, donated when its owner developed an inoperable corn, went missing a short time later. A baseball player swallowed toe number three, another frostbite casualty, in 1983. Five toes have since been donated to the bar, the most recent arriving in a jar with a message: “Don’t wear open-toed sandals while mowing the lawn.”

Sourdough Saloon at the Downtown Hotel, 1026 Second Avenue, Dawson City. 📍 64.062336 📡 139.433435
The Vikings were here five hundred years before Columbus stumbled upon the Americas. Around 1000 CE, Vikings landed at the northernmost tip of Newfoundland and built a village. Known as L’Anse aux Meadows, it is the only recognized Viking settlement in North America.

The site was discovered in 1960 by Norwegian explorer Helge Ingstad. Excavations during the 1960s unearthed the remains of eight buildings as well as a stone oil lamp, a bone knitting needle, a sharpening stone, and traces of butternuts, a species of walnut that does not grow at the latitude of the settlement. This indicates that the Vikings must have traveled farther south to find sustenance.

The wood-and-sod buildings, which resemble Viking dwellings in Greenland, have been reconstructed to give visitors an idea of what L’Anse aux Meadows looked like. Site guides dressed as Vikings add to the immersive experience.

L’Anse aux Meadows is on the tip of the northern peninsula, 270 miles (434.5 km) north of Deer Lake. The site is open from June through September.

The reconstructed lodgings of North America’s first European visitors.
NOVA SCOTIA

Oak Island Money Pit

A deep, booby-trapped pit on uninhabited Oak Island may hold the Holy Grail. The Ark of the Covenant could also be down there, along with Marie Antoinette’s jewels, Blackbeard’s pirate treasure, and documents confirming that Francis Bacon was the actual author of Shakespeare’s entire oeuvre.

Speculation over the contents of the pit began in 1795, when three men wandering on the eastern side of the island discovered a circular dent in the ground and a pulley attached to the branch of an adjacent tree. The men decided the scene was odd enough to grab shovels and start digging. After allegedly encountering layers of logs at 10 feet, 20 feet, and 30 feet down (3, 6, 9 m), the trio abandoned their burrowing.

This is where the story starts to get wilder and less plausible. Subsequent excavations by excited treasure hunters apparently uncovered pick marks, coconut fibers, and a stone inscribed with mysterious symbols. Once the dig reached below 90 feet (27.4 m), the pit began to flood. Attempts to bail out the water resulted in more water rushing in. “A trap,” the diggers thought, “a clever trap to protect the treasure.”

By 1861, people were literally dying to find the mythical riches that lay below. A boiler burst while workers were draining the hole with a steam-powered pump, mortally scalding one man and causing the pit to collapse again.

Despite over 200 years of treasure hunting—including corporate-funded remote-camera-enhanced excavations during the 1960s—no one has solved the mystery of the Oak Island money pit. The likely story—that the pit is a naturally occurring sinkhole devoid of precious relics—goes ignored by the treasure hunters who still scour the island.

The island is privately owned and usually off-limits, but the Friends of Oak Island Society runs occasional tours.  

Marconi National Historic Site

GLACE BAY

On this spot in December 1902, Guglielmo Marconi ushered in the wireless age. Using a transmission station surrounded by four 200-foot (61 m) wooden aerials, Marconi sent and received Morse code signals to a station in Cornwall, England. It was the first official transatlantic use of electromagnetic waves for sending a message and the beginning of wireless global communication.

Marconi’s station, constructed at Table Head in the small former coal mining town of Glace Bay, was relocated in 1905, but the tower foundations and a visitor’s center remain. Now preserved as the Marconi National Historic Site, the center has a model of the original station as well as photos, artifacts, and information on the history of radio.

15 Timmerman Street, Table Head. The site is a half-hour drive from Sydney or a one-hour drive from Louisbourg.  

The age of radio began in Nova Scotia.
From 1962 to 1994, a small white shed in the middle of a field would have become national headquarters of the Canadian government in the event of a nuclear attack.

The “Diefenbunker,” named after Prime Minister John Diefenbaker, is the largest of about 50 shelters built across Canada during the Cold War. Beneath the unassuming shed, a steel-lined blast tunnel leads to a 4-story bunker with enough supplies to house over 500 government and military personnel for one month.

If a bomb were to hit, the prime minister and his staff would head directly to the bunker—alone, for there was no room to accommodate family members. Once there, they would strip and shower in the decontamination chamber, then make their way to the dormitory-style quarters. The spartan rooms contained bunk beds and little else—though the prime minister was granted the relative luxury of a single bed and a private shower.

Several of the bunker’s design features aimed to lessen cabin fever and claustrophobia. In addition to the overall color scheme of serene blues and greens, the bunker’s support columns were painted with vertical black stripes to make the ceiling appear higher. The floors of the narrow hallways have horizontal stripes, in an effort to make them look wider. Had these measures proved inadequate to keep someone calm and rational, a confinement cell was available.

As with other shelters built during the height of Cold War paranoia, the Diefenbunker was never used for its intended purpose. Decommissioned in 1994, the facility now operates as a Cold War museum. Stops on the tour include the situation room, a broadcast studio built to keep the surviving members of the nation informed, and a vault that would have kept the Bank of Canada’s gold reserves safe from nuclear destruction.

3911 Carp Road, Carp. The bunker is 20 miles (32 km) west of Ottawa. 📞 45.351819 ☎️ 76.044741
Peter Camani has a suggestion for where your earthly remains should go when you die. “Why settle for a small underground plot in the suburbs,” he writes on his website, “when you have the option of joining a vibrant creation that fills the landscape?”

The “vibrant creation” to which he refers is a forest of 18-foot-tall (5.5 m) screaming heads made from cement and—if his idea catches on—the ashes of deceased humans.

The field of screams is just one component of Camani’s ongoing art project on a 300-acre (1.2 km²) former farm just outside the village of Burk’s Falls, Ontario. It all began in 1989, when the former high school art teacher began building a house on the property. Dubbed Midlothian Castle, the dwelling features a screaming head for a turret and a dragon for a chimney that appears to breathe smoke whenever the fireplace is blazing.

In 1995, Camani began installing sculptures on the land surrounding the house. There are now over 100 scattered through the landscape—84 screaming heads, giant half-buried hands, trees with ghoulish faces, and the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

Inspired by the Druids, Camani intends to continue sculpting screaming heads for as long as he’s able. Though he has long envisioned a forest of sculptures made from cement and human ash—with the names and bios of the deceased written on them—he has only created one so far.

Midlothian Ridge, RR #1, Burk’s Falls. The castle is around 150 miles (240 km) north of Toronto.

45.595141 79.537376
Lower Bay Station

TORONTO

Beneath Toronto’s Bay subway station on the Bloor-Danforth line is Lower Bay, a platform that only operated for six months before it was boarded up.

The ghost platform opened in 1966 and was intended to ease commutes by joining the Bloor-Danforth and Yonge-University lines. In theory, passengers would benefit from being able to reach their destination without having to change trains. In practice, confusion reigned: Trains to the same destination arrived on different platforms, and travelers weren’t sure whether to wait at the upper or lower location.

Since its closure in September 1966, Lower Bay has been used for film and television productions, often playing the part of a New York subway station. Although not usually viewable, the subterranean platform is occasionally open for special city events such as the annual Doors Open Toronto.

Bay Station, 64 Bloor Street West. The entrance to Bay Station is on Bloor Street West at Bellair Street. 📍 43.669539 📞 79.392154

Bata Shoe Museum

TORONTO

This museum tells the story of thousands of years of humanity, one pair of shoes at a time. The collection—which includes such historically resonant items as ancient Egyptian sandals, samurai shoes made of bear fur, and Queen Victoria’s ballroom slippers—is drawn from the shoe stash of founder Sonja Bata, who began stocking up on fascinating footwear in the 1940s. The collection now numbers over 13,000 items, 1,000 of which are on display at any one time in the museum’s permanent and rotating exhibits.

The shoes on show don’t just illustrate fashion trends—they reflect their cultural contexts. A common theme is restriction and impediment, as seen in tiny lotus shoes once worn by Chinese women with bound feet as well as an impossibly tall velvet-covered platform shoe donned in the days of 16th-century Italy.

The museum has also managed to nab some cast-off footwear from 20th-century celebrities. See Robert Redford’s cowboy boots, Elvis’s blue patent-leather loafers, and an ankle boot that once cradled the foot of John Lennon. 327 Bloor Street West, Toronto. 📍 43.667278 📞 79.400139

Also in Ontario

Cheltenham Badlands

Caledon - These rolling red rock hills, striped with green from groundwater-induced oxidation, contrast impressively with the bright blue sky above.

Flowerpot Island

Ontario - On this delightful little island in Lake Huron, two rock pillars shaped like flowerpots guard the shore.

Ottawa Jail Hostel

Ottawa - Once a prison known for its inhumane practices, Ottawa Jail now welcomes backpackers for overnight stays in the cells.

Monkey’s Paw

Toronto - This bookstore has the world’s first “Biblio-Mat,” a random-book vending machine.
Over a mile underground, a sphere studded with 9,600 photomultiplier tubes helps search for solar neutrinos.

SNOLAB

LIVELY
A mile and a half underground, beneath the Creighton nickel mine, a team of astrophysicists is trying to solve the mysteries of the universe. They work at SNOLAB, a laboratory devoted to searching for neutrinos—neutral subatomic particles—and dark matter. The laboratory needs to be so far underground in order to shield the sensitive detection systems from interference caused by cosmic radiation.

The site is best known for its Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), an experiment that ran from 1999 to 2006, which used a 40-foot-wide (12 m) vessel filled with heavy water (water containing a large amount of the hydrogen isotope deuterium) to detect neutrinos produced by fusion reactions in the sun.

SNO’s successor, SNO+, is currently being prepared. The new experiment will continue the search for neutrinos using a tweaked version of the existing equipment.

Creighton Mine, 1039 Regional Road 24, Lively, Greater Sudbury. Due to contamination concerns, anyone entering SNOLAB must shower and change on-site. ☎️ 46.473285 📞 81.186683
**Cochrane Polar Bear Habitat**

**Cochrane**

A playful 800-pound (363 kg) bear named Ganuk is currently the sole ursine resident of Cochrane Polar Bear Habitat. The world’s only facility dedicated solely to captive polar bears, Cochrane aims to care for rescued and zoo-raised bears while educating people on their conservation.

Ganuk has free reign over the habitat’s three expansive outdoor enclosures. His hobbies include digging, getting his head stuck in barrels, and eating bucket-size popsicles made with watermelon pieces, tuna, peanut butter, and marshmallows.

Ganuk can also literally paint you a picture of life in the habitat—zookeepers occasionally put nontoxic paint and canvases in front of him with the aim of encouraging his creative side. The resulting paw-printed abstract art is sold in the gift shop for up to $200 apiece.

Visit Ganuk between May and September and you’ll be able to swim alongside him. There is a wading pool for humans right next to the bear pool, separated only by a 2-inch (5 cm) wall of glass.

1 Drury Park Road, Cochrane, a 7-hour drive from Toronto. 📞 49.057664 📍 81.02397

---

**Prince Edward Island**

**Canadian Potato Museum**

**O’Leary**

The excitement starts building when you see the 14-foot (4.3 m) fiberglass potato, mounted on a pole like a popsicle. The oversize tuber entices you through the doors of a museum that is charmingly effusive about potatoes—particularly the Prince Edward Island potatoes harvested from the surrounding fields.

Journey through time and across continents at the Potato Interpretive Center, where you can trace the spud’s origins in South America and follow it as it’s introduced to Europe and North America. Take a moment to reflect solemnly on the diseased potato exhibit, where potatoes are displayed in miniature coffins beside signs detailing their causes of death. View a rust-encrusted 19th-century thresher in the Antique Farming Equipment room.

The museum experience ends naturally with a visit to the café, where french fries, potato cinnamon buns, and potato fudge compete for the chance to dazzle your taste buds.

For a potato-themed vacation, visit O’Leary in the last week of July for the annual Potato Blossom Festival, which celebrates the plants in full bloom. Events include a farmer’s banquet, fireworks, and the Miss Potato Blossom pageant.

1 Dewar Lane, O’Leary. The museum is a 45-minute drive from Summerside northwest along Highway 2. It’s open from mid-May to mid-October. 📞 46.703346 📍 64.234841
The village of Val-Jalbert, 150 miles (241 km) north of Quebec City, sprang up in 1901 when forestry entrepreneur Damase Jalbert built a pulp mill powered by Ouiatchouan River waterfalls. Though Jalbert died just three years later, the mill survived a resulting cash shortage and began to thrive under new owners. From 1909 until the early 1920s, Val-Jalbert was a prosperous community. Its 200 mill workers and their families had access to a school, a general store, a butcher’s shop, and a post office, all enhanced with electricity.

In 1927, however, the reduced global demand for pulp forced the mill to close. At that time, Val-Jalbert had a population of 950. By the early ‘30s, it was a ghost town. Transformed into a tourist attraction in 1960, the village is now open for exploration from June to October. Many of the buildings have been restored while others sag inward, their wooden walls splintered and riddled with holes. Much of the mill’s original machinery is intact, and the old butcher’s shop now houses an old-timey photo booth.

Before you leave, head to the river’s viewing platform for a close look at Ouiatchouan Falls, which, at 236 feet (72 m), is taller than Niagara Falls.

### The Oratory of Brother André

**MONTREAL**

Soaring 506 feet (154 m) above street level, the top of St. Joseph’s dome is the highest point in Montreal. The hilltop basilica is the legacy of Brother André, a Quebecois man known for providing hope and reassurance to the sick. In 1904, he approached the city’s archbishop for permission to build a shrine to St. Joseph, of whom he was a lifelong devotee. Afflicted by poor health since childhood, Brother André often prayed to St. Joseph and encouraged others to trust in his healing powers.

The archbishop couldn’t fund Brother André’s dream, but he did allow him to build a modest chapel. It wasn’t until 1924 that construction on St. Joseph’s Oratory basilica finally began. It was completed in 1967. 30 years after Brother André’s death at the age of 91.

People who are unwell or chronically ill, or have limited mobility flock to St. Joseph’s for comfort and the chance to be miraculously healed. The oratory’s Chapel of Brother André is lined with rows of crutches left by those who claim to have been given the ability to walk again. (Brother André himself was canonized as a saint in 2010, so miracles are credited to his intercession as well as St. Joseph’s.)

The heart of Brother André sits inside a glass box in the oratory’s reliquary. In March 1973, a band of brazen thieves stole the organ. Over a year later, following an anonymous tip-off, the heart was recovered from a locker in the basement of an apartment building. It is now back on display.

**3800 Chemin Queen Mary, Montreal. The oratory is near the Côte-des-Neiges metro station.**

There are 283 steps from the street to the basilica—pilgrims traditionally climb the middle set of 99 steps on their knees.

**New Brunswick**

**World’s Largest Axe**

Nackawic · Built in 1991, this massive tool has a 50-foot (15.2 m) handle and a time capsule embedded in its axe head.

**Old Sow Whirlpool**

Deer Island Point · Legend says this tidal turbulence got its odd name because it sounds like a grunting pig.
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Four Corners and the Southwest
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Alaska and Hawaii
Similar to the Nazca Lines of Peru, the Blythe Intaglios are huge designs scraped into the ground of the desert. There are six figures in three locations, the largest of which is a 171-foot-tall (52 m) human. The intaglios were likely carved by Mojave and Quechan Indians, but the date of their creation is unknown.

15 miles (24 km) north of Blythe on Route 95.  
\[33.800333 \quad 114.531883\]

The Native Americans who scratched enormous human figures into the Colorado Desert could only have imagined what they’d look like from the air.
**Salton Sea**

**Bombay Beach**

In the 1950s and ’60s, Bombay Beach was a thriving seaside resort. Guests swam, water-skied, and golfed during the day, then headed to the North Shore Yacht Club to party into the night.

Now Bombay Beach is a bleached, rusted, abandoned wasteland. The water smells of salt, petrol, and rotting fish. The shores, once lined with sunbathers, are covered in green sludge and desiccated fish carcasses. It’s an apocalyptic landscape.

To understand how this place turned from paradise to purgatory, you need to know the story of the Salton Sea. Bombay Beach lies not on the Pacific Coast, but in the middle of the Colorado Desert. In 1905, the Colorado River swelled, breached its levees, and flooded the desert valley known as the Salton Sink. The water flowed for two years, creating a 15 × 35-mile (24 × 56 km) lake dubbed the Salton Sea.

Though the creation of this inland sea—the largest lake in California—was an accident, it initially appeared to be a happy one. Birds flocked to the area, and fish thrived in the Salton Sea. Developers seized upon the rare setting and branded it the “Salton Riviera,” a “miracle in the desert.” Hotels, yacht clubs, homes, and schools sprang up along the shores as the Salton Sea became a resort destination. But disaster loomed.

By the late 1970s, the ecosystem was deteriorating rapidly. With no drainage outlet, almost zero yearly rainfall, and runoff flowing in from nearby farms, the sea was polluted with pesticides and turned saltier than the Pacific Ocean. Thousands of dead fish washed up on the beach and rotted. As they decomposed, the sand became coated in a layer of fragmented fish skeletons.

Hints of the Salton Sea’s heyday still litter the shores. Boarded-up motels, rusting boat frames, and cracked concrete swimming pools covered in graffiti are a few of the sights that remain. People do live here—Bombay Beach is home to around 250 residents, who travel the barren landscape by golf cart and must drive 40 miles (65 km) to stock up on groceries.

There is one part of the Salton Sea that’s shiny and new: The North Shore Beach and Yacht Club, long abandoned, was refurbished in 2010 and opened as a community center.

**Start your visit at the Salton Sea History Museum**, located at 72–120 South Lincoln Street, Mecca. 📍 33.253533 .getLongitude 115.710179

Sun-bleached and over-salinated, Salton Sea turned from a resort paradise to a wasteland.
Known to its residents as “the last free place,” Slab City is an isolated, off-the-grid desert community of squatters. Established in the early 1960s on a former United States Marine Corps training base, it is home to a motley mix of artists, travelers, retirees, and snowbirds. There is no local government, no running water, and no waste disposal system. Power comes from solar panels and generators; nightfall brings pitch darkness to the rattlesnake- and scorpion-infested sands.

Slab City’s population varies from a few dozen in summer—when temperatures reach up to 120°F (49°C)—to a few thousand during the cooler months. Residents live in RVs, vans, tents, and converted school buses, and venture to a hot spring to bathe. Saturday is talent show night at The Range, an outdoor concert venue with mismatched chairs and tattered couches for seating.

Within Slab City is a sub-community, East Jesus. The art collective grew from an old shipping container in 2006, and centers on an inhabitable, ever-growing artwork made entirely from salvaged materials. Among them are a giant mammoth made from blown-out car tires, a television graveyard, and a swing set made from the rusted skeletons of old car seats. According to its custodians, East Jesus is “populated by an ever-rotating cast of artists, builders, writers, musicians, freethinkers, merry pranksters, wandering messiahs, the dispossessed, the damned.”

East Beal Road, Niland. Drive toward Niland on Highway 111, turn east on the street by United Grocery. Travel for 3.5 miles (5.6 km). Salvation Mountain marks the entrance. 📍 33.258889 📹 115.466389

Mismatched couches await an audience at The Range’s weekly talent show.
The Integratron

LANDERS

Whisper a few words while standing in the middle of the Integratron—an acoustically perfect dome in the desert—and you’ll feel as though your brain is talking to you via vibrations. The sensation is odd and otherworldly, much like the Integratron itself.

In 1952, former flight mechanic George Van Tassel had a life-changing experience. As he described in his 1955 book, *I Rode a Flying Saucer*, Tassel was sleeping when a creature from the planet Venus woke him up, took him aboard his spacecraft, and telepathically divulged the secret of eternal youth. Rejuvenation of the human body, according to the Venusian visitor, required the construction of a domed structure, built without metal and featuring time-travel and anti-gravity devices.

Armed with these instructions, Van Tassel set about building what he called the Integratron in the desert north of Joshua Tree National Park. The location was important—Van Tassel believed the spot contained powerful geomagnetic forces that, when harnessed by the Integratron, could recharge human cells.

Using wood, fiberglass, concrete, and glass—but no nails, screws, or any other metal—he constructed a two-story, 38-foot-high (12 m) domed building. The time-travel device and anti-gravity chamber, however, never came to be—Van Tassel died of a heart attack in 1978 with his creation incomplete.

These days the Integratron offers “sound baths,” which involve up to 30 people lying in a circle on the floor, feet pointed outward, while a facilitator strikes a series of quartz bowls that resonate at different frequencies. (According to the owners, this experience provides relaxation and “sonic healing” by causing parts of the body to vibrate individually.)

The dome is so acoustically sensitive that soft sniffs and shuffles are clearly audible to people on the opposite side of the room. It is for this reason that sound baths begin with a stern warning: no snoring.

2477 Belfield Boulevard, Landers. The Integratron is a 2.5-hour drive east of Los Angeles. Public sound baths happen twice a month. You can also book a private bath.

Also in California

Winchester Mystery House

San Jose · The former home of Sarah Winchester, heir to the Winchester gun fortune, contains doors to nowhere, stairs that stop suddenly, and secret passages.

Dymaxion Chronofile

Stanford · From journals to blueprints to dry-cleaning bills, Buckminster Fuller documented his life in staggering detail. The full archive is stored at Stanford University Library.

Methuselah Tree

White Mountains · Germinated circa 2833 BCE, this gnarled bristlecone pine is one of the oldest trees in the world.
Museum of Death

HOLLYWOOD

Your visit to the Museum of Death begins with a test: Look at the photo on the wall next to the front desk. It shows a man’s freshly mutilated body, parts of it scattered across a road following a truck crash. If the picture makes you feel queasy, this place is not for you.

Established in 1995, the museum is a graphic, shocking ode to the myriad ways humans shuffle off this mortal coil. A 45-minute self-guided tour through the small building takes in capital punishment, cult suicides, traffic accidents, and serial murders. A display of body bags, coffins, and mortician instruments serves as a reminder that death is the great equalizer.

Standout exhibits include the Heaven’s Gate room, a recreation of the scene that greeted investigators when they entered a San Diego mansion in March 1997 to discover 39 cult members had committed suicide. Each person had swallowed a lethal dose of phenobarbital and—covered in a purple shroud and wearing brand-new Nikes—lay neatly on a bunk bed, believing their souls would be transported to a higher realm on an alien spacecraft. In the museum version, mannequins lie on a set of beds taken from the actual house. They wear shrouds and Nikes removed from two of the deceased followers.

High-profile cases such as the Black Dahlia, Charles Manson, and John Wayne Gacy receive name checks, but the more fascinating artifacts belong to lesser-known murderers. On one wall is a set of photos taken by a couple. The images depict the duo grinning at the camera as they hold up the shredded body parts of the man they have just killed. This being the days before digital cameras, the twosome were caught and charged with murder after they took the incriminating film to a lab to be developed.


Club 33

ANAHEIM

In Disneyland’s New Orleans Square, near the exit to the Pirates of the Caribbean ride, is an unmarked gray-green door. The door itself is unmarked, but to its right is a sign bearing the number 33 and a brass speaker box with a panel that hides a buzzer. This is the entrance to Club 33, an ultra-exclusive, exorbitantly priced club that Walt Disney himself established so he would have a swanky place to entertain his VIP guests.

You must be a Club 33 member—or the guest of one—to dine at the secret restaurant. Membership requires an initiation fee of $25,000, followed by annual dues of $10,000. Membership is capped at 500 people, and it can take many years to be accepted.

Lunch or dinner at Club 33 is by reservation only. After being buzzed in through the secret door, you’ll be ushered to the second-floor dining room, passing the only bar in Disneyland that serves alcohol. The restaurant is decked out in 19th-century New Orleans style, complete with a French wooden elevator and wicker toilets. Food and drinks are served by doting staff wearing special Club 33 uniforms. They are only too happy to point out the original Fantasia animation cels on the walls and the table in the hallway from the set of Mary Poppins.

Walt Disney never saw Club 33—he died in December 1966, five months before it opened. Evidence of his personal touch, however, remains. In one corner of the former trophy room is an animatronic California turkey vulture. Disney envisioned the bird surprising guests by talking to them via a voice actor hidden in a booth. Microphones were installed around the room for this purpose—but have since been disconnected.

33 Royal Street, Disneyland, Anaheim. To gain access, befriend a Club 33 member, book your meal months in advance, and prepare to spend a great deal of money on food, drinks, and exclusive souvenirs.

Museums
Museum of Jurassic Technology

Los Angeles

A trip to a museum usually results in the visitor leaving with a head full of knowledge about the exhibits therein. After a walk through the Museum of Jurassic Technology, however, you are likely to leave with a head full of questions: What did that all mean? Was any of it real? Was that display meant to be broken? What was that?

Exhibits have featured Soviet space dogs, sculptures smaller than the head of a pin, and letters written by people who may not have existed. Searching for a unifying theme or logical narrative to explain the mystifying exhibits is an exercise in madness. As is trying to figure out what’s real and what’s not. Just enjoy the journey.

9341 Venice Boulevard, Culver City. Photography and cell phone usage are not permitted in the museum. Don’t forget to stop for tea and cookies on the top floor. ☎ 340.025884 ✆ 118.395063

A reproduction of a device for “magnetic hydromancy,” part of the museum’s exhibit on the 17th-century polymath Athanasius Kircher.
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African American Firefighters Museum

Downtown - This once-segregated fire station is now a museum honoring the many achievements of black firefighters.

Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels

Downtown - The crypt mausoleum in this postmodern cathedral’s basement contains relics of a 3rd-century Roman martyr, Saint Vibiana.

Clifton’s Cafeteria

Downtown - Fill your tray with mashed potatoes, tuna salad, and bricks of neon Jell-O at this revamped classic eatery.

The Last Bookstore

Downtown - Books are shelved and stacked every which way at this store, which is housed in the grand atrium of a former bank.

Moore Lab of Zoology

Eagle Rock - There are over 60,000 bird specimens—including 6,957 hummingbirds—in this Occidental College collection.

Angelsus Temple

Echo Park - In the 1920s, this colossal house of worship was the domain of Aimee Semple McPherson, an evangelist and revivalist preacher who spoke in tongues and cast out demons.

Bob Baker Marionette Theater

Echo Park - With thousands of puppets, this theater has been entertaining kids—and serving up free ice cream—since 1963.

Phantasmagoria

Echo Park - In the yard of a man named Randy is a brightly colored bottle art installation that’s been in progress for over a decade.

Screen Novelties

Echo Park - This animation studio is keeping the wonder of stop-motion puppetry alive.

White City Ruins

Echo Mountain - Explore the foundations of White City’s hotel and dance hall, which operated from 1893 to 1938.

Space Shuttle Endeavour

Exposition Park - NASA’s final operational space shuttle now lives at the California Science Center.

Tom Mankiewicz Conservation Carousel

Griffith Park - There are no horses on this carousel—instead you’ll find endangered animals, including a komodo dragon, silverback gorilla, and poison dart frog.

Griffith Observatory’s Tesla Coil

Griffith Park - Lightning strikes this cage several times a day for visitors.

Hollywood Forever Cemetery

Hollywood - The eternal home of many a celluloid star transforms into an outdoor cinema annually.

Skeletos in the Closet

Lincoln Heights - At this corner’s office gift shop, you can pick up a novelty body bag and toe tag for that hard-to-shop-for friend.

Petersen Automotive Vault

Miracle Mile - The 150 vehicles on display may include a Mercedes-Benz that belonged to Saddam Hussein, President Clinton’s golf cart, and an imposing 1945 Round Door Rolls-Royce.

Idle Hour

North Hollywood - Sample the many signature cocktails at this bar located inside a giant whiskey barrel.

Self-Realization Fellowship Lake Shrine

Pacific Palisades - This oasis of Eastern spirituality, located in a ritzy neighborhood, holds some of Mahatma Gandhi’s ashes.

Air Hollywood

Pacifica - If you need to shoot a scene set in an airplane or airport, this is the studio to use. One of the standing sets, a Pan Am plane interior, is also open to the public.

Bunny Museum

Pasadena - Step inside the “Happiest Place in the World” to view Earth’s largest collection of bunny memorabilia.

Sunken City

San Pedro - A 1929 landslide created Sunken City, an oceanide patch of broken house foundations, abandoned streetcar tracks, buckled sidewalks, and empty streets.

Dapper Cadaver

San Valley - This supplier of death-related props leaves no body part unturneded, and no nightmare unaccounted for.

Velaslavasay Panorama

University Park - Unusual visual experiences take place in this theater, which incorporates an immersive 360-degree painted environment.

Binoculars Building

Venice - A Frank Gehry–designed office building features a giant pair of binoculars on its facade.

Watts Towers

Watts - Over 33 years from 1921 to 1954, Sabato Rodia built these 17 towers out of steel pipes, mortar, broken bottles, tiles, scrap metal, and seashells.
From the air, this collection of streets resembles a printed circuit board. Its carefully planned cul-de-sacs and concentric curved roads are neat and densely packed. The layout of streets and services is logical, aesthetically pleasing, and well suited to a major city. There’s just one thing missing: people.

In 1958, a former sociology professor named Nat Mendelsohn purchased 80,000 acres of land in the Mojave Desert. His grand plan was to create California’s next great metropolis—a thriving, car-centric city to rival Los Angeles. Mendelsohn mapped out a network of roads, named them all, and oversaw their construction. The streets surrounded Central Park, an 80-acre green expanse incorporating an artificial lake. Model homes and architectural drawings showed an enticing, affordable version of the American Dream.

By January 1959, there were 65 homes in California City. But this influx of people did not herald a mass migration. As the years went by, a trickle of families established homes, but for the most part, the carefully laid out streets remained quiet and empty. Mendelsohn bailed on his planned city in 1969, selling it to a Denver-based sugar and mining company.

By 1990, the population was hovering at just over 6,000. In 2000, it was 8,388. As a major metropolis, California City was a total failure. But its cracked, sand-sloughed streets now attract off-road adventurers, who enjoy careening around the curves of the uninhabited roads on motorcycles and MTVs. The current population is around 14,000, but the houses are spaced oddly. Some blocks are crammed with homes, while others have just one dwelling. All are buffered by a swath of streets that carve up the vacant lots.

Located about 100 miles (160 km) north of Los Angeles, between State Route 14 and US Route 395. 📍 35.125801 🛵 117.985903
Lost Set of the Ten Commandments

Guadalupe

In 1983, a trio of film buffs journeyed to the Colorado Desert in search of the lost Egyptian City of the Pharaoh. Using clues gleaned from Cecil B. DeMille’s posthumously published autobiography, they found sphinxes and pharaohs buried in dunes.

DeMille had the inside scoop because he built the City of the Pharaoh himself—it was the film set for his 1923 silent epic, The Ten Commandments. Built by a team of 1,500, the lavish set featured a 720-foot-long (220 m) palace decorated with hieroglyphs, four giant statues of Pharaoh Ramses II, and a grand path lined with 21 five-ton sphinxes.

When the shoot ended—behind schedule and over budget—DeMille was left with a massive array of plaster buildings and props. Transporting it all back to Hollywood would have been exorbitantly expensive, but the director didn’t want to leave the set in the desert where low-budget filmmakers could use it to shoot their own epics. So DeMille dismantled the sets and buried the parts in the sand.

The City of the Pharaoh lay beneath the dunes for 60 years. When filmmaker Peter Brosnan read a cryptic joke in DeMille’s autobiography about hapless archaeologists finding a lost Egyptian city in the dunes, he spearheaded the search for the Lost City of Cecil B. DeMille.

Brosnan and archaeologists surveyed the site using ground-penetrating radar. Lack of funds and permit issues with the county thwarted plans for a full-scale dig. The set pieces made of plaster, crumbled into dust when unearthed.

Much of DeMille’s city remains buried, but a few excavated artifacts—including a makeup compact, film reel tin, and re-created sphinx head—are on display at the nearby Dunes Center.

Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Center, 1065 Guadalupe Street, Guadalupe. ☎ 34.972501  📠 120.572081

Racetrack Playa

Death Valley

When no one is looking, the rocks on the dry lake bed of Racetrack Playa move. Some have only traveled a few inches. Others have journeyed half a mile. All of them leave telltale trails—some straight, some curved; others erratic and jerky, as if the rock changed its mind along the way.

Until December 2013, no one had ever witnessed the rocks in motion, but plenty had offered theories to explain their movement. A 2010 NASA study concluded that melted snow had streamed from the surrounding mountains and flooded the playa. At night, according to NASA, the water froze around the bottom of the rocks, creating an “ice collar.” Over the next month, more water from the mountains arrived, creating a slippery surface and allowing the ice-collared rocks to float on the playa. Fierce winds of up to 90 miles (145 km) per hour sent the stones skidding across the plain.

It was a sound enough theory, but actual evidence was hard to come by. No one is allowed on the playa when it is wet, as their footprints would scar the ground, and research must be noninvasive—meaning rocks can’t be disturbed and cameras must be hidden in the landscape.

Then in 2013, paleobiologist Richard Norris and his cousin, research engineer James Norris, happened to be in the right place at the right time. In front of their eyes, wind pushed an ice floe across the playa, causing one of the rocks to slide along the slick surface of the lake bed. From their position on the mountainside next to the playa, the Norris cousins began taking photos. The evidence was in and the mystery solved.

Death Valley National Park. The 26-mile (42 km) road to Racetrack Valley begins near Ubehebe Crater. You’ll need a four-wheel drive vehicle. Once you reach the playa, cars are prohibited. Bring sturdy shoes. ☎ 36.681069  📠 117.560258

The mysterious heavy stones of Death Valley can sail up to a half mile across the desert.
**Amargosa Opera House and Hotel**

**DEATH VALLEY JUNCTION**

According to its city limits sign, Death Valley Junction has a population of four. A former borax mining settlement, its bleached and barren landscape looks almost lunar. Summer days are scorching. Winter nights are eerily quiet. But sometimes the silence is broken by singing and applause coming from the town’s opera house.

In 1967, New York dancer and artist Marta Becket was camping in Death Valley with her husband when their trailer got a flat tire. The duo headed to Death Valley Junction to get it fixed. While she waited, Becket wandered through the ghost town. A flat white adobe building from the mid-’20s mining days drew her eye. She peered through a hole in the door and saw a rundown theater, strewn with debris and long abandoned. In that moment she was swept up in an utterly impractical but exciting thought: *This is my new home.*

The next day, Becket tracked down the town manager and arranged to rent the theater month by month. In February 1968, she gave the first performance at the newly christened Amargosa Opera House. Twelve people watched the then forty-three-year-old dance *en pointe*.

From that night on, Becket performed at the opera house three nights a week at 8:15 sharp. Sometimes there were only two people in the audience. Sometimes no one came at all. One day Becket thought of a way to ensure she’d have a packed house for every performance: She would paint an audience onto the theater walls.

Becket spent four years working on the opera house wall murals and another two years painting cherubs on the ceiling. She also painted murals on the walls of the Amargosa Hotel, which provides accommodation akin to the basement of an eccentric aunt’s home.

It wasn’t until 2012, when Becket was 87, that she retired from the Amargosa stage. In her final performance she sang songs, told stories, and switched between wearing a false moustache, a pink boa, and a glittery silver top hat. At the end of the show, the packed crowd gave her a standing ovation.

HR-C 608, Death Valley Junction. The opera house is a 2-hour drive from Las Vegas. Shows, performed by guest artists, are sporadic. You can stay at the attached hotel, but keep your expectations low.

| 36.302194 | 116.414644 |

**Forestiere Underground Gardens**

**FRESNO**

It took a few minutes of digging in the dirt before Baldassare Forestiere realized he’d made a terrible mistake. It was 1906, and the Sicilian had arrived in California to fulfill his dream of becoming a fruit merchant. But when he stuck a shovel into the 80 acres of Fresno land he’d just purchased, Forestiere was dismayed to discover hardpan, a layer of soil too dense for planting fruit trees.

The hard soil wasn’t the only problem. Fresno sweltered in summer, regularly reaching 115°F (46°C). Determined to make the best of the situation, Forestiere came up with a new plan: He took the gardens underground, where the soil is softer and the air is cooler.

It was a long-term project. Over 40 years, and without ever putting his design plans on paper, Forestiere hand-carved catacombs, arches, and alcoves beneath the hardpan surface. He planted oranges, lemons, grapefruit, mulberries, and grapevines. Skylights and open-air courtyards provided enough light to keep the fruits growing without overheating them.

Forestiere didn’t just keep his gardens underground—he lived there himself. Taking advantage of the cooler subterranean temperatures (which range from 10 to 30 degrees lower than the surface), he installed a bedroom, bath, kitchen, and dining area.

The Forestiere Underground Gardens only stopped expanding when Forestiere died in 1946. Today the gardens are open to visitors. You can sample fruit from some of the trees Forestiere planted—it’s for sale on site.

5021 West Shaw Avenue, Fresno. The gardens are a 10-minute drive north of downtown Fresno, right off Highway 99. Tours are available. They are closed during winter.

| 36.807573 | 119.881809 |

Fruit trees stay cool in a subterranean villa built over four decades.
To ensure that she would perform to a full house, Marta Becket painted rapturous crowds on the walls of her isolated desert opera house.
Horsetail Fall

Yosemite

For 10 minutes each day in the second half of February, liquid fire spills off the edge of a 2,000-foot (610 m) cliff in Yosemite National Park. Well, not liquid fire exactly—it's water, but when the light of the setting sun hits Horsetail Fall, the stream glows bright orange, giving the effect of fast-flowing lava.

The splendor of the Horsetail “firefall” is dependent on two weather conditions: heavy snow earlier in the year, and a clear sky on the night of viewing. If both these requirements are in place, the firefall will appear to light up from within, creating a brilliant contrast against the surrounding dark rock.

Horsetail’s glowing waterfall is a natural phenomenon, but, for almost 100 years, Yosemite was home to a man-made firefall. In 1872, Glacier Point hotel owner James McCauley inadvertently kicked off the tradition by pushing campfire embers off the edge of the cliff. The sight was so dazzling that it became a nightly, tourist-attracting event. Visitors camping in the park would gather beneath Glacier Point, awaiting the 9 p.m. firefall that began with a rousing shout of “Let ‘er go!” from the top of the cliff. The National Park Service finally canceled the tradition in 1968, deeming the man-made distraction inappropriate for the natural surroundings.

Yosemite National Park. The best vantage point is a small clearing close to the picnic area on the north road leading out of Yosemite Valley east of El Capitán. 📍 37.729124 ° 119.628474

Centennial Bulb

Livermore

In June 2015, Fire Station 6 hosted a raging party in honor of a light bulb. The occasion was a special one: It marked one million hours of service for the bulb, which hangs on a cable from the station’s ceiling.

The Centennial Light Bulb, as it is affectionately known, was first screwed into a socket in 1901. Having shone ever since, with just a few minor interruptions, it has been Guinness-certified as the longest-lasting bulb in the world. Initially installed in the fire department’s hose cart house, and moved to other fire stations over the years, it found a permanent home at Fire Station 6 in 1976.

There is no obvious reason why this light has lasted so long. Though its output has dimmed from 60 watts to four, the Centennial Bulb’s glow has stayed steady for decades and shows no signs of weakening. There are no plans for what to do with it should the dark day of its demise arrive.

Fire Station 6, 4550 East Avenue, Livermore. You are welcome to visit the bulb if there are firefighters around to let you in. Ring the bell at the rear of the station and see if anyone answers. 📍 37.680283 ° 121.739524
In 1956, Preston “The Boom” Boomer began teaching physics and chemistry at San Lorenzo Valley High School. Over the next 56 years, the Boom delighted San Lorenzo students with his exploding experiments, often performed while wearing a wizard cape. He retired from teaching in 2013 at the age of 81, but did so only with reluctance. (Ankle and knee surgery forced him to renege on a promise to teach until he dropped dead on the classroom lab table.)

Luckily for his students, the Boom’s eccentric antics extend beyond the classroom. In the Santa Cruz mountains lies Boomeria, the Boom’s home and science-enhanced playground. The Kingdom of Boomeria has watchtowers, water cannons, a huge handmade pipe organ, and a guillotine for chopping watermelons. A three-story castle sits on top of underground passages and dungeons dug by the Boom’s students.

The Boom has hosted mock battles, organ concerts, and summer camps at Boomeria. All of the activities are grounded in physics and chemistry—the water cannons provide a practical education in water pressure, while the organ illustrates the harmonics of open and closed pipes.

60 Verde Drive, Bonny Doon. Boomeria is a private residence but occasionally hosts public concerts.

Sadie Lipton
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Golden Fire Hydrant

The Castro - The gilded hydrant below Dolores Park earned its special status when it continued to function in the aftermath of the 1906 quake, saving much of the Mission District from burning down.

Head of the Goddess of Progress

Civic Center - The Goddess of Progress was a 20-foot-tall (6 m) bronze statue on top of San Francisco’s original city hall. Her head, which weighs 700 pounds (317.5 kg), sits in the current city hall.

McElroy Octagon House

Cow Hollow - This eight-sided powder-blue home is a rare remnant of the octagon-shaped house-building craze of the second half of the 19th century.

Vaillancourt Fountain

Embarcadero - Despite drawing criticism since its installation in the early 1970s, this artistic jumble of angular cement pipes stands strong.

Westin St. Francis

Financial District - Since 1938, this hotel has provided a coin-washing service to prevent guests’ hands from being sullied by filthy cash.

Corporate Goddess Sculptures

Financial District - A dozen eerily faceless, draped figures loom over pedestrians from 23 floors up at 580 California Street.

Musée Mécanique

Fisherman’s Wharf - Save up your quarters for the world’s largest privately owned collection of coin-operated arcade machines.

California Academy of Sciences

Herpetology Department

Golden Gate Park - The academy’s 300,000-strong collection of jarred reptile specimens was amassed over 160 years. Viewing is by appointment only.

San Francisco Columbarium

Lone Mountain - This beautifully restored neoclassical atrium offers thousands of alcoves for burial urns. Reservations accepted.

Wave Organ

The Marina - Waves make music by crashing against the 20 pipes of this lovingly built organ, located on a jetty in the San Francisco Bay.

Palace of Fine Arts

Marina District - A piece of San Francisco's 1915 Panama-Pacific International Exposition survives in the form of this collection of classically inspired buildings, gardens, and fountains.

Institute of Illegal Images

Mission District - Mark McCloud’s collection of acid blotters, amassed since the 1960s, makes for a uniquely hallucinogenic art gallery.

826 Valencia Pirate Supply Store

Mission District - Grab a hook and replenish your stock of mermaid bait at this store that raises funds for a kids’ literary nonprofit.

Mission Dolores Cemetery

The Mission - Established in the 18th century, this is the oldest burial ground in San Francisco.

Good Vibrations Antique Vibrator Museum

Nob Hill - Shake things up with a visit to an institution that honors the Victorian cure for “female hysteria.”

Seward Street Slides

Noe Valley - Two steep concrete slides provide thrills for the bold, provided you wear sturdy pants and bring your own cardboard sled. Adults must be accompanied by a child.

Cayuga Park

Outer Mission - Beside some elevated train tracks is a park filled with mystical wooden sculptures.

Yoda Fountain

The Presidio - A bronze version of the big-eared Jedi master stands atop a fountain at the Letterman Digital Arts Center.

Prelinger Library

SoMa - Organized in a unique way that encourages browsing, this privately funded library is open to all for “research, reading, inspiration, and reuse.”
**Monticello Dam Spillway**

**NAPA**

Following heavy rain, a giant plughole funnels water from Lake Berryessa. The 72-foot-wide (22 m) Morning Glory spillway, known locally as the “glory hole,” clears excess water to prevent spilling over the Monticello Dam. While other drain-style spillways exist, the one at the Monticello Dam is the largest. Water rushes through the tapered pipe, under the dam wall, at up to 362,000 gallons (1,370,319 L) per second, traveling 700 feet (213 m) to exit at the south side of the canyon beneath the dam.

The deadly force of the flow means swimming near the dam is prohibited—in 1997, a UC Davis graduate student who defied the ban drowned after being pulled into the hole. During the dry season bikers and skateboarders have been known to circumvent the barbed-wire fences and use the exit section of the spillway as an unauthorized skate park.

Lake Berryessa, Napa. The spillway is best seen during the rainy season when the lake is full.

**Oregon Arborsmith Studios**

**WILLIAMS**

Arborsculpture is the craft of shaping living trees into works of art and architecture. The term was coined by Richard Reames, one of its pioneering practitioners and the owner of Arborsmith Studios—a combination nursery, design studio, and al fresco art gallery.

By grafting, bending, and pruning, Reames has shaped trees into helixes, peace signs, lattices, chairs, and gazebos. It’s a process that requires a lot of patience—larger projects can take a decade or more to complete.

Reames decided to become an arborsculptor after seeing the Tree Circus, a roadside display of sculpted trees in Scott’s Valley, California. Axel Erlandson, who created the Tree Circus in 1947, never called what he did “arborsculpture”—he died in 1963, decades before the term arose—but his creations, which included a ladder tree, a phone booth tree, and trunks that split and spiraled, certainly fit the category.

Reames says that he would love to see arborsculpture revolutionize construction methods. In his ideal world, people would grow houses out of living trees instead of building them from dead ones.

1607 Caves Camp Road, Williams. Arborsmith Studios isn’t open to the public, but Reames occasionally allows visitors to tour his studios by prior arrangement.

Lake Berryessa’s massive overflow drain is known affectionately as the “glory hole.”

Richard Reames bends and prunes living trees to sculpt them into artwork.
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A simple optical illusion explains the slanting Mystery House’s weird physics-flouting properties.

**OREGON VORTEX**

**GOLD HILL**

At the slanted House of Mystery on Gold Hill, balls roll upward and brooms stand unsupported. Their apparent defiance of the laws of physics is just one of many strange phenomena one can observe at the Oregon Vortex.

The House of Mystery was once the office of a local mining company. Built in 1890, it was abandoned within 20 years, after which it slid off its foundations and landed at an odd angle. Officially, the house fell because of a landslide. But the owners of the site have another explanation: magnetic vortex.

In 1930, the house opened to the public as part of the Fabulous Oregon Vortex, an attraction designed to demonstrate the land’s alleged physics-flouting properties. In addition to seeing the mysterious balls and brooms, you can participate in height experiments: When walking from one side of a plank to the other, you appear to change size.

Guides work the vortex angle during each demonstration, throwing in the odd ghost story and paranormal explanation. It’s a fun premise—and watching someone change size before your eyes is certainly mind-bending—but the real cause of all the weirdness is simple optical illusion.

4303 Sardine Creek Left Fork Road, Gold Hill. The House of Mystery is open between March and October. 📷 42.493002 📧 123.084985

---

**OLD MAN OF THE LAKE**

**CRATER LAKE**

A floating log may not seem noteworthy, but this one is special. The Old Man is a 30-foot (9 m) hemlock tree that has been bobbing along vertically in Crater Lake since at least 1896. Bleached by the sun and blown across the water by wind currents, the tree protrudes about 4 feet (1.2 m) from the lake’s surface.

The Old Man likely arrived in Crater Lake—a 6-mile-wide, 1,946-foot-deep (9.6 km, 593 m) blue pool that fills the crater of a dormant volcano—via landslide. Rocks were probably lodged in his roots, pulling his base down and allowing him to float vertically. The clear, cold water has kept the Old Man looking relatively youthful.

In the summer of 1938, two naturalists plotted the Old Man’s movements and found he moved an average of 0.67 miles (1.07 km) per day. On one particularly windy August day he traveled 3.8 miles (6.11 km). When looking for him, keep his transient nature in mind.

Crater Lake National Park. The park is 80 miles (129 km) northwest of Medford. 📷 42.868441 📧 122.168478
The Spruce Goose

MCMINNVILLE

“I put the sweat of my life into this thing. I have my reputation all rolled up in it and I have stated several times that if it’s a failure I’ll probably leave this country and never come back. And I mean it.”

So said Howard Hughes in 1947 at a Senate War Investigating Committee hearing. “This thing” was the H-4 Hercules plane, also known as the Spruce Goose, the Flying Boat, and the Flying Lumberyard among Hughes’s many detractors.

By the time he appeared before the Senate committee, Hughes had been working on the Spruce Goose for five agonizing years. In 1942, the US War Department needed to move troops and tanks across the ocean to the World War II front. German U-boats were attacking Allied ships in the Atlantic, so a plane big enough to house a tank was needed for the job. Hughes, the notoriously eccentric owner of the Hughes Aircraft Company, won the development contract.

There were several logistical issues right off the bat. Metals were needed for the war effort, so the plane was to be made of wood. It was to be the largest aircraft ever constructed—five stories tall, with a wingspan longer than a football field. The original contract called for three planes to be made within two years, but Hughes worked so slowly that the war was over well before he finished building one.

By 1947, Hughes had spent $23 million in government funds and the H-4 still hadn’t flown. Skeptics questioned whether it was capable of flight at all. In August came the Senate hearings, during which Hughes curtly refuted allegations of misappropriating federal dollars. Howard Hughes’s hefty wooden plane aimed high but flew for a total of one minute.

During the third test, however, the H-4 lifted off and flew 70 feet (21 m) for about a mile. That one-minute flight was the first and last time the Spruce Goose flew.

Ever the optimist, Hughes kept the H-4 in a climate-controlled hangar for the next 29 years, attended by a full-time crew. After Hughes died in 1976, the Spruce Goose ended up at the Evergreen Aviation & Space Museum, where it remains to this day. You can walk through the massive fuselage, and, for an extra fee, sit in the cockpit wearing a handsome Hughesian fedora.

Enchanted Forest

This charmingly homemade fairy tale park is still going strong despite being dubbed “Idiot’s Hill” by its detractors.

Tree Climbing Planet

This farm just south of Portland is dedicated to teaching people the professional art of tree climbing.
Reed College Research Reactor

Portland

Strictly speaking, a liberal arts college does not need a nuclear reactor. But there are myriad benefits of having one. Undergraduates at Reed College—an institution that does not offer a nuclear engineering program—have been using an on-campus reactor to conduct experiments for their theses since 1968.

Students using the reactor come from all majors, including English, philosophy, history, and art. Before being allowed to press any buttons, they must attend a year of seminars on nuclear safety and undergo a seven-hour exam administered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The water-cooled Reed reactor, which sits at the bottom of a 25-foot-deep (7.6 m) tank, generates neutrons that can be used to make materials radioactive. This allows students to determine the quantity of elements in a sample by measuring the amount of radiation they emit—a process known as neutron activation analysis. For instance, a history major might irradiate a pottery shard in order to find out where it came from by analyzing its trace elements.

Used only for university and community research, Reed’s reactor is considered a “zero-risk facility” as far as public safety is concerned. That said, the student operators are still careful—following a federal inspection, they removed the family of rubber ducks from the surface of the tank water on the grounds that they violated safety protocols.

Reed College, 3203 SE Woodstock Boulevard, Portland. The reactor is on the east side of campus. Visits and tours must be arranged at least a week in advance. 📞 45.480571 📍 122.630091

Kidd’s Toy Museum

Portland

It would be easy to miss the entrance to Kidd’s Toy Museum but for the sign on the blue warehouse door. Beneath the official opening hours is a phrase hinting at the low-key nature of the place: “Other hours by appointment or chance.”

Behind the blue door is a hoard of toy planes, trains, cars, mechanical banks, dolls, and collectible characters, dating mostly from 1869 to 1939. Every item is from the personal collection of Frank Kidd, who has spent a lifetime acquiring thousands of vintage toys.

Among the charming glimpses into childhoods past are some toys that evoke abhorrent beliefs of earlier eras—you’ll see racist images and phrases on some of the mechanical banks, and the collection of golliwog dolls harks back to minstrelsy.

1301 SE Grand Avenue, Portland. The museum is in an unmarked building one block north of the Southeast Grand/Hawthorne light rail stop. Look for the blue door on the west side of the street, south of Southeast Main Street. 📞 45.513518 📍 122.661068
Things did not begin well for the lighthouse that came to be known as Terrible Tilly. In 1878, the government decided that ships sailing around Tillamook Head needed more light and better guidance. There was no suitable place to build a lighthouse on the headland, so attention turned to Tillamook Rock, a big chunk of basalt 1.2 miles (1.9 km) offshore. In 1879, mason John Trewavas set off for the island to do some surveying. When he attempted to land on the rock, his body was swept into the tumultuous sea. This would be but one of many deaths and calamities caused by Tillamook’s wild waves and unforgiving landscape.

A team of quarrymen eventually managed to build the lighthouse in 575 days, but the process was arduous: They had to rig a line between their ship and the top of the rock and use it to transport both their tools and themselves. Less than three weeks before the lighthouse opened, a ship called the Lupatia sailed close to the shore in thick fog. The next morning, the bodies of all 16 crew members washed ashore.

Lighthouse operators at Terrible Tilly had their own trials to contend with. Hunkered down with six months of supplies, the men lived a mentally and physically challenging existence, beset by frequent storms and blaring foghorns.

The Tillamook Rock Light operated for 77 years before being decommissioned in 1957. Then came a fittingly macabre twist. In 1980, real estate developer Mimi Morissette bought Terrible Tilly and turned it into a columbarium: a storage house for urns full of cremated human remains. Dubbed “Eternity at Sea,” the post-mortem museum amassed a collection of over 30 urns before the Oregon Mortuary and Cemetery Board took away its license in 1999. (Less-than-stringent record-keeping and improper urn storage were among the issues.)

There are still urns full of remains inside the Tillamook building—“honorary lighthouse keepers,” Eternity at Sea called them—but the rock is primarily a seabird nesting spot and can only be safely accessed by helicopter. Tillamook Head is 80 miles (129 km) northwest of Portland. The lighthouse rock is part of the Oregon Coast National Wildlife Refuge Complex and therefore off-limits during seabird nesting season.  

Tillamook Rock Light

CANNON BEACH

Built to keep sailors safe from harm, Tillamook’s lighthouse has instead attracted death.

Umatilla Chemical Depot

HERMISTON

One thousand and one cement trapezoidal prisms, covered in grass, arranged in rows: That’s what you’ll see if you look to the right when traveling south along I-82.

The prisms, or igloos as they’re known, were part of the US Army’s Umatilla Chemical Depot. The facility opened in 1941 to stockpile ordnance and military supplies but switched its focus to chemical munitions storage in 1962. The igloos were filled with 220,000 chemical weapons: bombs, rockets, mines, and tanks filled with sarin, mustard gas, and the nerve agent VX.

Following the US’s ratification of the international Chemical Weapons Convention, the army began destroying the Umatilla munitions in 2004. It took seven years of careful high-temperature incineration to nullify the lot.

The Umatilla grounds are now home to a colony of burrowing owls. (Between 1969 and 2013, a herd of longhorn antelope roamed the fenced-in fields, but they were captured and relocated to Nevada.) There are plans for the land to be divided into a wildlife refuge and training facility for the Oregon National Guard. Though the main buildings have been demolished, the rows of oddly shaped igloos remain.

The grounds are just west of Hermiston, along I-82 South right before it intersects with I-84.  

Built to keep sailors safe from harm, Tillamook’s lighthouse has instead attracted death.

Oregon Chemical Depot
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Dry Falls
COULÉE CITY
Dry Falls is the location of the world’s most spectacular waterfall. Unfortunately, you’re 12,000 years too late to see it.

As the ice dams of Lake Missoula gave way at the end of the last Ice Age, trapped water began flooding Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. The thundering torrents of water and ice flowed at 65 miles (105 km) per hour, carving trenches into the basalt bedrock.

The floods cascaded over the 3.5-mile-wide, 400-foot-tall (5.6 km, 122 m) cliffs in central Washington now known as Dry Falls, creating the largest waterfall ever known. (By comparison, Horseshoe Falls—the largest of the Niagara waterfalls—is only 167 feet tall and half a mile wide [51 m, 0.8 km].)

With the ice sheets thawed and the waters neatly contained in rivers, Dry Falls is now desiccated. But walk out onto the lookout platform, gaze at the sculpted basalt cliffs, and imagine a waterfall so powerful that it flowed ten times faster than all the world’s rivers combined. That’s what you would have seen at the end of the last Ice Age.

Dry Falls is 7 miles (11 km) southwest of Coulee City. N 47.607205 W 119.364223

WASHINGTON

Nutty Narrows Bridge
LONGVIEW
Look to the trees above Olympia Way at 18th Avenue and you’ll see something unusual: a miniature suspension bridge made of aluminum piping and an old fire hose.

In 1963, Amos Peters would look out the window of his Olympia Way office and see squirrels struggling to cross the busy road. After witnessing a string of hit-and-runs, Peters came up with an idea: a bridge that would allow the skittish animals to make a midair run across the street.

The 60-foot (18 m) Nutty Narrows Bridge opened to squirrel traffic later that year. In the decades since, three similar bridges have popped up around Longview. The city has taken the squirrel theme and run with it—since 2011 it has hosted an annual Squirrel Fest with live music, model railroads, and squirrel-themed face painting.

Olympia Way (between 18th and 19th Avenues), Longview. Squirrel Fest happens annually in mid-August. N 46.141424 W 122.940344

An aerial crossing above Olympia Way provides safe passage for squirrels.

At the end of the last Ice Age, the world’s most incredible waterfall flooded Eastern Washington.
A Sound Garden

Seattle

In a park beside Lake Washington, on the campus of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, what looks like a collection of TV antennae or weather vanes rises. But there’s something strange about these metal towers: They emit a low, haunting hum when the wind blows through them.

The structures—12 in all—form a public artwork called A Sound Garden. Installed by sculptor Douglas Hollis in 1983, the piece consists of wind-actuated organ pipes suspended vertically from steel towers. Seattle grunge band Soundgarden was so inspired by the sculpture that they adopted its name.

Warren G. Magnuson Park, 7600 Sand Point Way NE. Stop in at the guard station at NE 80th Street. Photo ID is required. 47.651034 122.347323

The Bike Tree

Vashon

In a forest on Vashon Island, there is a bike in a tree. Not in the branches of a tree—embedded in its trunk, 12 feet (3.7 m) above the ground.

The mystery of how this Douglas fir ate a child-size bicycle has perplexed visitors for decades. A heart-tugging story tells of a teenage boy who chained his childhood bike to a tree and went off to fight in World War I, never to return. It’s a compelling tale, but it’s not true.

According to Don Puz, who grew up in the area during the 1950s, the bike once belonged to him. In 1954, when Puz was nine, his family’s house burned to the ground, killing his father. The community responded with donations for the bereft boy, including a shiny new bicycle. But it was a little small, and Puz soon outgrew it. One day, after playing in the forest, he left the bike behind.

There may have been some human intervention in the ensuing decades—it would be an amazing tree indeed that could envelop a bike so neatly—but the image of a rusted child’s bike embedded in a mighty Douglas fir has sparked many an imagination. In 1994, local author Berkeley Breathed published a children’s book, Red Ranger Came Calling, which weaves the bike tree into a Christmas story.

Off Vashon Highway, Vashon Island, just north of SW 204th Street. 47.422995 122.460085

From tiny seeds grow mighty trees—even if there’s a bike in the way.
THE FREMONT TROLL

SEATTLE

In a freeway underpass beneath Aurora Bridge is a giant cement troll clutching a Volkswagen Beetle. Long, bedraggled hair obscures his right eye. His left eye is a silver hubcap.

The 18-foot-tall (5.5 m) concrete monster has lived under the bridge since 1990, when the Fremont Arts Council held a public art competition to enhance the underpass. Local artists Steve Badanes, Will Martin, Donna Walter, and Ross Whitehead sculpted the troll, adding a real VW Beetle to make it look like he’d just swiped a car from the road above.

Within months of the troll’s unveiling, vandals broke into the car and stole a plaster bust of Elvis, which had been placed inside as part of a time capsule. The car has now been filled with concrete.

Visitors are encouraged to climb on the sculpture, but modifying the troll’s looks is frowned upon. (This doesn’t stop people from painting his lips pink, giving him tattoos, and tagging him with their names.)

Under the Aurora Bridge at North 36th Street and Troll Avenue North. 📍 47.680257 📞 122.253201

ALSO IN WASHINGTON

Mystery Soda Machine

Seattle - Feeling lucky? Hit one of the “mystery” buttons on this battered old soda machine and see what pops out.

Hall of Mosses

Forks - Hike along a gothic, untamed trail of trees that drip with strands of moss.
When you go underground at the Titan Missile Museum just south of Tucson, you travel back in time to the Soviet-fearing days of “duck and cover,” big red buttons, and mutually assured destruction. The museum, formerly known as Complex 571-7, is one of 54 subterranean missile sites across the country that were active during the Cold War. Decommissioned in 1982, the silo still contains a 108-foot (33 m) missile—with the lethal bits removed. The Titan II missile was capable of rapidly delivering a nine-megaton nuclear warhead to a target 6,300 miles (10,138 km) away. In other words, it could nuke Moscow within 30 minutes.

The launch process, simulated to exciting effect at the museum, began with a 35-character alphanumeric message from the president. The commander and officer at the launch center each copied down the message, then conferred with one another to make sure the codes they wrote were identical.
cards used to confirm that the message did indeed come from the president. Also in the safe: two launch keys, which the commander and officer would insert simultaneously at separate control stations. Once the keys had been turned, there was no going back: 58 seconds later, the missile would be on its way to the preprogrammed target. Launch crews never knew the targets—it’s easier to launch a nuclear warhead when you don’t know who it will kill—and the three preprogrammed targets at this Arizona site are still classified.

1580 West Duval Mine Road, Green Valley. The museum is 25 miles (40 km) south of Tucson. Thirty days’ notice is required to book a cozy overnight stay. 31.902710 110.999352

Arcosanti’s experimental community is run by eco-loving volunteers.

Also in Arizona
Santa Claus
Mohave County - At this abandoned Christmas-themed town in the middle of the desert, the faded festive decor is covered with graffiti.
Antelope Canyon
Page - Due to flash-flood risks, the Southwest’s most beautiful slow canyon can be visited with a guided tour.
Pumpkin Spring Pool
Littlefield - Don’t swim in this naturally formed limestone bathtub—its waters are laced with arsenic.

Arcosanti
MAYER

Intended as a test site for Soleri’s urban development theories, the self-contained Arcosanti was designed to house 5,000 people. Though almost five decades have passed since the laying of the foundation stone, the city is still in its early construction stages. Lack of funding has kept Arcosanti small—it is now home to between 50 and 150 inhabitants, depending on the season.

Over the years, thousands of volunteers have helped construct apartments, storefronts, an outdoor amphitheater, and a visitor’s center, all rendered in concrete with lots of arcs and semicircles. Landscaping workshops and internships are still available for people who want to be part of the urban experiment. Work at Arcosanti is funded by sales of bronze and ceramic wind chimes. The buildings are a little rundown and shabby; Soleri passed away in 2013, so they’ll likely stay that way. But Arcosanti is a fascinating look at one man’s ambitious alternative to urban sprawl. 34.345418 112.116278
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In 1969, at the age of 25, newly married Jim Bishop started constructing a stone cottage for his family. Over the decades, as he kept building, that stone cottage became a castle. Today it is a multilevel marvel with three towers, a grand ballroom, and a fire-breathing metal dragon guarding the main eave. And Bishop still isn’t done.

The castle doesn’t adhere to any building codes. There have never been any blueprints, and Bishop is quick to point out that while his father helped a tiny bit with initial construction efforts, he has done the vast majority of the work himself. (Just to make sure this point is crystal clear, the small section that his dad worked on is painted with the words “Jim started the castle, not his father, Willard.”)

Bishop sees his castle as a symbol of American freedom. Signs surrounding the building tell of the local government’s unsuccessful attempts to regulate his work. “They tried but failed to oppress and control my God-given talent to hand-build this great monument to hard-working poor people,” one reads (in part—it’s a long sign).

Bishop plans to keep building until he is no longer physically able. When visiting, you may see him carrying stones or making an impromptu speech from one of the towers—he is known to unleash his political views on visitors at high volume.

1529 Claremont Avenue, Pueblo. Admission to the castle is free—funding for ongoing construction comes from gift shop sales and donations. The castle is open during daylight hours. From I-25, take exit 74 at Colorado City toward the mountains. It’s 24 miles (39 km) farther along Highway 165.

Also in Colorado

Dinosaur Best Western
Lakewood - This franchise hotel got a multimillion-dollar, dinosaur-themed makeover in 2013, complete with a T. rex skull, dino murals, and a pterosaur-shaped weather vane.

Paint Mines Interpretive Park
Calhan - The sandstone spires of this geological park run wild along the color spectrum, from creamy white to orange, purple, gray, rust, and chocolate-brown.

Blue Mustang
Denver Airport - This reviled red-eyed, blue-skinned 32-foot (9.7 m) sculpture of a rearing bronco caused the death of its creator when a section of the 9,000-pound horse fell on him. Some Denver residents believe that the horse is cursed.
Other American Castles

Mystery Castle
Phoenix, AZ
In the 1930s, a man named Boyce Luther Gulley left his wife and daughter in Seattle and fled to the desert to build this castle. But this was not a case of abandonment. Gulley had just discovered that he had tuberculosis, and intended to build the castle for his daughter, Mary Lou.

The 18-room, three-story building, created using rocks, salvaged scrap, adobe, mortar, cement, and goat milk, was passed on to Gulley’s abandoned family members when he died in 1945. The mother and daughter moved into the property and Mary Lou led public tours until her death in 2010.

Cano’s Castle
Antonito, CO
Vietnam vet Donald “Cano” Espinoza built this set of four gleaming towers single-handedly, using beer cans, hubcaps, and other discarded metal. He has cited as his main influences Jesus and “Vitamin Mary Jane.”

Solomon’s Castle
Ona, FL
In 1974, sculptor and pun lover Howard Solomon began constructing a castle out of aluminum printing plates salvaged from a local newspaper plant. The building is now a gleaming, medieval-style castle standing three stories high and incorporating a sculpture garden and a 60-foot (18.3 m) replica of a 16th-century Portuguese battleship.

Rubel Castle
Glendora, CA
Embedded in the external walls of Rubel Castle are glass bottles, forks, motorcycle parts, and other trash yard treasures collected by builder Michael Clarke Rubel. Beginning in 1959 at the age of eighteen, Rubel spent decades constructing the castle using stones and scrap donated by friends. A drawbridge, dungeons, and cars from the 1920s are among the surprises hidden behind the 20-foot-high (6 m) wall surrounding the compound.

Coral Castle
Homestead, FL
When 26-year-old Latvian Ed Leedskalnin was jilted by his sweetheart the day before their intended wedding, he dealt with his distress by moving to the US and making a castle out of coral. The 5-foot-tall (1.5 m), 100-pound (45 kg) Leedskalnin somehow hauled 1,100 tons (997 MT) of coral blocks around to create a monument to lost love. A 500-pound (227 kg) heart-shaped stone table is among the hints of heartbreak incorporated into the architecture. A plaque laid into one of the walls reads, cryptically, you will be seeing unusual accomplishment.

Cano’s Castle
Phoenix, AZ
In the 1930s, a man named Boyce Luther Gulley left his wife and daughter in Seattle and fled to the desert to build this castle. But this was not a case of abandonment. Gulley had just discovered that he had tuberculosis, and intended to build the castle for his daughter, Mary Lou.

The 18-room, three-story building, created using rocks, salvaged scrap, adobe, mortar, cement, and goat milk, was passed on to Gulley’s abandoned family members when he died in 1945. The mother and daughter moved into the property and Mary Lou led public tours until her death in 2010.
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Ona, FL
In 1974, sculptor and pun lover Howard Solomon began constructing a castle out of aluminum printing plates salvaged from a local newspaper plant. The building is now a gleaming, medieval-style castle standing three stories high and incorporating a sculpture garden and a 60-foot (18.3 m) replica of a 16th-century Portuguese battleship.

Rubel Castle
Glendora, CA
Embedded in the external walls of Rubel Castle are glass bottles, forks, motorcycle parts, and other trash yard treasures collected by builder Michael Clarke Rubel. Beginning in 1959 at the age of eighteen, Rubel spent decades constructing the castle using stones and scrap donated by friends. A drawbridge, dungeons, and cars from the 1920s are among the surprises hidden behind the 20-foot-high (6 m) wall surrounding the compound.

Coral Castle
Homestead, FL
When 26-year-old Latvian Ed Leedskalnin was jilted by his sweetheart the day before their intended wedding, he dealt with his distress by moving to the US and making a castle out of coral. The 5-foot-tall (1.5 m), 100-pound (45 kg) Leedskalnin somehow hauled 1,100 tons (997 MT) of coral blocks around to create a monument to lost love. A 500-pound (227 kg) heart-shaped stone table is among the hints of heartbreak incorporated into the architecture. A plaque laid into one of the walls reads, cryptically, you will be seeing unusual accomplishment.
NEVADA

FLY Geyser

GERLACH

These multicolored, knobby cones of calcium carbonate that spew water from multiple spouts are not natural—humans had a hand in their creation. In 1964, a geothermal energy company drilled a test well in the Black Rock Desert. The water they encountered was not hot enough to use, so they plugged up the well. But the seal didn’t hold, and water began erupting into the air.

Over the years, the geyser grew as minerals from the water settled on its surface. Fly Geyser and the terraced mound on which it sits now measure 12 feet (3.65 m) tall. Thermophilic algae have turned the cones various shades of green, yellow, orange, and red, giving the geyser a Martian look.

State Route 34, Gerlach. The geyser is on private property but visible with binoculars from State Route 34 near Gerlach. Property owners offer tours a few times a year. 40.859318 119.331908

Also in Nevada

Clown Motel

Tonopah · Oh, just a motel on the edge of the desert, decorated with thousands of clowns, conveniently located next to an abandoned graveyard.

Neon Boneyard

Las Vegas · A 3-acre plot filled with disused neon signs charts Vegas’s luminous history.

Human error and geothermal pressure combined to create this rainbow wonder.
**THUNDER MOUNTAIN MONUMENT**

**IMLAY**

The ramshackle structure erected alongside Interstate 80 is the legacy of a man who called himself Chief Rolling Thunder Mountain. Born Frank Van Zant in Oklahoma in 1921, he meandered through a variety of careers, including sheriff, Methodist pastor, and World War II soldier.

In 1968, Van Zant and his third wife, Ahtrum, were driving west along I-80. They stopped to camp near the town of Imlay and ended up staying longer than they’d planned—much longer. Van Zant began to embellish their trailer with concrete and stones. This was the beginning of the Thunder Mountain Monument. The trailer was soon lost beneath layers of concrete, chicken wire, bottles, and scrap metal, which expanded to create adjoining rooms and a second story. A house and hostel followed.

Despite his Dutch name, Van Zant had long considered himself to be a full-blooded Creek Indian. Fully embodying his self-designated title of Chief Rolling Thunder Mountain, he created figures of Native American chiefs, deities, animals, and depictions of historic massacres. He also sculpted a figure of particular significance: a statue of Sid, his son who killed himself at age 19.

The Thunder Mountain Monument attracted a steady flow of visitors during the 1970s. By the 1980s, however, guests were far less frequent. A 1983 arson attack destroyed the hostel. Soon afterward, Chief Rolling Thunder Mountain’s wife and seven children left him. Alone in his self-built monument, the Chief took his own life.

Van Sant’s son Dan now oversees the monument’s yard, playground, and sole remaining building and has worked to save it from ruin. You can’t go inside, but you can admire the complex, sprawling exterior.

Just off exit 145 on the east side of I-80 in Imlay, between Winnemucca and Lovelock. Take the small road that follows the highway. 📍 40.659518 118.132463

**NEW MEXICO**

**LIGHTNING FIELD**

**QUEMADO**

A visit to the Lightning Field is not something you do on a whim. There are rules to be followed.

The field is a work of land art, installed in 1977 by sculptor Walter De Maria. It consists of 400 stainless steel, 2-inch-wide (5 cm) poles, each over 20 feet (6 m) high, arranged in a mile-wide grid.

To see it during the May to October visiting season, you must arrive in the small town of Quemado—a three-hour drive from Albuquerque—by 2:30 p.m. on your designated day. From there you’ll be driven 45 minutes into the desert, where a rustic, six-person cabin sits beside the Lightning Field. The driver then departs, leaving you until 11 a.m. the next day to appreciate the art that surrounds you.

As the hours pass, the Lightning Field changes. The poles seem to shimmer. They turn gray and black, grow shadows, and reflect the brilliant orange of the setting sun. If you go in July or August, you may witness lightning—but despite the work’s title, a storm isn’t an essential part of the experience.

The Dia Art Foundation provides transportation to the Lightning Field from the tiny town of Quemado. 📍 34.343409 108.497650

Walter De Maria’s array of metal poles in the desert beckons fury from above.
**Sun Tunnels, Lucin, UT**

Four concrete cylinders big enough to walk in form *Sun Tunnels*, an outdoor artwork installed by Nancy Holt in 1976. Laid out in a cross configuration, the 18-foot-long, 9-foot-wide (5.5 m, 3 m) tunnels are positioned to frame the sunrise and sunset on the solstices. Each pipe has a cluster of holes drilled into its ceiling. They are not just random dots, but the patterns of constellations Draco, Perseus, Columba, and Capricorn. When the sun shines onto the tunnels, the constellations are projected on the interior walls.

Holt was part of the ‘70s land art movement along with her husband, Robert Smithson, whose 1970 work *Spiral Jetty* (shown below) is still in place at Great Salt Lake. The *Sun Tunnels* are a 4-hour drive west of Salt Lake City.
Roden Crater, Flagstaff, AZ

In 1977, artist James Turrell purchased an extinct volcano northeast of Flagstaff in order to create a work of land art named Roden Crater. The centerpiece of this work, a naked-eye observatory housed in the 2-mile-wide (3.2 km) volcanic crater, is still under construction. Thus far, Turrell has installed a series of tunnels, viewing chambers, and a bronze staircase in the volcano. The projected completion date changes frequently, but something amazing is certainly in progress.

Spiral Jetty, Great Salt Lake, UT

For over 30 years, Spiral Jetty (below) was hidden beneath the pink-tinged waters of Great Salt Lake. Artist Robert Smithson built the 1,500-foot-long (457 m) jetty in 1970, using mud, salt crystals, and basalt rocks. At the time, Salt Lake was experiencing a drought, and the water level was unusually low. When the rains returned, the lake swallowed the jetty.

It wasn’t until 2002, during another drought, that the water lowered and Spiral Jetty reappeared. Unfortunately, Smithson wasn’t around to see it return—he died in a plane crash three years after creating the work.

Encrusted with white salt and at the mercy of the elements—and the visitors who walk along it—Spiral Jetty looks a little worse for wear. It’s a state of affairs Smithson would have appreciated. The artist, who coined the term “earthwork” for his brand of landscape-integrated art, had a fondness for entropy and the eroding power of nature. Rozel Point peninsula is on the northeastern shore of Great Salt Lake.
Ra Paulette’s Caves

La Madera

“Manual labor is the foundation of my self-expression,” says Ra Paulette, an artist who has spent decades carving intricately patterned caves into New Mexico’s sandstone cliffs. Heading into the desert with a wheelbarrow strapped to his back, Paulette burrows into the rock to create chambers, arches, and columns, all of which he decorates with swirling flourishes.

Since 1990, Paulette has dug over a dozen caves, each one unique in design. Though some were created on commission, Paulette often veered away from the design requirements of his clients, instead carving out whatever designs his hands were instinctively drawn to. He is currently working on what he calls an “environmental and social art project”: the Luminous Caves, a vast complex, lit via skylights, that will host gatherings and performances.

North of Santa Fe on US Route 285, at Ojo Caliente. The finished caves are not open to the public, but some of the interiors can be glimpsed through their skylights. ☏ 36.386554 ☎ 106.041037

Also in New Mexico

American International Rattlesnake Museum

Albuquerque - Glass cages of tail-shaking serpents line the walls of this museum, which is dedicated to showing the gentler, softer underbelly of the often-feared rattlesnake.

109 East Palace

Santa Fe - This innocuous-looking storefront was once the secret jump-off spot for Manhattan Project scientists working on the development of the atomic bomb.
LORETTO CHAPEL STAIRS

SANTA FE
Visit Loretto Chapel and you’re guaranteed to witness a miracle. In the back right corner of the small church is a spiral staircase supposedly built by a saint.

Around 1878, the chapel nuns were in need of a way to access the newly built choir loft. A conventional staircase would have taken up too much space, but a ladder would have been inappropriate for the nuns to use when wearing their habits.

Perplexed by the problem, the nuns apparently prayed to St. Joseph, patron saint of carpenters. Lo, on the ninth day, a mysterious man appeared at the chapel door with a donkey in tow and vowed to build the stairs. Within a few months he had crafted an inspiring feat of engineering, a spiral staircase with no visible supports and no central column.

When the nuns went looking for the benevolent stranger to pay him and thank him, he had disappeared. They concluded that the miracle staircase was built by St. Joseph himself. The fact that there are 33 steps—equaling the number of years Jesus lived—only adds to the legend.

The spiral stairs are structurally sound but a little bouncy owing to their springlike double helix shape. They have been closed to public foot traffic since the 1970s, but if you book your wedding in the chapel you can stand on them to get your photo taken.

207 Old Santa Fe Trail, Santa Fe. ☎ 35.685387 🏠 105.937637

The spiral staircase is said to have been constructed with the help of divine intervention.

TEXAS

PRADA MARFA

VALENTINE
Along a silent stretch of Route 90, with only power lines and tumbleweeds for company, is a fully stocked Prada boutique.

Prada Marfa is a site-specific sculpture by Scandinavian artists Michael Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset. The shelves of the 15 × 25–foot (4.5 × 7.6 m) store are filled with Prada handbags and high heels, but none of the products are for sale, and the shop’s door doesn’t ever open.

The store was originally intended to be installed and left to the elements, so it would gradually deteriorate and be absorbed into the landscape. However, three days after the store’s unveiling, vandals broke into Prada Marfa and stole every item on display.

The products were replaced, the window glass thickened, and the concept tweaked: Representatives from the Art Production Fund and nonprofit cultural organization Ballroom Marfa now drop by periodically to pick up trash and paint over graffiti.

Route 90, 1.4 miles (2.25 km) northwest of Valentine. The Prada store is 37 miles (60 km) northwest of Marfa, a 2,000-resident town that has become a hub for contemporary art. Take a tour of the galleries and visit Donald Judd’s installations at the Chinati Foundation. ☎ 30.603461 🏠 104.518484
Ozymandias on the Plains

AMARILLO

You wouldn’t know it, but they are the shattered likeness of an Egyptian king. Ozymandias is the Greek name for Rameses II and was the inspiration and name of the 1818 poem by Percy Bysshe Shelley.

A plaque near the gigantic legs reads:

In 1819, while on their horseback trek over the Great Plains of New Spain, Percy Bysshe Shelley and his wife, Mary Shelley (author of Frankenstein), came across these ruins. Here Shelley penned his immortal lines, among them:

I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert . . .
And on the pedestal these words appear:
“My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!”

The pedestal near the monument also asserts that the visage of the king was destroyed by Lubbock football players after losing a game to Amarillo.

The hoax sculpture was built by self-taught artist Lightnin’ McDuff. It has been vandalized numerous times, most notably with the addition of socks to the legs. Occasionally the vandalism is sandblasted off the sculpture, but the socks always reappear. The locals seem to prefer the king’s legs be kept warm.

Sundown Lane and I-27, Amarillo. The socks are on the east side of I-27. N 35.101703 W 101.909135

A roadside pair of legs puts a modern spin on the Romantic poem “Ozymandias.”

National Museum of Funeral History

HOUSTON

“Any day above ground is a good one.” So reads the slogan of the National Museum of Funeral History, which celebrates life by showing how we honor its loss.

Founded in 1992 by undertaker Robert L. Waltrip and attached to an embalming school, the museum displays the country’s largest collection of funeral artifacts. Items range from 19th-century horse-drawn hearse and presidential funerals, and “fantasy coffins.” Look out for the Snow White–inspired glass casket and the roomy coffin built for three.

415 Barren Springs Drive, Houston. N 29.989561 W 95.430324

See some of history’s great hearse up close.
Prior to the invention of cinema, audiovisual entertainment came in the form of the magic lantern, a slide projector invented in the middle of the 17th century. Early magic lanterns used candlelight and hand-painted glass slides to project dim images onto walls and cloth. Better and brighter light sources became available during the 19th century: limelight, arc lamps, and, eventually, incandescent bulbs.

As illumination improved, so did the special effects. By layering slides and moving them independently, magic lantern operators could make a dog appear to jump through a hoop or a skeleton seem to talk. Live narration and musical accompaniment added to the experience. A genre of scary supernatural shows known as phantasmagoria developed, featuring cackling demons, eerie ghosts, and unsettling melodies.

The Magic Lantern Castle Museum was founded by Jack Judson, who discovered a passion for collecting lanterns and slides when he retired in 1986. 1419 Austin Highway, San Antonio. Visits are by appointment only. 29.492141 W 98.438667

There are swimming holes and then there’s Hamilton Pool, a glorious fairy grotto where you can paddle in a natural spring protected by a canopy of limestone. The grotto formed when the dome of an underground river collapsed due to erosion. Maidenhair ferns and moss-covered stalactites crept along the overhang, creating a verdant oasis in the Texas desert. A 50-foot (15 m) waterfall pours from the overhang into the turquoise pool. The pool is 23 miles (37 km) west of Austin, off Highway 71. There’s a quarter-mile hike down to the water—wear closed-toe shoes. Due to the small size of the beach (really just a patch of sand on the edge of the spring), capacity is limited to 75 vehicles and a one-in, one-out policy applies. 30.345135 W 98.135221

This emerald-green grotto not far from Austin may be America’s most beautiful swimming hole.
AUSTIN

How would you like to go see a big pile of junk in some guy's backyard? It's more enchanting than it sounds. Established as a bunch of hubcaps on a fence in 1988, Vince Hannemann's Cathedral of Junk has become a multistory structure with endless nooks and crannies. And it's still growing.

The Cathedral is made from recycled parts and donated clutter: rotary phones, bike frames, typewriters, CDs, and rubber ducks are but a few of the building materials. Visitors bring their own junk and Hannemann adds it to the Cathedral, securing it all together with strong copper, aluminum, and brass wire.

In 2010 the Cathedral's future was thrown in doubt when city officials issued Hannemann a building permit violation. In order to comply with the codes, the junk sculptor had to remove four tons of material from the structure within weeks. Annoyed that the city was compromising the grandeur of his junk tower, Hannemann contemplated destroying the whole thing—but by then the Cathedral had become so beloved that an army of volunteers showed up to help modify it. The city relented and the Cathedral lives on.

4422 Lareina Drive, Austin. Visits are by appointment only due to the city's permit requirements.

Also in Texas:

Baby Head Cemetery

Llano - A truly unfortunate Wild West tale involving an infant's head on a pike inspired the name of this small rural graveyard.

Cowgirl Hall of Fame

Fort Worth - Meet the women who wrangled the Wild West.

Discarded possessions have become building blocks in Austin's Cathedral of Junk.
Gilgal Sculpture Garden

SALT LAKE CITY

In a difficult-to-find backyard between two houses is a sculpture garden that is beautifully arranged, lovingly detailed, and deeply confusing. In 1947, Latter-day Saints bishop Thomas Battersby Child Jr. began creating rock sculptures in the back garden of his family home. Working in his spare time until his death in 1963, Child made a dozen sculptures, each an expression of his deeply held religious beliefs. He also engraved 70 stones with platitudes, text from the Bible, and quotes from Mormon canonical works like the Book of Mormon and the Pearl of Great Price.

The result is Gilgal, a garden filled with disembodied feet, giant heads, anatomical hearts, a grasshopper, and a sculpture of Child himself wearing a pants-shaped brick wall. And then there’s the sphinx with the head of Joseph Smith, founder of Mormonism. There is no cohesive theme beyond “stuff Tom liked and things that are symbolic of other things.”

749 East 500 South, Salt Lake City. ☎️ 40.759335 📍 111.869341

The garden’s sphinx bears the face of Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon church.

Pando, the Trembling Giant

RICHFIELD

Though this golden grove of quaking aspens may look like a forest, the whole thing is actually a single organism. Every tree—or stem, technically—is genetically identical, and the whole forest is linked by a single root system. The Pando aspens reproduce asexually by sprouting new stems from the root structure.

With over 40,000 stems and a total weight of 13 million pounds (approx. 6,000 MT), the Pando clonal colony is the heaviest known organism in the world. It’s also among the oldest living things on the planet—the root system is an estimated 80,000 years old.

One mile southwest of Fish Lake on Utah State Route 25. Fishlake National Forest, Richfield, Utah. 📍 38.52453 📍 111.750346

Though it may look like an ordinary forest, this grove of aspens is actually a single organism—the heaviest living thing in the world.
**Granite Mountain Records Vault**

**SALT LAKE CITY**

The history of your family is buried deep inside a mountain of solid rock just outside Salt Lake City. Granite Mountain Records Vault, or simply “The Vault,” is a massive repository of genealogical records established in 1965.

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints built the vault to safeguard the genealogical information—such as records of births, deaths, and marriages—the church has been collecting on microfilm since 1938. The records collected are not just of church members, but everyone. This data is important to Mormons because they use it to trace their family trees in order to posthumously baptize their ancestors into the LDS faith.

Able to withstand natural disasters and nuclear blasts, the vault stores millions of microfilms in banks of 10-foot-high (3 m) steel cabinets, along with hard drives filled with digitized data. Heavy vault doors protect the six storage areas, which connect to one another via 25-foot-wide (7.6 m) tunnels. Natural conditions allow the temperature to stay at a steady 55°F (12.7°C) regardless of the season.

Due to the 200-year life span of microfilm, 60 full-time vault employees are currently converting the reels into digital images using microfilm scanners. This process was originally estimated to take 150 years, but technological advances and improved automation have reduced that to ten years. Much of the information stored in Granite Mountain is now remotely accessible via the Internet to anyone engaged in genealogical research.

The public may not visit the vault, purportedly due to concerns over contamination. The Church’s history preservation department is particularly concerned about “blue jean dust”—the tiny fibers that fly into the air when pant legs brush against each other.

Little Cottonwood Canyon, Wasatch Range, Salt Lake City. The Vault is 20 miles (32 km) southeast of downtown Salt Lake City.

**Also in Utah**

**USPS Remote Encoding Facility**

Salt Lake City. If your penmanship is poor, your hand-addressed letters will end up here to be decoded and redirected to the rightful recipient.

Inside this mountain are millions of family history records.

---

**Summum Pyramid**

**SALT LAKE CITY**

Inside an orange pyramid, right beside the Lincoln Highway, is a religious group willing to mummify your corpse. The religion, Summum, was founded in 1975 by Claude Nowell, who claimed to have been visited by advanced beings who revealed to him the nature of creation.

According to Summum philosophy, death does not snuff out a person’s awareness or ability to feel. Though bereft of a body, our spirit, or essence, sticks around—and gets thoroughly confused by the change in circumstances.

The solution: mummification. By preserving your body, Summum provides a “home base” for your posthumous essence. Secure in this wrapped-up, chemically preserved corpse, your essence can safely communicate and make plans to move on to its next destination.

The entire mummification process takes four to eight months and ends with your gauze-wrapped body being hermetically sealed in a sarcophagus, or “mummiform.” Summum offers lots of customization options for your mummiform. You can go with a traditional golden Egyptian look featuring ankhs and scarabs, or you can choose a simple, streamlined capsule for the final send-off.

Corky Ra himself became the first Summum mummy following his death in 2008. His mummiform, and that of his cat, Oscar, is on prominent display at the pyramid.

The entire mummification process takes four to eight months and ends with your gauze-wrapped body being hermetically sealed in a sarcophagus, or “mummiform.” Summum offers lots of customization options for your mummiform. You can go with a traditional golden Egyptian look featuring ankhs and scarabs, or you can choose a simple, streamlined capsule for the final send-off.

Corky Ra himself became the first Summum mummy following his death in 2008. His mummiform, and that of his cat, Oscar, is on prominent display at the pyramid.

707 Genesee Avenue, Salt Lake City. The Summum Pyramid hosts publicly accessible readings and discussions on Wednesday nights.

**Also in Utah**

**USPS Remote Encoding Facility**

Salt Lake City. If your penmanship is poor, your hand-addressed letters will end up here to be decoded and redirected to the rightful recipient.

Inside this mountain are millions of family history records.
Great Plains

IDAHO

Oasis Bordello Museum

Wallace

For decades, Oasis Bordello was a busy brothel—one of five that catered to the small silver-mining town of Wallace. Then, in January 1988, the working women caught wind of an imminent FBI raid. Late one night, they fled, leaving their rooms in a state that still exists today—with a few creative modifications.

Michelle Mayfield, a Wallace native, purchased the bordello building and opened it as a museum in 1993. Go on a guided tour of the rooms and you’ll see mannequins dressed in the lingerie left behind by the women who worked there. Strewn around the former bordello are dog-eared magazines, flimsy nightgowns, toiletries, and an Atari 5200, as well as a bag of groceries—Minute Rice sits on the kitchen table, untouched since 1988.

Three stops on the tour leave no doubt as to the nature of the business: A peek inside a cupboard full of red lightbulbs is followed by the handwritten menu of services on the wall, complete with time limits and prices. In a drawer are battered kitchen timers used to enforce the prescribed duration of appointments.

605 Cedar Street, Wallace. Off Interstate 90, between Spokane and Missoula. Make sure to get a souvenir garter belt at the gift shop. 📞 47.472574 📧 115.923529

Museum of Clean

Pocatello

Don Aslett is the King of Clean. As the ruler of an empire of cleaning products and janitorial services, Aslett is a big advocate of cleanliness, not just in terms of keeping your shower mildew-free but also for purifying your mind and spirit.

The Museum of Clean, which Aslett opened in 2011, is an institution dedicated to this clutter-cleaning philosophy. Its mission statement is to “sell the idea and value of clean”—Aslett’s dream is to create “clean homes, clean minds, clean language, clean community, and a clean world.”

The museum aims to sweep visitors into an unsullied state of mind via exhibits of brooms, tubs, toilets, and vintage vacuum cleaners dating from 1869 to 1969. An art gallery displays cleaning-themed paintings and spotless sculptures.

711 South 2nd Avenue, Pocatello. 📞 42.859605 📧 112.441706

The Museum of Clean targets dirt in all its literal and metaphorical forms.
After serving in the Civil War as a Union nurse, Samuel P. Dinsmoor settled in Lucas, Kansas. It was there, in 1905, that he began building his own patriotic Garden of Eden.

The centerpiece of the garden was a “log” cabin that Dinsmoor sculpted out of limestone. Around the cabin he built tall, thin cement sculptures reflecting his Populist politics, Biblical interests, and distrust of authority. Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and the devil all make an appearance, as do snakes, angels, and a waving American flag. The most blatant political commentary is found in the “Crucifixion of Labor,” a sculpture of a doctor, lawyer, banker, and preacher nailing a man labeled “Labor” to a cross.

In a corner of the garden is a pagoda-style mausoleum. Dinsmoor built it to house his own body and even posed for a double-exposed gag photograph depicting himself looking at his own corpse. When he died, Dinsmoor was embalmed and entombed behind glass, as per his plans. You can still see his smiling but slightly moldy face when you peer into the space.

305 East Second Street, Lucas. The tiny town is about 2 hours north of Wichita. 📞 39.057802 📞 98.535061

Retired Civil War nurse Samuel Dinsmoor began sculpting his eccentric garden in 1905.

**GARDEN OF EDEN**

**LUCAS**

Six hundred and fifty feet (198 m) beneath the plains of Kansas lies a salt mine that’s been operating since 1923. Some of the salt mined here ends up scattered on roads and highways in winter to prevent the buildup of ice. In an unused section of the mine you’ll find a salt museum housing a crystal with a long and unlikely history.

In 1998, scientists discovered a strain of *Bacillus* bacterium lying dormant in a bubble within a 250-million-year-old salt crystal in New Mexico. At a lab in West Chester University, Pennsylvania, biologists were able to reanimate the bacterium by giving it fresh nutrients and putting it in a salt solution.

The discovery of this living bacterium from over 250 million years ago impacts our timeline of life on Earth—it is believed to be the world’s oldest living organism.

3300 Carey Boulevard, Hutchinson (aka Salt Lake City). 📞 38.043184 📞 97.868482

**KANSAS**

**STRATACA SALT MINE**

HUTCHISON

Six hundred and fifty feet (198 m) beneath the plains of Kansas lies a salt mine that’s been operating since 1923. Some of the salt mined here ends up scattered on roads and highways in winter to prevent the buildup of ice. In an unused section of the mine you’ll find a salt museum housing a crystal with a long and unlikely history.

In 1998, scientists discovered a strain of *Bacillus* bacterium lying dormant in a bubble within a 250-million-year-old salt crystal in New Mexico. At a lab in West Chester University, Pennsylvania, biologists were able to reanimate the bacterium by giving it fresh nutrients and putting it in a salt solution.

The discovery of this living bacterium from over 250 million years ago impacts our timeline of life on Earth—it is believed to be the world’s oldest living organism.

3300 Carey Boulevard, Hutchinson (aka Salt Lake City). 📞 38.043184 📞 97.868482
**MONTANA**

**Transcontinental Air Mail Route Beacons**

**Western Montana**

In the 1920s and ‘30s, prior to the development of radio navigation for powered flights, air mail pilots in the United States navigated their routes by following giant concrete arrows on the ground.

The 50- to 70-foot-long (15 to 21 m) arrows, painted yellow and installed alongside 50-foot-high (15 m) flashing beacons, lit up the national mail route, allowing pilots to take to the skies at night and greatly improving the delivery times for air mail. Hundreds of flashing beacons and concrete arrows were installed across the country. The system operated at full strength until radio-based navigation began to replace it in the mid-‘30s.

During World War II, many of the navigational arrows and towers were destroyed out of fear that invading enemy bombers would use them to find their way to heavily populated areas. There are, however, some leftovers strewn across the States—most of them sporting cracks in the concrete and faded paint jobs. Montana is the only state that continues to make use of its lighted towers. In the state’s western mountain region, a series of 17 well-maintained beacons helps guide pilots home. The beacons are spread along the mountainous ranges west of Helena. 📧 46.229605 📍 112.781044

---

**Berkeley Pit**

**Butte**

At the Berkeley Pit you can pay to stand on a viewing platform and gaze at a mile-long lake of toxic waste. The former open-pit copper mine operated from 1955 to 1982, after which groundwater began to fill the 1,780-foot-deep (542.5 m) hole. The lake is now poisoned with a toxic cocktail of heavy metals and chemicals, including copper, iron, arsenic, cadmium, zinc, and sulfuric acid. The reddish, iron-rich water at the surface shifts to a vibrant lime green below, where the copper concentrations are higher.

The water level in the pit is rising at the rate of roughly 0.7 feet (21.3 cm) per month. If it reached 5,410 feet (1.6 km) above sea level, pit water could contaminate the nearby groundwater of the Butte valley, home to more than 30,000 people. A water treatment plant was built in 2003 to prevent the Berkeley Pit water from ever reaching that critical level.

Though measures have been put in place to prevent the toxic pit from harming humans, other creatures have perished in its murky waters. In 1995 a flock of over 300 migrating snow geese landed at the pit and promptly dropped dead.

Exit 126 off I-90, Butte. The pit can be seen from a viewing platform on the Southwest rim, open from March to November. 📧 46.017266 📍 112.512039

---

Also in Montana

American Computer Museum

Bozeman - Founded in 1990 by husband-and-wife tech enthusiasts George and Barbara Kremedjiev, the American Computer Museum includes an original NASA moon mission navigation computer, ancient adding machines, and the room-size computers of yesteryear.
Ringing Rocks

**PIPESTONE**

The most fun you can have 18 miles (29 km) east of Butte involves a pile of rocks and a BYO hammer. The Ringing Rocks, a half-mile-wide assemblage of angular stones, make pleasingly sonorous sounds when you strike them. The rocks sound different notes according to their size and shape. If removed from the pile, they no longer resonate with their bell-like ring.

The exact cause of the rock music is unknown, but it has something to do with the layout and density of the stone mass, which formed when magma cooled just below the Earth’s surface around 78 million years ago. Uplift and erosion over the eons exposed the rocks and gave them their squared-off edges, which make it easy for visitors to tap out some tunes.

The rocks are off Interstate 90 in Deerlodge National Forest, on the southwest side of Dry Mountain. The roads aren’t great, and you’ll need to clamber up a few hills on foot. Watch out for bears along the way.

N: 45.943491 W: 112.237504

NEBRASKA

Carhenge

**ALLIANCE**

England has Stonehenge. Nebraska has Carhenge. It’s pretty much the same thing, give or take a few millennia of technological advancement.

After studying Stonehenge in England, Carhenge creator Jim Reinders returned to the family farm in Alliance with a plan: to create a replica of the prehistoric monument using junkyard automobiles. In the summer of 1987, with the help of family members, Reinders assembled 39 cars, all spray-painted gray, into a 96-foot-wide (29.2 m) circle—roughly the same dimensions as Stonehenge. The creation was inaugurated on the summer solstice with Champagne, song, poetry, and a play written by members of the Reinders family.

In addition to providing an intriguing roadside stop for travelers, Carhenge is a memorial to Reinders’s father, who once lived on the farm where the monument stands.

Three miles (4.8 km) north of Alliance, on Highway 87.

N: 42.142229 W: 102.857901

Built to the same dimensions as its Neolithic predecessor in England, only with cars.
NORTH DAKOTA

The Nekoma Pyramid

NEKOMA

In a field behind a fence lies a 79-foot-tall (24 m), sinister-looking pyramidal frustum—a pyramid with the top cut off. This gray structure, and the clusters of exhaust towers beside it, look like an occult monument, or perhaps a bit of Egyptian architecture misplaced in the Great Plains. In fact, they are the remnants of an antimissile complex constructed during the Cold War.

The Stanley R. Mickelsen Safeguard Complex, as it was known, was built to house anti-ballistic missiles capable of intercepting incoming Soviet rockets. Radar inside the topless pyramid scanned the skies while 100 missiles underground sat ready to launch against a Russian attack.

Built at great expense, the Safeguard Complex was nonetheless short-lived. It became operational on October 1, 1975—one day before Congress voted to end the Safeguard program and decommission the Nekoma site.

North of Nekoma, where Highway 1 meets 81st Street. 📍 48.589529 📞 98.356503

Not an Egyptian mausoleum, but a Cold War–era missile defense system.
1. Skunk, mid-spray
2. African leopard
3. Rattlesnake
4. Six-banded armadillo
5. Gelada baboon
6. Harpy eagle
7. Mystery skeleton

Flesh-eating dermestid beetles are let loose on the animal heads to chew away skin, muscle, and fat, leaving a dry and gleaming white skull.

In order to showcase some of the more striking specimens from Skulls Unlimited, Villemarette opened the attached Museum of Osteology next door. Here you’ll find over 300 carefully articulated specimens, including the skeletons of a Komodo dragon gifted from Indonesia to George W. Bush, a rare Javan rhinoceros found in a shop in Paris, and a two-faced calf.

10301 South Sunnylane Road, Oklahoma City. GPS: 35.364772 W 97.44184

OKLAHOMA
Museum of Osteology
OKLAHOMA CITY
In 1986, skull collector Jay Villemarette turned his hobby into a profession by establishing Skulls Unlimited, a business dedicated to cleaning, mounting, and selling animal skulls. (The cleaning process is fascinating: flesh-eating dermestid beetles are let loose on the animal heads to chew away skin, muscle, and fat, leaving a dry and gleaming white skull.)

In order to showcase some of the more striking specimens from Skulls Unlimited, Villemarette opened the attached Museum of Osteology next door. Here you’ll find over 300 carefully articulated specimens, including the skeletons of a Komodo dragon gifted from Indonesia to George W. Bush, a rare Javan rhinoceros found in a shop in Paris, and a two-faced calf.

10301 South Sunnylane Road, Oklahoma City. GPS: 35.364772 W 97.44184
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The Grave of Elmer McCurdy

GUTHRIE

It was 1976. Crew members from the TV show *The Six Million Dollar Man* were preparing to shoot on location at the Pike Amusement Park in Long Beach, California. The plan was to capture Steve Austin, the titular pricey fellow, riding in one of the cars along the track of a spooky ride called the “Laff in the Dark.” The ride featured a tunnel in which ghouls, demons, and skeletons would pop up and scare you as your car jolted from side to side in the dark.

While sprucing up the set, a stagehand spotted a mannequin hanging from a noose in the corner. He reached for the mannequin’s arm and was surprised when it broke off in his hand. Looking at the dismembered limb, the worker was astonished to see what looked like bone beneath desiccated layers of skin. This was no mannequin. This was a man.

The hanging corpse in question belonged to Elmer McCurdy, an outlaw who died 65 years earlier. In 1911, the mischief-making vagabond robbed a train near Okesa, Oklahoma, then took his spoils—$46 and two jugs of whisky—north, where he holed up in a barnyard on the Kansas border. Police pursued him and ended up killing him in a shootout.

McCurdy’s body was taken to a funeral home in Pawhuska, but no one claimed it. Seeing a money-making opportunity, the undertaker embalmed him and allowed visitors to view the preserved corpse if they placed a nickel in its mouth.

Five years into this lucrative scheme, a carnival runner turned up at the funeral home claiming to be a long-lost relative of McCurdy and requested to take the body so it could be laid to rest properly. He was, of course, lying through his teeth. Within weeks, the McCurdy corpse was the star attraction of a traveling carnival.

For 60 years, McCurdy’s mummy made the rounds of carnivals, wax museums, and haunted houses, until it turned up, inexplicably, at the Pike in Long Beach. By this time, the legend of Outlaw McCurdy was long forgotten, and the body assumed to be fake. After the *Six Million Dollar Man* discovery, police identified McCurdy and sent the body to Summit View Cemetery in Guthrie, Oklahoma, for long-delayed interment.

McCurdy’s grave is marked by a stone that lists his death date as 1911 and burial date as 1977, with no elaboration on the matter.

Summit View Cemetery, North Pine Street, Guthrie. McCurdy’s grave is in the Boot Hill section near Wild Bunch bandit Bill Doolin.

@ 35.878937 ° 97.425318

The animals have roamed free in the prairies ever since. The North American bison population is now around half a million, 650 of whom roam the plains of Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge.

Visitors Center, Cache Meers Road, Lawton. The refuge is 59,000 acres. Your best bets for spotting buffalo are to bring binoculars and have a little patience. Organized nature tours, held throughout the year, get you closer to the action. @ 35.750961 ° 98.682064

Also in Oklahoma

Center of the Universe

Tulsa - Speak a few words inside this concrete circle, and your voice will become amplified for no discernible reason.

45th Infantry Museum

Oklahoma City - See the mirror from Hitler’s Berlin bunker and a Mickey Mouse gas mask made for kids.

Wichita Mountains Buffalo Herd

LAWTON

In 1907, 15 bison rode a train from New York to Oklahoma. Their 650 descendants now roam the plains of the Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, a 92-square-mile (238 km²) area dedicated to protecting endangered animals.

The story of why six male and nine female buffaloes took a train trip across the country begins in 1905 with the formation of the American Bison Society. At the time, hunting and settlement had reduced the country’s bison population to approximately 1,000—down from 60 million in 1830.

Spearheaded by William T. Hornaday and under the auspices of President Theodore Roosevelt, the society aimed to save the bison from extinction, increase the population, and provide a safe place for them to roam. Thankfully, the Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge had been established four years earlier—and the newly opened Bronx Zoological Park in New York was willing to spare a herd of bison.

The journey from New York to Oklahoma took six days by train and wagon. When they arrived at the preserve, the bison, who traveled in individual crates, received a rapturous welcome from curious crowds and members of the Native American Comanche tribe.

The animals have roamed free in the prairies ever since. The North American bison population is now around half a million, 650 of whom roam the plains of Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge.

Visitors Center, Cache Meers Road, Lawton. The refuge is 59,000 acres. Your best bets for spotting buffalo are to bring binoculars and have a little patience. Organized nature tours, held throughout the year, get you closer to the action. @ 35.750961 ° 98.682064
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Thunderhead Falls
RAPID CITY
To see this 30-foot (9 m) waterfall, you’ll need to journey 600 feet (183 m) into a mountain. Thunderhead Falls is located in the tunnels of a disused gold mine established in the 1870s. To the miners tunneling for treasure, the gushing torrent that spewed forth was an inconvenient surprise amid more general disappointment—the mine never yielded any gold, and was abandoned by the time the 20th century rolled around.

With no gold in them hills, Thunderhead Falls was forgotten until 1949, when Vera Eklund boarded a sightseeing train from Rapid City to Mystic and noticed a stream of water flowing down the side of a mountain. Eklund and her husband, Albert, returned to the site to track down the source of the stream and found the underground waterfall. The Eklunds acquired the land and opened Thunderhead Falls to the public as a tourist attraction the following year. With a tromp through the musty tunnels, you too can experience the highs and lows of the gold-rush days.

10 miles (16 km) from Rapid City along Highway 44 West.

Also in South Dakota

Petrified Wood Park

Lemmon - A park the size of a city block is filled with 100 conical sculptures, created out of petrified wood in the early 1930s.

Crazy Horse Memorial

Custer - Begun in 1948, this sculpture of the Oglala Lakota Chief, carved out of a mountain, is still in progress. Completion is a long way off, but the ultimate vision is to create the world’s largest sculpture at 641 feet (195 m) wide and 563 feet (172 m) high. For now, you can see the fully carved head, which is 87 feet (26 m) tall. (For comparison, the presidential heads at Mount Rushmore are 60 feet (18 m) tall.)

Wyoming

PhinDeli Town

BUFORD

Until 2013, PhinDeli was known as Buford. The town sign provided a unique photo opportunity: Planted beside the dusty main road, it read BUFORD; Pop: 1; ELEV: 8000. That one crucial person tallied was Don Sammons, a Vietnam vet who moved to Buford in 1980.

Founded in 1866 during the construction of the First Transcontinental Railroad, Buford reached a peak population of around 2,000 people. As the rail line moved west, however, so did the workers. When Sammons, his wife, Terry, and son arrived in Buford in 1980 hoping for a quiet life, they got it: The trio comprised the entire population of Buford. In 1992, the family bought the town—consisting of a gas station, convenience store, modular home, garage, and surrounding land—for $15,000.

After Sammons’s wife died and his son moved to Colorado, it was time for a change. In 2012, Buford went up for auction and was snatched up for $900,000 by mystery investors from Vietnam. The next year, the plan for the town was revealed: The PhinDeli Corporation, makers of Vietnamese coffee, intended to capture a share of the US market by establishing a branded town in the American heartland.

The town of PhinDeli now sells Vietnamese coffee in its convenience store. Though Sammons has moved to Colorado to be closer to his son, the population is still one: a caretaker who lives in the town’s only house.

Interstate 80 between Laramie and Cheyenne. No visit to PhinDeli is complete without a trip to its only attraction: the Buford Trading Post. It has a restroom, gas, and, of course, coffee.
ILLINOIS

Leather Archives & Museum

CHICAGO

The sign above the door of this former church says LA&M in large white letters. A picture of a black boot to the left gives a tiny hint of what’s inside, but no passerby would guess that this is a museum devoted to alternative sexual practices.

The Leather Archives & Museum documents the leather lifestyle, a subculture mostly associated with gay men, fetish, and BDSM—though the museum encompasses all sexualities and genders. The collection includes clothing, books, photos, and provocative paintings like The Last Supper in a Gay Leather Bar with Judas Giving Christ the Finger. The Dungeon displays fetish and BDSM items such as a stainless-steel male chastity device and a red leather spanking bench.

6418 North Greenview Avenue, Chicago. The museum is open from Thursday to Sunday. You must be 18 or older to visit the galleries. ☎️ 41.998637 📞 87.668273
International Museum of Surgical Science

Chicago

Housed in a four-story 1917 mansion, this museum explores the development of surgical practices and techniques via artwork, medical instruments, and bits of the human body.

Among the more intriguing items are a collection of chloroform inhalation masks from the 1890s, piles of gallstones removed during surgery, and bloodletting blades once used on patients stricken with the bubonic plague.

1524 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. 📞 41.910292 📧 87.62655

Glass eye, gallstones, and outmoded medical instruments are all on display.

City Guide: More to Explore in Chicago

Galloping Ghost Arcade
Brookfield - Hundreds of arcade games await your coin-inserting, button-mashing presence in this suburban den.

The Secret Mermaid
Burnham Park - In 1986, four sculptors hid a mermaid along the Chicago lakefront. Now she is a permanent fixture.

Shit Fountain
East Village - This oversize bronze coil of feces is both a tribute to doggie defecation and a reminder to pick it up.

Lizzadro Museum of Lapidary Art
Elmhurst - Cut and polished stones, some carefully sculpted into mini boats and temples, are on display at this jade-lover’s paradise.

U-505
Hyde Park - After sustaining much damage during World War II, the most unlucky U-boat in the German fleet is on display at the Museum of Science and Industry.

Oz Park
Lincoln Park - This Wizard of Oz–themed urban oasis features statues of the Tin Man, the Scarecrow, the Cowardly Lion, Dorothy, and Toto.

Busy Beaver Button Co.
Logan Square - Ever wanted to visit a museum dedicated solely to pinback buttons? Busy Beaver’s got what you need.

Chicago Cultural Center’s Tiffany Dome
Chicago Temple
The Loop - Completed in 1897, this 38-foot-wide, zodiac-themed Tiffany dome is made of about 50,000 pieces of glass.

The Loop - Those affected by vertigo may have trouble-worshipping at the First United Methodist Church of Chicago, which is located on top of a 23-story skyscraper.

The Loop - See a money pit and stand in the shadow of a million bucks at this museum dedicated to the almighty dollar.

Pritzker Military Museum & Library
The Loop - The citizen soldier is the focus of this library, which opened in 2003. Along with more than 40,000 volumes on the subject, it offers military posters, recruitment art, soldiers’ journals, and Civil War memorabilia.

SS Eastland Memorial
The Loop - Learn how a ship that sank in just 20 feet (6 m) of water, a mere 20 feet from shore, resulted in more than 800 deaths.

Bohemian National Cemetery
North Park - Established by members of the city’s Czech community in 1877, this cemetery features a rare glass-fronted columbarium—a structure that stores the ashes of the deceased.

Pullman Historic District
Pullman - Take a stroll through the first planned industrial community in the United States, established in 1880.

Eternal Silence
Uptown - A shrouded statue in Graceland Cemetery imbued with creepy legends.

Garfield-Clarendon Model Railroad Club
Uptown - A small, long-running miniature train club has built one of the largest model rail lines in the United States.

Inez Clarke Monument
Uptown - Legend has it that this 19th-century statue of a wide-eyed young girl regularly comes to life and explores the surrounding Graceland Cemetery.

Fountain of Time
Washington Park - This concrete depiction of 100 humans at various stages of life is a solid reminder of the inescapable nature of time.
MISTAKE HOUSE

ELS AH

On the campus of Principia College is a house that looks like five buildings, from five different architectural styles, all smashed together. This is not the work of a clueless architect, but rather a talented designer conducting a few experiments.

In 1931, when architect Bernard Maybeck pondered what aesthetics and materials to use in his designs for new campus dormitories, he felt the need to try out some options. So he built an experimental, trial-and-error Sample House—the Mistake House, as it has come to be known. The north side of the building’s roof is faux thatching made from cement, while the south side is made from layered terracotta tiles. Tudor Revival eaves clash with brick doorways and stone slab walls.

Maybeck eventually used a variety of architectural styles for the dorms, drawing on what he learned during the construction of the test building. To this day, Mistake House stands as testament to the value of thoughtful experimentation.

RED GATE WOODS

LE MONT

Standing on a grassy clearing in Red Gate Woods just outside Chicago is a gravestone with a most unusual inscription: CAUTION—DO NOT DIG.

The grave marker pays tribute not to a person, but a project: nuclear research. Buried beneath the stone is radioactive waste from Chicago Pile-1, the world’s first artificial nuclear reactor.

Nicknamed CP-1, the reactor was built in 1942 as part of the Manhattan Project, the United States’ initiative to develop an atomic bomb during World War II. The reactor was a literal pile: In a squash court beneath the stands of Stagg Field, the University of Chicago’s football field, Italian physicist Enrico Fermi and his team of scientists built a stack of uranium pellets and bricks of graphite, interspersed with cadmium control rods. On December 2, the control rods were removed and the reactor went critical.

Following the initial testing, CP-1 was disassembled in 1943, moved to Red Gate Woods, and rebuilt, with a radiation shield for safety, as a new reactor named CP-2. Another experimental reactor, CP-3, followed in 1944. When the Manhattan Project scientists were done with these reactors, they dismantled them and buried the remains in the woods, at spots marked Plot M and Site A. Both are now marked by granite monuments—Plot M has the headstone marked DO NOT DIG.

Though the buried waste is radioactive, the site poses no threat to public safety—Geiger counter readings in the area are consistent with standard background radiation levels.

Archer Avenue, Lemont. 📞 41.699599 📞 87.921223
Gold Pyramid House

WADSWORTH

Jim and Linda Onan’s passion for ancient Egypt is equaled only by their passion for hyperbole. In 1977, the couple constructed a six-story golden pyramid to serve as their home. They describe it in a self-produced brochure as “one of the most awesome works of art ever created.”

The 24-karat-gold–plated building is surrounded by a moat and guarded by a 64-foot-tall (19.5 m) statue of Rameses II, who reigned as pharaoh from 1279 to 1213 BCE. The pyramid is furnished to reflect, in the Onans’ words, “the elegant ostentatiousness common only to the wealthy Egyptian pharaohs.” Cleopatra costumes and pharaoh headwear are available in the gift shop.

37921 Dilleys Road, Wadsworth. The pyramid is open on Sundays for tours and available to rent for private events. 📞 42.413287 📞 87.941167

Also in Illinois

Peoria Solar System

Peoria · Go on an interplanetary journey via this 99,000,000:1 scale model of our solar system, starting with a 46-foot-wide (14 m) sun and ending 62 miles (100 km) away with an Eris dwarf planet the size of a quarter.

Phone Booth on a Roof

Lincoln · Before the widespread adoption of Doppler weather radars, this phone box, perched on the roof of a fire house, was once used for observing—and sheltering from—major storms. A firefighter would climb up to it, survey the skies, and pick up the receiver to deliver updates to colleagues below.

The 24-karat-gold–plated house is surrounded by a moat and guarded by a 64-foot-tall pharaoh.
In the spring of 1881, architect William H. Brown and iron foundry owner Benjamin F. Haugh, both of Indianapolis, filed a patent for a most ingenious innovation: a jail with revolving cells.

Their design consisted of a two-tier cylindrical cell block with a central column that served as both support and plumbing for the individual toilets in the cells. Each tier had eight wedge-shaped cells, but the surrounding structure had only one door. When a guard rotated a hand crank, the cell block spun, sending the prisoners on a disorienting carousel ride past the lone access point.

Brown and Haugh’s invention quickly became a reality. In 1882, the first spinning jail, a two-tiered, 16-cell institution known as Montgomery County Rotary Jail, opened in Crawfordsville, Indiana. Other states in the Midwest soon got in on the idea—the three-tiered, rotating Pottawattamie County Jail, nicknamed the “Squirrel Cage Jail,” opened in Iowa in 1885, followed by a single-story spinning jail in Gallatin, Missouri, in 1889. As many as 18 rotary jails were built in the United States, mostly in the Midwest.

Unfortunately, Brown and Haugh’s novel, almost whimsical design had its flaws. Chief among them was the fact that a prisoner standing at the front of a cell with his hands resting on the bars had a decent chance of getting an arm crushed when the rotary mechanism was engaged. Natural light was scant, ventilation was poor, and mechanical problems could interfere with the operation of a jail. In the case of a fire, all the prisoners whose cells weren’t aligned with the access door would likely be doomed.

In light of these problems, many rotary jails had their turntables immobilized during the 1930s. After operating in a modified state for decades, Montgomery County Jail closed for good in 1973. Pottawattamie County Jail sent its prisoners away in 1969, while the Gallatin jail shut up shop in 1975. All three now operate as museums. Montgomery County is the only one that still spins.

**INDIANA**

**Rotary Jail Museum**

CRAWFORDSVILLE

In the spring of 1881, architect William H. Brown and iron foundry owner Benjamin F. Haugh, both of Indianapolis, filed a patent for a most ingenious innovation: a jail with revolving cells.

Their design consisted of a two-tier cylindrical cell block with a central column that served as both support and plumbing for the individual toilets in the cells. Each tier had eight wedge-shaped cells, but the surrounding structure had only one door. When a guard rotated a hand crank, the cell block spun, sending the prisoners on a disorienting carousel ride past the lone access point.

Brown and Haugh’s invention quickly became a reality. In 1882, the first spinning jail, a two-tiered, 16-cell institution known as Montgomery County Rotary Jail, opened in Crawfordsville, Indiana. Other states in the Midwest soon got in on the idea—the three-tiered, rotating Pottawattamie County Jail, nicknamed the “Squirrel Cage Jail,” opened in Iowa in 1885, followed by a single-story spinning jail in Gallatin, Missouri, in 1889. As many as 18 rotary jails were built in the United States, mostly in the Midwest.

Unfortunately, Brown and Haugh’s novel, almost whimsical design had its flaws. Chief among them was the fact that a prisoner standing at the front of a cell with his hands resting on the bars had a decent chance of getting an arm crushed when the rotary mechanism was engaged. Natural light was scant, ventilation was poor, and mechanical problems could interfere with the operation of a jail. In the case of a fire, all the prisoners whose cells weren’t aligned with the access door would likely be doomed.

In light of these problems, many rotary jails had their turntables immobilized during the 1930s. After operating in a modified state for decades, Montgomery County Jail closed for good in 1973. Pottawattamie County Jail sent its prisoners away in 1969, while the Gallatin jail shut up shop in 1975. All three now operate as museums. Montgomery County is the only one that still spins.

225 North Washington Street, Crawfordsville. 
📞 40.043839 📞 86.901742
World’s Largest Ball of Paint

ALEXANDRIA

Suspended from the rafters in a small shed behind the Carmichael family home is a 4,000-pound (1.8 MT) ball. Buried at its core is a baseball—the rest is paint.

When Michael Carmichael was a teenager in the 1960s, he and a friend were tossing a baseball in a paint shop and knocked over a gallon of paint. The ball was covered, and Michael’s head was overtaken by an ambitious idea. Every day during his last two years of high school he applied a new coat of paint to the ball. He made it to 1,000 coats before losing interest. But a decade later, the idea resurfaced. In January 1, 1977, Michael rustled up a fresh baseball and presented it to his three-year-old son, who brushed on a coat of blue paint. Thus began the odyssey of the second, and current, Ball of Paint.

That ball has now been painted about 25,000 times. Michael, his wife Glenda, their children, their grandchildren, and a stream of visitors have all applied layers. Anyone is welcome to pick up a brush, and there is only one rule: Each new coat must be a different color than the last.

10696 North 200 West, Alexandria. The ball is located at the Carmichael family residence—call ahead to schedule a viewing or painting appointment.

Slocum Mechanical Puzzle Collection

BLOOMINGTON

“Mechanical puzzles” are those brain-teasers that must be physically manipulated to achieve a specific outcome. Jerry Slocum began collecting mechanical puzzles as a child, eventually becoming the unofficial authority on the subject with the publication of his 1986 book, *Puzzles Old and New*. By 2006 he had accumulated over 40,000 mechanical puzzles, thanks in part to the International Puzzle Party, an annual private get-together for mechanical puzzle enthusiasts and traders, which Slocum inaugurated in 1978.

In 2006, he donated over 30,000 of the puzzles to the Lilly Library at Indiana University to create the Slocum Mechanical Puzzle Collection. In addition to the staggering number of puzzles, Slocum also donated thousands of books about puzzles. Among the pieces on display (only a few hundred out of the thousands in the collection) are an archaic Rubik’s Cube with differing sizes of nails on each side, called a “texture cube”; a trick cup that seems normal until its drinker fills it too full and it drains away into the base; and more whimsical amusements like a Coke bottle with a wooden arrow through it. There are also countless intricate wooden geometrical curiosities that must be twisted and shifted together and apart.

Today, visitors to the library can actually try out a number of the puzzles and see countless others sitting in displays, just waiting to be solved.

1200 East Seventh Street, Bloomington. ☎ 39.167906 ☎ 86.518973
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NATIONAL HOBO CONVENTION

BRITT

Since 1900, the town of Britt (pop. 2,000) has played host to the annual National Hobo Convention, when the country’s self-defined hobos gather to feast, parade, and elect their king and queen.

According to the Hobo Foundation, which operates Britt’s Hobo Museum, a hobo is defined as a traveling worker—distinct from a tramp (a traveling nonworker) and a bum (someone who neither works nor travels). The Hobo Code, created in 1889, mandates cleanliness, respect for the law, responsible alcohol consumption, and lending a hand to fellow hobos in need.

The tight-knit nature of the hobo community is evident during the four-day convention, when attendees all camp together in a “hobo jungle” beside the railroad tracks. The hobos participate in poetry readings, craft shows, and a memorial service for friends who have passed on during the year. Barrels of mul-ligan stew—a hearty, communal hodgepodge traditionally served at hobo camps—provide free sustenance for attendees and spectators.

A highlight of the convention is the hobo parade, during which the candidates for king and queen ride floats holding hand-drawn campaign signs. The winners, determined by audience applause, receive crowns made of coffee cans. Previous kings include Fishbones, Steamtrain Maury, and Scoop Shovel Scotty, who join queens Connecticut Tootsie, Box Car Myrtle, and Cinderbox Cindy.

Hobo Museum, 51 Main Street South, Britt. The convention takes place over the second weekend in August. 📧 43.096456 ● 93.801448

VILLISCA

VILLISCA

For a unique overnight stay, book a night in the home where eight people were once slaughtered in their beds as they slept.

In 1912, this house belonged to the Moore family: married couple Josiah and Sarah and their young children, Herman, Katherine, Boyd, and Paul. On the night of June 9, the family returned from Children’s Day services at the local church, accompanied by two of the girls’ friends: eight-year-old Ina Stillinger and her twelve-year-old sister, Lena.

Sometime between midnight and 5 a.m., an unknown person entered the house and murdered every person inside by striking their head with an ax. From observations at the crime scene it appears that all were asleep at the time they were killed, apart from Lena, who exhibited a defensive wound on her arm and was positioned across her bed.

Over a century later, the case remains unsolved. The main suspect, traveling minister Reverend George Kelly, had taught at the church on June 9 and left town at approximately 5 a.m. the next day. He was tried twice but never convicted.

The Villisca Ax Murder House, as it is now bluntly known, was purchased in 1994 by Darwin and Martha Linn and restored to its 1912 state. You can tour the home by day, then spend the night in a room that was once a blood-soaked crime scene.

508 East 2nd Street, Villisca. All eight victims of the ax murders are at Villisca Cemetery, a 15-minute walk north of the house. 📧 40.930704 ● 94.973316 ➤
Other Murder Houses

Lizzie Borden Bed & Breakfast
Fall River, MA
The tagline of this eight-room hotel is “Where everyone is treated like family!” Ordinarily that might sound like a good thing, but getting treated like Lizzie Borden’s family means coping a hatchet to the head.

On the morning of August 4, 1892, the bodies of Lizzie’s father, Andrew, and stepmother, Abby, were found in separate rooms of the family home. Both had been bludgeoned in the head with an ax. Lizzie, who had been in or near the house during the time of the murders, was arrested a week later and stood trial in June the following year.

Despite contradicting herself during her testimony and incurring the ire of lead prosecutor Hosea Knowlton, Lizzie received an acquittal from the jury.

The house in which Abby and Andrew met their bloody ends is now a Borden-themed bed and breakfast. You can stay in the very rooms where Lizzie’s parents took their last gasping breaths. Good night, sleep tight, don’t let the ax murderer strike.

Amityville Horror House
Amityville, NY
On the evening of November 13, 1974, 23-year-old Ronald “Butch” DeFeo Jr. murdered his parents and four younger siblings in their home at 112 Ocean Avenue. DeFeo then went to a bar down the road, where he ran in screaming for help, claiming his parents had been shot by a mob hit man.

When the deaths were confirmed, and DeFeo was brought into the local police station for questioning, inconsistencies began to appear in his story. The following day, DeFeo confessed to the murders, telling police that once he started, he couldn’t stop.

After DeFeo was given six consecutive sentences of 25 years to life, the Lutz family, consisting of George and Kathy Lutz and their three children, moved into the house at 112 Ocean Avenue. Less than a month later, they vacated the place permanently, claiming paranormal activity had made it impossible to live there.

The Lutzes’ supernatural claims, which include descriptions of mysterious voices, slime oozing from the walls, and red glowing eyes appearing in the dark, were dramatized in the 1977 book The Amityville Horror, which has since been adapted into multiple films. The “based on a true story” tagline has never been corroborated with evidence.

The house at 112 Ocean Avenue, now an iconic part of American pop culture, is still private property—view it from afar if you like, but there’s no need to warn the current inhabitants of the supposed supernatural peril. They’ve heard it all before.

The Amityville horror house.
Marvin's Marvelous Mechanical Museum

Farmington Hills

At this overstimulating penny arcade you can play tic-tac-toe with a chicken, witness a mechanical depiction of the Spanish Inquisition, and marry a friend via the AutoWed machine.

The crowded lineup of vintage and new games, automata, and oddities belongs to Marvin Yagoda, who has been collecting coin-operated machines since 1960. The standard pinball, Skee-ball, and fortune-teller machines are interspersed with more atypical fare like Dr. Ralph Bingenpurge, a mechanical food inspector who vomits with violent and disturbing realism.

Marvin's is a good place to visit if you're unsure of what to do with your life—get a reading from a mechanical fortune-teller, then consult the career machine, which will tell you whether your ideal job is chorus girl, bootlegger, or soda jerk.

31005 Orchard Lake Road, Farmington Hills. Look for the big clock. 📞 42.525442 📞 83.361727

Hoegh Pet Caskets

Gladstone

A tour of Hoegh Pet Caskets, established 1966, begins in the showroom. There, lined up on plinths against the walls, are blue, pink, white, and camouflage caskets ranging from 10 to 52 inches (25–132 cm) in length.

After seeing the finished products, it’s time to see the factory, where 18 caskets are made every hour. The tour concludes at Hoegh's mock pet cemetery, where the recently bereaved can get ideas for conducting a final farewell to Spanky or Mittens.

The caskets, which are shipped all over the world, are not just for animals—they are also purchased by amputees who want to lay their severed limbs to rest.

311 Delta Avenue, Gladstone. Tours available daily. 📞 45.849229 📞 87.011343

Departed critters and amputated limbs are lovingly laid to rest in Hoegh’s plush coffins.
Edison’s Last Breath

DEARBORN

In a display case at the Henry Ford Museum is a sealed test tube labeled “Edison’s Last Breath?” The question mark is key: The great inventor didn’t wheeze his final exhalation straight into the tube before falling back into the pillows and expiring. But the real story is just as compelling. And it begins with a long friendship between two prolific inventors.

In 1891, Henry Ford got a job as an engineer at the Edison Illuminating Company. The future car manufacturer regarded Edison as a personal hero, but the two men didn’t meet until 1896. That year, Ford built his first vehicle: the four-wheeled, gas-powered Ford Quadricycle. Edison’s positive response to the vehicle encouraged Ford to keep working on gas-powered cars. He left the Edison Illuminating Company and, in 1908, debuted the revolutionary Model T.

Edison and Ford’s friendship remained strong well into the 20th century. In 1916, Ford purchased the property beside Edison’s vacation home in Fort Myers, Florida. When Edison needed a wheelchair due to his failing health, Ford bought a matching one so they could race around the grounds.

In 1931, Edison died at his New Jersey home in the presence of his son, Charles. Beside the inventor’s death bed was a rack of test tubes. Charles took one, had it sealed with paraffin, and sent it to Ford as a final memento of his dear friend. 20900 Oakwood Boulevard, Dearborn. The test tube is near the front door.  42.303109  88.229686

World’s Largest Ball of Twine (Rolled by One Person)

DARWIN

The sign beside the pagoda on Main Street reads World’s Largest Twine Ball. But there’s an asterisk involved. It’s only when you get very close that you see the phrase by 1 man painted in tiny letters.

The ball in question, housed behind plexiglass, measures 12 feet (3.6 m) in diameter. It is the creation of Francis Johnson, a Darwin man who started rolling twine on a whim in 1950 and didn’t stop until 1979, when deteriorating health forced him to quit at the age of seventy-five.

Here is the twist: Johnson had a Kansas counterpart. Frank Stoebier of Cawker City began working on his own twine ball in 1953. By 1974 he had rolled enough string to create an 11-foot-wide (3.3 m) ball. But then he died. Cawker City residents honored his legacy by adding their own twine to the ball—a tribute that, in the eyes of the people of Darwin, disqualified Cawker City from the “World’s Largest Ball of Twine” title.

At 40 feet (12 m) wide, the Kansas version is bigger by far, but both states still lay claim to the world’s largest ball. 1st Street at East Williams Street, Darwin. For maximum enjoyment, go on the second Saturday in August, when the town celebrates Twine Ball Day. 45.096441  94.41035

MINNESOTA

The Devil’s Kettle

GRAND MARAIS

A large rock bisects the Brule River in Judge C.R. Magney State Park. The water that flows to the east tumbles 50 feet (15 m) down a cliff and continues toward Lake Superior. The water that flows to the west enters a hole and disappears.

Known as the Devil’s Kettle, this water portal to nowhere has long puzzled Minnesotans. In attempts to trace the underground flow, researchers have dropped objects such as ping-pong balls and dye into the hole. So far, all efforts to map the water’s path have proven fruitless.

Judge C. R. Magney State Park (Highway 61). 47.828945  90.049609

The right half of the waterfall goes into the river, while the left half just disappears.
World’s Quietest Room

MINNEAPOLIS

You may think silence is peaceful until you visit Orfield Laboratories. The lab is home to an anechoic chamber: a room that has no echo. 99.99 percent of all sound made inside the chamber is absorbed by bouncy 3-foot-thick foam wedges that cover every surface.

Within seconds of entering, you will notice sounds you don’t usually hear: The beat of your heart, the flow of your breath, and the gurgling of your digestive system start to become unnerving.

Visitors often become disoriented, especially if lab founder Steven Orfield turns out the lights. Most don’t last beyond a few minutes. Half an hour is unimaginable.

Manufacturers use the quiet room during product testing to gauge the volume of switches, displays, and other components. The chamber has been Guinness-certified as the quietest place in the world, with an ambient noise level of –9 decibels. (A quiet bedroom at night is around 30 decibels.)

2709 East 25th Street, Minneapolis. ☏ 44.953703 ☎ 93.089958

Also in Minnesota

House of Balls

Minneapolis - Local sculptor Allen Christian established this funhouse of found art as a physical incarnation of his idea that “we all possess the creative impulse and we owe ourselves the balls to express it.”

Roger’s Vitalator Violet Ray medical appliance was used in electrotherapy to cure a wide array of ailments. 1960s weight-loss device that delivered electric shocks to muscles.

Science Museum of Minnesota, 120 West Kellogg Boulevard, St. Paul. ☏ 44.953703 ☎ 93.089958

After just a few minutes in the noiseless room, aural hallucinations set in.
Leila’s Hair Museum

KANSAS CITY

The wreaths, bouquets, and pieces of jewelry in Leila’s Hair Museum are made from woven strands of human hair, shorn from Victorian heads.

Peaking in popularity in the mid-19th century, hair art and jewelry functioned as tokens of mourning, family heirlooms, and gifts between friends or lovers.

Locks of hair became personal mementos and served as “portraits” of an individual or family in an era when photography was not yet widely accessible. Some of the wreaths adorning the museum walls incorporate hair from multiple generations, twisted into flowers and vines that reflect the family tree. Friends and relatives of the recently departed wore bracelets made from the deceased’s hair, or lockets with hair tucked inside.

Museum founder and cosmetology school owner Leila Cohoon began collecting hair art in 1949. The thousands of pieces on exhibit comprise the world’s only museum dedicated to this near-extinct art form.

1333 South Noland Road, Independence. The museum is 1.5 miles (2.4 km) southeast of the Independence Amtrak station. 📞 39.076007 📧 94.413452

Also in Missouri

Glore Psychiatric Museum

St. Joseph - The Lunatic Box and the Tranquilizer Chair are among the exhibits that illustrate the starkly different way mental health was treated in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Leila Cohoon celebrates an extensive collection of Victorian jewelry made from human hair.
Cementland

St. Louis

In an industrial area just inside the city limits of St. Louis, right beside the Mississippi River, is an overgrown lot containing the old Lafarge Cement Plant.

Viewed from the fence with the no trespassing sign, the site seems unremarkable: Plant operations ceased in the late 1970s, and construction companies have since dumped hundreds of thousands of truckloads of dirt on the site. Other than a 250-foot (76 m) smokestack and a row of silos, nothing stands out. But look more closely, and you’ll see hints of something grand—clues pointing toward what this site could have become.

In 2000, a man named Bob Cassilly rode his bike past the old Lafarge site. He saw the abandoned buildings, the piles of dirt, and the untamed weeds, and had an overwhelming thought: I need to buy this place and turn it into a cement-themed adventure park where you can do all the things you’re not supposed to do.

Cassilly, a sculptor, had a lot of out-there ideas. But they weren’t just fantasies—in 1983 he bought an old shoe factory in downtown St. Louis and installed caves, a ten-story slide, a rooftop Ferris wheel, a ball pit, and a massive jungle gym made from old airplanes and a fire truck. The transformed building, dubbed City Museum, opened to the public in 1997. It now attracts over 700,000 visitors per year.

Cassilly’s plan for the cement site—Cementland, he called it—was even more ambitious. He aimed to build a castle with a courtyard, climbable pyramids, water slides, and a field of animal sculptures mixed with old factory machines. He planned to install a spiral staircase around the smokestack so people could climb to the top and throw rocks off the side. (“I haven’t worked out all the details,” he told St. Louis’s Riverfront Times in 2000, “but the theory’s sound. Everyone likes to throw rocks.”)

For 11 years, Cassilly worked steadily on transforming the location, often shifting piles of dirt himself with a bulldozer. He built the castle. He constructed gazebos, installed bridges between the drab old buildings, and dug a lake where his future visitors could paddle canoes.

Then, on September 26, 2011, it all came to an abrupt end. Cassilly was found dead at the site, his bulldozer having tumbled down a hill in a freak accident. He was 61.

Cementland—the dream of a big, weird playground where you could be a naughty kid again—lies silent and unfinished. Talk of what it could become periodically bubbles up, but for now the site remains a half-fulfilled promise, difficult to envision and impossible to define.

Scranton Avenue and Riverview Drive, St. Louis. Cementland is not open to the public, but you can find your way in by following the railroad tracks.

SubTropolis

Kansas City

Beneath the limestone bluffs on the north side of the Missouri River lies a vast underground city. Known as SubTropolis, the 2-square-mile man-made cave is used for corporate workspaces and storage. According to its creators, it is the world’s largest underground business complex.

Limestone mining began in the bluffs during the 1940s. Two decades later, the Hunt Midwest company began renting out office and storage space in the carved-out cliffs. Today, SubTropolis houses everything from the original Gone with the Wind and Wizard of Oz film reels to USPS commemorative stamps.

The unchanging ambient conditions—temperature of 65° to 70°F (18–21°C); humidity of 40 to 50 percent—assist with preservation and save energy by making it unnecessary to heat or cool the space.

8300 Northeast Underground Drive. See inside SubTropolis by participating in the annual Groundhog Run, a 5K foot race held in the complex each January.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38.735626</td>
<td>90.216738</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some people rage against the indignities of middle age by buying a sports car. Tod Swormstedt founded a sign museum. Swormstedt’s self-proclaimed “midlife crisis project” began in 1999 as a real-world version of Signs of the Times, a trade magazine about sign making and outdoor advertising that he edited and published.

In 2005, his newly named American Sign Museum opened to the public. It is now crammed with fiberglass mascots, neon marquees, and hand-painted 19th-century signs advertising cobblers, druggists, and haberdashers. Tours are accompanied by an ever-present buzz from all the neon. Visit on a weekday to get a glimpse of the neon shop, where employees from Neonworks of Cincinnati demonstrate how they make signs.

1330 Monmouth Avenue, Cincinnati. 📞 39.14553 🌓 84.539904

Also in Ohio

Crystal Cave

Put-in-Bay - Walk around the world’s largest known geode.

Haserot Angel

Cleveland - Due to the effect of weathering and erosion, this bronze angel at Lakeview Cemetery appears to be weeping black tears.
**Cincinnati’s Lost Subway**

**CINCINNATI**

In the early years of the 20th century, Cincinnati’s streets were clogged with slow-moving streetcars, crowds of pedestrians, horse carriages, and a few of those new-fangled contraptions known as automobiles.

At the time, the Boston, New York, and Philadelphia subways had just started operating. Cincinnati needed a rapid transit system, and an underground railroad seemed the obvious solution. The city raised money via bonds, and Cincinnati residents voted in favor of the subway in April 1917.

Unfortunately, this was precisely the month that the US became involved in World War I. Suddenly, bonds stopped being issued and construction had to be halted. When the war ended 19 months later, building costs skyrocketed. The city resumed the subway project in 1920, but had to stop work in 1927 when the money ran out. More than 2 miles (3.2 km) of tunnels had been built, as well as 7 stations, but tracks were never laid.

Cincinnati still doesn’t have a subway system. The stock market crash of 1929, the increasing popularity of the automobile, and the United States’s involvement in another global war all contributed to the abandonment of the project.

The three above-ground stations have been demolished, but the tunnels and four underground stations remain. Appearance-wise, little has changed since the ‘20s—parts of the Liberty Street station were converted into a nuclear fallout shelter during the 1960s, and a water main was laid in the tunnel in 1957, but besides that it’s just dusty platforms, musty smells, and stairs leading to nowhere.

The tunnel runs under Central Parkway for 2 miles (3.2 km), beginning at Walnut Street and ending just north of the Western Hills Viaduct. Tours of the tunnel are conducted once a year. Accessing the subway system at other times constitutes trespassing.

**Château Laroche**

**LOVELAND**

Harry Andrews led a dramatic life. During his time as a World War I medic, Andrews contracted cerebrospinal meningitis at Fort Dix. Doctors pronounced him dead, but Andrews had other ideas. To their surprise he made a full recovery and got sent to work at Château Laroche, a French Renaissance castle that had been converted into a military hospital.

Château Laroche made such an impression on Andrews that, over a decade after the war ended, he set about constructing his own medieval castle in Loveland, Ohio. The determined veteran spent over 50 years hand-building his own Château Laroche on a plot of land beside the Little Miami River. By 1981, Andrews’s record-keeping showed that he had used 56,000 bucketfuls of stones from the river and 2,600 sacks of cement. (He made bricks by pouring the cement into molds made from milk cartons.) Andrews died that year, aged ninety-one, in odd circumstances: He was incinerating trash at the castle when his pants caught fire, leading to severe burns that eventually killed him. With Andrews gone, the castle was bequeathed to his Boy Scout troop, the Knights of the Golden Trail. They still manage Château Laroche, its sword collection, and the surrounding gardens.

12025 Shore Drive, Loveland. The castle, located 25 miles (40 km) northeast of Cincinnati, is open daily from April to September and on weekends from October to March.
WISCONSIN

House on the Rock

SPRING GREEN
Opened to the public in 1960, this attraction is a window into the unusual mind of Alex Jordan, who built the home as a weekend retreat.

Jordan was a collector with eclectic tastes. Over decades, he filled the house with an astounding array of objects: pipe organs, dollhouses, antique weapons, coin-operated music machines, chandeliers, and miniature circuses, to name a few. Jordan died in 1989, but his house of treasures lives on.

The collection takes hours to walk through and can induce sensory overload. Two parts of the house really stand out: the Carousel Room and the Infinity Room. The Carousel Room contains the world's largest merry-go-round, featuring 269 animals—none of which are horses. The Infinity Room, built in 1985, is a cantilevered, glass-walled hallway that extends 218 feet (66.5 m) out over the valley. A walk through the house raises a lot of questions: Is this all real? Why is that massive sea monster battling a giant squid, and how does it relate to the robot orchestra? Don’t look for answers. Just marvel.

5754 State Road 23, Spring Green. The town is about 2 hours from Milwaukee. 43.090644 90.131808

Kovac Planetarium

RHINELANDER
On an October afternoon in 1996, Frank Kovac and his fellow Boy Scouts ventured to Mud Creek Observatory and waited for the sun to set so they could gaze at the universe. But when it was finally dark, cloud cover made stargazing impossible.

Annoyed at the clouds for, in his words, “obscuring the universe,” Kovac decided to create his own celestial sphere. He spent a decade building a two-ton, 22-foot-wide (1.8 MT, 6.7 m) rotating globe and painting the interior with every northern hemisphere star visible to the naked eye.

The Kovac Planetarium is only the fourth mechanical globe ever created. Kovac treats visitors to a sky show that lives up to its motto: “Kovac Planetarium, Where the Universe Revolves Around You.”

2392 Mud Creek Road, Rhinelander. 45.573826 89.065458
WISCONSIN / 335

DR. EVERMOR’S FOREVERTRON

NORTH FREEDOM

Nestled in the trees on a remote stretch of Highway 12 is the Forevertron, a 19th-century spacecraft built by an eccentric man named Dr. Evermor.

Dr. Evermor didn’t exist until 1983. That’s when former industrial wrecking and salvage expert Tom Every retired and assumed the alter ego of a Victorian professor and inventor. Having amassed a personal collection of beautiful old machinery components during his wreck-and-salvage days, Every set about sculpting a scrap-metal spacecraft with an 1890s aesthetic.

The Forevertron comes with a story: Its purpose is to launch Dr. Evermor into the heavens on a magnetic lightning beam. The big glass egg at the top of the sculpture, latticed with copper, is the doctor’s personal space capsule. An elevated gazebo beside the main sculpture allows royalty to watch the launch from a safe vantage point. The Celestial Listening Ears are designed to allow visitors to hear voices from space.

There is no set launch date for the Forevertron. Even if it never blasts into the heavens, it has already earned an impressive distinction: At 50 feet (15 m) high and 120 feet (36.5 m) wide, it’s the largest scrap metal sculpture in the world.

US 12, North Freedom. The Forevertron is 5 miles (8 km) south of Baraboo, on a gravel road behind Delaney’s Surplus Sales. 📞 43.375669 ☎️ 89.768549

Also in Wisconsin

FAST Fiberglass Mold Graveyard

Sparta - The molds once used to make roadside sculptures, from menacing sharks to goofy giant mice to a towering Santa Claus, have been strewn across this grassy lot, making it look like the ruins of a particularly quirky civilization.

If all goes to plan, this scrap metal sculpture will blast into space carrying its creator.
Whether created for the purposes of entertainment, education, or some combination thereof, dino parks are a proud part of the great American road trip. Just don’t rely on them for anatomical accuracy.

**Dinosaur Park**
**Rapid City, SD**
The half-dozen concrete dinosaurs perched on a hill overlooking Rapid City look pretty absurd. The round-jawed, smiling tyrannosaur appears to have double-jointed forelimbs. The duck-billed trachodon—now known as an anatotitan—stands upright and awkward, forced into a bipedal stance and looking resentful about it. A stegosaurus, a triceratops, and a brontosaurus (since reclassified as an apatosaurus) stand nearby, looking as though they arrived from the same cartoonlike alternate dimension.

The dinosaurs were built in 1936 at the height of the Great Depression. Aside from an occasional fresh coat of bright green paint, they haven’t changed since. Though their design diverges wildly from the fossil record, the Rapid City dinos are imposing enough—until a car bound for Mount Rushmore stops by and kids clamber all over the stegosaurus spines.

**Cabazon Dinosaurs**
**Cabazon, CA**
Since the 1980s, travelers barreling down Southern California’s Interstate 10 have been greeted by a 150-foot-long (45.7 m) apatosaurus and a 65-foot-tall (20 m) T. rex. Theme park artist and sand sculptor Claude K. Bell began building the steel-and-concrete dinosaurs, known as Dinny and Mr. Rex, in 1964. The main aim was to create hollow, climbable structures that would attract more customers to his Wheel Inn diner next door. But Bell also had a more
personal motive: After spending years building sand sculptures and watching them disappear in the wind, he wanted to create something permanent.

Bell finished the apatosaurus in 1973 and began construction on the T. rex in 1981. He died in 1988, but not before seeing his dinosaurs achieve fame—they were featured in commercials, music videos, and the 1985 film *Pee-wee's Big Adventure*.

Since being sold in the mid-1990s, the Cabazon dinosaurs have changed dramatically, but not in a way that’s visible from the outside. In short, they’ve found God. Dinny’s belly now contains a gift shop and museum operated by creationists. Signs and displays espouse the view that dinosaurs were created along with humans 6,000 years ago.

Beside Dinny and Mr. Rex is an open-air robotic dinosaur museum. It features a medieval knight jousting with a velociraptor.

**Dinosaur Land**
**White Post, VA**

Somehow, sculptures of King Kong, a giant cobra, and a monstrous praying mantis ended up here among the T. rexes and pterodactyls. And then there are the walk-through shark and octopus.

None of it makes much sense, but Dinosaur Land, built in the 1960s, still has enough dinosaurs to justify its name. Many have been sculpted in attack poses, making them particularly suitable for creative photo composition. Make sure you stop by the giganotosaurus that is casually chomping a pterodactyl out of the sky.
Eugene Morris was the greatest spear hunter in the world, according to Eugene Morris. From 2006 until his death at 78 in 2011, Morris maintained the Spear Hunting Museum, dedicated to celebrating his own accomplishments. Though the painted exterior—emblazoned with “Eugene Morris: The Greatest Living Spear Hunter in the World” next to a rendering of the man in action—has had to change, the museum lives on under the administration of his wife, Heather.

Inside the building are many of the 500 animals Morris has killed with spears, including buffalo, lions, zebras, bears, alligators, turkeys, and deer. Photos of Morris on the prowl line the walls, as do the very spears he once launched into the abdomens of those he hunted down.

Formerly a gun hunter, Morris switched methods in 1968 because shooting animals had become too easy. He first tried bow hunting, then two-handed spears, and finally took to the wilderness with a spear in each hand, poised to strike whatever living creature crossed his path. Sometimes he threw both spears at once, killing two animals simultaneously.

Morris died sitting up, spear in hand. His will specified that the slogan on the museum wall be altered to read “Gene Morris: The Greatest Spear Hunter in Recorded History.”

20216 Highway 59, Summerdale. The museum is between Robertsdale and Summerdale. 📞 30.519810 📞 87.707679
ARKANSAS
Ozark Medieval Fortress

LEAD HILL
The plan was ambitious: A team of medieval enthusiasts would spend 20 years building a 13th-century castle using only tools and techniques from the Dark Ages.

The Ozark Medieval Fortress was intended to attract visitors who would pay for the privilege of observing a historic construction site. Opened to the public in 2010, the fortress lasted almost two years before lack of attendance forced its closure. Even the allure of falconry demonstrations and stone carving contests did not make up for the fact that it’s pretty dull to stand around watching people build a fortress by hand.

The castle foundations have sat idle since 2012, awaiting a medieval-obsessed investor to get the project going again. There is a precedent for success: France’s Guédelon Castle, which is based on the same concept as the Ozark fort, was founded by the same group in 1997. It is scheduled for completion in the 2020s and is flourishing as a tourist destination.

1671 Highway 14 West, Lead Hill. The fortress foundations and construction equipment are still in place, but walking among them requires trespassing beyond a fence. ☑ 36.438990 ☑ 93.036066

Arkansas
Ozark Medieval Fortress

UNCLAIMED BAGGAGE CENTER

SCOTTSBORO
Every item being sold at this store was once lost in transit. The Unclaimed Baggage Center buys lost luggage from US-based airlines by the truckload and sells the contents to the public in a building the size of a city block.

The clothing, accessories, electronics, and luggage itself are the main offerings, but the staff has also unpacked 3,500-year-old Egyptian burial masks, a stuffed Canada goose, and Hoggle, the curmudgeonly dwarf puppet from the 1986 film Labyrinth. He and the salvaged ancient artifacts were never put on sale—they have a permanent home at the center’s museum.

509 West Willow Street, Scottsboro, next to Cedar Hill Cemetery. ☑ 34.673176 ☑ 86.044589

Also in Arkansas

Gurdon Light
Gurdon · There’s got to be a scientific explanation for this mysterious light that hovers above the railroad tracks, but inventing tall tales is more fun.

Billy Bass Adoption Center
Little Rock · Billy Bass was an animatronic singing fish that was a hugely popular gag gift in the early 2000s. The seafood diner Flying Fish has rows of Billies on its walls, each one given up for adoption by a customer in exchange for free food.

Also in Alabama

Unclaimed Baggage Center

SCOTTSBORO
Every item being sold at this store was once lost in transit. The Unclaimed Baggage Center buys lost luggage from US-based airlines by the truckload and sells the contents to the public in a building the size of a city block.

The clothing, accessories, electronics, and luggage itself are the main offerings, but the staff has also unpacked 3,500-year-old Egyptian burial masks, a stuffed Canada goose, and Hoggle, the curmudgeonly dwarf puppet from the 1986 film Labyrinth. He and the salvaged ancient artifacts were never put on sale—they have a permanent home at the center’s museum.

509 West Willow Street, Scottsboro, next to Cedar Hill Cemetery. ☑ 34.673176 ☑ 86.044589

Also in Alabama

Monument to Hodges Meteorite
Sylacauga · This marble sculpture pays tribute to a meteorite that, in 1954, crashed into a local home.

Passengers’ lost property becomes shoppers’ treasured bargains.
When a fire destroyed the University of Florida’s Johnson Hall in 1987, the bats living in the attic became homeless. In need of new eaves to inhabit, they nested into the crannies of the running track bleachers and the tennis stadium. This was less than ideal for athletes and spectators.

In 1991, the university captured thousands of campus bats and relocated them to a giant, newly built, elevated bat house beside a lake. The bats escaped their new home within days. Four years later, they finally came around and moved in for good. Now, around 300,000 bats live in the house and its neighboring barn, which was added in 2010.

With a combined capacity of 750,000, the house and barn are the world’s largest occupied bat houses. At sunset, the bats emerge and stream across the sky in search of tasty bugs.

Museum Road between Village Drive and Radio Road, across from Lake Alice, University of Florida, Gainesville. The best time to see the bats is on dry, warm evenings in spring through early summer. Beware of falling guano.

In shallow waters a mile off Miami stand the former party shacks of Stiltsville.

**STILTSVILLE**

**MIAMI**

In 1933, a Miami man known for his chowder—“Crawfish” Eddie—constructed a wooden shack on stilts a mile offshore. Built during the last gasp of Prohibition, the shack soon attracted drinkers and gamblers, who chased their beers and poker hands with a bowl of Eddie’s famous chowder.

Crawfish Eddie’s was the first shack in Stiltsville, a hodgepodge collection of offshore houses that became a playground for Miami’s coolest sinners.

The Quarterdeck Club, an invite-only gentleman’s establishment, appeared in 1941. Fishing buddies would anchor between buildings to drink, dine, and cast their lines into the shallow waters from the Quarterdeck’s front dock.

The early 1960s was boom time for Stiltsville. Twenty-seven shacks crowded the sand flats, and the new Bikini Club offered free drinks for women in two-pieces and a secluded sundeck for naked lounging. The boom, however, was swiftly followed by busts both governmental and meteorological. The vice squad raided the Bikini Club and shuttered it for operating without a liquor license and possessing 40 unauthorized, undersize, out-of-season crawfish. Then came Hurricane Betsy in 1965, which swept away all but half a dozen shacks.

Many were rebuilt, but by this time the state’s patience for Stiltsville shenanigans was wearing thin. Florida issued formal leases to the shack owners with an expiration date of 1999, declaring that any remaining houses would need to be removed. When the crucial date finally arrived—after Hurricane Andrew had destroyed all but seven of the stilt houses—community support helped Stiltsville owners negotiate a deal with the government. The shacks were saved and are now available to rent for parties.

The houses now lie within the boundaries of Biscayne National Park, and are co-managed by the National Parks Service and the Stiltsville Trust. 25.651305 80.174227
**Weeki Wachee Mermaids**

**WEEKI WACHEE**

Mermaids have lived in the waters of Weeki Wachee Springs since 1947. That’s when swim coach Newt Perry developed an underwater mermaid show, performed at a depth of 20 feet (6 m) by glamorous women in bikini tops and fish tails.

To watch the mermaid show, spectators file into a 400-seat underwater theater built into one side of the spring. The lights dim, gentle music starts playing, and a faded blue curtain rises to reveal the water behind a 100-foot-wide (30.5 m) glass wall. As a voiceover describes the mermaids’ world—“water as blue as the loveliest cornflower and as pure as the clearest glass”—one of the mythical creatures swims the length of the window, smiling and waving as the tendrils of her tail waft behind her.

The ensuing show is a lip-synced, music-enhanced retelling of *The Little Mermaid*, complete with handsome prince, evil sea witch, and a terrestrial wedding once the mermaid gets her legs. To breathe underwater, the scuba-certified performers inhale from free-flowing air hoses that snake around the spring. Fish and turtles are unwitting co-stars. Since the arrival of Disney World in 1971, Weeki Wachee has struggled to attract visitors. During the 1960s there were 9 shows a day. Now there are 3.

**Weeki Wachee Springs State Park, US 19 at State Road 50. 📡 28.491034 ☑ 82.632138**

---

**Skunk Ape Research Headquarters**

**OCHOPEE**

Most Bigfoot sightings occur in the Pacific Northwest, but the Florida Everglades claim a local variant: the Skunk Ape. Bipedal, 6 to 7 feet (2 m) tall, and exuding an odor of rotten eggs mixed with moldy cheese, the Skunk Ape apparently stalks the grounds of the Big Cypress National Preserve.

No one claims to know more about Skunk Apes than Trail Lakes Campground owner and Skunk Ape Research Headquarters proprietor Dave Shealy. His obsessive quest to prove the ape’s existence began at the age of ten when he spotted the Skunk Ape while on a hunting trip. Ever since, Shealy has scoured the park swamps looking for tracks, droppings, and the elusive creature itself. He claims a total of three Skunk Ape sightings.

Some of Shealy’s findings are in his *Everglades Skunk Ape Research Field Guide*, which includes tips on planning an expedition and setting bait. (“If you plan to use deer liver, remember that it should be kept on ice until your site is chosen.”) You can pick up a copy at the gift shop.

**40904 Tamiami Trail East, Ochopee. Skunk Ape headquarters is on the Trail Lakes Campgrounds. ☑ 25.892642 ☑ 81.279830**

---
NEPTUNE MEMORIAL REEF

KEY BISCAYNE

A few miles east of Miami lies an underwater city. A pair of lions guard its entrance, which lead the way to stone roads, soaring gates, and crumbling ruins. Did an ancient civilization once live here? No. The “city” is a cemetery, and it was built in 2007.

Conceived as a living reef and modeled after the lost city of Atlantis, the site was created by cremation-services provider the Neptune Society. Anyone wishing to bury their loved one at the city can hand over the cremated remains—in person or by mail—to be mixed with cement and sand, poured into a shell- or starfish-shaped mold, and added to the reef. Family members are welcome to participate in the process, either by scuba diving or watching from a boat above. Postburial, they may visit the reef at any time for free.

If you want your remains to become part of the underwater city, you’ll need to decide which part of the reef to join. There are 15 burial locations, ranging from standard placements (road railings; the “Fish Habitat Bench”) to premium (gatekeeper columns) to exclusive (the Welcome Feature Centerpiece). Shipwreck diver Bert Kilbride, once listed as the oldest living scuba diver in the Guinness World Records, is interred in a place of honor at the top of one of the entry columns at the reef gate.

The Neptune Society has big plans for its undersea cemetery. Designed to attract fish and promote the growth of coral and marine organisms, the memorial reef will gradually take on a more authentic ancient-city look. The society’s ultimate goal is a 16-acre metropolis containing the remains of 125,000 people. Currently, the reef is a quarter of an acre and is the final resting place of a few hundred.

The reef is just over 3 miles (5 km) east of Key Biscayne, 40 feet (12 m) under the sea. You are welcome to visit by boat and even dive at the site, but fishing is not permitted. 📞 25.692940 📧 80.102861

Also in Florida

Pineland

Sarasota - Between December and April, busloads of Amish and Mennonite vacationers swap their frosty climes for the resort neighborhood of Pineland, where popular activities include shuffleboard and lounging—fully dressed—on the beach.

Robert the Doll

Key West - Held in a glass box at the Fort East Martello museum, this innocent-looking doll in a sailor uniform has a reputation for masterminding evil deeds.

Bok Tower Gardens

Lake Wales - A neo-Gothic 205-foot (62.5 m) tower on Iron Mountain houses 60 singing bells.

Cassadaga

Lake Helen - A community of spiritualists offers healing services, psychic readings, and nighttime spirit photography.
eldoros/eldertad

When in need of life guidance, some turn to a higher power. Others look to four granite slabs in rural northeast Georgia.

In 1979 a man using the name R.C. Christian approached Georgia’s Elberton Granite Finishing Company with plans to build a monument of four granite slabs, each almost 20 feet (6 m) tall, arranged in a cluster and topped with a smaller, horizontal slab. Each of the four vertical stones was to be inscribed with the same ten precepts for humanity, carved in eight languages.

These guidelines ranged from common-sense advice (“Balance personal rights with social duties”) to New Age-y maxims (“Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the infinite”) to downright impractical instructions, served up with a hint of genocide (“Maintain humanity under 500,000,000”). The placement of the stones was carefully configured to align with solar solstices and equinoxes.

Armed with the detailed blueprints, the Elberton Granite Finishing Company duly created this mysterious monument and installed it in a field off Highway 77. A granite tablet was placed a few feet from the monument to provide some context for the Georgia Guidestones, as they have come to be known. It reads, in part, “Let these be guidestones to an Age of Reason.”

The guidestones opened to the public in March 1980 and immediately became a magnet for conspiracy theorists. Over the years, visitors to the guidestones have left their marks by scrawling symbols and commentary on the monument, creating yet more intrigue.

There is still no definitive explanation for what the Georgia Guidestones mean, who actually commissioned them, or when the Age of Reason is due to be ushered in.

Guidestone Road Northwest. The stones are 7 miles (11 km) north of Elberton, just off Highway 77. ☑ 34.232056 ☑ 82.894389

No one knows who commissioned these mysterious megaliths, engraved in eight languages.
Crypt of Civilization

Atlanta

A pair of stockings, a bottle of beer, and a voice recording of Hitler: three of the artifacts by which future generations will judge 20th-century civilization. These three items sit alongside thousands of others in what is considered the world’s first time capsule, sealed inside a former indoor swimming pool on May 28, 1940.

This “crypt of civilization” was the idea of Dr. Thornwell Jacobs, then president of Oglethorpe University. Frustrated by a dearth of primary sources during his research on ancient Egypt, Jacobs saw it as his “archaeological duty” to create an enduring, detailed record of life in the 20th century. 

When Jacobs made his plans known in 1936, the earliest date recorded in human history was equivalent to 4241 BCE. In accordance with this date from 6,177 years before, Jacobs decided his crypt should be opened in 8113—6,177 years into the future.

The question of what items would represent the sum of all human knowledge and experience was a tricky one to answer. After being inundated with unsolicited suggestions over three years, Jacobs and his crypt archivist, Thomas Peters, narrowed the options down to a few thousand essentials. A small sample of the inventory:

- Gone with the Wind script
- Microfilm reader and microfilms containing over 800 works, including fiction, the Bible, textbooks, news photographs, and drawings of human inventions
- Voice recordings of Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, and Franklin D. Roosevelt
- Set of false eyelashes
- Potato masher
- Fishing rod
- Kodak camera
- Male and female mannequins
- Dental floss
- Toaster
- Donald Duck toy
- Steel plates used to print the Atlanta Journal, featuring articles on World War II

The time capsule, sealed behind a steel door in a 20-foot-long, 10-foot-wide (6 × 3 m) reinforced room, is scheduled to be opened on May 28, 8113. Jacobs and his staff took steps to ensure that 82nd-century individuals will be able to decipher the contents, regardless of societal changes—at the entrance of the crypt is a machine that teaches the English language.

Phoebe Hearst Hall, Oglethorpe University, 4484 Peachtree Road Northeast, Atlanta. You can’t see inside the crypt until 8113, but you may visit its tightly sealed stainless-steel door. 📍 33.874984 ⬡ 84.333672

Also in Georgia

Dotson Runway Graves

Savannah - When a new runway was laid at Savannah Airport in the 1980s, the preexisting graves of Richard and Catherine Dotson became part of the tarmac. Their two headstones, which lie side by side, flush with the runway, are clearly visible from departing and landing planes.

National Tick Collection

Statesboro - Scrutinize the differences among 850 species of tick at this overwhelming assemblage of specimens.
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KENTUCKY

Vent Haven Museum

Fort Mitchell

Vent Haven Museum is the only place in the world where you can walk into a room and see rows of ventriloquist figures sitting in chairs, all staring goggle-eyed in the same direction.

The museum’s eerie displays grew out of the personal collection of William Shakespeare Berger (1878–1972), former president of the International Brotherhood of Ventriloquists. (“Vent” is slang for the profession.)

The most popular dummy at the museum is a replica of Charlie McCarthy, a figure in a top hat, tux, and monocle. Charlie and his human partner, ventriloquism pioneer Edgar Bergen, appeared on the Chase and Sanborn Hour radio show from 1937 to 1956. (The fact that a ventriloquist act achieved prolonged success in a nonvisual medium is one of the great mysteries of showbiz.)

Charlie’s banter with Mae West on the December 12, 1937, show led to the actress being banned from NBC radio for 12 years. Her description of him being “all wood and a yard long” and teasing remarks about him giving her splinters the night before were deemed vulgar and obscene by the Federal Communications Commission.

33 West Maple Avenue, Fort Mitchell. The museum is open by appointment from May through September.

Also in Kentucky

Cumberland Falls

Corbin - On a clear night, with a full moon above, a moonbow, or lunar rainbow, appears in the mist above these waterfalls.

LOUISIANA

Angola Prison Rodeo

Angola

Every Sunday in October, inmates from the maximum-security Louisiana State Penitentiary host a publicly viewable rodeo. The prison—a former plantation nicknamed “Angola” after the original home of its slave workers—opens its doors to thousands of visitors who come to watch the bucking bulls, hear prison bands, and purchase crafts made by inmates.

The Angola rodeo tradition began in 1965 when a small group of prisoners and staff built an arena, intending to hold a rodeo purely for their own entertainment. What started as a way to pass the time turned into a huge public event. By 1969, visitors were cramming into a brand-new 4,500-seat stadium to watch inmates attempt their six-second bull rides. The current arena holds 10,000 people.

Inmates don’t just participate in rodeo events—they are the ones selling hot dogs and candy apples, playing music for the crowds, and running market stalls featuring their own art, jewelry, leather goods, and woodwork. Easily distinguished by their black-and-white stripes, the prisoners chat freely with visitors but don’t handle any money. The rodeo offers a rare chance to be among the public—three-quarters of Angola’s 5,000-strong inmate population are serving life sentences.

End of Highway 66, approximately 22 miles (35 km) northwest of St. Francisville (Highway 61). Cameras are not permitted. ☎ 30.955436 ‡ 91.593903
Historic Voodoo Museum

NEW ORLEANS

Though all its offerings are crammed into just two dusty rooms and a hallway, the New Orleans Historic Voodoo Museum leaves a lasting impression. Founded in 1972 by local artist Charles Gandolfo, the museum focuses on Louisiana voodoo, which evolved from traditional West African vodun.

West Africans brought voodoo to Louisiana during the trans-Atlantic slave trade of the early 18th century. By the mid-19th century, the culture of New Orleans had begun to transform the spiritual practice. Voodoo spirits merged with Catholic saints, rituals gave way to processions, and Creole voodoo queens like Marie Laveau rose to prominence.

In 1932, a poorly acted, hastily shot horror movie—White Zombie—featured Bela Lugosi as an evil Haitian voodoo master with a crew of murderous zombies. The perverted pop-cultural portrayal of voodoo thrust it into the public eye. New Orleans stores capitalized on the trend by selling potions and voodoo dolls, while those who practiced genuine voodoo went underground.

Through its artifacts, the museum aims to convey the spiritual and historical context of Louisiana voodoo. Visitors can see traditional dolls and gris-gris pouches (amulets believed to provide luck or protection), and get a psychic reading from Dr. John, the resident voodoo priest. The gift shop sells love potions, snake skins, and chicken feet, which are used as protective charms.

724 Dumaine Street, New Orleans.

Abita Mystery House

ABITA SPRINGS

A reed organ, a comb collection, an Airstream trailer with a crashed UFO sticking out one side, and Darrell the “dogigator”: You see ‘em at UCM (Geddit? “You See ‘Em!”) museum, also known as the Abita Mystery House.

The collection of oddities, junk, and ephemera is owned by John Preble, a Louisiana artist. In the main exhibit hall you’ll find paint-by-numbers artwork, old radios, miniature towns, and a Popsicle-stick roller coaster made for rolling marbles.

And then there are the gator hybrids, including the dogigator, a huge bassigator (fish/alligator), and an allisapien (alligator/human) in a dress and pearls.

Be sure to stop by the House of Shards, a building with an exterior wall covered in broken ceramic plates, tiles, colored glass, and mirrors.

22275 Highway 36, Abita Springs, about an hour north of New Orleans. 📧 30.478082 📞 90.037632

Also in Louisiana

Marie Laveau’s Tomb

New Orleans · The final resting place of the Big Easy’s most famous voodoo priestess attracted so many graffiti tributes that you can now only see it when accompanied by a tour guide.

A half-dog, half-alligator cyclist is one of the Mystery House’s longtime inhabitants.
St. Roch Chapel

NEW ORLEANS

There’s a cemetery in the neighborhood of St. Roch (pronounced “rock”). At the center of that cemetery is a chapel. Inside that chapel, in a small room behind an iron gate, rows of prosthetic legs hang from the peeling walls. On shelves beneath sit plaster feet and false teeth, and a few pairs of artificial eyeballs.

Dedicated in 1867, the chapel honors St. Roch, who is associated with good health and healing. Born in the 14th century in Montpellier, Majorca—now part of France—St. Roch is said to have cared for and cured plague victims in Italy.

When a yellow fever epidemic hit 19th-century New Orleans, Reverend Peter Thevis, the pastor of Holy Trinity Catholic Church, prayed to St. Roch for relief and promised to build a shrine to him if the members of his parish were protected from the disease.

Though 40,000 New Orleanians succumbed to yellow fever, Father Thevis’s community recorded no losses. The reverend held up his end of the bargain and built the St. Roch chapel and the surrounding cemetery. The gates opened to the public in 1876.

A room in the chapel has since become filled with offerings left by those in need of healing—as well as people who have prayed to St. Roch and recovered. Bricks on the ground are inscribed with the word “thanks” and littered with coins. Children’s polio braces, crutches, and false limbs line the walls, interspersed with praying hands, rosaries, and figurines.

1725 St. Roch Avenue, New Orleans. 📞 29.975445 📧 90.052018

The faithful leave tributes to St. Roch, including coins, flowers, and prosthetic limbs.
NORTH CAROLINA

Devil’s Tramping Ground

BENNETT

According to local legend, Satan likes to venture forth from the underworld and spend some quality time plotting the downfall of humanity at a camping spot in Chatham County.

A dusty circle of land in a forest northwest of Harpers Crossroads has come to be known as the Devil’s Tramping Ground, based on stories of the Dark One that date back to the 1880s. Apparently, the devil regularly turns up at his favorite spot in the forest to pace in a circle, which accounts for the 20-foot-wide (6 m) patch of barren ground.

Beyond preventing the growth of vegetation, Beelzebub’s cameos are said to have cursed the ground so that it causes objects placed there to move or disappear. There have also been reports of dogs whimpering and running when they encounter the cursed spot.

Signs bearing the name of the Devil’s Tramping Ground Road are regularly stolen—presumably to serve as kitschy mementos. Unless, of course, it’s a darker force that’s “making” them disappear.

The ground is about 10 miles (16 km) south of Siler City on State Road 1100. 📞 35.584783 📞 79.487017

MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi River Basin Model

JACKSON

In the precomputer 1940s, when engineers needed to model a complex system, they would build an amazingly elaborate scale model.

The Army Corps of Engineers, the federal agency in charge of developing and maintaining the nation’s water resources, built many such models, but none were on the scale of the Mississippi River Basin Model. Made in response to a series of catastrophic river floods, it simulated the effects of weather and flooding on the more than 15,000 miles (24,000 km) of waterways that make up the Mississippi River Basin. It was created at a scale of 1:100 vertical and 1:2,000 horizontal and covered over 200 acres of Buddy Butts Park.

Work on the model began in 1943 by Italian and German prisoners of war, who had been shipped over from North Africa. Though projected to be completed by 1948, the model took much longer than expected to build. It wasn’t truly finished until 1966, a full 23 years after it was started.

Six years later, it was flooded for the last time.

By the early 1970s, the push toward computer modeling had begun, and by the 1980s, the model had become a burden for the Army Corps. In 1990, the site was transferred to the city of Jackson but was too expensive for them to maintain, so the city simply abandoned it.

The river basin now sits surrounded and hidden by overgrown woods in Buddy Butts Park. It is open to the public to visit, but the tiny concrete banks of the rivers are now overgrown with comparatively giant foliage.

Buddy Butts Park, 6180 McRaven Road, Jackson. 📞 32.305984 📞 90.315903

Also in Mississippi

USS Cairo

Vicksburg - This iron-and-wood Civil War river gunboat was the first vessel to be sunk by a torpedo.
Stanley Rehder Carnivorous Plant Garden

WILMINGTON

Named in the memory of Wilmington horticulturalist and carnivorous-plant lover Stanley Rehder, who died in 2012 at age 90, this garden is chock-full of meat-hungry flora. You’ll see pitcher plants—which are known to swallow the odd frog or shrew—as well as Rehder’s favorites: Venus flytraps.

In 2013, the garden took a major hit when thieves made away with approximately 1,000 flytraps—90 percent of the population. Fortunately, enhanced security and patient cultivation of replacement plants has seen the flesh-eating garden flourish once more.

2025 Independence Boulevard, Wilmington.
The garden is in the Piney Ridge Nature Preserve just behind Alderman Elementary School.
☎ 34.205827 ☏ 77.907280

Also in North Carolina

The Can Opener

Durham - The Gregson Street Railroad Trestle, or the Can Opener, is a truck driver’s nightmare—the low-clearance rail bridge, built before the implementation of minimum height standards, regularly shaves the tops off trucks.

Original text:

SOUTH CAROLINA

Pearl Fryar’s Topiary Garden

BISHOPVILLE

When Pearl Fryar moved into a new house in 1981 he set himself a goal: to win the “Yard of the Month” award from the local gardener’s club. Though he had no training in horticulture and no experience tending to plants, Fryar was determined to prove that he could grow a glorious garden. He visited local nurseries, took their discarded plants, and surrounded his house with them.

As the plants grew, Fryar began trimming them into diamonds, spirals, spheres, and cones. He won that coveted Yard of the Month award in 1985. By that time, he was well on his way to becoming the world’s most celebrated topiary artist.

Fryar’s garden now has 400 plants and trees, all pruned into fantastical shapes.

165 Broad Acres Road, Bishopville.
☎ 34.206793 ☏ 80.271868

Originally motivated by a “Yard of the Month” award, Pearl Fryar has created a green wonderland with hundreds of ornamental shrubs.
Mars Bluff Crater

On March 11, 1958, an atomic bomb more powerful than the one dropped on Nagasaki fell out of a B-47 jet and onto Walter Gregg’s back lawn.

The US Air Force plane had taken off from Savannah, Georgia, and was bound for England. There it would participate in Operation Snow Flurry, a series of mock bomb attacks. A real nuclear weapon was on board, just in case the war with the Soviet Union suddenly turned hot from cold.

Shortly after takeoff, a red warning light in the cockpit flashed to indicate that the bomb was not secured properly. Flight navigator Bruce Kulka went to inspect the situation and accidentally pressed the emergency release button, sending the 6-kiloton bomb plummeting toward earth.

Mercifully, the bomb was not yet loaded with its uranium and plutonium core. But it did contain 7,600 pounds (3.4 MT) of payload-triggering explosives, resulting in significant damage to the rural ground on which it landed. When the dust cleared, a 50 × 70-foot wide (15 × 21 m), 30-foot-deep (9 m) crater scarred Gregg’s yard. His house had been lifted off its foundation and was riddled with pockmarks and gaping holes. There were no human fatalities, but a few chickens perished in the accident.

The crater is still visible, but less dramatic—decades of forest growth have turned it into a peaceful little pond surrounded by trees.

Crater Road, Mars Bluff. The crater is on private property, but a historical marker sits by the access road. ☎ 34.200940 ☑ 79.657117

Oyotunji African Village

On the road into Oyotunji Village, a sign states, “You are leaving the United States. You are entering Yoruba Kingdom.” Established in 1970, Oyotunji is an intentional community based on the culture of the Yoruba ethnic group of West Africa, particularly Nigeria. Its inhabitants live according to traditional Yoruba values and honor the Supreme Being Olodumare and the ancestral spirits through ritual dance, music, and ceremonies.

During its early days, Oyotunji was home to about 200 people. Now there are fewer than 10 families living there, but the tight-knit community continues to host festivals—14 of which are open to the public—and a trading bazaar.

Oyotunji also offers Yoruba spiritual services, such as African naming ceremonies, divination readings, and communication with family members back home.

56 Bryant Lane, Sheldon. Oyotunji, just off Highway 17, is open for tours daily. ☎ 32.608852 ☑ 80.803306

Also in South Carolina

Neverbust Chain

Columbia · This massive steel chain linking two office buildings was installed without permission but instantly beloved.

UFO Welcome Center

Bowman · Jody Pendarvis’s homemade, rickety UFOs are intended to provide a rest stop for bewildered extraterrestrial visitors.

Oyotunji residents live according to the traditions of West African Yoruba and Fon cultures.
TENNESSEE

The Body Farm

KNOXVILLE

There is a 2.5-acre forest full of rotting human corpses at the University of Tennessee, but it’s nothing to worry about—the bodies are meant to be there. The Knoxville institution is home to the country’s first “body farm,” a facility where forensic anthropologists and FBI agents get a close-up view of what happens when you die.

Anthropologist Dr. William M. Bass established the body farm in 1971 to advance the study of decomposition. Bodies are buried or left exposed within the wooded plot so they can be observed at various stages of the postmortem process.

By analyzing the effects of weather and insect activity on decomposition, students and researchers are better able to estimate the time of death. Law enforcement agencies also use the facility to sharpen criminal investigation skills—FBI agents, for example, practice exhuming and identifying human remains.

There are around 40 bodies in the farm at any one time, and donations are welcome (provided they’re properly sourced). If you’re interested in someday becoming part of the farm, make your intentions known to the university.

Synchronized Fireflies of the Great Smoky Mountains

ELKMONT

Like their bioluminescent counterparts in Malaysia, the little lightning bugs of the Great Smoky Mountains flash in sync to find a mate. After maturing from their larval stage, male fireflies stop eating and live for just three weeks. Given a mere 21 days to attract a partner, the fireflies flash en masse in order to help the females of the species find them.

Peak mating season lasts for about two weeks, between mid-May and mid-June. Visit the national park on a clear summer night and you’ll find yourself in the middle of a romantic natural light show.

Elkmont, Great Smoky Mountains National Park.

Firefly shuttles run from the Sugarlands Visitor Center to the Elkmont viewing area on evenings during mating season. 📍35.685606 Longitude 83.536598

Also in Tennessee

Concrete Parthenon

Nashville - The trouble with the Parthenon in Athens is that it’s falling apart. You could use your imagination to fill in the gaps, or you could head to Nashville’s Centennial Park to see an intact, full-scale version.

1924 Alcoa Highway, Knoxville.
The body farm is not open to tours, but its staff give talks, and the facilities are open to researchers. 📍35.940308 Longitude 83.942340

VIRGINIA

Blackfriars Playhouse

STAUNTON

At your standard theater, it’s showtime when the lights dim, the audience settles in their seats, and the actors appear onstage. It’s a different story at the Blackfriars Playhouse: The lights stay bright, the actors wander the room playing instruments, and a lucky few audience members sit on “gallants’ stools” onstage.

The 300-seat playhouse is modeled after Blackfriars Theatre, a 17th-century London venue favored by Shakespeare and his troupe. Unlike the Globe, the original Blackfriars was indoors. But common theatrical conventions applied: sparse scenery, actors playing multiple roles, live music during the show, and the illumination of both stage and audience.

Virginia’s version of Blackfriars is the home of the American Shakespeare Center, a troupe dedicated to presenting the bard’s plays in authentic Renaissance style. Stay for a show and you’ll get a taste of Jacobean London, minus the threat of plague.

10 South Market Street, Staunton. Blackfriars usually has three plays running in repertory. Opt for a gallant stool if you want to be in the middle of the action—actors often interact with onstage spectators. You can also just take a tour of the theater during the day. 📍38.149212 Longitude 79.070654
At the CIA’s Virginia headquarters—a building formally known as the George Bush Center for Intelligence—there’s a museum full of secret spy stuff. Its five galleries are hidden from public view, accessible only to CIA employees and special guests with security clearance.

In these rooms lie artifacts from decades of espionage dating back to World War II, when the CIA’s predecessor, the Office of Special Services (OSS), was established. A German Enigma enciphering machine sits beside a letter written by an OSS officer on Hitler’s personal stationery nine days after the dictator’s suicide.

The Al Qaeda–focused gallery contains equipment and models used in SEAL training exercises in the lead-up to the 2011 raid on Osama bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound. There’s a scale model of bin Laden’s hideout, as well as a wall from the full-size mock compound that was constructed for practice attacks. Bin Laden’s AK-47, found beside his body, is on display, as is a brick from the real compound. And an Al Qaeda rocket-launching manual, scarred with burn marks.

Among the most fascinating exhibits are the unmanned vehicles and spy cams. Pigeon-mounted cameras, dragonfly drones, and robotic fish are a few of the devices that were trialed for stealthy surveillance. (The dragonfly drone, or insectothopter, was less than effective—developed during the 1970s, it proved too susceptible to crosswinds.)

Inside Luray Caverns, the cave itself becomes a musical instrument.

**The Great Stalacpipe Organ**

**LURAY, SHENANDOAH VALLEY**

Deep underground in Luray Caverns is an unusual musical instrument designed by Leland W. Sprinkle. With its four-keyboard console, it looks like a standard variety church organ, with one crucial difference: There are no pipes. The “pipes” are stalactites and the instrument is a lithophone—a device that produces music by striking rocks of differing tones.

Sprinkle, a mathematician and electronics scientist at the Pentagon, came up with the idea for the “stalacpipe organ” after touring the caverns in 1954. He spent three years searching for stalactites that corresponded to the required musical notes, sanding them down to be pitch-perfect, and running 5 miles (8 km) of wires between the console and the rubber mallets that would strike each stalactite.

When the organ was first installed, Sprinkle himself took to the keys to entertain visitors. He even released a vinyl record of songs—it was promoted as “musical gems from solid rock” and sold in the Luray Caverns gift shop. These days the organ entertains cave visitors with automated renditions of such classics as “America the Beautiful,” Moonlight Sonata, and, during the festive season, “Silent Night.”

**101 Cave Hill Road, Luray.**

**Also in Virginia**

**The Raven Room**

**Charlottesville**

Edgar Allan Poe’s old dorm room is now a shrine to the author’s legacy.

**CIA Museum**

**LANGLEY**

In these rooms lie artifacts from decades of espionage dating back to World War II, when the CIA’s predecessor, the Office of Special Services (OSS), was established. A German Enigma enciphering machine sits beside a letter written by an OSS officer on Hitler’s personal stationery nine days after the dictator’s suicide.

The Al Qaeda–focused gallery contains equipment and models used in SEAL training exercises in the lead-up to the 2011 raid on Osama bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound. There’s a scale model of bin Laden’s hideout, as well as a wall from the full-size mock compound that was constructed for practice attacks. Bin Laden’s AK-47, found beside his body, is on display, as is a brick from the real compound. And an Al Qaeda rocket-launching manual, scarred with burn marks.

Among the most fascinating exhibits are the unmanned vehicles and spy cams. Pigeon-mounted cameras, dragonfly drones, and robotic fish are a few of the devices that were trialed for stealthy surveillance. (The dragonfly drone, or insectothopter, was less than effective—developed during the 1970s, it proved too susceptible to crosswinds.)
The phrase “Put a sock in it!” originates from the days when people would stuff a sock into their Victrola horns to lower the volume. That’s but one of the many fascinating facts you can learn when browsing this delightful collection of phonographs, also known as gramophones.

The museum is named after Eldridge R. Johnson, a Dover man who founded the Victor Talking Machine Company in 1901. Johnson’s line of Victrola phonographs, which housed the device’s horn inside a sleek wooden cabinet, became hugely popular when they were introduced in 1906. In addition to the many phonographs on display, the museum has a “Nipper Corner”—Nipper being the terrier who served as the canine model for the legendary His Master’s Voice logo.

375 S. New Street, Dover. 📞 39.156455 📧 75.527210
The misfits and outsiders of the art world are celebrated at Baltimore’s American Visionary Art Museum.
MARYLAND

American Visionary Art Museum

Baltimore

This museum honors the work of self-taught artists with an obsessive bent—those driven to paint and sculpt and create despite a lack of formal training.

Museum founder Rebecca Alban Hoffberger got the idea for the museum while working in a Baltimore hospital program aimed at reintroducing psychiatric inpatients to the community. Inspired by the intensity and imagination in the patients’ artwork, Hoffberger created a home for visionary, outsider art.

Opened in 1995, the museum displays work that is playful, dark, funny, disturbing, and sometimes awe-inspiring, including a crocheted “horse dress” with giant equine eyes at the nipples, and a 55-foot-tall (16.7 m) whirligig. The permanent collection is supplemented with temporary exhibits by guest curators. In these, too, the mood is varied: “The Art of Storytelling” featured Holocaust survivor Esther Krintz’s tapestries of Nazi labor camps, while “What Makes Us Smile” featured a “Toot Suite” that honored the role of flatulence in the arts.

800 Key Highway, Baltimore. Each May the museum hosts the Kinetic Sculpture Race, in which human-powered vehicles traverse a 15-mile (24 km) course over land and water.

Also in Maryland

Urology Museum

Linthicum - See a collection of wince-inducing but beautiful bladder stones.

Great Blacks in Wax

Baltimore

The name of this museum may be light and quirky, but Great Blacks in Wax is a powerful, confrontational, and ultimately uplifting experience—even if the figures on display aren’t quite up to the standard of Madame Tussaud’s when it comes to verisimilitude.

Elmer and Joanne Martin founded the National Great Blacks in Wax Museum in 1983 to stimulate interest in black history and provide strong role models for African American youth. A tour of the exhibits, arranged in chronological order, begins with a walk through a replica slave ship where tightly packed rows of black slaves are chained by their necks. The Lynching Room, signposted with a graphic-content warning, contains life-size figures being hanged, beaten, and eviscerated.

Amid these vivid exhibits are over 100 wax figures of black civil rights leaders, entertainers, athletes, writers, and other luminaries—from Billie Holiday and Barack Obama to lesser-known figures such as Granville T. Woods, known as the “Black Edison.”

1601 East North Avenue #3, Baltimore. 39.311749

Inspirating figures immortalized in wax include Joe Lewis, Jackie Robinson, and Jesse Owens.
THE NUTSHELL STUDIES OF UNEXPLAINED DEATH

BALTIMORE

In 1943, Frances Glessner Lee began working on a series of detailed, dollhouse-style dioramas. Working at a scale of 1 inch to 1 foot, the 65-year-old forensics expert filled her minirooms with hand-sewn textiles, color-coordinated furniture, and bottles with hand-painted labels. Posed in each room was a minicorpse exhibiting just the right degree of decay.

Lee’s dioramas were known as the Nutshell Studies. Created to assist forensic science students at Harvard, they depicted murder scenes, suicides, and lethal accidents. The clues in Lee’s nutshells—such as blood spatter patterns, the position of the body, and the items found around it—allowed students to analyze and determine the nature of each grisly death.

To make each scene authentic, Lee read crime reports and police interviews to compile details. She was unflinching in her interior decoration: In one scene, “The Three-Room Dwelling,” a husband and wife lie dead in their bedroom. Crimson footprints separate them from the corpse of their blood-spattered baby.

All 18 nutshell dioramas are displayed at the Maryland Medical Examiner’s Office. The gory tableaus are still studied by detectives in training.

900 West Baltimore Street, Baltimore. 📍 39.289109  📞 76.632637

NEW JERSEY

HOLMDEL HORN ANTENNA

HOLMDEL

In 1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson accidentally discovered one of the greatest secrets of the universe.

The radio astronomers were using the Bell Labs horn antenna to scan for radio waves being bounced off NASA communications satellites. To Penzias’s and Wilson’s annoyance, an ever-present low hum interfered with their data collection. They checked their equipment, shooed away some pigeons that had been nesting in the antenna, and listened again. Still the hum persisted.

The noise was not coming from the antenna, or anywhere in New Jersey, or anywhere on earth. It came from the universe itself. Penzias and Wilson had just stumbled upon cosmic microwave background.

Penzias’s and Wilson’s discovery provided the first observational evidence that the universe began with a Big Bang. The discovery earned them a Nobel Prize in Physics. The decommissioned horn antenna they used for their explosive discovery is now a National Historic Landmark.

Holmdel Road and Longview Drive, Holmdel. 📍 40.390760  📞 74.184652
**Northlandz**

**Flemington**

Over 8 miles (13 km) of miniature train tracks run through this building, making it the largest model train layout in the world. Creator Bruce Zaccagnino began building the miniature railroads in his basement in 1972. After twice-annual open houses drew big crowds, Zaccagnino decided to open Northlandz to the public as a permanent attraction. It debuted in 1996 in a 52,000-square-foot (4,831 m²) building along Route 202.

The 135 trains of Northlandz cross over 400 bridges and pass by miniature cities, mountains, half a million trees, and crowds of teeny people. Then there are the odder sights, such as an outhouse factory and a crashed plane with survivors standing on its wings. There’s a layer of dust on everything, and the lighting’s a little dim, but the vastness and detail of the scenery transcend the moth-eaten vibe. 

495 US Route 202, Flemington. About an hour north of Trenton. 📧 40.517085 📧 74.819335
NEW YORK

Dead Horse Bay

BROOKLYN

Stroll along the beach at Dead Horse Bay and you’ll be stepping on the faces of broken porcelain dolls, glass soda bottles from the 1950s, and fragments of 19th-century horse bones.

The debris strewn on the sand tells the story of the bay’s past. Formerly part of Barren Island, Dead Horse Bay acquired its unsavory name in the 1850s, when it became the location for multiple horse-rendering plants. New York’s former carriage-pulling equines arrived here to be transformed into glue and fertilizer. Having no use for their chopped, boiled bones, plant workers dumped them in the water. A horrid smell hung in the air.

The introduction of the automobile brought an end to carriage horses, and thus an end to horse-rendering plants. In the late 1920s the factories shut down and the city poured sand, silt, and garbage into the channel separating Barren Island from the mainland. The area functioned as a garbage dump until 1953, when the landfill was capped. Decades of erosion have uncovered the artifacts that dot the shore today.

Glass bottles make up most of the debris—hence the bay’s nickname, Bottle Beach—but you may also find saddle fragments, equine teeth, art-deco cosmetics cases, and broken toys. All are from 1953 or earlier, making the bay a garbage-strewn portal to the past.

Flatbush Avenue at Aviation Road, Brooklyn. Get a Brooklyn-bound 2 train to the last stop, Flatbush Avenue–Brooklyn College. From there, take the Q35 bus to Floyd Bennett Field. The bay is on the opposite side of Flatbush Ave. 📍 40.581689 🌐 73.898504

First a horse rendering plant, then a landfill, Brooklyn’s bottle-covered beach is now a scavenger heaven.
Scars of the Wall Street Bombing

MANHATTAN

The corner building at 23 Wall Street bears scars from a terrorist attack—one that occurred back in 1920. Just after noon on Thursday, September 16, a bomb placed on a parked horse-drawn wagon exploded, blasting 500 pounds (226 kg) of small iron weights into the air. Thirty-eight people died in the attack. One hundred and forty-three were seriously injured.

At the time, 23 Wall Street was the headquarters of J.P. Morgan & Co., the nation’s most powerful bank. The perpetrators of the attack have never been officially identified, but anti-capitalist Italian anarchists were likely responsible.

The pockmarked limestone on the facade of 23 Wall Street was never repaired. These little marks are the only on-site hint of the attack—there are no signs or plaques to commemorate the bombing.

23 Wall Street, Manhattan. ☏ 40.706795 ☏ 74.010480

City Guide: More to Explore in New York City

Brooklyn

Most Holy Trinity Cemetery

Bushwick · This is literally the most metal cemetery in New York—nearly every grave marker is made of tin or copper.

Pratt Institute Engine Room

Clinton Hill · An art school’s power plant contains hulking steam engines and lots of stray cats.

Morbid Anatomy Museum

Gowanus · This institution brings together beautiful, uncanny, and unsettling artifacts to celebrate life, death, art, and the intersections thereof.

Robotic Church

Red Hook · Mechanical musicians made from junkyard metal perform a symphony in this old sailors’ church.

City Reliquary

Williamsburg · This community museum and store traces the history of New York via items as mundane and fascinating as coffee cups, subway tokens, and souvenir spoons.

Manhattan

Museum of American Finance

Financial District · Beautiful old banknotes and a jewel-encrusted Monopoly board have been exhibited at this money-minded museum, housed in a former bank building.

The New York Academy of Medicine’s Rare Book Room

Harlem · See historic volumes on disease and obstetrics, many of which date from the 16th to 18th centuries.

REACH: New York

Herald Square · A motion-activated musical art installation on a 34th Street subway platform allows commuters to create music while they wait.

The Explorers Club

Lenox Hill · This private club unites those who venture to the ends of the earth in the name of science. The rooms are filled with souvenirs you won’t find anywhere else, such as an Explorers Club flag that was carried to the moon and a taxidermied polar bear plucked from the Chuckchi Sea near Siberia.

John M. Mossman Lock Collection

Midtown West · Billing itself modestly as “one of the most complete anthologies” of antique bank locks in existence, this collection has more than 370 lock mechanisms.

The Burns Archive

Murray Hill · A brownstone is stacked high with the incredible photo collection of Dr. Stanley Burns, who has amassed over a million images of medical and historical events.

New York Earth Room

Soho · In 1977, sculptor and artist Walter De Maria filled a Soho loft with a layer of soil 22 inches (56 cm) deep. Visit to experience peace, appreciate the earthy smell, and marvel at the fact that an entire floor of dirt has been allowed to remain in a neighborhood where real estate prices have rocketed.

City Hall Station

Civic Center · Stay on the 6 train after its last downtown stop and you’ll encounter an abandoned subway station.

Wishbones

of McSorley’s Old Ale House

East Village · The wishbones hung on this bar’s light fixture are said to have belonged to World War I soldiers who never returned.

Museum of McSorley’s
The Burns Archive · Created especially for early 20th-century theater impresario Samuel “Roxy” Rothafel, this apartment above the esteemed auditorium has been preserved in its original Art Deco glory.

Hook & Ladder 8

TriBeCa · Ghostbusters’ specter-busting headquarters is a functioning fire station.

Hess Triangle

West Village · This triangular tile mosaic on the sidewalk is the smallest piece of private property in New York City.

Queens

Steinway Piano Factory

Ditmars-Steinway · Take a tour of the place where planks of wood become concert grand pianos.

Staten Island

Arthur Kill Ship Graveyard

Staten Island · Tugboats and small ships come here to forever rest their weary hulls after a lifetime of chugging around New York Harbor.
THE SACRED GROVE

PALMYRA

In the Spring of 1820, a 14-year-old boy went to a quiet grove near his log cabin home to ask a big question. Confused over which religion he ought to join, the young man prayed to God for guidance. According to the boy, both God and Jesus then appeared, surrounded by white light and bearing a message: Do not join an existing religion, for their doctrines are incorrect.

Ten years later, that boy, Joseph Smith, published the Book of Mormon and formally established the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. Smith’s experience in the grove, referred to in LDS lore as the First Vision, was the moment he became a prophet.

The Sacred Grove, as it is known to Mormons, is now open to visitors year-round. The exact location of Smith’s vision is unknown, but you can reenact his adolescent experience by walking from the replica log cabin to the forest and praying to the deity of your choice. A tour guide will gladly accompany you while telling tales from Smith’s action-packed life.

843 Stafford Road, Palmyra. Start at the Hill Cumorah Visitors Center, located at 653 State Route 21. 📌 43.040884 📧 79.325898

LILY DALE ASSEMBLY

LILY DALE

There’s a saying in Lily Dale: “If you believe, you will receive.” Small, peaceful, and remote, Lily Dale is a community of spiritual mediums who offer their psychic services. In order to move in, mediums must demonstrate their powers to the Lily Dale board of directors. If their messages from beyond the grave are of satisfactory accuracy, they are invited to join.

Visitors come to Lily Dale for readings, during which they hope to receive or convey messages to departed loved ones. The 40 or so resident mediums operate independently and set their own prices—visitors walk around the community, shopping for the spiritualist who suits them best.

Whether or not you believe in the residents’ psychic abilities, Lily Dale is a tranquil place to spend a day. Besides the individual readings there are group gatherings at the Inspiration Stump, during which a medium relays short messages to select people in the crowd. Stop by the pet cemetery, wishing tree, and healing temple to make the most of the entrance fee.

5 Melrose Park. Lily Dale is best visited in the summer months, when there are daily and weekly events for guests. 📌 42.35073 📧 77.239877

SENECA WHITE DEER

SENeca COUNTY

For years, rumors circulated about the strange herd of white deer living in the former Seneca Army Depot. Some speculated that the “albino” breed was the result of an army experiment gone wrong, while others attributed the animals’ appearance to an underground supply of radioactive military weapons.

The white deer were first spotted around 1941, when the US Army fenced off 24 square miles (62 km²) of land for a munitions storage site. Protected by the fencing, the deer population thrived, as did the recessive gene for all-white coloration.

As the white deer population proliferated through the 1950s, the US Army decided to protect the unique herd. Aiding the process of artificial selection, a depot commander hunted the brown deer population while forbidding GIs from shooting any white deer. Since then, the white deer population has grown to approximately 300, making it the largest herd of its kind in the world.

The Seneca Army Depot shut down in 2000 and has been closed to the public ever since. A nonprofit group has been fighting to turn the area into a conservation park and Cold War museum. Until then, dozens of deer remain visible from the highway, frolicking among the hundreds of abandoned bunkers.

A good vantage point for spotting deer is Route 96A, 6 miles south of Geneva. 📌 42.747692 📧 76.858960
PENNSYLVANIA

St. Anthony’s Chapel

PITTSBURGH

Pittsburgh may seem an unlikely pilgrimage destination, but the Catholic faithful flock to this chapel to see its collection of relics. St. Anthony’s has thousands of saintly bone fragments and clothing remnants, held in jeweled reliquaries. Together they comprise the largest relic collection outside the hallowed halls of the Vatican.

The collection was established by Father Suitbert Mollinger, the Belgian-born priest who designed and built the chapel in 1880. Among the more notable relics are a sliver of wood from the Last Supper table, five fragments of the cross on which Jesus was crucified, and a particle from the Virgin Mary’s veil. Mollinger, who died in 1892, used the relics during healing masses, which were aimed at restoring health and vitality to the infirm.

1704 Harpster Street, Pittsburgh. You can take a tour of the relic collection, but remember that the chapel is a place of worship. Photos are not permitted and silence is preferred. ☎ 40.464911 ☎ 79.983664

The largest Catholic relic collection outside the Vatican is located in Pittsburgh.
A natural history museum tweaked for the 21st century, the Center for PostNatural History exhibits organisms that have been altered by humans via processes like selective breeding and genetic engineering.

The museum aims to examine the ways in which nature, culture, and biotechnology intersect. Its collection of living and preserved organisms includes genetically engineered glowing fish—which contain genes from bioluminescent jellyfish and coral—and a preserved “BioSteel” goat, which was genetically modified to produce spider silk proteins in its milk.

4913 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh. The center is open on Sundays and the first Friday evening of every month. 04.465432 79.944659

Mutant vegetables, transgenic mosquitoes, and a spider goat are exhibited at this unconventional natural history museum.

Centralia

In October 2013, the eight remaining residents of the once 2,700-strong town of Centralia won a long court battle over the right to stay in their homes. The inhabitants of the former mining settlement are now free to keep living in an overgrown field crisscrossed by cracked roads that belch carbon monoxide from their crevices.

Located on a rich seam of anthracite coal, Centralia was settled as a mining town in the mid-1800s. In 1962, something happened that would transform Centralia from a quaint and lively small town into a bleak and hazardous wasteland: A fire in one of the underground mines began to burn out of control.

The exact cause of the fire is still disputed—some argue that it resulted from the volunteer fire department’s annual burning of the landfill, while others claim that a coal fire from 1932 was never fully extinguished, and had been slowly spreading toward an abandoned strip-mine pit.

The scale of the problem did not become widely apparent until 1979. That year, mayor and gas-station owner John Coddington was checking the fuel levels of his underground tanks when he discovered that the gasoline had been heated to 172°F (77.7°C).

A real shocker came in 1981, when the ground tried to swallow Todd Domboski. The 12-year-old was walking in his backyard when the earth gave way and he fell 8 feet (2.4 m) into a smoking sinkhole. Domboski was able to hold on to tree roots at the sides of the hole until he was pulled to safety. The sinkhole was later found to be about 150 feet (46 m) deep and filled with lethal levels of carbon monoxide.

Following these troubling incidents, the government began claiming Centralia properties under eminent domain, condemning them, and relocating residents. The population fell from 1,017 in 1980 to 21 in 2000. Centralia lost its zip code in 2002.

Today, the remaining residents of Centralia have been granted the right to stay there for the rest of their lives, after which the government will take possession of their properties. Meanwhile, the fire rages on.

Centralia is 2.5 hours northwest of Philadelphia. 04.804254 76.340503
Eastern State Penitentiary

Philadelphia

Prior to 1829, prisons were chaotic, unruly institutions where criminals of all ages and sexes lived in the same cells. Then came Eastern State Penitentiary. Influenced by Enlightenment thinking, the prison was the first to implement the “Pennsylvania System,” a philosophy that kept prisoners isolated from each other and the outside world in the hope that their solitude would induce profound regret.

Eastern State’s design was based on Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon, with cell-block “spokes” radiating from a central observation post. Each cell was equipped with a bed, flushing toilet, skylight, and Bible. All other reading material, including letters from family members, was forbidden. A door on the back wall of each cell led to a small exercise yard, where inmates could spend up to one hour per day. During any activity requiring a prison guard escort, prisoners had to wear a hood to prevent eye contact with another human being.

After visiting the site in 1842, Charles Dickens wrote in American Notes for General Circulation that the solitary confinement system was “cruel and wrong.” Decades of criticism—and a burgeoning prison population—led to the gradual relaxation of Eastern State’s strict solitude policies.

Suffering from deteriorating mechanical and electrical systems, Eastern State Penitentiary closed in 1971. For the next 15 years it sat abandoned, an urban forest springing up among its stone walls. In 1994, the prison reopened for public tours. The cell blocks remain in a state of neglect—mint-green paint flakes from the walls and a shaft of light from each cell’s skylight illuminates rubble, rusted bed frames, and stray old boots.

2027 Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia. Look for Al Capone’s cell, which he occupied for 8 months after being arrested for carrying a concealed weapon in 1929. Equipped with rugs, lamps, a writing desk, and radio, it re-creates the luxury to which he was accustomed. 📞 39.968327 📞 75.172720

Also in Pennsylvania

Camac Street
Take a stroll down the last of the city’s woodblock-paved streets.

Mummers Museum
This museum displays extravagant costumes from the annual Mummers folk parade.

Al Capone’s Eastern State cell was furnished with rugs and a radio—both luxuries, given the surroundings.
**Grip the Raven**

**Philadelphia**

The stuffed raven perched on a log in the display case of the Central Library’s Rare Book Department is named Grip the First. Until his death and preservation in 1841—after which he was replaced by Grip the Second and Grip the Third—the raven was the beloved pet and sometime muse of Charles Dickens. So important was Grip, who had a habit of biting children’s ankles and once accidentally drank white paint, that the author paid tribute to him by including him as a character in his 1841 mystery novel, *Barnaby Rudge*.

Enter Edgar Allan Poe. In his review of *Barnaby Rudge*, Poe wrote that Dickens ought to have made Grip more ominous and symbolic. Four years later, clearly influenced by the novel, Poe published “The Raven,” in which a “stately Raven of the saintly days of yore” induces grief and madness with its cry of “Nevermore.” The raven’s tapping in the poem echoes a line in *Barnaby Rudge*—when Grip first makes a sound, a character asks, “What was that—tapping at the door?”

Following Dickens’s death, Grip ended up in the hands of Poe memorabilia collector Richard Gimbel. In 1971, Gimbel donated the bird, along with Poe’s handwritten copy of “The Raven,” to the library. 1901 Vine Street, third floor, Philadelphia. Get the subway (Broad Street line) to Race-Vine and walk 5 blocks west. 🌋 39.959605 🌋 75.171023

---

**Mütter Museum**

**Philadelphia**

Named for Dr. Thomas Dent Mütter, who donated his collection of medical specimens in 1858, this museum is an enthralling mix of human skulls, diseased body parts, and anatomical models designed to educate aspiring doctors.

A highlight on the top floor is the Hyrtl Skull Collection: 139 19th-century crania arranged in eight rows. Each skull bears a description of the deceased’s name, age, occupation, location, and cause of death. Though brief, the information is highly evocative—one 28-year-old Hungarian man died of “suicide by gunshot wound of the heart, because of weariness of life,” while a Bosnian fellow was “killed in battle with Austrian sharpshooters.”

Downstairs you’ll find examples of exceedingly rare afflictions. A skeleton in one of the display cases looks to be melting—the bones are the remains of Harry Eastlack, a man who suffered from a connective tissue disease known as fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva. The condition gradually turns muscle and tendons into bone, immobilizing joints and imprisoning the sufferer in his own body.

A few steps away, in a glass display case, is what looks like a giant papier mâché snake. Brown, bulbous, and 9 feet (2.7 m) long, it represents the “mega colon” of a man whose large intestine accumulated 40 pounds (18 kg) of feces due to a nerve disorder. Turn around and you’ll see a tiny skeleton curled into a sphere. This is a lithopedion, or “stone child,” an extra-uterine fetus that died and calcified inside the mother, remaining undiscovered for 24 years.

19 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia. The museum is a short walk from 30th Street Station, Philadelphia’s main train hub. Photography is not permitted. 🌋 39.953201 🌋 75.176637

---

Dried hands are among the body parts on display.
WASHINGTON, DC

GARGOYLES OF THE WASHINGTON NATIONAL CATHEDRAL

The sixth-largest cathedral in the world, this building is an elegant blend of flying buttresses, neo-Gothic spires, and a carefully sculpted Darth Vader. The masked head of Anakin Skywalker sits between two arches high on the northwest tower. Unlike the dinosaur of Ta Prohm temple, there is no ambiguity about this bust—during the 1980s, while the church was still in its 83-year construction process, kids entered a competition to design a decorative sculpture for the cathedral. Christopher Rader, then age twelve, submitted a crowd-pleasing drawing of Darth Vader.

The sci-fi villain is not the cathedral’s only unconventional architecture. Other decorative sculptures include a raccoon, a girl with braces, and a grinning man holding an umbrella. One of the stained glass windows honors the Apollo 11 moon landing and contains a fragment of lunar rock.

3101 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington. You will need binoculars to see Darth Vader. From inside the cathedral, go through the wooden doors near the Abraham Lincoln statue. Stand on the grass to your right and turn around to look at the closest tower. You’ll find him beneath the central point at the first peaked roof. 📍38.930655 📧77.070747

WEST VIRGINIA

CONGRESSIONAL FALLOUT SHELTER

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS

Guests staying at the luxurious Greenbrier resort during the 1960s often saw TV repairmen walking around the west wing of the hotel. What they didn’t know was that these apparent maintenance workers were actually government employees tasked with tending to the secret on-site nuclear bunker.

As the Cold War heated up in the 1950s, it became clear to the Eisenhower administration that Congress needed a place to escape to in the event of nuclear war with the Soviet Union. The Greenbrier, long a favorite getaway of presidents and located just a couple of hours from Washington, was chosen to house the 1,100-person congressional fallout shelter. In 1958, under the cover of building a new wing of the resort, work began on a 112,000-square-foot (10,405 m²) bunker buried 720 feet (219 m) into the side of a hill.

Completed just in time for the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, the facility contained dormitories—with name-tagged bunk beds for Congress members—a clinic, a decontamination chamber, and a television broadcast center with a large, soothing backdrop of Capitol Hill. Some of the shelter’s 53 rooms were hidden in plain sight. The Greenbrier’s seemingly unremarkable Exhibition Hall was actually part of the bunker.

In the event of nuclear attack, concealed blast doors would seal off the rooms from the outside world, allowing the government to continue to function.

Like other Cold War bunkers, the Greenbrier’s congressional fallout shelter was never used for its intended purpose. In 1992, journalist Ted Gup revealed the secret facility in an article for the Washington Post, resulting in its decommissioning.

Much of the bunker is now a private data storage facility, but a section is open to visitors by guided tour. The drab, utilitarian furnishings are quite the contrast to the five-star rooms located directly overhead.

The Greenbrier, 300 West Main Street, White Sulphur Springs. Amtrak’s Cardinal train, running between Chicago and New York three days a week, stops at White Sulphur Springs. The resort is a 5-minute walk from the station. 📍37.785946 📧80.308166
The Quiet Zone

GREEN BANK

Cell phones and wi-fi are not allowed in Green Bank. Since 1958, the small town has been part of the National Radio Quiet Zone, a 13,000-square-mile (33,670 km²) patch of land in which all electromagnetic radiation on the radio part of the spectrum is banned. This drastic measure is all in the name of science: Green Bank is home to an observatory with the world’s largest fully steerable radio telescope. Radio waves in the vicinity would interfere with its operations.

The remote town with a population of around 150 offers a refuge for people who believe they are hypersensitive to electromagnetic transmissions. These “wi-fi refugees” report that their symptoms of aches, pains, and fatigue disappear in Green Bank. Despite these claims, the scientific community does not recognize electromagnetic hypersensitivity as a medical condition.

Whether its soothing effect on the electromagnetically overstimulated is scientifically verifiable or not, Green Bank offers something special for every visitor: the bizarre sight of cows, farmhouses, and vast green pastures dwarfed by a 485-foot (148 m) telescope. National Radio Astronomy Observatory, West Virginia 28. The Green Bank observatory is open year-round for tours. N 38.432896 W 79.839717

Green Bank’s ban on radio waves has turned it into a haven for those who say they have electromagnetic hypersensitivity.

New England

CONNECTICUT

Holy Land USA

WATERBURY

In the early 1950s devout Roman Catholic John Baptist Greco had a vision of a roadside theme park devoted to God. By the end of the decade, his vision had been realized. He called it Holy Land USA.

The theme park included a miniature Bethlehem, a re-creation of the Garden of Eden, biblical-themed dioramas, and various tributes to the life and work of Jesus Christ. But it was best known for its Hollywood-style sign reading HOLY LAND USA and its 56-foot (17 m) steel cross that could be seen for miles, especially when lit up at night. It is a town joke that Waterbury kids grow up thinking Jesus was electrocuted on the cross.

By the 1960s, Holy Land was attracting 50,000 visitors a year. But its popularity waned, and in 1984, the park—rundown, dated, and in need of a spruce-up—was closed for renovation. Greco had hopes of expanding the site to attract more tourists, but it never happened. He died in 1986.

Responsibility for the park passed to a group of nuns. For a while, they tried to keep the park clean and neat, but despite their efforts, Holy Land attracted vandals and graffiti artists. Statues were beheaded, dioramas destroyed, and tunnels blocked. Overgrown, dilapidated, and strewn with garbage, Holy Land has acquired an unholy reputation—a status sealed by the murder of a young woman there in 2010.

Slocum Street, Waterbury. Holy Land is down a dead-end road. It is up to you whether to believe the signs regarding surveillance cameras and prosecution of trespassers. Once inside, stick to the paths. N 41.548636 W 73.030328

By the 1960s, Holy Land was attracting 50,000 visitors a year. But its popularity waned, and in 1984, the park—rundown, dated, and in need of a spruce-up—was closed for renovation. Greco had hopes of expanding the site to attract more tourists, but it never happened. He died in 1986.

Responsibility for the park passed to a group of nuns. For a while, they tried to keep the park clean and neat, but despite their efforts, Holy Land attracted vandals and graffiti artists. Statues were beheaded, dioramas destroyed, and tunnels blocked. Overgrown, dilapidated, and strewn with garbage, Holy Land has acquired an unholy reputation—a status sealed by the murder of a young woman there in 2010.

Slocum Street, Waterbury. Holy Land is down a dead-end road. It is up to you whether to believe the signs regarding surveillance cameras and prosecution of trespassers. Once inside, stick to the paths. N 41.548636 W 73.030328
**Cushing Brain Collection**

**NEW HAVEN**

Arrayed on shelves in a lush wood-paneled room at Yale's medical library are 550 jars filled with human brains. The collection once belonged to pioneering neurosurgeon Harvey Cushing, who preserved the brains from 1903 to 1932 as part of his tumor registry. When Cushing died in 1939, his undergraduate alma mater inherited the brains.

Cushing was among a handful of doctors operating on the brain during the early 20th century. At the time, about a third of patients who underwent brain tumor surgery did not survive the operation. Cushing introduced practices that dramatically lowered the mortality rate, such as monitoring blood pressure during surgery and operating with local anesthesia instead of ether. He was also the first to use X-rays to diagnose brain tumors.

Before they were restored and put on display in the medical library in 2010, the leaky jars holding Cushing's brain collection were locked in a basement under Yale's med student dorms. During the 1990s, students seeking a thrill would sneak into the dark, dusty storage room to view the fabled brains. Though these expeditions were unauthorized, students treated the specimens with care and apparently never swiped any. When moving the brains in 2010, Yale employees found a poster with names scrawled on it bearing the phrase “Leave Only Your Name. Take Only Your Memories.”

Whitney Medical Library, Yale University, 333 Cedar Street, New Haven. ☎ 41.310489 📞 72.925961

---

**Taft’s Chair**

**NEW HAVEN**

Venture up to the balcony at Yale’s 2,691-seat Woolsey Hall and you may notice that one of the wooden chairs along the aisle is wider than the others. This special seat, labeled E-9, was installed to accommodate the presidential girth of one William Howard Taft, who taught at Yale after leaving office in 1913.

Other chairs were installed around campus to cater to Taft’s trademark rotundity. Four remain, but the seat at Woolsey is the only one still in situ. If you ever get the opportunity to attend a performance or lecture at Woolsey Hall, make the experience more comfortable—and historical—by opting for seat E-9.

Woolsey Hall, Yale University, corner of College and Grove Streets, New Haven. ☎ 41.310489 📞 72.925961

---

**International Cryptozoology Museum**

**PORTLAND**

An 8-foot-tall (2.4 m) Sasquatch guards the door of this museum, whose 10,000-item collection includes hair samples of the Abominable Snowman, fecal matter from a yeti, and a life-size mold of a coelacanth, a fish once thought to be extinct but rediscovered in 1938. Owner Loren Coleman, a lifelong cryptic enthusiast, is happy to talk to you about mothmen, chupacabras, tatzelwurms, and his own travels on the bigfoot-hunting trail. Pick up a yeti finger puppet or bigfoot-shaped air freshener in the gift shop.

11 Avon Street, Portland. ☎ 43.654222 📞 70.265869
NESSIES
1. Flathead Lake Monster
   Flathead Lake, MT
2. The Twilight Dragon
   Payette Lake, ID
3. Isabella
   Bear Lake, ID
4. Tessie
   Lake Tahoe, CA
5. Hamlet
   Lake Elsinore, CA
6. Skin Fin
   Lake Powell, AZ
7. Smetty
   Lake De Smet, WY
8. Blue Dilly
   Lake Dillon, CO
9. Pepie
   Lake Pepin, MN
10. Obojoki
    Okoboji Lake, IA
11. Rocky
    Rock Lake, WI
12. Lake Michigan Monster
    Lake Michigan, MI
13. Bessie
    Lake Erie, OH
14. Champ
    Lake Champlain, VT
15. Poco
    Pocomoons Lake, ME
16. Gloucester Sea Serpent
    Gloucester Harbor, MA
17. Kipsy
    Hudson River, NY
18. Chessie
    Chesapeake Bay, MD
19. Normie
    Lake Norman, NC
20. Altamaha-ha
    Altamaha River, GA
21. Tarpie
    Lake Tarpon, FL
22. Muck Monster
    Lake Worth Lagoon, FL
23. Deep Diving Turtles
    Bottomless Lake, N. Mex.
24. Beast of Busco
    Fulks Lake, Indiana
25. The White Monkey
    Saco River, Maine
26. Tainted Keitre
    Honey Island Swamp, Louisiana
27. Lake Worth Monster
    Lake Worth, Texas
28. Illie
    Iliamna Lake, Alaska
29. Lake Chelan Monster
    Lake Chelan, Washington
30. North Shore Monster
    Great Salt Lake, Utah
31. Alkali Monster
    Alkali Lake, Nebraska
32. Freshwater Octopus
    Lake Thunderbird, Okla.
33. Whitey
    White River, Arkansas
34. Herry
    Herrington Lake, Kentucky
35. Mishebeshu
    Lake Huron, Michigan

LAKE MONSTERS OF AMERICA • ATLAS OBSCURA • 2013
Whether scaly, slimy, or furry, America’s mythical lake monsters have inspired a whole lot of small-town tales. Here are some of the fabled creatures that have made their mark on imaginations around the country.
Wilhelm Reich Museum

Rangeley
A stone building with blue trim, once used as a laboratory, now holds much of the legacy of Wilhelm Reich, a psychoanalyst who believed that orgasmic energy could control the weather.

Reich began his career in 1919, working alongside Freud in Vienna. Influenced by Freud’s theories on libido, Reich became fixated on what he called “orgastic potency”: the complete release of energy and tension during orgasm. According to Reich, all neuroses—and even diseases like cancer—result from the inhibition of sexual energy.

Reich’s work in the 1920s and ‘30s was unconventional—his “vegetotherapy” approach involved asking patients to strip to their underwear, after which he massaged them to loosen up their “body armor” until they screamed or vomited. During a series of bioelectricity experiments, Reich wired patients up to an oscillograph and observed changes in their bioelectricity as they engaged in sexual contact with one another.

Two weeks before the outbreak of the World War II, Reich moved to New York. It was here that he declared his discovery of “orgone,” an omnipresent libidinal life force responsible for gravity, weather patterns, emotions, and health. Reich began building orgone accumulators: wooden booths lined with metal in which a subject could sit naked to absorb orgone energy.

Ten years later, in accordance with his new belief that the atmospheric accumulation of orgone radiation caused drought, Reich designed a cloudbuster. The machine consisted of a row of tubes aimed at the sky, attached to hoses immersed in water. Reich believed that orgone energy would get sucked from the sky down through the tubes into the water, causing rain. In the mid-1950s, Reich switched his attention to UFOs, which he believed were spraying orgone radiation in an attempt to destroy Earth. He and his son traveled to Arizona, where they used cloudbusters as “space-guns,” aiming them at UFOs in an attempt to drain their energy.

By this time, Reich, had attracted the attention of the FDA, which obtained an injunction to prevent him from shipping orgone accumulators out of Maine, where he then lived. When one of Reich’s associates violated the injunction, the FDA ordered the destruction of Reich’s accumulators, pamphlets, and books. Reich himself received a two-year prison sentence—the admitting psychiatrist at Danbury Federal Prison observed him to be experiencing delusions of grandeur. Eight months later Reich died in his cell bed after suffering a heart attack.

The museum at Orgonon, the idyllic site of Reich’s Maine lab, contains equipment used in his eccentric experiments, as well as orgone accumulators, personal memorabilia, and original editions of publications burned by the FDA. Outside, a short walk into the woods, is a cloudbuster aimed directly at Reich’s tomb. 19 Orgonon Circle, Rangeley.

Also in Maine

Eartha
Yarmouth - At just over 41 feet (12.5 m) in diameter, Eartha is the largest rotating Earth in the world. The globe takes about 18 minutes to complete a full rotation.

Umbrella Cover Museum
Portland - Open during summer, this museum on Peaks Island showcases more than 700 fabric umbrella sheaths.
MASSACHUSETTS

JAMES ALLEN’S BIOGRAPHY

BOSTON

Among the rare books, maps, and manuscripts of the Boston Athenæum, a private library established in 1807, is a small publication bound in leathery light gray. Titled Narrative of the Life of James Allen, it is a well-preserved example of autoanthropodermic bibliop-egy: a book bound in the skin of its author.

James Allen was a New England bank robber and highwayman. His brazen ambushes during the 1830s landed him in Massachusetts State Prison, where he died of tuberculosis in 1837 at the age of 28. As ill health tightened its grip on the illiterate criminal, he began to dictate his memoirs to a warden, instructing him to deliver a skin-bound copy of the finished book to a man named John Fenno.

Though Allen had only met Fenno once, the circumstances of the encounter ensured he would never forget him. In 1834, Allen attacked Fenno on the Salem Turnpike. To the surprise of the high-wayman, Fenno fought back, only fleeing after Allen scrambled for his gun and fired a shot, hitting the victim’s torso. Miraculously, a buckle on Fenno’s clothing deflected the bullet.

Arrested in 1835 based on a tip by Fenno, Allen nonetheless maintained an admiration for the target of his attempted robbery. As a token of respect, Allen bequeathed a unique gift: his life story, bound in his own tanned, dyed skin.

10½ Beacon Street, Boston. Get the T (Red or Green line) to Park Street station. Guided tours for nonmembers are available on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. ☎️ 42.357945 📞 71.062029

MUSEUM OF BAD ART

BOSTON

Woman Riding Crustacean, one of the works in the Museum of Bad Art’s 600-strong collection, is a portrait of a faceless, handless, footless naked woman astride a giant lobster. For reasons unknown, an amorphous black blob encases the woman and her animal. Like the other works in this museum’s collection, there is a glaring gap between the artist’s sincerity and skill level.

The museum began with a single painting found between two trash cans on a Boston street in 1993. Antiques dealer Scott Wilson spotted a portrait of an elderly woman dancing in a field of flowers under a yellow sky. In one hand she holds a freshly picked bouquet. In the other, she holds a red armchair. Using this heartfelt but poorly rendered painting as a foundation piece, Wilson and his friend Jerry Reilly established a bad-art collection.

Since its inception, the museum has had rigorous standards. Nine out of every ten submissions are rejected on the grounds that they display too much artistic competence. Those chosen—acquired via donations, thrift stores, yard sales, and trash heaps—exhibit wonky perspective, confusing symbolism, and lurid color combinations. Artwork depicting humans often omits hands and feet due to their being difficult to draw.

Around 30 items from the museum’s collection are on show at each of its two Boston locations. Official museum commentary accompanies each artwork—Juggling Dog in Hula Skirt is described as “a fine example of labor-intensive pointlessness”—but guests are welcome to contribute their own interpretations in the visitor’s book.

46 Tappan Street, top floor, Brookline. Get the T (Green line) to Brookline Hills station. There is another gallery at the Somerville Theatre, located at 55 Davis Square. Admission is free with every movie ticket. ☎️ 42.331603 📞 71.127618
In the 1830s, surgery was a fast, brutal affair. Patients—plied with opium or whiskey, or punched unconscious if they were lucky—would be held down while doctors sawed off a leg or excised a tumor as quickly as possible. Top Scottish surgeon Robert Liston was famed for his ability to lop off a limb in under three minutes. (Once he cut off a leg in under 3 minutes, but was so caught up in the excitement of the feat that he accidentally removed the patient's testicles.) Diethyl ether, a volatile liquid narcotic, was used recreationally at the time—college students and bored socialites would take a big sniff and go giggly “ether frolics”—but its pain-erasing properties had not yet been discovered.

The first public demonstration of ether as a surgical anesthetic occurred in 1846 at a Massachusetts General Hospital operating theater. A crowd of onlookers peered from the tiered seats as dentist William Morton administered ether vapors to Edward Gilbert Abbott. A few minutes later, with Abbott listless and unresponsive, surgeon John Warren sliced into a tumor on Abbott’s neck. The absence of screams was encouraging.

When Abbott awoke and confirmed he had felt nothing, Warren turned triumphantly to the audience. “Gentlemen,” he said, “this is no humbug!”

The Ether Dome, as the operating theater came to be known, was in use from 1821 to 1867. Today the restored dome is open to the public when not being used for lectures and meetings. In addition to its ether-infused history, the room contains a collection of 19th-century surgical instruments, a skeleton, and Padihershef, an Egyptian mummy donated to the hospital in 1823.
America’s Stonehenge

The name of this place sets you up for disappointment—it’s nothing like the original. America’s Stonehenge, formerly known as Mystery Hill, is a collection of small stone walls, modest rock arrangements, and underground chambers, all of which were constructed for undetermined reasons by persons unknown.

Radiocarbon dating of charcoal pits at America’s Stonehenge reveals that people occupied the area during the second millennium BCE. Prevailing wisdom points toward a Native American presence at that time, but some people, including the site’s current owners, suggest that the stone structures were the work of pre-Columbian Europeans. How such people might have ended up in New Hampshire millennia before the arrival of Columbus is anyone’s guess.

A tour of America’s Stonehenge incorporates “The Sacrificial Table,” a hefty slab of granite with a groove around its perimeter—handy for draining the blood spilled during a ritual killing. This table looks very similar to the lye-leaching stones used during America’s colonial era, which only confuses things further. The family of llamas that saunters around the site make for an adorable diversion when the muddled history becomes too frustrating.

105 Haverhill Road, Salem. 📞 42.842852 🛡 71.207217

Paper House

Rockport

The phrase “paper house” may invite images of something fragile, but the Paper House of Rockport has been standing strong since the 1920s. In 1922, mechanical engineer Elis F. Stenman started building a house with newspapers. Initially, it was a hobby. Stenman pressed the papers together to form the walls, and applied glue and varnish to make them sturdy.

When it came time to furnish the house, Stenman continued the newspaper theme, rolling papers into tiny logs, stacking them to form chairs, bookcases, and desks, and sloshing varnish on top for a lacquered wood effect.

Stenman spent summers in his newspaper house until 1930, after which the place opened to the public as a museum. Look through the layers of shellac and you’ll see headlines and tales from the 1920s, including, on one desk, accounts of Charles Lindbergh’s pioneering transatlantic flight.

52 Pigeon Hill Street, Rockport. The house is around 40 miles (64 km) northeast of Boston, in the coastal town of Rockport. It’s open from spring through fall. 📞 42.672947 🛡 70.634617

Even the furniture is made of rolled-up newspapers.
Embedded behind glass in a wall at the John Brown House is the tree root that ate Roger Williams.

Williams, the founder of Rhode Island, died in 1683 and was buried in an unmarked grave on the family farm. There he remained for 177 years, until Providence community leader Zachariah Allen led an effort to locate and disinter Williams’s remains in order to create a more fitting memorial to the esteemed man.

When the grave was dug up and the coffin opened, however, not a trace of Williams remained. In his place was the vaguely anthropomorphic root of an apple tree. Naturally, those who came upon the root assumed that it had grown into the coffin and eaten Williams, after which (having swallowed his essence) it assumed a stick-figure form.

This tree root, which may or may not have fed on the body of the state’s founding father, is now on display at the John Brown House, Providence’s oldest mansion.

52 Power Street, Providence. While in town, visit Roger Williams Park. 📧 41.822778 📧 71.404444

Also in Rhode Island

John Hay Library

Providence - Books bound in human skin and H. P. Lovecraft’s letters are among a few of the treasures this library has to offer.

Gun Totem

Providence - This 12-foot-high (3.6 m) pillar was made with 1,000 guns recovered during a 2001 firearms buyback program in Pittsburgh.
VERMONT

Grave of Amun-Her-Khepesh-Ef

MIDDLEBURY

The oldest subterranean occupant of West Cemetery was buried in 1793. That is, if you don’t count the grave of Prince Amun-Her-Khepesh-Ef, an Egyptian toddler who died 3,676 years earlier.

The mummified two-year-old boy came to Vermont courtesy of Henry Sheldon, a collector who lived in Middlebury in the 19th century. As a hoarder of all things exotic, Sheldon naturally sought an infant mummy from the Twelfth Dynasty of Egypt to display on one of his shelves.

To Sheldon’s dismay, when the promised prince arrived, he was rather the worse for wear. Instead of displaying the mummy, Sheldon consigned it to the attic, where Vermont’s humidity took a further toll on the body.

Decades after Sheldon’s 1907 death, a curator of the Henry Sheldon Museum found Amun-Her-Khepesh-Ef and decided to give him a proper burial. The mummy was cremated in 1950 and buried at West Cemetery. The tombstone, engraved with hieroglyphs, lists the date of death as 1883 BCE.

West Cemetery, South Main Street and Hepburn Road, Middlebury. The graveyard is across from Middlebury College. 📞 44.003409 📡 73.179727

Also in Vermont

Dog Chapel

St. Johnsbury - This small village church celebrates the spiritual bond between canines and humans.

Rock of Ages Granite Quarry

Barre Town - Tour a quarry flooded with milky turquoise water, view the plant where gravestones are made, and roll a ball down the outdoor granite bowling alley.

Knights Spider Web Farm

WILLIAMSTOWN

When Will Knight noticed an overabundance of spiders at his farm, he saw not an infestation but an opportunity. Since 1977, Knight has been collecting their webs, mounting them on wood, and selling them as arachnid art.

Influenced by a Girl Scout manual and his wife’s experience with decoupage, Knight experimented with collection methods until he hit on a winning formula. Inside two dark barns at Knight’s Spider Web Farm are grids of square wooden frames hanging vertically from the ceiling. Spiders spin their webs in the frames and Knight sprays the delicate gossamer with white paint to make it more visible. He then sticks each web to a wooden board and applies lacquer on top. Rows of the mounted webs are on view at the farm and available for purchase.

Knight, now in his late eighties, seems to have been destined for this line of work. On his right elbow is a tattoo of a spider web, which he got as a young naval officer—many decades before spiders crawled into his life and became his business.

124 Spider Web Farm Road, Williamstown. 📞 44.117229 📡 72.542371

Will Knight has found a way to preserve delicate spiderwebs and sell them as mounted art.
Alaska and Hawaii

**ALASKA**

**Spirit Houses**

EKLUTNA

The cemetery behind St. Nicholas Orthodox Church in Eklutna has more than 100 tiny, colorful houses that look like chicken coops. Built to cover graves, the miniature buildings combine Russian Orthodox tradition and Native American practices.

Eklutna, located about 25 miles (40 km) outside of Anchorage, was the site of many Dena’ina Athabascan Indian villages about 800 years ago. Russian Orthodox missionaries arrived in the area around 1830 and the two communities slowly integrated.

Before the missionaries arrived, Athabascans cremated their dead. As the population became assimilated into Russian Orthodoxy, which forbids cremation, they began burying their deceased in the cemetery of St. Nicholas Church.

Spirit houses, an Athabascan tradition, provide a place for the deceased soul to dwell during the 40 days it is believed to linger in this world. When a body is buried, stones are piled on the grave and covered with a blanket to provide symbolic warmth and comfort to the person. Then the spirit house is placed over the blanket, and relatives paint it in colors that represent the family.

The final touch is an Orthodox symbol: a wooden three-bar cross. The bars represent, from the top, the sign placed on the cross during Christ’s crucifixion, the bar to which his arms were nailed, and footrest that supported his body.

Eklutna Historical Park, Eklutna Village Road, Anchorage. The cemetery is a 30-minute drive from downtown Anchorage and is open May through September. ☎️ 61.460946 📧 149.360985

A mix of Russian Orthodox and Native American traditions, small graveside houses keep the souls of the dead safe.
Mukluk Land

TOK

Try as you might, it’s difficult to determine the unifying theme of Mukluk Land. “Stuff from Alaska” is about as close as it gets.

Retired schoolteachers George and Beth Jacobs established Mukluk Land in 1985 as a way to share their Alaskan memorabilia with the public. The park, which touts itself as “Alaska’s most unique destination,” contains a junkyard, a room full of arcade games, an impressive collection of beer cans, a minigolf course, a giant cabbage, and a vintage red-and-white bus known as “Santa’s Rocket Ship.”

And then there are the dolls. A log cabin houses hundreds of them—in rows on the floor, seated on shelves, stuffed side-by-side into open suitcases, and crammed into a red plastic convertible. All face a window through which you can peer into the room. Entering the cabin is forbidden, a fact asserted by the open bear trap on the floor.

Once you’ve perused Engine Alley, Heater Heaven, and the rest of the rusting machinery on the grass, pose for a photo in front of the park’s main attraction: the giant mukluk. The big red boot, festooned with white pompons, is suspended at head level from the front gate.

Milepost 1317 Alaska Highway, Tok. The park is 3 miles (5 km) west of Tok (which rhymes with “smoke”). It’s open June through August. ✆ 63.343807 ✆ 143.098213

Also in Alaska

Mendenhall Ice Caves

Juneau - Take a walk inside a 12-mile-long (19 km), partially hollow glacier blessed with brilliant blue walls.

Lady of the Lake

North Pole - An abandoned WB-29 weather reconnaissance aircraft sits submerged in a lake in the Alaskan wilderness.

Musk Ox Farm

Palmer - This livestock farm harvests the strong, soft wool of the Alaskan musk ox, a horned, 600-pound (272 kg) species whose males emit a pungent musky odor during mating season.

Aurora Ice Museum

Fairbanks - Mind-blowing, neon-lit ice carvings and frozen fantasy scenes grace the largest year-round ice environment in the world.

City of Whittier

Whittier - Just one building houses the vast majority of this town’s 217 residents.
Adak National Forest

ADAK

There's no chance you'll get lost in the forest on Adak Island, a 275-square-mile (712 km²) splotch of tundra located toward the farthest end of the Aleutian Island chain that stretches west from the Alaskan peninsula. Adak National Forest—the smallest in the United States—consists of just 33 pines, all huddled together in the middle of a sprawling, treeless plain. A sign at the edge of the grove reads: "You are now entering and leaving the Adak National Forest."

The modest forest came about when members of the US military, stationed at Adak's air base during World War II, participated in a Christmas-tree-planting program to improve morale. In homage to the original purpose of the pines, the 300 residents of Adak decorate the forest with Christmas lights every December.

Off Hillside Boulevard, near Bayshore Highway, Adak. Flights to Adak from Anchorage take about 3 hours.

Hawaii

Haʻiku Stairs

KANEDHE, OAHU

To score a spectacular view of the sunrise—and avoid being chased away by a security guard—you'll need to start your hike up Haʻiku Stairs in the dead of night. The 3,922 steps, installed in 1942 in order to string antenna cables across the valley, became off-limits in 1987, when vandals destroyed three sections of the stairway. Undeterred, thrill-seeking hikers soon took to sneaking up the stairs, incurring the ire of local residents.

Though the city repaired the broken and rusted segments in 2002 with the intent of opening the Haʻiku Stairs to the public, community complaints and liability concerns have kept them closed. At just 18 inches (46 cm) wide, and more like a ladder in the steepest sections, the steps require climbers to travel single-file. A handrail on each side offers protection from tumbles down the mountain, but those rails—and the stairs—are often wet and slippery due to high humidity.

Each day at about 5 a.m., a security guard arrives at the foot of the stairs to enforce the no-trespassing rule. If you can find your way through the pitch-black jungle before the guard arrives, you'll be able to hike to the summit and back without getting into trouble. (As long as you are quiet and polite, the guard may even congratulate you or take a group photo when you arrive back at the bottom.) The reward for completing the adrenaline-fueled, mist-shrouded ascent is a glorious 360-degree view of Oahu.

Kuneki and Makena Streets, Kaneohe. Just a reminder: This climb is illegal. But if you're going to do it, bring a headlamp, water, a waterproof jacket, and gloves with grip. You'll see a gate—go past it on the right side and down the concrete road. Make a left at the first fork and a right at the second. You'll see an opening leading to a path on your left. Walk along it until you arrive at another paved road. Go left on the road and walk until you see the security guard's blue tent. Make a right into the jungle and go past the next gate on its left side. You've arrived.

N 51.906106 W 176.658055

N 21.410265 W 157.818364
Nicknamed the Stairway to Heaven, the Ha’iku Stairs ascend into the clouds above Kaneohe.
For over a century the island of Molokai served as a beautiful prison for people forcibly removed from society. In 1865, Hawaii’s King Kamehameha V authorized the Act to Prevent the Spread of Leprosy. At the time, the condition, also known as Hansen’s disease, was regarded as highly contagious and incurable. Those afflicted with the disfiguring disease faced exclusion from their communities, due to the belief that leprosy was a punishment.

The 1865 act allowed the Hawaiian government to arrest and exile anyone thought to be affected by leprosy. From 1866 until 1969, over 8,000 people were transported to the isolated colony of Kalaupapa on the north coast of Molokai. Most had leprosy. Some were mistakenly diagnosed. All spent their days surrounded by ocean on one side and 1,600-foot (487 m) sea cliffs on the other.

A lack of food and shelter made the colony’s early years particularly miserable. In 1873 a Belgian Catholic priest named Father Damien de Veuster arrived at Kalaupapa. For the next 16 years, Father Damien improved conditions at the colony by arranging medical services, building homes, and attending to the sick. His close contact with patients proved fatal: He died from leprosy in 1889, at age forty-nine.

The introduction of sulfone drugs in the 1940s rendered leprosy noncontagious. Though compulsory isolation ended in 1969, many patients chose to stay at Kalaupapa. A few members of the colony still live among the historic community structures, which include a movie hall, a group home, and 14 cemeteries. These places are preserved so visitors can better understand the experiences of the people once confined to this prison in paradise.

Kalaupapa National Park, Molokai. Molokai is a 30-minute flight from Honolulu. Mule is the preferred mode of transport along the trail to Kalaupapa. All visitors must be over sixteen and join a tour offered by residents of Kalaupapa. 21.166395 W 157.105464

Also in Hawaii

Pineapple Maze at the Dole Plantation

Waiananā - Race through the largest plant maze in the world.

Kamilo Beach

Nailehu - Formerly a stretch of pristine white sand, this beach has become a trash trap of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch.
With frescoed ceilings, ornate theater boxes, elegant rounded balconies, detailed trimmings, and plush red stage curtains, the El Ateneo Grand Splendid is hardly your average bookstore. Built in 1919, the majestic building began as a theater featuring tango legends, then became a cinema—the first in Buenos Aires to show films with sound. While the titles on offer tend to be more expensive than those of other city bookstores, the staggeringly opulent interior is reason enough to pay a visit.

Avenida Santa Fe 1860, Buenos Aires. Ride the subway to the Callao stop and walk three blocks north to Avenida Santa Fe. 🍺 34.595907 📧 58.394185

This historic, palatial theater is now one of the world’s most beautiful bookstores.

ARGENTINA

El Ateneo Grand Splendid

BUENOS AIRES

With frescoed ceilings, ornate theater boxes, elegant rounded balconies, detailed trimmings, and plush red stage curtains, the El Ateneo Grand Splendid is hardly your average bookstore. Built in 1919, the majestic building began as a theater featuring tango legends, then became a cinema—the first in Buenos Aires to show films with sound. While the titles on offer tend to be more expensive than those of other city bookstores, the staggeringly opulent interior is reason enough to pay a visit.

Avenida Santa Fe 1860, Buenos Aires. Ride the subway to the Callao stop and walk three blocks north to Avenida Santa Fe. 🍺 34.595907 📧 58.394185

Also in Buenos Aires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Castillo Naveira</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>This enormous neo-Gothic castle, hidden from the public, has a hall of armor and a stable of vintage cars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floralis Genérica</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>Every day this 105-foot-wide (32 m) giant metallic flower blooms anew.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguna Epecuén</td>
<td>Carhué, Buenos Aires Province</td>
<td>This Argentinian lake swallowed an entire village in 1985.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museo del Mar</td>
<td>Buenos Aires Province</td>
<td>This museum holds a vast collection of seashells, fossils, and marine invertebrates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro Martín Ureta’s Forest Guitar</td>
<td>Buenos Aires Province</td>
<td>A man’s lost love inspired this giant guitar made entirely of living trees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xul Solar Museum</td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>See the collected work of an artist of alternate worlds, inventor of languages, and dreamer of utopias.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Block of Lights**

**BUENOS AIRES**

During the 17th century, the Manzana de las Luces, or “Block of Lights,” was the intellectual, religious, and cultural center of Buenos Aires. The block contains the city’s oldest church, San Ignacio, as well as the prestigious Colegio Nacional, a public high school, and once housed the area’s first legislature. Beneath all these distinguished buildings lies a subterranean network of secret tunnels whose purpose remains a mystery. Given the lack of records, nobody can say for sure when the underground passageways were constructed—much less why. The earliest tunnels are thought to have been started by the Jesuits as a way to connect their churches to important city locations. Some suggest they led to secret chambers for Inquisition-style torture. Over the years, the government added to the tunnels, and the larger network may have served as armory and defensive shelter during the 1810–1818 Argentine War of Independence. Many of the tunnels have caved in, and the city government demolished some to make way for the A line of the Buenos Aires subway system in the early 20th century. The full extent of the tunnels is still unknown.

Peru 272, Buenos Aires. Only a small section of the tunnels is open to the public as part of a guided visit. 📍 34.611203 ♂ 58.374795

---

**Tomb of the Girl Who Died Twice**

**BUENOS AIRES**

Most visitors to the beautiful baroque Recoleta Cemetery come to see the tomb of Eva Perón. But just a short walk south lies another curious sight: the crypt of Rufina Cambaceres, the girl who died twice.

In 1902, on her 19th birthday, Rufina was getting ready for a night out when she lost consciousness and collapsed. Three doctors declared her dead. The young socialite was placed in a coffin, given a funeral, and sealed in a Recoleta mausoleum.

A few days later, a cemetery worker, noticing signs of a break-in, entered the mausoleum. Suspecting a grave robber, he opened the casket to find Rufina’s remains and scratch marks on the inside of the coffin. Rufina had been buried alive. Awakening in her coffin, she struggled to escape, clawing at the lid before she died of cardiac arrest.

Like many “buried alive” stories, it is difficult to separate truth from fiction, and Rufina’s tale is told with varying layers of embellishment. In one version, her initial “death” is caused by the scandalous revelation that her boyfriend had been sleeping with his own mother.

Whether any of the stories are true or if they are the result of overactive imaginations, Rufina’s tomb is worth visiting for its beauty alone. It features a full-size statue of the girl gazing out at the cemetery while holding shut the door to the very mausoleum that entrapped her.

Junín 1790, Buenos Aires. Pick up a free map at the entrance to Recoleta Cemetery. Rufina’s grave is number 95, about three blocks south of Eva Perón’s in the southwestern section. 📍 34.588328 ♂ 58.392408 ➤
Historical Methods of Preventing Premature Burial

During the 18th and 19th centuries, doctors understood that many people were accidentally being buried alive, but didn’t yet know how to tell the difference between someone who was dead and someone who merely looked it. To solve this quandary, a variety of unusual methods were used to test for signs of life.

Tobacco smoke enemas were administered to those thought drowned. Safety coffins allowed the mistakenly buried to make their living status known.

Waiting mortuaries, in which bodies were kept until they showed signs of putrefaction, were popular in Germany in the late 1800s. They were essentially hospitals for the dead, their wards of corpses watched over by nurses. In order to mask the smell of rotting human flesh and organs, flower arrangements were placed beside each bed.

Safety coffins addressed the fear of premature burial by incorporating features such as air tubes, strings linking the body’s hands and feet to an aboveground bell, flag, or lights, and for coffins installed in vaults, spring-loaded lids. Despite the rash of safety coffin patents, there are no reported cases of the mistakenly dead being saved by such contraptions.

Palacio Barolo

BUENOS AIRES

This neo-Gothic building, completed in 1923 and once the tallest in South America, is an architectural tribute to Dante’s Divine Comedy. Its 328-foot (100 m) height and 22 floors represent the 100 cantos of 22 verses each that make up the epic poem. Visitors begin in the “hell” of the lower floors and emerge in “heaven” at the top of the building, where a 360-degree view of Buenos Aires awaits.

Avenida De Mayo 1370, Buenos Aires. Palacio Barolo is one block east of the Sáenz Peña subway station. Visitors with a fear of heights might skip the panoramic photo opportunity on the balcony of the 22nd floor.

34.609591 W 58.385842
**Ischigualasto Provincial Park**

**SAN JUAN, SAN JUAN**

Nicknamed the Valley of the Moon on account of its odd geological formations, this park is home to giant petrified tree trunks and some of the world’s oldest dinosaur remains. Among the odd stone formations is one called the “ball court,” a field of hundreds of stone spheres formed over millions of years by wind and erosion.

The closest cities are San Juan (5 hours south) and La Rioja (3 hours northeast). Charter vans and buses depart from both locations.

![Hundreds of stone spheres dot the ball court.](image)

**Also in Argentina**

- **Museo Rocsen**
  - *Nono* - Photography, insects, toys, religious relics, fossils, and a Peruvian mummy are among the 25,000 objects in this eclectic 20-room museum.

- **House of Plastic Bottles**
  - *Puerto Iguazú* - One man built this one-bedroom cottage out of plastic drink bottles, CD cases, and milk cartons.

- **Perito Moreno Glacier**
  - *Santa Cruz* - A growing glacier causes havoc when it dams Lago Argentino and then bursts—with spectacular results.

- **Petrified Forest**
  - *Santa Cruz* - The two largest petrified trees on the planet are in this Patagonian park.

- **The Campo del Cielo Meteorite**
  - *Santiago del Estero* - The heaviest meteorite ever recovered on Earth landed at this site.

**LAGUNA DEL DIAMANTE**

**SAN RAFAEL, MENDOZA**

There are plenty of reasons why life should not exist at Laguna del Diamante. Located within one of the world’s largest calderas—the bowl-shaped formations resulting from land collapsing after a volcanic eruption—the lagoon is surrounded by sulfur-spewing vents. The hyper-alkaline lagoon is five times saltier than seawater and has levels of arsenic that are 20,000 times higher than the amount deemed safe for drinking by the EPA.

![A toxic lake, on an active volcano, frequented by flamingos.](image)

Despite these inhospitable conditions, which mimic those of the early Earth, millions of bacteria known as “extremophiles” have managed to flourish. Scientists hope that the mysterious microorganisms can be used to discover new antioxidants or enzymes and may someday help to explain how life on Earth began.

The lake is 4 hours south of Mendoza, near the Chilean border. The road there is only passable from December to March. Four-wheel-drive tours depart from nearby San Rafael and Mendoza. Expect a bumpy ride.

![A toxic lake, on an active volcano, frequented by flamingos.](image)
BOLIVIA

Witches’ Market

LA PAZ

Dozens of vendors line this street, selling folk remedies, dried reptiles, and llama fetuses that are said to bring prosperity and good luck. “Witches” wander through the market offering fortune-telling services, spiritual advice, and traditional medicine cures. If you’d like a glimpse into your future, or help with a physical or spiritual ailment, look for the people wearing dark hats.

Calle Linares, La Paz. Taxis, micros (minivans), and trufis (cars with specific routes) are all cheap ways of getting to this cobblestone street between Sagarnaga and Santa Cruz. 📍 16.496624 📞 68.138655

Stock up on llama fetuses at Bolivia’s premier market for occult goods.
Salar de Uyuni

UYUNI, POTOSÍ

Hotel Luna Salada is built almost entirely out of the most abundant local resource: salt.

The walls are salt bricks held together with salt mortar. You can eat at a salt table, sleep on a salt bed, and watch the sun set over the stark white of the Salar de Uyuni, the largest salt flat in the world.

Salar de Uyuni was created after a lake dried up thousands of years ago. It is a place where nothing seems to make sense. In the wet season, a thin layer of water turns the Salar de Uyuni into a mind-bending mirror, its 3,800 square miles (9,842 km²) of white desert reflecting the sky and creating the illusion of infinity.

Fierce sun during the day gives way to freezing temperatures at night. (This can be a nuisance at Hotel Luna Salada, due to limited hot water, so bring warm clothing and ask at the front desk about showering times.) Giant cacti are the only form of vegetation, but pink flamingos gather by the thousands at nearby Laguna Colorado.

NASA has used the Salar de Uyuni to calibrate its ICESat, a satellite that measures the elevation of ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland. Because the surface of the salt flat is stable year-round, NASA scientists can calibrate their instruments by measuring the time it takes for the satellite’s laser pulse to reflect off the ground.

The surreal landscape of Salar de Uyuni is complemented by a collection of rusted train cars in the desert. Uyuni was a transport hub for locomotives carrying minerals to the Pacific coast in the late 19th century. The decline of the mining industry in the 1940s resulted in many trains being abandoned in the desert. There has been talk of establishing a museum for the cars, but for now they sit in a line under an unrelenting sun.

Uyuni is a 10-hour overnight bus ride from La Paz. Buses also leave from Sucre in the morning. They stop in Potosí and then go on to Uyuni, where they arrive in the late afternoon.

During the wet season, a thin layer of water transforms the salt plain’s surface into a seemingly endless mirror.
North Yungas Death Road

LA PAZ

To one side is solid rock; to the other, a 2,000-foot (610 m) abyss. Between is a two-way, 12-foot-wide (3.65 m) highway known as Death Road.

One of the world’s most dangerous routes, North Yungas Road was cut into the side of the Cordillera Oriental Mountain chain in the 1930s. Its steep descent, lack of guardrails, and tendency to be shrouded in fog and covered with falling rocks and mudslides explain why an estimated 200 to 300 people are killed there every year.

Though vehicles keep to the right side of the road elsewhere in Bolivia, North Yungas drivers keep their cars on the left so they can see the cliff’s edge more clearly. The drop isn’t the only thing to be concerned about—travelers must also watch out for the intrepid cyclists who arrive determined to barrel down North Yungas for thrills.

North Yungas Road is 43 miles (69.2 km) long, leading from La Paz, the capital, to the town of Coroico. Several companies in La Paz organize Death Road bike rides. Be prepared to sign multiple forms releasing them from responsibility for your demise.

Bolivia’s infamous Death Road has killed so many people, it’s become a tourist attraction.
BRAZIL

Amazon Stonehenge

CALÇOENE, AMAPÁ

In 2006, archaeologists digging on the banks of the Rego Grande river in northern Brazil discovered a strange grouping of 127 giant stones. The megaliths, each standing over 10 feet (3 m) high, were arranged in circles in an open field. By analyzing ceramic shards found nearby, the archaeologists estimated the arrangement of stones is between 500 and 2,000 years old. The placement of the stones appears to be astronomically based—the shadow of one of the blocks disappears during the winter solstice—suggesting it might have been built as an observatory.

Anthropologists have long argued that large, complex civilizations could not have existed in the Amazon, as the poor-quality soil could not have supported the agriculture necessary to establish large communities. But the Amazon Stonehenge and other recent findings have cast doubt on this assertion and opened up the possibility that thriving metropolises existed in the jungle thousands of years ago—it’s just a matter of finding them.

The stones are in Calçoene, 240 miles (386 km) north of Macapá. 📍 2.497778 📧 50.948889

Don’t Follow That Man

The origin of the Amazon Stonehenge remains a mystery, but its discovery lends credence to the hypothesis that the South American rain forest may be teeming with the remains of lost cities. Such notions consumed the minds of explorers like Colonel Percy Fawcett, who ventured into the wilderness of Brazil’s Mato Grosso region in 1925 in search of the city he dubbed “Z.” Fawcett, his son, and his son’s best friend all vanished without a trace.

In the decades following Fawcett’s disappearance, over a dozen expeditions were launched in the hope of discovering his fate. None found conclusive evidence, and it is believed over 100 explorers have perished in the jungle looking for him. Here are a few who tried and failed:

Swiss trapper Stefan Rattin arrived at the British Embassy in São Paulo in 1932, claiming that he had encountered a long-haired, animal-skin-clad Fawcett five months earlier while hunting near the Tapajós River. According to Rattin, “Fawcett” told him he was being held captive and pleaded for help from the embassy. With the blessing of Fawcett’s wife, Rattin set off on a rescue mission with two men, walking through the jungle for weeks and building canoes out of bark. A later dispatch reported that the trio was about to enter hostile Indian territory. No one heard from them again.

Shortly afterward, English actor Albert de Winton, bored with Hollywood life, decided to become a genuine jungle explorer. Vowing to find Fawcett, he ventured into the wilderness, his publicist issuing a press release about his heroism. Nine months later, he emerged, thin and dressed in rags, and posed for photographs to send to the Los Angeles Times.

After replenishing himself in Cuiabá, de Winton headed back into the jungle. The only subsequent sign of him came a few months later, when an Indian messenger brought a crumpled note out of the forest declaring he had been captured. The unfortunate story of his demise followed years later: Members of the Kamayurá tribe had found him in a canoe, naked and deranged, and clubbed him to death.

In 1947, missionary Jonathan Wells warned New Zealand schoolteacher Hugh McCarthy against venturing into the Mato Grosso, but McCarthy was determined. The ever-cautious Wells gave him seven carrier pigeons for the journey. Over the next few months, three of the birds brought messages. The first reported a leg injury but remained optimistic. The second said McCarthy had abandoned his rifle and canoe and was living on berries and fruits, having exhausted his food supply. The third and final missive was simple and resolute: “My work is over and I die happily.”

Perry Fawcett, doomed jungle explorer.
Nazi Graveyard
Amapá
On a small island on a tributary of the River Jary stands a 9-foot-high (2.7 m) wooden cross with an unusual decoration. Marked on the cross are the words “Joseph Greiner died here on 2.1.1936” and, above that, a swastika.

Greiner, a Nazi soldier, arrived in Brazil in 1935. He was accompanied by fellow scientist and SS officer Otto Schulz-Kampfhenkel. Their mission, known as the “Guayana Project,” was to evaluate the area’s suitability for colonization by the Third Reich.

Despite Schulz-Kampfhenkel’s encouraging reports that the area offered “outstanding possibilities for exploitation” for “the more advanced white race,” the Nazi colonization of Brazil obviously never took place. (Schulz-Kampfhenkel, however, was able to put aside his racial views long enough to father a child with an indigenous woman.)

Today, all that remains of this monomaniacal plan are the rotting grave of the Nazi soldier who perished in pursuit of it and a short film made while on the expedition, called Rätsel der Urwaldhölle, or “Riddles of the Jungle Hell.”

Head southwest from Macapá on highway 156 until you hit the Amapá–Para border. The grave site is a little farther north. 📍 0.623461 📍 52.577819

Amazon Bore Surfing
São Domingos do Capim, Pará

Every year in February and March, during the spring tides of a new or full moon, the world’s longest wave comes tumbling down the Amazon River at speeds of up to 20 miles (32.1 km) per hour. Referred to colloquially as pororoca, or “great destructive noise” in the Tupi language, its roar can be heard half an hour before it arrives.

Though the pororoca has the power to destroy trees, houses, and livestock, surfers from all over the world converge to compete in the annual Brazilian National Pororoca Surfing Championship. Braving wave heights of up to 12 feet (3.65 m), winners have experienced the ride of a lifetime, surfing the bore for more than 30 continuous minutes. However, Amazon bore surfing has its risks, including murky water, floating trees, poisonous snakes, and hungry alligators.

Surfers meet at São Domingos do Capim, a 2-hour drive east of Belém. The contest is usually held between February and April, but includes a lot of waiting, as the exact moment of the pororoca is always unknown. 📍 1.675948 📍 47.765834

Santo Daime Ayahuasca Ceremonies
Boca do Acre, Amazonas

For followers of the Santo Daime religion, the violent expulsion of bodily fluids is both a regular and a desirable experience. Founded in the 1930s, Santo Daime mixes Christianity, shamanism, African animism, and the ceremonial ingestion of a psychoactive vine known as ayahuasca. Boca do Acre, Brazil, is the religion’s psychedelic mecca, with people traveling from around the world to attend the ceremonies held here. Because ayahuasca is used for the purpose of healing, self-enlightenment, and spiritual communion, the Brazilian government has deemed it legal.

During ceremonies, which begin in the evening and last all night, participants are divided by sex, age, and—occasionally—virgin or non-virgin status, and given cups of brewed ayahuasca. As leaders sing and pray, the drug takes effect, causing out-of-body experiences, visions, loss of motor skills, and, most importantly, the “purge.” Violent vomiting, diarrhea, and wailing are common and looked upon favorably; within Santo Daime, these expulsions signify evil spirits leaving the body.

Ayahuasca tourism brings visitors to Brazil, Peru, and Ecuador, where they are guided through a ceremony in groups under the instruction of local shamans. Experiences differ markedly, but many people report revisiting childhood traumas, letting go of their egos, and waking up the next morning with a sense of peace and clarity. Others just report vomiting.

Boca do Acre is a 5–10 hour drive from Rio Branco, depending on the state of the poorly maintained dirt roads. There is a local airport, but no commercial flights—you must charter a plane for the 25-minute trip from Rio Branco. 📍 8.740689 📍 67.384081 ➤
Entheogens, or psychotropic drugs used to enhance religious experience, have long been part of the spiritual practices of indigenous people, particularly in South America. Used in rituals to attain self-enlightenment, commune with nature, and enhance the senses, here are a few of the most fascinating:

1. **Virola trees** contain a hallucinogenic resin in their bark. Colombian, Venezuelan, and Brazilian shamans prepare a snuff by collecting shavings from the inner layer of the bark and reducing them to a powder or paste. During Virola ceremonies, men and older boys use long tubes to blow the hallucinatory drug up each other's nostrils, then hop and crawl along the floor before losing consciousness.

2. **The Sapo** is a large green tree frog whose skin secretions induce a racing heart, incontinence, and vomiting within minutes, before leveling off into a state of listlessness and, finally, euphoria. The Matsés Indian hunters traditionally apply the substance by burning their arms and rubbing the wounds with a stick dipped in the secretions. After the initial effects wear off, hunters are left with improved stamina and strength, a decreased appetite, and keener senses, all of which allow for stealthier stalking of animals.

3. **Huachuma**, or San Pedro cactus, is used in Peru for guidance, decision-making, and healing. It is ingested in the form of a bitter, dark-green liquid and begins to take effect within an hour or two. Drowsiness, a sense of detachment, and the feeling of being connected to all things throughout time may be felt for up to 15 hours. Sight and hearing may be enhanced for days afterward.
Salvia divinorum, a plant native to Oaxaca, Mexico, has been used in spiritual healing sessions by Mazatec shamans for centuries. According to Mazatec beliefs, salvia is an incarnation of the Virgin Mary who speaks to those who drink the juice of her leaves. Due to the mildness of salvia, which usually produces only feelings of floating and dizziness, light and noise are said to chase the Virgin away.

African Dream Root is used by the Xhosa people of South Africa to induce vivid and supposedly prophetic lucid dreams. The powdered root is mixed with water and drunk in the morning, allowing its effects to take hold at bedtime. The Xhosa believe that their deceased ancestors speak to them during dreams, and regard the dream root as a divination tool.

Iboga is the centerpiece of the Bwiti religion, practiced in Gabon and Cameroon. The root bark is often ingested in large quantities during initiation rituals in order to bring about visions of the world that lie beyond death. Iboga has been found to reduce withdrawal symptoms from other drugs, and is used outside of Africa to treat substance abuse.
Snake Island

ILHA DE QUEIMADA GRANDE, SÃO PAULO

Off the shore of São Paulo lies an island forbidden to visitors by order of the Brazilian Navy. They have a good reason: Ilha de Queimada Grande, “Snake Island,” is writhing with deadly golden lancehead vipers.

At its peak, the density of snakes on the island was believed to be about one per 11 square feet (1 m²), many of the reptiles being found overhead, hanging from the trees. In other words: death, every 3 feet, in all directions. Over the last decade, the golden lancehead population has declined—there are no mammals on Ilha de Queimada Grande, so the snakes must feed on visiting birds or resort to cannibalism. The serpents, found only on the 0.16-square-mile (.41 km²) island, are now classified as critically endangered. Estimates of the current count vary from 2,000 to 4,000—still one of the highest population densities of any snake.

Locals in the coastal towns near the Queimada Grande happily recount grisly tales about the island. In one, a fisherman unwittingly wanders onto the island to pick bananas and is bitten only moments after stepping ashore. The fisherman manages to stumble back to his boat before dying in a pool of his own blood. Unique to Snake Island, the golden lancehead is believed to have the fastest-acting venom of any lancehead viper. The effects of its bite include bleeding orifices, brain hemorrhaging, and kidney failure.

To visit Ilha de Queimada Grande you must get official permission from the Brazilian Navy. ☎ 24.487922 ☎ 46.674155

Also in São Paulo

Carandiru Penitentiary Museum

Now closed, this prison was famous for its terrible conditions and a prison break in which over 100 inmates escaped through a tunnel.

Instituto Butantan

A biomedical research center world-renowned for its collection of poisonous snakes, including 407 varieties of cobra.

Lençóis Maranhenses National Park

BARREIRINHAS, MARANHÃO

Known as “the bedsheets of Maranhão,” Lençóis Maranhenses is an area packed with sand dunes, 15 miles (24.1 km) inland from the Atlantic in northeast Brazil. During the rainy season, the valleys between the dunes fill with water, resulting in an odd sight: a desert full of blue and green lagoons. Look closely and you’ll see fish between the dunes, hatched from eggs transported from the sea by birds.

Entry to the park is via the town of Barreirinhas, about 4 hours east of São Luís. Tour buses depart daily from the São Luís Bus Terminal. ☎ 2.485938 ☎ 43.128407

In a park without greenery, lagoons and sand dunes sit side by side.
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Also in Brazil

Gruta do Lago Azul
Bahia · A brilliant blue lagoon hides in a limestone cave rich in fossils.

Curitiba Botanical Gardens
Curitiba, Paraná · Designed to resemble French royal gardens, Curitiba’s lawn has one of the world’s most incredible greenhouses.

Teatro Amazonas
Manaus · Brazil’s 19th-century rubber barons built a grand opera house in the middle of the rain forest. Then the money ran out. The Teatro lay dormant for 90 years until an injection of government funds in 2001 brought the music back.

Victoria Amazonica
Manaus · The leaves of this gigantic plant, found in the shallow waters of the Amazon, grow up to eight feet (2.5 m) in diameter. Many are strong enough to support the weight of a child.

World's Longest Street
Pará · Lined with houses for its entire length, this street stretches for 311 miles (500 km).

Pernambuco · The world’s largest open-air theater spans 24 acres and hosts a massive re-creation of the Passion of Christ.

Escadaria Selarón
Rio de Janeiro · Jorge Selarón created these vibrant ceramic steps.

Largo do Boticário
Rio de Janeiro · Remnants of Rio’s colonial past lie in this square tucked behind Corcovado (“Hunchback”) Mountain, in Cosme Velho.

Fordlândia
SANTARÉM, PARÁ
Traveling through thick Brazilian jungle up the Tapajós River, one arrives at a shockingly out-of-place tableau. Amid the monkeys and macaws stand the overgrown ruins of an abandoned American suburb, complete with houses surrounded by white picket fences, fire hydrants, and a golf course. It’s Pleasantville, dropped in the middle of the rain forest.

Industrialist Henry Ford created his slice of Americana in the Amazon in the late 1920s. Troubled by the high price of rubber, Ford decided to build his own rubber plantation.

He bought over six million acres of Brazilian land and shipped in employees from Michigan to manage the model town. He named his settlement Fordlândia, and the workers—both American and Brazilian—were forced to live according to Ford’s strict, teetotaling rules. This meant no smoking, no drinking, and attending wholesome poetry readings and sing-alongs.

Workers quickly became disgruntled. Local Brazilians didn’t appreciate having to wear nametags, eat hamburgers, and learn square dancing, while the Midwestern managers of the plantation had trouble adjusting to the jungle climate and ever-present malaria. Strikes, knife fights, and mayhem became the rule. In 1930, the Brazilian workforce had had enough and rioted, chasing the American managers out of Fordlândia with machetes.

Worst of all, the rubber saplings planted by Ford—without the help of a trained botanist—were barely growing. Those that had taken root were soon hit by a catastrophic leaf blight. Fordlândia was officially a failure.

Henry Ford retired from the rubber industry in 1945, having spent $20 million—equivalent to over $200 million in today’s dollars—without producing a single piece of rubber worthy of his cars.

Fordlândia receives few visitors but can be reached by a 10-hour river voyage via charter boat from Santarem. ₡ 3.830107 ☀ 55.497180

Henry Ford’s $20-million jungle utopia didn’t quite go according to plan.
**CHILE**

**THE MARBLE CATHEDRAL AT LAKE GENERAL CARRERA**

**PUERTO RÍO TRANQUILO, GENERAL CARRERA**

Within the banks of the deepest lake in South America is a marble “cathedral” formed by natural erosions. When sun shines onto the caves, the pale blue water reflects against the gray-and-white-striped marble, turning the whole scene aquamarine. Eaves and arches in the rock, created by water lapping at the marble, complete the cathedral effect.

Boat tours leave from the small town of Puerto Río Tranquilo, on the western shore of the lake. The nearest city is Coihaique, 5 hours north.

Swirling arches of rock carved out over the millennia.

---

**ROBINSON CRUSOE ISLAND**

**JUAN FERNÁNDEZ ISLANDS, VALPARAÍSO**

In 1704, Scottish sailor Alexander Selkirk made a rash decision. Feuding with his cocaptain over their ship’s seaworthiness as they sailed along the western coast of South America, Selkirk declared he would rather the vessel continue its journey without him. Taking him at his word, the crew dumped him on Más a Tierra, an island 419 miles (674 km) off the coast of Chile. (Selkirk’s suspicions proved correct—the ship, Cinque Ports, sank shortly afterward, sending many of its sailors to the bottom of the sea.)

For the next four years and four months, Selkirk roamed the island alone, eating shellfish, chasing after goats with a knife, and digging up parsnips. To stave off boredom, he read his Bible and taught cats to dance. After hiding twice from Spanish privateers, he was finally rescued by English sea captain Woodes Rogers in 1709.

The most renowned castaway of all time, Selkirk is likely the inspiration for the title character in Daniel Defoe’s novel *Robinson Crusoe*. In 1966, Más a Tierra was renamed Robinson Crusoe Island. Now home to a few hundred people, it is a place of extreme beauty, with coral reefs, white-sand beaches, blue lagoons, and abundant tropical fruits—not a bad place to be stranded.

Two-hour flights from Santiago depart several times per week. Hike to Selkirk’s Lookout—a 3-hour trek that the marooned sailor made daily to watch for rescue ships. ☎️ 33.636666 📞 78.849588
Between 1400 and 1600 CE, the Polynesian inhabitants of Easter Island carved 288 stone statues, or moai, and hauled them across the island, where they were installed on ceremonial pedestals. These representations were erected between the village and “chaos”—the ocean—as a wall of protection. Remarkably, the 288 figures represent less than a third of the statues that were created. The others lie either “in transit” at various places on the island or in the Rano Raraku quarry where they were carved. Most notable among the figures is “El Gigante,” an unfinished 72-foot-tall (21.9 m) moai that surpasses the weight of two full 737 airplanes. It is questionable whether it could have even been moved using the wooden sleds, log rollers, and ropes that were presumably used to transport the island’s other moai.

The mass of unfinished stone figures leaves many questions. What were the plans for El Gigante and the rest of the moai? Why carve so many and just leave them in a pile? It may have been a case of ambition eclipsing resources. Anthropologists have argued that the Easter Islanders used up all of their island’s resources in the process of building their society. The two major tribes of Easter Island lived in a tropical rain forest, a paradise of food and fishing, with plenty of time to put into the “great work” of statues.

According to Easter Island’s resident archaeologist, Edmundo Edwards, the Polynesians used to sail back and forth across great distances among the Pacific islands, but eventually they used up all the large trees, thereby losing the ability to build large canoes. At this point, they became effectively trapped. The old middens (a dump for domestic waste) show that fish bones got progressively smaller, as the Polynesians could no longer sail out to deep fisheries.

Flights to Easter Island leave from Santiago. The trip takes about 5 hours. 📅 27.121191 ☑️ 109.366423

---

**Also in Chile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Tatio Geysers</td>
<td>Antofagasta</td>
<td>With over 80 active geysers, some of which you can bathe in, El Tatio is the third-largest geyser field in the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Founded in 1904 around a copper mine and once home to 15,000, this town was abandoned during the 1970s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa Baviera</td>
<td>Linares</td>
<td>Formerly a cult known as Colonia Dignidad, Villa Baviera was a secretive German-Chilean community surrounded by barbed wire and led by ex-Nazi Paul Schafer before his 2005 arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Mountain Hotel</td>
<td>Panguipulli</td>
<td>Located in a forest, this moss-covered nine-room hotel is shaped like a volcano and spews water from its roof. Entrance is via a cable bridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villarrica Caves</td>
<td>Pucón</td>
<td>Travel hundreds of feet into this active volcano and see the hardened remains of a lava flow that once oozed out of the mountainside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World’s Largest Coca-Cola Logo</td>
<td>Arica</td>
<td>60,000 empty bottles of Coke comprise a 30-year-old ad seen only from the air.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Easter Island’s greatest statue was never erected. Weighing more than two 737s, it’s unclear how the islanders ever planned to move it.
Mano del Desierto

ANTOFAGASTA, ANTOFAGASTA
The barren monotony of the Atacama desert is shattered by what looks like a buried giant reaching out for help. Mano del Desierto, a 36-foot-tall (10.9 m) hand protruding out of the sand, is the work of the Chilean sculptor Mario Irarrázabal, and was built in the early 1980s. Irarrázabal’s work is known for its portrayal of human vulnerability and helplessness—two concepts that certainly come across when viewing the unnerving, half-submerged palm.

The hand is about an hour drive south of the town of Antofagasta, along the Pan-American Highway.

At the turn of the century, Chile's northern Tarapacá region was full of sodium nitrate mining towns. Workers from South America, Europe, and Asia formed communities around the mines. In the words of UNESCO, each town became a “distinct urban community with its own language, organization, customs, and creative expressions.”

But something on the horizon would change all this. In 1909, German scientists Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch figured out how to chemically fix nitrogen—that is, how to make white gold on an industrial level. The discovery was disastrous for the Chilean saltpeter towns. By 1960, all lay abandoned. Today, their remains stand as rusting ruins in the inhospitable Atacama desert.

The Humberstone and Santa Laura Saltpeter Works are an hour east of Iquique on Route 16.

When “white gold” was no longer needed, Chile’s mining towns fell apart.

Nitrate Towns

IQUIQUE, TARAPACÁ
Until 1909, Chile had something very rare and valuable: large deposits of sodium nitrate. Also known as “white gold” or “Chile salt peter,” sodium nitrate is used in the production of fertilizer and explosives. So valuable was this “white gold” that Chile went to war with Peru and Bolivia in 1879 over areas containing the chemical compound.

When “white gold” was no longer needed, Chile’s mining towns fell apart.

The Hand of the Desert has acquired graffiti on its palm.
COLOMBIA

Buried City of Armero

Armero, Tolima

Visit the eerily quiet former town of Armero and you’ll see only a few buildings surrounded by weeds. Then you will realize that you are looking at the upper levels of those buildings. The ground floors are buried by mud that smothered the town more than 25 years ago.

Armero was home to almost 30,000 people on November 13, 1985. That was the day the nearby Nevado del Ruiz volcano erupted, sending torrents of mud and debris down its slopes at 40 miles per hour (64.3 km). Soon, a 15-foot (4.5 m) layer of the sludge had covered the town, trapping and killing 23,000 of its inhabitants.

Those who escaped instant death faced an agonizing 12-hour wait for relief workers to arrive. The mud, which pulled at their feet like quicksand, made rescue efforts frustratingly slow. People who had been buried up to their necks watched, helpless, as workers tried and failed to dig them out.

One such victim was 13-year-old Omayra Sánchez. Imprisoned in the mixture of water, mud, and the concrete remains of her own home, she smiled, sang, talked to rescue workers, and was interviewed. Volunteers made multiple attempts to dig Omayra out, but her legs were pinned by concrete. Sixty hours after becoming trapped, Omayra died. A photograph of her staring, helpless, into the camera while immersed in neck-high sludge was published around the world and became the symbol of the disaster.

Covered in mud and with more than two-thirds of its inhabitants wiped out, Armero became a ghost town. Survivors created a kind of cemetery, constructing tombs in place of the old houses and honoring their former residents with epitaphs. The Armando Armero foundation has established a Memory Interpretation Center on the site, where visitors can learn about the buried city and the volcano that destroyed it.

The ruins of Armero are a 5-hour drive west of Bogotá, Colombia’s capital. 

Pablo Escobar’s Hippos

Puerto Triunfo, Antioquia

Notorious Colombian cocaine baron Pablo Escobar once lived on this sprawling estate, spending his days riding his hovercraft over its many lakes, wandering among his collection of vintage cars, and strolling through his zoo filled with hippopotamuses and exotic birds.

Escobar was killed in a hail of gunfire by the Colombian police in 1993, and the hacienda became dilapidated. It has since been revived—this time as a theme park. There have been some problems, however. Locals are known to sneak in—on one occasion with a backhoe—and dig up the lawn and floors in search of treasure they believe Escobar buried.

Meanwhile, the four hippos Escobar imported from Africa have thrived and, in one case, escaped the confines of the estate. In 2009, a hippo named Pepe was found 62 miles (100 km) away and killed by the Colombian military. The group of wild hippos is now estimated at around 40. They are ruled by an alpha male named Pablo.

The hacienda is about 4 hours east of Medellín on Route 60. Visitors can feed baby hippos, tour the drug lord’s personal effects, and even see the Cessna that carried Escobar’s first load of cocaine to the US.

The drug baron is long gone, but his hippos live on.
Caño Cristales
LA MACARENA, META
From September to November, during the period between the wet and dry seasons, the Caño Cristales river, in Colombia’s remote Meta province, becomes a liquid rainbow. The riverbed is carpeted with Macarenia clavigera, a species of river weed found nowhere else on earth, and the source of the Caño Cristales’s notoriety. Pale green under the shade of riverbank foliage, the Macarenia turns a stunningly intense magenta under the full sun. Jet-black rocks, white water coursing over cascades, and the occasional crater of yellow sand complete the colorful tableau.

Until 2009, the river was off-limits to visitors due to the presence of FARC guerrillas in the region. Now the tourists are arriving again, brought to Caño Cristales by local guides who stick to authorized paths. Charter a flight from Villavicencio to the village of La Macarena, once a guerrilla stronghold. From town, it’s a 15-minute ride in a motorized canoe up the Guayabero River, followed by a long hike down a FARC-built dirt road to the river.

Also in Colombia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Museo el Fósil</th>
<th>Malpelo Island</th>
<th>Peñol Stone</th>
<th>Las Lajas Sanctuary</th>
<th>Salt Cathedral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boyacá · A bus-size crocodile-like fossil is the centerpiece of this roadside museum.</td>
<td>Choco · Dive for hammerheads and silky sharks in this biodiversity hotspot.</td>
<td>Guatapé · From afar, this 10-million-ton stone looks like two halves of a giant rock messily stitched together. Get closer and you will realize that the “stitching” is actually a spiral staircase.</td>
<td>Nariño · Built within a gorge, this Gothic Revival church is located at the site where the Virgin Mary supposedly appeared during the 18th century.</td>
<td>Zipaquirá · Explore a subterranean church in an old mine featuring floors that crunch underfoot, a large cross carved into the back wall, and blue and purple lighting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vibrant river weeds give Colombia’s “River of Five Colors” its rainbow effect.
Guayabetal Zip Lines

Guayabetal, Cundinamarca

If you want to cross the Rio Negro valley near Guayabetal, you have two options: Hike a steep forest path for four hours, or hitch yourself to a steel cable suspended 1,300 feet (396 m) above ground and hold on tight. Most locals opt for the latter.

The tools for crossing using the zip lines are simple: a length of rope used to form a seat, a steel roller with a hook to attach the rope, and a wooden yoke that straddles the cable and serves as a brake. The half-mile (0.8 km) trip takes less than 30 seconds.

The journey is not without its dangers. According to some reports, 22 people have plunged to their deaths. The most recent fatality occurred in 2004, when a 34-year-old man was decapitated while trying to cross with two other passengers lashed to him (they both survived). He'd already used the cable earlier that day to pass two beds, a doghouse, chickens, a television, a stereo, and three chairs across the valley without a hitch.

In the late 1990s, a Bogotá television news program aired an exposé on the cables, which included a clip of a six-year-old boy who lived on the far side of the valley zipping across the line to get to school. A public outcry ensued, provoking calls from Bogotá for the cables to be torn down. The lines were technically illegal, but because the Rio Negro Valley spans two Colombian states—Meta and Cundinamarca—it had never been clear who held jurisdiction over them. In 2001, the government finally ordered 18 of the cables removed.

Locals saw the move not only as a threat to their livelihoods but as disrespectful of an old tradition that had served the community well for generations. The mayor of Guayabetal reportedly received death threats saying that if he complied with orders to remove the cables, he'd be "carried out in wooden pajamas"—a euphemism for a coffin. In an op-ed published in El Tiempo, a man who'd used one of the cables for 20 years without incident wrote, "If the authorities are so concerned with safety, they should take away airplanes, since not long ago one crashed in the United States, killing all 260 passengers." To protest the impending removal, a local woman slid out to the middle of one of the lines and dangled there for hours.

In the end, all but four of the cables were removed. A school was built on the far side of the valley so that children no longer have to zip back and forth each day. Instead, a teacher from Guayabetal now crosses over at the beginning of the week and comes back to town for the weekend.

The zip lines are 2 hours south of Bogotá. If you can find the relatively well-hidden cables, you may be able to convince one of the locals to take you across, but you will be risking both their life and yours.

Proto zip lines once flew commuters across the Andes. Only a few remain.
To visit the spot where the northern and southern hemispheres meet, all you need to do is ride the bus from Quito to Ciudad Mitad del Mundo— the city at the middle of the world. There you will find not one, but three versions of the equator, each one calculated according to different methods.

In 1982, a pyramidal monument with a globe on top was built to mark the spot of the equator, as determined by a French geodesic mission in 1743. The monument, which contains an ethnographic museum exhibiting Ecuadorian culture, sits amid restaurants, shops, and a planetarium. The bright orange line painted down the center of the main walkway provides plenty of opportunities to get your photo taken with one foot on each half of the world. The only problem is that, since the museum was built, GPS technology has determined the true location of the equator: 787 feet (240 m) to the north.

The nearby Intiñan Solar Museum claims to be the real site where the hemispheres meet, and tour guides are only too happy to prove it using scientific experiments. Tourists are astonished to discover they can suddenly balance an egg on a nail, drain water from a sink without it spinning, and lose their strength while standing on the equator. All of this is trickery—you can balance an egg on a nail in any location, provided you have the patience.

The solar museum claims its equatorial mark was determined by US military GPS equipment, but visitors have discovered that the GPS apps on their cellphones disagree with the ruling.

According to consumer navigational devices, the real equator passes through Mitad del Mundo—not under a garish orange line or within a museum, but on an unmarked dirt path in a vacant lot.

**Mitad del Mundo is just north of Quito. Take a Metrobus to Ofelia and switch to the Mitad del Mundo bus. ☑ 0.002310 🌊 78.455776**

**Also in Ecuador**

- Chimborazo Volcano
  - **Chimborazo** · This massive volcano in the Andes is the farthest point from Earth’s center.

- Las Grietas
  - **Galápagos Islands** · In Las Grietas (“the cracks”) you can leap into the water falling between steep lava-rock cliffs.

- The Ecuador National Museum of Medicine
  - **Quito** · This museum features a collection of local medicinal plants and medical archaeology.

**French Guiana**

- Devil’s Island
  - **Iles du Salut** · France’s worst criminals came to this penal colony during the 19th century.

**Guyana**

- Jonestown Site
  - **Barima** · An overgrown jungle and a rusty tractor are all that remain of the would-be paradise founded by cult leader Jim Jones.

**Paraguay**

- Guaraní Missions
  - **Itapúa** · Explorer stone ruins from a 300-year-old Jesuit utopian social experiment.

This is the middle of the world—depending on who you ask.
PERU

Gocta Falls
COCACHIumba, AMAZonas

In May 2005, a German economist named Stefan Ziemendorff went for a hike in the remote Utcabamba valley of Peru. In the distance, he spied what looked to be an impossibly tall two-tiered waterfall that hadn’t appeared before on any map. The following March, after returning with proper surveying equipment and measuring the falls at 2,531 feet (771 km), Ziemendorff held a press conference to announce that he had discovered the third tallest waterfall in the world. The rank of third tallest has been hotly contested since then, but that’s not the only debate.

Like many of geography's most heralded “discoveries,” Ziemendorff’s wasn’t news to everyone. While the waterfall may have been a total secret to the outside world, there were 200 residents in an isolated village called Cocachimba who not only knew all about it, but lived almost directly underneath it. For 53 years, since the hamlet’s founding, Cocachimbans had awakened each morning to one of the world's most picturesque views—and apparently never mentioned it to anyone. As it turned out, the locals had good reason not to bring it up—they were afraid of it.

A legend about the waterfall had been passed down for generations. According to locals, once upon a time, a man named Gregorio told his wife that he was taking off for a short trip. Not realizing that his suspicious wife had decided to trail him through the forest, he made his way toward the base of Gocta. There, the wife caught Gregorio cavorting with a beautiful blond mermaid at the foot of the falls and flew into a jealous rage. The frightened siren grabbed Gregorio and pulled him into the waterfall with her. He never reemerged, and locals came to believe that anyone brave enough to hike to the falls was chanceing a run-in with dangerous, supernatural forces.

According to a town official, it took the safe return of dozens of tourists before the residents of Cocachimba shook their phobia of Gocta. The town has since come around to the benefits and beauty of the natural wonder that looms overhead.

Again, for waterfall enthusiasts, the question of whether Gocta even deserves its stature as the bronze medalist of waterfalls has been a subject of rancorous debate. It all comes down to your definition of what a waterfall is. If there’s a break in the drop, as there is in Gocta, does that count as more than one waterfall? What if the water cascades over the side of an inclined cliff, rather than spilling off vertically, as is the case with several towering falls in Norway? And what if the water slows to only a trickle during the dry season? No matter which criteria you use, everyone agrees that Angel Falls in Venezuela tops the charts, particularly in terms of awe-inspiring spectacle.

Cocachimba is 5 hours east of Trujillo. Resident guides are happy to take you on a hike to the falls. 📍 6.028728 🗼 77.888125

San Pedro Cemetery of Ninacaca
NINACACA, PASCO

There are no headstones or crosses in San Pedro Cemetery. Instead, ornate miniature buildings a few feet tall mark the head of each grave.

The crowded monuments encompass hundreds of architectural styles, ranging across every continent in the world. Tiny Peruvian cathedrals stand next to miniature Kremlin-like structures, across from petite Moorish buildings.

Although the monuments are colorful and more playful than those in typical cemeteries, their origin is dark. In 1989, a Peruvian terrorist group known as Sendero Luminoso launched an attack against the village, invading the town and forcing its residents into the central square. The rebels killed 6 people, including the town’s mayor. To commemorate the tragedy, townspeople created a miniature replica of a school as a gravestone for a teacher who was murdered, and thus the tradition was born.

Ninacaca is 4 hours northwest of Lima, the capital. 📍 10.855605 🗼 76.110249
NAZCA LINES

NAZCA, ICA

The desert west of Nazca is home to a killer whale, a pelican, some monkeys, and a shark. These animals are just some of the hundreds of massive shapes created by the Nazca people from lines drawn in the sand between 400 and 650 ce. So large are the designs—up to 935 feet (285 m) across, the equivalent of the Statue of Liberty laid end to end three times—that they can only be seen from the air.

The lines seem to have been made simply by scratching grooves into the desert floor, but their purpose remains unclear. The Nazca religion revolved around agriculture and fertility, and scholars suggest that the lines may have been walked on during religious ceremonies. Their grand scale has led some to speculate that they were attempting to communicate directly with their gods.

That the Nazca people ever saw their creations from the air is unlikely. There is a fringe theory that the shapes were created with the aid of hot air balloons; in 1975, explorer Jim Woodman created a hot air balloon using only materials that would have been available to the Nazca. Nonetheless, it’s much more likely that ground-based surveying techniques were used: putting stakes in the ground, tying a rope between them, and using the lines as a guide.

An observation tower along the Pan-American Highway provides a limited view of the lines, but the only way to see them in all their glory is to fly over the area. Light planes depart from Nazca, Pisco, and Lima.

FLOATING ISLANDS OF THE UROS

PUNO, PUNO

In the middle of Lake Titicaca, a civilization that predates the Incas survives on floating islands of reeds.

Though the origins of the Uros are shrouded in anthropological mystery, their basic story goes something like this: At some point in the distant, pre-Columbian past, a tribe of comparatively dark-skinned people migrated out of the Amazon and found themselves on the shores of Lake Titicaca. Oppressed by the local population and unable to find land of their own to tend, they ended up moving out into the middle of the lake on small floating islands they constructed from layers of cut totora, a thick reed that grows like kudzu in the lake.

In the middle of frigid Titicaca, the Uros found relative peace and scraped by for centuries as bird hunters and fishermen while living one of the most unique lifestyles on the planet. Today, some 1,200 Uros still live on an archipelago of around 60 artificial islands, strung out like a necklace near the city of Puno.

Stepping foot onto a floating island is a strange feeling, like walking on a giant sponge that squishes underfoot. Though the mats of reeds are up to 12 feet (3.6 m) thick, there is a persistent feeling that one could step right through to the cold lake below.

The Uros Islands are a half-hour boat trip from Puno. Disarmingly cute local children may sing for money during the ride.
Chan Chan

TRUJILLO, LA LIBERTAD

Chan Chan is a giant, elaborate sand castle. Built by the Chimú people around 850 CE, the adobe city—the world’s largest—is now an archaeological site. The 28-square-mile (72.5 km²) city, comprised of temples, houses, kitchens, gardens, and cemeteries, had a population of around 30,000 before falling to the Inca Empire in 1470.

The Chimú addressed the desert city’s lack of water by building a complex irrigation system that included a 50-mile (80.4 km) canal to the Moche and Chicama rivers. Ironically, Chan Chan now faces the opposite problem: too much water. The city is slowly dissolving, as El Niño storms become fiercer and more frequent. Wind and torrential rains have substantially weakened the city, washing away the intricate animal friezes that decorate its walls. Peru’s National Institute of Culture is supporting efforts to protect and preserve Chan Chan, but the city’s substantial size makes it difficult to shelter from the elements. Time is running out, and the rains keep coming.

Off Avenida Mansiche, Trujillo. Only about ten percent of the city is open to explore—a tour guide will be able to explain what lies beyond the publicly accessible portion.

\(8.105999\ W\ 79.074537\)

Also in Peru

Toro Muerto

Arequipa - Multiple ancient cultures created this petroglyph field.

Sacred City of Caral-Supe

Barranca - “The oldest town in the new world” dates back to 3,000 BCE—the same era as the First Dynasty of Ancient Egypt.

Kuelap Fortress

Chachapoyas - The “Machu Picchu of the North,” constructed around 500 CE by the Chachapoyas people, now consists of 400 ruined buildings enclosed by a huge, high-walled fortress.

Choquequirao

Cusco - Hike west for two days from the city of Cusco and you’ll reach this ruined Inca city.

Qenqo Temple

Cusco - Death rituals and sacrifices were once commonplace inside this Peruvian megalith.

Band of Holes

Ica - This barren rock near Pisco Valley is dotted with neat rows of mysterious holes that stretch over mountain terrain.

Moche Pyramids

Lambayeque - At these pyramids, warrior-priests conducted rituals involving costumed battles and human sacrifice.

Huayllay National Sanctuary

Pasco - With its unusual formations in open fields, this rock forest is a dream destination for climbers.
The Incas never invented the wheel, never figured out the arch, and never discovered iron, but they were masters of fiber. They built ships out of fiber (you can still find reed boats sailing on Lake Titicaca). They made armor out of fiber (pound for pound, it was stronger than the armor worn by the conquistadors). And their greatest weapon, the sling, was woven from fibers and powerful enough to split a steel sword. They even communicated in fiber, developing a language of knotted strings known as quipo, which has yet to be decoded. So when it came to solving a problem like how to get people, animals, and goods across the steep gorges of the Andes, it was only natural that they would turn to fiber.

Five centuries ago, the Andes were strung with as many as 200 suspension bridges braided from nothing more than twisted mountain grass and other vegetation, with cables sometimes as thick as a human torso. Three hundred years before Europe saw its first suspension bridge, the Incas were spanning longer distances and deeper gorges than anything that the best European engineers, working with stone, were capable of.

Over the centuries, the empire’s grass bridges gradually gave way and were replaced with more conventional works of modern engineering. The most famous Incan bridge—the 148-foot (45 m) bridge immortalized by Thornton Wilder in The Bridge of San Luis Rey—lasted until the 19th century, but it too eventually collapsed. Today, there is just one Incan grass bridge left, the Keshwa Chaca, a sagging 90-foot (27.4 m) span that stretches between two sides of a steep gorge, near Huinchiri. According to locals, it has been there for at least 500 years.

Despite its seemingly fragile materials, modern load testing has found that in peak condition, the Keshwa Chaca can support the weight of 56 people spread out evenly across its length.

In 1968, the government built a steel truss bridge just a few hundred yards upstream. Though most locals now use it instead of the grass bridge to cross the valley, the yearly tradition of rebuilding the Keshwa Chaca has not abated. Each June, it is renewed in an elaborate three-day ceremony. Each household from the four surrounding towns is responsible for bringing 90 feet (27.4 m) of braided grass cord. Construction takes place under the supervision of the all-important bridge keeper, or chacacamayoc. The old bridge is then cut down and thrown into the river. Because it has to be willfully, ritually regenerated each year, the Keshwa Chaca’s ownership passes from generation to generation as a bridge across not only space, but also time.

The bridge crosses Apurimac Canyon, 5 hours south of Cusco. 🆓 14.383056 ℹ️ 71.493333
Ica Stones

ICA, ICA

For his 42nd birthday in 1966, Peruvian physician Javier Cabrera received an unusual present: a stone carved with what looked like an extinct fish. Over the next few years, Cabrera sought out more of the stones from a local farmer, who claimed to have found them in a cave. Eventually, the physician amassed a collection of more than 10,000. In addition to featuring animals, the carvings depicted strange scenes of ancient people battling Tyrannosaurs, conducting kidney transplants, and gazing through telescopes. Were these artifacts proof of a sophisticated ancient culture, or even evidence that humans and dinosaurs coexisted? Not quite.

Basilio Uschuya, the farmer who sold Cabrera the stones, confessed in 1973 that he had forged them. Then things got complicated: Uschuya retracted his admission soon afterward, claiming he lied to avoid being arrested for selling archaeological artifacts. Over 20 years later, when Cabrera opened a museum showcasing the stones, Uschuya changed his story yet again. This time he said he had carved most, but not all, of them. Cabrera was unfazed by the revelation, believing in the authenticity of the stones until his death in 2001.

Though the collection of carvings can’t be dated due to its lack of organic material, archaeologists regard the stones as a hoax. This has not dissuaded many creationists and extraterrestrial enthusiasts from hailing the stones as the creations of “Gliptolithic Man”—an ancient, highly intelligent people who shared Earth with the dinosaurs before departing from the planet in spacecraft they built themselves.

Calle Bolivar 174, Ica. Ica is a 4-hour drive south of Lima, the capital. 11,000 of the stones are currently on display at Ica’s Cabrera Museum, which is open to visitors by appointment. 🇵🇪 13.450437 🌊 76.150840

Desert Oasis

HUACACHINA, ICA

Appearing out of nowhere amid the hot sands of the Peruvian desert, Huacachina is one of the only true desert oases in the Americas.

The watering hole has attracted both desert travelers and tourists for over 70 years. Now a small town with a population of 115, it has become a hub for sandboarding. Though Huacachina is no figment of the imagination, it has become a highly impractical place to live. In recent years, the water level of the natural spring has dropped consistently, and the community has sustained the oasis only by pumping in water.

Huacachina is a 30-minute drive south of Ica. As budget concerns and restrictions on pumping in water have increased, the future of the oasis remains unclear. 🇵🇪 14.087500 🌊 75.763333
URUGUAY

**Pedagogical Museum**

MONTEVIVO

The Pedagogical Museum José Pedro Varela chronicles Uruguay’s shift from a religion-based school system to a science-based system. Highlights include artifacts and displays relating to the disciplining of children—including a dunce cap, dioramas of corporal punishment, and a sign reading, “A beating is worth more than a sermon.”

1175 Plaza Cagancha, Montevideo. The museum is at Plaza de Cagancha, which is the city’s central square. 🌐 34.906437 56.191330

---

VENEZUELA

**Jimmie Angel’s Airplane**

CIUDAD BOLÍVAR, BOLÍVAR

American aviator Jimmie Angel famously discovered the world’s tallest waterfall in 1933, when he accidentally flew his plane over it while looking for gold deposits. On a return trip in 1937, his plane was damaged after landing on soft ground at the top of a tepui. Angel and his companions were forced to hike for 11 days to reach the bottom of the mountain.

The plane, named *El Río Caroní*, stayed on the mountaintop mesa for 33 years before being removed by helicopter, restored, and placed at the entrance of the airport in Bolívar City—just the right place for tourists to examine it before taking their own trip to Angel Falls.

Tomas de Heres Airport, Au Jesús Soto, Bolívar. Just look for the gray plane with red stripes in the middle of a well-manicured lawn in front of the airport. 🌐 8.122056 63.537198

---

**Drowned Church of Potosí**

POTOSÍ, TÁCHIRA

In 1985, the residents of sleepy, bucolic Potosí received some unwelcome news: The government intended to flood their entire town in order to create the Uribante Caparo hydroelectric dam. The evacuation order came swiftly, and residents were relocated to nearby towns. The dam was completed and the town was submerged, but not all of Potosí disappeared quite so willingly. At low tide, the cross at the top of 82-foot (25 m) church spire would emerge from the water, a reminder of Potosí’s former existence.

In early 2010, the El Niño weather phenomenon caused droughts across Venezuela and the water behind the Potosí dam gradually dried up, revealing the church in its entirety for the first time since flooding.

The site began to attract visitors and, with the area’s water stores reaching critically low levels, locals gathered at the church to hold a mass and pray for rain. Their wish was granted—the skies opened and the Potosí church disappeared beneath the water once again.

Potosí is a 7-hour drive east of Caracas, the capital. The church steeple is now visible to varying degrees, according to rainfall and dam levels—check ahead. 🌐 8.966666 63.550000
The isolated ecosystem atop Mount Roraima teems with creatures found nowhere else on Earth.

Mount Roraima

Santa Elena de Uairén, Bolívar

In the Guiana Highlands of south-east Venezuela, a series of mesas rise from the ground, thrusting forests hundreds of feet into the air. Known as tepuis, or “houses of the gods,” the 1.7-billion-year-old hills once formed a connected landform, but broke apart long ago.

The flat top of the highest of the Pakaraima chain of mesas, Mount Roraima, sprawls across three nations. Sitting on the Venezuela-Brazil-Guyana border, it is surrounded on all sides by 1,300-foot-tall (396 m) cliffs. Because of its island-like ecological isolation, Roraima has a distinct ecosystem rich with unique botanical, zoological, and geological curiosities. Fingernail-size black toads, carnivorous marsh plants, and fields of quartz crystals blend with strange rock formations to create an otherworldly environment.

Reports of this exotic land-island are said to have been one of the inspirations for Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World, in which dinosaurs and ape men were discovered living atop an isolated mountain. (Among other inspirations were Conan Doyle’s good friend Percy Harrison Fawcett, who reported seeing “monstrous tracks of unknown origin” in South America.)

The easiest way to the top of Mount Roraima is from the Venezuelan side. The trailhead is at Paratepui, 14 miles (22.5 km) east of San Francisco de Yuruaní. It’s highly recommended that you go with a guide. ☎ 5.143333
拨 60.762500
THE EVERLASTING LIGHTNING STORM

CONGO MIRADOR, ZULIA

There’s something strange in the air where the Catatumbo River flows into Lake Maracaibo. For 260 nights out of the year, often for up to ten hours at a time, the sky above the river is pierced by almost constant lightning, producing as many as 280 strikes per hour. Known as the relampago del Catatumbo (“the Catatumbo lightning”), this everlasting lightning storm has been raging for as long as people can remember.

In 1595, Sir Francis Drake’s attempt to take the city of Maracaibo by night was foiled when the lightning storm’s flashes gave away his position to the city’s defenders. This happened again during the Venezuelan War of Independence in 1823, when Spanish ships were revealed by the lightning and fell to Simón Bolívar’s upstart navy.

In fact, the lightning, visible from 25 miles (40.2 km) away, is so regular that it’s been used as a navigation aid by ships and is known among sailors as the Maracaibo Beacon. Interestingly, little to no sound accompanies this fantastic light show, as the lightning moves from cloud to cloud, far above the ground.

It’s still unknown exactly why this area—and this area alone—should produce such regular lightning. One theory holds that ionized methane gas rising from the Catatumbo bogs meets cold air pouring down from the Andes, helping to create the perfect conditions for a lightning storm. The best place to see the storm is from Congo Mirador, a village built on stilts on Lake Maracaibo. Head to Encontrados to make arrangements. 📞 9.563214 ☎️ 71.382437

Also in Venezuela

Colonia Tovar

_Aragua - For over a century, residents of this German village in the cloud forest outside of Caracas spoke German and married only within their village._

Cerro Sarisarinama Tepui

_Bolivar - Unique forests are found at the bottom of massive sinkholes on this tabletop mountain in one of the most remote places in the country._

Pedernales

_Delta Amacuro - Explore mud volcanoes that are constantly bubbling up wet earth._

Médanos de Coro National Park

_Falcón - A desert of massive sand dunes constantly shifts in the winds._

There is a dazzling lightning show over Lake Maracaibo almost every night of the year.
Amid the lush vegetation of San José de Galipán is a concrete mausoleum once overrun with mummies. The mausoleum was once part of a laboratory in which a German doctor, Gottfried Knoche, conducted experiments with human corpses. After immigrating to Venezuela in 1840, Knoche settled in La Guaira. Determined to find a way to prevent post-death decomposition, Knoche brought unclaimed bodies from the Venezuelan Federal War to his Buena Vista lab on horseback. There he injected them with homemade solutions designed to keep them pristine without requiring the removal of their organs. The doctor always kept several bodies mummified in his laboratory for study.

He was also called upon to preserve the famous and powerful. Dr. Thomas Lander, a distinguished Caracas journalist and politician, was said to have been one of Knoche’s postmortem patients. Apparently, the mummy of Lander was placed at the entrance to his house, where it sat for 40 years before the government demanded its burial.

A striking story holds that when Knoche was 87 and knew that his own death was imminent, he instructed his nurse to inject his special serum into his jugular vein, allowing it time to circulate and best preserve his own body. According to the tale, he then locked himself in the lab’s mausoleum, becoming the last of his own mummies.

Knoche’s laboratory has been slowly engulfed by vegetation and pillaged by looters. Though medical students ransacked Knoche’s lab after his death, the exact composition of the doctor’s embalming liquid has never been discovered. Some of the exterior walls, door frames of the main entrance, stables, a tank, the laboratory, and oven are all that remain, as well as a few decorative mummy replicas installed by the restoration group Foundation Knoche.

The ruins of the lab are in the mountainous Avila National Park in Caracas. Get a bus up the hill to Galipán or take the cable car to Avila Magica. From there, it’s a hike through the park.  

Dr. Farid Mattar erected El Monumento a la Paz in Caracas in 1963 as a tribute to recycling. Built with trash, stones, and rubble left over from construction sites all over the city, each stone was placed, according to Mattar’s own words, “in the name of each Venezuelan newborn boy and girl.” It is a tranquil site, with lush plants, canopies of trees, and stone arches.

Mérida is home to the ice cream parlor with the greatest variety of flavors in the world—around 900 in total, and 60 on any given day. Owner Manuel da Silva Oliveira’s creative offerings include Sardines in Brandy, Beer, Ham and Cheese, and Cream of Crab.

Gottfried Knoche erected Heladería Coromoto in Mérida in 1928.

Gottfried Knoche, ardent fan of mummification.
It seems like a riddle: How can there be an underwater river?

In the thick jungle just outside the ruins of the Mayan city of Tulum, a series of sinkholes and caves lead to an amazing submerged world. One such opening is Cenote Angelita. The 200-foot-deep (60 m) pool cavern was created by the crumbling of porous limestone as water crept in and hollowed out the space. The gaping cavern was once even worshipped as a holy site by ancient Mayan cultures, hence its name; *cenote* is a derivation of a Mayan word meaning “sacred well,” and *angelita* means “little angel.”

The flooded Angelita cave has a unique quality: It seems that a separate river runs near the bottom of the water-filled pit. This illusion is a product of the water’s chemistry. Different portions of the water in the caverns have different levels of salinity, causing the denser water to sink to the bottom, where it looks like a misty underwater river all its own.

The cenote is just southwest of the town of Tulum. Guides and transport may be arranged through tour agencies in Tulum. 📍 20.137519 📞 87.577777

A flooded cave appears to hide an underwater river.
Las Pozas
Xilitla, San Luis Potosí

Las Pozas is the creation of Edward James, an eccentric English poet, artist, and patron of the Surrealist movement. James sponsored Salvador Dalí, allowed René Magritte to use his London home as a studio, and was acquainted with such luminaries as Dylan Thomas, Sigmund Freud, D. H. Lawrence, and Aldous Huxley. Huxley introduced James to Hollywood types, who in turn introduced him to spiritualist Western visionaries, who then introduced him to the wilds of Mexico.

Won over by the country’s lush vegetation and leisurely pace, James purchased a coffee plantation in 1947 and spent the next ten years cultivating orchids and tending to exotic animals. After an unprecedented frost in 1962 destroyed many of his plants, James started building the extraordinary sculpture garden that remains on the site today. The design of Las Pozas was inspired by both James’s orchids and the vegetation of the jungle of La Huasteca, combined with architectural elements taken from the Surrealist movement.

Construction on Las Pozas began in 1962, and carried on for over 20 years. The gardens feature concrete structures with Surrealist names, like the “House on Three Floors Which Will in Fact Have Five or Four or Six,” the “Temple of the Ducks,” and the “House With a Roof Like a Whale.” Stairs spiral up into the air, mismatched columns support uneven floors, and decorative arches range from ornately finished to seemingly incomplete.

In the 1960s and 1970s, James dedicated more and more of his resources to his “Surrealist Xanadu,” as he referred to it, spending millions of dollars and employing hundreds of masons, artisans, and local craftsmen. By the time James died in 1984, he had built 36 sculptures spread out over more than 20 acres of tropical jungle. Over the years, trunks and vines have snaked their way among the structures, adding to the surrealism of the scene.

20 de Noviembre, Xilitla. The closest international airport is in Tampico, a 3-hour drive from Xilitla.

Pomuch Cemetery
Pomuch, Campeche

November 2, the Mexican Day of the Dead, is bone-cleaning day at Pomuch Cemetery.

When a Pomuch resident dies, he or she is temporarily buried at the town graveyard. After three years, family members come to disinter the bones, clean them, and place them in a wooden box for permanent display. Each year after that, the families return to participate in the ritual bone-cleaning.

In addition to reuniting families and allowing them to confront the pain of death, the tradition is tied to a belief that deceased relatives will become angry and wander the streets if their bones are not cared for properly.

Pomuch is a small town east of Campeche City. 20.137530 90.174339
**The Island of the Dolls**

**MEXICO CITY**

As a gondolier steers you along Teshuilo Lake to La Isla de las Muñecas, you’ll see two giant teddy bears sitting sentry on the shore. Beyond them are the main attraction—hundreds of dirt-encrusted dolls nailed to trees, strung along wires, and pinned to a dilapidated wooden shack.

Some dolls are missing limbs. Others have spider webs forming in their eye sockets. Their faces have been bleached and discolored by the sun, and their hair is stringy and matted. Their clothes are gradually rotting away. Most are attached by their necks, their heads sagging forward, giving them the appearance of having been hanged.

Dolls began appearing on the island in the 1950s, when a man named Don Julian Santana Barrera, ostracized from his hometown for his religious preaching, left his wife and children and moved there to live in isolation. A local legend told of a girl who had drowned in the surrounding lake. Santana Barrera became fixated on her and was convinced that her spirit lingered on the island. In order to appease her, and to protect himself from any evil spirits lurking in the lake, he began collecting dolls from the trash and arranging them into makeshift memorials.

Over the next five decades, Santana Barrera collected hundreds of plastic children. An avid gardener, he traded produce for dolls and suspended them carefully from trees, wires, and the walls of his wooden hut. He continued to be haunted by the spirit of the drowned girl—though there is no evidence that the girl ever existed.

In 2001, Santana Barrera’s nephew, Anastasio Velazquez, came to the island to help his uncle plant pumpkins. As they fished in the canal, Santana Barrera, then 80, sang passionately, claiming that mermaids in the canal were beckoning to him. Velazquez left briefly to work on the garden. When he returned, he found Santana Barrera lifeless, lying facedown in the canal in the spot where the girl is said to have drowned.

Though the troubled man behind the dolls is gone, his unsettling creations live on. Velazquez keeps the private island open to visitors, many of whom bring dolls of their own as tributes for the “girl of the lake.”

**Teshuilo Lake, Xochimilco,**

*Mexico City. Get the metro line to Tasqueña station, then the light rail to Xochimilco, a district of canals and artificial islands. From there, walk to Cuemanco landing, where you can hire a gondola. Make sure the gondolier is willing to ferry you to the island, as it’s not part of the standard route. The trip takes about 2 hours. ☎ 19.272847 📞 99.096510*
Great Pyramid of Cholula

SAN PEDRO CHOLULA, PUEBLA

When the Spanish arrived at the city of Cholula in 1519, they were pleased to find a large hill just itching to have a Catholic church built on top. What they didn’t realize was that it was no mere hill—beneath the overgrown grasses was a pyramid with a volume larger than that of the Great Pyramid of Giza.

Construction on Cholula’s great pyramid began around the first century BCE. During the many pre-Columbian power shifts in Mexico, each conquering culture—the Olmecs, the Toltecs, and the Aztecs—built its own additions to the structure, creating a stack of pyramids in different architectural styles.

At some point before Hernán Cortés and his army arrived in Cholula, the pyramid fell out of favor as a place for religious ritual. It became overgrown, slowly transforming into what looked like a big hill. Veiled by nature, the pyramid avoided the fate of surrounding temples and sacred sites, which Cortés destroyed and replaced with churches per colonial policy. The Church of Our Lady of the Remedies, built on top of the “hill” in 1594, is still there.

The pyramid was not revealed again until 1910, when diggers preparing the construction of an asylum at its base uncovered the foundations. Archaeologists have since excavated the pyramid’s stairways, platforms, altars, and over 5 miles (8 km) of tunnels snaking through the structure’s innards.

A 16th-century Spanish church sits atop a structure larger than the Great Pyramid of Giza.

Av 8 Norte #2, Centro, Puebla. Hike to the hilltop church for a great view of Puebla. 📍 19.105270
📞 98.225566
If you fell into the Cave of Swallows, it would be at least 10 seconds before you hit the floor. The limestone sinkhole is 1,093 feet (333 m) deep. That’s deep enough to fit the Chrysler Building with the Statue of Liberty balancing on top.

BASE jumpers used to fling themselves into the abyss regularly, using a mechanical winch to make the long journey back up. Now, however, BASE jumping and motorized winches are no longer allowed. The noise and constant high-speed descents were disrupting the resident birds as well as the nearby humans.

To see the bottom of the cave—which, incidentally, is covered with guano and crawling with insects, snakes, and scorpions—you’ll need to throw a rope into the abyss and rappel down. The hard part is climbing back up, which takes 40 minutes if you’re superhumanly fit, and 2 hours if you’ve been known to skip a few sessions at the gym. If you’d rather not descend into the fathomless chasm, you can tie a safety rope around your waist and peer over the edge.

The Cave of the Swallows is named after the thousands of birds who nest in the cave walls, spiral out of the sinkhole every morning, and return every night. They are not actually swallows—they’re a combination of white-collared swifts and green parakeets.

The Cave of the Swallows is a 30-minute drive west of the small town of Aquismón. 📍 21.599836 📢 99.098964
MAPIMÍ SILENT ZONE

MAPIMÍ, DURANGO

According to legend, there is a patch of desert 2.5 miles (4 km) from San Ignacio where cell phones don’t work, the animals are mutants, and aliens do flybys in UFOs. Mapimí Silent Zone, so called due to a belief that radio waves can’t be transmitted within the area, is Mexico’s answer to the Bermuda Triangle. The fact that both zones—as well as the Egyptian pyramids—are located between the 26th and 28th parallels only fuels the fire of conspiracy theorists’ imaginations.

Mapimi’s supposed magnetism can be traced back to July 11, 1970, when a US Air Force Athena test rocket lost control, accidentally invaded Mexican airspace, and landed in the desert region of Durango, hundreds of miles from its planned New Mexico destination. The rocket was carrying two small containers of cobalt-57, a radioactive element.

A team of covert specialists brought in to find the fallen rocket conducted aerial searches lasting three weeks. When they finally recovered the rocket, a road was built to transport the wreckage, as well as a small amount of contaminated topsoil. All these operations were carried out under tight security, spurring rumors among the locals.

Rumors became legends: People claimed that radios didn’t work, reported sightings of very tall people in “tight silver suits” (which may have held some truth, as during the missile cleanup people might have seen men in silver bio-suits), and spoke of concentrated “Earth energy,” “light spheres,” and UFOs. A seemingly malformed species of desert tortoise with triangles on its shell sparked cries of mutation. (In fact, the patterns are a normal variation among the Bolson tortoise population of Mexico.)

People now come from all over to explore the area, look for the elusive “silent zones,” and sometimes attempt communication with otherworldly beings. Though visitors may be surprised to find their compasses and radios working just fine, an experienced guide will remind them that since the zones move, it can be hard to locate them.

Unfortunately, these new age and paranormal enthusiasts, known locally as zoneros or silenciosos, are now having an adverse effect on the desert area that contains the Silent Zone. By collecting and keeping both natural and historical artifacts they find in the desert, they are depleting the area of its finite resources.

The zone is east of Federal Highway 49, in the Chihuahuan Desert. Part of the Silent Zone is located in the Mapimi Biosphere Reserve; please respect the reserve and keep any supernatural activities subtle.  

Also in Mexico

San Juan Parangaricutiro

Angahuan - The towers and top floor of this church are all that protrude from a layer of lava that smothered the town in 1944.

The Mummies Museum

Guanajuato - With their mouths gaping open, their arms clutching at themselves, and their tissue-thin skin ripped to reveal bone, the 138 mummies in this museum do not appear to be resting in peace.

Statue of José María Morelos

Janitzio - A staircase spirals up inside this 151-foot (46 m) statue of a Mexican independence hero. Above the stairs are murals depicting the life of Morelos and his role in the country’s history.

Little Boy Zero

La Gloria - Edgar Hernandez, the five-year-old patient zero of 2009’s global swine flu pandemic, is immortalized in this bronze statue.

Museum of Perversity

Manzanillo - The graphic dioramas here that depict torture, violence, and cruelty are intended to turn visitors into human-rights activists.

Mercado de Sonora

Mexico City - This market is a one-stop shop for herbal medicine and occult supplies. Stock up on dried skullmuts, amulets, and ingredients for love spells.

City of Books at Biblioteca Vasconcelos

Mexico City - A jaw-dropping megalibrary contains the complete, perusable book collections of five of Mexico’s greatest thinkers.

Quetzalcoatl’s Nest

Naucalpan - Visit condors designed in the shape of a feathered Aztec snake god, complete with gnawed maw.

Cosmovitral Botanic Garden

Toluca - Stained glass windows bathe this artful garden in cosmic light.

Tree of Tule

Tule - The Monzetzuma cypress’s spectacular girth earns it a place in the record books, while its gnarled bark inspires the imagination. Visitors have found likenesses of human faces, lions, jaguars, and elephants.

Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve

Michoacán - Every fall and winter, millions of butterflies head south to this park, forming orange clusters that envelop the branches of its pine trees.

Festival of the Exploding Hammers

San Juan de la Vega - Each February, brave and/or reckless locals strap explosives to sledgehammers and throw them down with all their might.
Armando Garcia’s woman-shaped home is hard to miss.

LA MONA

TIJUANA, BAJA CALIFORNIA

In 1987, a scruffy part-time art student named Armando Garcia approached Tijuana city officials with a simple plan: to build a humongous naked woman in the middle of the city to mark the 1989 Tijuana centennial. Unsurprisingly, they declined the offer.

Garcia was undeterred, simply relocating the work to his neighborhood, an overlooked ghetto of Tijuana. Two years later, despite the doubts of his professors and classmates, he had built it: a 5-story, 18-ton nude woman rising from hovels and a trash dump. Her right arm, pinky finger extended, points toward the sky. It is a sly gesture that mimics the location of Tijuana on a map of Mexico.

The huge woman, officially named Tijuana III Millennium by Garcia but known locally as La Mona, or “the doll,” was modeled after one of Garcia’s ex-girlfriends. For several years, Garcia lived inside the hollow woman with his wife. Their bedroom was located in the woman’s breasts, the study in her head, the kitchen in her stomach, and the bathrooms, appropriately, in her behind.

Garcia has since moved to another house in Puerto Nuevo called La Sirena. It, too, is in the shape of a giant nude woman.

Ensenada Street, Aeropuerto, Tijuana. The Aeropuerto neighborhood is just southwest of Tijuana International Airport. Local taxi drivers will know how to find La Mona. 📍 32.539038 📍 116.993191
CAVE OF THE CRYSTALS

NAICA, CHIHUAHUA

In 2000, workers at Naica, Mexico’s largest mine, were excavating a new tunnel 1,000 feet (305 m) underground when they broke into an extraordinary cave. This chamber, now known as the Cave of the Crystals, contains some of the largest crystals ever found. Its crisscrossing shards of selenite measure up to 39 feet (12 m) long.

The unusually immense crystals formed over half a million years in water that was a steamy and stable 136°F (57.7°C). These conditions allowed a particular mineral in the cave, anhydrite, to absorb water and transform into gypsum, its lower-temperature, stable form. Gypsum deposits gradually built up, forming the giant selenite crystals. When mining operations began in the area, workers pumped water from the surrounding caves, inadvertently draining the crystal cave and exposing its treasures.

Conditions in the Cave of the Crystals are very hazardous to humans. Ambient temperature is around 125°F (51.6°C), and the 90 to 99 percent humidity creates a stifling environment in which higher brain functions quickly deteriorate and breathing becomes difficult. The terrain is uneven and the smaller crystals have sharp edges, making walking tough.

Scientists and researchers have been exploring the cave since 2006. They do so wearing cold-water respirators and suits lined with ice. Even with this special equipment, the explorers can only stay in the cave for 45 minutes at a time.

Unfortunately, the water-draining process that revealed the Cave of the Crystals is also destroying it. Selenite deteriorates when exposed to air. Currently, the mine’s water-pumping operations keep the cave dry. To preserve the crystals and allow them to grow larger, the cave must be flooded again, which would cut off human access. The dilemma is whether “saving the cave” means maintaining scientific access to it or allowing its crystals to grow unobserved.

The mine and cave are located in the southwest part of Naica, a town with around 5,000 residents. Due to its fragility and oppressive conditions, the cave is only accessible to researchers. Terreros 7, Naica. Naica is a 2-hour drive south of Chihuahua City. 🌔 27.850833 🌐 105.496389

Naica’s gigantic crystals were discovered in 2000.
Central America

BELIZE

The Great Blue Hole

LIGHTHOUSE REEF

Off the coast of Belize is the Lighthouse Reef atoll. And in the middle of the atoll is the Great Blue Hole. Blue holes are underwater sinkholes formed in carbonate rock. As befits its name, the Great Blue Hole is a particularly large one, measuring 984 feet (300 m) in diameter with a depth of 407 feet (124 m). It is a perfect circle of indigo, surrounded by light neon blue and ringed with a coral reef.

Analysis of stalactites found in the sinkhole shows the Great Blue Hole began to form as a limestone cave at least 150,000 years ago. At that time, the global sea level was much lower. When the ocean began to rise, the cave system flooded and eventually collapsed, creating a deep underwater cavern. Sharp-eyed scuba divers will notice that some of the massive stalactites are tilted at about five degrees—evidence of a geological shift that took place tens of thousands of years ago.

Diving trips leave from Belize City, around 60 miles from the Great Blue Hole. Plan to spend the whole day. 17315571 87534514

Ocean explorer Jacques Cousteau adored this underwater sinkhole.
SAN IGNACIO, CAYO

To reach the caverns of Actun Tunichil Muknal, you’ll need to endure a bumpy 45-minute drive, a 45-minute hike through the jungle, three river crossings on foot, and a claustrophobia-inducing swim into the narrow mouth of the waterlogged cave. But at least you’ll make it out alive.

During the late Classic period of their civilization (700 to 900 CE), the Maya came to the cave to perform sacrificial rituals, believing it to be a gateway to Xibalba, the underworld. Carrying flaming torches, burning incense, and holding ceramic pots containing edible offerings, they led people inside to be killed and offered to the gods.

Archaeologist Thomas Miller discovered Actun Tunichil Muknal, also known as ATM, in 1986. Later excavations uncovered the bones of 14 people, including six children under the age of three, in a large chamber called the Cathedral. Cranial trauma and the positioning of the remains indicated they were fatally struck on the head and thrown to the ground. Left undisturbed in the dripping cave for approximately 1,200 years, the bones are coated in calcite crystals, giving them a sparkling, puffy appearance. Hundreds of pieces of broken pottery surround the human remains—following sacrificial ceremonies, the Maya would smash the ceramic pots to release the energy contained within.

A full skeleton, lying on its back with its head raised as if to look at you, stands out among the scattered bones. Calcification has softened its harsh contours, and the crystals dusting the bones glitter in the light of your headlamp. This is the “Crystal Maiden.” She died at 18—probably in a particularly violent way, judging by her two crushed vertebrae.

Due to site preservation requirements you must go with a guide—you can find several in San Ignacio. Cameras are no longer allowed, after a tourist dropped one on a skull estimated to be a thousand years old in 2012. Bring dry socks to wear in the Cathedral, where shoes are not permitted. Wear shoes you can swim and hike in. You’ll be given a helmet with a headlamp.

The caverns are a 2-hour drive southwest of Belize City. 📧 17.117496 ☎️ 88.890467

**THE CRYSTAL MAIDEN**

A young woman sacrificed around 1,200 years ago has transformed into a glittering skeleton.

**Also in Central America**

**Costa Rica**

727 Fuselage Home

*Quepos* - Stay in a beachfront hotel repurposed from an old Boeing 727 fuselage.

**Guatemala**

Mapa en Relieve

*Guatemala City* - For a smaller, steeper, more-turquoise version of Guatemala, head to the open-air relief map at Minerva Park.

**Nicaragua**

Footprints of Acahualinca

*Managua* - Over two thousand years ago, a dozen or so people went for a stroll through Managua. Their footprints, embedded in volcanic ash which then solidified, are still visible today.

**Panama**

Ancón Hill

*Panama City* - Surrounded on all sides by Panama City, a tiny patch of jungle wilderness remains protected amid a rapidly industrializing and burgeoning urban center.
COSTA RICA

Sloth Sanctuary

CAHUITA, LIMÓN

It all began with a baby sloth named Buttercup. In 1991, three girls turned up on Judy Avey-Arroyo’s doorstep holding the orphaned, injured three-toed sloth. Despite having no experience with the animals, Avey-Arroyo took Buttercup in and nursed her back to health. The infant was so endearing that Avey-Arroyo and her husband, Luis Arroyo, decided to establish a sanctuary dedicated to rescuing and rehabilitating injured sloths.

The Aviarios del Caribe Sloth Sanctuary opened in 1997 and has since taken care of more than 500 two- and three-toed sloths. Found in the tropical forests of South and Central America, sloths live in trees and move at a very slow pace—which can make them vulnerable to animal and human predators.

After nursing sloths back to health, the sanctuary releases some of them back into the wild and keeps others as permanent residents. Buttercup is the undisputed star of the sanctuary and is tasked with greeting visitors on arrival.

The sanctuary’s “slothpital” treats sloths who have fallen onto power lines or been hit by cars. In the infant section, tiny, wet-nosed sloths are bathed in buckets and dressed in pajamas made from athletic socks before being placed in incubators.

Off Highway 36, 7 miles north of Cahuita. The sanctuary is a 3-hour drive southeast of the capital of San José.

STONE SPHERES

SANJOSÉ

Clearing land along the Diquis Delta for future banana plantations in 1939, the United Fruit Company uncovered something unexpected: hundreds of spherical stones, measuring up to eight feet (2.4 m) across.

To this day, it is unclear who shaped the stones, when they did it, and for what purpose, but their perfect roundness and smooth surfaces indicate they are man-made, rather than naturally formed. They were likely shaped into balls from larger boulders, using a combination of fracturing, chiseling, and grinding.

Almost all of the stone spheres have been moved from their original locations, making it even more difficult to determine their archaeological context. Treasure seekers have blown up some of the balls, acting on the belief that there is gold hidden inside. There is not.

Six of the spheres are in the courtyard of Costa Rica’s national museum in San José, Calle 17, Cuesta de Moras. 📍 9.932609 📞 85.071967
Looking at the rocket launchers, guerrilla radio codebooks, ammo, and martyr portraits at this five-room museum will give you an insight into the 1979–1992 Salvadoran Civil War. But for a more in-depth experience, ask for a tour—your guide, an ex-guerrilla, can tell you firsthand stories.

The museum pays homage to the guerrilla fighters of Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN), an alliance of five left-wing groups that waged war on the country’s military government. Over 75,000 people died in the conflict.

After reading the personal histories of FMLN fighters and seeing the homemade bombs they used, go outside to see the downed helicopter and reconstructed guerrilla camp. Its tunnels, caves, and bridges show how the fighters hid during the war.

Ruta de Paz, Perquín. Buses to Perquín run from San Miguel (a 2.5-hour trip) and San Francisco Gotera (90 minutes). 🏆 13.956798 📞 88.1618550

**Museum of the Revolution**

**PERQUÍN, MORAZÁN**

**FMLN**

Once a year, flaming rags are flung in the air to commemorate a volcanic eruption.

**EL SALVADOR**

**Fireball Festival**

**NEJAPA, SAN SALVADOR**

Every August 31, once the sun goes down, young men with painted faces crowd the streets of Nejapa to hurl flaming fuel-soaked rags at one another. Hundreds of onlookers cheer as the bolas de fuego, or “fireballs,” fly through the air.

For over 30 years, the annual fireball festival has commemorated the 1658 eruption of the El Playon volcano, which buried the town of Nexapa and forced its residents to build a new settlement: Nejapa. The fireballs, which are made from rolled-up rags soaked in barrels full of kerosene, represent the flaming rocks spewed from the volcano. The festival also honors San Jerónimo, the town’s patron saint, who is said to have fought the devil in a fiery struggle.

To protect themselves from burns, fireball festival combatants wear gloves and waterlogged clothes. Even with these precautions in place, dozens of people each year have to be treated for burns.

**Nejapa is a small town 30 minutes north of San Salvador, the capital. 🌋 13.819263 📞 89.233773**
GUATEMALA

THE GREAT GUATEMALAN SINKHOLE

GUATEMALA CITY

There used to be a three-story textile factory at the corner of 11 Avenida A and 6A Calle, but the ground swallowed it. In May 2010, just an hour after the textile workers had gone home, a 65-foot-wide (20 m) section of the earth caved in, pulling the building and a huge chunk of the road into a 10-story-deep sinkhole.

The colossal chasm, which is an eerily perfect cylindrical shape, is not Guatemala’s first sinkhole. In 2007 an even deeper hole opened up just blocks away, dragging 3 people and a dozen houses with it. Due to the region’s past volcanic activity, Guatemala City sits on top of hundreds of feet of loose, easily eroded pumice—former volcanic ash that has hardened into rock. In 2010, torrential rains from Tropical Storm Agatha flooded the pumice, dissolving it and creating a huge cavity. The sinkhole was not just the work of Mother Nature, however: Leaking underground pipes had already caused significant erosion by the time the rains arrived. (The word “sinkhole” usually applies to cavities that form naturally in limestone. While the chasm that ate the textile factory looks identical to a sinkhole, it technically is more of a “piping feature,” according to geologist Sam Bonis.)

The 2007 sinkhole has been filled in with concrete, but the 2010 hole remains a shockingly vast chasm in the middle of an inner-city intersection. Guatemala City’s sinkholes aren’t all this huge—in 2011, Inocenta Hernandez awoke to a loud noise and discovered that a nearly 3-foot-wide (1 m), 40-foot-deep (12 m) chasm had opened beneath her bed. 11 Avenida A and 6A Calle, Zona 2, Guatemala City. 📍 14.6640531 📧 90.511606

Guatemala City’s porous pumice ground occasionally falls away to reveal a gaping hole.
HONDURAS

Rain of Fish
YORO, YORO

The Lluvia de Peces, or “Rain of Fish,” is said to occur at least once and sometimes twice a year in the small town of Yoro: During massive rainstorms, hundreds of small silver fish supposedly cascade from the heavens.

The fantastical story says that from the 19th century onward, every May or June, a large storm has rolled through the town bringing heavy rain. When the maelstrom passes, the streets are alive with gasping fish.

In the 1970s, a team from the National Geographic Society actually witnessed the flapping fish—one of the few credible sightings of the phenomenon. They did not, however, find proof that the fish came from the sky.

The “animal rain” weather phenomenon has been reported around the world for centuries, though the scientific understanding of it remains sketchy. The simplest explanation for these falling fauna is that large rainstorms flood rivers and force certain animals out of their homes, causing them to fill the streets. Another simple explanation is that a flash flood can deposit fish far from their waters before quickly receding, leading bystanders to believe that the animals must have come down with the rains.

While it’s extremely rare, animals do occasionally fall from the sky when they get picked up by waterspouts. Waterspouts are small tornadoes that form over a body of water. Though they do not suck up water into the air (the “spout” is actually condensation), the whirlwind has the power to lift small animals from the water and release them over land.

Among the most mysterious elements of Yoro’s “Rain of Fish” is that the fish themselves are not local to the area and may come from as far away as the Atlantic Ocean, some 140 miles (200 km) to the north. A less exciting theory postulates that the fish live in underground rivers and are forced up onto the streets rather than falling down onto them. This hypothesis is supported by the 1970s National Geographic team’s discovery that the silver fish are completely blind.

In Yoro, the explanation is often religious rather than scientific. In the 1860s, Father José Manuel Subirana, a Catholic priest living in the area, prayed for sustenance for the hungry. At the end of his marathon prayer session, it is said to have rained small fish. Since 1998, an annual festival has been held in honor of the Lluvia de Peces miracle. It includes a parade, during which revelers carry effigies of Father José Manuel Subirana through the streets.

Buses run between the Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa and Yoro—a 125-mile (201 km) journey. The festival is usually held in June, coinciding with the first major rainfall of the season. N 15.133333 W 87.142289

NICARAGUA

Cerro Negro
LEÓN, LEÓN

Cerro Negro, South America’s youngest volcano, is the world’s first location to offer ash boarding. Also known as volcano surfing or volcano boarding, the sport involvesstrapping a wooden plank to your feet and coasting down the 1,600-foot (488 m) ash-and-pebble slope of Cerro Negro. Boarders wearing gloves, goggles, and jumpsuits reach speeds of up to 50 miles (80.5 km) an hour, kicking up clouds of dust on the way down. Those of a more timid disposition can opt to sit on the board or simply run down the steep slope.

The ascent is less thrilling—it’s an hour-long hike—but the summit brings its own rewards. A stunning 360-degree panoramic view reveals the chain of active and dormant volcanoes, lined up one after the other, surrounded by blue skies and lush green foliage. Cerro Negro itself, which first appeared in 1850, is an active volcano whose crater often emits smoke. It has erupted 23 times, most recently in 1999.

Boarding tours leave from León, an hour southwest of the volcano. N 12.506864 W 86.703906

Surf down the slopes of an active volcano.
PANAMA

Darién Gap

DARIÉN PROVINCE

The Pan-American Highway stretches all the way from the northern shore of Alaska to the southern tip of South America with just one break: a 54-mile (87 km) missing piece on the Panama–Colombia border known as the Darién Gap. Visit and you will encounter a wild jungle oasis that is home to many rare plants and wildlife. You also may not make it out alive.

The Darién region is home to members of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), a Marxist–Leninist guerrilla group engaged in a decades-long armed conflict with the Colombian government. The overgrown jungle provides plenty of hiding places for the storage and trafficking of drugs—activities that earn FARC hundreds of millions of dollars each year. Many travelers attempting to cross the Darién Gap have gone missing, been kidnapped, and been held hostage by rebels on both sides of the border.

The current Colombian and Panamanian governments have no desire to build a road that would complete the Pan-American Highway. It’s too expensive and too dangerous, and development would damage the jungle’s fragile ecosystem. In the words of explorer Robert Young Pelton, who was kidnapped and held hostage in the Darién Gap in 2003, “It’s probably the most dangerous place in the Western Hemisphere . . . Everything that’s bad for you is in there.”

The thick jungle and militia presence make the Darién Gap a destination for only the most foolhardy. To travel between Central and South America more safely, buy a plane ticket or hop aboard one of the many yachts that make the trip from Panama to Colombia.

The only gap in 30,000 miles of Pan-American Highway is a very dangerous place.

Caribbean Islands

BAHAMAS

Swimming Pigs

BIG MAJOR CAY

“Uninhabited island full of feral pigs” may not sound like a delightful vacation destination. But consider this: These pigs are friendly, and they want nothing more than to frolic with you in the clear, refreshing waters of Big Major Cay, also known as Pig Beach.

The swimming pigs hang out during the day on the beach and in the waters of the appropriately named Pig Beach. When a boat approaches from the adjacent resort island of Fowl Cay, the eager swine throw themselves into the water and paddle up to greet their guests. A steady stream of visitors ensures they are well fed and well loved.

It is unclear how pigs got to Big Major Cay in the first place, but they were likely left there by sailors stopping off on the way to bigger bits of land.

To get to Big Major Cay from Nassau, take a plane to Staniel Cay, then a boat north. The pigs like it when you bring potatoes.

Friendly wild pigs float in the warm Bahamian waters.
**BERMUDA**

**The Unfinished Cathedral**

**St. George’s, St. George’s**

Grass grows where the pews ought to be, half the support pillars have crumbled, and the roof is long gone. The unfinished church at Somers Garden is the result of conflicts in the congregation, money troubles, and one almighty hurricane.

Construction on the Protestant cathedral began in 1874. The building, designed to seat 650, was intended to replace St. Peter’s Church, an Anglican place of worship established shortly after the 1612 English settlement of St. George’s.

St. Peter’s Church still stands, but the new cathedral remains unfinished. The first hurdle came when the congregation split and a group of former parishioners left to build their own Reformed Episcopal Church. In 1884, a cathedral in nearby Hamilton burned down, requiring funds to be diverted from the construction project. By 1894, with the unfinished cathedral having suffered from financial setbacks, storm damage, and squabbles within the Anglican community over its legitimacy, the congregation decided they would rather renovate St. Peter’s than complete the new cathedral.

Thirty years later, a hurricane caused substantial damage to the western end of the unfinished cathedral, sealing its fate as a modern ruin. Though the building has no ceiling, no floor, and no windows, it is a popular site for wedding ceremonies.

**Great Isaac Cay**

**Bimini Islands**

Every 15 seconds, a white light blinks from above Great Isaac Cay, a tiny piece of land 20 miles (32 km) north of Bimini. The flash comes from the top of a 152-foot-tall (46 m) lighthouse, which has seen better days—patches of brown mar its white exterior, and the surrounding buildings are crumbling. It makes sense: Though the lamp continues to shine, the lighthouse was abandoned in 1969.

The Great Isaac lighthouse began life as a display item for the Great Exhibition of London in 1851. By 1859, it had been installed on the island to help guide merchant ships through the rocky Northwest Providence channel.

Lighthouse keepers occupied the barren island until 1969, when, on August 4, it was discovered they had gone missing. They were never found. Given that Hurricane Anna ripped through the region two days earlier, it was assumed they perished at sea. After their disappearance, the Great Isaac Light was automated, and its beam is still visible up to 23 nautical miles away.

Though the cay’s grounds are open to the public, the bottom few stairs in the tower are missing and the storage bunkers and buildings are locked.

Nineteenth-century lore has it that a ship wrecked near Great Isaac Cay, killing everyone aboard except one young infant. Locals claim that the infant’s mother (known as the “Grey Lady”) can still be seen roaming the island, and her wails of sorrow can be heard on full moons.

The cay is only accessible by boat. Commercial tours can be arranged from North Bimini island.

**Somerset Bridge**

Somerset Island - The world’s smallest drawbridge is just wide enough for a sailboat mast.
CUBA

**Juragua Nuclear Power Plant**

**JURAGUA, CIENFUEGOS**

In 1976, Communist companions Cuba and the Soviet Union signed a deal to build the Juragua nuclear power plant. Construction on the first of two nuclear reactors began in 1983 with a target operational date of 1993. But a few years before the reactor’s scheduled completion, the USSR collapsed. The flow of crucial Soviet funds ceased, 300 Russian technicians went home, and Cuba was forced to suspend construction on its badly needed power plant.

Lacking nuclear fuel and without the primary components installed, the plant sat in limbo until December 2000, when Russian President Vladimir Putin paid a visit to Cuba. Putin offered Fidel Castro a belated $800 million to finish the first reactor. Despite Cuba’s reliance on imported oil for power, Castro declined. Project status: officially abandoned.

The unfinished plant, a huge, domed concrete structure, sits on the Caribbean coast, across the bay from the city of Cienfuegos. You can get a closer look by going to Castillo de Jagua, an 18th-century Spanish fortress two miles from the plant. Access to the plant itself is prohibited.

The plant is a few minutes away from the town of Jagua. 📌 22.066660 📌 80.513275

CAYMAN ISLANDS

**Bloody Bay Wall**

**LITTLE CAYMAN**

Off the north coast of Little Cayman, a 10-mile-long (16 km) strip of land home to just under 200 people is an undersea wonderland filled with neon creatures. Bloody Bay’s fluorescent underwater cliff face attracts all manner of colorful characters, including purple-and-yellow fairy basslet fish, bright red soldierfish, vivid blue parrotfish, and glowing yellow tube sponges.

The site is an enticing spot for scuba divers, who may find themselves swimming alongside eels, turtles, and curious crowds of black-and-white Nassau groupers. As for the jarring Bloody Bay moniker, there are two theories: One holds that it was named for the red tides that occurred when Little Cayman was a whaling spot. The other says Bloody Bay was named for a pirate battle that took place there back in the bad old buccaneering days.

Little Cayman, the smallest of the Cayman Islands, is 80 miles (129 km) northeast of Grand Cayman. 🌡️ 19.686722 🌡️ 80.069815

With its strawberry vase sponges and neon fish, Bloody Bay Wall is one of the Caribbean’s most spectacular dive spots.
Abandoned Nuclear Power Plants

Hanford site
Washington
Located on Washington State’s Columbia River and surrounded by a wildlife refuge, the 560-square-mile (1,450 km²) Hanford site is the largest radioactive waste dump in the US.

Selected as the location for a plutonium production complex in 1943, the first nuclear reactor at the site served up its initial batch of plutonium in November 1944. By February 1945, Hanford had a trio of identical reactors producing plutonium. Plutonium produced at Hanford ended up in Fat Man, the bomb that killed approximately 80,000 people in Nagasaki.

Almost all of the 50,000 construction workers who built the plant had no idea they had contributed to the creation of a nuclear weapon until news of the Hiroshima bomb reached them. Decommissioned after the Cold War, the Hanford complex left 53 million gallons of radioactive waste stored in leaking underground tanks. A multidecade cleanup is currently underway, with a projected completion date of 2040.

Experimental Breeder Reactor I (EBR-I)
Idaho
Built as a research facility in 1951, this plant in Idaho’s Arco desert became the first nuclear reactor to generate electricity. Deactivated in 1964, the site is now a museum. Visit to see two nuclear reactors, press buttons and flip switches in the control room, and use mechanical manipulator claws that once handled radioactive waste.

In the parking lot are two prototype reactors designed to power nuclear bomber aircraft. Both the United States and the Soviet Union researched nuclear-powered planes during the Cold War, but neither country produced a working model.

Wunderland Kalkar
Germany
The swing ride at the Wunderland Kalkar amusement park north of Düsseldorf is in the cooling tower of a former nuclear power plant.

Construction on the plant and reactor SNR-300 began in 1973 and took 12 years to complete. During its construction, the community was vocal about its concerns over nuclear power. In 1985, the reactor began partial operation. Then came the Chernobyl disaster of April 26, 1986. Concerned about safety and wanting to avoid high operating costs, the state government halted the opening of the plant.

Five years later, with SNR-300 officially canceled and its valuable parts sold and shipped away, Dutchman Hennie van der Most purchased the land. He then took the obvious next step: turning a nuclear power plant into a family amusement park.

Kernwasser Wunderland ("Corewater Wonderland") opened in 2001 with over 40 rides, a 437-room hotel, bars, restaurants, and a bowling alley. The star attraction is the cooling tower, now painted to resemble a snowy mountain landscape. A rock-climbing trail snakes up its outer wall, while the inside is home to a swing ride and "Echoland"—just shout and you’ll understand why.

Wunderland Kalkar offers amusement park thrills in the shadow of a nuclear cooling tower.
Prehistoric Valley

SANTIAGO DE CUBA

At this decades-old dino park, Neanderthals in loincloths and slouchy boots hang out with stegosaurs and herds of wild horses. A group of cavemen with seriously impressive lats and abs attacks a woolly mammoth. Nearby, a despondent-looking stegosaurus appears to be having an existential crisis. It’s an appropriate response in a park so riddled with anachronisms.

The 240 concrete sculptures of Prehistoric Valley may not conform to the rules of linear time, but they do provide plenty of amusing photo opportunities. They also sit in the lush surrounds of Baconao Park, a biosphere reserve that also boasts an automobile museum, an aquarium, and a recreation of a Taíno village—Taíno being the indigenous group that inhabited Cuba before Europeans arrived. The mix of attractions is a little baffling—just embrace the chaos, take it all in, and pose for a portrait next to the chiseled Neanderthals.

Baconao Park is 15 miles (24 km) from Santiago de Cuba.

John Lennon’s Statue

HAVANA

When Beatlemania swept the world, Communist Cuba resisted. Believing the Fab Four were the epitome of vulgar consumerism, Fidel Castro declared a nationwide ban on the Beatles’s music in 1964. Cubans eager to experience the rock-and-roll revolution resorted to trading smuggled tapes of “I Want to Hold Your Hand.”

Almost four decades later, with “All You Need Is Love” playing in the background, Castro unveiled a bronze statue of John Lennon in a Havana park. At the ceremony, held on the 20th anniversary of Lennon’s 1980 murder, Castro spoke of his respect for the former Beatle. “What makes him great in my eyes is his thinking, his ideas,” he said. “I share his dreams completely. I too am a dreamer who has seen his dreams turn into reality.”

Castro’s change of tune resulted from a reimagining of Lennon that cast him in the role of political dissident hounded by the US government. In the dictator’s eyes, Lennon was no longer a symbol of the decadent West, but a revolutionary dedicated to emancipating the working class. That conveniently made him a posthumous ally of Cuba—hence the need for a life-size bronze statue and an accompanying open-air concert of Lennon’s music.

The statue, which captures Lennon in his long-haired, antiwar activism years, sits on a bench in John Lennon Park. The statue’s iconic circular-rimmed glasses have been stolen so often that a guard now stands nearby holding them, poised to place them on the statue’s face when visitors approach. Parque John Lennon, Calle 8, Havana. The statue is located at the eastern corner of the park.

Fidel Castro, unlikely Beatles fan, unveiled this statue himself in 2000.
DOMINICA

BOILING LAKE

ROSEAU

The lake on Watt Mountain is not a good place for a refreshing dip: Drinking or bathing in the water will result in death, or at least severe burns.

Morne Watt (Watt Mountain) is a stratovolcano, its boiling lake a flooded fumarole—a direct line to the molten subsurface of Earth, with vents pumping scalding steam and gases into the water. A thick cloud of vapor rises from the bubbling blue-gray lake. Water temperature is around 194°F (90°C).

Morne Trois Pitons National Park. You need to be fit to visit the lake—it's a 3-hour hike from the nearest road, over difficult terrain. En route, you'll pass through the Valley of Desolation, a sulfurous expanse of volcanic vents, hot springs, and bubbling mud.

Presidio Modelo’s circular cell blocks made prisoner surveillance easy.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

THE COLUMBUS LIGHTHOUSE

SANTO DOMINGO ESTE, SANTO DOMINGO

In 1506, Christopher Columbus died in his mid-fifties in Spain. But death was not the end of his adventures—his body continued to travel in a centuries-long shell game.

Immediately after his death, Columbus was buried in Valladolid, the town in which he spent his last days. Then, on the wishes of his son Diego, the body was moved to Seville. But that wasn’t Columbus’s final destination—Diego wanted a grander tribute for his father. He headed back to the Dominican Republic, where in 1514 he laid the cornerstone for the Cathedral of Santa María la Menor that would hold Columbus’s remains. Unfortunately, frequent traveler Diego died in 1526 in Montalbán, Spain, before the cathedral was finished. His body was transported to Seville and interred next to his father.

The bodies of father and son stayed in Seville for the next 16 years, but when the Cathedral of Santa María la Menor was completed in the Dominican Republic, Diego’s widow put the wheels in motion to have both bodies moved there. In 1542, the remains sailed the ocean blue again, joining the body of Christopher’s brother, Bartholomew, who had died in Santo Domingo the year before.

There they remained, for more than 200 years, until the Spanish were ousted from the Dominican Republic in 1795. On their way out, Spaniards took the explorer’s body with them to the other Spanish stronghold in the Caribbean: Havana, Cuba.

Back in the Dominican Republic, nearly a century later, a construction worker working on the cathedral renovation uncovered a lead box—unimpressive, save for the inscription on the inside of the lid: “The illustrious and excellent man, Don Colón, Admiral of the Ocean Sea.”

At first pass, it seemed obvious that the Spanish must have, in their haste, taken the wrong box. But there’s a catch—both father, Christopher, and son, Diego, were known as Don Colón in their lifetimes, and both held the title Admiral of the Ocean Sea.

In 1898, the Spanish left newly independent Cuba. They took the (assumed) remains of Columbus back to Seville and placed them in an elaborate cathedral tomb. Back in the Dominican Republic, a 1931 design competition resulted in the 688-foot-long (210 m) cruciform memorial complex that allegedly now holds the boxed remains of the explorer.

Thus far, science has not solved the mystery of the mixed-up remains. DNA analysis of the Seville remains in 2003 was inconclusive, and Santo Domingo authorities will not permit any exhumations.

Though it’s referred to as a lighthouse, the building that (maybe) houses Columbus’s remains is actually a blocky, gray, seven-story museum. It is also home to Pope John Paul II’s robes and a popemobile.

Avenida Faro a Colón, L213, Santo Domingo Este. The lighthouse is in the Sans Souci part of Santo Domingo, near the cruise terminal. Buses marked “Corredor Independencia” and “Ave Las Americas” will get you within a 20-minute walk.
**GRENADA**

**Pearls Airport**

GRENVILLE, SAINT ANDREW PARISH

Two derelict Antonov planes, Soviet skeletons once gifted to Cuba, lie on the grass at the former Pearls Airport. Scavenged and sun-bleached, they are a rare visual reminder of Cuba’s presence in Grenada from 1979 to 1983.

Pearls Airport, the island’s first airstrip, was replaced by Maurice Bishop International Airport in 1984. The construction of the newer airport was a catalyst for the US invasion of Grenada: Ronald Reagan cited its extralong, military-aircraft–friendly runway as evidence that Cuba and the USSR planned to fly in a stockpile of weapons and endanger American citizens. It is now understood that the airport was built solely for civilian aircraft.

Pearls Airport and its two Soviet planes were abandoned following the US invasion in 1983. The single-engine biplane and twin-engine turboprop, their fuselages ransacked and rusting, have sat beside each other in a field ever since, sniffed by the occasional goat or cow.

Cold War planes, long out of commission, still sit on Grenada’s old airstrip.

**HAITI**

**Sans-Souci Palace**

MILOT, NORD

Sans-Souci Palace was once the home of King Henri Christophe I of Haiti, a former slave who became a key leader in the 1804 Haitian Revolution, when the small nation gained independence from France.

Haiti was divided in two in 1807, and Christophe became president of the northern half, officially known as the State of Haiti. Seeking a more lofty title, Christophe decided to establish a kingdom in the north, and in 1811 promoted himself from president to Henry I, King of Haiti. His full title also established him, among other things, as “Destroyer of tyranny, Regenerator and Benefactor of the Haitian nation.”

The new king needed a royal residence, so he ordered the construction of Sans-Souci Palace at Milot, a former French plantation that Christophe had managed during the Revolution. Thousands of slaves completed the building in 1813—Christophe’s ruthless national policy of forced labor contributed to the swift construction—that soon became a bustling whirlwind of feasting and dancing, with grandiose gardens, artificial springs, and a system of waterworks.

But Christophe did not enjoy his sumptuous surroundings for long. The public resented him for forcing them to work long hours in the fields, and a stroke on August 15, 1820, left him partially paralyzed. The autocratic king committed suicide 54 days after his stroke by shooting himself with a silver bullet. His son and heir to the throne was assassinated by bayonet 10 days later.

An 1842 earthquake destroyed several parts of the palace, but the remaining edifices give a sense of its former grandeur. The building’s checkered history belies its name: sans souci is French for “carefree.”

Route Sans-Soucis, Milot. The palace is a 30-minute drive from Cap-Haïtien.

**Old Airport Road, Greaville.**

The airport is a 10-minute drive from the town of Grenville.  

Though no longer used by planes, the airstrip still sees regular action: It has become an official drag-racing spot for the Grenada Motor Club.

**Old Airport Road, Greaville.**

The airport is a 10-minute drive from the town of Grenville.  

12.143641 W 61.616578
Saut-d’Éau Waterfalls
Haut Saut d’Éau, Centre
According to Haitian Catholics, the Virgin Mary once appeared in a palm tree next to the Saut-d’Éau waterfalls. According to Vodou practitioners, the apparition was the Iwa, or spirit, Erzulie Dantor. Though the tree was chopped down, members of both faiths have trekked to the waterfalls every July for over a century in search of spiritual and physical healing.

An annual pilgrimage takes place during the festival of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, from July 14 to 16. (July 16, 1843, is when the Virgin is said to have appeared in the tree.) The sick and needy come to the 100-foot-tall (30 m) waterfall to pray, bathe, and cleanse themselves with medicinal herbs, hoping to feel the presence of the Virgin Mary—or be possessed by the spirit of Erzulie Dantor. Hundreds of pilgrims crowd the base of the falls, arms raised in reverence toward the torrent of water. Some fall into a trance and must be supported by others so they don’t drown.

Pilgrimages to Saut-d’Éau increased following the catastrophic Haitian earthquake of 2010. The waterfalls are near Mirebalais, an hour drive north of Port-au-Prince. 📍18.816902 📌72.201512

Thousands of Haitians travel to the falls each year to seek the healing powers of the Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel and her Vodou counterpart, Erzulie.
Jubilee Vodou Monument

ANSE-À-FOLEUR, NORD-OUEST

There are conflicting stories about this mystical monument, but general consensus is that French Catholics got things started by building a stone cross at the top of a mountain in the 18th century.

During a storm that rolled in sometime over the next 100 years, lightning struck the monument. The top section of the cross broke off and tumbled down the hill.

To locals, this dramatic event represented Vodou gods reclaiming the hill from the Catholics. Ever since, people have been hiking to the monument to worship and leave offerings.

The cross is on top of the mountain at Anse-à-Foleur, a 30-minute drive east of Port-de-Paix.  
\( \text{N}\ 19.891782 \quad \text{W}\ 72.620274 \)

When lightning struck a Catholic cross, breaking it at the stem, local Vodou practitioners took it as a sign.

JAMAICA

Blue Hole Mineral Spring

NEGRIL, WESTMORELAND

There’s a 35-foot-deep (10.6 m) pool of mineral-rich water in this limestone sinkhole. It’s clean and beautifully blue, and will soften your skin. The only catch is that the water is 25 feet (8 m) below the opening of the cavern. If you’re brave enough to jump, get some safety tips from the local divers first—once they’ve advised you on arm placement, they’ll put on an acrobatic display of their own. Those with a fear of heights can paddle in the adjacent swimming pool, which is filled with the same mineral-rich water.

The spring is a 20-minute drive from Negril.  
\( \text{N}\ 18.228781 \quad \text{W}\ 78.283338 \)

Divers, be ready for a 25-foot drop before hitting the water.
**MARTINIQUE**

**Prison Cell of Ludger Sylbaris**

**ST. PIERRE, ST. PIERRE**

A glance at the windowless stone cell that Ludger Sylbaris once occupied may elicit pity for the man—until you learn that this building saved his life.

On May 7, 1902, the town troublemaker ended up in solitary confinement after being arrested for drunk and disorderly conduct. The next day, Mount Pelée, a volcano just north of St. Pierre, erupted, sending a cloud of superheated gas and dust racing toward the city. Within a minute, St. Pierre was leveled. Thirty thousand people burned to death instantly. There were just three survivors: a shoemaker who lived at the edge of town, a girl who escaped on a boat, and Ludger Sylbaris.

Trapped in his cell, Sylbaris couldn’t fully escape the intense heat as the ash came flying in through the tiny slot in the door. Suffering from burns and desperate to cool down, Sylbaris urinated on his clothes and stuffed them into the slot. Four days later, rescuers freed him from his prison.

Having survived the worst volcanic disaster of the 20th century, Sylbaris became a celebrity, even touring the world with Barnum & Bailey’s circus. Posters billed him as “the only living object that survived in the ‘Silent City of Death.’” St. Pierre, once the cultural capital of Martinique, is now a modest town, home to less than 5,000 people.

* Rue Bouille, St. Pierre. The closest international airport to St. Pierre is at Le Lamentin, a 45-minute drive away. ☑ 14.742798 ☑ 61.174719

---

**Other Sole Survivors**

Juliane Koepcke

It was noon on Christmas Eve of 1971, and Juliane Koepcke had just attended her high school graduation ceremony in Lima, Peru. Accompanied by her mother, a German ornithologist, Koepcke boarded LANSÅ Flight 508, bound for Pucallpa, a city in eastern Peru.

The standard flight time was 50 to 60 minutes. Forty minutes into the journey, a bolt of lightning struck the plane. The fuel tank on the right wing ignited, causing the plane to burst apart.

Juliane Koepcke woke up under her seat on the floor of the Amazon rainforest approximately 20 hours later. Concussed, suffering from a broken right collarbone, and squinting through blood-red eyes due to ruptured capillaries, Koepcke spent half a day fading in and out of consciousness until she managed to stagger to her feet. Her first concern was finding her mother. Despite a full day of searching, she never found her. But Koepcke did encounter some of the 92 passengers who died in the crash.

Though Koepcke could hear rescue planes in the sky, she had no way of signaling to them through the dense foliage. Realizing she would have to rely only on herself to survive, she found a stream and followed it. After nine days of floating and wading, she finally found a motor boat moored on the water and a path leading to an empty shack.

Koepcke was lying in the shack, too exhausted to move, when she heard voices. A trio of locals appeared, utterly shocked to see her after hearing of the crash on the radio. They gave Koepcke food, tended to her wounds, and took her to the hospital at the nearest small town.

It was several more days before rescuers located the wreckage and confirmed Koepcke was the only survivor.
Randal McCloy

Early in the morning on January 2, 2006, the first day back at work after the New Year’s break, 26-year-old Randal McCloy began his shift at the Sago coal mine in West Virginia.

At 6:30 a.m., 2 miles (3 km) inside the mine, a huge explosion rumbled the earth. A sealed passage, blocked due to its high methane levels, had blown open, sending clouds of toxic methane and carbon monoxide rushing through the mine tunnels. McCloy and his 12 coworkers attempted to drive to the surface, but fallen debris from the explosion made the journey impossible. Each miner carried an emergency “self-contained, self-rescuer” pack, which provided an hour of breathable air, but 4 out of the 13 packs weren’t working. Out of options, the men hunkered down in a tunnel section, creating a makeshift tent by nailing plastic sheeting to the ceiling and weighing it down with coal.

The miners took turns ramming an 8-pound (3.6 kg) sledgehammer into a wall bolt to signal their location to rescuers. They listened for blasts above ground—signals that would indicate they had been found. None came. It would be 12 hours before surface crews could even begin the rescue mission, due to the high levels of carbon monoxide and methane.

Four and a half hours after the explosion, the miners were weak and disoriented from carbon monoxide poisoning. They recited prayers together and borrowed one another’s pens to scrawl notes to their families. Junior Toler, a 51-year-old section foreman who had spent 32 years in coal mines, wrote, “Tell all I see them on the other side. I love you. It wasn’t bad. I just went to sleep.”

One by one, the men lost consciousness and collapsed. Forty-one hours after the explosion, the miners were weak and disoriented from carbon monoxide poisoning. They recited prayers together and borrowed one another’s pens to scrawl notes to their families. Junior Toler, a 51-year-old section foreman who had spent 32 years in coal mines, wrote, “Tell all I see them on the other side. I love you. It wasn’t bad. I just went to sleep.”

Three days later, Vulović awoke from a coma. With no recollection of the flight or the crash, she was astonished to read the details in the newspaper. It would be 10 months before she could walk again.

The official cause of the explosion on Flight 367 was a suitcase bomb in the front luggage compartment, planted by the Croatian terrorist group Ustaša. In 2009, however, a Czech journalist and two German journalists challenged this explanation based on newly acquired documents. Their assertion—that Czechoslovakia’s air force shot down the plane at low altitude after mistaking it for an enemy aircraft—has been refuted by Vulović.
LA TIN AMERICA / CARIBBEAN ISLANDS

PUERTO RICO

MONKEY ISLAND

CAYO SANTIAGO

Half a mile off the eastern coast of Puerto Rico is Cayo Santiago, an island teeming with free-ranging Rhesus monkeys. Researchers from Harvard, Yale, and the University of Puerto Rico’s Caribbean Primate Research Center visit the island to study the monkeys’ behavior, development, communication, and physiology.

The simian population numbers around 800. All monkeys on the island are descendants of the 409 monkeys imported from India in 1938 to establish the facility. Cayo Santiago has no human inhabitants. Visitors are not permitted, and with good reason: Rhesus monkeys may carry Herpes B, a virus that can be fatal to humans. Kayak trips to Monkey Island leave from Punta Santiago. You’ll be required to stay 30 feet (9 m) from the island, which is still close enough to spot some monkeys running wild.

MONTSERRAT

ABANDONED PLYMOUTH

PLYMOUTH

On February 11, 2010, vacationers flying from Toronto to St. Lucia on a Boeing 737 heard the pilot make an unexpected announcement: “Ladies and gentlemen, if you look to the left of the plane, you’ll see a volcano erupting.”

The volcano that was indeed hurling a plume of ash into the sky was the Soufrière Hills volcano on the Caribbean island of Montserrat. It was a fantastic sight, but not an uncommon one. Soufrière Hills began to erupt in 1995—for the first time since the 17th century—sending lava flows and ash falls over the 10-mile-long (16 km) island. The affected areas were evacuated and no one was killed. However, just two years later, the volcano went off again, this time killing 19 people. Continuing eruptions destroyed the capital city of Plymouth and covered the entire southern half of the island in a thick layer of ash.

The south side of the island was declared uninhabitable and remains an exclusion zone. Over half of Montserrat’s 12,000 residents never returned after being evacuated. Those who stayed live on the north side of the island and have grown accustomed to the ongoing eruptions at Soufrière Hills. The island’s economy is even benefiting from volcano-focused tourism, such as helicopter flights over devastated Plymouth and boat rides offering views of the smoking mound.

Montserrat is a 15-minute plane ride or 2-hour ferry ride from Antigua. The southern part of the island is off-limits, but you can see the volcano by boat.

PUERTO RICO

MONKEY ISLAND

CAYO SANTIAGO

The city of Plymouth was buried in ash when Montserrat’s volcano erupted.

N 18.156404 W 65.733832

N 16.707232 W 62.215755

MONTSERRAT is a 15-minute plane ride or 2-hour ferry ride from Antigua. The southern part of the island is off-limits, but you can see the volcano by boat.
Mosquito Bay

VIEQUES

Kayak in Mosquito Bay at night and every stroke of your paddle will slice a brilliant blue glow into the inky water. Scoop up water in your hand and glowing droplets will tumble down your arm like tiny diamonds. The bay is filled with microscopic dinoflagellates called *Pyrodinium bahamense*, which flash turquoise when agitated.

Mosquito Bay holds the Guinness World Record as the world’s brightest bioluminescent bay—a status that, oddly, results from the behavior of Spanish explorers during the 17th century. Convinced that the glowing bay must be the work of the devil, they tried to prevent ocean water from flowing into it by blocking it off with huge boulders. But their efforts had the opposite effect. The newly isolated bay trapped the dinoflagellates, allowing them to multiply at a rapid rate and glow even brighter.

Kayak tours depart from Esperanza. The best time to go is in the 2 weeks preceding a new moon. Unfortunately, swimming in the bay has been banned since 2008, due to environmental protection requirements.  

Arecibo Observatory

ARECIBO

Few telescopes are as awe-inspiring as the one at Arecibo Observatory. At 1,000 feet (304 m) across and 167 feet (51 m) deep, the Arecibo dish is the largest and most sensitive radio telescope in the world. Built into a natural limestone sinkhole, it is made of nearly 40,000 perforated aluminum panels.

Cornell University professor William E. Gordon opened the observatory in 1963, aiming to study the scattering of radio waves off molecules in the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Since then, significant astronomical discoveries have been made at Arecibo, including the detection of the first planets outside our solar system. The telescope has also been at the center of several projects in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.

In 1974, astronomers Frank Drake and Carl Sagan wrote the Arecibo message, a binary string that was beamed from the telescope toward the star cluster M13 some 25,000 light-years away. If the message is eventually decoded by an intelligent race, the extraterrestrial recipients will be greeted with a 23-by-73-pixel bitmap image depicting a human being, chemical formulas, the solar system, and even the telescope itself.

PR-625, Arecibo. While you can’t walk on the telescope, you can look at it from a viewing platform and see space-related exhibits at the visitor center.  

Arecibo’s 1,000-foot-wide dish scans the skies for signs of extraterrestrial life.
ST. MAARTEN

MAHO BEACH

ST. MAARTEN

A trip to Maho Beach, located on the Dutch side of St. Martin in the Caribbean, is a unique experience. Spread out a towel, dig your toes in the sand, and brace yourself as commercial airplanes roar overhead, perfuming the air with jet fuel and sandblasting your skin.

Maho Beach is right next to Princess Juliana International Airport, whose 7,150-foot (2,180 m) Runway 10 is unusually short. In order to land safely, aircraft must fly very low over the beach—low enough to blow tourists off their feet.

The hospitality industry of Maho Beach has developed with the airport in mind. Flight times and tables are posted in nearby restaurants and bars, and a loudspeaker even broadcasts communication between pilots and the control tower. It’s a dream destination for plane spotters, but doesn’t quite offer the relaxing experience of your average Caribbean beach.

Beacon Hill Road, St. Maarten. For the biggest thrill, time your visit to coincide with one of the Airbus A340 planes arriving from Paris. ☑️ 18.040115 ✈️ 63.120857

Built to unite slaves and plantation owners in worship, Cottle Church was completed in 1824.
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Mystery Tombstone

PLYMOUTH, TOBAGO

The grave of Betty Stiven, who died in childbirth in 1783, aged 23, presents a riddle on its tombstone. “What was remarkable of her,” the inscription reads, “She was a mother without knowing it and a wife without letting her husband know it, except by her kind indulgences to him.”

Some local theories on this mystery point to a passionate and taboo interracial romance that would have required secrecy and the denial of matrimony. But what of the child who somehow came into the world without Stiven realizing? There’s a theory for that, too—and it actually makes sense.

According to this version of events, Betty met Alex Stiven and they fell in love. He wouldn’t marry her, so she got him drunk, then had a priest perform a sneaky marriage. This takes care of the “wife without letting her husband know” part.

As for the “mother without knowing it” detail, Betty allegedly got pregnant and then, before realizing she was with child, came down with meningitis. She spent the rest of her life in a coma, but not before delivering the baby, who died in the process and was buried beside her. (It is medically possible to give birth while comatose, so that part of the story, at least, could check out.)

The tombstone is enclosed by an orange fence and is well marked. Flights from Port of Spain in Trinidad arrive at A.N.R. Robinson International Airport near Canaan. From there, take the Claude Noel Highway toward Plymouth.

Pitch Lake

LA BREA, TRINIDAD

With the fragrance of a freshly paved road and a viscosity that varies with every step, Pitch Lake is not your average watering hole. The 250-foot-deep (76 m) asphalt lake is the size of around 75 football fields, making it the largest of the world’s three naturally occurring pitch lakes—the others are located in Los Angeles and Venezuela.

In some spots, the surface of Pitch Lake is solid enough to walk on. In others, it is more like quicksand. To make matters more confusing, water collects in patches in the basin, resulting in a mix that is sometimes as thin as regular lake water, and other times as hard as rock.

English writer and explorer Sir Walter Raleigh encountered the lake in 1595 and used its pitch to caulk his ship. More formalized mining began in 1867 and continues to this day. Asphalt from Pitch Lake has been used to pave roads in over 50 countries, including the runways at New York’s JFK airport and the streets of Westminster Bridge in London.

Southern Main Road, La Brea. Pitch Lake is about a 90-minute drive from Trinidad’s capital, Port of Spain.
ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES

MOONHOLE

BEQUIA, GRENADINES

Named for the stone arch through which you can see the moon set twice a year, Moonhole is a community of 19 homes made from stones and scavenged materials. The beachfront houses, built on the small island of Bequia during the 1960s, are open to the elements: There are no doors to lock and many of the walls have windowless archways.

Some of the homes are now available to rent and come complete with solar-powered refrigerators, hot water, and bars made from whale ribs.

Bequia is a 25-minute ferry ride from Kingstown, the capital of St. Vincent. Moonhole is a 20-minute taxi ride. 🌐 12.992146ynthia 61.276701

Moonhole’s residents live beneath a stone arch in homes made from salvaged materials.
**Blood Falls**

**McMurdo Dry Valleys, Victoria Land**

Taylor Glacier is hemorrhaging blood—at least that’s what it looks like. On the east end of the frozen mass, a 5-story stream of rust-colored water flows into Lake Bonney, staining the ice.

This crimson water has been trapped beneath a glacier for 2 million years. Ocean water flooded East Antarctica 5 million years ago, creating a salty lake on the iron-rich bedrock. Taylor Glacier formed atop the lake, sealing it off from sunlight and oxygen and gradually burying it beneath 1,300 feet (396 m) of ice. Despite the absence of oxygen, the hidden reservoir of groundwater is rich with microbial life. At least 17 different microorganisms have been identified in Blood Falls’s high-salt, high-iron water, which is now rising through fissures in the glacier. When it meets the air, the water oxidizes, resulting in the bloodlike hue.

Beyond its striking appearance, Blood Falls is interesting to scientists because the glacier’s surviving microbes hint at the ecosystems that might be found on Mars and in other harsh, low-oxygen habitats.

The Dry Valleys are accessible only by helicopter from McMurdo Station, Scott Base, or via a cruise ship in the Ross Sea. Cruises depart from New Zealand.

☎️ 77.716686 ☎️ 162.266765

---

Red water, trapped for 2 million years beneath a glacier.
Antarctica: A note on how to get there

Though seven nations have claimed land in Antarctica, no country owns it. The continent operates according to the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, which defines the continent as a scientific preserve, regulates the research activities of each nation, and prohibits new territorial sovereignty claims.

Travel to Antarctica requires an abundance of two things: time and money. Many visitors arrive on a cruise ship from the Argentinian port of Ushuaia, located on the southern tip of South America. A few tourist ships also launch from Australia, New Zealand, Chile, and Uruguay. Trips take place during the austral summer (from November to March), and cost several thousand dollars depending on length and itinerary. Commercial flights to the continent—most of which depart from Australia—do not land, but offer sightseeing from above. To fly into Antarctica, you generally need to nab a space on one of the military flights that shuttle in staff and supplies to the research stations. Supply flights also take place between November and March. Regardless of how you get there, make sure you are healthy when venturing to Antarctica. There are no hospitals, and medical evacuation, when possible, is arduous and expensive.

Southern Pole of Inaccessibility

The Southern Pole of Inaccessibility—as distinguished from the geographic South Pole, 550 miles (885 km) away—is the point in Antarctica farthest from the ocean. This inhospitable spot, on which few humans have trod, has an average yearly temperature of –72.8°F (–58.2°C). It is marked by a bust of Vladimir Lenin.

In 1958, a team of 18 determined Soviet explorers reached the Southern Pole of Inaccessibility for the first time. The team journeyed there from Mirny, a Soviet station established on the coast of the Davis Sea two years earlier. Aboard their tractors were components for the prefabricated wooden huts that would form a new four-person research station.

When they arrived, the team assembled the huts, raised the Soviet flag, and added one final touch to the top of the chimney on one of the buildings: a Lenin bust, positioned to face Moscow. The base station was used only for a few weeks to monitor weather before being abandoned to the elements. The communist revolutionary’s sculpted head is often half-submerged in snow.

The exact point of the Southern Pole of Inaccessibility is the subject of debate—the movement and melting of ice sheets alter the coastline, affecting measurements. The bust is located at S 82.099907 E 54.967117

In 1958, Soviet explorers staked their claim on the South Pole with a Lenin bust.
**Lake Vostok**

**Vostok Station, Princess Elizabeth Land**

Buried in ice 2 miles beneath Russia’s Vostok research station lies a lake that’s been sealed away from the world for an estimated 15 million years.

Measuring 160 miles long by 30 miles wide (258 km × 48 km), Lake Vostok is the largest of Antarctica’s subglacial “ghost lakes.” Its existence was confirmed in 1993, via radar altimeter data from a remote-sensing satellite.

The air temperature at Lake Vostok has plummeted as low as -128°F (-88.8°C), the lowest temperature ever recorded on Earth. The underground lake’s average water temperature is comparatively balmy at 27°F (-2.7°C). Though that’s below the usual freezing point, the lake stays in a liquid state due to the pressure exerted by the ice above, which also provides insulation. Geothermal heat from beneath the lake may also play a role.

The search for signs of life in the lake began during the late 1990s, when scientists began drilling into the ice core to retrieve samples for analysis. As their probes approached the water, concerns arose that the drilling fluids used, Freon and kerosene, might contaminate any samples they collected. With over 300 feet to go before they reached the lake, the team chose to stop drilling.

In 2012, using silicone oil as a drilling fluid, Russian scientists reached the surface of the lake. Analysis of the samples showed DNA from over 3,500 organisms. That so much life could exist in such an inhospitable environment gives hope to scientists that life may someday be found outside planet Earth.

**Vostok Station, home of the big drill, is at the southern Pole of Cold, around 800 miles (1,287 km) southeast of the South Pole. **

**Antarctic Sculpture Garden**

**Davis Station, Princess Elizabeth Land**

His proper name is *Man Sculpted by Antarctica*, but he’s better known as “Fred the Head.” He stands outside the meteorology building of Australia’s Davis Station, and resembles Easter Island moai. Fred is the creation of a plumber named Hans, who carved the sculpture out of an old wooden pole during his winter stay in 1977.

Exposed to the winds and snow for decades, Fred has acquired a weathered complexion and become a totem for those enduring the long, dark Antarctic winters. In 2003, Davis artist-in-residence Stephen Eastaugh was so inspired by Fred that he created a sculpture garden using the wooden head as a centerpiece. Visitors are invited to add their own creations to Eastaugh’s wood and metal sculptures, but they must first get permission from Davis’s station leader and environmental adviser.

**Flights to Davis via Casey, another Australian Antarctic station, leave from Hobart, Tasmania. **

There may not be any plants in this garden, but creativity flourishes.
Shrines of the Amundsen–Scott Station Ice Tunnels

The web of ice tunnels beneath Amundsen-Scott Station serve as conduits for the research base’s power lines, supply pipes, and sewage removal. But the tunnels aren’t just utilitarian. Recesses carved into the frozen walls contain shrines to completed projects, departed scientists, and Antarctic in-jokes that defy explanation.

The tunnels were constructed over three summers as part of a station that replaced the original Amundsen-Scott base established in 1956. Completed by excavator, chainsaw, and pickax in 2002, the halls are a constant –60° F (–51.1°C) and measure 10 feet high by 6 feet (3 m × 1.8 m) wide. Or, at least they used to—much like a household freezer, ice has been building up on the walls, reducing the size of the tunnels by several inches.

The extreme cold keeps each shrine beautifully preserved. Flowers, strings of popcorn, prayer candles, tinned caviar, and a hard hat are among the eclectic items on display.

Then there is the sturgeon, set in an alcove beside a document detailing its backstory. Back in the 1990s, Russian researchers staying in Antarctica gifted the fish to American scientists at McMurdo Station, located 850 miles (1,368 km) from the South Pole. The sturgeon sat unappreciated in a freezer for months, and was on its way to being thrown out when a researcher headed from McMurdo to Amundsen-Scott Station decided to bring it along as a gift.

The frozen fish, enshrined in the tunnels, is now the research base’s only permanent resident.

Once you’ve checked out the tunnels, make sure to pose for a photo beside the ceremonial South Pole, marked by a red-and-white post surrounded by the flags of nations that have signed the Antarctic Treaty.

South Pole Station’s winter 2003 crew left behind a pig’s head shrine.

Bouvet Island

Located between Antarctica and South Africa, 1,404 miles (2,260 km) from the nearest human settlement, Bouvet is, by definition, the most remote island on Earth. Should you reach its shores, you will find it unwelcoming in the extreme. An ice-covered volcano lies at its core, and storms rage around the island for over 300 days per year.

Discovered in 1739, the island is so isolated that it was accidentally “lost” for nearly 70 years. No one actually set foot on Bouvet until 1927, when a group of Norwegians scrambled up its glacial cliffs. In 1964, an abandoned lifeboat with no national markings was discovered on the island. From the supplies spread about, it was clear someone had been there, yet ships did not normally come within 1,000 miles (1,609 km) of Bouvet, and the lifeboat was equipped only with oars and no mast. Despite a search, no bodies or tracks were found. As of today, fewer than a hundred people have ever set foot on the island—not counting whoever was in that lifeboat.

Assuming no budgetary restrictions, the best way to get on the island is to fly a helicopter from the deck of a ship and land delicately on Bouvet’s icy surface. Bouvet is a dependent territory of Norway, so Norwegian laws apply.

Wilson’s Stone Igloo

Cape Crozier - See the remains of a shelter built during what Scott expedition survivor Apsley Cherry-Garrard described as “the worst journey in the world.”

Discovery Hut

Hat Point - Built by the British in 1902, this wooden hut was used to store tinned meats, flour, and coffee for expeditions.

McMurdo Dry Valleys

McMurdo Sound - The snow-free peaks and troughs of this region comprise one of the world’s most extreme deserts.

Chapel of the Snows

McMurdo - This is the third incarnation of the world’s second-southernmost place of worship—the previous two burned down.

IceCube

Research Station

South Pole - This particle detector uses a telescope buried a mile under the ice to look for neutrinos.
**Trinity Church**

**BELLINGSHAUSEN STATION, KING GEORGE ISLAND**

When it comes to unique weddings, it’s hard to beat the union of Chilean Antarctic researcher Eduardo Aliaga Ilabaca and Russian scientist Angelina Zhuldybina. In January 2007, the couple donned their formal wear, walked through the snow, and tied the knot at Trinity Church, the southernmost Orthodox church in the world.

Standing 50 feet (15.2 m) tall and constructed from Siberian pine, Trinity was built in 2002 in Altai, a federal subject of Russia that borders Kazakhstan and Mongolia. From there, the church was transported 2,500 miles (4,023 km) to Kaliningrad (a Russian exclave on the Baltic Sea between Poland and Lithuania), dismantled, and brought to King George Island. A delegation of 20 religious leaders attended the official consecration, which took place in February 2004. Two priests now conduct services at the church, staying for a year before being swapped for new staff.

Trinity Church is within walking distance of Russia’s Bellingshausen research station, making it a convenient Sunday morning trip for Russian Orthodox scientists. Weekly services, weddings, and baptisms are all on offer—with the Southern Ocean providing a natural, albeit alarmingly cold, source of water for the baptism ritual.

*The church is on a hill near Bellingshausen Station, a Russian research base at Collins Harbor.*

\[ \text{S } 62.196405 \text{ E } 58.972042 \]

With its golden wall of saints, the southernmost Orthodox church in the world is the perfect spot for an adventurous elopement.
Shackleton’s Hut

CAPE ROYDS
The shelves are lined with tins of curried rabbit, stewed kidneys, ox cheeks, and sheep tongues. Long johns hang off washing lines slung from the walls, and boots sit in rows underneath the makeshift beds built from wooden crates. Ernest Shackleton’s hut looks just as it did when the explorer abandoned it in 1909.

Shackleton and his team of 14 men assembled the prefabricated timber hut in February 1908, having lugged it from London via New Zealand. The building was to serve as a base during the Nimrod Expedition, Shackleton’s quest to be the first to reach the South Pole.

The four-man trip toward the pole had a bittersweet outcome: with their ponies dead and their food supply dwindling, the quartet turned back 112 miles (180 km) from the South Pole—the closest anyone had gotten at the time.

The contents of Shackleton’s hut, naturally preserved in the frozen climate, offer a fascinating insight into the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration, the era beginning in the late 19th century in which pioneering explorers like Shackleton, Scott, and Amundsen led perilous, often fatal expeditions. Among the items on his packing list, intended to sustain 15 men for up to two years, were 1,600 pounds of the “finest York hams,” 1,260 pounds of sardines, 1,470 pounds of tinned bacon, and 25 cases of whisky (that’s 726 kg, 572 kg, and 667 kg, respectively).

The discovery of this last item was the cause of much excitement when, in 2010, conservators retrieved a crate of Mackinlay whisky from a stash of booze hidden beneath the hut. Three of the bottles underwent chemical analysis in Scotland, after which Mackinlay used the flavor profile to create a replica whisky. The original bottles were returned to the hut, where they sit in tribute to a long-departed gentleman explorer.

Visitors to the hut must be accompanied by a guide.
A maximum of 8 people are allowed inside at one time, and all are required to sign the logbook.

Self-Surgery in the Antarctic

On April 29, 1961, 27-year-old Russian physician Dr. Leonid Rogozov experienced pain in his side and began to feel very unwell. Rogozov was one of a dozen men stationed at the Soviet Novolazarevskaya research base, and the only physician on staff. As the pain grew more intense, and a violent snowstorm made evacuation by plane impossible, Rogozov confronted a terrifying truth: He would have to perform his own appendectomy.

Lying on his back and using a mirror for guidance, Rogozov spent 2 hours digging around in his anesthetized abdomen as his colleagues looked on. Weakened and suffering from headspins, the determined doctor took 20-second rests every 5 minutes to gather his strength. Rogozov’s journal entry on the operation recounts a close call: “At the worst moment of removing the appendix I flagged: my heart seized up and noticeably slowed; my hands felt like rubber. Well, I thought, it’s going to end badly.”

Despite the physical strain, Rogozov completed the operation and made a full recovery, going on to live for another 29 years. Some of the surgical instruments used during the operation are on display at the Museum of the Arctic and Antarctic in St. Petersburg.

Rogozov is not the only Antarctic patient who has resorted to self-administered surgery. In March 1999, Dr. Jerri Nielsen was stationed at the US Amundsen-Scott station at the South Pole when she found a lump in her breast. With transport off the continent impossible until October, Nielsen self-administered hormones and chemotherapy drugs using supplies air-dropped from military planes.

When it was confirmed that she had breast cancer, Nielsen was flown to the US for treatment. She went into remission following a mastectomy, but the cancer returned and she died from the disease in 2009.
Mount Erebus

ROSS ISLAND

When British polar explorer James Clark Ross came across this volcano in 1841, he named it after his ship. But Mount Erebus has since proven itself more like the original Erebus of Greek mythology, son of Chaos and god of darkness.

The mountain that bears Erebus’s name is a 12,448-foot (3,794 m) active volcano brimming with boiling lava. It is an odd conflation of fire and ice: Heat and gas from the 1,700°F (926.6°C) lava lake filter up to the slopes, melting the packed snow and carving out ice caves.

Since 1979, an area on Mount Erebus’s lower slopes has been regarded as a tomb. That year, an
Air New Zealand sightseeing flight crashed into the mountain, killing all 257 passengers on board. The plane had been flying in a whiteout, using coordinates that differed from the approved route. Though an extensive recovery effort took place, wreckage from the crash is still on the mountain. A memorial cross stands nearby, along with a capsule containing messages from relatives of the victims.

Although the volcano is always active (sometimes hunks of molten rock shoot through the air), Mount Erebus is open to climbers in the Antarctic summer. Entry into the crash site area is prohibited unless you have a permit issued by the relevant New Zealand authorities.  77.527423  167.156711
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- Jeremy Bentham's Auto Icon, 12  
- Sati Handprints, 133  
- St. Catherine of Siena's Head, 55

**EROTIC ODDITIES**
- Good Vibrations Antique Vibrator Museum, 287  
- Icelandic Phallological Museum, 104  
- Leather Archives & Museum, 319  
- Nude City, 40  
- Oasis Bordello Museum, 311  
- Secret Cabinet of Erotica; Mummies and Bones, 59

**FIERY PLACES**
- Craters of the Moon, 242  
- Door to Hell, 143  
- Electrum, 240  
- Ert A Ale, 208–209  
- Everlasting Lightning Storm, 410  
- Fireball Festival, 423

**FICTIONAL PLACES**
- Big Fish, 241  
- Hotel Sidi Driss, 195  
- Lord of the Rings, 240  
- Lost Set of the Ten Commandments, 241  
- Fire Island, 241

**GARDENS**
- Cosmovitral Botanic Garden, 417  
- Curitiba Botanical Gardens, 395  
- Eden Project, 7  
- Forestiere Underground Gardens, 284  
- Garden of Cosmic Speculation, 21  
- Garden of Eden, 312  
- Garden of Tarot, 55  
- Haw Par Villa, 181  
- Kawachi Fuji Gardens, 161  
- Las Pozas, 413  
- Lost Gardens of Heligan, 7  
- Paronella Park, 230  
- Pearl Fryar's Topiary Garden, 349  
- Poison Garden of Alnwick, 4  
- Ruins of le Jardin d'Agronomie Tropicale, 36

**GARDENS**
- Stanley Rehder Carnivorous Plant Garden, 349  
- Wang Saen Suk Hell Garden, 181  
- Wisteria Tunnel, 161

**GIANT HOLES**
- Band of Holes, 405  
- Berkeley Pit, 313  
- Cactus Dome, 245  
- Cotohuasi Canyon, 90  
- Craters of the Moon, 242  
- Great Blue Hole, 420  
- Great Guatemalan Sinkhole, 424  
- Kola Superdeep Borehole, 90  
- Marafa Depression, 210  
- Mars Bluff Crater, 350  
- Monticello Dam Spillway, 288  
- Oak Island Money Pit, 268  
- Quinta da Regaliera, 67  
- Sakhalin-I Oil Well, 90  
- Umpherston Sinkhole, 233

**ISLANDS**
- Battleship Island, 162  
- Bouvet Island, 447  
- Bunce Island, 205  
- Christmas Island Crabs, 237  
- Devil's Island, 402  
- Fadiouth Shell Island, 204  
- Floating Islands of the Uros, 404  
- Flowerpot Island, 271  
- Fort Denison, 234  
- Goli Otok Prison, 77  
- Guano Island, 248  
- Island of the Dolls, 414  
- Malpeko Island, 400  
- Monkey Island, 438  
- North Sentinel Island, 134–135  
- Pentecost Island Land Diving, 252–253  
- Poveglia Island, 52  
- Ramree Island, 176  
- Robinson Crusoe Island, 396  
- Seal Island, 217  
- Snake Island, 394  
- Socotra Island, 124  
- Suakim, 194  
- Suwarrow, 250–251  
- Tanah Lot, 170  
- Telegraph Island, 121  
- Tristan da Cunha, 222

**ISLANDS**
- Stanley Rehder Carnivorous Plant Garden, 349  
- Wang Saen Suk Hell Garden, 181  
- Wisteria Tunnel, 161

**LIBRARIES AND BOOKS**
- City of Books at Biblioteca Vasconcelos, 417  
- James Allen’s Biography, 371  
- John Hay Library, 374  
- Last Bookstore, 281  
- Libraries of Chinguetti, 192  
- New York Academy of Medicine's Rare Book Room, 359  
- Prelinger Library, 287  
- Pritzker Military Museum & Library, 320  
- Wooden books, 52

**LITERARY PLACES**
- Buried City of Armero, 399  
- Drowned City of Shi Cheng, 151  
- Drowned Village, 68  
- Laguna Epecuén Carhué, 383  
- Te Wairoa Buried Village, 243

**MACABRE MUSEUMS**
- Amityville Horror House, 326  
- Anatomical Machines of Cappella Sansevero, 59  
- Biological Museum, 109  
- Body Farm, 351  
- Cheddar Man and Cannibals Museum, 7  
- Cushing Brain Collection, 367  
- Dapper Cadaver, 281  
- Death Mask Collection, 97  
- Dom Museum's Kunst und Wunderkammer, 25  
- Ecuador National Museum of Medicine, 402  
- German Butcher Museum, 41  
- Glore Psychiatric Museum, 330  
- Golden Eagle Pharmacy Museum, 80  
- Henkermuseum, 73  
- Hunterian Museum, 55  
- Insane Asylum Museum, 52  
- International Museum of Surgical Science, 320  
- Josephinum, 55  
- Kunstkamera, 89  
- Leila’s Hair Museum, 330  
- Lizzie Borden Bed & Breakfast, 326  
- Medizinhistorisches Museum, 73  
- Meguro Parasitological Museum, 154  
- Morbid Anatomy Museum, 359  
- Mound of Ears, 159  
- Musée d’Anatomie Delmas-Orfila-Rouviere, 37  
- Musée des Moulages, 55  
- Musée de l’Hôpital, 55  
- Musée d’Histoire Naturelle, 320  
- Museum of Holy Souls in Purgatory, 59  
- Museum of Human Disease, 234  
- Museum of Medicine, 55  
- Museum of Medieval Torture, 55  
- Museum of Osteology, 316  
- Museum of Medieval Torture, 55  
- Museum of Medicine, 55  
- Museum of Osteology, 316
Laguna Colorada, 389
Laguna del Diamante, 386
Lake Baikal, 90
Lake Hillier, 234
Lake Natron, 212
Lake Nyos, 198
Lake Retba, 204
Lake Tekapo, 243
Lake Tele, 207
Lake Vostok, 446
Lençóis Maranhenses Nat’l Park, 394
Lighthouse Reef atoll, 420
Lucky Dragon Five, 155
Marble Cathedral, 396
Mariana Trench, 90
Maunsell Army Sea Forts, 9
Monticello Dam Spillway, 288
Mopion, 442
Mudhif Houses, 116
Mariana Trench, 90
Eastland Cathedral, 33
Fluorescent Art, 64
PERCEIVED
Amazon Stonehenge, 390
Aloba Arch, 206
ROCK FORMATIONS
see also Waterfalls, Rock Formations

NUCLEAR CURIOSITIES
Cactus Dome, 245
Congressional Fallout Shelter, 365
Experimental Breeder Reactor 1, 429
Hanford Site, 429
Juragua Nuclear Power Plant, 428
Kelvedon Hatch Nuclear Bunker, 8
Novaya Zemlya Test Site, 91
Oklo Reactor, 198
109 East Palace, 304
Red Gate Woods, 321
St. Andrews bunker, 20
Wunderland Kalkar, 46, 429

OUTER SPACE
Arecibo Observatory, 439
Astronomical Clock of Besançon Cathedral, 33
Balkonur Cosmodrome, 136
Calendar Sundial, 17
Campo del Cielo Meteorite, 386
Eisinga Planetarium, 62–63
Evergreen Aviation & Space Museum, 290
Haughton Impact Crater, 262–263
Hoba Meteorite, 214
Jantar Mantar Astronomical Instruments, 130
Kovac Planetarium, 334
Large Zenith Telescope, 260
Leviathan of Parsonstown, 17
Meteorite Crater Field, 79
Monument to Hodges Meteorite, 339
Peoria Solar System, 322
Radio Astronomy Center, 81
Roppongi Hills Pond, 153
Space Shuttle Endeavour, 281
Space Travel Museum, 41
Star City, 93
SNOLAB, 272
Sweden Solar System, 109
Tunguska Event Epicenter, 89
UFO Memorial, 85, 110
UFO Welcome Center, 350
Xul Solar Museum, 383

OUTSIDER ART
American Visionary Art Museum, 354–355
Antarctic Sculpture Garden, 446
Bruno Weber Sculpturepark, 72
Carhenge, 314–315
Collection de l’Art Brut, 73
Decelba’s Head, 86
Dr. Guislain Museum, 30
Dreamer’s Gate, 235
Eartha, 370
Electric Ladyland Museum of Fluorescent Art, 64
Electrum, 240
Fountain of Time, 320
Fremont Troll, 295
Gala Dalí Castle, 70
Georgia Guidestones, 343
Gigal Sculpture Garden, 309
Hand, The, 408
Hill of Crosses, 82
Horca del Inca, 389
House of Artists, 25
Jamaica Pond Bench, 372
Josep Pujitula Labyrinth, 70
Kane Kwei Carpentry Workshop, 199
Kaspar Hauser Monument, 45
Lightning Field, 301
Madara Rider, 75
Mano del Desierto, 398
Midlothian Castle, 270
La Mona, 418
Museum of Bad Art, 371
Museum of Modern Renaissance, 372
Nazar Lines, 404
Nek Chand’s Rock Garden, 129
Orlando Towers, 217
Ozymandias on the Plains, 306
Palace of Fine Arts, 287
Park of the Monsters, 56
Petrified Wood Park, 318
Phantasma Gloria, 281
Prada Marfà, 305
Ra Paulette’s Caves, 304
REACH: New York, 359
Roden Crater, 303
Shit Fountain, 320
Slab City, 278
Spiral Jetty, 302–303
Sun Tunnels, 302
Tibeté, 196–197
Toro Munio, 405
Veijo Rökkönen Sculpture Park, 103
Velaslavasay Panorama, 281
Victoria’s Way Indian Sculpture Park, 16
Village of Dolls, 161
Wildbeest Kuil Rock Art Centre, 216
William Ricketts Sanctuary, 236
Witches Hill, 83
Xieng Khuan Buddha Park, 171

PRISONS
Angola Prison Rodeo, 345
Boab Prison Tree, 232
Carandiru Penitentiary Museum, 394
Devil’s Island, 402
Eastern State Penitentiary, 363
Goli Otok Prison, 77
Karosta Prison Hotel, 82
Museum of Underground Prisoners, 118
Ottawa Jail Hostel, 271
Patarei Sea Fortress Prison, 78
Presidio Modelo, 431
Prison Cell of Judger Sylbaris, 436
Rotary Jail Museum, 323

PYRAMIDS
Alexander Golod’s Pyramids, 88
Balls Pyramid, 237
Gold Pyramid House, 322
Great Pyramids of Cholula, 415
Moche Pyramids, 405
Nekoma Pyramid, 315
Pyramids of Meroë, 194–195
Ryuguoy Hotel, 164–165
Summum Pyramid, 310

RELIGIOUS RELICS
All Saints Way, 372
Beverley Sanctuary Stones, 5
Bijbels Museum, 65
Body of St. Francis Xavier, 133
Crutches of St. Joseph’s Oratory, 274
Holy Land, USA, 366
The Holy Right, 80
Jeweled Skeleton of St. Munditia, 43
Lajas Sanctuary, Las, 400
Sacred Grove, 360
see also Crypts and Cemeteries; Temples, Churches, and Monasteries

ROCK FORMATIONS
Aloba Arch, 206
Amazon Stonehenge, 390
RUINS AND ABANDONED SPOTS
Abandoned Plymouth, 438
Anse aux Meadows, 267
Antwerp Ruien, 97
Bete Giyorgis, 209
Church of St. Simeon the Stylite, 122
Choquequirao, 405
Centralia, 362
Cementland, 331
Centralia, 362
Chappel North Deep-Level Air Raid Shelter, 10
Derawar Fort, 141
Douga, 195
Fort Samaiapata, 389
Gedi Ruins, 210
Ghadames, 191
Great Zimbabwe, 219
Manpupuner Rock Formations, 92
Moussa Castle, 120
Mystery Castle, 299
Amagosa Opera House and Hotel, 284–285
Arcosanti, 297

STRANGE ARCHITECTURE
Abita Mystery House, 346
Abuja Airplane House, 203

SCIENCE MUSEUMS AND EXPERIMENTS
Alchemie Museum, 78
American Computer Museum, 313
Birthplace of Tesla Museum and Memorial Center, 77
Boomeria, 287
California Science Center, 281
Centennial Bulb, 286
Dymaxion Chronofile, 279
Edison’s Last Breath, 328
Electronic Museum, 80
Ether Dome, 372
Golden Age of Peking, 411
Griffith Observatory’s Tesla Coil, 281
Hessdalen AMS, 107
Holmdel Horn Antenna, 356
IceCube Research Station, 447
Infinite Corridor (MIThenge), 372
Institution of Geological Sciences, 281
Integratron, 279
Jake Winkle’s Town, 281
Kowloon Walled City Park, 151
Kremsmunster Observatory, 25
Kruševac Makedonium, 83

SELF-BUILT CASTLES
Bishop Castle, 298
Can’s Castle, 299
Château Laroche, 333
Coral Castle, 299
Don Justo’s Self-Built Cathedral, 68
Moussa Castle, 120
Mysterious Castle, 299
Palais Ideal, 38
Rubel Castle, 299
Solomon’s Castle, 299
Taród Vár Castle, 80
Tower of Eben-Ezer, 30
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Monastery of the Caves, 98
Mount Athos Monastery, 50
Qenqo Temple, 405
Robotic Church, 359
Rock Church, 103
Ruzica Church, 94
Salt Cathedral, 400
San Juan Parangaricutiro, 417
Secret Passages of Mont Sainte-Odile, 33
Shah Cheragh, 114
Spring Temple Buddha, 172
St. Anthony’s Chapel, 361
St. George’s Monastery, 119
St. Jude’s Cathedral, 262
St. Maurice’s Abbey, 73
St. Roch Chapel, 347
Strahov Monastery, 77
Ta Prohm temple, 169
Temple of Abi Simbel, 188
Temple of Mithras, 10
Temple of the Buffalo Head, 180
Tengzhu Shrine, 200
Tree Cathedral, 51
Trinity Church, 448
Underground Temples of Damanhur, 53
Unfinished Cathedral, 427
Wat Samphan, 182

**TRAJECTS AND RAILWAYS**

Cayuga Park, 287
Garfield-Clarendon Model Railroad Club, 320
Great Train Graveyard, 389
Last Bamboo Train, 169
Northlandz, 357
Pullman Historic District, 320
Wuppertal Suspension Railway, 46

**TREES**

Ancon Hill, 421
Arborsmith Studios, 288
Auerworld Palace, 135
Avenue of the Baobabs, 220
Big Baobab, 216
Bike Tree, 294
Boab Prison Tree, 232
Chapel Oak, 33
Circus Trees at Gilroy Gardens, 135
Cooper Creek Dig Tree, 231
Crooked Forest, 84
Deadlvei, 215
Enchanted Forest, 260, 290
Forest Guitar, 383
Hall of Mosses, 295
Last Tree of Tenére, 202
Leper Tree, 213
Methuselah Tree, 279
Pando, the Trembling Giant, 309
Petrified Forest, 386
Root Bridges of Cherrapunji, 134
Tree Cathedral, 51
Tree Climbing Planet, 290
Tree Mountain, 103
Tree of Tule, 417
Twisted Trees, 264
Virola trees, 392

**UNDERGROUND AND CAVES**

Antwerp Ruien, 97
Balaklava Submarine Base, 96
Basilia Cisterns of Istanbul, 97
Batu Caves, 174
Bingham Canyon Mine, 90
Block of Lights, 384
Cappadocia, 97
Cave of Swallows, 416
Cave of the Crystals, 419
Cave of the Moon, 70
Caves of Remouchamps, 30
Cincinnati’s Lost Subway, 333
City Hall Station, 359
Cooler Pedy, 235
Crystal Cave, 332
Ctu Chi Tunnels, 184
Dakar Diamond Mine, 261
Diefenbunker, 269
Fingal’s Cave, 19
Fontanelle Cemetery Caves, 61
Forestiere Underground Gardens, 284
Gellert Hill Cave Church, 80
Great Stalacpipe Organ, 352
Grottoes of folk-s-les-Caves, 30
Guoliang Tunnel, 150
Hidden Bomb Shelters, 52
Hobbiton, 240
Jameos del Agua, 70
Khewra Salt Mines, 141
Kitum Cave, 210
Krubera Cave, 90
Live-in Salt Mine, 85
London sewer System, 97
Lost River Fleet, 10
Lower Bay Station, 271
Margate Shell Grotto, 8
Mendenhall Ice Caves, 377
Monastery of the Caves, 98
Newnes Glowworm Tunnel, 234
Niagara’s Breen Ice Cave, 106
Odessa Catacombs, 96
Paint Mines Interpretive Park, 298
Pionen Data Center, 110
Potos Silver Mines, 389
Rat Paulette’s Cave, 304
Seikan Tunnel, 90
Solomon’s Quarries, 117
Strataga Salt Mine, 312
SubTropolis, 331
Tal Tona Gold mine, 90
Third Tunnel of Aggression, 166
Thunderhead Falls, 318
Turda Salt Mines, 87
Underground Cities of Cappadocia, 97
Underground Temples of Damanhur, 53
Villarrica Caves, 397
Waitomo Glowworm Caves, 243
Wieliczka Salt Mine, 84
World of Ice Giants, 28
Yester Castle, 20

**UNUSUAL COLLECTIONS**

Absinthium Museum, 37
African American Firefighter Museum, 281
American International Rattlesnake Museum, 304
American Sign Museum, 332
Avanos Hair Museum, 142
Bata Shoe Museum, 271
Billy Bass Adoption Center, 339
Bottle Peter’s Museum, 99
Bunny Museum, 281
Burns Archive, 359
Busy Beaver Button Co., 320
California Academy of Sciences Herpetology Department, 287
Canadian Potato Museum, 273
Castello Incantato, 59
Cesare Lombroso Museum of Criminal Anthropology, 54
Cat Museum, 174
Chocolate Museum, 70
Chouara Tannery, 193
CIA Museum, 352
City reliquary, 359
Cowgirl Hall of Fame, 308
Crypt of Civilization, 344
Espetero Museum, 23
European Asparagus Museum, 41
Explorers Club, 359
Eyewear Museum, 37
FAST Fiberglass Mold Graveyard, 335
45th Infantry Museum, 317
French Freemasonry Museum, 37
Gallery of Beauties, 42
Globe Museum, 24
Gopher Hole Museum, 257
Great Blanks in Wax, 355
Great Train Graveyard, 389
H. R. Giger Museum, 73
Hair Jewelry, 101
Hall of Maps, 55
Hash, Marijuana, Hemp Museum, 65
Hearse Museum, 70
Heladería Coromoto, 411
Helsinki University Museum, 103
Historic Voodoo Museum, 346
I Can Stones, 407
Institute of Illegal Images, 287
Int’l Coffee Cup Museum, 103
Int’l Friendship Exhibition, 165
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 372
Island of the Dolls, 414
Jade Burial Suits, 150
Jahad Museum, 125
John M. Mossman Lock Collection, 359
Johnson Vicirota Museum, 353
Juan de la Cosa’s Map of the Americas, 68–69
Kid’s Toy Museum, 291
Kreyzg National History Museum, 136
Lizzardo Museum of Lapidary Art, 320
Lund University Nose Collection, 108
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INDEX

A
Abandoned Plymouth, 438
Abita Mystery House, 346
Absinthe Museum, 37
Abu Dhabi Falcon Hospital, 123
Abuja Airplane House, 203
Adak National Forest, 378
Adam’s Peak, 142
African American Firefighter Museum, 281
African Renaissance Monument, 204
Agricultural Museum of Cairo, 186
Agriculture Museum of Budapest, 81
Air Hollywood, 281
Airplane House, 203
Ait-Ben-Haddou, 193
Akodessewa Fetish Market, 205
Alchemy Museum, 78
All Saints Way, 372
Allen, James, 371
Aloba Arch, 206
Alofaaga Blowholes, 249
Amargosa Opera House, 284–85
Amathole Museum, 216
Amazon Bore Surfing, 391
Amazon Stonehenge, 390
American Computer Museum, 313
American Int’l Rattlesnake Museum, 304
American Sign Museum, 332
American Visionary Art Museum, 354–55
Amityville Horror House, 326
Amun-Her-Khepesh-Ef, Grave of, 375
Anatomical Machines of Cappella Sansevero, 59
Áncón Hill, 421
Angel Falls, 408
Angelus Temple, 37
Angola Prison Rodeo, 345
Anse aux Meadows, 267
Antarctic Sculpture Garden, 446
Antarctica, travel to, 445
Antelope Canyon, 297
Antikythera Mechanism, 49
Antogo Fishing Frenzy, 200
Antwerp Ruien, 97
Aral Sea, 126
Arborsmith Studios, 288
arboretecture, 134–35
Archie the Giant Squid, 12–13
Arcosanti, 297
Arctic architecture, 262–63
Arecibo Observatory, 439
Armoro, Buried City of, 399
Arthur Kill Ship Graveyard, 359
Astronomical Clock of Besançon Cathedral, 33
Aitone Grand Splendid, 383
Atlas Studios, 193
Atomium, 30
Auerworld Palace, 135
August von Spiess Museum of Hunting, 87
Aurora Ice Museum, 377
Auroville, 132
Australia’s deadly creatures, 228–229
automatons, 2, 3
Avanos Hair Museum, 142
Avenue of the Baobabs, 220
B
Baalbek Trilithon, 120
Baartman, Saartjie, 37
Babbage, Charles, 11, 55
Babbage, Charles, 11, 55
Baby Head Cemetery, 308
Baby Jumping Festival, 70
Badlands Guardian, 258
Baikonur Cosmodrome, 136
Balclava Submarine Base, 96
Baldwin Street, 243
Balls Pyramid, 237
Bamboo Train, last, 169
Band of Holes, 405
Banff Merman, 256
Barometer World Exhibition Museum, 7
Basilica Cisterns, 97
Basilica of Bom Jesus, 133
Basilica of Saint-Denis, 37
Basilica of St. Stephen, 80
Bata Shoe Museum, 271
Battleship Island, 162
Batu Caves, 174
Beer Bottle Temple, 183
Beichuan Earthquake Museum, 150
Belogradchik Rocks, 75
Benga, Ota, 37
Bentham, Jeremy, auto icon, 12, 363
Berkeley Pit, 313
Bete Gyrigirs, 209
Betty and Barney Hill Archive, 374
Beverley Sanctuary Stones, 5
Biblio-Mat, 271
Big Baobab, 216
Big Fish, 241
Big Things, Australia’s, 238–239
Bijbels Museum, 65
Bike Tree, 294
Billy Bass Adoption Center, 339
Bimini Road, 442
Binosulaors Building, 281
Biological Museum, 109
Bir Tawil, 190
Birr Castle, 17
Bishop Castle, 298
Bjarneishöfn Shark Museum, 104
Black Death, 20, 52
Blackfriars Playhouse, 351
Block of Lights, 384
Blood Falls, 444
Bloody Bay Wall, 428
Blue Desert, 189
Blue Grotto, 104
Blue Hole Mineral Spring, 435
Blue Lagoon, 104
Blue Mustang, 298
blue-ringed octopus, 228
Blythe Intaglios, 276
Boab Prison Tree, 232
Bob Baker Marionette Theater, 281
Bodhi Farm, 351
Bohemian National Cemetery, 320
Boiling Lake, 431
Bok Tower Gardens, 342
Bomb Shelters, Hidden, 52
Bombay Beach, 277
Bone Chapel, 68
Boomeria, 287
Borden, Lizie, 326
Boswell Embalming Bottle House, 260
Bottle Peter’s Museum, 99
Boulders of Monsanto, 66
Bouvet Island, 447
box jellyfish, 228
Bozhou Medicinal Herb Market, 148
Brazilian National Pororoca Surfing Championship, 391
Bridge of Love, 94
Bridge to Nowhere, 243
Britannia Panopticon Music Hall, 20
Bruno Weber Skulpturenpark, 72
Brutalist architecture, 75, 76, 216

WATERFALLS
Blood Falls, 444
Cumberland Falls, 345
Devil’s Kettle, 328
Devil’s Swimming Pool, 219
Dry Falls, 293
Goca Falls, 403
Horsetail Fall, 286
Las Grietas, 402
Saut-d’Eau Waterfalls, 434
Steinsdalsfossen Waterfall, 107
Svartifoss, 104
Thunderhead Falls, 318
Victoria Falls, 219
Waterfalls Restaurant, 178

WORLD WAR II
Castle of Wewelsburg, 46
Heidelburg Thingstätte, 41
Nazi Graveyard, 391
Odessa Catacombs, 96
Oradour-sur-Glane, 31
Red Cross Concentration Camp, 94
WWII POW Camp, 20
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Digesting Duck, The, 3
Dinosaur Best Western, 298
Dinosaur of Ta Prohm, 169
Dinosaur Land, 337
Dinosaur Park, 336
Discovery Hut, 447
Disneyland, 280
Divine Comedy (Dante), 385
Dog cemetery, 20
Dog Chapel, 375
Dog Suicide Bridge, 20
Dom Museum’s Kunst und Wunderkammer, 25
Don Justo’s Self-Built Cathedral, 68
Door to Hell, 143
Dotson Runway Graves, 344
Dremmer’s Gate, 235
Drottningholms Palace Theater, 110
Drowned Church of Potosí, 408
Drowned City of Shi Cheng, 151
Drowned Village, 68
Dry Falls, 293
Dungeness Nat’l Reserve, 8
Garden of Cosmic Speculation, 21
Garden of Tarot, 55
Eternal Silence, 320
Eternity Restaurant, 98
 Ether Dome, 372
European Asparagus Museum, 41
European Green Belt, 163
Evolver, 73
Explorers Club, 359
Extremensteine, 44
eye worm, 154
Eyewear Museum, 37

F

Facial prosthetics, 108
Fading Shell Island, 204
Fairy Circles, 215
FAST Fiberglass Mold Graveyard, 335
Fawcett, Percy, 390, 409
Felicia Currywowa Farmstead Museum, 85
Festival of the Exploding Hammers, 417
Fetish Market, Akodessewa, 205
Fiji Museum, 245
Fingal’s Cave, 19
Fire Mummies, 178
Fireball Festival, 423
Firefly Squid of Toyama Bay, 156–57
Floating Islands of the Uros, 404
Floating School, 203
Floralis Genérica, 383
Flowerpot Island, 271
Fly Geyser, 300
Flying Doctors, 230
Folske-Caves, 30
Foro, 196
Fontanelle Cemetery Caves, 61
foot torture, 385
Footprints of Acacualinca, 421
Ford, Henry, 328, 395
Fordlandia, 395
Forestiere Underground Gardens, 284
Forest Guitar, 383
Fort Denison, 234
Fort Samaipata, 389
Franz Josef Land, 372
Futurama, 281
G

Gala Dalí Castle, 70
Galileo’s Middle Finger, 57
Gallipoli, 350
Garfield-Clarendon Model Railroad Club, 320
Garages of the Washington National Cathedral, 365
Gbedolite, 207
G-Cans project, 157
Gephyro, 210
Gellért Hill Cave Church, 80
Georgia Guidestones, 343
German Butcher Museum, 41
Ghadas, 191
Ghost Fleet of Truk Lagoon, 246–47
Giant Lenin Head of Ulan-Ude, 92
Giant Mao Head, 150
Giant’s Causeway, 18–19
Gibraltar Airport, 70
Giethoorn, 64
Gigante, Il, 52
Gilgal Sculpture Garden, 309
Glove Museum, 24
Gloria Psychiatric Museum, 330
Gobustan Mud Volcanoes, 126
Gota Falls, 403
Goddess Tuptim Shrine, 182
Gold Pyramid House, 322
Golden Eagle Pharmacy Museum, 80
Golden Fire Hydrant, 287
Goli Otok Prison, 77
Good Vibrations Antique vibrator Museum, 287
Gopher Hole Museum, 257
Gotfried Knoche’s Mummy Lab, 411
Granary Burying Ground, 372
Granite Mountain Records Vault, 310
Grant Museum of Zoology, 10
Grass Bridge, Last Incan, 406
Great Blacks in Wax, 355
Great Blue Hole, 420
Great Guatemalan Sinkhole, 424
Great Isaac Cay, 427
Great Mosque of Djenné, 201
Great Pacific Garbage Patch, 249, 380
Great Pyramids of Cholula, 415
Great Stalacpipe Organ, 404
Great Train Graveyard, 389
Great Zimbabwe, 219
Greatstone Sound Mirrors, 8
Greenbriar, 365
Greenhouse, world’s largest, 7
Greyfriars Cemetery Mortsafe, 20
Grifters, Las, 402
Grinton Observatory’s Tesla Coil, 281
Grip the Raven, 364
Grinots of Folk-Lyk-Caves, 30
Gruta do Lago Azul, 395
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes, 241
Guano Island, 248
Guano Island, 248
Guanarí Missions, 402
Gucayabel Zip Lines, 401
Guédelon Castle, 339
Guernsey chapel, 8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Location/Attraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Oymyakon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>Oyotunji African Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>Ōwakudani black eggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>Ouarzazate's Cinematic Sights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271</td>
<td>Ottawa Jail Hostel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>ossuaries, European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Orlando Towers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289</td>
<td>Oregon Vortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Oradour-sur-Glane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>Old Sow Whirlpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>Old Man of the Lake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357</td>
<td>Northlandz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>North Yungas Death Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>Oklo Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Odessa Catacombs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>Oak Island Money Pit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>Pratt Institute Engine Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>Prehistoric Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>Prelinger Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>President's Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>Presidio Modelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Pripyat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Principality of Hutt River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Principality Of Sealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>Prison Cell of Ludger Sylbaris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Project Hailstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246–47</td>
<td>Pullman Historic District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Pumpkin Spring Pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>Pyramids, Alexander Golod's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Pyramids of Meroë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>Ra Paulette's Caves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>Racetrack Playa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Radio Astronomy Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>Radio City Music Hall's Secret Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>Rain of Fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Ramree Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Rat King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>Raven Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>Republic of Kugelmugel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Republic of Minerva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Republic of Sealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>Reed College Research Reactor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>Reed Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Reeves County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>Red Gate Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Red Sands Fort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Republic of Minerva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>Rere Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>Richat Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>Ringing Rocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>Rietveld Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>Robert the Doll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>Rock Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Rock of Ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Rocket War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>Roden Cramer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Root Bridges of Cherrapunjii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Roppongi Hills Pond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>Rotary Jail Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>Rubel Castle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Rubjerg Knude Lighthouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Rundetårn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ružica Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64–65</td>
<td>Ryugyong Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Saaremaa Crater Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>Sacred City of Caral-Supe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Titan Missile Museum, 296–97
Tobacco Museum, 101
tobacco smoke enemas, 385
Toki Pona, 23
Tollund Man, 101
Tom Mankewicz Conservation Carousel, 281
Tomb of the Girl Who Died Twice, 384
Tongzi Dan, 149
Toro Muerto, 405
tortoises of Aldabra, 222
Torture Museum, 65
Tower of Eben-Ezer, 30
Transcontinental Air Mail Route Beacons, 313
Tree Cathedral, 51
Tree Climbing Planet, 290
Tree Mountain, 103
Tree of Ténéré, Last, 202
Tree of Tule, 417
Trick Eye Museum, 167
Trinity Church, 448
Tristan da Cunha, 222
Tromelin Island, 221
Tuned Mass Damper, 152
Tunguska Event Epicenter, 89
Turda Salt Mine, viii, 87
Turk, The, 3
Twelve Apostles, 234
Twisted Trees, 264
U
U-505, 320
Ueno Zoo Escaped Animal Drill, 155
UFO Memorial, 85 (Poland), 110 (Sweden)
UFO Welcome Center, 350
Umatilla Chemical Depot, 292
Umbrella Cover Museum, 370
Umpherston Sinkhole, 233
Unclaimed Baggage Center, 339
Undara Lava Tubes, 234
Underground Temples of Damanhur, 53
Undertaker’s Museum, 25
Underwater Museum, 98
Unfinished Cathedral, 427
Unit 731 Museum, 145
University of Florida Bat Houses, 340
Upside-Down House, 83
Uranium City, 264
Urology Museum, 355
USPS Remote Encoding Facility, 310
USS Cairo, 348
UTA Flight 772 Memorial, 202

V
Vác Mummies, 80
Valliancourt Fountain, 287
Vajdahunyad Castle, 81
Val-Jalbert Ghost Town, 274
Valle de las Animas, 389
Valle del Hilo de la Vida, 408
Vallée de Mai, 221
Valley of the Whales, 191
Vancouver Police Museum, 259
Vanishing Lake, 17
Varsha Beach Resort, 51
Vasa Museum, 110
Veijon Rönkkönen Sculpture Park, 103
Velaslavasay Panorama, 281
Velazquez, Anastasio, 414
Ven Island, 110
Venetian Palace Diorama, 372
Vent Haven Museum, 345
Ventspils International Radio Astronomy Center, 81
Victoria Amazonica, 395
Victoria’s Way Indian Sculpture Park, 16
Victorious Fatherland Liberation War Museum, 166
Victrola Museum, Johnson, 353
Villa Baviera, 397
Village of Dolls, 161
Villafranca Caves, 397
Villisca Ax Murder House, 325
Vizcaíno Creek Fossil Bed, 408
Volvič, Vesna, 437
Vulcan, 257

W
Wagah Border Ceremony, 128
waiting mortuaries, 385
Waitomo Glowworm Caves, 243
Wall Street Bombing, scars of, 359
Walled City of Shibam, 124
Wang Saen Suk Helli Garden, 181
Warren Anatomical Museum, 372
Washington National Cathedral, 365
Wat Samphran, 182
Watson Lake Sign Post Forest, 265
Watts Tower, 281
Wave Organ, 287
Weeki Wachee Mermaids, 341
Welmasheca, 25
Westin St. Francis, 287
Wewelsburg, Castle of, 46
Whistler’s Museum, 313
Whittier, Alaska, 377

Wichita Mountains Buffalo Herd, 317
Wieliczka Salt Mine, 84
Wildbeest Kuil Rock Art Centre, 216
Wilhelm Reich Museum, 370
William Ricketts Sanctuary, 236
Williams, Roger, root 374
Williamson Tunnels, 4
Wilson’s Stone Igloo, 447
Winchester Mystery House, 279
Wishbones of McSorley’s Old Ale House, 359
Wisteria Tunnel, 161
Witches Hill, 83
Witches’ Market, 387
Witches’ Market, 387
Wooden Books of Padua University, 52
World Discoverer, 252
World Elephant Polo Championships, 139
World Map minigolf, 101
World of Ice Giants, 28
World’s Biggest Chair, 70
World’s Largest Axe, 274
World’s Largest Ball of Paint, 324
World’s Largest Ball of Twine (Rolled by One Person), 328
World’s Largest Coca-Cola Logo, 397
World’s Largest Desert, 189
World’s Quietest Room, 329
World’s Scariest Airport, 138
Writer, The, 3
Wunderkammer, 234
Wunderland Kalkar, 429
Wuppertal Suspension Railway, 46
WWII POW Camp, 20

X
Xieng Khuan Buddha Park, 171
Xkeken Cenote, 417
Xul Solar Museum, 383

Y
Yamamoto’s Bomber, 249
Yester Castle, 20
Yoda Fountain, 287
Ytterby Mine, 110
Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, 93

Z
Zedekiah’s Cave, 117
Zoo (Zoological Museum Bologna), 52
Zoo (Zoological Museum Cluj-Napoca), 86
Zoo, Grant Museum of, 10